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ABBREVIATIONS
ADB

Asian Development Bank

BOM

Bank of Mongolia, Mongolia’s Central Bank

CPP

Canada Pension Plan

CPPIB

Canada Pension Plan Investment Board

DB

Defined Benefit, see Glossary of Terms

DC

Defined Contribution, see Glossary of Terms

DFR

Draft Final Report, Strengthening the Pension System TA 4910

FRC

Financial Regulatory Commission

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

ILO

International Labour Organisation

IPD

Implicit Pension Debt

ISSA

International Social Security Association

MOD

Ministry of Defence, Government of Mongolia

MOF

Ministry of Finance, Government of Mongolia

MSE

Mongolian Stock Exchange

MSWL

Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour, Government of Mongolia

NDC

Notional Defined Contribution

NSO

National Statistics Office, Government of Mongolia

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OIDI

Occupational Injury and Disease Insurance, a sub-fund of Social Insurance

PAYGO

Pay as you go, see Glossary of Terms

PROST

Pension Reform Options Simulation Toolkit

SI

Social Insurance

SINC

Social Insurance National Council, established under the Law on Social Insurance,
1994

SSIGO

State Social Insurance General Office, Government of Mongolia

SSSPD

State Social Security Policy Development, Government of Mongolia

TA

Technical Assistance

TORs

Terms of Reference
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term

Explanation

Actuarial Funding
Methodology

Mathematical process used to determine long-term and short-term (if required)
contribution rates for funded schemes to maintain actuarial balance. A system is
in actuarial balance if current assets plus future contributions is equal to sum of
current and future liabilities. Core principle is to accumulate sufficient assets
during working lifetime of employees to meet benefit payments up to last
payment to last beneficiary

Actuarial Present
Value of Future
Benefits

Present value of future benefits discounted for interest rate and survival
probabilities

Cash flow
projections

Method of analysing pension program costs by projecting inflow (contributions
and investment income, if any) and outflows in terms of benefit payments

Defined Benefit
Pension Scheme

Pension scheme under which benefits are calculated by a formula (usually
based on length of participation and wage history). More robust definition, a
pension scheme which is not ‘Defined Contribution’

Defined
Contribution
Pension Scheme

Pension scheme under which benefit amount is calculated in reference to the
individual account balance of the member. Most importantly it is a system
where the cost of scheme is equal contributions made during periods of service

Fully Funded
Pension System

A funded pension system where current assets are equal to or greater than the
current value of accrued liabilities (or IPD)

Funded Pension
System

A pension system which has independent assets (usually held under a trust)
which are for explicit and sole use of paying the promised benefits. The assets
are only returned to employer if there are no beneficiaries left in the system

General Revenues

Direct and indirect taxes, charges, levies etc. collected by Government for
meeting expenses and providing subsidies and services

Hybrid Scheme

A pension scheme that is fundamentally defined contribution but has one or
more characteristics of defined benefit, or occasionally vice versa. A defined
contribution arrangement such as Mongolia’s NDC has a defined benefit
characteristic with its guaranteed minimum pension, what would be known as a
Hybrid Scheme.

Implicit Pension
Debt
(Accrued Liability)
(Past Service Cost)

This is the portion of the actuarial present value of future benefits payable to
current contributors as at the valuation date that are allocated to the years prior
to the valuation date PLUS actuarial present value of future benefits payable to
current pension recipients. IPD can also be considered as the sum of all past
normal costs accumulated at valuation interest rate (adjustments would be
necessary to account for actual experience being different from assumed levels)
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Term

Explanation

Normal Cost

This is the portion of actuarial present value of future benefits payable to
current contributors as at the valuation date that are allocated to the year
following the valuation date. It is usual to express normal cost as a percentage
of wages. It can be expressed as a constant percentage or an increasing
percentage

Notional Defined
Contribution
Pension Scheme

Is a DC pension scheme which does not create real assets, i.e. the contributions
are not used to make specific investments. The benefits are linked to notional
individual balances where investment income is updated using theoretical rate
of return based on assumed asset portfolio

Occupational
Pension Scheme

Private pension scheme setup by one or more employer for providing pension
benefits to employees. Eligibility for pension benefit is linked to service with
the employer and benefit is linked to wages earned from the employer

Organised Sector

Part of economy which is subject to mandates made under the labour and other
social laws

National Pension
Scheme

Usually this term is used to indicate a pension program that is aimed at
providing a minimum pension benefit to workers who are part of the organised
labour force

Partially Funded
Pension System

A funded pension system where current assets are below the current value of
accrued liabilities (or IPD)

PAY-as-you-GO,
PAYGO

System of financing a pension program under which cost of benefits are only
taken into account when the benefit is due

Post-Retirement
Costs

Benefits and subsidies provided to worker after retirement from labour force

Redistribution of
income

A pension system that results in partial redirection of contributions received
from high wage earners to fund benefits of low wage earners. Implication, high
wage earners contribute more than what is required to fund their share of
benefits and the low wage earners contribute less than what is required to fund
their share of benefits

Scaled Premium
System

A funding methodology used by funded social (or national) pension systems
which aims to have the assets continuously grow throughout the projection
period by having an increasing contribution scale

Unfunded Pension
System

A pension system which has no independent assets which are for explicit and
sole use of paying the promised benefits

Universal Pension

A pension paid to a person where the sole qualifications are age and residence,
or in some cases nationality, with an equal amount for all. An alternative name
is demogrant or Citizens’ Pension.
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A time for reform – recognising the risks in the Pension System in Mongolia
1.

Mongolia is at a pivotal point in its provisions of pensions for what is a growing elderly
population. Today 6.7 percent of the Mongolian population is age 60 or older; by 2020 that
number will have almost doubled to 12.1 percent. The pension reforms of 1994 and 1999
need to be taken to a new level, with a recognition that future retirees in the Notional Defined
Contribution (NDC) Scheme introduced in 1999 will be paid lower benefits as a percentage of
final wage than those covered by earlier schemes.

2.

Pension policy has created three distinct groups of elderly:
(a) those born before 1960 who are or will be paid an inflation adjusted old age pension
established by the 1994 reform, called the Old and Interim Schemes in this Report;
(b) those born after 1960 who will be paid prospectively lower benefits from the 1999
established NDC accounts, called the Current Scheme in this Report; and
(c) those born after 1960 who will have no prospective benefits through exclusion from the
Current Scheme.

3.

Pension policy should consider the impact on the both provider and the means of funding, and
on the beneficiary. For a national scheme it is also important to recognise the impact on those
who do not receive pensions as much as on those who do.

4.

Since 1999 pension policy has s become a process where senior policymakers appear to make
small adjustments but, because they were not provided proper analysis, they were not able to
understand the consequences of their decisions or to ascertain whether their proposed changes
would produce the desired policy result. Analyses provided were insufficient and did not
reflect the complex nature of the pension liability growth, as analysts lacked adequate and
robust tools such as actuarial methodologies. One recent example is the reduction in Interim
Scheme and Current (NDC) scheme contributions that have had significant negative effects
on the size of pensions in NDC - they are likely to be substantially lower - and on the
Government’s liabilities to pay increased numbers of minimum pensions.

5.

The Consultants include recommendations that changes in pensions need to be fully
understood on their social and economic impact, on those who receive pensions and those
who will not. As changes have been proposed by Government, such as links to minimum and
average wages, there is a need to apply actuarial methodologies to assess the financial impact
on future liabilities. Understanding the urgency to change this course of analysis, senior
policymakers have embarked on a course in which comprehensive analytical data and true
management information on which to base decisions can be made available to senior
policymakers. Throughout this Report, reference is made to increased need for reliance on the
use of actuarial methodologies.
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Multi pillar system
6.

The Consultants describe the introduction of a multi pillar structure, sympathetic with
comments in the Millennium Development Goals. The Consultants suggest that the multi
pillar system consist of:
(a) Universal pension, the non-contributory, non-means tested benefit paid to resident
Mongolian citizens of a defined age; we discuss using age 60.
(b) Mandatory Pension, the present national pension system with some recommended
changes to improve the ability of Government officials to understand the implications of
their decisions by analysing the costs of pensions.
(c) Voluntary contributions into the NDC accounts, keeping them separate from mandatory
contributions and thus generating their own pension benefit.
(d) Employer Voluntary Occupational Savings Schemes, old age pensions that private sector
employers may establish to help their employees save for old age pension in addition to
the mandatory national system – provided by the private sector financial institutions in
Mongolia (regulated and supervised by the Financial Regulatory Commission (FRC)) –
life insurance companies (group policies), investment firms, mutual funds, bank saving
products and other financial products.
(e) Individual Voluntary Savings Accounts, the ability of individuals and families to save in
small or irregular amounts separate from and in addition to the mandatory national
pension system – provided by private sector financial institutions in Mongolia (regulated
and supervised by the FRC) and would consist of individual life insurance contracts, long
term savings accounts, mutual funds and other financial products.

7.

The introduction of Universal Pensions would be simultaneous with the elimination of the
minimum pension in the Current Scheme, after making allowances for different benefit ages
and any income shortfall that may result from NDC, and also lead to adjustments to benefits
in the Old and Interim Schemes. The adoption of a Universal Pension system would require
verification of the effectiveness and efficiency of the National Identity Card System and the
ability of the SSIGO, the current administrative recordkeeper of Social Insurance, which
includes Pension Insurance, to ensure that they are able to pay the new benefit.

8.

At present the Current Scheme is a hybrid scheme, being defined contribution with a
minimum guaranteed pension to those who qualify. Through taking the Current Scheme with
its present minimum pension characteristics into a pure defined contribution scheme where
the benefits are related to the amount an individual saves, the Consultants believe that the
level of mandatory and voluntary contributions can rise substantially.

9.

The minimum pension feature causes concern. This will rely on subsidies from the state
budget, as projections indicate that individuals’ account values at retirement will not be
substantial enough to finance their retirement benefits. As the minimum pension is linked to
average wage, each increase in average wage raises the Government’s financial liabilities to
pay benefits at retirement. The Consultants consider there are recommendations that can bring
the financing of pension benefits under control, by eliminating the minimum pension and at
the same time implementing other changes that can increase the account balances by
retirement age. Any increase to account values can only be generated from limited sources,
which this Report describes in greater detail. The recommended changes are to:
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(a) eliminate the current incentive for private sector employees and employers to underreport
employee wages by eliminating the minimum pension feature to the benefit calculation at
retirement which will cause true wages to be reported and thus, higher contributions to be
made;
(b) take steps to reduce employer evasion, which will also increase the number of workers for
whom contributions are being made;
(c) allow additional contributions to the mandatory Current Scheme by permitting voluntary
contributions from any source: employer, employee, self-employed, unemployed but
keeping voluntary contributions separate from mandatory balances and generating their
own pension benefits;
(d) reduce the amount of administrative fees being assessed by SSIGO; and
(e) credit to account values rates of interest as presently defined under the law or as proposed
through investing the accumulated contributions (funding and investing pension assets) in
accordance with an approved investment policy which would be expected to generate
greater investment returns. The Consultants understand that the Government intends to
convert the current notional (unfunded) nature of the defined contribution accounts to be
fully funded.
Expanding coverage
10.

Pension policy has major social and economic implications in Mongolia, particularly so in
rural areas. The 1994 reforms excluded self-employed from the pension system. Despite
political commitment and pilot programmes, no satisfactory method to extend coverage into
the mandatory NDC scheme has been established to include self-employed workers, such as
many in the herding community where incomes are irregular and unpredictable, and the
vulnerable. There is a clear threat to the family structure in the herding community with no
incomes for future retirees where pensions had been important factors in keeping families
together.

11.

Many self-employed workers and others who are not in the Current Scheme or who have not
been able to meet the 15 year required contribution record will begin to retire starting in 2015.
A large group of cohorts for the first time in Mongolia in many, many years will attain
retirement age without being paid a benefit. The introduction of a Universal Pension would
require substantial resources and planning and the cooperation and interest of a number of
Government departments and Ministries.

12.

The Consultants recognise the political and policy will to include the self-employed in
Pension Insurance but based on its research and findings consider that a mandatory
contribution system for a group that has irregular and unpredictable incomes, plus a number
of other factors, is impractical. In addition the dependence on the Old, Interim and Current
Schemes and pensions under Social Welfare cause some concern.
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Analysis required on any changes
13.

A number of recommendations made by the Consultants in this Report and which were
previewed in the January Workshops are under consideration by the Government of
Mongolia. The Consultants urge that a thorough analysis of the social and economic impact of
any changes be carried out prior to their introduction.
On the existing system

14.

As well as the structural changes, the Consultants recommend that the existing pension
system be strengthened and include recommendations that are designed to strengthen the
existing pension system, by reducing employer evasion, eliminating employees’
underreporting of wages, accurately distributing the costs of pension administration, applying
the complete initial balances to the NDC accounts for employees whose employment predates
1999 and that the correct interest rates for each year since then be credited.
From Unfunded to Funded and Investments

15.

The Government has explained its intent to redirect incoming contributions away from the
state budget and into a newly created Pension Investment Fund. The value of the NDC
accounts will also be transferred from the state budget to the new Fund.

16.

The Consultant have recommended recognising pension debt by having the assets in the
Pension Investment Fund exchanged for Government Bonds, where investment management
would be overseen by a Pension Investment Board, designed to be free from political
interference and established under legislation. Given appropriate compliance and operational
arrangements, a programme of diversifying pension assets might follow, dependent to a great
degree on the development of financial markets and an adequate supply of suitable long term
investments.
Comments and Concerns

17.

The Consultants received extensive comments from Members of Parliament, those from the
MOF, MSWL and SSIGO and others who attended the Workshops held in October 2007 and
January 2008 as well as in private meetings, and in the Draft Final Report debriefings with the
MOF, MSWL and SSIGO. The Consultants welcomed these opportunities to explain a wide
range of pension concepts, receive feedback and enter into constructive dialogue. A meeting
on 22 April with the Chair of the Standing Committee on Social Policy and four other
Members of Parliament allowed for discussion on three matters of major concern: Universal
Pensions, the financial liabilities of the pension system including Implicit Pension Debt and
accumulated NDC balances, and how a pension investment structure and policy might be
structured and evolve.

18.

Pensions are accounted for on a pay as you go (PAYGO) basis, with Pension Insurance
payments set against contributions, and any surplus or deficit accounted for in the State
Budget. Pension benefits paid in 2007 represented 18 percent of Government expenditures
and exceeded contributions by ₮102 billion compared with a deficit of ₮18 billion in 2000.

19.

Analysing PAYGO cash flow approach does not provide officials enough information on
which to understand total pension debt, known here as Implicit Pension Debt or IPD, and
estimated to be ₮8.4 trillion, more than twice GDP. Nor does it reflect the accrued NDC
balances, estimated in excess of ₮730 billion.
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20.

The Consultants are encouraged by the response of Government to these numbers, in
particular by the formation of the IPD Working Group that has considered their implications
in detail and improved their accuracy and reliability, and by the interest in the PROST
training, the World Bank’s simulation toolkit, to establish pension liabilities, arranged by the
Consultants for February 2008. The MOF, MSWL and SSIGO have expressed interest on
further actuarial input as an extension of this project.
Additional ADB Technical Assistance

21.

As this project completed its deliverables, it became clear that there was demand for further
work on pension and related areas. The following consider a number of these under the two
headings – structural changes and strengthening the existing pension system.
Structural changes
The challenges of introducing Universal Pensions

22.

The recommendations consider a number of matters related to the introduction of Universal
Pensions. This is a complex matter requiring considerable planning, public awareness
programmes, upgraded administration and benefit payment systems. Experience of other
countries introducing similar and comparable systems would be useful to ensure it is
introduced successfully. The development of such a plan will require cross-ministerial
cooperation and include many Government departments across the country as well as the
banking system.
Address transition and timing issues on Pension Reform

23.

The proposals in this Report include substantial pension reform, in particular in the
development of the Multi pillar system. The introduction of a Universal Pension will have
implications for the Old, Interim and Current Schemes as well as pensions and other benefits
payable under Social Welfare. This area requires considerable study as to the social and
economic consequences of an expanded pension system, transition and timing issues.
Determine whether to establish a Resources Fund as possible investment for the Pension
Investment Fund

24.

The recommendations include discussion the establishment of a Resources Fund, seeing
pension assets as being natural owners of such a fund. This is a matter that requires
considerable research as to its structure and goals, seeing them as a key part of the
development of the Mongolian economy, and one that may require considerable assistance in
its formation and running.
Strengthening Existing System
Upgrade SSIGO audit functions to international standards

25.

ISC

Discussions were held with SSIGO on the audit standards applying to Pension Insurance and
other benefits paid under Social Insurance and the collection of Social Insurance premiums.
The need for rigid and wide ranging audit procedures for SSIGO administration systems and
investment functions as they take on additional and more complex responsibilities becomes
evident as well as the means of ensuring their regular application. Prior to the commencement
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of managing investments, the Consultants recommend a review by an independent auditor of
what should then be newly established procedures to ensure compliance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Address inconsistencies between benefit calculations for employees covered both by Law on
Military Pensions and Current Scheme

26.

The Law on Military Pensions and Law on Social Insurance are not compatible for workers
who are covered for several years by both and makes determining benefits haphazard and left
to subjective decision making. For example a police officer with 10 years coverage who
departs the police force and works in the private sector for 15 years would be subject partially
to the rules of military and partially to the rules for non-military pensions.

27.

These gaps, overlaps and inconsistencies should be reviewed brought into any reforms agreed
upon by the Government for the national pension system. SSIGO officials requested
assistance to correct these inconsistencies through the development of an appropriate strategy,
amendments to laws and assistance developing operational and procedural enhancements.
Review / redraft 2003 Social Security Sector Strategy Paper and other policy material

28.

This paper is among the most important of recent papers outlining Social insurance policy
goals. Officials requested assistance to revise the 2003 Social Security Strategy Paper and the
Millennium Development Goals 2021 (only the section related to pension social insurance) to
reflect the intent of the amendments to laws passed by Parliament. An explanation should be
included that clarifies and rationalises the overlap between pension social insurance, social
welfare pensions and other old-age assistance targeted benefits. Officials propose to circulate
the revised documents among officials of Government ministries and civil society groups
such as trade unions, employer groups, academicians and social assistance oriented in order to
more widely communicate policy changes.

29.

A workshop in which these groups would be invited to discuss and debate the revised
documents should be planned including opportunities for material to be circulated in advance
so that the information can be intelligently discussed. Appropriate speakers to participate in
the workshop should include: members Government officials, members of civil society
groups such as NGOs, unions and employer groups, financial industry executives, media and
the Consultants in this TA.
Provide additional training for capacity building

30.

A major finding in this Project was that policymakers needed to be aware of the social and
economic impact of even minor changes in pensions as to the effect they had, and whether
policy as being achieved by the various changes. The discussion on capacity building in the
actuarial area as evidenced by the interest and impact of the PROST illustrates the need for
training for further capacity building.
Occupational Injury and Disease Insurance (OIDI)

31.

ISC

When the Parliament recently reduced the mandatory employer contribution rate and
increased the mandatory employee contribution rate, the new total contribution rate did not
include premiums into the OIDI sub-fund for employers that operate in hazardous and
arduous occupations. Officials of the MSWL have expressed an urgent need to have the OIDI
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premium cost ascertained and regulations developed and implemented. Despite the
discontinuation of the premiums into the OIDI sub-fund, the SSIGO continues to receive and
process OIDI claims.
32.

The current position is that no additional premiums are being contributed yet current new
benefits continue to be paid. The financial deficit that had been accumulating in the OIDI subfund prior to the suspension of employer premiums continues to increase and is expected to
require additional state subsidies if not rectified immediately. The Consultants concur that an
immediate analysis of the costs must be determined for both Government privately owned
companies that operate in the industrial categories known as hazardous and arduous
occupations.
Voluntary Pension and Long Term Savings

33.

Officials requested assistance related to implementation of the multi-pillar pension system
that was briefly highlighted in Millennium Development Goals and in the recommendations
of this Report. One key success factor toward implementing the multi-pillar strategy is the
reliance on a strong and robust financial sector, not presently apparent in Mongolia today for
a variety of reasons identified in the key findings chapter.

34.

The Consultants recommend an additional technical assistance project to address
impediments to development of financial markets that can ensure that the private sector is
able to make application to form life insurance companies, develop and register life insurance
products, establish investment companies and investment management firms, and establish
mutual funds and other long term focused products. This will encourage the development of
the multi pillar approach to pension savings.

ISC
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INTRODUCTION – THE REPORT AND ITS STRUCTURE
35.

This Report has been written in response to:
(a) its Terms of Reference;
(b) directives and requests from executing and implementing agencies; and
(c) understanding Government’s policy intent from policy papers, laws, regulations.

36.

It is divided into an Executive Summary and seven parts. The Executive Summary features
areas where further technical assistance would be appropriate:
(a) Part I describes Pension Insurance, part of Social Insurance. Pension Insurance is the
principal pension system in Mongolia.
(b) Part II considers the costs involved in providing Pension Insurance and includes the
actuarial report on the Implicit Pension Debt.
(c) Part III considers the Project’s Findings.
(d) Part IV looks at the Recommendations, divided into four areas:
(i) Structural changes to the National Pension System,
(ii) Financing and Funding the Government’s liability,
(iii) Investing and investment structure, and
(iv) Strengthening the existing system,
with rationale and explanation as to how these recommendations were arrived at.
(e) Part V refers to the legal aspects of pensions and the volume of legal work that may
follow from this Report.
(f) Part VI gives a project overview, including matters such as workshops, study tours, the
World Bank Core Course and the PROST training.
(g) Part VII features research on selected pension systems in three other countries, Canada,
Kazakhstan and Poland.
(h) The Terms of Reference are shown in Appendix I, together with a reference as to where
each part may be found in the Report. It will be seen that the Report is designed to read as
a free flowing document rather than adhere to the order of the Terms of Reference.
(i) Other Appendices are included in the Report.

ISC
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PART I – PENSIONS IN MONGOLIA
An introduction to Mongolian Pension Systems
37.

The Mongolian Government operates all pension systems in Mongolia. 1

38.

The national pension system is Pension Insurance, part of Social Insurance and established
under the Law of Social Insurance2. Pension Insurance is the principal subject of this project’s
Terms of Reference and therefore of this Final Report.
Table 1: Comparison: National Pension System of Mongolia
Comparison: National Pension System of Mongolia
CURRENT SCHEME
(NDC or notional defined
contribution accounts)

OLD SCHEME

INTERIM SCHEME

Established pre 1994
legislation

Law of Social Insurance from 1994

Law of Social Insurance from 1994
and Law of Individual Pension
Insurance Contribution June 1999

Retired before 1995
Account balances – none
Pensioners 109,329

Born before 1960
and retired after 1995 or still contributing
Account balances – none
Pensioners 138,596

Born 1960 and after
Individual accounts 583,636
Pensioners 45,903

Before 1995

1995 to 1998

1999 & Later

1999 & later

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

DC during accumulation phase and
DB during payment phase

All Labour Force

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Non-Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

PAYGO

PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Single Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Closed to New Members

Closed to New Members
Ongoing contributions for Existing Members

Open to New NDC Members,
Ongoing Contributions for New
and Existing Members

Source: Consultants’ own comparisons based on Law on Social Insurance and Law on Individual Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts using data provided by MSWL and SSIGO 2007. Pensioner and member data as at December
2007.

39.

1

2

ISC

The above pension structure has three distinct parts, each with its own membership
characteristics, separate membership and rules. For ease of study this Report refers to these
parts as schemes and as the Old Scheme, the Interim Scheme and the Current Scheme
respectively. The terms NDC and Current Scheme are both used to describe one and the same
scheme, depending on context.
Occupational savings schemes are offered by a small number of Mongolian private sector employers, although the
Consultants were not informed that any offer defined benefit pensions. This Report is not intended to cover those
persons employed by foreign owned entities who have pension rights through that employment.
The Law on Social Insurance was enacted in May 1994 and subsequently amended in January 1996, January 1997,
June 1999 and November 2007 and under the Law of Individual Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts June 1999.
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40.

Pension Insurance is both occupational and mandatory for certain groups, for employees
under labour law and in prospective legislation3 under civil contracts and short term contract.
Voluntary contributions are allowed for those who do not make mandatory contributions.
Participation is not mandatory for self-employed, a group that includes many herders.

41.

Pension benefits are also defined in the Law of Social Welfare, where pensions are paid in
certain circumstances to those who are not included in Pension Insurance. See the section on
Social Welfare, paragraph 407, for a description of the relevant parts of Social Welfare that
affect pension policy.

42.

There is also a separate Military Pension system, paragraph 382, for military officers, police,
traffic police, border patrols, fire-fighters and correctional officers under the Law on Military
Pensions and Benefits 1994.
Benefits and the Government’s liabilities

43.

The Mongolian Government has three types of pension liabilities under the Old, Interim and
Current Schemes.
(a) Retirement pension – for those workers who have completed the requirements of years of
service and have met the retirement age obligation.
(b) Invalidity pension – for those workers who became invalid prior to attainment of
retirement age.
(c) Survivor’s pension – for survivors of those covered who died before retirement, or in
certain cases died after retirement.

44.

The standard retirement age is 55 for women and 60 for men.4 Pensions may also be paid to
early retirees in several specialist professions. Early retirement beneficiaries who qualify are
not paid a reduced sum5; they receive the same pension benefit as an old age pension but
often for a longer number of years.

45.

The Old, Interim and Current Schemes have different liabilities and liability profiles on
paying pensions. The amount of the pension paid from the Old and Interim Schemes is based
on a series of changes in payments over time. Pensions paid from the Interim Scheme are
initially based on final wages and are amended from time to time. Only pensions are payable;
there are no single lump sum payments, annuity or drawdown arrangements.

46.

For those in the Interim Scheme the entitlement to a full pension is subject to paying
contributions to pension insurance for not less than 20 years for both men and women.
Entitlement to partial pension starts after three years of contributions have been paid in the
case of death / disability or after 10 years of contributions for retirement. Years of
contributions include a credit for all periods of employment prior to 1994 even though no

3

4
5

ISC

Legislation has been proposed to include all employees in Social Insurance rather than those only employed under
Labour law; at time of writing of this Report it was understood that such proposals have advanced from a first to a
second reading in Parliament but not yet approved.
A proposal in the Social Security Sector Strategy Paper, November 2003 to gradually equate retirement ages from 2005
to 2010 by raising the female retirement age to 60 has not been enacted. See Appendix VII for an extract of this paper.
In a balanced pension system a person who retires early is provided a reduced pension relative to a person retiring at the
standard retirement age (assuming salary and service remain the same in both cases). In Mongolia this reduction is not
applied and thus early retirements increase the financial burden on the system. This reduction should not be confused
with lower rate of benefit resulting from shorter average service of early retirees compared to that of normal age
retirees.
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contributions would have been made for such periods as prior to 1995 the national pension
system was non-contributory.
47.

For those in the Interim Scheme the benefit is 45 percent of the contributor’s average wages
for the five years preceding retirement, subject to the 20 year contribution requirement, with
an additional 1.5 percent of the contributor’s average wage for each year over 20 years. For
those who contributed between 10 and 20 years there is a proportional benefit.

48.

For those in the Current Scheme the entitlement to any pension is calculated by dividing the
NDC balance at retirement by a life expectancy factor. The SSIGO are unaware of this factor
and as a consequence the Consultants are also unaware of it. The NDC balance consists of:
initial balance (work history prior to 1999) plus employer and employee contributions since
1999 plus credited interest rates minus administrative expenses. Contributors with less than
180 months (15 years) of contributions lose their accumulated contributions (employer and
employee) and applicable interest rate credits; the employee’s own contributions are not
returned. The liability to pay a pension based on the balance is a liability of the Government.
The minimum pension

49.

The Government has an additional liability to ensure that a benefit paid to a contributor to the
Interim and Current Scheme is not below the defined minimum pension to those with full
qualifying periods, 20 years and 180 months respectively. For the Interim Scheme the
minimum pension is not less than 75 percent of the minimum monthly wage (50 percent for
those with between 10 and 20 years’ contributions). For the Current Scheme the minimum
pension is not less than 20 percent of the national average wage for those who have
contributed for 15 years (for those who contribute for longer periods the minimum is
increased by 0.5 percent for each additional year).

50.

The actual pension rates for the Interim Scheme are likely to be higher than the minimum; a
considerable number of those in the Current Scheme will only get the minimum. For
reference the minimum pension benefits would be as follows, based on most recent levels of
minimum monthly wage and the national average wage.
Table 2: Illustrative minimum monthly pension calculations
Illustrative Minimum Monthly Pension calculations
Current Scheme
Interim Scheme
₮300,000
Minimum monthly wage
₮108,000
National Average Wage
15 years :
20 years:
Factor
75%
Factor
20%
Minimum full pension
₮81,000
Minimum full pension
₮60,000
More than 10 years
Partial pension factor
50%
Minimum partial pension
₮54,000

ISC
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Early Retirement
51.

The normal retirement ages on Pension Insurance are 55 for women and 60 for men. There
are provisions for early retirement for certain groups who were in Pension Insurance as
follows:
(a) Women who have contributed to Pension Insurance for 20 years and had four or more
children (including adopted children from under 3 years old to age 6) may retire at 50.
(b) Men working underground or in hazardous hot working conditions for at least 10 years
out of 20 years contributions to Pension Insurance may retire at 50.
(c) Men working in arduous conditions for at least 12.5 years out of 20 years contributions to
Pension Insurance may retire at 55.
(d) Women working in hazardous hot working conditions for at least 7.5 years out of 20
years contributions to Pension Insurance may retire at 45.
(e) Women working in arduous conditions for at least 10 years out of 20 years contributions
to Pension Insurance may retire at 50.
(f) In addition a man or woman who loses 50 percent or more of his or her capacity to work
permanently or for a long period due to a non-occupational disease or accident shall be
eligible for an invalidity pension, subject to making pension insurance contributions for
20 years or for three years out of the last five at the time of invalidity.
(g) Other groups that may retire early include solo singers of opera, dancers, circus artists
such as air-jump and equipment gymnasts, artists of acrobatics, balance, contortionists,
and weight lifters, and those who worked in semi-military and security units at railway
organisations.

52.

ISC

Further pension benefits are made under Social Welfare legislation where the recipient is not
qualified to receive Social Insurance, see paragraph 396.
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PART II – PENSION INSURANCE AND ITS COSTS
53.

There are many approaches that can be taken in analysing the cost of a pension system and in
most cases a single analysis is not sufficient to provide the range of information required to
completely understand the system or support prudent reforms. Furthermore, a pension system
needs to be analysed on aggregate basis from a financial planning and management
perspective, and on an individual basis to make an assessment in regard to adequacy and
fairness for different cohorts of the covered membership.

54.

No matter what approach is used for analysis, the quality and depth are fundamentally
dependent on adequate and credible information being available. This information is in
respect of significant parameters related to covered and non-covered workforce; current
pensioners; macro-economic indicators (including inflation, minimum and average national
wages, Government bond yields). The Mongolian officials that underwent PROST training
have begun to appreciate the significance that information has on the outcomes of actuarial
projections and consequently decisions made on their basis.

55.

The information made available to-date for the financial analysis is extensive and detailed.
However, a number of inconsistencies as well as gaps were identified in the information when
it was processed for the actuarial analysis. A number of issues require long-term action to be
undertaken before they can be resolved. These issues are detailed in Appendix XII which
describes the inputs and assumptions used for the actuarial analysis. To continue the actuarial
analysis without any delay required various estimates to be made in order to adjust for these
inconsistencies and gaps. These estimates are also detailed in Appendix XII.

56.

Pension costs can be measured on a cash flow basis year by year as occurs at present in
Mongolia, paying benefits out of pension contributions and supplementing with state budget
transfers. The current approach of the Government is to aggregate net inflows into Pension
Insurance with net benefits. The liabilities and calculating the means to pay them however go
beyond the next two three years that budgetary planning focuses on. A cash flow neglects
recognition of liabilities that are building up in the system and does not allow for the funding
of liabilities to be expressed. The very real concern is that it is difficult if not impossible to
finance accrued liabilities when the amount is not known.

57.

The pattern of pension payments is complex, notably the size and timing of the liabilities for
the large numbers of present and future beneficiaries and the wide variety of sensitivity
factors that influence payments. Considerable actuarial analysis is necessary to establish the
likely pension payment profile. Through proper actuarial analysis it is possible to ascertain
the likely pattern of pension payments and establish the total of value of these future
liabilities. This analysis can be used to establish a funding and investment approach that
recognises these liabilities and ideally matches targeted investment returns, reducing the
strain on current and future generations of taxpayers and ensuring beneficiaries that their
promised benefits will be paid. In broad terms it enables confidence in the system to be
established and maintained.

58.

The following section looks at three approaches to the cost of pensions, the cash flow
approach, recognising the build-up of balances in the Current Scheme and most importantly
the Pension Debt associated with pensions, known as the Implicit Pension Debt (IPD). In their
recommendations the Consultants recommend making this debt explicit. It would become
Explicit Pension Debt once it is brought into the accounts and a funding programme
established that would cover some or all of its liabilities, the idea of partial or total funding.

ISC
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Cost of pensions – The current position
59.

As noted, pension contributions and benefits in the Old, Interim and Current Schemes are
currently netted off against one another, with the NDC scheme remaining notional, with no
funding or assets set aside to pay for future benefits. Pension costs have been rising in recent
years with the links with minimum wage in the Old and Interim Schemes and average wage in
the Current Schemes prompting a considerable increase in annual costs.
Table 3: Pension benefit payments and their impact on the budget
Pensions paid in Pension Insurance ₮ Billion
Year

Old

Interim

Current

Total

Change

2000

10.07

33.14

3.12

46.34

2001

14.53

36.93

4.19

55.64

20.1%

2002

16.41

47.21

5.64

69.26

24.5%

2003

19.61

48.27

7.13

75.01

8.3%

2004

26.47

81.75

12.27

120.49

60.6%

2005

30.34

88.89

14.78

134.01

11.2%

2006

75.76

82.03

27.10

184.89

38.0%

2007

115.54

148.81

48.87

313.22

69.4%

Source: SSIGO

60.

This annual cost is expected to rise, with the links to minimum and average wages still in
place.

61.

Initial estimates for 2008 based on the above table suggest that pension payments will rise to
₮330 billion and compare with total Interim and Current Scheme contributions of some ₮200
billion.

62.

Separate sources have been used to identify the amount of the transfers from the State Budget
to finance the PAYGO pension deficits.
Table 4: Transfers from State Budget to pay Social Insurance
Transfers from State Budget to pay Social Insurance

ISC

Year

Annual Budget Transfer
(₮ million)

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

18.34
24.75
28.67
29.78
48.59
52.10
71.45
101.60
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Identifying the balances in the NDC system
63.

It is clearly important to recognise the aggregate and individual NDC balances in the Current
System. Comments are made elsewhere the importance of proper accounting for these
balances, ensuring that employee and employee contributions are correctly added, that the
correct inception balances dating back to 1999 are used and that the proper rates of interest
are added.

64.

At retirement these balances will form the basis of calculating a pension, according to a
defined formula. The Government has a liability to pay this pension but not to pay or transfer
the balance, but the need for it to be accurate is clear.

65.

The Recommendations in Part IV include opening up the NDC system for voluntary
contributions that remain separate from mandatory contributions, are not aggregated with
mandatory contributions for the purpose of establishing whether the minimum guaranteed
pension will be paid, with no minimum amounts or periods of contribution. It will be as
equally important to maintain the accuracy of such contributions.

66.

Based on information provided by the SSIGO, the Consultants calculated the following NDC
balances
Table 5: Estimated NDC balances

End 2006
End 2007
Unrecognised interest6

Estimated NDC Balances in ₮
460 billion
530 billion
200 billion

Total liability
730 billion
Source: Consultants estimates based on SSIGO data

Financial Analysis of Old and Interim Schemes
67.

To begin the financial analysis of the national pension system it is appropriate to start by
reviewing the Old and Interim Schemes. These schemes are in fact the same in terms of
benefits for pensioners and vary only in respect of:
(a) Old Scheme was non-contributory, whereas the Interim Scheme is contributory.
(b) Old Scheme covered total labour force and had only one employer (during planned
economy all labour was employed by the state). Interim Scheme only covers formal
labour (that too not completely) and is multi-employer in nature.
A summary of the pension regulations for these and the Current Schemes is in Appendix III
and was also included in Appendix I of the Interim Report.

68.

6
7

ISC

The historical figures on transfers from the state budget to finance the gap between revenues
and expenditures7 of the Pension Insurance Fund show a sizeable increase of more than 5.5
times from approximately ₮18 billion in 2000 to almost ₮102 billion in 2007. Projections
This amount is the cumulative effect of under estimating and not crediting the right of amount of interest that should
have credited to NDC accounts to date.
Termed as the pay-as-you-go or PAYGO shortfall and defined as revenues minus expenditures.
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made of the pension system, assuming that the earlier Defined Benefit scheme had continued
for all members (i.e. that the NDC system had not been introduced) show that this trend
would have continued into the foreseeable future. The following table shows the results of
these projections for selected years. Note the sources for all remaining tables in this Part are
SSIGO data, with calculations and GDP estimates made by the Consultants.
Table 6: Projections of pension fund revenue & expenditures
Projections of Pension Fund Revenue & Expenditures
(Assuming NDC System not Introduced in 1999)
(amounts shown are ₮ million)

PAYGO Shortfall
Contributions
(Employers &
Other
Pension
Administrati
As % of
Year
Employees)
Income
Payments
on Expense
Amount
GDP
2008
188,098
3,104
280,296
5,643
-94,738
-2.10%
2009
211,398
3,488
316,968
6,342
-108,424
-2.11%
2010
233,971
3,861
352,696
7,019
-121,883
-2.12%
2015
368,533
6,081
565,430
11,056
-201,872
-2.09%
2020
545,628
9,003
923,035
16,369
-384,773
-2.46%
2025
784,896
12,951
1,465,825
23,547
-691,525
-2.75%
2030
1,113,366
18,371
2,198,360
33,401
-1,100,024
-2.74%
2035
1,553,061
25,625
3,161,649
46,592
-1,629,554
-2.57%
2040
2,119,298
34,968
4,416,088
63,579
-2,325,401
-2.33%
2045
2,848,192
46,995
6,050,928
85,446
-3,241,186
-2.09%
2055
5,071,640
83,682
10,845,947
152,149
-5,842,775
-1.59%
2065
9,051,902
149,356
19,202,388
271,557 -10,272,688
-1.22%
2075
15,708,864
259,196
34,325,544
471,266 -18,828,748
-1.00%
NOTE: These projections have been made using World Bank’s PROST model. However
the inputs and assumptions used (described in Appendix XII) represent the view of the
Consultants, which may not necessarily be ascribed to by the World Bank.

ISC
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Figure 1: PAYGO shortfall in amount
PAYGO SHORTFALL IN AMOUNT
YEAR
2008

2013

2018

2023

2028

2033

2038

2043

2048

2053

2058

2063

2068

2073

2068

2073

0.0
-2,000.0
-4,000.0

AMOUNT (Billions ₮)

-6,000.0
-8,000.0
-10,000.0
-12,000.0
-14,000.0
-16,000.0
-18,000.0
-20,000.0

Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.

Figure 2: PAYGO shortfall as % of GDP
PAYGO SHORTFALL AS % OF GDP
YEAR
2008

2013

2018

2023

2028

2033

2038

2043

2048

2053

2058

2063

0.0%

-0.5%

-1.0%

-1.5%

-2.0%

-2.5%

-3.0%

Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.

69.

ISC

The above graph shows the projected relationship of the PAYGO shortfall to GDP of
Mongolia. The interesting feature is that unlike the PAYGO shortfall which shows increasing
trend, this relationship shows an increasing trend up to year 2030 and then begins to flatten
out.
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Figure 3: System dependency ratio
SYSTEM DEPENDENCY RATIO
OLD-AGE

TOTAL
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2073

Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST. Dependency ratio is number of benefit recipients divided
by number of contributors (expressed as number per 100 contributors).

70.

It is evident that the earlier DB pension benefits to the Old and Interim Scheme participants
were not financially sustainable (the ever increasing projected PAYGO shortfall being the
clearest indicator). An increasing dependency ratio (number of benefit recipients divided by
number of contributors, expressed as number per 100 contributors) has been a factor for this
increasing financing gap. However, it has not been the sole reason as the projections show
that the gap would not only continue but increase even when the dependency ratio stabilises
in the long-term (the trend of the projected dependency ratios for old-age benefits and total
benefits are shown in the following graph).

71.

Thus, it can be concluded that the contribution rate of 19 percent (5.5 percent from employees
and 13.5 percent from employers) is not sufficient to finance the DB pension benefits. The
PROST projections would appear to suggest that the long-term level contribution rate
required to finance the Old and Interim DB benefits to be 30% ± 2% of insured wages.

72.

The trend of the PAYGO gap in comparison to GDP can be explained by combined affects of
increase in dependency and inflation/wage increase being below future projected GDP
growth. Over the initial period the increase in dependency rate is quite rapid, this results in
the cost of the scheme increasing more rapidly than GDP. In later years the dependency ratio
stabilises and the increases in benefit costs are primarily due to inflation/wage increases; with
these parameters growing at lower rates than GDP, the ratio reduces. It should be noted that
this trend will only materialise in case GDP growth exceeds wage growth over the projection
period (see GDP and wage growth assumptions used in Appendix XII).

ISC
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Financial Analysis of NDC Scheme Introduction
73.

The next step in the analysis is to determine the impact on the finances of the Pension Fund in
consequence of the NDC law introduced in 1999 for persons born in 1960 or later, i.e. with
the introduction of the Current Scheme. Details of the NDC law are included in the synopsis
on pension regulations provided in Appendix III, also included as Appendix I in the Interim
Report.

74.

As in the case of the Old and Interim Scheme analysis, it was necessary to make estimates to
overcome various information inconsistencies and deficiencies. Furthermore, the NDC
account balances were provided as at 31.12.2006 and needed to be extrapolated up to
31.12.2007. These estimates can have a material impact on the results of the analysis, such an
impact can only be determined once full and accurate information becomes available.

75.

The following table shows the results of the projections with those who were born in 1960 or
later becoming members of the Current Scheme (i.e. NDC system). The contribution rate is
19 percent (5.5 percent from employees and 13.5 percent from employers) for all
contributors.
Table 7: Projects of pension fund revenue & expenditures

Projections of Pension Fund Revenue & Expenditures
(With NDC System for those born in 1960 & Later)
(amounts shown are ₮ million)

PAYGO Shortfall

Year
2008
2009
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2055
2065
2075

Contributions
(Employers &
Employees)
188,096
211,388
233,945
368,490
545,606
784,883
1,113,359
1,553,058
2,119,298
2,848,190
5,071,640
9,051,900
15,708,853

Other
Income
3,104
3,488
3,860
6,080
9,002
12,951
18,370
25,625
34,968
46,995
83,682
149,356
259,196

Pension
Payments
279,549
314,364
346,101
496,506
722,437
1,064,719
1,542,324
2,199,026
3,071,968
4,208,517
7,547,598
13,335,003
23,706,058

Administration
Expense
5,643
6,342
7,018
11,055
16,368
23,546
33,401
46,592
63,579
85,446
152,149
271,557
471,266

Amount
-93,992
-105,830
-115,314
-132,991
-184,197
-290,432
-443,996
-666,934
-981,280
-1,398,778
-2,544,426
-4,405,304
-8,209,275

As % of
GDP
-2.08%
-2.06%
-2.00%
-1.38%
-1.18%
-1.16%
-1.11%
-1.05%
-0.98%
-0.90%
-0.69%
-0.52%
-0.44%

NOTE: These projections have been made using World Bank’s PROST model. However
the inputs and assumptions used (described in Appendix XII) represent the view of the
Consultants, which may not necessarily be ascribed to by the World Bank.
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Figure 4: PAYGO shortfall in amount
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.

Figure 5: PAYGO shortfall as % of GDP
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76.

The introduction of NDC accounts has resulted in a significant improvement in the projected
financial situation of the Pension Fund. The gap between revenues and expenditures still
remain and transfers from budget will continue to be required but the rate of increase in
Tugrug terms will be much slower. When compared to GDP, it is expected that the budget
transfers will peak as a percentage of GDP in the next few years and then begin to reduce
overtime and possibly stabilise below 0.5 percent of GDP. This if course is highly dependent
on the relationship between real wage increase real GDP growth.

77.

As stated earlier, analysis on aggregate basis provides only part of the picture. Additional and
equally important information is obtained from individual level analysis. With respect to
change from the old DB benefits to the new NDC benefits it is useful to look at the
replacement rates before and after.
The replacement rate indicated by PROST is defined as the average pension of all retirees
divided by the average wage of all contributors and expressed as a percentage. A replacement
rate of 100 percent would imply that the average pension of a beneficiary is equal to the
average wages of a contributor. It is generally estimated that with a replacement rate of
approximately 70 percent the retiree can maintain same standard of living after retirement as
he enjoyed prior to retirement, due to lower taxes and personal expenditures. This does not
take into consideration the rise of health care costs towards later stages of life.

Figure 6: Replacement rates for newly retired men
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.
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Figure 7: Replacement rates for newly retired women
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.

78.

It can be seen that the improved financial picture on an aggregate basis comes at a cost of a
very heavy reduction in replacement rates for the average old-age retiree (whether male or
female). It should be noted that the replacement rate indicated by PROST is defined as the
average pension of all retirees divided by the average wage of all contributors.

79.

There has been no parametric reform for those born before 1960 and they continue to enjoy
the full benefits offered under the old DB system. This is why we see no phasing in from one
system to the other, rather an abrupt cut in benefits applied to those born after this cohort.

80.

The pension policymakers of Mongolia should be fully aware of this dual treatment of the two
cohorts (those born before 1960 and those born since). They should also be aware of the
extent of disparity between the two groups. Many Mongolians, especially those from the later
cohort (i.e. born in 1960 or later) may view this as being discriminatory and expect an
explanation and justification for this change in pension benefit system. The Consultants do
not suggest that the modification to the pension system was incorrect but recommend that
policymakers should provide public reasons and rationale for the change at the time of
making reforms rather than as a result of public controversy/unease. Abrupt changes can at
times be very difficult to implement or justify especially when the impact on different cohorts
is substantial. In such cases there may be a justification to consider a phasing in period to
overcome or reduce fear of discrimination.
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Figure 8: Men retiring on minimum pension
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST. Graph shows percentage of new male retirees projected to
receive minimum pension on retirement.

Figure 9: Women retiring on minimum pension
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST. Graph shows percentage of new female retirees projected
to receive minimum pension on retirement.
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81.

In summary, the introduction of the NDC system has significantly reduced the projected
financial burden on general revenues. However, there is still a burden attached to the system
that will require approximately 0.5 percent of GDP being transferred to meet the gap in
revenues versus expenditures in the very long-term. In the short-term the transfers from
budget as a percentage of GDP will continue at current levels, and may even grow in the next
2-3 years, but they should reduce reasonably quickly after 5-6 years. In Tugrug terms the
transfer amounts will increase but the rate of increase will be lower than before the
introduction of NDC system.

82.

The primary reason for the continued budget transfers even under the NDC system is the
minimum pension benefit (the percentage of retirees getting minimum pension in future may
reduce because future retirees would have more time to accumulate larger NDC balances).
The graphs above provide clear evidence that under the NDC system vast majority of
participants are expected to get minimum pension due to their balance being insufficient to
provide higher pension. In case an unnaturally liberal annuitisation process is put in place, the
level of retirees getting the minimum may be lower.

83.

The improved financial health of the pension system is at considerable cost to individuals as
evidenced by the dramatic drop in replacement rates and increase in individuals expected to
get minimum pension from the system.

84.

It was decided by the Government of Mongolia that with effect from 1.1.2008 the
contribution rates to the Pension Insurance Fund from those covered on a mandatory basis
would be reduced from 19 percent of wages to 14 percent as follows:
Table 8: Pension insurance fund contributions

Employer
Employee
Total

Pension Insurance Fund Contributions
Up to 31.12.2007
From 1.1.2008 Onwards
13.5%
7.0%
5.5%
7.0%
19.0%
14.0%

No change was notified in respect of other parameters for the Interim or Current Schemes.
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85.

The following table shows the results of the projections with those born in 1960 or later
becoming members of the Current Scheme (i.e. NDC system). The contribution rate is 19
percent (5.5 percent from employees and 13.5 percent from employers) for all contributors.
Table 9: Projections of pension fund revenue & expenditures
Projections of Pension Fund Revenue & Expenditures
(With NDC System for those born in 1960 & Later)
(amounts shown are ₮ million)

PAYGO Shortfall
Contributions
(Employers &
Other
Pension
Administrati
As % of
Employees)
Income
Payments
on Expense
GDP
Year
Amount
2008
131,279
2,166
279,549
3,938
-150,042
-3.3%
2009
147,585
2,435
314,362
4,428
-168,770
-3.3%
2010
163,390
2,696
346,094
4,902
-184,909
-3.2%
2015
257,342
4,246
496,283
7,720
-242,415
-2.5%
2020
380,890
6,285
720,679
11,427
-344,931
-2.2%
2025
547,844
9,039
1,058,272
16,435
-517,824
-2.1%
2030
777,123
12,823
1,525,802
23,314
-759,170
-1.9%
2035
1,083,651
17,880
2,162,835
32,510
-1,093,813
-1.7%
2040
1,478,984
24,403
3,004,731
44,370
-1,545,714
-1.6%
2045
1,988,428
32,809
4,094,552
59,653
-2,132,968
-1.4%
2055
3,540,198
58,413
7,290,334
106,206
-3,797,928
-1.0%
2065
6,318,286
104,252
12,874,544
189,549
-6,641,556
-0.8%
2075
10,966,317
180,944
22,910,549
328,990
-12,092,277
-0.6%
NOTE: These projections have been made using World Bank’s PROST model. However the inputs
and assumptions used (described in Appendix XII) represent the view of the Consultants, which may
not necessarily be ascribed to by the World Bank.

Figure 10: PAYGO shortfall in amount
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.
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Figure 11: PAYGO shortfall as % of GDP
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Source: Projections made by Consultants using PROST.

86.

The above table of figures and the two graphs suggest that there will be a significant
deterioration in the financial condition of the Pension Insurance Fund (i.e. future budget
transfers are likely to be greater than if contribution rates remained at level of 19 percent,
which is not surprising).
It has been observed by local officials that the reduction in contribution rates is expected to
result in increased participation and reduced underreporting of wage levels. These factors
have not been taken into account since this thinking is mere speculation at this stage and only
time will tell if this occurs in reality. Furthermore, there is no concrete method of assessing
the potential impact of these factors.

87.

It is highly unlikely that the expected increase in participation or reduction in underreporting
would result automatically from simple reduction of contribution rate from 19 percent to 14
percent. The policymakers must supplement this reduction with additional actions (such as
awareness campaigns through seminars; workshops; print and electronic media coverage) to
firstly explain the rationale and purpose of this policy shift and secondly to educate the
workers/employers in taking advantage of this lower contribution level. In the absence of
such additional efforts, it is highly probable that the Pension Insurance Fund will face the
higher projected PAYGO deficit shown in the above illustrations.

88.

Another very significant outcome of this reduction in contribution rates is the apparent
widening in discrimination of those born in 1960 or later compared to those born earlier.
Under the Interim Scheme (applicable to those born before 1960) the pension benefits are not
linked to contributions, since it is a DB (defined benefit) scheme; this means that members of
the Interim Scheme will get the same benefits as they would have done before the 2008
contribution reduction. However, the Interim Scheme members will contribute less to the
Pension Insurance Fund for their remaining working lives. This will increase the gap between
their contributions and benefit costs leading to increased burden on general revenues on their
behalf.
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89.

For those in the Current Scheme, the reduction in contributions will mean a reduction in
benefits at retirement, because their benefits are directly linked to individual balance
accumulation. This in turn will cause more members to have benefits below the minimum
thereby increasing the pensioners receiving minimum pension benefit. Again, this means that
the cost of pension payments will exceed the accumulated benefits and in the long-term the
gap will have to be bridged through greater budget transfers.

90.

The pension policy designers of Mongolia need to review the impact of this contribution
reduction and determine if the desired financial and social outcomes will result.
Financial Analysis of Implicit Pension Debt of the Pension Insurance Fund

91.

In the past (including in respect of changes implemented as recently as January 2008)
analyses undertaken to support pension policy decision making have been limited assessing
impact on the budget for a period of 2-3 years. It can be seen from the preceding sections how
much more useful and effective information becomes available if this process is expanded to
a longer period of say 75 years. With the resulting additional information and insight more
prudent and effective policymaking can be carried out.

92.

This cash flow analytical approach still has certain limitations. For example, it is difficult to
assess the impact of decisions that affect accrued benefits, such as changing minimum benefit
rate or providing inflationary adjustment to pensions or changing the interest rate on NDC
balances. To understand financial impact of such changes a process is required which is able
to determine the accrued liability that underlines the pension promise both in respect
individuals already receiving pensions or individuals who are already in the system and will
be entitled to benefits at some future point in time.

93.

Calculating the unfunded portion of the underlying accrued pension liability (which is termed
the Implicit Pension Debt or IPD) and understanding how it changes as a result of pension
policy changes provides valuable understanding of the financial obligations of a pension
system. In a PAYGO system the IPD is equal to the underlying accrued pension liability
because it is all unfunded.

94.

The core principle on which underlying pension liabilities are calculated is that pension
benefits are accumulated over the working lifetime of insured members although they are paid
after retirement up to point of death. In a PAYGO system the IPD therefore builds up during
working life where each year of service leads to additional benefit and is used up during
retirement to pay pension benefits. In a fully funded system there is no IPD but real assets are
accumulated equal to IPD and these assets are used to pay the pension benefits. The following
graph shows the relationship of NC (normal cost) which is the cost of benefit resulting from
one more year of service, income earned on assets (real if funded, notional if unfunded), IPD
(or assets amount if fully funded) and pension payments over the life cycle for the average
worker.
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Figure 12: IPD Buildup & utilization
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It can be readily seen that in order to determine whether a system is fully funded, or if
partially funded to what extent it is partially funded, it is essential to know the underlying
accrued liability (which is the IPD in an unfunded system). The above graph also assists in
understanding how the underlying pension liability (i.e. IPD) can be determined.

96.

For a PAYGO system as in Mongolia, the IPD for a beneficiary receiving pension is simply
the actuarial present value of all future pension payments. An actuarial present value is simply
a standard accounting present value calculation which also takes into account survival
probabilities. The IPD for an insured person still in employment (i.e. a contributor) it is the
share of the actuarial present value of all likely future pension payments attributable to
service already rendered (if an insured will do 30 years of service up to retirement and has
already done 10 years then his IPD would be ⅓ of the actuarial present value of all future
pension benefits).

97.

The Implicit Pension Debt (IPD) estimates for 2008 determined using PROST and
assumptions stated in Appendix XII are as follows.
Table 10: IPD estimate for 2008
IPD ESTIMATE FOR 2008
IPD (₮ billion)
Interim Scheme Members still in Employment
662.1
Current Scheme Members still in Employment
4,069.4
Total Active Member IPD
4,731.5
Current Pensioners IPD
3,652.9
Total Implicit Pension Debt
8,384.4
The results obtained from PROST validate the IPD figures for the
current retired population presented in January workshops (these
were ₮3,664.1 billion).
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98.

The above results indicate that an amount equal to ₮3,652.9 billion plus interest income
thereon is projected to be sufficient to meet all future pension payments relating to those who
are receiving pension payments as at January 2008.

99.

For those still in active employment as at January 2008, an amount equal to ₮4,731.50 billion
plus future contribution plus interest income thereon is projected to be sufficient to meet all
future pension payments for this group of insured.

100.

It should be noted that the IPD will change over time, as the population age profile and
interest rate assumptions change. In addition where pensions are linked to wages, any change
there will impact the IPD. Thus even in a period where there are no changes in pension
contribution rates or benefits, the IPD will change.
IPD Working Group

101.

In response to the IPD figures above and originally included in the DFR, the Government of
Mongolia set up a working group (the IPD Working Group) comprising officers from MOF,
MSWL and SSIGO. The purpose of the IPD Working Group was to validate the amount of
IPD stated in the DFR and also to determine the accrued debt of the Government to the
Pension Insurance Fund.

102.

In the initial meetings held by the international actuary with the IPD Working Group it was
agreed that the IPD and accrued NDC balances reflected two different amounts which were
not directly related to one another.

103.

It was agreed that as a first step the IPD Working Group would concentrate its effort at
arriving at an agreed accrued debt figure and then begin work on validating the IPD figure
stated in the DFR.

104.

With respect to accrued debt calculation the international actuary put forward a proposal to
determine this on purely accounting principles and developed an initial working paper for this
purpose. The IPD Working Group accepted this approach and together the working paper was
finalised. This work is detailed in Appendix XXIV.
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PART III – FINDINGS
National Pension Policy
On pension policy
105.

The reforms of 1994 and 1999 effectively split pension coverage into two, the Old and the
Interim schemes continuing with a defined benefit structure for those born before 1960. For
those born after 1960 the pension promise became defined contribution and was limited to
those employed. The defined benefit element though was retained through the minimum
guaranteed pension; since 1999 the minimum pension has now become the major factor as a
combination of inflation and low contributions in the Current Scheme means that a large
majority will only get this minimum pension. The self-employed were only occasionally
encouraged through pilot schemes and being allowed to make voluntary contributions. Sine
1999 pension policy has been defined by a series of rule and benefit changes.

106.

Divisions have clearly emerged between those who are in the Old and Interim Schemes who
will be paid an inflation linked pension, those in the NDC scheme who will be paid pensions
at a lower level, and those who are self-employed and who if they born after 1960 would
probably get no Pension Insurance at all.

107.

There has been little policy development in the last nine years that recognises this situation.
Instead a series of changes have been introduced that exaggerate these trends. The rise in the
minimum and average wages has increased pensions in the Old and Interim Schemes.
Employers have sought to lower their contribution rates, reducing the expected NDC balances
at retirement; this increases the future need for subsidies from the State Budget to pay
minimum pensions. A common approach has been repeated by some Government officials
that increasing coverage increases contributions, neglecting to recognise that it also increases
liabilities. And despite political will, the attempts to encourage the self-employed including
much of the herder community have come to nothing.

108.

The Consultants found that decisions on pensions have been made without proper analysis
and understanding by the various policymakers in Government and Parliament, and without
an understanding of whether they fit in with policy intent. At the beginning of this Project,
Government officials did not have sufficient tools or understanding on how to analyse the
consequences of pension changes and be able to express them to more senior policy makers
and Members of Parliament in a constructive manner. Pensions and the way they are changed
have a considerable impact not only on those who contribute and receive benefits, but on
society as a whole and as much on those who do not receive them as those who do.
Pension Policy

109.

During the course of the project it became evident that there was a clear need to establish
pension policy in Mongolia, considering its place in overall policy towards the elderly, and in
particular determining what pension policy was trying to deliver.

110.

Policy was a matter of continued discussion in the first two missions and when two of the
International Consultants attended the World Bank Core Course in Washington D.C. from 5
to 16 November 2007 with the Mongolian delegation consisting of Members of Parliament
and officials of MSWL and SSIGO. During meetings between the Consultants and the
Mongolian Delegation, the Consultants were asked to assist the Government define the policy
intent of the Mongolian pension system.
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111.

The Consultants held Workshops in January 2008, emphasising the need to determine policy,
noting target incomes for the elderly, how that income might be achieved and the possible
introduction of a multi pillar system that would be appropriate for Mongolia.

112.

The Consultants expressed concern in the Inception and Interim Reports on how pension
policy was evolving and noted factors that seem to be driving pension policy, in particular.
(a) Reduction of employer contribution rates, pressure from private sector employers.
(b) Perception of the need to increase coverage, primarily among herders and self-employed
and belief that doing so will increase revenues from increased contributions from this
group without recognition of any increase in liabilities.
(c) Separation of pension assets from the state budget in the belief that doing so will make
the pension promises more secure and that by converting from a notional defined
contribution to a pure defined contribution system higher returns can be earned and paid
to NDC account balances.

113.

The Consultants are concerned that any original policy intent has been obscured and has
resulted in the impact of these factors creating unforeseen and underappreciated
consequences. By reducing employers’ contribution rates in the Current Scheme, a
contributor’s NDC account at retirement will be lower, resulting in a greater number of
Current Scheme retirees who will receive a minimum pension payment. As virtually all
private sector scheme members are aware that only minimal contributions over time are
needed to be paid a minimum pension, this encourages the underreporting of wages among
private sector employers and their employees, which results in lower contributions not only
for pensions but health care and all of the Social Insurance funds. Increases in the number of
pensioners being paid the minimum pension payment results in an increased liability for the
Government, where the pension liability cannot be funded by the small retirement balance.
An argument that reducing the employer contribution levels would raise compliance among
employers is unproven.

114.

The Consultants are concerned a combination of circumstances, the inflationary effect of a
rising national minimum wage which triggers rising minimum pensions, lower contributions
than originally planned, and employer and employee underreporting of wages to ensure that
minimum qualifications are met, are changing the nature of the NDC from defined
contribution to a defined benefit system where an increasing percentage of the majority of
benefits paid will be the minimum pension. The incentive to save beyond the minimum
requirements for a minimum pension will be increasingly removed.

115.

Since converting from a non-contributory to a contributory system in 1995, the informal
sector has been largely excluded from participating in the pension system. Promises by both
major political parties have been made to bring the informal sector workers into the pension
system with much of the focus on the herders.

116.

The Consultants agree that the commitment to provide herders and self-employed pension
benefits is appropriate. A draft amendment to bring herders into Social Insurance was
circulated in January 2008. The Circular and the Consultants’ reply are shown in Appendix
IX. The Consultants note the proposal did not take account of existing Current Scheme rules
where those newly contributing who would not have 180 months of contributions by
retirement age would be adversely affected. They would be obliged to contribute but would
never be paid a benefit.
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117.

The Consultants’ research into the position of the herders in particular and self-employed in
general in November and December 2007 (see Appendices X and XI) illustrates how
difficult it is for those with irregular and fluctuating incomes to contribute on any regular
basis to a mandatory system. In addition the costs of collection and increased administration
requirements are substantial and would require additional resources.

118.

Although there has been substantial discussion on separating the incoming Pension Insurance
contributions from the State Budget, there has never been a discussion of actual financing
intent. That is, if current contributions were redirected from the State Budget, how would the
need to continue to pay benefits from the State Budget revenue be financed? The Consultants
were asked to address the structure and process of creating a separate operational pension
fund and the challenge of funding it, discussed in detail below in Part IV remains among the
more critical issues. The Government’s liability to finance pensions would remain, no matter
if Pension Insurance were separated from the State Budget. This continuing commitment by
the Government is a relevant concern to beneficiaries who need to be assured of their future
payment in any reorganisation.

119.

In the view of Consultants the following should be the key factors driving pension policy.
(a) Agreeing to either establish target wage replacement rates or target contribution rates.
(b) Defining pension coverage.
(c) Develop pension systems that are adequate, affordable, robust and sustainable.
(d) Diversify sources of old age income through a multi pillar structure.
(e) Build on the positive elements of the existing system, emphasising the defined
contribution aspect of the Current Scheme.
(f) Implement a cost effective method to provide pension benefits for a large number of selfemployed herders and other self-employed.
On Social Insurance, Pension Insurance and The Social Insurance National Council

120.

Any reform or change in Pension Insurance should be seen in the context of Social Insurance
as a whole, of which Pension Insurance is a part. The description of Pension Insurance in
Appendix III illustrates how employer and employee contributions are made to Social
Insurance as a whole, the largest part of which goes into Pension Insurance.

121.

Current Social Insurance legislation dates back to May 1994, which defined five types of
Social Insurance:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

122.

ISC

Pension Insurance.
Benefits Insurance.
Health Insurance.
Insurance against employment injury and occupational diseases.
Unemployment Insurance.

Chapter Four of The Law on Social Insurance explains the Social Insurance Organisation,
comprising the State Social Insurance General Office, local offices and units, representatives
and inspectors.
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123.

The Social Insurance National Council (SINC) has a key role in the implementation of Social
Insurance through its oversight role of the SSIGO, and in the context of interest rates credited
to the NDC accounts, in audits of the Social Insurance system and separate audits of the
collected contributions and paid benefits.

124.

The 1994 Law on Social Insurance established SINC and defines its membership and its
reporting line, which is to Parliament. Membership is defined as:
(a)

Government Representatives
One person from the Ministries of Finance, Justice and State Administrative
Central Body Responsible for Labour.

•

(b)

Trade unions
Three persons from trade unions representing the rights and legitimate interests of
the majority of employees.

•

(c)

Employers’ representatives
Three employer representatives

•

125.

Article 27/3 of the Law on Social Insurance defines the roles of SINC as follows to:
(a) elaborate recommendations on improvement of social insurance legislation, its system;
(b) discuss and approve the projections of receipts and performance on disbursement of the
Social Insurance Fund;
(c) supervise the implementation of social insurance legislation and the receipts and
expenditure of the Social insurance Funds;
(d) get briefed and discuss reports of SSIGO on social insurance activities, staffing and
funding, to evaluate and take appropriate measures;
(e) review and evaluate the status of hardware, software and services in SSIGO;
(f) approve SSIGO’s scheme, operational and investment budgets, and monitor its execution;
(g) work out procedures and recommendations on Social Insurance issues;
(h) upgrade and monitor activities of the Medical Labour Accreditation Commission and
Dispute Settlement Council;
(i) handle suggestions and appeals of individuals regarding issues of social insurance and
Medical labour accreditation; and
(j) other authorities stipulated by legislation.
Coverage

126.

ISC

Social Insurance legislation introduced in 1994 emphasised occupational savings from those
in the formal sector. Pension Insurance was subsequently limited in its coverage for those
who had not retired. It specifically excluded those who did not work, although some benefits
might be obtainable under Social Welfare that are not available to those in Social Insurance.
Pension Insurance also excluded the self-employed.
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127.

The position of those involved in agriculture and in particular herders who are not formally
employed and who do not have any pension coverage has been a matter of concern for some
time. There have been many references in papers and policy notes to the necessity of
coverage for herders, although the expression ‘herders’ may be misleading in this context as
‘herders’ describes a way of life rather than defines those who are not covered by pension
insurance. There are many not covered by Pension Insurance who are not herders, such as
self-employed. A number of ‘herders’ are actually employees and their employers make
Social Insurance contributions that include Pension Insurance.

128.

The 1999 legislation Individual Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts introduced the
Current Scheme, a notional defined contribution system. This further restricted coverage, as
those who had not made contributions for at least 180 months would get no benefit
whatsoever, no matter what amounts they had contributed. Such a rule would mean that those
joining the system less than 15 years from the retirement would not get a benefit.

129.

Recent legislative moves to include those employed under a contract in Pension Insurance are
to be applauded. Employers whose employees are employed under labour law are obliged to
make Social Insurance contributions, but until recently those employed under civil contracts
and short term contracts were almost always excluded.
On expanding coverage and the possibility of a multi pillar approach

130.

Multi pillar has been discussed in Mongolia, notably in the Millennium Development goals. A
multi pillar system allows for different pension measures to be applied to herders, selfemployed and the vulnerable, compared with the current approach of adapting Social
Insurance for their needs.

131.

The Consultants’ recommendations in the next Part represent a fundamental change in the
approach to pensions in Mongolia. In particular, whilst the Current Scheme consists of NDC
accounts, it pays a lifetime monthly benefit, which is a defined benefit feature. The present
structure of the Current Scheme does not reward saving unless the saver feels that he will get
a benefit that exceeds what might be expected with the minimum pension in place. If there is
an expectation of a minimum pension, it may be more appropriate to have a universal pension
that can solve the challenge of increasing coverage and then allow the Current Scheme to
provide a benefit based solely on the amount saved.

132.

This approach reinforces the Government’s intent to evolve pensions into a multi pillar
system: workers need more than one source of income to be paid in old age and a system in
which the Government is not the only source of old age income. Such a conclusion might
have been arrived from a different perspective, the recognition that the primary source of
future pension income comes from the Current Scheme, and it only goes to those who are
employed, missing out the self-employed, including a considerable number of herders. The
minimum pension payment under the Current Scheme goes part of the way to defining a level
of universal pension, although a universal pension would normally be linked to the cost of
living.

133.

Much has been written about multi pillar pension pensions systems since the concept was
explained in a World Bank paper8 in 1994, the idea being that reliance on different sources of
income was preferable to relying on a single source. A more recent World Bank paper

8

ISC

Averting the Old Age Crisis: Policies to Protect the Old and Promote Growth 1994, Estelle James et al., 1994, The
World Bank, Washington DC, USA.
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expanded on the idea of sources9. The original three pillars have been applied with significant
variations in many countries ever since; it is not recommended that Mongolia fits in to a
particular formula or even a particular numbering system, but it is recommended that the
broad approach of multi pillar be considered. Thus the references here to pillars may not be
synonymous with those applied in other countries.
Increasing coverage for Herders and Self-employed
134.

Policy intent since the 1994 legislation has been to increase pension coverage for herders and
self-employed. Herders, as a way of life, applies to about 40 percent of the population and
their way of life with its winter hardships, in particular the hard winters of 2001 and 2002, has
been well documented.

135.

As noted above, the idea of pension coverage for herders is misleading. Some 100,000 are
understood to be already covered by Pension Insurance as being employees, usually of other
herders. It would be more appropriate to target the self-employed who are not covered by the
existing legislation and who earn an income.

136.

Following the 1994 legislation, those who were self-employed and had not reached retirement
age were not covered by Pension Insurance and could only qualify for pensions under Social
Welfare. Herding families traditionally rely on the older members of a household having a
pension. As the group without a pension entitlement moves closer to retirement age, the
traditional intergenerational support coming from various generations each with an income
will come under pressure.

137.

The irregular and seasonal nature of incomes among all self-employed makes it impractical,
in the view of the Consultants, to bring them into Social Insurance as it is now structured. In
addition the cost of collection and compliance would be considerable. In the Consultants’
view any legislation that attempts to bring them in to the Social Insurance may have only
limited success.

138.

An alternative approach is that self-employed herders would be included in the Universal
Pension system. Further encouragement to making what would be irregular savings to Social
Insurance as voluntary savings is recommended, with the understanding that voluntary
contributions would generate their own pension benefit and be separate from any mandatory
contribution

139.

Essentially anybody who is working but not employed under the labour law or under a
contract on the proposed but not implemented change might be described as self-employed.
Care should be taken on any definition of self-employed. Such definitions are often derived
from tax legislation. Those who work as a sole trader are normally included as self-employed
but many who work in partnership with others in an unincorporated or informal structure
might also be included.
The herding community

140.

9
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Many of the challenges of getting herders into regular savings such as pension insurance are
the same as getting self-employed in. The following looks at some of these challenges by
considering a profile of the herding community.

Old-Age Income Support in the Twenty-First Century – An International Perspective on Pensions and Reform, May
2005, Richard Hinz, Robert Holzman, The World Bank, Washington DC, USA.
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141.

About 40 percent of the labour force in Mongolia is involved in nomadic farming,
usually called herding, usually a mix of sheep, goats, cows, yaks, horses and camels. The
principal internationally priced product is cashmere wool from goats. Most other product
prices are domestically driven, often with significant regional and seasonal variations.
Animals are killed for meat in November and December, cashmere wool collected in the
spring, sheep wool and dairy products in the summer. As such incomes are seasonal and
depend heavily on prevailing prices and the size and mix of herds.

142.

In recent years goat herds have increased substantially, with herders attracted by the demand
for cashmere from China. This has put pressure on grazing grounds as goats are
indiscriminate eaters. Whilst some nomads’ revenues have risen, the longer term ability of
grazing land to support the increase in animals has been put in doubt.

143.

The severe winters of 2000 and 2001, the dzud, caused devastation among farmers, with some
2.5 million head of livestock perishing in the winter of 2000 alone. This has prompted
increased migration to cities, Ulaan Baatar in particular.

144.

There are mixed perceptions about whether herders are well off and if so, what percentage of
the population. This is far from reality. Mercy Corps and this Project’s research shows that
few herders are well off. Only one to two percent has more than 800 livestock, where 1,000 is
considered to be the number that would make a herder ‘well off’. Around 40 percent of
herders own less than 200 livestock, although this number varies considerably through the
year, the number that is generally thought to be the lower limit for a family to make a living.

145.

The way of life of herders has been recorded elsewhere in detail in various studies and
publications. Less has been done on the self-employed in Mongolia, which would include
others in agriculture but who are not nomadic as well as people who work both casually and
regularly in urban and rural areas. The Consultants’ own research into this in November and
December 2007 proved invaluable. It showed that many of the problems that emerge when
considering savings that are faced by herders who may be self-employed also apply to the
self-employed in general. These include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

146.

Irregular incomes, month by month, year by year.
Unpredictable incomes, year by year.
Incomes that often accrue over a long period.
Lack of accounting records and concepts of income.
Shared family enterprises, with no clear idea of division of income or profits.

In addition nomadic herders are often some distance from towns where banks and SSIGO
offices would allow them to make contributions; their visits may be irregular. Research
showed that the lower income herder uses barter more often than higher income herder.
Pilot programmes

147.

Reference is made in the Terms of Reference to pilot programs to expand coverage.

148.

The pilot programmes were referred to in the Social Security Sector Strategy paper November
2003, see Appendix VI. The Consultants received two reports on the pilot programs and had
discussions with SSIGO and MSWL. See Appendix XXII for these Reports. Both the
discussions and reports indicated that the pilot programs were of limited duration and were
not extended. Two soums were chosen for the pilot programs, Bat-Ulzii and Uyanga.
Publicity material on paying Social Insurance was given to a number of herders (1,200
according to one report and 600 according to the other) and 126 herders began making
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contributions. The reports suggested that compliance among herders could be higher if they
were able to make contributions in kind rather than cash and that such contributions would be
seasonal. It was noted that herders were expected to pay cash for essential foodstuffs that
were regarded as higher priority and would prefer barter for other matters, including Social
Insurance.
149.

The pilot program was concentrated in the slaughtering season when income was high;
concern was expressed over the ability of herders to make contributions at other times.
Concern was also expressed by the authors of the reports on the high costs of transportation
across rural areas to access herders.

150.

The pilot programmes had an impact on the Consultants’ approach to Social Insurance and
Pension Insurance and influenced the research and questions in their own research in
November and December 2007 (see Appendices XI and XII). The pilot programmes’ results
and views may be seen in the discussions on Herders and self-employed. The Consultants
conclude that the pilot programmes were of limited duration and effect and that they
suggested that compliance, collection and acceptance of Social Insurance among herders
remained major challenges.

151.

Further pilot programmes planned for 2005 outlined in the Social Security Strategy Paper
November 2003 (see Appendix VI) were not carried out, according to MSWL.
Meeting the pension benefit needs of self-employed herders

152.

Experience of other countries indicates that extending the coverage of a mandatory,
contributory pension system to the informal agricultural members of the labour force whose
financial limitations include seasonal and unpredictable incomes and an inability to easily
access the equivalent of SSIGO offices and banks can be costly and often produces
disappointing results. The Consultants consider that making it compulsory for self-employed
herders to contribute to the current system is not expected to succeed. It would cost
significantly more than administering benefits for those contributors who are in an
occupational relationship (employer and employee); doing so will require hard to project
levels of state budget subsidies. The Consultants instead suggest the introduction of a
universal pension and expansion of the Current Scheme to permit voluntary contributions.
Together theses steps are more likely to generate monthly pension payments to a higher
percentage of herders while enabling all herders to save by voluntarily through the Current
Scheme.

153.

The Consultants suggest that introducing mandatory contributions for self-employed herders
will only increase the administrative costs to the SSIGO (a cost currently paid for by all
contributors, thus placing an unfair higher cost on other contributors) and that the actual
participation and contributions of self-employed herders with small herds will be low. The
Consultants stand by their earlier comments that requiring members of the informal economy
who are based in remote rural areas to contribute to a mandatory contributory national
pension system is not the best option to provide pension benefits to self-employed herders.

154.

During the Workshops of January 2008 the Consultants provided examples of the factors that
limit success and increase administrative costs, identified other countries which experienced
these difficulties and reviewed some results from these countries. The Workshops’
presentations are in Appendix XVIII. Other key points are:
(a) Imbalance of ratio of administrative cost to contributions and high subsidies from
state budget. Research indicates that often the percentage of state budget subsidies is
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higher for bringing into a mandatory contributory system contributors who are part of the
informal, agricultural base than for contributors who have an occupational relationship
(employer and employee). This higher subsidy presents more of an impact when
compared with the percentage of contributions that are allocated to this group, often an
extremely small and insignificant percentage of contributions.
(b) Higher cost incurred in ensuring compliance and contribution collection. The
challenges of compliance and collection of contributions, particularly for nomadic
peoples are extensive, with problems distinguishing who has or has not made an adequate
amount of a contribution based on herder size, the proposed indicator to determine
whether a Government matching contribution will be required, and where to locate
contributors if needed to enforce compliance. This contrasts with an employer who has a
fixed place of work where documents can be clearly displayed and maintained. How to
recognise an individual who has not made proper contributions increases the cost of
administration.
(c) Distinctions between pre-funding and post-funding Government subsidies. The
MSWL previously described the possibility that a state budget subsidy called a
Government matching contribution (up to a specified amount) be made for self-employed
herders with small herds of 200 livestock or fewer. The Consultants pointed out that a
defined contribution scheme, such as the Current Scheme in Mongolia, will require that
the state budget subsidy be pre-funded in order to ensure that the Government matching
contribution have the same opportunity to earn an interest rate or investment return over
the life of the account. But in Mongolia the MOF makes no pre-funded state subsidies to
any of the social insurance funds. The Consultants are not implying that the MOF will not
in the future make an adequate arrangement for one. It is that pre-funded subsidies require
an immediate cash transfer. When this issue was briefly discussed with MOF (Nyamaa,
Expenditures Fiscal Policy) it was confirmed that there are currently no procedures for
pre-funding state budget subsidies so as to ensure that such contributions would coincide
with self-employed herder contributions and thus able to earn the current interest rates.
When a subsidy is made to a defined contribution system that is notional, the Government
incurs a cost but it is expressed as an obligation to pay (along with the appropriate
annually determined interest rate) at a later date. When the subsidy is made to a funded
scheme, (as the Government has informed the Consultants that the Current Scheme will
be changed into) the Government’s matching contribution must be immediately invested
when the herder makes his contribution.
(d) Inability to easily and accurately estimate state budget subsidies to self-employed
herder contributions in consideration of unpredictable severe weather conditions in
Mongolia. The MSWL raised the problem associated with being able to forecast and
accurately manage the cashflow that will need to be authorised from the MOF as a
Government matching contribution when a contributor’s herder size falls below threshold
and the contributor qualifies for a Government matching contribution.
Risk mitigation of herders livelihood through pension system
155.

ISC

The Consultants have been advised that a major initiative of the Government is to respond to
risks inherent in livestock husbandry but suggest that doing so through a livestock insurance
program is far more suitable as such a program can be customised to the needs of the herders,
rather than through the national pension system.
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156.

The Consultants understand that such a project10 is underway with the objective being to
ascertain the viability of index-based livestock insurance to reduce the negative financial
impact of unplanned livestock mortality for herders often brought about by a dzud event. This
innovative approach combines self-insurance, market-based insurance and social insurance.
(a) Self-insurance. Herders retain small losses that have been set so as not to affect the
viability of their business,
(b) Market-based insurance. Larger losses are transferred to the private insurance industry
which will generate the majority of the payments, and
(c) Social insurance. The final layer of payments would be made in the event of catastrophic
losses and would be paid by the Government.

157.

The index-based insurance is not linked to the dzud event itself, but to the outcome of most
concern – large numbers of livestock mortality. The insurance would be paid to all individual
herders whenever the mortality rate in the soum exceeds a specific threshold. Critical to the
success of this program is the availability of good quality livestock mortality data, and
through the NSO, Mongolia has a 35-year time series on adult animal mortality available for
all soums and the four major species of animals (cattle and yak, horse, sheep, goat) which
provides the basis for developing actuarial information. Importantly, the index-based
approach provides strong incentives to individual herders to continue to manage their herds so
as to minimise the impacts of major livestock mortality events (as individual herders receive
an insurance pay-out based on regional mortality, irrespective of their individual losses). Thus
this form of insurance was designed to have little or no direct effect on herder behaviour,
except perhaps to reduce incentives to continually expand herd size as a means of reducing
financial losses in the event of dzud, although the argument can be made that such an
incentive exists without the insurance program as well.

158.

In contrast the proposed amendment to pay state subsidies in the form of a matching
contribution to the defined contribution accounts of individual herders would be paid only
when the SSIGO could verify that a herder’s livestock levels are below the specified
threshold. Sole reliance on the state budget has been proposed as a means to subsidise the
accounts of herders with smaller herds regardless of whether the herd levels are related to a
dzud or indeed any weather conditions. The index-based insurance program described above
reduces risks incurred by a single group as it spreads costs among the herders, the private
sector general insurance industry and the Government. Further the index-based insurance
program does not propose to require that the SSIGO validate the number of livestock (a
potentially labour intensive validation) in order for the herder to benefit. The index-based
insurance program appears far better structured to ensure catastrophe risk transfer and risk
financing mechanism that limits the Government’s financial exposure to future natural
disasters than the proposed pension subsidy.

10

The World Bank project P088816, Ministry of Finance, Government of Mongolia 2005 to 2010.

http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64283627&piPK=73230&theSitePK=40941&
menuPK=228424&Projectid=P088816
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SSIGO: Administration and Recordkeeping
Overview and Background
159.

The administrative and recordkeeping functions and investment of reserves of the social
insurance funds of the national pension system are performed by the SSIGO, a Government
agency that is both a delivery institution of social insurance benefits and a financial institution
responsible for millions of personal account and data records and many billions ₮ of
contributions and benefits. Delivering benefits for all five social insurance funds requires that
the SSIGO dedicate only a portion of its resources to the national pension system. The
chairman and management team are responsible for all five social insurance funds and the
financial operations of the: national pension system, the national health care, hospital and
pharmacy/drug payment system, determination of eligibility and payment of unemployment
benefits, determination of workplace injury and disease (intersection of health care and
national pension) for invalid pension benefits and other benefits such as maternity payments,
short term invalidity and more.

160.

The SSIGO database is unique as compared to the pension recordkeeping systems in many
other countries in that it provides recordkeeping for both defined benefit schemes – the Old
and Interim Schemes and the Current Scheme in payment phase – and defined contribution –
the Current Scheme during the accumulation phase. The SSIGO database does not calculate
the NDC interest rate; it is determined on data provided by the National Statistical Office and
provided to the SSIGO for purposes of updating the NDC account balances.

161.

Each functional area of the SSIGO is divided into many parts. For example the national IT
Database and Training Centre is responsible for programming and maintaining the database
for all pension contributions, tracking benefits paid, plus much more, but it is also used to
monitor contributions to the national health care system, payment of reimbursement to
pharmacists and physicians, as well as recording payments for short term benefits such as
maternity and even benefit payment workplace injury claims. This broad mandate to provide
recordkeeping, service, information reporting and investments of multiple and diverse social
insurance is both an advantage and a disadvantage.
(a) The SSIGO has the ability to achieve economies of scale in data processing and in
sharing records of the same employers and employees between pension and health care
systems for example. In a small population country such as Mongolia, achieving
economies of scale through one organisation servicing multiple social insurance needs is
critical. Many other countries throughout the world that have chosen instead to follow a
different model and divide functions into separate delivery organisations ultimately regret
the decision and spend millions of dollars re-uniting the separate service groups.
(b) The disadvantage of one service organisation bearing sole responsibility for such assorted
services results, however, in specialists understanding a lot of information about many
topics, but rarely can an organisation afford to have multiple experts in multiple topics.
Thus, quality is at risk of being sacrificed for cost effectiveness – a difficult decision for
any Government to make.
(c) Further compounding the challenge to the SSIGO is that services are delivered through
multiple regional offices referred to, in declining size order, as aimag, soum or bagh
offices. Again, the management and staff of these regional offices are required to be
proficient in multiples areas of specialty of social insurance.
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162.

The SSIGO is subject to policy mandates from the MSWL policy, operational oversight is by
the SINC, whose members are appointed and budget funding authorised by Parliament. The
SSIGO was created as a Government agency to administer multiple social insurance
programs: pension, health care, social services, unemployment benefits and occupational
injury and disease insurance (OIDI).

163.

The SSIGO is responsible for implementing social insurance legislation and policies and the
operation of social insurance funds11. It ensures the timely and accurate collection of
employer contributions and payment of benefits and conducts research to strengthen and
improve services. Based on this research and study findings, the SSIGO has been empowered
to act upon recommendations or channel resources to appropriate authorities as indicated.

164.

The SSIGO acts as an independent agency and also works though MSWL, MOF and
Parliament. With input and recommendations from the MOF and MSWL, Parliament
approves the SSIGO annual budget. The SSIGO participates in the budget estimation through
its finance department, responsible for projecting financial activity for the next year, and
submits annual forecasts to the MOF on expected contribution collections and benefit
expenditures.
Figure 13: Parliament budget finance control
Parliament
budget finance control

Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
social insurance policy

Social Insurance National Council
oversight
membership appointed by Parliament
SSIGO

Social Insurance Funds
investment / reconciliation
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The Social Insurance Funds were described in this project’s Inception Report, October 2007: pension, health, OIDI,
unemployment and other benefits.
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SSIGO Pension Functions
165.

The primary pension functions completed by the SSIGO include:
(a) Registering employers into the mandatory pension system.
(b) Registering employees into the mandatory and voluntary pension systems.
(c) Collecting mandatory contributions from employers and voluntary contributions from the
self-employed, herders and others for whom participation in the national pension system
is voluntary.
(d) Calculating and determining benefit eligibility: old age pension, invalid, survivor benefits
and defence employee benefits.
(e) Calculating and crediting annually an interest rate to the notional defined contribution
accounts of the Current Scheme.
(f) Reconciling contributions collected and deposited at bank accounts by employers,
transferring funds from bank accounts to the MOF treasury functions and benefits paid by
the banks to pensioners, invalids and survivors.
(g) Servicing employers and employees, such as answering questions, providing forms,
assisting in dispute resolution with the banks (either for contribution deposits or benefit
payments); interacting with the Ministry of Defence to calculate and pay benefits to
defence pensioners, invalids and survivors.
(h) Performing limited investment functions of the accumulated reserves of the Pension
Insurance Fund and other social insurance funds: investments currently are in
Government bonds (debt securities issued by the Central Bank) and certificates of deposit
issued by Mongolian banks.
(i) Interacting internationally with national social security systems in other countries to
secure agreements for Mongolian citizens working outside of Mongolia to collect and
process their contributions (and to ensure that these Mongolian workers abroad are
exempted from the national social security systems of the countries in which they are
working) and provide benefits at retirement even though these employees have not been
employed for their full careers by Mongolian based employers. The countries in which
the greatest number of Mongolians are working and for which these agreements are in
place or in process to be in place: Republic of Korea, Japan, United Kingdom, Canada,
the United States of America and Russia.
(j) Calculating, projecting and forecasting statistical information about the national pension
system and disseminating the information to other Government agencies, the general
public and employers and employees participating in the national pension system.
(k) Providing technical input into policy and legislative issues.

166.

One of the key tests of functionality of a national pension system is the following:
(a) Access database using single contributor information. Using the central database is it
possible to input the name and identification number of one contributor and access a
screen with his full name, employer and employer identification and account balance?
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(b) Access database using single employer information. Using the central database, is it
possible to input the name and identification number of one employer and access a screen
with the full name, identification numbers of all of his employees and their account
balances?
The SSIGO database does not pass this test. As explained above it was designed as a database
of contributions and benefits; the Consultants note that its growing needs are far outpacing its
original functionality.
167.

Findings on SSIGO database are:
(a) Data is entered monthly by officers of the aimag, soum or bagh offices and through a
network connection between these regional offices, it is transmitted monthly to the central
database in the SSIGO headquarters office in UB. Data includes: employer contribution
information such as employer name, identification number, employee names,
identification numbers, monthly pensionable wages, contribution amounts (employer and
employee). Other data that the system has been designed to maintain is the full address of
each employer and each employee and the date of birth and sex of the employee. This
information is necessary to calculate and pay benefits and to perform communication
functions such as generating and distributing annual account statements for the employees
who were born after 1960 and are part of the Current Scheme. Similar information is
maintained for employees who are part of the Interim Scheme (born before 1960 and
retired after 1995 or not yet retired) but annual statements are not provided to these
employees as the Interim Scheme is a defined benefit program and as such the concept of
an account balance does not exist.
(b) The database also contains a record referred to as the initial balance, which represents the
employment history of the Current Scheme for employees who have a work history prior
to 1999.
(c) The SSIGO database does not maintain records of defence employees during their
employment years. At an employee’s retirement, the Ministry of Defence (MOD)
prepares paperwork to inform the SSIGO of a new pensioner’s eligibility and benefits and
the SSIGO creates a record in the database at that time. It is not clear to the Consultants
which Ministry analyses and forecasts future cost of the defence pensions to the MOF and
Parliament.
(d) The SSIGO database does not automatically calculate the benefit payments based on data
recorded for each employee. This function is carried out by the SSIGO staff in the
regional offices and relies on human evaluation and intervention, which brings with it
necessary human judgment determinations, manual calculations, manual reconciliations,
manual approval processes and – unfortunately – manual errors. Although it is the
responsibility of the SSIGO to contain on its database all employment and contribution
records, previous employment data is not considered reliable enough from which to make
an automatic calculation, nor is the current IT system capable of performing such
calculations.

168.

ISC

In recognition of the limitations of the SSIGO database functionality, the Consultants believe
dedicating more financial resources is necessary to engage in completing the initial balance
calculations. Collecting of the missing data requires the manual review of all employment
books of all workers whose employment pre-dates 1999 and extracting key pieces of data
from the books – both of which are manual steps. Then this information must be entered into
the database to arrive at a factor which is assigned to contributor’s information and will used
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for two primary sources: calculating the complete amount of the accrued balances of the NDC
accounts and in calculating these persons benefits at retirement. The Consultants note that
even with the current limitations, the SSIGO has provided necessary data in a timely manner
to permit this project’s International Actuarial Expert to begin the process of forecasting an
implicit pension debt. Indeed the response by the SSIGO to be able compile the data requests
exceeded the Consultants’ experience in other countries in Asia.
169.

The financing of pension benefits is derived from two main sources: mandated contributions
(and a small amount of voluntary contributions) currently paid by employers for their
employees in the Interim and Current Schemes and transfers from the State Budget.
(a) Benefits paid to pensioners, invalids and survivors who are covered by the Old Scheme
are the liability of the state and therefore are financed 100 percent from state budget
transfers.
(b) Benefits paid to pensioners, invalids and survivors who are covered by Interim Scheme
are the liability of the state and are financed by the state and employer contributions
(mandated employer and employee contributions starting in 1995) and therefore are
partially dependent on state budget transfers.
(c) Benefits paid to pensioners, invalids and survivors who are covered by the Current
Scheme are the liability of the state and are financed by the NDC account balances at
retirement and partially dependent on state budget transfers. Because the Current Scheme
acts as a defined contribution during the accumulation phase (the employees’ working
year during which contributions are made) and defined benefit during the payout phase
(benefit years) the NDC accounts are not a 100 percent source of financing of the Current
Scheme benefits.
(d) Benefits paid to pensioners, invalids and survivors who are covered under the Law on
Military Pensions and Benefits 1994 are the liability of the state and therefore are
financed 100 percent from state budget transfers. There are no contributions paid by
either the Government-as-employer or the employees into the defence pension system; it
remains an unfunded, non-contributory system.
NDC interest rates and balances

170.

The 1999 legislation Individual Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts defined oversight
functions of the SINC in relation to NDC accounts. These roles include the calculation of
annual interest rates, based on average wage growth. The Consultants’ analysis of the
calculation of these interest rates credited to accounts indicates that they are incorrect. This
finding was immediately brought to the attention of senior policymakers of the MOF, MSWL
and the SSIGO with the advisement that the correct accrued NDC account balances is
dependent on this information. The IPD Working Group is presently calculating the accrued
NDC account balances using the correct interest rates.

171.

Further, the initial balances, which is a calculated amount that represents the years of service
completed prior to 1999 and an average wage used to compute a credit, applying at the start
of the Current Scheme, the NDC scheme, are believed to be incomplete for virtually all
workers born after 1960 who were employed prior to 1999.
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Mongolian Enabling Environment
172.

The enabling environment of Mongolia’s financial markets is critical to understanding
suitable securities into which the pension contributions could be invested and appreciating
levels of risk tolerance. The capacity of the markets is critical to understanding the market’s
ability to absorb pension contributions and its ability to generate new securities. Mongolia’s
markets are still developing, which the Consultants expect to limit short term opportunities
for creation of new investments.
(a) Presently, Mongolia’s financial markets are similar to many emerging economy countries
in that the market issues of large developed economy countries impacts small markets and
put them in a higher risk category not solely for reasons related exclusively to Mongolia.
Volatility in global financial markets in the second half of 2007 and in the first quart of
2008 provides a strong reminder of how vulnerable and volatile investments in Mongolia
can be. As more developed markets experienced wide swings in market valuations, even
more volatility affected the Mongolian financial markets.
(b) The impact of market volatility on accumulated pension contributions invested
domestically is in part a function of the enabling conditions. The Consultants reviewed
current conditions and summarise the limitations in the following Table.
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Table 11: Enabling Conditions of Financial Markets
Government Conditions

Status

Level

Commitment to a shared policy goal from the Government, members of
Parliament, policymakers

not clear

Undeveloped

Agreement to a specific pension reform policy from the Government,
members of Parliament, policymakers

not clear

Undeveloped

Financial commitment to a fiscal policy by the Government, members of
Parliament, policymakers

no

Undeveloped

Financial instruments development: markets have ready supply of long term
securities for pension contribution investment

no

Undeveloped

Financial product development: life insurance annuities, mutual funds and
other products

no

Undeveloped

Experience by a growing percentage of citizens who are using more
financial products beyond simple bank accounts

not clear

Developing

Transparency in pricing and reporting of trades / transactions on Mongolian
Stock Exchange (MSE)

not clear

Undeveloped

Developed and well functioning banking system for collection of
contributions and payment of benefits

yes

Improving

Market liquidity

no

Undeveloped

Developed Government bond market – fully functioning standardisation,
issuance and repayment practices

yes

Improving

International ratings agencies analysing and evaluating Mongolian publicly
listed companies S&P recently upgraded Government of Mongolian
sovereign debt

some

Improving

Securities clearing and settlement processing system

yes

Improving

Custodian bank capabilities

no

Undeveloped

Conformance to international accounting and financial reporting standards – started
financial instruments, financial institutions and the SSIGO
Administrative Conditions

Status

Recordkeeping for individual accounts: accurate, efficient processing

yes SSIGO

Issuing annual statements to members of the NDC current system delivered
to members’ home addresses annual member statements mailed to
employers not to members

no

Developing
Level
Improving

Specifically designed department in SSIGO that addresses dispute resolution no
of member claims, measures the complaints and monitors corrections

Undeveloped

System to collect monthly contributions and annual data from employers

yes

Improving

System to identify which employers are evading, ability to report on and
take action against evading employers

no

Undeveloped

Highly reliable national identification card system

not sure
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Public awareness
Herder and Self-Employed research in November and December 2007
173.

The programme of research in November and December 2007– included a number of relevant
points that are important in any Public Awareness programme and are discussed below in
‘Distribution challenges’.

174.

A number of discussions on public awareness programmes were held, notably those with the
MSWL. The Workshops held in January also included a session on Public Awareness. As
with other sessions at the Workshops it included a presentation, discussion among small
groups and then sharing and further discussion of ideas and concerns that came from the small
groups. The presentation papers for the Workshops are to be found in Appendix XVIII.

175.

A number of points emerged from these activities. From the MSWL’s point of view there
were minimal or no resources for public awareness for Pension Insurance or indeed other
parts of Social Insurance and no prospects of any being included in any forthcoming budget.
Some resources were available within the SSIGO but the overall feeling was that Public
Awareness was at a low level and that the public were unaware of the detail of the existing
system or how it was changing over time.

176.

The MSWL’s web page www.pmis.gov.mn has details of Pension Insurance. This has MSWL
funding and is not regarded as part of a Public Awareness programme. Whilst useful, the web
pages of the MSWL would as in any internet programme have limited impact. Internet usage
continues to be biased towards the larger business units, urban communities and the younger
generation, where the Public Awareness challenges relate to the nomadic population and older
people. It was felt that the internet complemented other parts of a Public Awareness
programme rather than formed a major part.

177.

The Workshop discussion emphasised the need for a professional approach to public
awareness, or as it was called in the Workshops ‘marketing the pension message’. The
emphasis on marketing rather than mere awareness helped the Workshop participants focus
on what was needed to be successful.

178.

The importance of a clear distinction between an ongoing programme on an existing pension
system and a totally different approach for communicating pension reform was noted. It was
noted too that the examples quoted and experience of those present focussed on reform
programmes rather than ongoing communication.

179.

Examples were cited of programmes that were very active at the time of reform but failed to
keep the community informed

180.

Reference was made in the Workshop to Public Awareness programmes in other countries,
notably in Poland and Lithuania at the time of pension reform. With these as examples there
was general acceptance at the Workshops and in discussions with the MSWL that in any
programme of pension reform in Mongolia that a Public Awareness programme should be:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

ISC

fully resourced with appropriate people skills and communication methods;
properly financed with a budget that allowed for ongoing communication;
continually assessed as to whether they were successful; and should
use third party marketing skills where appropriate.
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181.

Public awareness programmes should also be individually created, so that those that focussed
on a particular group would be very different to those that were targeted at the whole country.
The challenges of Mongolia are substantial, with a large land area, a very low population
density, diverse populations, a sizeable minority population in Western Mongolia and a
significant nomadic population.
Recommended programmes of Public Awareness

182.

It has been noted elsewhere that there continue to be ongoing changes in Pension Insurance. It
is felt than these changes are not being communicated. It is recommended that Public
Awareness programmes be planned for changes in Social Insurance including Pension
Insurance to be communicated.

183.

It is relevant to divide Public Awareness programmes into two types: for existing systems,
where there are only minor changes from time to time, and for major reform issues.

184.

The former type would include for example changes in employer contributions. In addition
there are always new people coming into the labour force who are not fully aware of the
structure of occupational benefits such as Social Insurance.

185.

The latter type would include the introduction of Universal Pensions and the withdrawal of
the minimum pension from the Current system, and any concurrent changes on Social
Welfare.

186.

It is important to include illustrative examples of changes and how they affect particular
individuals. Concern was expressed over literacy levels, not necessarily the ability to read and
write but the ability to understand what have been complicated systems.
Distribution challenges

187.

A number of discussions related to the means of distribution and it was generally accepted
that more understanding of the way of life in rural areas was necessary. In particular the
research undertaken in November and December 2007 was helpful in this regard and was an
important element in the Workshops.

188.

The impact of television is considerable. However the MSWL expressed concern that
advertising and programme production was expensive and their budget was virtually non
existent anyway. The Government own one major channel MN but there is no provision in
their licence or for any other licensed television channel for any free or subsidised advertising
time for Government messages.
Financial considerations

189.

ISC

Based on discussions with the MSWL and others, it was clear that Public Awareness was
considered an essential element in both a reform programme and in ongoing communication.
However the impact of any programme was likely to be affected by lack of resources, both
financial and considering those with the relevant experience. It was noted that the strategy of
the promotion of pension reform in Lithuania in May to July 2003 was initially prepared by a
public relations company and financed by a grant from the World Bank, chosen through a
tender process. The first part of the promotion campaign from September to November 2004
was financed from a Government Reserve and carried out by an advertising agency with the
second part financed from the Lithuanian Government budget.
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PART IV - RECOMMENDATIONS
190.

The Consultants’ recommendations are extensive and often interdependent.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Structural changes to the National Pension System.
Financing and Funding the Government’s Liability.
Investing and investment structure.
Strengthening the existing system.

Structural changes to the National Pension System
191.

The following is a list of the proposed structural changes to the national pension system. The
next section outlines each change in detail.
(a) Introduce Multi Pillar System.
(b) Recognise various sources of income for old age.
(c) Encourage their development, in particular:
(i)
Non-contributory universal pension.
(ii)
Adapting Mandatory contribution system for those born after 1960 for all
employees in the Current Scheme.
(d) Maintain Old and Interim Schemes.
(e) Voluntary systems:
(i)
Expanding the Current Scheme to permit voluntary contributions, keeping
voluntary contributions separate from mandatory and having the voluntary
contributions generating their own pension benefit.
(ii)
Developing and strengthening the financial sector to encourage growth of life
insurance companies and investment management firms.
(iii)
Establishing the process for regulating occupational savings schemes.
(f) Establish contribution rates for the Current Scheme, recognising that wage replacement
rates are not predictable.

192.

Introduce non-contributory universal pension:
(a) Provide pension coverage to self-employed herders and the vulnerable
(b) Contingent upon:
(i)
Eliminating minimum pension in Current Scheme.
(ii)
Projecting cost estimates and linking them to the means of financing.
(iii)
Installing and testing of SSIGO database upgrades that ensure accurate
recordkeeping and distribution of universal pension benefits and interface
with a national identification card system that has high degree of accuracy
and low risk of fraud.

193.

Adapt Current Scheme:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Maintain Current Scheme as the mandatory system for employees born after 1960.
Calculate pension payments based on account balances at retirement.
Abolish of years of service requirements in order to be paid a pension.
Encourage voluntary contributions for all groups - employers, employees, self-employed
and unemployed.
(e) Extend definition of pensionable wage ceiling to apply equally to employer and employee
contributions.
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Financing and Funding the Government’s Liability
194.

Government should recognise liabilities of Old, Interim and Current Schemes through
recognising the IPD and as part of this effort, upgrade the actuarial modelling capabilities of
MOF, MSWL, and SSIGO.

195.

Amend the Law on Social Insurance law to define that all future changes to factors of IPD
model require IPD increase assessment and identification of financing to pay for increase in
IPD.
(a) Examples of factors changing the IPD model include: retirement age, contribution rates,
reference minimum and average wage rates that affect benefits, interest rates, changes in
longevity and rules for early retirement.
(b) Policymakers should be aware of changes to IPD, performing an analysis of the economic
effect of making changes and taking into account changes caused by extraneous factors
such as wage and interest rates, considering the social effects of such changes on the
population at large, including those not covered by Pension Insurance and those covered
by Social Welfare.
Investing and investment structure

196.

Implement structured plan to finance Government’s pension liabilities under the Current
Scheme.

197.

Initially issue GDP linked and / or other Government debt as means of financing pension
liabilities.

198.

Create a Pension Investment Fund that is comprised solely of contributions of the national
pension system which assets are to be managed by an independent Investment Board,
establishing a structure to protect pension assets from political interference, mismanagement,
fraud.
(a) The independent Investment Board to be:
(i) Separate from the SINC, SSIGO, MOF, MSWL, FRC and the Bank of Mongolia.
(ii) Report only to contributors, pensioners and employers and employees.
(iii) Regulated by the FRC and come under a Law on Investment Companies, when
such a law is promulgated.
(b) Establish an investment policy and institute a compliance system through the use of a
global custodian bank to ensure adherence to the investment policy:
(i) Require investments to be registered only in name of the Pension Investment Fund.
(ii) Hire experienced, licensed asset management firms – regulated by the FRC and, if
foreign firms, by their countries’ regulators.

199.

Any diversification beyond Government bonds is to be contingent upon establishing the
independent Investment Board.

200.

Exclude health care, OIDI and other social insurance contributions from pension assets.
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201.

Develop the structure and process for gradual investment of assets:
(a) Redirect incoming contributions and transfer current year pension payments into Pension
Investment Fund.
(b) Determine Current Scheme account balance values and transfer from the state budget into
the Pension Investment Fund.
(c) Determine and transfer from state budget IPD amount for Old and Interim Schemes into
Pension Investment Fund (over time).

202.

Finance the transition cost by investing in GDP linked bonds and other Government debt with
staggered maturity dates, meaning that some bonds mature every few years.
Strengthening the existing system

203.

Current Scheme:
(a) Create parity between civil and labour contracts.
(b) Reduce private sector employer evasion problems by ensuring full compliance with
Social Insurance Law by empowering SSIGO with appropriate enforcement capabilities.
(c) Complete initial balance of NDC account balances for work histories prior to 1999.
(d) Credit the correct annual interest rates to NDC accounts effective 1999.
(e) Accurately distribute cost of administering the SSIGO system across users commensurate
with their respective expense.
(f) Help remove incentives for private sector employees to underreport wages by issuing
annual statements to contributors.
(g) Review benefit payment structure.

204.

Improve effectiveness of SINC.

205.

Recognise the need, develop and implement public awareness campaigns of national pension
system.

206.

Determine and publish the life expectancy factor for Current Scheme benefits.

207.

Improve, streamline and make more cost effective the workflow of the SSIGO and central
pension recordkeeping.

208.

Improve national identity card system under working group chaired by Prime Minister.
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Introduction
209.

The recommendations have been made following extensive research and analysis, drawing on
earlier papers on pensions and pension reform in Mongolia. In addition the recommendations
owe a great deal to comments made at the Workshops from 21 to 24 January 2008, to
comments from officials of the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO during the first and second
missions and to research carried out by the Consultants.

210.

The recommendations may be seen at two levels, those of structural changes to the pension
system with consequent implications for the recognition of liabilities and investment, and
those on improving the existing system.
On pension promises and the permanence of reform

211.

In recommendations on pension reform it should be recognised that:
(a) the majority of stakeholders, that is beneficiaries, prospective beneficiaries, Government
and politicians, would consider any existing pension promises to be sacrosanct. Any
reform would need to recognise that the monetary value of a new payment would be no
less than what was expected from an existing system of payments and would need to be
communicated honestly and effectively;
(b) the age at which beneficiaries are entitled to benefits are part of the pension promise; any
change in a benefits age would have to be brought in with a notice period of many years;
and
(c) once enacted, changes should be regarded as permanent. In particular the introduction of
a Universal Pension as discussed below would be regarded as permanent step, and
extremely difficult to be replaced or removed once established.

212.

It will be seen that there are no structural recommendations for the existing Old and Interim
Schemes that go beyond recognising their liabilities and funding them. The Consultants
believe it is inappropriate to change the benefit structures of the Old and Interim Schemes,
considering the comments in the comments above. The introduction of a Universal Pension
would initially reduce pensions from the Old and Interim Schemes, so that nobody suddenly
received an additional amount, but this would not be seen as a structural change to the Old
and Interim Schemes.
On Social Welfare benefits for the elderly

213.

These comments also influence the Consultants’ view on pensions payable under Social
Welfare Law, that their monetary value is believed to be sacrosanct. The benefits in Social
Welfare law are well entrenched and to some degree reflect the traditions of Mongolian
society. No comment is included in this Report on the appropriateness of any individual
benefit under Social Welfare. It may though be appropriate to review the pension and other
monetary value benefits if Universal Pensions are introduced.

214.

Issues arise on integrating two systems, a Universal Pension and Social Welfare, and on
whether one system is more beneficial to an individual than another. For example, where an
individual’s aggregate old age benefits under Social Welfare exceed the level of Universal
Pension, it would be appropriate to reduce those benefits by the amount of the Universal
Pension. Where an individual’s aggregate old age benefits under Social Welfare are below the
level of the Universal Pension, then there is an argument for considering their elimination.
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Such decisions though should be at a policy level rather than applied at an individual level.
Generally Social Welfare pensions are understood to be below the level of 50,000 ₮ each
month, so the issue may not arise too often. An alternative approach is to consider whether a
recipient could opt out of Universal Pensions, an administrative quandary.
215.

There are also legal issues. If Universal Pension is structured as part of Social Insurance, then
the provision that says that only those that do not collect Social Insurance would be paid
Social Welfare pensions may have an impact. Thus a recipient receiving a Universal Pension
would no longer be entitled to a Social Welfare pension. Where such Social Welfare pensions
exceed the level of Universal Pensions, the beneficiary would be worse off as the lower
Universal Pension replaced the aggregate Social Welfare pensions. This would surely not be
intended.

216.

The recommendations are examined in more detail in the following paragraphs. It will be seen
that a number are interrelated, notably the introduction of a Universal Pension and the
abolition of the minimum pension in NDC, and on the sequence of events that might allow for
diversification of pension assets.
Understanding the Consequences of Pension Decisions

217.

The single most important recommendation is that senior policy makers and Members of
Parliament have to be able to understand the consequences of their decisions and to ascertain
whether their proposed changes would produce the desired policy result. This Report has
already outlined that due to analytical capabilities available in Mongolia prior to the
commencement of this current Project, financial analyses were insufficient and unable to
reflect the complex nature of the pension liability growth as analysts lacked adequate and
robust tools such as actuarial methodologies. As modifications are proposed to pension
parameters, such as links to minimum and average wages, there is a need to apply actuarial
methodologies to assess the financial impact on future liabilities. Understanding the urgency
to change this course of analysis, senior policymakers have embarked on a course in which
comprehensive analytical data and true management information on which to base decisions
can start to be available to senior policymakers. The Consultants praise the formation of the
IPD Working Group as one means to begin to accomplish this.
Structure
On Multi Pillar and a pension system for self-employed herders and other self-employed

218.

The recommendations include recognising various sources of income for old age, the concept
of the multi pillar or multi source of incomes. International experience indicates that
dependence on a single or major source of income is fraught with risk and can leave many
vulnerable old aged people without pensions if those risks are realised or their welfare may
become an excessive burden on the employer or state.

219.

The concept of multi pillar is referred to in the Terms of Reference. As with Pension
Insurance it needs to be affordable, robust and sustainable in aggregate as well as its
individual parts. The pillars discussed here add a liability to Government in terms of
Universal Pensions, would change the character of benefits on the NDC system and
encourage a wider range of voluntary contributions and the development of occupational
savings and long term savings. For some, the idea of multi pillar will mean more than one
source of income; for others it will mean that they will only have a single source of income
compared with none at present and their awareness of multi pillar will be limited.
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220.

For the multi pillar concept to be successful it depends on each of the pillars. If one pillar
fails, the aggregate pension system will still have other sources of income, although
individuals are likely to be adversely affected. There are degrees of failure, where individuals
get reduced or no benefits, or where larger groups or total membership get reduced or no
benefits.
Table 12: Recommendations: Multi pillar system for Mongolia
Recommendations: Multi Pillar System for Mongolia
Mandatory Schemes
Universal
Pension

Manages
recordkeeping?

Manages
investments?

Private sector
or
Government?
Who has
oversight
authority or
regulates?

Contributions
mandatory?

Financed
from?

ISC

SSIGO
distributes
benefits,
maintains
records
noncontributory

SINC will
probably
have
oversight
authority

Mandatory
Voluntary
Contributions
Contributions
to Old,
to Old,
Interim,
Interim,
Current
Current
Schemes
Schemes
SSIGO collects contributions,
distributes benefits, maintains
records
To eliminate political
interference, Pension Investment
Board manages investments.
Could also outsource some
investment functions with Board
maintaining policy control
Government
SINC has oversight authority

No

Yes

State budget
transfer

Contributions
from
employers and
employees and
state budget
transfer
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No, but
balances kept
separate from
Mandatory and
generate
separate
pension
Contributions
from
employers,
employees,
self-employed,
unemployed

Voluntary Options
Employer
Occupational
Pension

Individual
Pension /
Long Term
Savings

Licensed, experienced
financial institutions
regulated by FRC
Licensed, experienced
financial institutions
regulated by FRC

Private Sector
FRC should
regulate
voluntary
employer
occupational
pension
savings, with
input from
MSWL
No

FRC should
regulate
voluntary
savings,
input from
MSWL

Contributions
from
employer and
/ or employee

Contributio
ns from
individuals
and families

No
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221.

The development of financial markets and suitable long term investments are critical to
successful implementation of all of the Pillars, save for a Universal Pension which is a
liability of the Government, most probably on a pay as you go basis. Government bonds are
likely to be the main source of funds for the Current System as it becomes funded,
particularly in the initial stage. If financial markets do not develop, the prospects for
voluntary savings will be severely limited.
Impact on vulnerable

222.

A Universal Pension will bring benefits to the elderly vulnerable members of society who are
not covered by Social Welfare, as long as they are included in the SSIGO and National
Identity card databases and as long as it is possible to reach them; identifying beneficiaries
across vast distances present enormous challenges. These concerns need to be addressed. If a
Universal Pension is not introduced then the vulnerable are likely to be worse off, with no
access to Social Insurance and Pension Insurance, and dependent on Social Welfare in what is
likely to be a continuing period of inflation.
On a Universal Pension and the recommendation to remove the minimum guaranteed pension

223.

The recommendations include introducing a Universal Pension at the same time as removing
the minimum guaranteed pension. This reflects a principle that the Current Scheme should be
defined contribution, where the benefit reflects the amount saved at the time of retirement, as
noted such a view would encourage contributions rather than avoiding making them. This
would be practical if the Universal Pension benefit age was the same as the benefit age in the
Current Scheme, but where it is 60 for the former, for the latter it is 55 for women and earlier
ages for the various categories who may retire with a full pension. It would have been less of
a problem if the female retirement age had been raised to 60 as had once been planned.

224.

The implications for this require careful study. One possible view would be to pay the
equivalent of the Universal Pension to all NDC retirees at whatever age they retire and base
their NDC pension on the balance, giving them two sources of income. Such matters should
be considered among the transition issues to be considered in a future TA project.
On Universal Pensions, when they may start and the necessary conditions

225.

The introduction of Universal Pensions is complex and requires a comprehensive and
accurate annual list of who qualifies. Such a list will need to be tested so that only all who
qualify receive the benefit. Once a starting date for Universal Pensions is established, a public
awareness campaign needs to be planned and carried out. A Universal Pension impacts the
existing Old, Interim and Current Schemes, Social Welfare pensions and other benefits
payable to the elderly. Further analysis needs to be undertaken to understand the impact on
these and other benefits. The timing of an introduction of Universal Pensions needs to be
carefully considered. The Consultants caution against a premature introduction without
comprehensive research on required implementation steps.

226.

The following list explains the conditions that need to be fulfilled prior to the introduction of
Universal Pensions. A more complete set of conditions needs to be established following the
publication of this Report. The Consultants recommend that Universal Pension systems in
other countries be studied before the matters below are resolved.
(a) The needs of the Universal Pension, together with the enhanced needs of converting from
a notional defined contributions to a fully defined contribution, represent a major revision
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to the SSIGO database. The Consultants recommend that the database be redesigned
followed a comprehensive review of new requirements. For Universal Pension the
database will need to fulfil the following data requirements:
(i) Complete listing of all those qualifying for a benefit.
(ii) Continuous updating for those who reach the benefits age, leave Mongolia to live
elsewhere, deaths.
(iii) Systems to be tested prior to introduction.
(b) On benefit payments:
(i) How payments are made to each beneficiary.
(ii) Collecting instructions on payments.
(iii) Default system of a bank account that pays interest in the beneficiary’s name in lieu
of instructions.
(iv) Recording and verifying changes of location of benefit payments.
(v) Collection of benefit payments by third party, recording and verification.
(vi) System to be tested prior to introduction.
(c) Documentation:
(i) All documents to be printed in Mongolian and helpful material on the benefit and
how it will operate.
(ii) Internet site to be developed and continuously updated.
(d) Awareness campaigns:
(i) Public awareness campaign to be carried out before the introduction, covering
eligibility, methods of payment, timing, complaints system.
(ii) Public awareness campaign to be continuously assessed.
(e) On a complaints system:
(i) Independent complaints system to be established to investigate and have power to
make changes to ensure the law is being carried out, with an obligation to report
statistics on nature of complaints.
(f) Training:
(i) Training will be required in each SSIGO office to explain the new benefit, use of
the new forms (benefit payment election forms).
(ii) Step-by-step procedures will need to be developed to reflect calculations used to
determine the overlap and offset of Universal Pension compared to Social Welfare
Pension or the benefits from the national pension system.
(iii) Banks that are authorized to pay Universal benefits will also be required to prepare
training material for their staff members and conduct training.
(g) Legislation: the following violations or offences need to be considered and put into rules:
(i) Offence to claim or receive a benefit payment without proper authorisation.
(ii) Offence to claim or receive a benefit payment for someone who does not qualify,
such as death, not being 60.
(iii) Offence to falsify documents in respect of a claim.
(iv) Offence to knowingly make a false claim.
(v) Offence to make a duplicate claim.
(vi) Offence to authorise or make a benefit payment knowing that the payment is not
qualified.
(vii) Offence to make or accept a payment in cash or kind with the intent of making a
false claim.
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The Universal Pension as a concept
227.

A Universal Pension is a regular pension payable to everybody, with no qualifications other
than age, nationality and residence. The key features of a Universal Pension are that it should
be the same amount for everyone, men and women of the same certain age and older and that
it should not be means tested or based on any type of qualifying contribution or status,
however defined.

228.

A Universal Pension may be seen as a form of basic pension but it should be distinguished
from a basic pension that may be means tested, may be contributory and may have certain
qualifications and exclusions; one of the qualifications may be residence.

229.

It may be interesting to note that despite different retirement ages on occupational pensions,
Universal Pensions typically have the same benefit ages for both sexes. The following shows
the age at which benefits start in different countries
Table 13: Eligibility Ages: Universal Pensions
Eligibility Ages: Universal Pensions
Male and Female Age for
Country
Universal Benefit
Bolivia
65
Botswana
65
Brunei
60
Canada
65
Kosovo
65
Mauritius
60
Mexico City
70
Namibia
60
Nepal
75
New Zealand
65
Western Samoa
65
Source: Larry Willmore, et al, Consultants

230.

Given life expectancy in Mongolia, the same age as the male retirement age in the Current
Scheme, 60 years old has been discussed with the Consultants as the minimum age. Although
there is a difference in retirement ages for men and women, in other countries a Universal
Pension is regarded as a benefit to be paid in advanced old age, meaning later than the
retirement age, given the increasing probability of lack of support systems for that group. As
indicated above, it is not common to have different male and female commencement ages for
Universal Pension.

231.

There are a number of challenges related to distribution and recordkeeping, notably ensuring
that those entitled to a Universal Pension receive it and similarly those who are not entitled
are not paid the benefit. Payments to bank accounts are preferred so they the benefit can be
drawn on at any time rather than expect beneficiaries to collect each month. The Consultants
recommend a uniform benefit that is not means tested specifically to reduce the
administration costs and eliminates the possibility of corruption or collusion on establishing
rights to a benefit. It is critical that a national identification card be of high reliability and that
it is not possible for an individual to be issued more than one identification card or to be
issued a card without some proof of the date-of-birth. One of the most common problems
associated with commencing a Universal Pension is that individuals appear with more than
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one identification card that were issued over the years from more than one aimag and they are
now able to collect multiple Universal Pension benefits.
232.

The idea of Universal Pensions causes considerable debate, as to whether a non means tested
contributory system is fair and affordable. Proponents argue that virtually everybody
contributes to the growth and development of society and that making a savings contribution
or paying tax should not be a necessary pre-condition for society to look after them in old age
when they can no longer work or contribute. To some degree introducing a Universal Pension
is a political decision as much as economic. Some would argue that the relatively few elderly
rich should be excluded and their benefit redistributed; again proponents argue that the cost of
administration in establishing income or asset levels where a benefit might not be paid, with
the need for verification.
Amount of Universal Pension

233.

As to whether it is affordable or acceptable to the Government and society, this is a complex
matter. A Universal Pension, like any other benefit payable to the elderly, is a transfer from
the economy to the elderly. A Universal Pension:
(a) Forms a savings pillar rather than be regarded as the only source of income and is
financed from State Budget transfers and is in addition to any other benefits.
(b) Should be designed so that it relieves poverty, provides a basic and reliable income but
should not discourage other forms of saving, if too high may be likely to cover retirement
age living costs and discourage savings in occupational schemes or complying with
mandatory savings arrangements.

234.

A Universal Pension would be related to the cost of living; this in contrast to pensions and
other forms of occupational savings where the principle is one of trying to replace part of an
income, usually the income at or near retirement age. Proposed legislation on Universal
Pension dated March 2008 suggested that the level of Universal Pension to be equal to 60
percent of the minimum cost of living.

235.

The cost of living has increased substantially in Mongolia in recent years. The following
shows the increases in the Minimum Living Standards in Mongolia from 2002 to 2008.
Table 14: Cost of living increases

Ulaan Bataar
Eastern Region
Central Region

Cost of Living Increases: Minimum Living Standards
monthly amount in ₮
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
24,600 25,300 26,500 30,000 42,800
20,200 20,500 21,200 25,000 34,800
19,700 19,800 20,600 22,300 39,000

Khangain Region
Western Region
Change Ulaan Bataar

19,100
19,200

19,900
19,500

20,600
20,200

2.8%

4.7%

2007
60,100
51,800
56,700

2008
73,300
65,600
73,100

54,600
54,700

70,600
70,700

13.2% 42.7% 40.4%
Six year compound rate

22.0%
19.9%

22,600
23,200

38,300
37,000

Source: NSO website, 2008.
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236.

The 60 percent reference discussed above would give a Universal Pension of approximately
₮42,000. A Universal pension can be introduced and phased in over several years, rather than
be introduced as a single new benefit.

237.

The level of Universal Pension would normally be expected to lag the Cost of Living rather
than anticipate or coincide with it, reflecting the methods of calculation. Its introduction
would also have an impact on inflation, increasing the cost of goods and services that elderly
persons may purchase.

238.

The gross cost of a Universal Pension is the number of qualifying elderly multiplied by the
monthly benefit, plus the costs of administration and distribution. However in Mongolia the
number of elderly includes those receiving a pension under Social Insurance. The following
estimates how many people above age 60 are not covered by Social Insurance and by
inference those who would currently qualify for a Universal Pension.
Table 15: Numbers Benefiting from Universal Pension
Numbers Benefiting from Universal Pension
Old
Interim
Current
Total
Total Pensioners
109,329
138,596
45,903
293,828
Members aged 60 and above
90,490
27,383
nil
117,873
Population 60 and above
168,973
Those not covered by Social Insurance, eligible for
Universal Pension
51,100
Source: SSIGO pension data December 2007, US Census Bureau population, and
Consultants’ calculations

This estimate, ₮51,100, would be expected to increase with inflation, and the coverage be
consistent with the increase in elderly population up to 2020, when those elderly persons who
are not covered by the Current Scheme would qualify for Universal Pension. At that point the
number with a Universal Pension would grow at a faster rate.
239.

The projected growth rate of the elderly population in Mongolia is shown in the following
table, also shown in Appendix II.
Table 16: Projected: Growth rate of elderly population
Projected: Growth rate of elderly population
Population 60 and over
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

ISC

Total
3,086,918
3,133,318
3,179,997
3,226,516
3,272,555
3,318,100
3,363,204
3,407,696
3,451,325
3,493,946
3,535,432

Men
80,440
82,582
85,165
88,296
92,055
96,458
101,509
107,251
113,711
120,896
128,841

Women
99,216
102,049
105,395
109,362
114,054
119,487
125,660
132,635
140,465
149,169
158,788

Total
179,656
184,631
190,560
197,658
206,109
215,945
227,169
239,886
254,176
270,065
287,629

59

% of total
5.8%
5.9%
6.0%
6.1%
6.3%
6.5%
6.8%
7.0%
7.4%
7.7%
8.1%

Change over
previous period
2.8%
3.2%
3.7%
4.3%
4.8%
5.2%
5.6%
6.0%
6.3%
6.5%
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Projected: Growth rate of elderly population
Population 60 and over
Year
2025

Total

Men

3,725,352

174,168

Total

% of total

Change over
previous period

388,132

10.4%

34.9%

Women
213,964

2030 3,889,553 220,926
270,890 491,816
12.6%
Source: Population figures US Census Bureau, Consultants’ calculations

240.

26.7%

An approximate cost of the introduction of Universal Pension based on the Consultants’ own
estimates, with an inflation rate of 15 percent and growth in elderly entitled to a Universal
Pension of the same as those in the above table up to 2020 is as follows. The level of 60
percent of the cost of living was chosen, being the same number used in draft legislation
prepared in April 2008.12
Table 17: Estimate: Gross cost of universal pension with inflation at 15%
Estimate: Gross cost of Universal Pension with Inflation at 15%
Total annual cost of
Universal Pensions
Elderly not covered by
Monthly Cost of
Monthly 60% of
Pension Insurance
Living
cost of living
₮ bn
2008
51,100
73,000
43,800
26.9
2009
54,064
83,950
50,370
32.7
2010
57,200
96,543
57,926
39.8
2011
60,574
111,024
66,614
48.4
2012
64,209
127,677
76,606
59.0
2013
68,125
146,829
88,097
72.0
2014
72,417
168,853
101,312
88.0
2015
77,124
194,181
116,509
107.8
2016
82,369
223,309
133,985
132.4
2017
88,135
256,805
154,083
163.0
2018
94,657
295,326
177,195
201.3
2019
101,945
339,625
203,775
249.3
2020
110,203
390,568
234,341
309.9
Source: Consultants estimates and calculations; 2008 population figure, see Table 7; population
growth equal to figures shown in Table 8.

241.

It will be seen that the early costs are less than one percent of GDP, which compare with 0.1
percent of GDP in Nepal and 0.2 percent in Mexico City to 1.7 percent in Mauritius and 4.3
percent (before tax) in New Zealand.13

242.

As noted elsewhere, an increasing large number of retirees from the Current Scheme will
receive only the minimum pension, their NDC balances at retirement being insufficient to
generate a higher income based on the then prevailing formula. The elimination of these
liabilities and the creation of new ones in Universal Pensions once the retiree is age 60 would
increase the headline costs shown in the table above from 2020. The Consultants do not have
sufficient data to consider this in further detail. More precise analysis is required to establish
the true number of retirees qualifying for Universal Pension who were already being paid a

12
13
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higher pension – where the pension would be adjusted down – or lower – where the pension
might be eliminated – than the standard level.
Integrating Universal Pension and the abolition of NDC Minimum Guarantee Pension
243.

As noted the recommendation here for Universal Pensions is conditional upon eliminating the
minimum guaranteed pension in NDC. This requirement is difficult to achieve as long as
beneficiaries retire from NDC before age the suggested age of 60 for Universal Pensions. At
present they would almost certainly only get a minimum guaranteed pension, so the abolition
of the minimum guaranteed pension would leave them with very little income – from what
their NDC balance was and the income that might generate - until they qualified for a
Universal Pension at age 60.

244.

At present NDC allows for early retirement, that is below 60 for men and below 55 for
women under certain conditions. At present there are already some 46,000 retirees from the
Current Scheme clearly below age 60; it will be 2015 when the female retirement age of 55
commences.
It would expected that the liability to pay these NDC benefits would continue under Pension
insurance until the retiree became 60, if that was the age for a Universal Pension to start.
Again precise analysis of the numbers affected and how that would be included in the
administration databases required to administer Universal Pension would be necessary.

245.

Integrating Universal Pension and Social Welfare
246.

As noted in the comments on Social Welfare, in Part VII, Social Welfare pension payments
are only made to those who do not receive or qualify for Pension Insurance. If Universal
Pensions are introduced as part of Pension Insurance, then anybody receiving a Universal
Pension will not receive any Social Welfare pension. Such a consequence may cause concern
and may indeed be unintentional. If the conditions applying to the payment of Social Welfare
pensions are adjusted so that in theory a Universal pension and Social Welfare pensions can
be paid to same person, then this too may be unintentional.

247.

The Consultants recommend that in the event of Universal Pensions being introduced that
there is a review of pensions payable under Social Welfare for those aged 60 and above and
the conditions that apply. The Consultants do not recommend a particular course of action. It
is likely that the level of pensions for an individual in Social Welfare will be below the level
of a Universal Pension. However in the exceptional individual cases where Social welfare
pensions exceed the Universal Pension, it may be possible for someone to opt out of
Universal Pensions if his net benefit was going to be reduced, and opt in again if
circumstances changed.

248.

The ability to opt out of and in to Universal Pensions would need analysis as to its impact.
Interim and Current Schemes as mandatory systems

249.

It is recommended that the mandatory contribution characteristic of the Interim and Current
Schemes continues, with the wider definition of who should be included to include those
under contracts.

250.

The 1994 Social insurance legislation referred to those qualifying as being employed under
labour law; this has meant than many employees on a short term or part time basis have been
included as contract employees and thus not included under Social insurance. This has led to
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a legal avoidance of Social Insurance. Recent attempts to change the law have been proposed
and it is recommended that these are pursued.
251.

Once the minimum guaranteed pension is eliminated the Current Scheme could operate as a
pure defined contribution savings vehicle, for both mandatory and voluntary contributions.
Pension benefits would be based on the balances at retirement age. The higher the balance,
the higher the pension.

252.

The current requirement for minimum periods of contributions before benefits can be paid
relates to the minimum guaranteed payment and related proportional payments in the Interim
and Current Schemes. This is understandable as it would seem unreasonable to pay the same
benefit to one person who has been paying the proper contributions to one or other of the
schemes and to another who has been in the same scheme for a matter of months. However
once the minimum guaranteed pension has been removed, the reason for a qualifying period
disappears.
Current Scheme as a voluntary system

253.

The multi pillar approach anticipates the development of additional savings systems and the
general encouragement to make savings. One system that is of course up and running is the
Current Scheme. It is recommended that this is opened up to voluntary savings with no
restrictions on membership. There are two possibilities, that the accumulated voluntary
savings should only be used for paying a pension, or that they can be withdrawn at certain
times or subject to certain conditions.

254.

Voluntary savings could be irregular and only subject to minimum amounts to ensure that
administration costs are kept under control relative to the size of contributions. Some
encouragement to save under this system may be considered at some stage, such as the
Government matching or partially matching contributions or crediting contributions with
interest on deposit.

255.

It is important to recognise that as long as the minimum pension guarantee is in place, any
voluntary contributions should be kept separate from mandatory contributions. Until the
minimum guarantee pension is eliminated, voluntary contributions should be used for a
separate pension benefit, with no ability for the accounts to be merged.

256.

The criteria for success as an expanded voluntary savings structure would include the
following:
(a) An awareness that the NDC system could take voluntary contributions that would lead to
a larger pension at retirement where the benefit calculation was in addition to any
mandatory contributions.
(b) That the ability to become members and make voluntary contributions was unrestricted.
(c) Investment returns that reflect the growth in the Mongolian economy and in financial
assets.
Occupational schemes

257.

ISC

These are currently in their infancy in Mongolia. It is important that the right regulatory
framework be established so that they can be both encouraged and conform to reasonable
standards, taking account the interests of both employers and employees, that they are
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properly run and that the system of benefits applies equally to all members. It is
recommended that the framework be established in two parts.
258.

The Consultants recommend a first step to regulate occupational savings arrangements would
be to require registering existing occupational savings schemes. Subsequent steps would
involve introducing legislation and regulations on occupational savings schemes with the
intent to protect the contributors – employers and workers – through introducing obligations
on registrants. Such legislation cannot be developed in isolation but requires integration with
tax and labour laws. The first stage would comprise:
(a) Establish a Supervisor of Occupational Savings Schemes as part of the unified financial
institution regulator, the Financial Regulatory Commission.
(b) Define duties and powers of such a Supervisor and to whom it is accountable:
contributors (employers and workers), pensioners and survivors.
(c) Permit two types of entities to establish occupational savings schemes: by licensed
financial institutions14 to allow employers to adopt the scheme rules as created by the
financial institution and not require that the employer separately register its scheme unless
it leaves the financial institution; or by an employer or other group such as a union that
chooses not to use a financial institution created occupational pension scheme.
(d) Register rules of operation of such occupational savings schemes, regardless of whether a
financial institution establishes a scheme or the employer or union does so, concerning:
(i)

contributions and any applicable limits as a percentage of all pensionable wages;

(ii)

who is permitted to make contributions: employers and employees;

(iii)

how to invest contributions and where the savings scheme can be invested, e.g.,
bank, investment firm, life insurance company (but restrict against company
stock for the initial years out of concern that it will become a financing scheme
that never pays benefits);

(iv)

explanation of benefits payable: as income or lump sum or some combination on
termination of employment to a former employee other than outstanding sums
owed to him or her as agreed in a contract of employment; and

(v)

reporting to the Supervisor, to the employer and to the contributors and/or
beneficiaries and survivors; define what information is to be reported to each
group, how often and penalties for failure to do so.

This would bring compliance of occupational savings scheme under mandatory
supervision. As a second stage introduce a wide range of rules and regulations relating to
Occupational Savings Schemes.
259.

14

ISC

Additional long term savings products with a pension element would be encouraged. Such
developments are beyond the scope of this Report but should be included in future technical
assistance.

Licensed financial institutions should be limited to only institutions such as banks licensed by the banking regulator,
investment firms licensed by the investment regulator, life insurance companies licensed by the insurance regulator.
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Financing and Funding the Government’s Liability
260.

Part II of this Report considers the cost of pensions, on an ongoing cash flow basis, on the
build up of NDC account balances in the Current Scheme and in the total pension liability,
represented by the Implicit Pension Debt.

261.

An essential element of pension policy is to understand the social and financial implications
of any changes in pension rules or matters related to pensions, however major or minor they
may appear at the time, on each of these three elements.

262.

In the last two years the increase in minimum and average wages has had significant effects
on the level of pensions paid to pensioners in each of the three schemes. This has financial
implications for the Government as such increases are transferred from the State Budget, but
it also has implications for the elderly who do not have pensions, as they are relatively worse
off in an inflation affected economy. It also increases the future liability to pay minimum
guaranteed pensions for future retirees. Other changes that will have significant long term
effects include the decision to reduce total contributions into the Interim and Current
Schemes, the former scheme then proving a greater short term burden on the State Budget and
the latter scheme being a longer term burden because of the minimum pension.

263.

Current accounting for pensions nets the contributions and benefits in Pension Insurance
within Social Insurance, treating Pensions on a PAYGO basis, without recognising either the
NDC balances, the liabilities to pay pensions from them or the liabilities to pay future
pensions in the Interim Scheme.

264.

The Consultants recommend that the liabilities of Old, Interim and Current Schemes through
recognising the IPD. As noted in Part II this comprises two major elements:
(a) The present value of pensions paid to existing pensioners.
(b) The present value of future pensions from those who are not receiving a pension and who
qualify for a pension.
Investment
Gradually funding the Government’s pension liabilities under the NDC accounts

265.

The Consultants recommend the following related to the investment of the contributions to
the NDC accounts:
(a) In consideration that the financing of the liabilities is inseparable from the issue of
whether or not to convert the NDC accounts to a funded status and whether to design and
implement an investment policy through which the accumulated contributions would be
invested, the best ‘first’ approach is a transition plan that permits the accumulated
contributions to be invested in GDP indexed bonds and other Government debt and over a
period of 5 to 10 years permit a percentage to be invested in securities other than
Government debt.
(b) Such a transition plan would allow for a managed approach to the state budget allowing it
to continue to finance its liabilities without resorting to other measures. These other
measures would invariably involve in some manner the need to either:
(i)

ISC
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(ii)

Increase contributions. This option is not considered fair to current contributors,
either employers or employees, and is regarded as a direct tax to current
contributors; or

(iii)

Tax current taxpayers to finance benefits. This option is not considered
sustainable to current taxpayers.

Developing a structure and process for the gradual investment of NDC accounts
266.

The Consultants recommend the following related to the investment of NDC accounts:
(a) Once a system is fully operational for the implementation of GDP indexed and other
Government bonds, an investment governance structure can be created that protects the
investments of the NDC accounts if they are to be partially or fully invested in market
securities. This three step approach of creation of investment governance structure,
development of an investment policy and development of a compliance system to monitor
and track that investment activities can meet requirements, then investments separate
from Government bonds can be examined.
(b) There is an indisputable link15 between good governance and investment performance.
Studies show that there is better investment performance with better governance
structures in cases of investment risk correlated to investment allocation. Weak
governance often produces weak investment performance or fraud and in either case the
result is lower NDC account balances at retirement.

267.

Additionally, the Consultants note that the initial rush to enter the domestic and international
investment markets is often through a misunderstanding that higher investment returns can be
achieved than through investment in Government bonds alone. The Consultants point out that
studies, analyses and reports that examined the past history (often going back more than 20
years to compile and analyse actual data) has proved that to be false. Two factors are to be
considered. Government officials are often unable to produce competitive investment returns;
they are limited by too many obstacles and constraints. Their real strength is being able to
oversee and supervise that policies and regulations are carried out.
(a) Quite often Government officials lack specific technical experience of investment
management and understanding of markets. They cannot afford to pay market wages for
investment professionals as they are bound by Government pay scales. Routinely, they
struggle to make investment decisions free of political interference and are plagued by
conflicts of interest as multiple ministries have varying goals. Government agencies fail
to establish clear goals designed to result in maximum investment return with the least
risk for pension contributors.
(b) By contrast, Government agencies are often experienced and can be more effective
providing supervisory oversight and policy setting in which the Government maintains
control of the pension investment policy while supervising the licensed experienced
investment managers that carry out the work. In such scenarios the Government can
change, modify and improve pension investment policy and if dissatisfied with the
performance of licensed experienced investment managers, officials can immediately
remove, change or add investment managers.

15
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Joint World Bank and IMF study: Vittas, Impavido, O’Connor (2007) ‘Upgrading the Investment Policy Framework of
Public Pension Funds’ Forthcoming in WB policy research working paper series.
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On recognising investment returns in NDC accounts
268.

As NDC assets are invested, the combined investment returns from interest credited as
determined by legislation would be added to the returns from invested assets. The combined
return would need to be credited to NDC accounts at least annually, with provision for those
who retire before the annual return is credited.
Investing Pension Assets

269.

Designing, deciding on and implementing a pension investment programme consists of three
related parts, which are separately reviewed in this section.
(a) Funding and Financing. Examination of issues that comprise the debate of whether to
make explicit16 the liabilities of the national pension system, whether the explicit debt
should be collateralised with Government securities or other securities and, if so,
determining how to finance the liabilities. Most of these issues relate to the NDC scheme
account balances; where they are applicable to the Old or Interim Schemes a reference is
made to clarify.
(b) Governance Structure. Designing a proper governance structure will protect the
accumulated contributions and their investment, ensure that investment decisions comply
with pension investment policy and make certain that the defined investment risk has
been properly identified as to who will assume different risks. In analysing risk, a
definition must also be made as to who is absorbing the risk. Two questions follow from
this:
(i)
(ii)

When an investment loss occurs who will suffer the disadvantage of the cost of
the loss? The only possible choices are the Government (which really means all
the taxpayers of Mongolia), the employers and the employees / retirees?
When an investment gain occurs, who will profit from the advantage? Again, the
only possible choices are the Government (which really means all the taxpayers
of Mongolia), the employers and the employees / retirees?

(c) Investment Policy. Developing an investment policy that meets the needs of the national
pension system for pension income and ensures a balanced mix of investment return
against the appropriate level of risk that can be assumed. The Consultants recommend
that the Government consider the following options, in order of importance.
Funding and Financing
270.

The problems of funding and financing are interrelated. For the Current Scheme funding is
the investment that collateralises the NDC balances; financing determines where the money
comes from to fund the system.

271.

Financing is primarily from contributions; as past incoming contributions have been directed
to the state budget and used to pay other state liabilities, in part the monthly pension benefits,
then the state budget is another source of financing. In other countries financing has been
directed from specific sources: the proceeds from the sale of state owned enterprises
(Bolivia), the proceeds of specific taxes (Norway United kingdom and Ireland).

16
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The term explicit means that the pension debt is evidenced by a legally enforceable debt instrument such as marketable
and non-marketable securities or easily marketable property.
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272.

Funding relative to all three Schemes. The Consultants have been requested to recommend
whether the liabilities of the NDC scheme should be made explicit, and if so, to assist in
defining the amount of the unfunded liability17.
(a) Funding Issues – Current Scheme (NDC Balances). The Consultants were also asked
to assist in explaining options to collateralise liabilities – using Government securities or
other securities. NDC balances are currently neither funded nor invested; if this changes
and the NDC balances are invested, three questions follow:
(i)

as to whether the Government will continue to guarantee lifetime benefit
payments,

(ii)

whether the combined amount of NDC balances that are used to pay benefits
should be invested, and

(iii)

whether the Government will underwrite the risk of those investments?

(b) Funding background: The current NDC scheme is unfunded. Although there is an
accounting record18 that states how much each employee should have in his NDC account
balance at retirement, there are no assets that collateralise the value of the NDC scheme.
The Mongolian NDC system is structured so that the system functions as a defined
contribution scheme during the employees’ accumulation years but functions as a defined
benefit scheme during the pensioners’ benefit payment years.
The result of this change in functionality – aside from confusing virtually all employees,
employers and many of the policymaking officials – is that during the accumulation phase
the employee assumes all risk to retirement with as high an account balance as possible
but then at the payout phase the Government assumes all risk pay benefits until death.
The risk that belongs to an employee in a defined contribution system is thus transferred
from the employee and is belongs entirely by the national Government to pay benefits
until the employee / pensioner dies. An illustration of this functionality of this point is
below:

17
18

ISC

The actuarial methodologies applied in defining the amount of the liabilities of all three schemes is described separately
in Part I.
The accounting record referenced here is the SSIGO NDC recordkeeping system.
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Figure 14: Current Scheme (NDC Accounts)
CURRENT SCHEME
(NDC ACCOUNTS)
contributors born after 1960
PAYMENT PHASE
estimate 0 to 30 years
defined benefit

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

ACCUMULATION
PHASE
working career
estimate 20 to 40 years
defined contribution

Defined Benefit
The Government assumes the investment risk
during the payment phase. This is typical of most
defined benefit schemes, although it is not typical
of most schemes that they are defined contribution
during accumulation phase.

Event Occurs
Investment risk is shifted from the employee to the
Government

Defined Contribution
The employee assumes the investment risk during
the accumulation phase. This is typical of most
defined contribution schemes.

(c) Investment background. As the debt of the NDC accounts is presently implicit and
unfunded, very little investment decision making occurs today. The investment that is
occurring today is primarily short term cash management referred to as ‘remainders’ that
represents the difference in any month between how much has been collected in
contributions and how much has been paid in benefits across all three pension schemes.
Investments functions are presently completed by the staff of the SSIGO.
An amendment to the Treasury Law passed in November 2007 requires that a separate
account be established at the treasury department. No draft amendment has been provided
to the Consultants nor has an amendment passed that requires that the NDC accounts be
funded. In the Consultants’ opinion the new law provides for how funding will occur
within the treasury department but nothing else has been done.
(d) Funding background – Interim and Old Scheme. Social insurance defined benefit
schemes in other countries operate often on PAYGO financing, which creates an implicit
debt on future contributors that future pensioners believe will be paid. There is no need
(and even reasons not) to fully collateralise this obligation as explicit debt. To various
degrees, other countries create explicit reserve or buffer funds creating the concept of
partial funding, often not fully collateralising the liability. In other cases, defined benefit
reserves are collateralised with marketable or non-marketable Government debt. Still
other examples are that the reserve or buffer funds are invested in domestic private sector
issued securities and / or foreign privately and publicly issued securities.

ISC
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(e) Recommendation. The Consultants recommend that liabilities to pay pension benefits:
(i)

Be collateralised with at least the explicit debt of the Government of Mongolia,
even if only through the issuance of non-marketable securities. Such debt would
be issued with staggered maturity dates to coincide with actuarially determined
time periods over which the Government no longer required from a cash-flow
perspective to hold such a substantial debt and the freed investment capital could
be invested in other investment options or be held in Government debt.

(ii)

Be reflected on the financial statement of the Government, either in a single year
or under phased-in transition rules spanning across multiple years.

(iii)

If the actuarially determined IPD calculations indicated that cash-flow demands
are such, then also mandate that new contributions to the NDC accounts be
invested in Government debt which cash-flow would be available to the
Government to continue to pay benefits from the Old and Interim Schemes (and
increasingly the Current Scheme) – thus converting implicit pension debt to
explicit Government debt. Such a mandate would apply only for a specified
period of time until when it has been actuarially determined that the cash-flow
can operate independently of new Government bond purchases.

Points to consider
273.

Why not continue with an implicit debt? There are no good public policy reasons to allow an
implicit pension debt to continue indefinitely. It is bad policy to be promised a debt (benefits
being paid to pensioners) and not clearly understand who is liable to pay that debt. Other than
an obvious reason that the Government is liable to pay a debt for which it is not explicitly
stating it will pay, the Consultants were told that there are two other reasons under discussion
in Mongolia.
(a) Lack of trust in elected officials. There is a serious concern that future Governments and
future taxpayers might elect not to pay liabilities if such amounts are not explicit.
(b) Over confidence in profitable investment returns. There is a belief19 that by making the
liability explicit the amount can be invested in Mongolian and other economies in
securities and other investments’ to generate profits to offset some of the liability.

274.

The Consultants comment on these two points is that if senior officials are concerned that
future Governments may not finance ongoing benefits, then perhaps all the more reason to
pursue to recommendation to make explicit the pension liabilities. Regarding the second
reason, the Consultants point out that there is frequently over confidence at the outset of a
program to fund a notional scheme. The amount of time it is expected to take to bring about
such an environment in which investing of pension contributions can occur, however, is two
to five years. Profits are certainly a possibility under a funded defined contribution scheme
but so are losses.

275.

Why is the Government liable? That the Government is liable for the pension debt is based on
the pension laws that state the Government will pay benefits as guaranteed lifetime income.
The Government is the de facto underwriter of a promise to manage two risks:

19
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The term profits is used here as the Consultants are attempting to characterise beliefs as they have frequently been
communicated to us; it is not the Consultants’ belief. The Consultants consider that investments create profits and
losses.
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(a) that employees retire with an adequate enough NDC account balance to actually afford to
pay benefits from age of retirement through death; and
(b) combined total of NDC balances of all retirees is adequate make lifetime payments.
276.

If there is not an adequate amount in either case, the Government subsidises the difference.
Another supporting argument for the Government’s liability is that the Government’s
mandates employers and employees both to participate in the national pension system and
how much is contributed. These mandates form an understanding between those who are
governed by those who govern: forced savings creates an expectation that benefits promised
will be paid.

277.

Why not collateralise the NDC account balances with other non-Government issued
securities? The majority of the remainder of this chapter on investments and the topic of this
project’s study are organised to assist officials to answer this question. The issue of
collateralising pension debt by permitting the investment of accumulated savings and
incoming contributions is complex and at times contradictory. This chapter highlights
concerns, opportunities and tries to identify the key indicators of the debate on this issue.

278.

There is a risk associated with the Government acting in the role as the country’s largest
institutional investor managing and holding large amounts of private sector assets, especially
domestic assets, to collateralise pension liabilities.
(a) If the Government increases debt to buy private sector assets, there is no savings effect.
(b) If the Government raises taxes or reduces other spending, there is an impact caused by the
opportunity costs – what other Government priorities (e.g., education. public health) are
reduced; or what private sector consumption / savings is eliminated or reduced through
higher taxes.
(c) The exception is hedging country risk by partial funding in the form of international
securities, which will have Government fiscal and possible current account consequences
and should be considered by the Bank of Mongolia and the MOF.
(d) Whether increases in Mongolia’s national savings20 rate could occur through the
investment of the pension system’s assets in private sector securities, is dependent on:
fiscal policy is relatively tight, credit for current consumption in the private sector is
relatively constrained, access to these savings during the accumulation phase is
constrained, financial intermediaries do not charge fees that are too high relative to
investment management services provided and retirement savings do not substitute from
the savings amount that households would have saved anyway.
(e) Differences on Diversification for all three schemes. The liabilities of the Old and Interim
Schemes may be defined, since they are both closed schemes. It is possible to calculate

20
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These conditions do not mean that an increase in well regulated retirement savings is not a worthy policy goal. The
Consultants caution that policymakers should expect – under the very best of circumstances – that no more than a 40-50
percent of the amounts diverted into formal retirement savings vehicles will be reflected as increased national savings.
Legislation and reforms in this area should be pursued primarily without any great expectations of a large savings effect
and for other reasons: transparency, protection of participants and diversification of risk. These formal retirement assets,
especially in a better regulatory environment, may encourage the development of more aggressive financial
intermediaries that, in trying to get better returns on retirement savings, allocate capital more efficiently in Mongolia
leading to a higher growth rate. Again, this potential effect depends on many other conditions, and indeed, can lead to
exactly the opposite effects if financial intermediaries are restricted from investing internationally or if their fees are too
high.
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the liability flow year by year, with these obligations funded by a series of risk free
investments such as debt issued by the Government of Mongolia. The pension liability
remains that of the Government.
(f) The Current Scheme is differently structured, is an open fund and expected to continue in
perpetuity. Each pension benefit will depend on the size of the retirement balance; there is
an implicit responsibility to invest these assets wisely, to diversify and gain higher returns
than may be made from only risk free investments, such as Government debt, through
investing in a balance of more risky assets.
(g) Diversification is sought for several reasons:
(i) Reduce dependency on Government debt;
(ii) Take advantage of investment opportunities;
(iii) Reduce risk of impact of poorly performing groups of investments or single
investments, and
(iv) To raise overall returns.
279.

Why do the Old and Interim Schemes have different investment diversification needs from
the Current Scheme?
(a) The Government is solely liable for paying the pension benefits of the Old and Interim
Schemes. The concept of collateralising pension liabilities was created to ensure that
when private sector employees retire or terminate employment that their employer could
pay their benefits: pension liability was backed by assets, which were diversified. In the
event the employer was bankrupt the employer’s pension investments were held in the
name of the pension system and not in the employer’s name. But national Governments
do not go bankrupt even if they default on their debt (bonds) which also has parallel
repercussions on private sector investments (for example, Argentina). Generally, national
Governments do not have to diversify investment risk – they already command the power
to tax the entire economy, which is the ultimate means of diversification. This does not
mean that they should be absolved from recording accumulated and accumulating
national pension system debt and collateralising the liabilities with explicit Government
debt.
(b) If the decision is taken to engage in private-sector-like diversified funding of the pension
liabilities of the Old and Interim Schemes, it is likely that large amounts of investments
will accumulate in the Government’s control. With notable exceptions21 such assets are
almost always subjected to political influence. Such interfering temptation is particularly
acute in developing economies such as Mongolia that lack a large liquid equity markets
and politically imposed restrictions on investing abroad. In more developed economies,
public sector fund managers are more subject to ‘socially responsible investing’ lobbies
than their private sector counterparts, which arguably deflates returns. Paradoxically,
national pension system investment managers are often more susceptible to financial
intermediaries selling the latest in ‘low risk but high yield’ innovations such as the
collateralised mortgage bonds and similar instruments that have recently caused crises
globally. In contrast, in the private sector context, a sponsoring company’s shareholders,
because their shareholder capital stands behind the fund assets as a guarantor, in theory
monitor how the firm’s management and the scheme manage investments. Mongolian
taxpayers are similarly at risk with respect to the Old and Interim Schemes.

21
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Exceptions were noted during the Pension Workshops: Canada, Ireland, Norway, New Zealand and others.
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(c) Even if invested in market-driven transparently managed portfolios, the funding of the
Old and Interim Schemes would amount to a non-transparent implicit tax on private
sector portfolios.22 Governments generally use cash-flow budgeting, for sensible and
practical reasons, but sometimes because they do not wish to acknowledge to taxpayers,
banks or other lenders the true longer term liabilities that are accumulating and will be
payable in the future. If the Government were to buy non-Government assets to
collateralise the liability of the Old and Interim Schemes, the Government will outlay
cash at the time of contribution instead of payment. This acceleration in the recognition of
pension liability is sometimes called the ‘double pay’ issue in which accrued liabilities
continue to be recognised as the Government pays monthly retirement benefits, while
new liabilities are also now being recognised at the time of contribution. One way to
mitigate this is to mandate that new contributions to the NDC accounts be invested in
Government debt which cash-flow is used to continue to pay benefits – thus converting
implicit pension debt to explicit Government debt (Latin America, Central and Eastern
European countries). Such a mandate would apply only for a specified period of time
until when it has been actuarially determined that the cash-flow can operate
independently of new Government bond purchases.
Investment governance, investment structure and investment policy
280.

This TA includes a deliverable to ‘draft investment policies and guidelines for the pension
fund, taking into account an analysis of fiscal and public debt dimension’. This is the issue of
addressing how the transition from an unfunded system is converted to a funded system and
how the deficit that the transition creates is financed. As the initial step, the Consultants
recommend that the Government make explicit its current implicit debt of the liabilities of the
national pension system.

281.

New contributions from employers were directed into the state budget up until 2007, which
the Government used to finance the current benefits to the pensioners, survivors and invalids
of the Old, Interim and Current Schemes. If the recommendation is followed, new
contributions will accumulate in the Current Scheme and two new questions must be
addressed:
(a) How to invest the accumulated assets and the investment rate, also called the implicit rate
of return (IRR), paid on the contributors’ account balances; and
(b) How to transparently finance the deficit in the state budget that was created by redirecting
new contributions for investment into the Current Scheme?

282.

22

ISC

Defined contribution schemes share a critical factor around the world. During the
accumulation years the investment rate, or the implicit rate of return, together with the
accumulating contributions define the value of the defined contribution accounts at
retirement. Parliament has recently modified the contribution rate by lowering the employers’
mandated rate of contributions and raising the employees’ mandated rate of contributions.
The Consultants have also addressed separately a concern that in the past the declared interest
rate, which should have been approximately the average wage growth, has been applied at

If the Government holds private sector assets to back its pension liabilities, then at any level of spending/taxes,
someone in the private sector has to be holding more Government debt. Since Government debt is less risky, under
prevailing finance theory it has a lower rate of return, while private sector equity/debt has higher returns. Hence, while
the Government increases its rate of return for pension financing, it perforce has lower returns in private sector
portfolios. This swap may have good or bad distributional consequences, but it is a zero sum game in terms of societal
rates of return. Further, the Government could achieve similar results with a slight tax on capital without the additional
work and potential hazard of investing in private sector assets.
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one-tenth of the defined rate. As a result, the officials with whom the Consultant met asked
for suggestions and inputs on how to better ensure that the maximum value of account
balances can be achieved at each employee’s retirement age, without exposing the account
balances to too much market or other risks. Simultaneously, the Consultants were asked to
suggest financing alternatives that would be needed if a deficit is created by redirecting
current contributions into the Current Scheme for investment.
GDP linked and other Government Bonds
283.

One financing option is the use of Government debt23, also called Government bonds. Three
types of debt are discussed: marketable bonds, non-marketable bonds (also called tradable and
non-tradable debt) and GDP indexed and24 bonds.
(a) Marketable Government bonds are debt securities, which the defined contribution system
would purchase and would be able to sell or trade to other investors at any time or hold
the securities until maturity. Such bonds are already being issued by the Bank of
Mongolia, which sets the interest rate and determines the maturity date.
(b) Non-marketable Government bonds are a separate class of debt securities, which the
defined contribution system would purchase but on which the Central Bank would place
restrictions. For example, the Central Bank may impose restrictions on the national
pension system on: when it can sell them (such as after a specific date, only at maturity or
never); to whom they can be sold (to other institutional investors, to other domestic
investors, only international investors); how much can be sold (such as in a single year or
as a percentage of all bonds invested). The Central Bank is not presently issuing nonmarketable securities, also called non-tradable bonds.
(c) GDP indexed bonds are another separate class of debt securities which interest rate is
guaranteed to maintain pace with the rate of inflation in Mongolia and would also be nontradable (at least initially). The bonds offer an equity-like exposure in which the NDC
account balances take a position on the future growth of Mongolia.

284.

There are sometimes conflicting priorities between the interest rate needs of the individual
defined contribution accounts that are part of the current national pension system and the
management of the state budget. GDP indexed and Government bonds, if combined with the
right measure for the sustainable rate of return on contributions, could be used to generate a
sustainable and secure notional defined contribution system, without becoming a fiscal
burden.
(a) There is a need to finance the deficit in the state budget that is created when the cashflow
from new contributions is redirected into investments. It is logical, and a common
practice in many other countries, to consider the cashflow that has been redirected
becomes a source of funds with which to buy Government bonds. The bonds sold to the
defined contribution system will create an accounting credit into the state budget, which
could be used to finance current benefits. The defined contribution accounts earn rates of
interest consistent with growth of the national economy and are protected against the
interest rate failing to keep pace with inflation without becoming a fiscal burden and
without exposing the defined contribution account balances to unnecessarily high risks
that could occur when investing in private sector securities which investment

23

24
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Also, deeper Government bond markets would improve Mongolia’s market efficiency by establishing a benchmark long
term yield curve that domestic and international financial markets use to establish different risk premiums, a critical
step to developing a long term corporate bond market in Mongolia.
GDP-linked bonds means that the rate paid on the bond is the actual growth in Gross Domestic Product, or GDP.
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management could be carried out by officials as yet inexperienced in investment
functions and risks.
(b) Government debt is considered less risky than corporate debt. Unlike investing in
corporate debt, which underlying corporations can become bankrupt, there is no
legislative framework for Governments to go bankrupt25 where their debt securities
become worthless or decrease substantially in value. If the defined contribution balances
are invested in non-Government issued equity or debt securities, and the underlying
private sector companies experience substantial decline in value, the securities in which
the defined contribution accounts are invested also would decline in value. In such a case,
the account balances of contributors to the Current Scheme could decrease in value
resulting in a lower account balance at retirement.
(c) While GDP indexed bonds are under consideration by several countries for a variety of
reasons, they are particularly appropriate for notional defined contribution schemes such
as the Current Scheme in Mongolia. The benefit formula in the structure of notional
accounts provides a logical and transparent link between contributions, the internal rate of
return, the calculation of pension benefits, and it is easier to calculate and track pension
liabilities.
285.

Creating an investment policy26 in which the accumulated funds of the notional defined
contribution accounts are invested in GDP indexed and bonds can achieve several objectives:
(a) eliminate the risk of mismanagement of the pension investments that inevitably
accumulate during the first couple of decades, and which are necessary to finance
pensions when the system matures;
(b) improve fiscal management by making the implicit liabilities of the system explicit;
(c) improve incentives for policymakers to respect rules that ensure the long-term financial
sustainability of the Current Scheme;
(d) facilitate additional pension reforms (such as the introduction of the universal pension)
despite the Government having accumulated an already large implicit pension debt; and
(e) facilitate the transition to a funded scheme if the Government bonds, at some point in
time, are allowed to be traded.

25

26
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The Consultants clarify, however, that Governments can default on their debt. In a default the Government has not gone
bankrupt but the value of the investment is reduced. While this is not a common occurrence, this was the case in
Argentina in December 2001 when the Government defaulted on its debt. In the years prior to the collapse of
Argentina’s debt, the Government required an increasingly higher percentage of Government bonds to be purchased by
the licensed pension funds into which employers and employees made mandatory contributions, making the value of
pensioners account balances even more threatened by the Government default. Ultimately, the Government negotiated
that it would pay 70 percent of the value of the bonds. Argentina is an exception and not the rule.
This recommendation uses background provided from two papers: GDP Indexed Bonds: Making It Happen, Stephany
Griffith-Jones and Krishnan Sharma. April 2006. United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs. New
York, NY. USA. On the Financial Sustainability of Earnings-Related Pension Schemes with ‘Pay-As-You-Go’
Financing and the Role of Government Indexed Bonds, David Robalino and András Bodor. World Bank Policy
Research Working Paper 3966, July 2006. Washington DC.
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GDP linked Bonds in Mongolia
286.

Description of how GDP indexed bonds could operate in Mongolia.
(a) The Government would issue a bond on which it promised to pay an interest coupon
linked to the rate of growth in Mongolia. For example, Mongolia’s annual GDP growth
has been 5.5 percent in 2005, 7.5 percent in 2006, and 9.9 percent in 2007 and is currently
borrowing at 8.4 percent at year-end 2007. The Government would issue a bond that pays
between one percent above and seven percent below every one percent that its growth rate
exceeded or fell short of seven percent. The Government would also pay an insurance
premium27 which could be expected to be small. There also may be a need to set a floor
rate, below which the coupon rate cannot decline. Experts categorise GDP indexed bonds
are neither pure debt nor pure equity instruments.
(b) The primary benefit is being able to invest in Government debt with limited risk (limited
to the extent of the credit worthiness of the Government of Mongolia, presently rated B+
by Standard & Poor’s) earning competitive returns assured to keep pace with Mongolia’s
future growth. There is also the benefit of diversification in that these bonds are not
restricted to the growth of a single geographic region or industrial sector unlike true
equity instruments which represent a single issuer and exposure to the risk of that issuer
such as industry or issuer specific risks. A concern to the Government is whether these
bonds can be issued in sufficient volume so as to allow for active trading and liquidity.
For this reason, the Consultants considered whether other investors would find such
bonds appealing: in addition to the Current Scheme the Consultants suggest that there will
be a ready market for such instruments from other institutional investors like insurance
companies, particularly life insurance companies, occupational savings schemes, mutual
funds and international investors. Equity investors also are likely to find these bonds
appealing. The larger the universe of potential buyers the easier to achieve reaching
adequate scale that is necessary to create a tradable secondary market.
(c) Another concern is managing the markets’ understanding and ability to price complex,
new securities. The Consultants recognise this as a valid concern and suggest that a
concerted, well planned communication of such an instrument will need to be developed
and implemented. GDP indexed bonds are more difficult to price than standard bonds,
although no more difficult than pricing emerging market equities. These difficulties are a
function of limited quality of market-based forecasts of GDP growth. This type of
instrument falls into the category that the simpler the structure the easier it will be to price
as has been the case with inflation-indexed securities like Treasury Inflation-Protected
Securities (TIPS). The premium at which investors would expect to purchase these bonds
would depend on two factors: price discovery and the bid-offer spread.
(d) Another concern is the bond’s callability. As Mongolian’s economy grows, the
Government could elect to buy back the bonds depriving the pension system and other
investors of upside benefits. The simplest way to deal with this concern is that the
Government can agree to issue non-callable GDP indexed bonds.

287.

27
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Simply introducing Government bonds – whether or not GDP indexed – does not guarantee
financial sustainability of the national pension system. A complex, multi-step process is
required to be implemented. As this TA is one step in continuing technical support between
the Asian Development Bank and the Government, the Consultants suggest that the next

The Capital Asset Pricing Model, a model for pricing an individual security or portfolio, indicates that the premium
should be minimal as growth in emerging markets has a small correlation with growth in global equity markets and
growth in developed countries. Council of Economic Advisors, 2004.
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technical support should be directed to designing the model that would need to be
implemented. Doing so would permit that actual past data could be analysed and critical
decisions could be made using real time data. To further support this suggestion, a description
of the multi-step process is provided.
(a) Prepare a baseline analysis and projection of the cost of the IPD. This critical step is
already underway as part of this TA through the International Actuarial Expert using
PROST.
(b) Develop a plan during which approximately twice annually the national pension system
purchases GDP indexed and other bonds from the cashflow of new contributions and
proceeds from maturing bonds, if any. On the treasury accounting asset side of the
Government’s balance sheet the national pension system tracks the benefits payable to
pensioners, survivors and invalids of the Old, Interim and Current Scheme and the supply
of bonds – initially registered at face value since they are not traded. This supply moves
as a function of the repayments (to bond holders) and the balance of the national pension
system. On the liability side of the balance sheet, the national pension system tracks
separately the value of the notional defined contribution accounts and the mathematical
reserves for benefits presently being paid, which are indexed based on GDP growth.
Under the current rules, when a contributor retires the value of his notional defined
contribution account would be transferred into the mathematical reserves.
(c) Design parameters for determining when new bonds will be issued.
(i)

When the value of incoming contributions exceeds the value of pension benefits
being paid, the Government should not only roll over payments to the maturing
bonds, but should also issue new bonds.

(ii)

When the value of incoming contributions equals the value of pension benefits
being paid, the Government can just roll over payments to the maturing bonds.

(iii)

When the value of incoming contributions is below the value of pension benefits
being paid, the Government will be required to finance part of the bonds out of
general revenues. This is important to emphasise. Bonds have to be repaid out of
general revenues; the asset goes to the plan members, not to the Government. As
such, the analysis of sustainability of GDP indexed and Government bonds linked
to the national pension system is no different from the analysis of sustainability
of other forms of public debt. The only change is that the analysis needs to take
into account the future cash-balance of the pension fund, which allows the
Government to roll-over the bonds.

(iv)

Determine rate premium for GDP indexed bond for non-tradable status, if any,
when the GDP bonds owned by the pension fund are traded. If investor yield
demand was exactly equal to the coupon rate, nothing would happen. The market
price of the bonds would equal the face value of the bonds. In reality investors
will hold GDP indexed and Government bonds as long as they generate a
premium that is ‘worth’ the risk. There are four types.
(A)
country risk (already captured by standard Government bonds);
(B)

ISC

risk of default by the Government (already captured by standard
Government bonds);
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(C)

liquidity risk that accompanies a market that has not yet developed;
and

(D)

risk embedded in the variable rate, which depends on GDP growth.
The premium would be a function of the expected rate of return on
a risk free asset, the expected growth rate of GDP, and the
covariance of this growth rate with the ‘market portfolio’. The
higher the country risk, the higher the perceived probability of
default, the lower the expected growth rate of the economy, and the
higher the covariance between the growth rate of GDP and the
market portfolio higher the premium requested from investors. The
higher the premium, the lower the price28 investors are willing to
pay for the Government bonds.

Capacity of State Management
288.

This TA also included a deliverable to ‘assess the capacities of fund managers in state funds
and the private sector and capacities of the agencies supervising the activities of fund
managers, and identify areas that need strengthening’.

289.

The Consultants met with the SSIGO management and staff responsible for managing the
‘remainder’ assets of the pension system. This is a small amount that constitutes working cash
for any national pension system. Presently these functions are part of the SSIGO office
financial management. Although the management and staff of this unit are keenly interested
in learning more about investing pension contributions, the group is not comprised of officials
with previous investment experience. In meeting with this group, however, it was explained
their intent to hire a consultant with the specific intent of advising them on how to establish
formal procedures to separate the investment functions, develop a compliance plan to ensure
that procedures are followed and reported when any deviation occurs and in general how to
prepare for the creation of a governance structure that will be designed to protect the assets of
the national pension system. The Consultants commend the foresight and planning of the
SSIGO and SINC in formulating such a plan. The Consultants hope that the budget approval
will be secured by the SINC enabling this to take place immediately.

290.

Further, there are no arrangements in which the pension assets are separately managed from
other finances of the SSIGO – such as other contributions for the other social insurance funds,
or from the working financial capital of the SSIGO like payroll and the budget to manage the
SSIGO non-pension expenditures.

291.

The international standard for managing assets of the national pension system is to establish
separate accounts, also called separate trusts, of the assets of the national pension system and
to restrict access to these monies by only authorised personnel. Further, the investments of the
national pension system that are on deposit at local banks and invested in Government bonds
must be registered in the name of the national pension system. In the Inception Report the
Consultants outlined the following.

28
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When the national pension system trades (sells) the Government bonds it loses the value of the assets. This is
particularly true at times of crisis, but it can happen in normal times as well, simply because when the Government
issues the bonds it is not paying the risk premium that markets would have demanded. One possibility to solve this
problem is to trade a portion of the bonds from the beginning or, even better, to have a parallel issuance from the start.
In this way the national pension system will also have a benchmark to price the bonds.
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292.

The International Social Security Association29 (ISSA) has defined parameters related to the
investment of national social security funds: Guidelines for the Investment of Social Security
Funds. Specifically, the Consultants recommend that the ISSA guidelines be followed in
regulations and subsidiary legislation:
(a) Governance prerequisite
(i)

Definition and creation of an oversight board or other governing body.

(ii)

Identification of responsibilities. The Consultants recommend a clearly
outlined description that separates who is responsible for oversight,
development of investment policy, custodian / trusteeship of assets,
implementation of investment policy, accounting, auditing, legal
representation and other internal compliance procedures. To be effective, the
board should be small, with fewer than eight members. Board continuity is
critical and as such membership terms should be staggered and reappointments should be permitted. The enabling legislation should state.

(iii)

(A)

Investment board members are accountable for their actions and
inactions, failing to act correctly in the best interest of the
contributors and pensioners is cause for removal. Board members
can only be removed for cause or failure to meet a fit and proper
test.

(B)

Board members are only accountable to contributors and pensioners
and employers and employees. Board members cooperate and work
with Government ministries, unions and employer groups but are
not accountable to them and cannot be removed by them. This
important requirement is necessary to ensure that the investment
process is free from political interference.

(C)

Each board member when appointed must have a clear mandate.

(D)

The process to recommend, select and hire board members must be
free from political interference and as such there should be no exofficio board members.

(E)

Board members, not Government officials, appoint the Custodian
Bank, Independent Auditors, Independent Accountants

Investing institution and investment committee. The Consultants recommend
that the board be comprised of at least the following committees:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

29
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Investment Committee
Audit Committee
Trustee / membership Committee
Governance Committee

The publication, Guidelines for the Investment of Social Security Funds, can be accessed online at the ISSA website:
http://www.issa.int/engl/homef.htm . The ISSA is a forum of social security organisations around the world similar to
SSIGO, the implementing agency of the Social Insurance Law in Mongolia. ISSA is affiliated with the Asian
Development Bank Social Protection, International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Bank Social Protection and
Labour, US Social Security Administration (US SSA), Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and others. The SSIGO is a member of the ISSA.
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(iv)

Accountability of the board and its membership. The Consultants recommend
that the board be accountable to the contributors and pensioners: the
employers, employees and pensioners.

(v)

Suitability. The Consultants recommend that the investment board be made
up of financial, pension and insurance professionals.

(vi)

Expert advice. The Consultants recommend that the investment board be
provided an adequate budget to hire competent professionals to provide
specific investment advice until such time as the board gains its own
institutional capacity. Such expert advice will be necessary from domestic
and international sources.

(b) Governance mechanisms
(i)

System of controls. All financial institutions require a comprehensive system of
controls for managing money and national pension systems often represent one of
the largest financial institutions in the country. The investment board will need to
ensure that controls include:
Ability to monitor that day to day investments conform to the approved
investment policy, asset class limitations are monitored and not exceeded,
percentage limitations in a single issuer or single industry are monitored and not
exceeded and that defined allowable risk assumptions are not exceeded. As
happens from time to time in all investment scenarios limitation may be exceeded
due to changes in market values and if such occurs, the Consultants advise that
the investment board have in place a required plan to followed to adjust the
portfolio to bring it back into compliance within a reasonable period of time.
Reporting instances of limitations being exceeded will need to be standardised:
who should be notified (investment committee of the investment board), within
how many days and to include specific information in the report including the
proposed plan to adjust the limitations.

(ii)

Internal financial controls. Again, all financial institutions are required by their
regulators to maintain a system of internal financial controls to ensure that only
those individuals who should have access to funds and their financial records do
so. The Consultants urge that the requirements for investment firms related to
maintaining internal financial controls be voluntarily adopted by the investment
board for all departments involved and related to the investments of the national
pension system.

(iii)

Public disclosure. The Consultants recommend that the investment board adopt
an open and transparent public disclosure policy in which all activities of the
board and investment holdings are made easily available to the public. Such
disclosures – ideally on the investment board’s website – should include:
(A) Enabling legislation creating investment board.
(B) Investment policy:
(I)
Current strategy and risk assumption level.
(II)
List of investments current each quarter.
(III)
List of investment returns: year to date, life to date, annually.

ISC
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(IV)

Explanation of current market conditions and how the
investment policy is responding to such conditions.
(C) Total financial highlights: contributions collected, benefits paid,
expenses to operate the national pension system.
(iv)

Dispute resolution. The Consultants recommend that there be a dispute resolution
process if / when there are investment related disputes. The point is not to wait
until disputes have been created and then decide how to resolve them but to put a
plan in place in advance.

(c) Investments
(i)
(ii)

ISC

Investment policy and strategy and restrictions on investments. The Consultants
propose and defined a three tiered investment and risk management decision
making process at the end of this chapter.
Prudent man rules. An international standard that applies a rule that a fiduciary,
any person who is involved in the management of pension investments or other
decision making, will follow that he will apply the same rules to oversight of
decisions as a prudent man. The prudent man rule requires that the fiduciary act
in the best interest of those for which the pension system has been created and not
for himself.

(iii)

Valuation. The Consultants recommend that the investment fund be valued daily,
if this is not possible initially for cost purposes, then at least monthly. Valuation
consists of determining the value of all transactions and investment activity in the
previous month. Typically this will entail settlement and closure of the financial
records by the first of the new month for the previous month. To value the
pension system investment returns and underlying securities less frequently is not
regarded as being attentive to the investment issues, changes in market
conditions, changes in other factors that will affect investment returns or being
able to respond to such changes as needed. In order to achieve accurate
investment valuations must have conformance to recognise international
accounting principles including investments marked to market, recognising
income and accrued income on all securities. If there are unlisted securities in the
portfolio, there will be problems valuing unlisted securities and special rules
should be defined before investment in unlisted securities is permitted.

(iv)

Performance analysis. The Consultants recommend that performance analysis be
conducted on the same frequency as the valuation of the investment returns,
ideally daily but no less frequently than monthly.
(A)

Benchmark is an asset allocation mix that attempts to achieve
required investment returns. The benchmark achieves its own
theoretical returns.

(B)

Actual investment performance can be assessed against the defined
benchmark to understand the level of risk assumed in achieving
returns. The benchmark risk should be specifically designed to
conform to the actual investments risk of the national pension system.
Investment benchmark asset class and risk assessment should be
relevant to investments being carried out otherwise the benchmark is
not relevant. Benchmarks need to be rebalanced regularly, as market
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values will change and the proportion in each asset class will be
altered.
293.

Investment risk management reviews the different types of risk associated with creating an
investment policy and assesses the level of risk that the national pension system is able to
accept.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

294.

Longevity risk
Investment risk
Interest rate risk
Credit risk
Foreign currency exchange risk (if foreign investments)
Liquidity risk
Risk aversion

Developing an investment policy.
Table 18: Investment policy
Who Approves

295.

ISC

Investment Policy Development

Government and
Pension Investment Board

 Develop Investment Policy
o Should be broad to accommodate wide range of
market conditions
o Common problem is Investment Policies are too
restrictive or incomplete

Pension Investment Board
continually reviews







Pension Investment Board
adopts changes in
Investment Strategy

 Changes to Investment Strategy, no need to have strategy
re-approved by Government

Identify acceptable risk tolerance levels
Identify appropriate asset classes
Define asset class limitations
Define sector and industry limitations
Develop strategic asset allocation model that includes
o Expected returns
o Risk (volatility)
o Correlations

Sample investment policy.
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Table 19: Sample of diversified investment policy
A sample of a diversified investment policy for a national pension system is provided in the following Table.
Securities
Total
Domestic Total
International Total
Total
Domestic
Emerging
Developed
Risk
markets
markets
markets
level
Domestic equities
0% to 20%
0% to 20%
high
International equities
0% to 20%
0% to 20%
0% to 40%
high

ISC

Domestic debt
International debt

0% to 30%
0% to 30%

0% to 30%

Mongolian Government
debt
Real estate

10% to 75%

10% to 75%

0% to 15%

0% to 15%

0% to 10%

0% to 10%

high

Resources Fund
IPOs

0% to 20%
0% to 10%

0% to 20%
0% to 5%

0% to 5%

5% to 10%

high
high

0% to 10%

0% to 30%

medium
medium
low

Notes

Must have currency hedging
tools
Must have currency hedging
tools
See explanation of GDP indexed
bonds
Valuation, price transparency
short comings in Mongolian real
estate market



Equities, also called stocks, refer to an ownership status of a particular security. There is no loan and therefore no promise to payback anything.
When shares of stocks increases, the owner of equity shares in that company share in the increase in value by seeing that his investment increases.
When shares decline, the share owner’s value decreases.



Debt, also called bonds, refers to a loan to a borrower that has the intent to repay, has a maturity date and a coupon rate, also called an interest or
discount rate. Debt is not ownership of a company; it is merely a promise to pay back a loan.



Real estate refers to immovable, real property. This category could include homes, offices, land, rights to build property whether or not the land is
owned by the building developer.



Resources Fund is explained elsewhere in this Report.
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Strengthening the existing system
296.

The Consultants have a number of recommendations to strengthen the existing system.
Civil versus Labour Contract

297.

2007 proposals to expand those covered by Social Insurance took account of the distinctions
in existing legislation where those in Labour contracts were included but those with other
employment contracts, primarily civil contracts where employees worked part time or on a
contract basis were not included; however it is understood that these proposals have not yet
been approved at the time of writing. The proposals were attempting to close a loophole that
permitted employers to categorise workers by virtue of being covered by a civil contract as
exempt from Social Insurance contributions. The distinction allowed employers to avoid
making Social Insurance contributions by arranging employment terms. The Consultants
recommend that this matter should continue to be pursued and distinctions on employment
terms erased so that all employees and their employers contribute to Social Insurance.

298.

Reduce private sector employer evasion problems by ensuring full compliance with Social
Insurance Law by empowering SSIGO with appropriate enforcement capabilities.
(a) The Consultants have observed that the SSIGO has not been provided effective
enforcement tools. A standard guideline to follow is that equally effective enforcement
mechanisms must be empowered in the SSIGO as are empowered in the Tax Authority;
that is not presently the case. The Tax Authority has stronger enforcement mechanisms at
its disposal than the SSIGO. Rationale for this unequal treatment under the law, which
has the potential effect of denying thousands of Mongolians their rightful pension
benefits, is not clear.
(b) The SSIGO have limited powers in ensuring employer compliance. Whilst the
development of the Current Scheme would be aided by a positive attitude towards its
integrity, this would only be enhanced by a general belief that all employers were
contributing the full amount and that eliminating employer evasion was a matter of
priority within the SSIGO and Government. For this to succeed requires suitable
legislative powers as well as a commitment to ensure compliance.

299.

Complete initial balance of NDC account balances for work histories prior to 1999. Based on
discussions with Government officials, it is apparent that the initial balances for each
participant in the NDC were incorrectly calculated, often omitting a significant amount of or
all qualifying employment prior to 1999. It is urged that these are reviewed and corrected.
The Consultants believe that without correct initial balances the integrity and credibility of the
NDC accounts will be always questioned.

300.

Credit the correct annual interest rates to NDC accounts effective 1999. Based on discussions
with Government officials and analysis of papers provided by the SSIGO and MSWL, the
Consultants note that the wrong rates of interest have been credited to all NDC accounts, the
under-crediting being substantial. This has been accepted by SSIGO and MSWL senior
officials who acknowledged that they, together with members of Parliament Working Group
on Social Insurance, are fully aware. The under-crediting of interest rates in the NDC system
over a number of years has reduced the originally expected pension on retirement, is
discouraging saving and eroding the public’s trust and confidence in the Government. The
Consultants urge that the correct rates be applied year by year to the beginning of the system.

ISC
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301.

Accurately distribute cost of administering the SSIGO system across users commensurate
with their respective expense. The Consultants recommend that the costs of SSIGO
administration should be allocated for each part of the social funds. The allocation should be
based on the actual costs incurred and not solely on number of contributors or pensioners. For
example, the Government has approved 3 percent of incoming contributions for
administration of the Interim and Current Schemes but there is no charge assessed for the cost
of administering the Old Scheme, in part the Consultants were told that as the Government
has assumed the liability of the benefits from the former non-contributory scheme. By not
assessing an appropriate cost, the Government is insisting that the contributors to the Interim
and Current Scheme actually pay more than there fair share of fees.

302.

Help remove incentives for private sector employees to underreport wages by issuing annual
statements to contributors.
(a) Officials asked that the Consultants examine the current system to identify and correct
weaknesses that result in underreporting of insured wages for current contributors to the
Interim or Current Schemes. Further, the Consultants were told that the Government was
considering a reduction in the employer contribution rate in an effort to correct of
problem of an employer evasion of Social Insurance participation and contributions and
underreporting of insured wages. The Consultants note that there is no empirical evidence
that supports the supposition that a decrease in employer contribution rates will generate
an increase in employer compliance or raise participation levels. The Consultants advised,
however, that removal of the minimum pension feature on the NDC account balances can
be expected to have a positive impact on eliminating the underreporting of insured wages
over time.
(b) There are currently incentives for both private sector employers and employees to
underreport wages. Underreporting an employee’s wages lowers the employer’s Social
Insurance contributions. An employee is likely to be aware that he only has to contribute
for a minimum period to gain a guaranteed minimum pension, no matter what the value of
the contributions were. Whether an employer colludes with an employee or merely
underreports wages, the effect is the same. If the Current Scheme were changed to pay a
benefit based on the employee’s actual balance, then there is an incentive for the
employee to ensure that contributions are properly made.

303.

ISC

Place responsibilities on employer (through their association) and worker unions to increase
compliance and understanding of the social insurance system. Employer compliance to
making mandated social insurance contributions is driven in part by what is acceptable as a
private sector employer. Other countries have had success by seeking the intervention of
employer groups to bring employer compliance / evasion into the forefront as to what
represents acceptable business practices. For example, the Consultants suggest asking that
employer associations affirm that their members fully participate and contribute to the social
insurance system. The SSIGO should ask the support of large employers that they not contract
or engage in business arrangements with other businesses unless they can demonstrate (with
certificate from SSIGO) that they fully comply with the mandates to contribute to Social
Insurance. Other countries require that the accountant of a publicly traded company on the
exchange certify that social contributions are correctly made as part of the accountant’s
certification of the correctness of the financial disclosures and annual reports. The
Government should add a contracting rule that it will not engage in any business with a
private sector company unless it can demonstrate certification from the SSIGO that it is a
fully complying employer in terms of making all social insurance contributions. This last
point is especially important as the Government contracts with many small businesses to buy
computers, office supplies, uniforms, constructions, road building and vehicles and so on. The
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Government should establish a list of approved private sector businesses and place the burden
on the business to seek from the SSIGO the certification.
304.

Provide contributors’ information and education to enhance understanding of the social
insurance system and planning for old-age as well as other life risks. An important element in
the acceptance of a contributory pension system is in its value as an important element in old
age, with an accurate understanding among its beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries as to
what it is intended to deliver. As savings systems gain greater acceptance in the community,
information and education programmes in a variety of media become critical, with a greater
understanding leading to a willingness to contribute, both on a mandatory and voluntary basis.
Improve SSIGO workflow and central pension recordkeeping
Employer Evasion and SSIGO Enforcement of Existing Legislative Mandates

305.

Prior to 1995 pension reforms, practically all employees were employed by the Government –
ministries, agencies and state-owned enterprises. Rules and regulations that advised
employers on mandates related to pension benefits were designed to have state employers act
as the intermediary between the pension system and employees. Such procedures were more
manageable having the employer register employees and notify the pension system when
changes in employee status occurred such as retirement, death, termination of employment.
The employer gathered information from its own records and from the employee and
forwarded paperwork together to the pension system for processing. There were no financial
incentives for employers not to adhere to procedures. Following ratification of a new
constitution and with the introduction of multi-party democracy in 1992, the creation of
private sector businesses began to be established. Over time pension rules that were originally
designed for state employers were extended to private sector employers. This group, however,
has a financial incentive not to always follow the pension procedures such as registering a
business with the SSIGO, registering employees with SSIGO, making contributions and
more. Failure to follow the pension rules is generally referred to as employer evasion.
According to an estimate provided by the SSIGO, as about 45 percent private sector
employers are evading their pension obligations. It is not known what percentage of the
labour force is denied benefits or will be denied benefits due to this evasion. There is a
common belief in most countries, however, that if the Government mandates contributions by
all employers – private sector as well as state owned – then the Government has an obligation
to ensure its compliance. Employees whose employers have evaded contributions will have an
expectation that the state will act – either now to enforce compliance or at retirement to fulfil
a gap that was created when the state did not act sooner. The Consultants emphasise the
importance of reducing – and ultimately – eliminating employer evasion.

306.

There are two main causes that encourage employers to evade making pension contributions.
Fortunately both reasons can be addressed, but unfortunately correcting evasion problems
costs money to implement and maintain. The two motivating reasons require different
response from the Government and the SSIGO to ensure that evasion is discontinued. The
reasons for evasion are almost always related to financial incentives:
(a) Employers simply do not want to pay contributions, they feel the contributions cost too
much, they perceive that they receive little in return and they feel that they can evade and
not suffer any negative long term consequence and so they evade. Presently, this last
point appears to be true; employers evade paying contributions and nothing is done. The
employer suffers no disruption of business. The Consultants conclude that the
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Government, which is defined as members of Parliament and ministries, have to
overcome their lack of commitment to protecting pension benefits for employees.
The first starting point of addressing employer evasion is to quantify the problem. The
Consultants were told that all businesses are registered with the Tax Authority, which in
turn publishes an annual list. By comparing this list of registered businesses against the
database of employers that are making contributions, the SSIGO can easily determine
which are contributing and which are evading.
Recommendations: The Consultants recommend that the SSIGO commence to assign to
each aimag the task of comparing each employer registered in that aimag with the Tax
Authority against the SSIGO database records. Does the SSIGO use an employer
identification number different than the Tax Authority identification number? If different,
than the Consultants further recommend that the SSIGO adopt the same employer
identification numbering system as the Tax Authority. Then the IT department should be
able to compare using the identification number. Until the IT department can conduct the
comparison, the Consultants recommend that SSIGO require that aimag offices prepare
monthly reports that indicate which businesses are on the Tax Authority published list but
are not on the SSIGO list of contributing employers. The SSIGO should set a goal of 100
percent compliance between the Tax Authority list of businesses and the SSIGO database
of contributing employers.
(b) In discussions between the SSIGO and the Consultants it was disclosed that employers
that evade making their pension contributions often do not evade their other tax
obligations to the Mongolian Tax Authority. When queried further it became clear that
the Tax Authority has more expansive tools at its disposal to ensure that a private sector
employer or business pays its taxes. These same tools are not equally available to the
SSIGO.
The Consultants draw the conclusion that in Mongolia it is more important to collect the
correct taxes from a private sector employer or business than to collect the correct
contributions on behalf of the business’ employees. This has been referred to as ‘there is
no teeth in the bite of the SSIGO’ but apparently there is an adequate threat of a sharp bite
from the Tax Authority.
Recommendation: The Consultants recommend that, in an effort to reduce employer
evasion, identical tools, rules, abilities to enforce social insurance contribution collection
be extended to the SSIGO that has already been authorised for the Tax Authority to
ensure prompt and accurate tax payment.
(c) Employers do not necessarily object to paying contributions but object to the whole
system of interacting with the Government, stating that it is too onerous. Such employers
perceive that they lose money every time that they interact with the Government: too
many forms often asking for similar information, requirements that a representative of the
employer appear in person in the aimag or soum office of the SSIGO, more than one visit
is generally required such as once to provide paperwork and another to collect paperwork.
The SSIGO told the Consultants that annual statements of the NDC account balances are
forwarded to employers who are instructed to distribute the statements to employees. This
is an example of too much administrative work being on placed on an employer. When
virtually all employees were employed by the state, there was no question about whether
such administrative matters would be handled by state employers. They were not
rewarded or punished for financial profitability but more so by their ability to meet
procedural requirements. Private sector employers, by contrast, often will disregard
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procedures that interfere with their ability to remain competitive and profitable. If a
private sector employer believes that following procedures will interfere with his business
remaining competitive, he will not follow the procedure. He knows that he will ultimately
have to stop hiring new employees or make existing employees redundant. Private sector
employers often rationalise their disinterest in completing regulations or procedures that
they find cumbersome.
In examining the SSIGO procedures for common procedures that employers are asked to
follow: register employers, register employees, make contributions, inform the SSIGO
when an employee has terminated employment or is eligible to begin to collect benefits,
the Consultants conclude that employers are indeed asked to perform functions that can
easily be modified to be performed by the employees and SSIGO. In such cases, the
employee is highly motivated to perform these functions and it is the situation that SSIGO
can avoid struggling with employers to perform functions or revise the procedures and
have the employees perform them instead. An excellent example is when a woman who
has had four or more children is entitled to retire early at age 50. In such a case, the
SSIGO currently requires that the employer collect the following information from an
employee: employment history booklet (blue book), birth certificate of each of the
children proving that the woman gave birth to more than four children (or adoption
certificates if children were adopted), forms signed by the employee and forms signed by
the employer. The employer has little financial incentive to conduct this task. The
employee-soon-to-be-retired has every financial incentive to conduct this task. It is not
clear to the Consultants what the value of the role of the employer is. Another example is
that a new employee entering the workforce must obtain an SSIGO identification number
through its employer.
Recommendation: The Consultants recommend, in an effort to reduce evasion and
increase the accuracy of processing transactions, that the SSIGO take a two-step process
to re-evaluate current procedures, forms and processes that involve the employer. Step 1)
Request through one or more organisation30 that are comprised mainly of private sector
employers to review the processes and procedures that employers complete and request
their input on ideas of which are causing difficulties and regarded as being onerous to
businesses. From this list, prioritise the importance and common usage of the list. Step 2)
Organise an internal SSIGO working group comprised of three staff from the regional
offices and three from headquarters to simplify the top 10 items on the list prepared by
the employer groups. This internal working group should be instructed to: define the task,
identify approximately how often employers are asked to complete it, propose
simplification with the intent to remove the employer from the process, prepare new
procedures, draft a new form and submit to management for approval. It appears that any
change or improvement is required to be submitted to the SINC before notification and
implementation? Increasingly the trend in other countries is to have employees contact
the SSIGO to enrol themselves – not to enrol through the employer but to have the
employee provide the employer with his own SSIGO employee identification number.
307.

30

ISC

Regarding the question of how to avoid the SSIGO related administrative problems associated
with workers simultaneously having a self-employed and an employed status and increasingly
changing employment, the Consultants began to address this issue in the 2008 Workshops and
the Draft Final Report. The Consultants share the concern that multiple and different
employment relationships – either simultaneous or sequential – result in social insurance

Examples of groups that are comprised of private sector employers is the Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce
of Mongolia: http://www.mongolchamber.mn/en/ and the Mongolian Employers' Federation which represents 7,800
businesses and employers.
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contributions being made by more than one employer for a single worker. A common
difficulty is encountered all around the world when the employer is obligated to either
initially register the worker with the SSIGO equivalent or notify the SSIGO that the worker
has changed employers, the creation of multiple SSIGO identification numbers and multiple
worker accounts. Indeed the problem has become widespread as the rate increases at which
workers change jobs, work at more than one job at once or as employers’ names change. The
problem is further exasperated by some private sector employers who evade their obligation
to make mandatory contributions or partially evade by contributing for some but not all
workers. These employers easily take advantage of the central role that the SSIGO procedures
currently obligate employers to register new workers (instead of having workers register
themselves and provide their number to the employer) or take possession of the worker’s
contribution book but do not make contributions, which are not recorded in the book. By
eliminating the book as necessary to record contribution history and by removing the
employer from the registration process, the process can be less onerous on ‘good’ employers
and less likely to be exploited by ‘bad’ employers. Indeed such problems are so common that
the ILO now recommends as a standard procedure for the worker to initiate and manage his
own social insurance registration and number and when contributions are recorded on a
reliable and accurate database that the contribution book be eliminated. This information was
discussed in depth during the January Workshops with many representatives of SSIGO aimag
and district offices present who were supportive of this and other suggestions and had made
virtually identical recommendations on their own over the years.
308.

The Consultants propose that a change in procedures used by SSIGO will be critical to avoid
this problem in the future and establishment of new procedures to ensure timely and accurate
correction when it has occurred.
(a) Modify the initial worker registration with the SSIGO so that the worker registers and
maintains control of his registration number, not the first employer by which
contributions are made. Doing so will require a substantial communication and public
awareness campaign and will probably require a close analysis cross over between
registration procedures of pension and health care insurance.
(b) Modify the SSIGO database to be able to input data that reflects simultaneous or
sequential multiple employment relationships and multiple employer contributions and to
be able to simultaneously indicate that a contributor is both a worker and a self-employed
herder (or other profession). This suggestion introduces changes to the database that are
substantial. The Consultants do not consider that a simple change to the database will be
adequate to address this expanded need. Indeed the Consultants have already
recommended that prior to the introduction of the universal pension benefit a full needs
analysis should be completed for the SSIGO: database restructuring and expansion and
soum, aimag and district office procedural changes to match the new database formats.
New forms will probably be required and training will be needed once the new system is
in implemented and tested.
(c) Change procedures that currently require an SSIGO contribution book for each worker be
submitted at the time of contributions and substitute instead computer generated monthly
employer confirmation of contributions received and an annual comprehensive worker
statement.
(d) The SSIGO database and contribution collection procedures currently reflect the
following:
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(i) single person has a single status (worker or self-employed), is issued a single
identification number and a single book is created into which the contribution
history is manually recorded, signed and stamped by SSIGO soum, aimag or district
officer. This current procedure does not reflect the changing conditions of the
labour force structure in Mongolia as it does not easily and accurately
accommodate people with more than one status (worker or self-employed), it
requires that a single book record all contributions of one person despite the
possibility of there being more than one employer making contributions at the same
time and links the identification to the SSIGO contribution book when the link
should be with the physical person.
(ii) employer of worker submits contributions for all workers, completes all required
contribution data on an aggregated form plus submits one SSIGO contribution book
for each worker at the time of each monthly contribution. This current procedure
also does not reflect the changing conditions of the labour force in Mongolia as it
also does not easily and accurately reflect people with more than one employer.
(iii) contribution data is input into the computer which is monthly transferred to the
SSIGO central database and simultaneously the SSIGO officer manually writes the
contribution amount in each worker’s SSIGO contribution book, stamps and initials
the book; thus two manual steps produce the same result: both the computer and
worker’s SSIGO contribution book are updated with the contribution amount
monthly. As the SSIGO contribution book for each worker is also used by workers
as documentation to prove their eligibility for benefits, another means will have to
be created – that can be of extremely high reliability – to ensure that the worker is
able to prove his history of contributions by employers. Most other countries find
that a gradual phase-out of the worker contribution book is the only alternative. The
Consultants emphasise that the phase-out of the contribution book can only be
successful once the database has been restructured, the procedures of the SSIGO
soum, aimag and district offices have been modified and newly formatted annual
contribution statements are being issued.
(iv) voluntary contributions, which the Consultants recommend should be able to be
made by anyone: employer, worker, self-employed, unemployed, are not
accommodated in the above described processed. Neither the SSIGO database, the
SSIGO data input screens at the soum, aimag or district offices nor the SSIGO
contribution book can distinguish between a mandatory contribution or a voluntary
contribution. In order for voluntary contributions to be accepted the database
restructuring will need to distinguish between mandatory and voluntary
contributions. Since virtually officials with whom the Consultants met indicated a
strong interest in implementing a multi pillar pension system in which retirees can
be paid pension benefits from multiple sources, the pursuit of the ability to accept
voluntary contributions should be high on officials’ list of next steps.
(e) Expand the annual SSIGO statement of worker contributions to reflect all contributions
sorted and totalled by employer by year, thus eliminating the SSIGO contribution book
serving as the sole source contribution record for workers. The concept of the SSIGO
contribution book was originally created to document the monthly employer contribution,
part of the process to determine pension eligibility for the Interim Scheme. The
Consultants have proposed that pension eligibility for the Current Scheme should be
based solely on the worker’s account balance and as such the annual statement, which
reflects the current total account value, is more appropriate than the SSIGO contribution
book, which does not reflect account value.
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Improve effectiveness of Social Insurance National Council

309.

The Social Insurance National Council (SINC) was designed to oversee the national pension
system and to ensure, inter alia, that assorted pension laws, regulations and rules were
enforced. It was created as an oversight tri-partite board consisting of non-pension
professionals made up primarily of ex-officio Government officials. The Consultants’ do not
believe that the SINC has been able to meet the requirements defined in its enabling
legislation for a variety of reasons. The Consultants do not believe that a tri-partite board of
non-financial and non-pension professionals who are ex-officio is the correct structure. They
have not been properly trained to know how to address many issues that have been put before
them but as the legislation requires their participation, they are unable to resign or opt-out of
their obligation to participate on the SINC board. It is a no-win situation for many of these
board members who are otherwise dedicated to creating an effectively working pension
system.

310.

The result is that the SINC is not able with its current membership requirement to correct
problems that have arisen. Rather than permitting problems to continue that decreases the
confidence that the general public has in the Government as related to pension benefits, the
Consultants urge that the SINC be comprised solely of professionals. Further, the Consultants
recommend that the Legal Expert recommend amendments that would allow such changes.

311.

Most of the problems highlighted above and recommendations to strengthen the existing
system are known to the SINC members, yet they have been unable to ensure that pension
laws are being followed. If there is not adequate support in Parliament for this action, the
Consultants propose that the SINC no longer be the oversight body of the national pension
system (perhaps being retained for the other four remaining social insurance funds). In its
place, a new body with appropriate powers and responsibilities exclusively for the national
pension system should be introduced.
Improve the SSIGO Database Under Existing Legislative Mandates

312.

The emphasis of pension recordkeeping around the world is on an increasingly greater
frequency of linking contribution data and money flows – ideally daily reconciliation.
Presently the SSIGO pension recordkeeping database is updated annually. If errors or
problems occur between the contribution amounts that an employer deposits at the bank or if
other data entry problems occur, there is currently time to identify and correct the error.
Indeed the final date on which totals are determined is end of February for the previous year’s
transactions.
(a) To continue to lower costs, the SSIGO has to set as a key objective to ensure higher
compliance, higher data accuracy at lower costs.
(b) Recommendation. In order to do so, the Consultants recommend that the SSIGO
experiment with offering various options for employers to submit contribution data and
make contribution deposits at banks. Online access – employer accesses SSIGO online,
enters employer name, identification and password and enters data / validates if data does
not need to be changed needs to examined. If online access is not option for a majority of
employers, options being used in other countries is to offer to pay data centres (or require
that employers pay over a certain size) and have paper copies converted to online data
input so as to avoid SSIGO aimag offices having to input data.
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(i)

Large employers and any employer with online capabilities can submit data
online by providing access to a file of that employer’s list of employees,
contribution amounts and other relevant information. The intent is that an
employer can click on and change only that data which is different each
monthly. Then click on totals and submit that amount as its bank deposit.

(ii)

Medium employers can use diskettes with similar rules of clicking or use of
excel spreadsheet like functions that automatically total contributions.

(iii)

Small employers, or employers without internet or computer access, continue
to use paper forms for submitting contributions.

(c) Not all SSIGO offices have online computer capabilities today. SSIGO confirmed to the
Consultants that there are 40 internet and intranet connections today – impressive, but
more are needed.
Recommendation. The Consultants recommend that all SSIGO offices be provided
online access to the SSIGO database.
(d) The Consultants recommend that the SSIGO offer more automated functions for monthly
payments – instead of pensioners standing in line at bank.
Recommendation. The Consultants recommend that SSIGO move toward expanding to
include direct deposit of pension payments to pensioners’ bank accounts.
313.

The subject of unified contribution collection across multiple Government agencies was
discussed during the January Pension Workshops. The audience feedback, which consisted
primarily of staff and management from the SSIGO and MSWL was negative. The
Consultants recognise that there is a lack of trust between these two groups and the Tax
Authority and recognise where there is no trust, transfers of money and data do not work well.
There is an advantage in some countries to create a central collection agency for all employer
tax: social insurance and general taxes. The advantage to the employers is one central
collection agency is used for social insurance and other taxes collected once each month – no
need to send money or data to different agencies at different times using different forms.
Ultimately, the intent is to lower employer costs and increase accuracy. The Consultants
acknowledge that in order to be successful cultural differences need to be overcome and trust
needs to exist as well as a commitment to making unified collection work.
Improve the Current System, Practices and Institutional Capacities of the SSIGO

314.

The Consultants are anxious to review an organisational chart of the SSIGO to be able to
make recommendations regarding considerations for improved structure, training and other
human resource development to improve institutional capacity.

315.

The SSIGO is obligated by is legislation to be audited annually. While some information was
provided to the Consultants relative to the audit, it was not entirely clear whether the audit
functions are provided only by outside auditors or if there is also an internal audit function.
According to the ISSA, an internal audit department is recommended. The ISSA recommends
that an organisation like the SSIGO create an internal audit department that reports directly to
Chairman or the SINC Board – not the Finance Division of SSIGO. Such an internal audit
department would conduct financial institution audits of employer and worker contributions,
calculations of benefits, verification of recipients (against fraud), bank reconciliation audits
and other audit functions and analyses.
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316.

The Consultants were told that the most recent audit was conducted in 2005. The Consultants
recommend that there be a mandate for an independent financial institution audit. The present
audit is not a financial institution audit but to ensure that authorised budget expenditures are
followed.

317.

Other issues to address: contributions, account and disbursement management (issues such as
funds collection, data reconciliation, funds remittance, individual account management,
administrative framework for benefit calculation and disbursement, relationship between
SSIGO head office and regional offices, etc.).
Recommendations in the Event NDC Accounts in Current Scheme are Funded and Invested

318.

If the proposed plan to convert the Current Scheme from its present NDC accounts to a
funded defined contribution system in which the accumulated assets are invested, how will
the SSIGO support this change while also providing service to meet its present mandates?

319.

Dramatic change will be required of the SSIGO. From the SSIGO chairman to the
headquarters management and staff and regional offices management and staff, the
organisation will be expected to embrace rapid change, dramatic alteration in its methods of
operations, expanded use of technology and an ability to effectively deliver high levels of
training on new procedures and processes in a relatively short period of time. The Consultants
are confident that the current Chairman and management are capable of implementing an
effective reorganisation and business reengineering plan but they will not be able to complete
their new mandates without significant financial support to upgrade the SSIGO IT system,
hire consultants to assist them in analysing, documenting new procedures, prepare in-house
training programs and conduct training and develop a properly funded state of the art
communication plan to inform thousands of employers and hundreds of thousands of
employees currently contributing or pensioners and survivors. Many of the relationships of
the SSIGO, such as banks that receive contributions and pay benefits, will also have to be
modified and re-evaluated for cost and service standards.

320.

If the Consultants’ recommendation to eliminate the minimum pension calculation on the
Current Scheme, then the defined contribution account balance of the employee will be the
ONLY factor to determine the amount of old age pensions. In such a case, it is the experience
of the Consultants working in many different countries that employees and employers will
demand of SSIGO 100 percent accuracy on the following: employer and worker contributions
and exact date deposited at bank and the investment rate on contributions each month. Thus,
the issue of daily or monthly valuation becomes more critical.
(a) If the decision is taken that the pension social insurance fund will be fully invested and
that the actual investment rate earned will be credited to the defined contribution account
balances, then a series of processing changes will be required to support crediting the
investment return. Separate recommendations are made in Part II that explains the
recommendations related to the investment functions.
(b) Recommendations: The Consultants recommend that a comprehensive plan be
developed that addresses how the investment rate will be calculated and which accounts
are credited. As part of this plan, the Consultants make the following recommendations:
(i)

ISC

Order of processing. An appropriate order of processing used as a standard
of defined contribution systems throughout the world is: data entry all
indicative information without regard to investment returns. Indicative
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information is non-monetised data such as employee name, address,
employer affiliation, date of birth, date of retirement, date of death, etc. Next,
data entry of all monetised transactions can be made in any order at any time
but when the transactions are processed, the order should be: contributions,
credit investment rate, benefit disbursements.
(ii)

Access to information. The database will need to be accessed by the
investment professionals by one of two methods: either provide defined
contribution settlement totals (this is the total value of transactions that have
settled through the banking system: contributions, investment rate, benefit
disbursements) access directly by the investment unit or have someone who
has access to this total notify the investment unit. For security purposes, if the
investment unit is given database access, they should be provided read only
access. In conformance with virtually all international standards of security
and audit, investment unit should never be given access to change data in the
database of individual account balances.

(iii)

Daily or monthly valuation of investment rate. Ultimately, many defined
contribution processing systems become daily valuation system. As such the
Consultants suggest that if it is cost effective that the SSIGO database should
convert to a daily processing and settlement operation. But doing so is
difficult especially when converting from the present system of an annual
valuation. Converting from a settlement process of all transactions once a
year to a settlement process for every business day will require a massive
change in procedures. In consideration of this operational change, the
Consultants point out that it may be more operationally efficient to first
convert to a monthly settlement system and later, when demands require it, to
a daily settlement system. The difference between the two is that daily
settlement requires that all contributions received on day one be processed on
day one and that the system is updated on day one to reflect all transactions:
indicative data, contributions, investment rate crediting, disbursement of
benefits. On day two the investment unit is provided the total amount
available for investment for day two and so on. Since the SSIGO processing
system, bank deposit totals and regional offices are neither staffed nor
equipped to data enter and settle all transactions, there will be difficult
change of process and procedures timing that must be documented, trained
and managed through before there can be daily success.

(iv)

Calculation of the investment rate. The Consultants recommend that the
calculation of the investment rate (whether the operational processing
migrates to a daily or monthly settlement is not relevant) be contracted to the
Custodian Bank. Attempting to bring this function in-house when the focus
should be ensuring a smooth and accurate processing of new procedures is
not advisable.

Recognise the need, develop and implement public awareness campaigns of national pension
system
321.

ISC

The Consultants recommend that a Public Awareness programme should be introduced as
there are still broad misunderstandings by the public in general with how the different
Schemes operate, who will collect what benefit at retirement, how under reporting wages is
projecting to result in lower account balances which has a direct impact on how much money
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an employee will have at retirement. Public Awareness issues were discussed in the
Workshops in January 2008 and are reviewed in the section on Public Awareness.
322.

The Consultants recommend that Public Awareness programmes are properly planned and
resourced and should be ongoing. Their success should be measured as to whether they are
achieving what they should and appropriate changes introduced. An assessment of necessary
resources is essential; it appears that current SSIGO resources are not be sufficient and that
private sector help may be appropriate. Effective material and means of distribution need to
be established.
Publish life expectancy factor for Current Scheme benefits

323.

Benefits in the Current Scheme, the NDC accounts, are based on the final balance at
retirement and then a formula applied, the benefit based on the balance and life expectancy.
Whilst the formula has been published for all three Schemes and the life expectancy factor
has been published for the Old and the Interim Scheme, it has not been published for the
Current Scheme.

324.

The Consultants recommend that this factor be published each year, for men and women,
together with explanatory examples, so that prospective beneficiaries can clearly plan for how
much they will be paid at retirement. The minimum pension entitlement under the scheme
should also be shown for comparison.
Improve national identity card system under working group chaired by Prime Minister

325.

In order to fully implement the Universal Pension recommendations, the system of the
national identification card must be highly accurate with virtually no chance of fake or
forgery. The success of the Universal Pension system is a function of maintaining low
operational cost and only through a foolproof national identity card that occur. There has to
be virtually no occurrence that an employee has more than one card or could accidentally
apply for more than one card by applying to multiple offices. The more fully integrated that a
national identification card is with other systems, the higher the likelihood that it will operate
correctly. For example, obtaining a passport, health care card or a driver’s license should
require first a national identification card. Further, the national identification card system
should be able to be automatically updated from other record sources that contain information
on birth records, death records and marriage records.
On the relevance and appropriateness of Establishing Sovereign Investment Funds

326.

The recommendations on Investment Policy consider a number of possible ways that assets of
the national pension system may be invested, including permitting a portion of the
accumulated contribution to be invested in a Resources Fund. Although the precise detail of a
Resources Fund is beyond this TA’s Terms of Reference, it may be appropriate to consider an
outline of the development of a Sovereign Resources Fund that could have a number of
benefits. The following examines the concept of a Resources Fund in more detail.

327.

The development of mining resources in Mongolia is widely regarded as one of the key factor
in the economic future of Mongolia. Mining is both capital intensive and, depending on metal
prices, potentially highly rewarding; as such may be an appropriate investment for the
national pension system if it meets the investment policy’s definition of acceptable levels of
risk, liquidity and return. Contributions to the national pension system could be both supplier
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of capital and receiving long term returns for the account balances of the underlying
contributions generated from a Resources Fund.
328.

The recommendations describe how the cash flows of the national pension system might be
invested in Government bonds and as conditions permit in equities; some portion of the cash
flow earmarked for equities may be invested in a State sponsored Mining Resources Fund.
Outline of a Mining Resources Fund

329.

There has been discussion regarding the establishment of a Mining Resources Fund as a
means of investing in the mining industry through direct and indirect investments, investing
in related infrastructure projects such as power and transportation and collecting mining
revenues.

330.

The Mining Resources Fund could be designed to finance certain Government expenditures
that would normally be outside the annual state budget for the benefit of the people of
Mongolia. This might include social programmes, infrastructure, and energy related
programmes. Such a Fund would thus be long term, recognising that the benefits of national
resources such as minerals and energy in sometimes limited life mining ventures should be
spread over as long a period as possible.

331.

By establishing a Resources Fund, it is possible to draw on the Fund as and when financing is
needed rather than passing mining revenues through the State Budget and using them in the
year of receipt. Other examples of resource rich territories that have successfully established
such funds include Norway, the Province of Alberta in Canada and the State of Alaska in the
US. The Norwegian Pension Fund, originally called the Norwegian Petroleum Fund, is now
the foundation for financing state pension obligations in Norway.

332.

In contrast the North Sea oil and gas revenues in the United Kingdom were taken into the
state budget and no separate fund was established. As revenues declined any long term benefit
from natural resources faded away. The MSWL have undertaken a certain amount of research
into the idea of establishing a Resources Fund, looking at examples in other countries.
On sources of revenues

333.

There are a number of types of mining revenues that accrue to the Government of Mongolia:
(a) Revenue from mining exploration.
(b) Revenue from mineral extraction.
(c) Direct interest in mining ventures.

334.

These revenues and additional sources such as overrides and royalty payments would be part
of a fund. Such a fund would not replace general or specific corporate taxes payable by
mining ventures but would be in addition. Such a Fund would be designed to encourage the
standardisation of taxes and royalties from different mining ventures.
Involvement of the Pension Fund

335.

ISC

The national pension system could be an investor of capital through subscribing to bonds
issued by the Resource Fund, whose interest and capital repayments would be funded by the
Resource Fund’s cash flows, and by being a part owner of the Fund and entitled to
distributions made by the Fund. Any effective equity involvement of the national pension
system would require further analysis.
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Using assets to develop Mongolian markets and opportunities

336.

If properly designed and if investors are interested, the Resources Fund may generate enough
capital to enable mining ventures. . It may also allow the Government of Mongolia to take a
greater operational interest in current and future mining interests, to fund training of
Mongolians and generally develop greater expertise in mining, petroleum, geological and
engineering spheres.
Governance structure of a Resources Fund

337.

This Report includes references to the need for a proper governance structure for the national
pension system. The Consultants would recommend that in order for accumulating
contributions of the national pension system to invest in a Resources Fund that there would
have to be similarly high standards of governance and transparency to the structure and
operations of a Resources Fund.
Paying Benefits other than lifetime guaranteed monthly payment

338.

Two aspects of benefits in Pension insurance may be the subject of a review in a subsequent
Technical Assistance Project, survivor and dependant benefits and whether alternatives to
pensions as the basic benefit may be considered.

339.

Such a review is beyond the TORs of this Project but may be considered in any review of
Social Welfare that may result from the proposed introduction of a Universal Pension System.
Survivor and dependant benefits

340.

The structure of benefits should be under review from time to time to see if it is fair and
reasonable given changing circumstances. Pension Insurance survivor benefits in the Interim
and Current Schemes; not only are these different but they would seem to apply to different
social environments and reflect different expectations of what survivor benefits should be.
Alternatives to pensions

341.

The Mongolian pension system only pays pensions and does not pay lump sums, in lieu of
pensions or as additional payments. Concern has been expressed about the structure of the
NDC accounts that a member saves and never has access to his savings. In particular there is
often puzzlement as to why there is nothing left for inheritance when the beneficiary dies.
This aspect of the pension system needs to be communicated to the beneficiaries, that the idea
of a pension system is that it pays a lifetime income only as long as the beneficiary lives (or
his dependant, depending on structure) and there is no residual payment on death.

342.

The structure of benefits might be considered at some future time, recognising that a specific
lifetime payment may not be what society wants, that the beneficiary would want access to a
lump sum in lieu of part of their pension, or that an alternative method of paying the benefits
might be considered. The latter may be satisfied by a Drawdown approach.
On an annuity

343.

ISC

An annuity has a number of similarities to a pension, in that the beneficiary receives regular
payment with no residual amount due once the payments finish.
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344.

An annuity is an agreement between an insurance company and a beneficiary whereby in
exchange for a sum, the insurance company pays an agreed sum of money to the beneficiary,
usually for life. The insurance company will pay no matter how long the beneficiary lives but
there will be nothing left for the beneficiary’s estate on death.

345.

The annuity may be restricted to the individual, or be payable in whole or part to a dependant
after the beneficiary’s death. The amount may be fixed, variable at the beneficiary’s option
(known as a variable annuity) with the balance invested at the beneficiary’s choice, or related
to a reference point such as inflation. The more the annuity, the smaller the amount is likely to
be.

346.

The insurance company will invest the sum of money and as it pays it over to the beneficiary
the amount will be part income and part a return of capital. Some countries recognise this and
will tax each part separately.

347.

Annuities are usually available where the beneficiary has no access to a pension. Annuity
returns depend on interest rates – the higher the interest rates available from long term
investment the higher the annuity – and a ready series of investments for an insurance
company to invest in. It would be unlikely that an annuity return from an insurance company
would be higher than a fair pension system operated by Government.
On a lump sum in lieu of part of a pension entitlement

348.

A number of countries allow pension beneficiaries to take part of their pension entitlement as
a lump sum. This reflects a number of societal conditions, such as:
(a) The need to pay off debt, often related to property purchase.
(b) Liabilities that emerge at retirement reflecting a different lifestyle.
(c) Political and personal considerations recognising that people appreciate having an
immediate benefit.

349.

The amount is usually limited, recognising that the primary purpose of the savings was to
produce a retirement income. Caution is expressed over giving too great a proportion of the
benefit in cash, rather than as a pension, no matter what terms are suggested. The experience
in Fiji was relevant, where despite the relatively financial unattractive lump sum options
compared with a pension benefit, almost every beneficiary took the lump sum.
On a drawdown approach

350.

A further approach on paying benefits from a defined contribution system is a Drawdown
approach. The beneficiary would draw down an amount each year until there was nothing left.
If he were to die before the amount had gone to nil, then the balance would go to his estate.

351.

The balance would continue to be invested, so even as it was being drawn down, it would
grow through investment returns. There would normally be maximum and minimum amounts
that could be drawn each year. A maximum is appropriate, so that there would be something
left for the following years. A minimum would be appropriate so that the idea of generating
an income would be recognised. These maximum and minimum ranges would tend to rise as
the beneficiary became older.

352.

The system allows for flexibility on benefit ages. Under the rules for drawdown in the
Australian Superannuation for example, which are currently being reviewed, payments may
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be made from age 55 onwards depending on one’s date of birth, in which case they are taxed
as income, at 60 after which they are not taxed. Beneficiaries may opt to defer drawdown
until 65, applicable if the beneficiary was still being employed. There is the alternative of
buying an annuity in place of drawdown.
353.

A drawdown may appear simple in concept, but the ability to take varying sums year by year
while appreciating that it is wise to keep something by for the future would require
appreciation of basic financial planning and estimating future needs. The alternative of a
guaranteed income from a pension, which may have attractive features such as adjusting to
inflation or cost of living changes, may be seen as more appropriate by many.
Road map and timetable for implementing recommendations proposed by consultants
under ADB TA 4910-MON: Strengthening pension system
Table 20: Roadmap and timetable for implementing recommendations proposed by
consultants
№
I.

II.

III.

ISC

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES AND
KEY ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCING
MULTI-PILLAR
PENSION SYSTEM
1. Feasibility study on different pillars
(I) Identify pillars, each pension types
(II) Identify targeted replacement rates
among pillars
2. Size and coverage of Universal
Pension
(I) Develop legislations and regulations
(II) Interact with strengthened National ID
card system
3. Strengthen the current national
pension system, improve structural
organizations
(I) Determine rationale of replacement
rates, establish contribution rates
adequately
(II) Draft legislations related to removal
of minimum pension and other
reformed changes
4. Review social welfare pensions and
benefits
(I) Review social welfare conceptual
approaches
(II) Amend legislations and regulations in
relation with introducing Universal
pension
UPDATE OIDI
(I) Review and evaluate the current
system
(II) Identify needs of new amendments
and/or legislations
(III) Draft actual law bills
LAW ON MILITARY PENSIONS AND
BENEFITS
(I) Review main conceptual approaches
(II) Develop a work plan of reform
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IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

IMPLMENTING
AGENCY
MSWL, MOF

2008, III quarter
2008, III-IV quarter to
2009
2008, III quarter

2008-2009,
I-II quarters
(I & II)

2008, II quarter
2008

MSWL
2008, III quarter
2008, III-IV quarter
2008, III-IV quarter
MSWL, Ministry
Defence
2008, III quarter
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№

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

ISC

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES AND
KEY ACTIVITIES
actions
(III) Carry out financial calculations and
identify interrelations with other
areas
REVIEW
PENSION
LAWS,
INCLUDING LAW ON SURVIVORS’
PENSIONS AND BENEFITS, LAW ON
SOCIAL WELFARE PENSIONS AND
LAW
ON
UNEMEPLOYMENT
INSURANCE
(I) Review the above laws
(II) Develop drafts and rationale behind
recommendations
INTRODUCING
ACTUARIAL
MODELLING
(I) Finalize calculating Government
accrued past debts
(II) Continue detailed long-term
projections related with reform
actions
(III) Establish PROST working group
and upgrade the members’
qualification
(IV) Fully adopt actuarial modelling in
all activities related to pensions,
benefits, life insurance and
demographic changes
DEVELOP THE LEGAL STATUS OF
PENSION INVESTMENT FUND
(I) Continue assessment and evaluation
of financial markets in Mongolia
(II) Develop legal framework of pension
investment structures, drafts laws on
pension investment management and
governance, including:
• Rule of Pension Investment Fund
and Pension Investment Board,
the membership status
• Regulations and rules for
establishing custodian banks
(III) Determine initial funding assets and
reason their rationales
(IV) Develop procedures , and issue
Government bonds (interest rate,
maturity dates, repayment
processes)
STRENGTHEN
SSIGO
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
(I) Upgrade functions and enforcement
power of SSIGO and SINC
(II) Amend legislations and regulations
(III) Strengthening operational capacity
IMPROVE SSIGO REPORTING AND
RECORDKEEPING
(I) Restructure and strengthen the
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IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

IMPLMENTING
AGENCY

MSWL,
MOF

SSIGO,

MSWL
group

working

2009, I quarter
2009, II quarter

2008, II quarter
2008, III quarter
2008, II quarter
2008, 2009 onwards

MOF, MSWL
2008, III quarter

2008, latter half –
2009, first half
(the same)
2008, III quarter
2008, latter half

MSWL
2008, I, II quarter
2008, I, II quarter
2008, 2009 onward
SSIGO
2008, first half
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№

IX.

X.

ISC

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES AND
KEY ACTIVITIES
database, reporting and recordkeeping
processes in order to ensure relevant
reconditions prior to applying
actuarial modelling in pension
projections
(II) Upgrade interrelations of planning,
recordkeeping, reporting and
accounting systems appropriately
PUBLIC AWARENESS OF PENSION
SYSTEM
(I) Develop comprehensive plan for
public awareness and information
campaign
(II) Launch public awareness programs
FURTHER ASSISTANCE AND
SUPPORT (additional TA)
(I) Apply for ADB assistance for issues
reflected in II, III, VI, VII and IX;
(II) Apply for World Bank assistance for
issues reflected in I and V.
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IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

IMPLMENTING
AGENCY

2008, 2009

MSWL, SSIGO
2008, first half
2008, 2009
MOF, SSIGO
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PART V – LEGAL FRAMEWORK ISSUES
354.

The ADB appointed the International Legal Expert in February 2008 and thus he was not
available to join the first two missions of the three International Consultants. His period of
contract extends beyond the expected completion of the International Consultants’ contract
until June 2008. He will include two missions to Ulaan Baatar.

355.

The International Legal Expert’s Terms of Reference are shown in Appendix XIV. The
International Legal Expert will consider a number of matters considered in this Report from a
legal framework perspective.

356.

Regarding Legal Framework Issues, the following memorandum dated 11 March 2008 was
delivered to the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO. The International Legal Expert has since
responded and his comments are integrated in a table below. To avoid duplication these tables
have not been included in the text of the memorandum below.
Memorandum
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination
Department, Ministry of Finance (MOF)
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
(MSWL)
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office (SSIGO)

From:

Martha Kelly, International Fund Management Expert

Date:

11 March 2008

Subject:

Legal Framework Issues: ADB Legal Expert

Legislative and Regulatory Issues
(1) Officials from MSWL and SSIGO asked the Consultants to provide assistance in preparing
draft legislation and regulations on a number of topics, which were discussed during meetings
from both missions, in previous Consultant Reports and during the Pension Workshops in
January 2008. This document – together with the copies of the translated pension related laws,
regulations, strategy papers – represents the Consultants’ comments, observations and
suggestions to the Legal Expert.
(2) The next step is for the members of Parliament to provide – either directly or through the MOF,
MSWL and SSIGO – specific policy intent as to which recommendations that they want to
follow, the sequencing and timing of the recommendations and, in cases where multiple options
were outlined, the preferred choice among more than one option. The Consultants note that it
will be difficult, if not impossible, for the Legal Expert to complete his Terms of Reference
(TORs) without this specific policy direction.
(3) Officials prepared draft legislation that the Consultants included in the Inception and Interim
Reports, accompanied by Consultants’ feedback. The Consultants were told that draft
legislation and the Consultants’ feedback were put before Parliament for discussion, that no
consensus was reached nor were votes were taken with the exception of new legislation that
requires compulsory participation in the national social insurance system for employers and
their employees who are covered by either civil or labour contracts and to decrease the
employer contribution rate and increase the employee contribution rate.
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(4) The Consultants recommend that the Legal Expert should review and determine whether there
are loop holes, ambiguities and inconsistencies in the current regulatory system – regardless of
whether a decision is taken to make of the changes proposed by the Consultants.
(5) The Consultants have prepared in-depth, detailed recommendations in the Draft Final Report
(DFR) as guide to the MOF, MSWL, SSIGO, ADB and the Legal Expert. The DFR is due to be
completed and submitted at the end of March 2008. The Consultants and Legal Expert will
return for a final set of meetings to review the project team’s findings and recommendations
and to revise the DFR, if necessary, to complete the Final Report, due to be submitted at the end
of April 2008. The Terms of Reference of the Legal Expert indicate he will continue to assist
the Government through June 2008.
Brief Description of Issues Requiring Legal Review
Issues Designed to Strengthen Existing System
(6) The Consultants recommend that a universal pension be considered as a method to provide a
base old age benefit for all resident Mongolian citizens who attain a defined age (for example,
the defined age could be retirement age or another age). The explanation of a universal pension
is elaborated in the Draft Final Report. If this reform option is adopted then the Government
will require assistance in drafting an amendment to the Social Insurance Law for a universal
pension benefit. This issue is referred to as Universal Pension.
(7) The Government requested that the Consultants examine the current system to identify and
correct weaknesses that result in underreporting of insured wages for current contributors to the
Interim or Current Schemes. Further, the Consultants were told that the Government was
considering a reduction in the employer contribution rate in an effort to correct of problem of an
employer evasion of Social Insurance participation and contributions and underreporting of
insured wages, The Consultants noted to the Government that there is no empirical evidence
that supports the supposition that a decrease in employer contribution rates will generate an
increase in employer compliance or raise participation levels. The Consultants did advise,
however, that removal of the minimum pension feature on the NDC account balances will have
a positive impact on eliminating the underreporting of insured wages over time. This issue is
referred to as Underreporting of Wages and Employer Evasion.
(8) Since converting from a non-contributory to a contributory system in 1995, the informal sector
has been largely excluded from participating in the old age pension system. Promises by both
major political parties have been expressed to bring the informal sector workers into the
pension system with much of the focus on the herders. This issue is referred to as Expanded
Coverage / Herders.
(9) New legislation was passed in late 2007 to require compulsory participation in the national
Social Insurance system for employers and their workers who are covered by either civil (short
term workers, temporary workers,) or labour contracts. The previous rules had defined that
employers were required to make Social Insurance contributions on behalf of only those
workers who were solely covered by labour contracts. The legislation was attempting to close a
loophole that permitted employers to categorise workers by virtue of being covered by a civil
contract as exempt from Social Insurance contributions. This issue is referred to as Civil versus
Labour Contract.
(10) The MSWL stated that the Government is targeting old age pensions paid from the Current
Scheme to be a similar percentage of wage replacement income as being paid to pensioners
under the Old and Interim Schemes. Presently the estimated NDC account balances at
retirement age are not on target to reach this objective. The Consultants recommend the top 10
minimal changes list to correct the low NDC account balance problem,
(i)
Correct initial balance of NDC account balances;
(ii)
Allow voluntary contributions;
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

Extend definition of pensionable wage ceiling to apply equally to employer and
employee contributions31
Credit the correct annual interest rates to NDC balances for every year since
1999;
Accurately distribute administration cost of SSIGO system across the
participants in the five different social insurance funds commensurate with
expense;
Remove incentives to underreport wages;
Remove limit on the number of contributing years and link the removal of the
minimum pension feature from the NDC accounts to the creation of a universal
pension or some other process; and
Ensure full employer compliance to Law on Social Insurance by legislating
appropriate enforcement capabilities for the SSIGO;
Place responsibilities on employer (through their association) and worker unions
to increase compliance and understanding of the social insurance system; and
Provide contributors’ information and education to enhance understanding of the
social insurance system and planning for old-age as well as other life risks.

(11) The defence pension system32 is an unfunded, non-contributory defined benefit for employees
born after 1960. The basis of the calculation of pension benefits is similar to those paid from the
Interim Scheme except the factor for the number of years of service is higher and the retirement
age is lower for defence service employees as compared to the non-defence labour base. These
differences become critical when a worker has been employed in both defence and non-defence
employment. The SSIGO uses some rules of each group to calculate the appropriate benefit.
Now that a transition to a fully funded system is under consideration, in which the contributions
would be invested and balances would be credited with market investment returns, another
difference in the pension benefits for the defence employees becomes problematic. The
aggregated defence pension issues are referred to as Defence Workers Pension Policy.
(12) The Social Insurance National Council (SINC) was designed to oversee the national pension
system and to ensure, inter alia, that assorted pension laws, regulations and rules were enforced.
It was created as an oversight tri-partite board consisting of non-pension professionals made up
primarily of ex-officio Government officials. The Consultants’ do not believe that the SINC has
been able to meet the requirements defined in its enabling legislation for a variety of reasons.
The Consultants do not believe that a tri-partite board of non-financial and non-pension
professionals who are ex-officio is the correct structure. They have not been properly trained to
know how to address many issues that have been put before them but as the legislation requires
their participation, they are unable to resign or opt-out of their obligation to participate on the
SINC board. It is a no-win situation for many of these board members who are otherwise
dedicated to creating an effectively working pension system. The result is that the SINC is not
able with its current membership requirement to correct problems that have arisen. Rather than
permitting problems to continue that decreases the confidence that the general public has in the
Government as related to pension benefits, the Consultants urge that the SINC be comprised
solely of professionals. Further, the Consultants recommend that the Legal Expert recommend
amendments that would allow such changes. Most of the problems highlighted above and
recommendations to strengthen the existing system are known to the SINC members, yet they
have been unable to ensure that pension laws are being followed. If there is not adequate
support in Parliament for this action, the Consultants propose that the SINC no longer be the
oversight body of the national pension system (perhaps being retained for the other four
remaining social insurance funds). In its place, a new body with appropriate powers and
responsibilities exclusively for the national pension system should be introduced. This issue is
31
32
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Currently there is a pensionable wage limit of 10 times minimum wage for employee contributions only (employer
contributions currently have no wage limit).
Defence workers consist of employees of the armed forces, police, fire fighters, emergency assistance, border
protection, traffic police, correctional service officers and others defined under the Law on Military Pensions and
Benefits.
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referred to as Improvements to SINC.
(13) The Consultants met with a private sector employer that has voluntarily created and is offering
to its employees an occupational savings scheme. Presently, there is no oversight or supervision
of occupational saving schemes in Mongolia. The Consultants are concerned that the interest in
such supplemental savings program will continue to grow and recommend that such schemes
become regulated under a separate supervisor that is part of the Financial Regulatory
Commission (FRC), the unified financial institution regulator (except for banking which is part
of the Bank of Mongolia). This issue is referred to as Occupational Savings Schemes.
Issues Designed to Address Investment of Funded Pension System33
(14) Investment issues have been raised since the project’s initial meetings with all of the related
Government agencies. Indeed probably no topics have generated more interest than how to
invest the pension contributions and who should manage the investments. As such the
Consultants devoted significant discussion time in meetings with key officials; met with
executives of and evaluated the current financial industry; analysed the supply of suitable longterm investments in Mongolia; met with regulators of the banking industry, investments and
securities markets, insurance industry and management of the unified regulatory agency; met
with officials of the Mongolian stock exchange; met with consultants of other financial industry
related international donor agency projects; and addressed several sessions in the Pension
Workshop to investment governance, investment policy and strategy and investment
management. From this research, discussions and training, recommendations developed on
investment governance (protection of pension monies), investment policy and investment
management that will require the drafting of new legislation. This issue is divided into three
main component parts referred to as Investment Governance, Investment Policy and
Investment Management.
(i)

Investment Governance. The legal governance structure and requirements designed to
ensure protection of the assets, contributions, benefits and investment returns for the
employers, employees and pensioners.

(ii)

Investment Policy. The rules of what pension assets can be invested in, how much can
be invested by asset class or in a single instrument, separate company or separate
financial institution and whether pension assets can be invested domestically or
internationally or both along with percentage limits, if any, for non-Mongolian issued
securities; most importantly the investment policy defines an acceptable level of risk to
which the assets can be exposed, which is referred to as the pension fund’s beta risk
(level of risk). Also defines required investment valuation frequency (e.g., daily or
monthly) and investment performance valuation.

(iii)

Investment Management. In consideration of limited investment capabilities in the
Mongolian financial industry today and the nascent stage of the unified financial
regulator, the FRC, the Consultants strongly recommend that most investment
functions should be outsourced only to licensed, experienced investment management
firms. Given the limitations of the current market, doing so will require that such
services will be outsourced to Mongolian and non-Mongolian firms.

Issues Designed to Address Occupational Savings Schemes
(15) The Consultants discussed with officials, employers and licensed financial institutions

the need for the benefits national pension system to be supplemented by private
pensions through occupational savings schemes. One bank has started an occupational
33
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These issues only apply if Parliament takes the decision to convert the current, unfunded system of notional defined
contribution (NDC) accounts into a partially or fully funded system. At the time of preparing this Report, this decision
has not yet been taken.
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savings scheme for its own employees to which over half of its employees are
voluntarily contributing; the scheme has an employer matching contribution to the
employees’ voluntary contributions. Spurred on by the success with their own
employees, the bank has started to market it to first its existing business clients and
next will do so to businesses not yet clients of the bank. Yet there is no functioning
authority to monitor and ensure that pension promises made by employers will be
money paid at termination of employment. The Consultants briefly outlined some
preliminary legislative steps that should be examined. This issue is referred to as
Occupational Savings Schemes.
357.

ISC

The following comments have been made on the matters included in the Legal Framework
Issues memorandum dated 11 March 2008 referred to above.
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Table 21: Comments included in Legal Framework memo (11 March 2008)

Issues

Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert

Legal Expert Comments

Universal pension



Law on Social
Insurance

The Consultants have recommended that a universal pension
benefit be created and paid to resident Mongolian citizens
who have attained the defined age. The purpose of the
universal pension, also sometimes referred to as a zero pillar,
is to pay a benefit to all eligible citizens that is not linked to
their contributions or length of time over which
contributions have been made.

This structural change will impose an
obligation to pass new legislation in
Parliament or find consensus whereby
pension system can be changed
appropriately.
In
both
cases,
substantial time and funding will be
required.

Underreporting of
Wages and
Employer Evasion



Law on Social
Insurance

The Consultants propose that the minimum pension feature
of the NDC accounts be eliminated as it is believed to
provide an incentive to underreport wages and encourage
agreements or collusion between the employers and
employees not to disclose the accurate wage with the intent
to pay less in contributions. There appears to be widespread
understanding that if an employee who underreports wages
during the contribution years does not have a high account
balance at retirement, the minimum benefit feature will
apply and the employee will still be paid a pension. Thus,
there is a wide belief that it does not benefit many workers to
report accurate wages as long as there is a minimum benefit.
Further, the Consultants have observed that the SSIGO has
not been provided effective enforcement tools. A standard
guideline to follow is that equally effective enforcement
mechanisms must be empowered in the SSIGO as are
empowered in the Tax Authority; that is not presently the
case. The Tax Authority has stronger enforcement
mechanisms at its disposal then the SSIGO. Rationale for
this unequal treatment under the law, which has the potential
effect of denying thousands of Mongolians their rightful

Apart from legislative changes in taxation
to create incentives for the employers to
contribute to the pension system, similar
incentives will have to be given to the
employees as well as the self-employed,
such as the herders.
Apart from incentives, it will be
necessary to amend current laws and
regulations, in areas such as employment
laws, regulations and workplace practice
code or guidelines in relation to OIDI.
Some time, amendments to current laws
and regulations may not serve the
purpose of comprehensive range of legal
protection to under proposed universal
pension system. For example, legislative
measures against those who infringe the
compulsory contribution mandate under
the pension system. New law and
regulations govern implementation of
OIDI.
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Issues
Expanded coverage /
herders

Legislation
Not sure

Civil Contract versus Law on Social Insurance34
Labour Contract

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
pension benefits, has not been explained to the Consultants.

Legal Expert Comments

The Consultants have recommended the universal pension as The Legal Expert concurs with the
the best means to provide old age benefits for the self- Consultants.
employed and herders (who are not otherwise employees and
whose employers are contributing on their behalf).
The legislative amendments should be reviewed and verified The Legal Expert concurs with the
for completeness.
Consultants.

Initial balance of
NDC accounts



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts
(June 1999)

The Consultants propose that the Government take steps
through the SSIGO with support from others such as the
national employees’ union to credit correct initial balances
of workers who have NDC accounts and a work history for
years prior to 1999. Senior officials of the SSIGO, MSWL,
SINC and others openly recognised to the Consultants that
pre-1999 work history records are not accurate in the SSIGO
database. Specific Consultant recommendations are provided
in the DFR and repeated verbatim here..

Expand contribution
types



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts
(June 1999)

The Consultants propose that the employers and employees The Legal Expert concurs with the
be permitted to make additional voluntary contributions, Consultants.
allowing multiple types of contributions such as employer
and / or employee voluntary as well as employer and
employee mandatory contributions. Doing so will require
that the SSIGO distinguish these contributions separately

There are some socio-economic issues
which may have legal implications,
including the current economic situation
and the financial capacity of the
Government to honour its undertakings
under the proposed ‘Universal Pension
System’ at the time of maturity. I shall
rely on advice from the Consultants on
the relevant actuarial and fund
management issues. Clarifications are
required from Government officials
whether the Government is ready for
these changes

34

For purposes of this document, reference to the Law on Social Insurance is the Law dated May 1994 as amended January 1996, January 1997 and June 1999.
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Issues

Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
from compulsory contributions, a capability that the SSIGO
does not presently have. Specific details will be provided in
the DFR and repeated verbatim here..

Legal Expert Comments

Remove incentives
to underreport wages



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts
(June 1999)

The Consultants note that the biggest impact that the
Government can make to increase the NDC balances at
retirement is to remove the current incentive for employers
and workers to underreport workers’ wages. The current
incentive that exists is related to the minimum pension
linked to benefits paid to contributors to the NDC accounts.
The minimum pension creates an incentive to underreport
wages by removing the negative impact of a smaller NDC
balance at retirement. At retirement age the SSIGO
calculates the contributor’s NDC balance divided by the life
expectancy factor and compares that quotient with the
minimum pension. If the quotient is less than the minimum
pension, the minimum pension amount is substituted instead.
The SSIGO does not validate actual wage history at that
point, because it is not relevant to the minimum pension.
Most contributors are well aware of this – thus, an incentive
is created to underreport wages and still be assured a
minimum pension. If the minimum pension is removed from
the NDC benefit payment calculation process, the normal
incentive to contributors to retire with the highest possible
NDC account balance is replaced and indications in many
other countries are that contributors will act on these
incentives.

Remove the limit on
period of
contributions, also



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts

Current legislation requires a minimum period of 180 The Legal Expert concurs with the
months of contributions to qualify for a pension benefit Consultants.
under the Current Scheme. The Consultants recommend that

ISC
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Issues
called years of
service

Legislation
(June 1999)

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
no minimum contribution or years of service period is
necessary to qualify for a Current Scheme benefit. Today a
minimum pension becomes the default benefit to NDC
account owners whose quotient (NDC account balance
divided by the life expectancy factor at retirement age) is
less than the minimum pension. The Consultants have
recommended that instead the minimum pension feature and
minimum requirement of 180 months of contributions both
be eliminated and the NDC account contributors be entitled
to receive their account balance value at retirement using a
formula to calculate the payment. The formula should be the
account balance divided by the life expectancy factor at
retirement age, but if the quotient is less35 than a determined
amount, the account balance should be paid to the account
contributor or survivor.

Legal Expert Comments

If the Consultants’ recommendation is followed to eliminate
the minimum guaranteed pension, then the Consultants
further recommend that the year of service requirement be
removed in its entirety.
Redefine
pensionable wages



Law of Social
Insurance

Extend pensionable wages for contribution purposes to be 10 Amendments to the Law of Social
times minimum wage for both employee and employer Insurance with cross-references to the
contributions.
relevant laws and regulations will be
required.

Accurately distribute
cost of SSIGO



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts

Require equity among the five social insurance funds that Amendments to the Law of Individual
the SSIGO administers. Each of the systems should be self Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts
sustainable; each social insurance fund must bear the cost of (June 1999) with cross-references to the

35

By less than a determined amount is usually a defined amount so that any amount that is not cost effective to pay as a monthly benefit until the value is depleted can be made in a single
sum.
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Issues

Legislation
(June 1999)

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
Legal Expert Comments
administration in proportion to activity and not just amount relevant laws and regulations will be
of contribution or number of participants.
required.

Credit correct annual
interest rates since
1999



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts
(June 1999)

Discontinue crediting incorrect interest rates to NDC As above.
account balances and instead credit correct interest rates for
years past to 1999.

Defence workers
pension



Defence Workers
Pension Law
Social Insurance Law

Compulsory one year defence service conscription is
mandatory for males in Mongolia. There are no first year
contributions – neither from the Government-as-employer
nor the conscript. There is no recognition that a year of
employment has been satisfied for purposes of meeting the
years of service requirement. After the initial year, if defence
service continues, the Government assumes an unfunded
liability to pay pension benefits at retirement, invalidity or as
survivor benefits. For workers born after 1960, there are still
no contributions to the NDC system: neither Government-asemployer contributions nor contributions paid on behalf of
the worker by the Government. Thus, there are no interest
rates credited and no NDC balances at retirement from
which to calculate the benefit. For those who remain in the
defence services and satisfy the retirement age and years of
service requirement and ultimately retire from defence
services, a benefit is calculated and paid using the Interim
Scheme defined benefit formula but with a different factor
substituted for the years of service computation.



Amendments to the Defence Workers
Pension Law and Social Insurance Law
with:
 Cross-references to relevant laws and
regulations will be required.
 Interpretation
provisions
on
definitions of ‘Defence Worker’ are
necessary in this aspect.

For workers employed in defence services for more than one
but less than the required years to qualify for full benefits
under defence pension policy and employed by private
sector employers for remainder of their employment, there
ISC
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Issues

Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
are gaps in the factors provided to the SSIGO in this split
calculation. The worker has an NDC account balance for
years in which his private sector employer made
contributions but not for the years employed in defence
services. The worker is required to satisfy one definition of
retirement age and years of service requirement for the
defence portion of his employment and another set of
definitions including a prorated portion of the 180 month
contribution requirement for the private sector portion of
employment. The SSIGO currently applies these rules on an
ad hoc basis, some of which require judgment calls. These
gaps in pension policy relative to the defence workers results
in inconsistent interpretation of pension benefits and
difficult, if not impossible, attempts to financially project
future cost to the state budget to pay pension benefits.
Further, this crosses over to labour policy as the inconsistent
rules for retirement age and year of service requirement
place unintended impediments on labour mobility.

Legal Expert Comments

The Consultants recommend that IPD costs of defence
services be estimated by the Actuarial Expert for the MOF
and the MSWL to analyse and make recommendations to
Parliament. An analysis of the military / defence workers’
pension system was not part of this ADB TA and as such the
ADB did not allocate time for such an activity. Predicated on
the outcome of the cost analysis supporting the decision, the
Consultants recommend that either:
 All defence service employees be integrated into the
same Current Scheme as non-defence services workers
born after 1960 along with a one-time credit for past
service similar to the concept of the initial balance of the
NDC account; or
ISC
Strictly private & confidential
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Issues

Legislation


Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
Close the gaps in the current system through formal
policy adoption to accommodate workers whose
employment years are split between the defence services
and private sector employers.

Legal Expert Comments

Improvements to
SINC



Law on Social
Insurance

To ensure that the SINC does not disregard its mandate to
ensure that the pension laws, regulations and rules are
carried out, can the Legal Expert recommend modifications
to the Law on Social Insurance to include punitive legal
action against members of the SINC who fail to uphold the
law?

The Legal Expert concurs with the
Consultants and would like to discuss and
exchange ides with the relevant parties
prior to drafting proposals.

Investment
governance



Law of Individual
Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts
(June 1999)

The Consultants recommend that a pension investment
governance law be created with the specific intent to protect
the pension contributions, investments and other assets and
ensure that only those who are entitled to access money do
so. The most critical element is establishment of an
independent investment management organisation separate
from the SSIGO, the implementing agency of the pension
policies promulgated by the MSWL and legislatively
enacted by the Parliament, which sole function is to set the
investment policy and carry out the investment mandate of
the pension system. Such organisation will be specifically
designed to operate free from political interference by using
the following guidelines:
 Establish an independent investment board:
o Establish small board membership, fewer than 8
members;
o Keep board membership terms short (3 to 4 years),
stagger terms to assure continuity of board
membership irrespective of political cycles and
allow membership re-appointments;

The Legal Expert concurs with the
Consultants and will work together with
the Consultants and the local consultants
to work out an appropriate ‘legal
governance structure and requirements
designed to ensure protection of the
assets, contributions, benefits and
investment returns for the employers,
employees and pensioners’ as suggested
by the Consultants.
As the Actuarial Expert explained:
‘During PROST the Consultants were
told that the amount allowed to SSIGO
(as percentage of contributions) for
expenses used to be determined by SINC.
For this year and in future the
determination will be made directly by
Parliament and not SINC. For 2008
Parliament has allowed SSIGO to spend
up to 3.0 percent of contributions as

ISC
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Issues

Legislation
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Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
o Compensate board members at competitive
international wages;
o Hold board members accountable and require
dismissal only for neglect or failure to meet fit and
proper test;
o Board organisation must consist of: Investment
committee, Trustee committee, Audit committee,
Governance committee; and
o Board members supported by technical, professional
staff.
Investment Board Law must:
o Clearly define to whom members are accountable:
contributors, employers, pensioners and survivors
(no one else); that each Board member has a clear
mandate; contain clear definition of how Board
members are recommended (only provincial
governors), who vets and further recommends
(Board’s membership committee) and who makes
final selection from an approved list (President).
o Create transparent operating environment: physically
separate investment decisions from Government
ministries; adopt strong disclosure policies of board
members to avoid conflict of interest; require all
board members to disclose own investments and
agree to disclose as they pursue additional new
transactions while member of board – or be
immediately dismissed; require adoption of ‘prudent
man rule’ for all board members.
o Mandate the issuance of quarterly public disclosures
and reporting of all transactions and activities and
that the Investment Board – not Government
officials – select the Custodian bank, independent
113

Legal Expert Comments
expenses.’
It is necessary to follow up this issue. The
Consultants have rightly pointed out
that:’ If the law says that SINC must
define allowable administrative charges,
then how can Parliament do so? It does
not sound like an amendment was
created.’
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Issues

Investment policy

36

Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
auditors, independent accountants and that the Board
allow no political interference in selecting board
members, hire only experienced international
professionals not Government officials.

Legal Expert Comments

The Consultants recommend creation of an Investment The Legal Expert concurs with the
Policy Law that broadly describes all possible options in Consultants.
which the pension assets could be invested. While the
Investment Board may allow different strategies from time
to time, the broad based policy itself would be structured
with the intent that it would be lasting and not need to be
updated as market conditions change. The investment policy,
in keeping with ISSA36 guidelines, should define
investment and financing objectives, allowable investments,
limited or prohibited investments and quantitative
restrictions. Further the policy should set forth the valuation
requirement and performance analysis of investment returns.
 Investment objective should be to increase the value of
the assets of the national social security system by
investment in securities and other instruments only as to
the degree of risk that can assumed;
 Financing objectives should be permit investments in
such instruments for such duration as matches the
overall financial horizon of the investment fund while
considering current and future cashflow needs;
 Allowable investments [currently under development]
 Limited or prohibited investments [currently under

The International Social Security Association (ISSA) is a forum of social security organisations around the world similar to SSIGO, the implementing agency of the Law on Social
Insurance in Mongolia. ISSA is affiliated with the Asian Development Bank Social Protection, International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Bank Social Protection and Labour, US
Social Security Administration (US SSA), Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and others. The project team as told that the SSIGO is a member of the ISSA
but it is not clear who is the counterpart within the organisation for this membership.
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Issues

Investment
management
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Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
development]
 Quantitative restrictions [currently under development]
 Valuation requirement should require that securities are
valued daily, marked to market and that the investment
fund be valued monthly or more frequently as
determined by the Investment Board;
 Performance analysis of investment returns should be
conducted monthly or more frequently as determined by
the Investment Board.
The Investment Policy Law should empower the Investment
Board chair person to define investment strategy within the
investment policy taking into account current market
conditions, cashflow, actuarial valuation issues (if relevant)
and other current information. The law should require that
the investment policy and current investment strategy be
publicly disclosed information. The investment policy law
should mandate that the Board (not any Government
ministries) should select and utilise an independent
Custodian bank for purposes of monitoring the investment
policy, settlement of investment transactions, calculation of
investment returns, assistance in performance analysis and
recordkeeping of securities held in shares. Other entities that
the Investment Policy Law should require that the
Investment Board secure contracts with include: independent
auditor, independent accountants and independent legal
counsel.

Legal Expert Comments

The Consultants recommend that Investment Management
Functions should be defined in one of the investment laws,
or a separate law. The investment management functions
stipulate who and how the investment functions are carried
out and compliance measures and protection relative to those
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Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
functions:
 Some investment functions can be hired to licensed
investment management firms (Mongolian or nonMongolian) based on a list of countries with which the
FRC has rules of interaction with home country
regulators.
 At all times: no cash shall be transferred to such other
firms; their functions will be exclusively limited to
investment advisory services. Contracts with such
advisory firms will contain at the minimum this
requirement and further stipulate that all transactions
placed on behalf of investments for the national pension
system will be notified immediately and electronically to
the Custodian bank selected by the Investment Board for
settlement payment or receipt of securities in
safekeeping. No securities or money can be held in the
name of any person, firm or entity except the national
pension system.
 Further, all advisory service firms will be required to
maintain at least the following:
o Insurance policies protecting against losses
resulting from fraud, theft, errors, omissions
or mistakes in an amount not less than the
current dollar value of assets for which the
firms is managing investment functions for
the national pension system for any of their
employees who are involved in the account;
o Demonstrate adherence to and compliance
with their own country’s investment
transaction handling, processing and
settlement functions by providing annually a
certificate from such regulatory authority
116
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Issues

Encourage
occupational savings

37

38

Legislation



New law on
Occupational Savings

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
indicating their current status;
o Confirm at least annually the licensing
status of all employees involved in the
investment process of the national pension
system.

Legal Expert Comments

The Consultants recommend a first step to regulate
occupational savings arrangements would be to require
registering existing occupational savings schemes.
Subsequent steps would involve introducing legislation and
regulations on occupational savings schemes with the intent
to protect the contributors – employers and workers –
through introducing obligations on registrants. Such
legislation cannot be developed in isolation but requires
integration with tax and labour laws. The first stage would
comprise
o Establish a Supervisor of Occupational Savings
Schemes as part of the unified financial institution
regulator, the Financial Regulatory Commission
(FRC)37;
o Define duties and powers of such a Supervisor and
to whom it is accountable: contributors (employers
and workers), pensioners and survivors;
o Permit two types of entities to establish occupational
savings schemes: by licensed financial institutions38

Having occupational savings schemes register with a Supervisor that is part of the FRC is that these schemes will operate much like financial institution products, which means that one
entity (either the employer, the union, the financial institution) will be accumulating and investing money that belongs to another entity (the employee and pensioner). Because this
relationship is more like the relationship of a financial institution and its customers, increasingly the international standard is for a regulator like the FRC to assure oversight. In countries
where a non-financial regulator has oversight of occupational savings schemes, often the requirements are insufficient which results in employees and pensioners being cheated from
receiving their rightful money at retirement.
Licensed financial institutions should be limited to only institutions such as banks licensed by the banking regulator, investment firms licensed by the investment regulator, life insurance
companies licensed by the insurance regulator.
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Issues

39

Legislation

Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert
to allow employers to adopt the scheme rules as
created by the financial institution and not require
that the employer separately register its scheme
unless it leaves the financial institution; or by an
employer or other group such as a union that chooses
not to use a financial institution created occupational
pension scheme;
o Register rules of operation of such occupational
savings schemes, regardless of whether a financial
institution establishes a scheme or the employer or
union does so, concerning:

Occupational savings schemes can only be
operated separate from the employer or union
and the assets of the occupational savings
scheme must be maintained separately from
the assets of the employer or union,
commonly achieved by establishing a trust for
the occupational savings scheme;

Contributions and any applicable limits as a
percentage of all pensionable wages;

Who is permitted to make contributions:
employers and employees;

How to invest contributions and where the
savings scheme can be invested, e.g., bank,
investment firm, life insurance company (but
restrict against company stock for the initial
years out of concern that it will become a
financing scheme that never pays benefits);

Legal Expert Comments

IFRS is the international financial reporting and standards, a conceptual framework underlying financial reporting standards and interpretations determined by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB). The global trend is to require that occupational savings schemes and national pension systems conform to IFRS as defined by the IASB and adopted by the
International Association for Insurance Supervisors in 2006 and under the IASB Employee Benefits Working Group. For more information: www.iasb.org
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Issues

Legislation
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Consultants’ Comments to the Legal Expert

Explanation of benefits payable: as income or
lump sum or some combination on
termination of employment to a former
employee other than outstanding sums owed
to him as agreed in a contract of employment;

Reporting to the Supervisor, to the employer
and to the contributors and / or beneficiaries
and survivors; define what information is to
be reported to each group, how often and
penalties for failure to do so and that financial
accounts and disclosures of the occupational
savings schemes conform to IFRS39.
o Conditions and rules when winding up an
occupational savings scheme to ensure that all
employees who are entitled to benefits receive them
prior to the conclusion of the trust.
o Make it illegal to operate an occupational savings
scheme as defined unless it is registered with the
Supervisor.
As a second stage introduce a wide range of rules and
regulations relating to Occupational Savings Schemes.
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PART VI – PROJECT OVERVIEW
Introduction
358.

This is the Final Report for Technical Assistance (TA) 4910-MON: Strengthening the
Pension System. This Report follows two earlier Reports, the Inception Report published in
October 2007 and the Interim Report published in December 2007. The project commenced
on 23 September 2007 and concluded in May 2008.

359.

The project’s principal counterpart is Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Deputy Director General, Financial
Policy and Coordination Department, the MOF; the Executing Agency is MOF. The
Implementing Agencies are the MSWL and the SSIGO.

360.

This Report attempts to present a system that is fair and equitable, that encourages savings
and in particular extends coverage to those who are not covered by pension insurance. The
recommendations reflect what is believed to be the broad policy intent of the Government of
Mongolia.
Terms of Reference

361.

Terms of Reference are shown in Appendix I. An indication to where each of the Terms of
Reference is covered in this and other Reports is shown alongside.
Description of Project
First, second and third Missions

362.

The project team consists of six consultants, three International Consultants and three
National Consultants. The majority of Consultants’ time has been on-site in Ulaan Baatar.
Consultant
Mr. Jeremy Gadbury
Ms. Martha Kelly
Mr. Nasir Whaind
Mr. Batbayar Shilleg
Ms. Chantsalamaa
Sereeter
Mr. Ganbayar Davaa
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Title
Mission Dates
Pension System Expert, 2007: 23 September to 25 October
Team Leader
2008: 2 January to 2 February
6 April to 2 May
Fund
Management 2007: 24 September to 29 October
Expert
2008: 5 January to 4 February
8 April to 2 May
Actuarial Expert
2007: 24 September to 10 October
2008: 14 to 30 January
20 April to 25 April
Pension System Expert
On-site
Actuarial Expert
On-site
Fund
Expert

Management On-site
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TORs related Activities
363.

The following summarises aspects of various TORs related activities, indicating who
attended.
Table 22: ADB TA 4910-MON: TORs defined activities
ADB TA 4910-MON: TORs defined activities
PROST
Workshops
Training
21-24
January
October
February
Attendees
MOF
x
x
x
MSWL
x
x
x
SSIGO
x
x
x
ADB
x
International
Labour
Organisation
x
World Bank
x
x
Military
x
Parliament
x
Media
x
Financial
organisations
x
Unions
x
Employer
Groups
x
Academics
x

DFR
Debriefings

Tripartite
Meeting

Study
Tour

April

April

May

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

Workshops
364.

Workshops are part of the TORs. The workshop was in both Mongolian and English. Slides
presented and handouts distributed were also in both languages. The presenters spoke English
language but were supported by sequential translation into Mongolian.
(a) The Consultants prepared and presented 15 custom designed Workshops in Ulaan Baatar
over four days in January 2008, featuring discussions and presentations by small groups.
(b) The project team held an all day workshop on Tuesday 9 October 2007, under the title
‘Understanding Pension Systems and Their Financing’ for senior members of the
Ministry of Finance, the MSWL and the State Social Insurance General Office. Mr.
Luvsanchultem Vanjildorj, Economic Officer of the Asian Development Bank also
attended.

365.

The intentions of the workshop were to assist senior financial management of MOF, MSWL
and SSIGO understand:
(a) financial and social implications of proposed amendments to pension regulations;
(b) recognising that current and future financial deficiencies of the existing pension system is
greater than realised;
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(c) understanding concepts underlying methods of long term forecasting;
(d) the information resulting from such methods and determining adequacy of analysis for
policymaking objectives ; and
(e) operations and financing of pension systems, ways in which actuarial principles and
methodologies can assist policymakers understand the financial implication of their
proposed decisions.
366.

The Workshops from 21 to 24 January 2008 were held at the Chinggis Hotel in Ulaan Baatar.
A list of attendees is shown in Appendix XVIII. The overall theme was on developing policy
and considering adequate, affordable, robust and sustainable pension solutions for Mongolia.
The presentation materials are in Appendix XVIII. The intentions of the workshop were to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

develop thinking on pension policy,
promote discussion and understanding of the Mongolian pension system,
present preliminary findings on the cost of providing pensions,
introduce the idea of a multi pillar pension system,
consider the position of herders and self-employed in the pension system,
consider investment policy, structure and governance,
consider recordkeeping challenges,
consider public awareness programmes; and
present the Consultants’ initial views on appropriate policy.

Debriefings post delivery of Draft Final Report
367.

Following the delivery of the Draft Final Report, meetings were held with the MOF, MSWL
and SSIGO on 14 to 16 April 2008; MOF, MSWL and SSIGO comment on the DFR is shown
in Appendix XV. A meeting was also held on 22 April with the Chair of the Standing
Committee on Social Policy and four other Members of Parliament allowed for discussion on
three matters of major concern: Universal Pensions, the financial liabilities of the pension
system including Implicit Pension Debt and accumulated NDC balances, and how a pension
investment structure and policy might be structured and evolve. Media were present and there
was reasonable newspaper and television coverage, particularly on the matter of a Universal
Pension. See Appendix XVII for an example of press coverage.
Study Tours

368.

The Terms of reference include a Study Tour. Study Tours were discussed in detail in the
Interim Report. The Interim Report considered the objectives and benefits of a Study Tour.
The Consultants considered that the Mongolian pension system would benefit from a study of
the experience of a number of countries. Those suggested for different reasons were Canada,
Kosovo and Poland. After discussion with the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO a Study Tour to
Canada was arranged. A description of the Study Tour to Canada is shown in Appendix XX.
The discussion included in the Interim Report is shown in Appendix XXI.
World Bank Core Course

369.

This was held in November 2007 and was attended by a Mongolian deputation and two of the
International Consultants, Martha Kelly and Nasir Whaind. The following is taken from a
description of the Course.
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This course aims to provide top policymakers and other key stakeholders in the pension debate with
an overview of the latest concepts and frameworks about pension reform as well as a review of
lessons from recent pension reforms around the world. The program combined in-depth analysis of
pension reform issues with exercises in real-time policy-making.
Objectives
• Present and discuss the main issues involved in the Economics of Pensions, as well as the issues
involved in assessing the sustainability of current pension systems and the need for reform.
• Evaluate the main options involved in pension reform and their strengths and weaknesses.
• Learn from the experience of countries that have adopted pension reforms recently, and from
those that are in the process of adopting reforms.
• Analyse successes and failures in implementing reform.
Target Audience
• High level policymakers with responsibilities in the design and implementation of pension
reform
• High level staff of Pension administration and Supervision agencies
• Higher level and technical staff from the Social Security administration and supervision
institutions
• Key stakeholders in the pension debate
Content
• Objectives of Mandatory and Voluntary Pension Systems
• Pension systems and reforms. Laying the diagnosis and mapping out reforms.
• Projecting pension liabilities. The World Bank’s PROST model.
• Pension reform options:
− Parametric reforms;
− Funded schemes;
− Multi pillar schemes;
− National Accounts.
• Reforms for the Civil Service Pension schemes
• Institutions, governance and administration of pension systems
• Managing public pension reserves
• Coverage of pension systems. Extending the coverage through non-contributory social pensions
• Interactions between pension systems and capital markets
• Regulation and supervision of pension systems
• Tax treatment of pension contributions, funds and pay-out
• Disability and survivorship pensions
• Annuitisation of pensions
• Health benefits for the aged population
• The political economy of Pension reforms
• Case studies and examples will be presented for discussion
Speakers
The list of speakers includes recognised experts in Pensions from the World Bank as well as from
other international organisations. Academics, private consultants and policymakers from all over the
world are invited to participate as speakers.

PROST Training
370.

The TORs include actuarial analysis of current Mongolian pension system and of the reforms
proposals put forward by the Consultants. They also include the transfer of actuarial
modelling knowledge to Mongolians who are expected to carry out such analyses in future.
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371.

The Consultants considered the introduction to Mongolia of the World Bank’s PROST as the
optimal solution to achieve these objectives within the TA resources and timeframe. The
drawbacks of other options (the continued use of Patrick Wiese model or development of a
new model) and the advantages of PROST leading to this conclusion were discussed in the
Interim Report.

372.

On 8 January 2008 the MSWL wrote on behalf of the Mongolian Government to the World
Bank requesting that PROST be provided. Furthermore, assistance was requested for
developing local capacity in the use of the toolkit to support pension policymaking.

373.

The World Bank (WB) agreed to make PROST available to Mongolia and began the process
of capacity building by making available a specialist in Ulan Bator for one week (from 25-29
February 2008) of initial training. The WB expert’s availability in Mongolia and training
location were at financed by the Bank. The availability of the International Actuarial Expert
consultant to provide assistance and background knowledge (of the Mongolian pension
system and actuarial modelling in general) during the week of training was provided under
this TA in response to a request from the Mongolian Government.

374.

The Mongolian Government equipped all participants with computers for the training and
through a letter dated 15th February 2008 issued by the MSWL requested additional budget
support under this TA to finance costs of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

375.

Translation and printing of PROST manual and other related materials;
Stationary and memory media required for transfer of model and training;
Simultaneous/Sequential translation required during the week of training; and
Provision of luncheon and refreshments during training and hosting of closing dinner.

A list of participants who underwent training and were given license to use PROST in
Mongolia.
Table 23: List of participants
S.No.

Name

1

Sh. Otgonhundaga

MSWL

Population development and social security policy
and coordination department , deputy director

2

Z. Munkhzul

MSWL

Population development and social security policy
and coordination department , officer in charge of
pension reforms

3

S. Narantsatsral

MSWL

Information, Research and Evaluation Department
officer in charge of social insurance issues

4

Kh. Ragchaa

MOF

Financial policy coordination department, Deputy
director

5

Sh. Buted

SSIGO

Head of Policy Implementation and Finance
Department

6

Ts. Gantsetseg

SSIGO

Officer, Policy Coordination and Finance
Department

7

M. Gerelmaa

SSIGO

Supervision and monitoring department, inspector

8

J. Erdenechimeg

SSIGO

Supervision and monitoring department, inspector

9

J. Erdenebat

SSIGO

Officer of fund-related affairs, IT and Training
Center

10

Ts. Gan Och

SSIGO UB

Officer, registration and information
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S.No.

Name

Organisation

Position

11

A. Nyamaamaa

SSSPD

Project coordinator

12

Z. Chuluunzagd

WB

Social security unit team assistant

13

H. Batjargal

ADB: TA 4910
MON

Translator

14

H. Chantsalmaa

ADB: TA 4910
MON

Actuary consultant

15

N. Odmaa

ADB: TA 4910
MON

Accountant

16

B. Surmaa

Social security
NGO

Consultant

376.

The collaborative effort by the ADB and the WB resulted in a highly successful week of
training of PROST for the Mongolian participants. The priority and focus attached (during a
week when major annual workshops/deliberations were underway) to this initiative by the
ministries and departments of the Mongolian Government was also a factor in its success.

377.

PROST is a highly complex toolkit, as are such tools that have capability to undertake
simulation of varied systems and provide diverse assortment of results and indicators on
future outcomes. The week of training was only expected to make a start on the total training
required for future users in Mongolia to become proficient users of the toolkit. Although the
participants came with higher expectations, by the end of the week all participants agreed as
did the senior officials of their departments that further trainings programs would be essential
before they could independently use the toolkit.

378.

The WB’s PROST expert and the International Actuarial Consultant held meetings with Vice
Minister of MSWL and Chairman SSIGO at the conclusion of the training. The MOF was
represented during the whole week through participation of its high level official. All these
departments accepted that the week was successful but that it only represented a start of the
process of building local capacity and required follow up initiatives to achieve proper
conclusion.

379.

A key aspect that came out of the training was the need for adequate and appropriate
information to ensure that the PROST model produces meaning and reliable projections. The
information comprises of two main elements. First and most critical being accurate and
reliable statistics concerning the current pensioners and contributors of the pension scheme,
this is primarily the responsibility of MSWL/SSIGO. Second and also have significant impact
on PROST results are current and projected macro-economic values, this input would
primarily be responsibility of MOF. The information made available so far to the Consultants
under this TA was not wholly adequate and has accuracy concerns. The ability of the
databases being maintained by SSIGO to meet the input needs of PROST is also uncertain.
Thus, as part of the PROST training the capability of these departments to support the PROST
process through adequate and appropriate information need also to be enhanced and
improved.

380.

Another important element is the fact that the results from PROST have to be carefully used
as they are totally dependent on the information input. In case poor information on current
system is made available or inappropriate values used for future macro-economic parameters
then the results may lead to unsuitable long-term pension policy. Determining adequacy,
appropriateness and applicability of inputs for long-term projections requires developing
additional skills and capacity alongside understanding of PROST and its functionality. Thus,
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the credibility of PROST outputs will develop as quality of inputs improves and various
iterations of the model confirm earlier results and conclusions.
381.

In view of the fact that the Government of Mongolia has been actively debating and
discussing various options fro redefining long-term national pension policy, it is essential that
the process of training officials in PROST is continued on priority basis so that timely and
meaningful analyses can be made available for this purpose. This aspect was agreed to by the
senior officials. The following recommendations were verbally discussed with these officials
in this respect:
(a) The Government of Mongolia should communicate its intent to pursue the training of its
officials in PROST to the point they become proficient users and should show clear
commitment to meet this objective support with internal resource allocation (both human
resource and financial).
(b) The Government of Mongolia should agree with the WB on a schedule of training over
the next few months (which may include additional programs in Mongolia as well as in
Washington) to achieve full PROST capability so that it can support its current national
pension policy reform debate.
(c) The training of PROST should concentrate on a small team that would become the core
knowledgebase. These persons should not only be trained in PROST functionality but
their understanding of how inputs into long-term projections are determined and updated.
This team should comprise of individuals from the three key input providers and users of
PROST, i.e. MOF, MSWL and SSIGO. The team should have access to the highest
officials of these departments to ensure that effective priority is accorded to the work of
the team.
(d) The Government of Mongolia may seek assistance from WB and ADB in furthering the
development of PROST resources but this likely to only be forthcoming provided it is
able to demonstrate clear commitment and intent as described above.
(e) Issues relating PROST input, in terms of database sufficiency and accuracy, should also
be addressed in parallel with the training. It may be necessary to enhance the structure of
databases maintained or reconfirm the information captured; such actions can require
many months in some cases.
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PART VII – SPECIAL GROUP PENSIONS
Military and Related Groups Pensions
Introduction
382.

In addition to Pension Insurance under Social Insurance, there are separate pension
arrangements under the Law on Military Pensions and Benefits 1994

383.

Although referred to as Military Benefits, the same range of benefits under the Military
Benefits heading applies to all defence related employees:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Military officers,
Police,
Traffic police,
Border patrol,
Correctional services, and
Fire-fighters.

384.

These groups are not pensionable under social insurance, other than those who leave before
10 years service, see below.

385.

The liabilities of Military Pension Benefits are financed from the State Budget, not as part of
Social Insurance. However with Health Insurance being compulsory for all, military officers
make contributions to this part of Social Insurance.
Membership, Benefit Structures

386.

Membership is restricted to those groups listed above. Membership is transferable between
groups for pension purposes.

387.

For those who have 25 (for men) or 20 years service (for women) in one or more of these
groups, there is a pension benefit of 60 percent of final salary, with subsequent changes linked
to wages. Each extra year of service over 25 or 20 years as appropriate increases the benefit
by 1 percent.

388.

The maximum retirement age is 55 for men and 45 for women for all groups except for
military officers who have a graded maximum retirement age, as follows:
(a) 45 for those of lower ranks,
(b) 50 for middle ranks, and
(c) 55 for higher ranks.
Other groups -10 years but less than 20 or 25 years

389.

Those who have 10 years service but less than the qualifying 25 or 20 years will receive a
partial pension.

390.

Those who have had less than 10 years service on leaving those who have their service
recognised in the Old, Interim or Current Schemes as appropriate. However this recognition
either by years of service or by amount (for the Current Schemes) does not work
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satisfactorily, according to information received, and needs to be reviewed and organised
effectively.
391.

Compulsory one year defence service conscription is mandatory for males at age 18. There
are no first year contributions – neither from the Government-as-employer nor the conscript.
There is no recognition that a year of employment has been satisfied for purposes of meeting
the years of service requirement. After the initial year, if defence service continues, the
Government assumes an unfunded liability to pay pension benefits at retirement, invalidity or
as survivor benefits. For workers born after 1960, there are still no contributions to the NDC
system: neither Government-as-employer contributions nor contributions paid on behalf of
the worker by the Government. Thus, there are no interest rates credited and no NDC
balances at retirement from which to calculate the benefit. For those who remain in the
defence services and satisfy the retirement age and years of service requirement and
ultimately retire from defence services, a benefit is calculated and paid using the Interim
Scheme defined benefit formula but with a different factor substituted for the years of service
computation.

392.

For workers employed in defence services for more than one but less than the required years
to qualify for full benefits under defence pension policy and employed by private sector
employers for remainder of their employment, there are gaps in the factors provided to the
SSIGO in this split calculation. The worker has an NDC account balance for years in which
his private sector employer made contributions but not for the years employed in defence
services. The worker is required to satisfy one definition of retirement age and years of
service requirement for the defence portion of his employment and another set of definitions
including a prorated portion of the 180 month contribution requirement for the private sector
portion of employment. The SSIGO currently applies these rules on an ad hoc basis, some of
which require judgment calls. These gaps in pension policy relative to the defence workers
results in inconsistent interpretation of pension benefits and difficult, if not impossible,
attempts to financially project future cost to the state budget to pay pension benefits. Further,
this crosses over to labour policy as the inconsistent rules for retirement age and year of
service requirement place unintended impediments on labour mobility.

393.

The Consultants recommend that IPD costs of defence services be estimated by the Actuarial
Expert for the MOF and the MSWL to analyse and make recommendations to Parliament. An
analysis of the military / defence workers’ pension system was not part of this ADB TA and
as such the ADB did not allocate time for such an activity. Predicated on the outcome of the
cost analysis supporting the decision, the Consultants recommend that either:
(a) All defence service employees be integrated into the same Current Scheme as nondefence services workers born after 1960 along with a one-time credit for past service
similar to the concept of the initial balance of the NDC account; or
(b) Close the gaps in the current system through formal policy adoption to accommodate
workers whose employment years are split between the defence services and private
sector employers.

394.

At present there are some 14,000 pensioners in Military Pensions, of which 12,000 are retired
at prescribed retirement ages and 2,000 retired early through invalidity. These numbers are
generally included in the statistics on the Old, Interim and Current Schemes, even though they
are not members of these schemes. Some 1,200 are included in published numbers in the
Current Scheme.
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395.

Military Pension statistics are included in some statistics for the Old, Interim and Current
Schemes, e.g., the number of pensioners and amount of pension payments; although
comments received by the Consultants have indicated that there are there are no contributions
made into the Current Scheme for defence employees, the contributors database provided by
SSIGO for 2006 did reflect contributions in Military records. A total of ₮874.9 million
contributions for year 2006 were shown in the database for 4,561 Military personnel.
Old age social welfare in Mongolia

396.

A number of Social Welfare payments in Mongolia come under the MSWL and are managed
and administered by Social Welfare Agencies.

397.

The diagrammatic chart of the functions of the MSWL is shown in Appendix III. It will be
seen that Social Insurance functions separately from Social Welfare, both in management and
distribution as well as supervisory boards.

398.

A review of Old Age Social Welfare is beyond the Terms of Reference. However the
recommendations for a Universal Pension to be paid solely on the basis of age, Mongolian
nationality and Mongolian residence has implications for Social Welfare, in that beneficiaries
may receive a relatively substantial benefit from Universal Pension compared with existing
Social Welfare benefits, so that some of the latter might effectively be withdrawn and the
beneficiary would be substantially better off.

399.

As well as cost savings, a withdrawal may lead to administrative savings. In addition where
such existing benefits are subject to means testing and other confirmation, their withdrawal
would eliminate the need for means testing and ongoing verification of personal particulars
and circumstances.

400.

It may thus be appropriate to review a number of the existing monetary benefits paid to the
elderly under Social Welfare as to whether they are appropriate or relevant if the larger
Universal Pension is payable. Such a review would consider whether certain benefits could
continue to be paid or may be eliminated. Depending on the size of the Universal Pension the
beneficiary is likely to better off under a single Universal Pension payment than a number of
individual Social Welfare payments.

401.

It may be noted that some benefits under Social Welfare are payable to retirees who are below
the suggested age of 60 that would apply to those who might receive Universal Pensions. As
such these benefits would continue to be payable.
Legislation on Social Welfare

402.

Legislation on Social Welfare includes Social Security for Seniors and the Law on Social
Welfare.
Social Security for Seniors

403.

Legislation on Social Security for Seniors Article 4.1 states:
‘4.1 The Seniors shall be entitled to the following social security benefits and services:
4.1.1 Social insurance pensions and benefits;
4.1.2 Social welfare pensions;
4.1.3 Conditional cash benefits;
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4.1.4 Assistance and discounts;
4.1.5 Target nursing care services;
4.1.6 Community based social welfare services;
4.1.7 Employment promotion services; and
4.1.8 Health care services.’
404.

Under this legislation there are a number of monetary benefits that may be regarded as still
appropriate for payment if a Universal Pension was introduced given their characteristics.
Law on Social Welfare

405.

This legislation is aimed at the socially vulnerable and it is suggested that any review of this
legislation that might follow be handled with care.

406.

Article 11 includes the following:
‘11.2. The Welfare Fund has the following types:
11.2.1 Pension fund;
11.2.2 Fund for living support.

407.

Article 17 describes the types of Social Welfare Pension.
‘17.1.1 Welfare pension for the aged
17.1.2 Welfare pension for the invalid
17.1.3 Welfare pension of mother-headed household who is 45 years old/father who is 50
years old/ and has four or more children.’

408.

Social welfare pensions are only payable to those who do not receive pensions under social
insurance. It will be seen that some pensions apply based on age and some on other
circumstances.

409.

Article 18 A right to receive the social welfare pension.
‘18.1 The following citizen who has not empowered to receive pension set forth in the
legislation on social insurance has a right to get social welfare pension.
•

18.1.1 Extremely poor male who is 60 years old or more, a female who is 55 years
old or more that do not have any children or relatives to help them;

•

18.1.2 If the legal guardian is an elder or invalid and they have proved that they
were not able to assist them, or an extremely poor male who is 60 years old or
more, a female who is 55 years old or more;
A citizen who is full blind, dumb, deaf or a dwarf;

•

410.

•

18.1.4. An invalid who is not able to live independently and has lost his or her
labour capacity by 70% and more.

•

18.1.5. An extremely poor mother-headed household where the mother is 45 years
old or more or a father-headed household who is 50 years old or more and have 4
or more children 16 years old or less.’

Certain benefits that apply to the elderly and do not involve a payment may need to be
considered separately.
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PART VIII – CASE STUDIES AND EXAMPLES OF PENSION
REFORM IN OTHER COUNTRIES
411.

The request was made for examples of other countries and how their officials responded to
crises in their national pension systems. The Consultants were asked to briefly outline the
problems and steps taken to overcome such difficulties and are provide brief summaries
below. Pension reform, however, is a technical subject and covers an extensive range of
analyses and concerns. As such the Consultants caution that these are only brief summaries;
the project’s time constraints did not permit greater analyses. Not all details could be included
given these limitations. To assist in learning more about each country’s reforms, references
are included to additional reading material.
Kazakhstan
Background

412.

Kazakhstan inherited a legacy pension system similar to that of Mongolia in the years
following its independence. Other factors, primarily the demographics such as a larger
population, different aging structure and advancements in their financial market development
caused officials to consider a different reform path from Mongolia.
Problems

413.

The Government was faced with increasing liabilities of the national pension system and a
low worker to pensioner ratio. It was determined that the current PAYGO system could not be
sustained without radical reforms. Also, the Government sought to make its implicit debt
explicit.
Reform Overview

414.

Reform comprised the following:
(a) Increase the retirement age for women from 55 to 58 and for men from 60 to 62.
(b) Discontinue allowing retirement under privileged pension rules, referred to as early
pensions in Mongolia.
(c) Cease new accruals under the old national pension scheme, called the solidarity pension.
Although new accruals were discontinued, the formerly accrued rights under the
solidarity pension were retained.
(d) Create system of licensed pension fund companies called Accumulation Funds (AF) that
would be regulated by a pension fund regulator:
(i) Each worker was required to select licensed AF into which his mandatory employer
and employee contributions would be directed.
(ii) Each worker and his employer were permitted to make additional, voluntary
contributions into the AF selected by the worker.
(iii) All employers forwarded contributions to a central government office called the
State Pension Payment Center (SPPC), somewhat similar to SSIGO. The SPPC
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collects contributions, enters data to register each month which employers
contributed and on behalf of which employees.
(iv) Central collection processes contributions and forwards them to selected AF that
each worker elected. Each licensed AF establishes individual accounts for each
worker, manages the investments, issues statements annually to each worker and
performs customer service type functions.
What worked and what did not?
Public Awareness Programs

415.

The reforms were implemented with limited public debate or notice. The result was that not
all workers understood that they had to select a licensed pension fund company. In addition to
private sector licensed pension fund companies there was one licensed pension fund company
created by the State. All workers who did not designate a choice were put into this licensed
pension fund company. Many other workers were suspicious of the private sector and also
selected this fund. In the early years of the reforms, the majority of contributors and the
majority of contributions were in the State Fund. But each year, the private sector licensed
pension fund providers began to be more trusted. Today, the State Fund is one of the smallest
licensed pension fund companies as many workers have transferred their accounts to private
sector providers. Initially, workers could change between licensed pension fund companies.
Today workers can change up twice each year.

416.

The lack of clear instructions, guidelines and understanding of what would happen if
information was sent incorrectly was not communicated effectively to employers. As a result,
employers did not correctly send in correct data and money. The SCBP had more than a year
backlog of trying to correctly identify some workers’ contributions and which licensed
pension fund that the worker selected.
Reliable National Identification System

417.

There was not a correctly operating central identification number system when the
contributions first started. It was possible for two different workers in two different provinces
to have the same number. Over time, the improved national identification numbers were
instituted and most problems have been overcome. A small percentage of the contributions
from the early years remain unclear as to worker allocation. The requirement of issuing
annual statements allowed most workers to verify whether their contributions were correctly
appearing in their accounts and the majority of discrepancies were corrected each year.
Recordkeeping and Administration

418.

The licensed pension fund companies were initially not required to demonstrate that they had
in place a fully operational recordkeeping system and there initially few rules related to who
could start a licensed pension fund company. Overtime, the regulator became stronger and the
market of licensed pension companies consolidated – at the high point there were almost 20
licensed pension funds and today there are fewer than 10. Those that remain in the market are
stronger, better capitalized, better managed and operated. Several licensed pension fund
companies were bought by stronger ones. The consolidation did not result in any worker
losing his account. The regulator is credited with making sure that this did not happen as well
as the other licensed pension fund companies.
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Fees and Expenses

419.

The regulator initially placed a limit on the total amount of fees that a licensed pension fund
company could charge, consequentially all licensed pension fund companies immediately
charged this maximum. The limit on fees did not create a competitive environment that was
expected to have created lower fees. There was little information provided about fees that
were charged and as such very few workers compared fees or made decisions based on the
fees charged.
Lack of suitable investments

420.

There were very few suitable securities (shares of registered companies traded on the stock
exchange or corporate bonds) for the licensed pension fund companies to invest the pension
contributions. Contributions were primarily invested in Government bonds. Over time the
investment policy was broadened and today all licensed pension fund companies invest in
both domestic securities as well as securities issued in international markets.
Multi Pillar System

421.

The solidarity pension pays the largest share of pension benefits to the retired worker in the
form of a lifetime guaranteed pension. Each new year workers who retire will collect a
smaller benefit based on fewer accrued years under the solidarity pension; the cohorts of the
system receive a benefit smaller than those who retired the year before. It is estimated that the
PAYGO will stop paying benefits by 2043. Each new retiree also collects a payment from his
AF. Initially the balances of the AF were not substantial enough to pay monthly benefits and
it is only now that the Government has considered mandating structured withdrawal payments
from the AF for those retirees whose account balances are high enough. Until now most
retirees withdrew in a single sum the full value of their account at retirement as the balances
were not significant. Each year new retirees receive less from the PAYGO the assumption
was that they would receive more from the balance of their AF. As it was seen that the AF
balances are not substantial enough at retirement to offset the reduced PAYGO benefit, the
Government introduced in 2005 a Universal Pension to fill some of this gap.
Universal Pension

422.

A universal pension was introduced in 2005, an amount equal to 40 percent of subsistence
level and is scheduled to be adjusted annually to increase to 75 percent of subsistence in the
future. The Universal Pension is paid to all resident Kazakh citizens reaching retirement age.
Without the introduction of the Universal Pension it was estimated that new cohort retirees
would receive combined benefits at less than half of the system’s cohorts from just 10 years
ago as a percentage of final wages.
More information

423.

The Kazakhstan Pension Reforms started in 1998. Read a comprehensive analysis of the
problems of the national pension system of Kazakhstan and solutions created under the
continuing pension reforms,
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/SOCIALPROTECTION/Resources/SP-Discussionpapers/Pensions-DP/0537.pdf
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Poland
Background
424.

The Polish pension system also shared similarities with the Mongolian system in that Poland
also inherited its legacy system that had been influenced by the system of former Soviet
countries and satellite countries. Poland was burdened with a national pension system with a
high contribution rate, paid benefits based on the PAYGO principles, had a high percentage
of retirees collecting benefits based on privileged pension rights and were increasingly relying
on state budget transfers to make annual benefit payments. The system’s financial
sustainability was further stressed with the impact caused by increasing life expectancies and
a lower fertility rate in that fewer women were having fewer children. The projections of
future pensioners indicated that the growth benefits recipients would increase from 7 million
in 2000 to almost 15 million pensioners in 2050.
Multi Pillar System

425.

The introduction of reforms was based on two pillars of mandated systems:
(a) Notional defined contribution accounts which would continue to be managed by the
Government and that followed a PAYGO principle in that contributions were used to pay
benefits; and
(b) Open Pension Funds, which would be managed by sole purpose financial institutions
established by the private sector as funded individual accounts.

426.

And a third pillar that is a voluntary pension system also funded individual accounts that are
privately managed and invested.

427.

Mandatory contributions are divided between the mandatory NDC and funded components.
Each worker has two individual mandatory accounts.
(a) Workers born in 1949 or later have their contributions automatically divided 5/8 into the
mandatory individual NDC account and 3/8 into the mandatory individual funded defined
contribution accounts.
(b) Workers born between 1949 and 1968 can divide their contributions between the
mandatory individual NDC account and the mandatory funded privately managed
individual accounts – it is the contributor’s choice in this age group.
(c) Workers who were born before 1949 stayed in the old system. Similar to the decision
taken in Mongolia for workers born before 1960 and who continued to be paid or accrued
benefits in the defined benefit system, Poland also recognized that employees born before
a certain age would not have enough years in the new system to develop an adequate
benefit.

428.

Pension rights were calculated for time participated in the old system and credited to the
account of the individual, referred to as ‘start up capital’.

429.

The retirement ages were raised to women age 60 and men age 65, although the Government
was not as successful in eliminating all privileged pensions to certain groups: miners,
steelworkers and others in hazardous working conditions but also school teachers, doctors and
nurses. Rules were created for workers in the privileged pension category to provide a method
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to ease the transition for those close to retirement in these categories. Such workers would not
have had enough time to build adequate account values prior to retirement due to health
problems caused by working in hazardous conditions.
Financing the Transition Cost
430.

The cost of financing the transition to the second pillar was generated from proceeds from
privatization of formerly state-owned assets.
Goals of Reforms

431.

Reduce the IPD, reduce the state budget transfers and create an environment of personal
responsibility so that workers would understand how much they would have at retirement and
be able to change that outcome if it was decided not to be enough by increasing voluntary
contributions on their own or through their employer.
What worked and what did not?
Lack of suitable investments

432.

The Polish markets, similar to the situation in Mongolia and Kazakhstan, initially lacked
suitable investments into which the mandatory funded schemes and the voluntary funded
schemes could invest. Unlike in Mongolia the Polish reforms were better coordinated to
expand from NDC to the addition of the funded defined contribution after advancements were
made in the growth of the financial markets. Poland has a higher track record of foreign direct
investment and regulatory support to attract financial competitors which has resulted in more
deeply developed financial markets than Kazakhstan or Mongolia. The enabling conditions of
the financial markets in Poland are stronger than in Mongolia.
Public Awareness Campaign

433.

The Government of Poland is well regarded for planning and implementing a comprehensive
and well funded public awareness campaign for its pension reforms. Indeed it is a model for
many other countries to follow. From the plan to have a name for the reform: Security
through Diversity, to developing and implementing a comprehensive awareness campaign,
Poland provides lessons to be learned. A senior official (former World Bank official) was
charged with managing the reform implementation plan, communicating and ensuring that the
public awareness campaign was being implemented, results were regularly measured and
tactics and steps were changed and enhanced as needed. The public awareness campaign
identified multiple target groups and customized messages to the different groups’ needs:
employers, unions, workers, financial institutions, financial press and other media,
academicians. An open, broad based dialogue on many strategic issues were repeatedly
addressed with the unions and media, smaller focused technical discussions and briefing
papers were developed and officials related to the reforms routinely met with and focused on
educating the financial press. The use of study tours to other countries was employed as a
means to educate officials and was also used to educate the media. Polish officials organized
a study tour program for members of the media to go to Latin America and learn about –
eventually to write about – the reforms of Latin America and how they might be used in
Poland. The campaign was well developed and managed – one key success factor being early
support from the strong labour unions.
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Recordkeeping and administrative

434.

Despite its success in the public awareness campaign the Polish reforms, like so many other
countries, encountered administrative and recordkeeping problems which slowed the reforms,
increased the overall cost of implementation and added a layer of credibility problems to
overcome. Eventually these problems were sorted out and public confidence in their system
was returned in part due to workers receiving individual account statements on which they
could validate had correct information.
More information

435.

The Poland Pension Reforms started in 1999. Read a comprehensive review and analysis of
the Poland Pension Reforms and its continuing reforms.
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPENSIONS/Resources/3954431139338370854/Pension_ch16.pdf
Canada
Background

436.

The Government of Canada is regarded as offering its citizens one of the best examples of
old-age income security programs. It is often cited by the Asian Development Bank, World
Bank and the OECD as providing comprehensive benefits and an innovative approach to
investment governance and investment management.

437.

In consideration of the difference of many of the enabling conditions of the labour markets,
financial markets and years of development, this case study is focused on the strength of the
investment arrangements.
Current System Benefits Multi Pillar System
Universal Pension

438.

A minimal level benefit is provided to Canadian citizens over the age of 65 (previously was
age 70 but lowered in 1965), regardless of whether they currently reside in Canada or abroad,
providing they can demonstrate that they lived in Canada for at least 20 years. The benefit is
financed exclusively from state budget revenues and is not dependent on contributions or
years in the labour force. It is means tested, however, and reduced for citizens whose income
exceeds a specific level, adjusted periodically. The benefit amount is indexed to the
Consumer Price Index (not wage indexed).
More information on the Universal Pension benefit can be obtained at:
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/en/isp/oas/oastoc.shtml
Canada Pension Plan

439.

The primary source of pension income is a contributory, wage-related social insurance
program that provides income to workers and their families against the loss of income due to
retirement, disability or death. The benefit is financed exclusively from contributions and
their earnings and is not dependent on state budget transfers. The employer and worker each
contribute half and the range is between approximately 4 to 10 percent (combined
contribution total). Contributions are a function of wage levels with a minimum contribution
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for all workers of CAN $3500. The maximum contribution is set annually. Benefits paid are
for old-age, invalidity and survivor in the event of pre-retirement death. The system is
finically sustainable and according to reports issued by its office of the chief actuary has a
substantial and growing reserve fund.
More information on policies of the Canada Pension Plan can be obtained at:
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/
Voluntary Pensions

440.

There are a variety of voluntary schemes established by private employers for their employees
that are closely supervised and regulated to ensure that benefits will be paid and that pension
promises made are kept.
Investment Governance

441.

The subject of this Project’s study tour, the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board, has
created an environment in which the investment management functions are separate from the
development of pension policy and pension recordkeeping, administration and delivery. This
separation allows the investment functions to be the sole purpose of the Investment Board and
acts to shield the investment decisions from political influence or interference, which studies
show can result in lower returns, fraud, errors or mistakes. A common understanding in
pension investments is that a transparent process and strong governance have a great
influence on investment returns.

442.

The Investment Board oversees the investment policy, monitors and approves the investment
strategy, determines acceptable levels of investment risk. The activities of the Investment
Board are conducted by a team of internal and external experienced licensed investment
managers. All information of the Investment Board is made public, including:
(a) Investment policy, limitations on investments, acceptable risk levels and current
investment strategy.
(b) Investment holdings.
(c) Actual investment performance and actual risk levels assumed.

443.

This information is provided and updated monthly on a website and is communicated in
meetings conducted every two years in public meetings held in each province by senior
officials of the Investment Board.

444.

The Investment Board uses a global custodian to carry out safekeeping, settlement,
compliance and other functions such as:
(a) Holds securities (the underlying investments) in safekeeping and segregated from other
assets of Government.
(b) Accounts for settlement of trades (buy, sell transactions) and transfer of money to
purchase or redeem trades.
(c) Acts as compliance comparing actual investments to approved investment policy and
investment strategy.
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(d) Ensures dividend or interest payments from investments are correctly paid and credited.
(e) Determines daily position of: cash, portfolio holdings, risk assessment, changes from
previous day’s positions.
(f) Calculates investment return / performance measurement.
445.

The structure of the Investment Board also provides additional assurance against political
interference in the investment of pension assets. Specifically, the Investment Board is not
subject to political influence as its members are not Government officials, they are licensed
investment professionals. The Board members are selected based on their investment
experience and not selected because they hold other Government office. Some lessons learned
from the Board structure include:
(a) Smaller Boards can be more effective than larger boards.
(b) Board members are accountable for their actions and voting history and can be removed
for improper actions but cannot be removed for political reasons.
(c) Board members must disclose all their financial activities and are prohibited from
benefiting personally on any investment decisions made related to the Investment Board.
(d) Board members are selected by provincial governors who prepare a list of multiple
names, final decisions are taken by the Prime Minister’s office.
More information

446.

More information on the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board and its Investment Policy
can be obtained at http://www.cppib.ca/
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

The following gives the Terms of Reference and shows where in this Report analysis and comment is
provided.
Technical Assistance 4910-MON: Mongolia Strengthening the Pension System
Section A
Impact and Outcome
See :Recommendations
Part IV

An adequate, affordable, self-sustaining, and operationally effective
restructured pension system will be the expected impact of the TA. The
outcome will be the adoption by the Government of the proposed
recommendations on pension reforms.
Section B Methodology and Key Activities

See :Recommendations
Part IV

See :Recommendations
Part IV

The TA will review the current pension policies and practices and
existing plans for pension reforms, identify merits and shortcomings of
the current system and existing plans, and recommend a strategy for
further pension reforms. Key activities will include:
(i)
reviewing current policies and practices on pension
contributions and benefit payments and operations of the pension
system;

See Part III

(ii)
reviewing the progress of pilot programs to extend the
coverage to the self- employed and herders;

See :Recommendations

(iii)
assessing the affordability to existing and potential contributors
of pension premiums and necessary amounts for meeting the basic
needs of retirees;

Part IV
See :Recommendations
Part IV, Appendix IX

(iv)
reviewing MSWL's plans for pension reforms reflected in the
draft law from the viewpoint of adequacy, affordability, selfsustainability, and operational efficiency;

See Part V

(v)
reviewing enforcement measures for collection and
SSIGO's practices and institutional capacities in premiums collection
and personal account management;

Part of research

(vi)
reviewing experiences in other countries in moving from a payas-you-go system to a notional defined contribution system, and in the
development of a three-pillar pension system in selected other countries
to extract lessons and identify models;

See Part VIII

See :Recommendations
Part IV
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the private sector, (c) further expand coverage of the pension system,
and (d) improve operational efficiencies and effectiveness;
See :Recommendations

(viii) assessing the impacts, both positive and negative, of the
pension reforms on vulnerable people;

Part IV
See :Recommendations

(ix)
and

proposing a road map to develop a three-pillar pension system;

Part IV
See Executive Summary
Additional ADB
Assistance

(x)
identifying further needed external assistance to implement the
strategy to further reform the pension system.

See
:Recommendations The TA will also review the potential of financial products as
Part IV
investment tools and provide guidance on the investment and
management of pension funds. Key activities will include:
See
:Recommendations (xi)
assessing current market conditions and the potential for the
Part IV
development of markets of various financial products;
See
:Recommendations (xii)
reviewing legal and regulatory environment and other
Part IV, Part V
infrastructure for the above financial products and identifying
impediments to the development of these financial products;
See
:Recommendations (xiii) reviewing capacities of staffs and institutions in charge of
Part IV
managing pension funds and other state funds, and of the private sector;
and
See
:Recommendations (xiv) recommending policies and guidelines on investment and
Part IV
portfolio management for restructured pension funds.
See Part V

The TA will provide legal assistance to implement the recommended
pension reforms and to facilitate the investment and management
activities of the pension fund. Key activities will include, but will not be
limited to:

See Part V

(xv) reviewing existing legislation and regulations governing
pension policies and operations and MSWL's draft amendments to the
laws;

See Part V

(xvi) reviewing legislation and regulations that may affect the
pension fund's operations and investment activities after restructuring;
and

See Part V

(xvii) drafting legal amendments to implement the further reform
strategy and facilitate the investment activities of the pension fund.

See Parts III

The TA will also support activities to increase public awareness of the
benefits of the pension system and the importance of pension reforms.
Workshops and conferences will be organized to disseminate the
project's findings and recommendations and lessons from the
experience in other countries to various stakeholders and invite
comments from them. The TA will also conduct training activities for
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operational staff on measures to improve efficiency, for fund
management staff of the pension fund and other institutional investors
on investment policies and portfolio management, and for actuarial
practitioners on actuarial calculation. A short-term study tour for key
government officials will be organized to learn from the experience in
pension reforms in another country, which can be a model for
Mongolia’s pension reforms.
Section C
1.
Pension System Expert/Team Leader (international, 5
person-months)
As the team leader, the consultant will be responsible for overall
management and implementation of the project, timely delivery of
interim and final reports, management of other consultants, and
recruitment and management of resource persons for various technical
tasks. As pension system expert, the consultant will be responsible for
the tasks related to pension schemes and policies, and organizational
structures and operations of pension funds. The consultant must have
sufficient knowledge and practical experience (over 10 years) in
pension systems and pension operations and also have knowledge in
moving from a pay-as-you-go system to a notional defined contribution
system. Experience in working in Mongolia and sufficient knowledge
of its pension system are desirable. Specifically, the consultant will do
the following tasks:
See Part II
Appendix III

(i) Review the policies on pension contributions and benefit
payments for the public and the private sectors (private sector
employees, self-employed, and herders), including contribution rates,
formula to determine benefit payments, and conditions to be eligible to
receive pension benefits; and identify issues that need to be addressed
in further pension reforms.

See Part III

(ii) Review the progress of pilot programs to extend the coverage to
the self-employed and herders, learn lessons from the pilot activities,
and identify issues that need to be addressed in further pension reforms

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(iii) Review the plans of the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
(MSWL) and other Government agencies for pension reforms to be
reflected in the draft law to increase the collection rate, expand the
coverage of the pension system, raise the retirement age, and allow the
pension fund to invest in financial tools from the viewpoint of
adequacy, affordability, financial sustainability, and operational
efficiency; and identify issues that need to be addressed in further
pension reforms.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(iv)
Review the enforcement measures to ensure compulsory
contributions, and the current system, practices and institutional
capacities of the State Social Insurance General Office (SSIGO) in
contribution, account and disbursement management (issues such as
funds collection, data reconciliation, funds remittance, individual
account management, administrative framework for benefit calculation
and disbursement, relationship between SSIGO head office and local
offices, etc.); and identify issues that need to be addressed in further
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pension reforms.
Part of Research
Part VIII

(v) Review the process of transition from a pay-as-you-go pension
system to a notional defined contribution pension system in
comparable countries and extract lessons useful for further pension
reforms in Mongolia.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(vi) Based on the above reviews and reviews by other experts and in
consultation with other
experts, draft a strategy for further
pension reforms. Include measures to (a) improve financial
sustainability of the pension system while taking into account its
affordability to pension contributors and pensioners, (b) further
increase the collection ratio in the private sector, (c) further expand
the coverage of the pension system, (d) effectively invest the fund in
both domestic and foreign financial markets, and (e) improve
operational efficiencies and effectiveness.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV Appendix IX

(vii) Assess the impacts of recommended further pension reforms on
beneficiaries, especially the benefits and negative impacts, if any, on
vulnerable people.

Part III, Workshops

(viii) Examine the effectiveness of previous activities for increasing
public awareness, design and conduct programs to increase public
awareness of the scheme, requirements, and benefits of the pension
system, and recommend further measures to increase public
awareness.

Part VI

(ix) Conduct workshops to disseminate the findings and
recommendations, and experience of pension reforms in comparable
countries to various stakeholders, parliament members, and the mass
media; and invite comments.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(x) Finalize the strategy for further pension reforms by
incorporating the comments gathered at the workshops.
2.

Fund Management Expert (international, 4 person-months)

The consultant should take the lead in the tasks related to the
investment policies of pension funds and a review of the capital
markets. The consultant must have practical experience (over 5 years)
in fund management in pension systems and sufficient knowledge
about capital markets.
Experience in working in Mongolia and sufficient knowledge of its
capital markets are desirable.
Specifically, the consultant will do the following tasks:
See
:Recommendations
Part IV
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Review the current situation and the potential of financial
markets (and impediments to their development) where the pension
fund may be invested. Investments may be made in, among others,
government bonds, asset-backed (especially mortgage-backed)
securities, corporate bonds, corporate equities, and shares of
investment funds.
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See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(ii) Review the infrastructure for capital market development
including but not limited to rating agencies, clearing and settlement
facilities, and credit enhancement mechanisms.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(iii) Review the current governance and accountability framework
for reserve management and identify areas that need reforms or
strengthening.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(iv) Assess the capacities of fund managers in state funds and the
private sector and capacities of the agencies supervising the activities
of fund managers, and identify areas that need strengthening.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(v) In cooperation with the legal expert, analyze the various options
regarding investment vehicles and identify the optimal vehicle for the
pension fund.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(vi) Draft investment policies and guidelines for the pension fund,
taking into account an analysis of fiscal and public debt dimension.

See
:Recommendations
Part IV

(vii) Design and conduct a series of training seminars on investment
policies and portfolio management for the pension fund, other state
funds, and institutional investors.
3.

Actuarial Expert (international, 1.5 person-months)

The consultant will take the lead in the tasks related to actuarial
exercise. The consultant must be a certified actuary with practical
experience (over 10 years) in actuarial exercise in pension funds.
Experience in participating in the process of transition from a pay-asyou-go pension system to a notional defined contribution pension
system and in working in Mongolia will be an advantage.
Specifically, the consultant will do the following tasks:
Parts I and II

(i)
Assist the pension system expert in reviewing the current
pension system by undertaking actuarial projections of both the
existing schemes (old scheme for pre-1960 cohorts and new scheme
for post-1960 cohorts) and reform scenarios (e.g., increasing
retirement age, inflation indexation, revising benefit formulas).

Parts I and II

(ii) Assist the pension system expert in formulating a strategy for
further pension reforms by providing inputs on actuarial calculation.

Parts I and II

(iii) Design and conduct a series of training programs in actuarial
calculation for actuarial practitioners (including those who are
expected to work as practitioners in the near future) in pension funds
and other institutional investors.
4.

Pension System Expert (national, 7 person-months)

A national pension system expert with in-depth country and sector
knowledge and good contact with the Government will be recruited to
assist the international pension system expert. The national expert
ISC
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will do the following tasks:
Parts I, II, III, IV, VI

(i)
Help the international pension system expert quickly become
familiar with his/her tasks in reviewing the existing system and
policies by translating various documents into English and
researching and compiling statistics and government policies and
procedures.

Parts I, II, III, IV, VI

(ii) Advise the international pension system expert on the local
situation and various constraints to ensure that the proposed measures
and policies are suitable for the domestic situation.

Parts VI

(iii) Assist the international expert in preparing, organizing, and
conducting workshops.
5.

Fund Management Expert (national, 6 person-months)

A national fund management expert with in-depth country and sector
knowledge and good contact with the Government will be recruited to
assist the international fund management expert. The national
consultant will do the following tasks:
Parts I, II, III, IV, VI

(i) Help the international fund management expert quickly become
familiar with his/her tasks in assessing capital market development
and infrastructure by translating various documents into English and
researching and compiling statistics and government policies,
regulations, and procedures.

Parts I, II, III, IV, VI

(ii) Advise the international expert on the local situation and
various constraints to ensure that the proposed investment and
portfolio management policies and guidelines are suitable for the
domestic situation.

Parts I, II, III, IV, VI

(iii) Assist the international expert in preparing, organizing, and
conducting training activities.
6.

Actuarial Expert (national, 3 person-months)

A national actuarial expert with in-depth country and sector
knowledge, practical experience in actuarial calculation, and good
contact with the Government will be recruited to assist the
international actuarial expert. The national consultant will do the
following tasks:
Parts I, II, III

(i) Help the international actuarial expert quickly become familiar
with his/her tasks in reviewing the capacities of actuarial practitioners
by translating various documents into English and researching and
compiling government policies, regulations, and procedures.

Parts I, II, III

(ii) Assist the international expert in conducting actuarial
calculation.

Parts I, II, VI

(iii) Assist the international expert in preparing, organizing, and
conducting training activities.
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Section D
Reporting Requirements
The consultants will submit the following reports in both English and
Mongolian:
Delivered on schedule

(i) an inception report summarizing the initial findings of the
consultants and detailed work plans for each consultant within 3
weeks after the technical assistance (TA) starts;

Delivered on schedule

(ii) an interim report summarizing the result of reviews of the
current pension systems, pilot programs for expanding coverage,
assessment of capital markets and investment opportunities, relevant
laws and regulations within 16 weeks after the TA starts;

Delivered on schedule

(iii) a draft final report six months after the TA starts; and
(iv) a final report after incorporating the comments of the Ministry
of Finance and the Asian Development Bank and comments received
at the workshops from other stakeholders

Delivered on schedule
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APPENDIX II: SELECTED DEMOGRAPHICS IN
MONGOLIA
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SELECTED DEMOGRAPHICS IN MONGOLIA
Mongolia has one of the smaller populations in Continental Asia with a land mass some three
times the size of France. Three sources of population numbers are available on Mongolia,
those from the National Statistical Office of Mongolia, the United Nations and the US Census
Bureau. The most recent population numbers in thousands are as follows:
National Statistical Office

2,594.8

end 2006

United Nations

2,629.0

2003

U.S. Census Bureau

2,951.8

mid 2007

The Mongolian Statistical Yearbook for 2006 shows the following urban and rural division,
illustrating over a fairly short period the relative decline in the rural population.
Population in thousands: end of the year

Ulaan Baatar
Other Urban
Total Urban
Rural
Total
Population

2003
893.4
36%
570.8
23%
1,464.2 58%
1,039.8 42%

2004
928.5
37%
569.7
22%
1,498.2 59%
1,034.9 41%

2005
965.3
38%
578.0
23%
1,543.3 60%
1,019.1 40%

2006
994.3
38%
585.0
23%
1,579.3 61%
1,015.3 39%

2,504.0

2,533.1

2,562.4

2,594.6

100%

100%

100%

100%

4 yr
change
11.3%
2.5%
7.9%
-2.4%
3.6%

Source: Mongolian Statistical Yearbook 2006 and derived figures

The following shows the population by age groups and sex, the ages 55 and 60 chosen
because of the different retirement dates for men and women.
Population in thousands by age groups and sex: end of the year
2003
2006
Men
Women
Total
Men
Women
0-19
557.0
553.3
1,110.3
586.6
523.7
20-55
595.8
602.2
1,198.0
575.3
679.4
20-60
624.2
632.0
1,256.2
608.1
715.5
55 and up
89.5
106.2
195.7
103.4
126.4
60 and up
61.1
76.4
137.5
70.6
90.3
Total
1,242.3
1,261.7
2,504.0
1,265.3
1,329.5
Population by percentage of total by age groups and sex: end of the
year
2003
2006
Men
Women
Total
Men
Women
0-19
22.2%
22.1%
44.3%
22.6%
20.2%
20-55
23.8%
24.0%
47.8%
22.2%
26.2%
20-60
24.9%
25.2%
50.2%
23.4%
27.6%
55 and up
3.6%
4.2%
7.8%
4.0%
4.9%
60 and up
2.4%
3.1%
5.5%
2.7%
3.5%
Total
49.6%
50.4%
100%
48.8%
51.2%
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The U.S. Census Bureau gives the following population pyramid for 2008, showing a
generally young population.

Population Projections
Population projections are not available from the national Statistical Office. The U.S. Census
Bureau and United Nations project very different populations in the coming years, as follows
Population projections
US Census
Bureau
2025
2050

3,725,352
4,340,496

United
Nations
3,112,000
3,388,000

The U.S. Census Bureau’s population estimates are higher than other sources. Their
projections of future population can nevertheless be used as guide. The following shows how
the number of elderly is expected to grow and the population distribution gradually change
over time. Those over 65 were 4% of the total population in 2000, will be 6% by 2025 and
16% by 2050.
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The U.S. Census bureau make the following estimates over the immediate term.
Population based on age
Total
Men

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2025
2030

3,086,918
3,133,318
3,179,997
3,226,516
3,272,555
3,318,100
3,363,204
3,407,696
3,451,325
3,493,946
3,535,432
3,725,352
3,889,553
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Women

Women

Total

60 plus

55 plus

60 plus

60 plus

60 plus
% of
population

80,440
82,582
85,165
88,296
92,055
96,458
101,509
107,251
113,711
120,896
128,841
174,168
220,926

144,062
150,726
158,258
166,716
176,120
186,514
197,815
209,757
221,993
234,264
246,469
309,309
379,386

99,216
102,049
105,395
109,362
114,054
119,487
125,660
132,635
140,465
149,169
158,788
213,964
270,890

179,656
184,631
190,560
197,658
206,109
215,945
227,169
239,886
254,176
270,065
287,629
388,132
491,816

5.8%
5.9%
6.0%
6.1%
6.3%
6.5%
6.8%
7.0%
7.4%
7.7%
8.1%
10.4%
12.6%
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Life expectancy
The National Statistical Office publishes life expectancy nationally at the end of each year,
the most recent figures showing a steady improvement.
Life expectancy at birth in years
2003
2000
2005
2006
60.7
61.6
62.1
62.6
66.5
67.8
68.6
69.4

Male
Female

They also publish figures at birth by region, without differentiating between sexes. 2006
figures showed an average life expectancy of 65.85 years across the country with Ulaan
Baatar slightly higher than the average at 66.34. Whilst rural areas were often lower, the range
was limited; however Dornod in the east and Khovsgol in Khanngai were notable exceptions,
with life expectancy at below 62 years. The highest number was 68.22 in Dundgovi in the
Central Region.
The following table was received from MSWL on 18 March 2008, specifying life expectancy
from the National Statistics Office and shown below which details life expectancy of 60-yearold male and 55-year-old female citizens, consistent with the table above for end 2006.
Life expectancy at different ages

Age
0
1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70+
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Both
sexes
65.85
67.1
63.87
59.02
54.15
49.35
44.7
40.19
35.77
31.49
27.41
23.56
19.98
16.57
13.77
11.45

Male
62.59
64.49
61.22
56.38
51.53
46.79
42.24
37.87
33.63
29.57
25.77
22.21
18.94
15.82
13.45
11.72

4

Female
69.38
70.91
67.58
62.73
57.83
52.98
48.24
43.56
38.95
34.45
30.11
25.98
22.13
18.51
15.6
13.29
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APPENDIX III
SUMMARY OF MONGOLIAN PENSION SYSTEM
The Mongolian social insurance laws follow a three tier structure with a basic statute, a number of
implementing regulations and various official notifications made from time-to-time by
institutions\bodies authorised under the statute and regulations.
The basic statute is the Law of Mongolia on Social Insurance issued on 14 May, 1994 which has been
subsequently amended from time-to-time. The implementing regulations are:
1. Law on Pensions and Benefits Provided by the Fund of Social Insurance issued on 7 June,
1994 and as amended from time-to-time;
2. Health Insurance Law issued 8 July, 1993 and as amended from time-to-time;
3. Law on Benefits Provided by the Fund of Social Insurance Against Employment Injury and
Occupational Disease issued 7 June, 1994 and as amended from time-to-time;
4. Law on Unemployment Benefit Provided by the Fund of Social Insurance issued on 9 June,
1994 and as amended from time-to-time;
5. Law on Individual Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts issued 10 June, 1999 and as
amended from time-to-time.
With respect to pension related regulatory environment, the basic statute has to be read in conjunction
with the implementing regulations listed as 1 and 5 above.
There may be some overlap in respect of regulations listed as 1 and 3 above, detailed review of these
regulations will be made to clarify this perception and the findings will be discussed in later reports
produced under the TA.
LAW OF MONGOLIA ON SOCIAL INSURANCE
The basic statute lays out the foundations of the social insurance program, establishes the
implementing agency and defines the role of the agency as well describing the authorities and the
agency or department responsible.
Article 3 of the statute defines the types of programs that make up the social insurance initiative and
these are:
1. pension insurance;
2. benefit insurance;
3. health insurance;
4. industrial accident and occupational sickness insurance;
5. unemployment insurance.
Article 4 describes those members of the labour that are covered on compulsory basis and states that
employees not included in this group may opt to participate on a voluntary basis. The groups that are
to be covered on compulsory basis are:
1. Government workers; and
2. Individuals employed in regular employment under labour contracts.
Those who may participate include the self employed, herdsmen, others in seasonal or short-term
employments.
ISC
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This article is not fully clear in regards to definition of those covered on compulsory basis, which may
be due to translation rather than actual law provisions. The ADB has told the Consultants that it would
be supported by an international legal expert who may be able to clarify the understanding between
those covered on compulsory basis and those who participate by voluntary choice.
Article 9 outlines the establishment of five independent monetary funds that will provide the finances
for the five programs described above. Articles 10 and 11 state the items that would make up the
income and outgo items of these funds and these can be summarised as follows:
Insurance Fund Type
1. Pension Insurance
2. Benefit Insurance
3. Health Insurance
4. Industrial Accident and
Occupational Disease
Insurance
5. Unemployment Insurance

Incomes
Premiums paid by insured
& employers;
Bank interest on surplus
monies;
Employer paid penalties on
late contribution of
premiums;
State budget allocations
Other sources

Outgoes
Paying pensions &
benefits;
Financing cost of social
insurance activity;
Financing other payments
& costs provided by law

The fact that these are expected to operate as independent funds is strengthened by prohibiting
transfers from one fund to another.
Article 15 indicates the rates of contribution that are to be made to each of these funds except for
Health Insurance and is summarised as follows:

Insurance Fund Type
1. Pension Insurance
2. Benefit Insurance
4. Industrial Accident and
Occupational Disease
Insurance
5. Unemployment Insurance
Total above funds
3. Health Insurance1
TOTAL ALL FUNDS

Premium Amount (as a percentage)
Employer
Employee
TOTAL
13.5
5.5
19.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0, 2.0 & 3.0

Nil

1.0, 2.0 & 3.0

0.5
16.0 – 18.0
3.0
19.0 – 21.0

0.5
7.0
3.0
10.0

1.0
23.0 – 25.0
6.0
29.0 – 31.0

Article 15 further states, the minimum contribution (premium) rates payable by voluntary participants
to be as follows:
Premium Amount
(as a percentage of minimum
wage declared by Government)
9.5
1.0

Insurance Fund Type
1. Pension Insurance
2. Benefit Insurance
4. Industrial
Accident
and
Occupational Disease Insurance
Total above funds
3. Health Insurance
TOTAL ALL FUNDS

1.0
11.5
6.0
17.5

On 17 June, 1999 a new Article 30 was added stating for those insured that were born on or after 1
January, 1960 would have an individual account under the Pension Insurance fund. The rules and
regulations concerning these accounts would be stipulated through separate implementing regulations.
1

See Article 8 of Health Insurance Law issued 8 July, 1993.
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Article 31 provides for social insurance premiums being the source for financing social insurance
activity. However, the Government may determine the standards to be followed in this respect.
LAW ON PENSIONS AND BENEFITS PROVIDED BY THE FUND OF SOCIAL
INSURANCE
A review of this regulation with respect to working of the Pension Insurance fund was undertaken.
The benefits payable from the Pension Insurance fund are stated in Article 2.1 and are:
1. Retirement pension;
2. Invalidity pension;
3. Survivor’s pension.
With the introduction of the Law on Social Insurance and the implementation regulation of Law on
Pensions and Benefits Provided by the Fund of Social Insurance, the provision of pension became
contributory whereas prior to this law it was non-contributory2.
After 1995 pension benefits became linked to the period for which contributions were received by
SSIGO. It is understood that transition provisions allow for service rendered prior to 1995 to be
counted as if contributions had been received. Article 3 of the regulation also provides additional
situations where periods can be counted towards period of contribution.
The basic eligibility and pension amount calculation for a “retirement pension” can be summarised as
(see Articles 4, 4.1 and 5):
Table shows Eligibility & Benefit Formula for Retirement Pension:
Parameter
Minimum Age for Full Pension
Minimum Years of Contribution for full
pension
Rate of Full Benefit for 20 Years of
Contribution
Rate of Full Benefits if Contribution
Years exceeds 20 years
Rate of Reduced Benefits for
Contributions Between 10 to 20 Years

Males
60 Years

Females
55 Years

20 Years

20 Years
45%

45%
+ 1.5% × [Years of Contribution – 20]
[2.25%] × [Years of Contribution]

The minimum ages shown above represent the standard requirements. However, following categories
of insured have more relaxed minimum age requirements.
1
2

Women having 20+ years of contributions and raising 4+ natural children (adopted
under 3 years) old until age 6, having attained age 50 are eligible for early retirement
pension at own request.
Insured who satisfy the following requirements are eligible for early retirement
pension:
▪ Men who worked underground for 10+ years out of total of 20+ years of insurable
service, having attained age 50.
▪ Men who worked in hazardous, hot working conditions for 10+ years out of 20+
years of insurable service, having attained age 50. Women who worked in similar
conditions 7.5+ years out of 20+ years of insurable service, having attained age

2

It should be noted that the Mongolian state was a planned economy up to 1994 where all workers were
employees of the state.
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45.
▪ Men who worked in arduous conditions for 12.5 years out of 20+ years of
insurable service, having attained age 55. Women who worked in similar
conditions for 10+ years out of 20+ years of insurable service, having attained age
50.
Insured persons who have not attained the stated retirement ages and who stop paying contributions
after satisfaction of the requirement for contribution period (20 years) shall be retained until he/or she
attains the qualifying age.
The monthly pension amount is determined by multiplying the relevant rate (calculated as indicated
above) and the amount of average wages3 on which contributions were made. This calculated amount
is compare to specified minimums and if less the minimum is paid. The minimum pensions stipulated
are as follows:

Minimum Full Pension
Minimum Reduced Pension

Percentage of Minimum Wage
fixed by the Government
75
50

Article 6 states that pensions will be paid:
▪ From date of attaining qualifying age, provided application has been made in advance; or
▪ From date of claim if application made after attaining qualifying age; and
▪ End with the death of the insured.
Articles 7 states that to receive invalidity pension from the Pension Fund the following must be
satisfied:
1. The capacity to work is reduced by 50% or more permanently or for a long duration due to
non-occupational disease or accident; and
2. Has paid contributions for 20 years or more OR for 3 years out of last five.
Article 9 provides for insured eligible for invalidity with 20 years or more of contributions to receive
full pension as calculated for regular retiree. Those with contributions between 3 years and 20 years
would be entitled to reduced pension again calculated as for regular retiree. Furthermore, the full and
reduced minimum pension amounts applicable to normal retirees would also apply.
Article 10 provides for the invalidity pensions to be paid up to earlier of:
▪ Date of rehabilitation of the insured; or
▪ The month following the death of invalidity pensioner.
Article 12 provides that when an insured who has contributed for 20 years or more OR who has
contributed for three years out of last five years and is a breadwinner dies then survivors pension shall
be payable to:
1
2
3

3

Natural or adopted children under age 16 (19, if they are students), regardless if another
person is legally responsible for their maintenance
Grandchildren or his/her younger sisters and brothers under
16 years old who have no other person legally responsible for their
maintenance
Grandchildren and his/her elderly and younger brothers and
sisters, who were under care of the deceased, incapacitated at birth or prior to attaining

Method for determining average wages will be discussed in a following section.
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4
5

age 16
Fathers aged 60 years or more, mothers aged 55 or more, incapacitated parents, husband
or wife, or his/her grandparents, elderly and younger brothers and sisters who have no
other person legally responsible for their maintenance
Children under age 8, parents and husband or wife (regardless of age and working
capacity) who are out of employment owing to involvement in caring for their
grandchildren or younger sisters and brothers who have no other person legally
responsible for them

Additionally the following dependent family members are eligible for pension benefits.
1
2
3
4

Dependent members of an insured person who died while he was in receipt of a
retirement pension or invalidity pension, as well as who totally lost his capacity for
work in the months preceding the death
Step-parents will be treated at part with natural parents in the event of the death of a
step-son or step-daughter who was the breadwinner
A child who does not get alimony from natural parents by a judicial decision will be
treated like his or her own child in the event of the death of its step father or step mother
Dependent members of an insured person whose disappearance confirmed by a judicial
decision remaining in force;

Article 22 defines how average wage is to be determined. The following table summarises these
regulations.
Contribution Category
For regular monthly contributors
For irregular contributors
For persons becoming eligible for
pension after contributing less
than 5 years

Formula
[Aggregate of highest consecutive 5 year wages]
÷ [Number of insurable months in these 5 years]
[Aggregate of highest 5 year wages]
÷ 60
[Aggregate wages for which contributions paid]
÷ [Total number of insurable months]

(this can occur for incapacity pension)

Article 30 of the implementing regulations provides for indexing of pension benefits based on
proposals developed by the Social Insurance National Council, keeping in view changes in cost of
living, and approved by the Government.
LAW ON INDIVIDUAL PENSION INSURANCE CONTRIBUTION ACCOUNTS
This implementing regulation was enacted under Article 301 of the basic statute (the Law of Mongolia
on Social Insurance). It changes the basic nature of the pension system from being defined benefit
scheme to becoming a defined contribution scheme.
Article 3 provides for all of the Mongolian labour force mandated to contribute and born on 1 January,
1960 or thereafter to be covered by these regulations and that each should have a single individual
account established.
Article 4 states that amounts credited to individual account will comprise:
1. individual account initial balance;
2. employee contributions;
3. employer contributions;
4. contribution made by the State;
5. return credited to the individual account
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Article 5 provides basis for determining initial balance for the individual account and the monthly
contributions to be credited.
Individual Account
Initial Balance

= [Monthly Contribution Dues]
× [Total Months of Service]

=

Monthly
Contribution
Dues

[Average Monthly Wage of Contributor]
× [Average Index of the National Average Wages in the
Last Five Years]
× [Rate of Contributions]

The process of crediting returns to individual accounts is explained in Article 6 and is as follows:
=

Return
For the
Year

{ [Initial Balance at Start of Year] + [Contributions for the Year] }
× [Average Growth of Average Wages in the Last Three Years]

The responsibility of determining the average growth in average wages is of the Social Insurance
National Council based on input from the National Statistical Office and data collected by the Social
Insurance Organisation.
Article 7 describes requires needed to be fulfilled to be eligible for pension benefits under this
regulation. In summary, the contributor must:
1. be born on or after 1 January, 1960;
2. have attained age 60, or 55 in case of woman;
3. have made contributions for 180 months or more in total; and
4. be no longer in employment.
It is also stated that a contributor born on or after 1 January, 1960 who satisfies the qualifying
conditions for a disability or survivor's pension stipulated in the Law on Pensions and Benefits
Provided by the Social Insurance Fund shall be eligible for a disability and survivor's pension
calculated under this Law.
The amount of monthly pension for retirement, disability and survivor cases is detailed in Article 8.
For retirement the formula is:
Monthly
Pension

=

[Total Account Balance at Retirement]
÷ [Average Life-Expectancy Factor]
÷ 12

The responsibility of determining the average life-expectancy factor lies with Social Insurance
National Council based recommendations of the National Statistical Office.
Details of eligibility and pension amounts for invalid and survivor cases will be discussed in future
reports.
Article 9 defines the minimum monthly retirement pension as being 20 percent of the national average
wage. This system does have a single minimum pension, for those with contribution periods exceeding
15 years the minimum is enhanced by 0.5 percent per additional year. The minimum pension can be
described by the following formula:
Minimum Monthly
Pension
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Article 10 explains that pensions will be adjusted by an index which will have some direct link to the
rate of inflation. The pension adjustment index and its method of application shall be the responsibility
of National Statistical Office under advice of the Social Insurance National Council.
The duration of pension payments is not explicitly defined under the regulations but Article 11 states
that pension benefits will be paid monthly and a pensioner shall be shown a statement indicating the
pension payments made and the remaining account balance.
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APPENDIX IV: NATIONAL PENSION SYSTEM, FINANCIAL AND
OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE
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APPENDIX IV
NATIONAL PENSION SYSTEM, FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL
STRUCTURE
This Appendix summarises the organisational structure of Social Insurance. There is some overlap
between this Appendix and the description of the Mongolian Pension System in Appendix I.
The following topics are covered:
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIAL INSURANCE INSTITUTIONS
•

Social Insurance National Council

•

State Social Insurance General Office

•

UB city Social Insurance Office

•

Aimag and District SI offices

•

Organisational chart of SI system

•

Organisational Map of MSWL

•

Organisational map of State Social Insurance General Office

•

Organisational map of UB city SI Office

•

Organisational Map of District SI Offices

CONTRIBUTIONS
•

How Employers open SI record-keeping books

•

Employers’ Contributions to health and SI schemes

•

To join the voluntary SI schemes

•

Cash income transactions

•

Approval of SI fund incomes and expenditures

•

Current Income Collection System

•

SI Investment Fund and Rate of Return (2002 – 2006)

FUND EXPENDITURE TRANSACTION
•

Expenditure features

•

Expenditure transactions

•

Defining pension amounts

•

Amounts Paid to Pensioners Retired before 1995

•

Pension issuing mechanism

•

Information Flow of SI Accounting System
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•

Information Flow Map of SI Offices

•

Fund Income and Expenditure Report

•

Pension Insurance Income and Expenditure Report

•

UB district office’s detailed information

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
As Mongolia embarked on a path to a market economy, the Government launched a policy to
formulate a legal framework for regulating social insurance and develop draft laws between 1991 and
1994. The Package Law on Social Insurance was passed by State Great Khural on 31 May, 2004
effectively to be enforced. Following the new law, there were about 20 secondary legal acts, such as
guidance, statutory rules and regulations. Changes in the social insurance system are linked to the
‘Law on Pension of People’s Republic of Mongolia’ which was passed in 1990. According to this law,
significant changes were made to definitions of insurer and the insured, insurance types and forms as
well as social insurance principles. The Package Law on Social Insurance formulated conceptual
changes in the social insurance relations of Mongolia in the following way:
1. In terms of pension and benefits provided within Social Insurance (SI), the eligibility criteria were
changed. Previously, the pension entitlement was based on ‘years of employment for the State’.
With the passage of the Package Law on Social Insurance, the eligibility criteria were changed to
‘period of SI contribution paid’.
As specified in Article 4 of Law on Pensions and Benefits provided from the SI funds, individuals
who reach age 60 and have paid pension insurance premiums no less than 20 years shall be
eligible for old-age pensions. The eligibility criteria in the new system have changed from the
employment period to the SI contribution period.
The term ‘period’ has been formulated in several ways within the SI relations. The SI contribution
period has been formulated in several ways with different meanings, such as ‘period of SI
contribution paid for consecutive years’ (without a gap), employment and SI contribution period,
and employed period. For example, Article 8 states that the pension replacement rate shall be
calculated from the average monthly wage from which SI premiums were paid for 5 consecutive
years within the period of 20 years insured. Moreover, Clause 3 of the same article further details
the SI contribution period while calculating periods whether army conscripts became sergeant and
how long, or duration of absent periods of labor-contract employees and public servants due to
employer-organisation’s decision, or duration of benefited periods due to maternity leave and
child-rearing.
2. Previous socialist-type social welfare systems have been restructured into twofold systems: SI and
social welfare that are normally regarded as two inseparable branches of the current social security
sector.
3. One significant change in current SI relations is that insured individuals have become an active
party with active roles. An insured individual is obligated to pay SI premiums and will attain
entitlement rights for due pensions and benefits from SI funds depending on to what extent his/her
obligation is performed.
4. Previously, the Government was fully responsible to fund SI related expenditure. The current SI
system creates equal participation conditions for involving parties. The parties include: the insurer
– the government – and the insured parties which are the employees and employers.
5. Benefits provided from SI funds are diversified, in addition to more new insurance types emerged.
These are inevitable changes occurring due to the transition towards a market economy. For
example, Unemployment Insurance did not exist in socialism, yet is newly created in Mongolia
due to its essential necessity in the market economy. Furthermore, insurance conditions and
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features created compulsory and voluntary insurance types. Voluntary SI schemes have been
established to allow employees working and making incomes in informal sectors to join the SI
system on voluntary basis.
6. Some particular features in collecting income of occupational injury and disease insurance have
been legalised. For instance, employer entities are responsible to their employees by creating safe
and healthy working conditions. If employees lose work capability due to injury or diseases from
unsafe work environments, employers are responsible to pay compensations to either employees
or their surviving family members.
7. The new SI legal framework has eliminated a number of terms and conditions for additional
pensions and benefits which were common in the old system. The pension entitlement and
replacement rates are calculated from the total period of SI contribution that the total insured
period has been standardised (with legalised minimum thresholds).
8. A clear regulation system was created to articulate responsibilities of each party involved in SI
relations; obligations (responsibilities) of employers, employees, and SI officers, to mention some
forms.
9. A legal framework has been created to monitor enforcement and implement SI laws and
regulations.
10. The current SI system in Mongolia is based on two different principles in tandem. Regulations in
fund income collection and expenditure, its ‘pay-as-you-go’ redistribution mechanisms, and
‘semi-defined contributory’ system regulated under the Law on Notional Defined individual
accounts (1999) that stipulate that some portion of SI contribution are to be accumulated in
individual accounts to pay future pensions and benefits. Policy statements indicate that the current
SI should be shifting from ‘semi-defined contributory’ system to full ‘defined contributory’
system.
11. In the old system the pension entitlement was based on the retirement age and the employment
period; the replacement rate was calculated from the average monthly salary before retirement.
Under current legislation the pension amounts are linked to employment and SI contribution
periods as well as monthly wage or equivalent incomes from which SI premiums paid. For
example, according to the Pension Law passed in 1990, pension replacement rates for members of
agricultural cooperatives were calculated in the following way: 90% from the first 100 tugrugs of
monthly wage, in addition to 30% of the rest of monthly wage which eventually yields minimum
of 60 tugrugs and maximum of 300 tugrugs for pensions. Currently, the replacement rate for a
woman who reached 55 years old and worked 25 years is calculated from her average monthly
wage equal to 100,000 tugrugs in the following way: 100,000 x 45% = 45,000 tugrug in addition
to extra 5-year employment and SI contribution: 5 years x 1.5% = 7.5% to be multiplied again
100,000 x 7.5% = 7,500 tugrug which eventually brings 45,000 + 7,500 = 52,000 tugrugs for her
pension amount.
The above changes are reflected in Package Law on Social Insurance (1994) and implemented and
are enforced in the current SI system within the legal framework.
The Social Insurance System is the responsibility of the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour,
the State Social Insurance Government Office and the National Social Insurance Council.
The MSWL is responsible for developing and strengthening labour and social security legislation
and regulations.
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIAL INSURANCE INSTITUTIONS
A. Social Insurance National Council
The State Great Khural – the Mongolian Parliament – appoints1 the nine members of the National
Social Insurance Council which is comprised of an equal numbers of members representing the
Government, employers and employees. The National Social Insurance Council reports its activities to
State Great Khural.
Head of National Social Insurance Council
Vice minister of Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor - S.Chinzorig
1. Representatives from Government
• Vice minister of Ministry of Finance
• Vice minister of Ministry of Justice
• Vice minister of Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor
2. Representative from insured individuals
• President of Mongolian Employees Association and Trade Union
• President of “Gegeerel” Employees Association and Trade Union
• President of Mongolian Railway Employees Association and Trade Union
3. Representative from employers
• Mongolian Employer’s Association
• CEO of “Petrovis” LLC
• CEO of “Skyptel” LLC
Members of National Social Insurance Council are appointed for six years and are responsible for the
following activities:
• To enhance SI contribution incomes; to strengthen organisational structure and operational
performance of SI agencies; to propose recommendations on pension increase and cooperate
with relevant organisations for solution;
• To discuss and approve income budget plans and expenditures of SI funds;
• To ensure enforcement of SI legislature and regulations and monitor incomes and
expenditures of SI funds;
• To discuss reports and information from SI agencies on operational performance, human
resources and financial matters, and produce recommendations and take relevant measures;
• To assess and evaluate information technology of database facilities, software and service
provisions of SI agencies;
• To discuss and approve the organisational structuring, budget plan for operational and
investment expenditure, and to monitor their performance;
• To issue recommendations in regards to operational procedures, guidelines and guidance;
• To strengthen and monitor activities of labor accreditation dispute resolution committees;
• To settle customers’ complaints, critiques and proposals related to SI, labor accreditation.

B. State Social Insurance General Office
The SSIGO is the implementing agency of SI programs, coordinates the activities of SI offices in UB
city and aimags and provides the following guidelines and directives:
• To implement social and health insurance laws and regulations, as well as legal provisions on
Notional defined accounts system;
• To expand coverage of SI, to collect contribution premiums, and to ensure performance of
income and expenditure performance;

1

The 55th amendment of Mongolian Parliament -“The Re-appointment of members of National Social
Insurance Counsel”, June 15, 2006
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•
•
•
•
•

To provide professional guidance and methodology guidelines to local SI offices, and monitor
their activities;
To promptly disseminate publicity and information on government policy implementation in
areas of social security as well as SI related activities;
To strengthen organisational structure and operational performance of SI agencies;
To provide due pensions and benefits from SI funds promptly and improve quality of services;
To publicise and introduce SI legislature and regulations within own capacity or in
cooperation with other academic, educational and media organisations, and take relevant
measures to provide citizens with knowledge on SI.

C. UB city Social Insurance Office
UB city Social Insurance Office is responsible for the following activities;
•
•
•
•

to ensure that district SI offices enforce and monitor implementation of SI legislature and
regulations within territories of respective districts;
to work in covering more individuals under SI;
to monitor collection of SI premiums and services in providing pensions, benefits and service
to individuals insured under SI;
to receive and examine monthly, quarterly and annual reports from district SI offices, and
deliver aggregate reports to SSIGO.

SSIGO is authorised to take relevant measures, such as imposing administrative liabilities or
dismissing from positions, in case any officer fails to deliver reports and other data promptly or use
cash assets for improper purposes.
UB city Social Insurance Office holds a staff of 342 employees within its structure including the
employees of the SSIGO district offices.
D. Aimag and District SI offices
Aimag and district SI offices are responsible for the following activities;
•
•
•
•

to ensure and monitor implementation of SI legislation and regulations within their respective
territory;
to work in covering more individuals under SI;
to collect SI premiums; and
to provide pensions, benefits and service to individuals insured under SI.

Aimag and district SI offices shall exercise rights to check SI contribution payments of employers and
employees within the respective territories, to order compliance of legal provisions, and to impose
penalty fees for the delayed period of due premiums upon the event of employer non-compliance.
Currently heads of aimag, UB city and district SI offices are appointed by aimag, UB city and district
Governors’ resolution based on consent with the Head of SSIGO, which changes the old practice in
that the Head of SSIGO used to appoint heads of local and provincial SI offices.
As management at aimag, UB city and district SI offices have eventually have become dependent on
the local authority which has weakened their responsibility and accountability before the sector-based
authority such as MSWL or SSIGO, and therefore another optimisation restructuring has occurred that
the General Manager and General Accountant of aimag, UB city and district SI offices are now
appointed and removed by resolution of the Head of SSIGO. As a result, it has improved their
operational integration and responsibility within the SI system management.
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Heads of aimag, UB city and district SI offices normally appoint and discharge employees in their
respective offices.

E. Interrelation between Social Insurance agencies
Aimag and district level SI offices submit monthly income and expenditure reports and quarterly
financial reports to SSIGO UB SI office.
Aimag SI offices carry out annual or sometimes semi-annual monitoring examination at soum SI
offices to ensure enforcement of relevant laws and regulations, including pension determination,
pension provision and SI contribution procedures.
Soum SI units and officers may present requests to aimag level SI offices in regards to matters of
financing, trainings and investment. Moreover, district level SI offices may approach UB SI which
further presents SSIGO certain requests or other relevant matters to be solved.
Within the SI agencies, operational and administrative interrelations have been relatively
institutionalised, although interaction between MSWL, MoF and Government may be seen less
developed.
However, in terms of allocating Government subsidy to aimag, UB and district level SI offices,
providing operational cost budgets, and concentrating account balances from aimag and district fund
accounts, the overall interaction has been upgraded since four years ago.
There is a common practice that cadres who work efficiently and sustainably for a long time are
positively promoted to work at the next upper level offices. It contributes to strengthening upper level
agency institutionalisation and providing methodological guidance to overall SI offices.
Regional or aimag level trainings and seminars are normally organised in order to upgrade
professional knowledge and skills of staffs.
The SI system has a vertical organisational structure. Most of SI offices have not sufficiently
developed training systems. For instance, Sukhbaatar district SI office has been improving gradually.
The total staff has expanded from 34 to 48 employees. About 60% of them have worked longer than
10 years. There are doctors and economists who have earned university education as well as Master’s
degree. Recruitment of new employees is lately based on SSIGO director’s resolution.

F. Assessment of organisational structure and capacity
The current organisational structure of SI agencies ensures to run operational activities adequately as
suited to current social situations.
Sukhbaatar district SI office is divided into three divisions; service provision, accounting and recordkeeping, income and contribution collection divisions. Internal monitoring and land control units have
been newly established. Capacity building in human resources, technical equipment and vehicles has
been relevantly improved. New employees are normally required in-service trainings upon
recruitment. Employees tend to work sustainably.
In regards to salary and remuneration, SI offices maintain salary ranking and increase practices like
other public institutions. The current organisational structure is still being assessed as to whether it is
sufficient and relevant in regards to human resources and technical equipment and facilities.
Aimag and district level SI office heads are appointed on the basis of aimag and district Governor’s
resolution. This new practice is still being assessed as to whether it causes inefficiency in
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accountability and transparency of SI office heads and information flow interaction between central
and local SI offices.
Aimag and district level senior accountants and general managers are appointed by SSIGO director.

G. Scope of transparency and disclosure
SSIGO, MSLW and MoF are open to share information and data with one another. Before 2003,
information related to fund balances (free remainders) were not openly reported and shared between SI
organisations and insured individuals.
Since 2004, notional individual account reports are presented openly an annual basis to ensure
transparency. If an insured individual requests, the affiliate SI office or division units shall report
requested information and data.
There are some occasions that a few officials want to work at higher positions due to singly his
conflict of interests.
Individuals can be provided pensions and benefits based on solely required admission documents
delivered in person.
SI offices provide primary training sessions.
H. Areas to be strengthened
The consultants have conducted a preliminary review, which will be further expanded in the January
2008 workshops, on the following. The ability of the Consultants to carry out all these matters may be
limited however and such matters may take considerable time for full analysis.
•
•
•
•

To strengthen management structures based on interactions with the current SI system;
To employ routine internal monitoring and auditing of fund expenditures, contribution
collection and investment activities;
To organise activities aimed at informing vulnerable group individuals about provision of
pensions and benefits, in accordance with relevant laws and regulations;
To allow employers online access to information on SI contribution (filling ND7 and ND8
forms), to avoid common typing mistakes while preparing SI contribution payments.
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Organisational chart of SI system
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Organisational Map of MSWL
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Organisational map of State Social Insurance General Office
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Organisational map of UB city Social Insurance Office
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Organisational Map of District SI Offices
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CONTRIBUTIONS
SI fund balances (free remainders) are under the SSIGO and as savings in commercial banks. The
National Social Insurance Council approves the annual contribution and expenditure budget plans and
determines the following year’s interest rate for NDC balances.

The fund balances after 2003 are placed in the State Budget account and not invested.
The Social Insurance Funds are generated from mandatory SI contributions paid by employers and
employees that are obliged to join the SI system such as:
•

Law on Social Insurance states that ‘individuals who concluded a labour contract either
private entities or public institutions are obligated to contribute to SI on a compulsory basis’;

•

Law on Civil health insurance specifies that ‘all citizens of Mongolia shall be insured under
the health insurance on compulsory basis’. Therefore, every citizen shall pay the due premium
regularly, on monthly or yearly basis.

The Government-as-employer, employers, employees and some individuals who are not obligated to
pay but who choose voluntarily to pay their contributions as specified in laws which form the basis of
the SI assets. The fund assets are generated from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

SI premiums paid by employees insured;
SI premiums paid by employers;
Savings return of fund balance from bank deposits (or the free remainder);
Penalty fees imposed on employers for delayed periods of SI contribution payments;
Subsidies from the State Budget;
Other sources.

SI fund income is derived from five type sources, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Pension insurance contributions;
Benefit insurance contributions;
Health insurance contributions;
Unemployment insurance contributions; and
Occupational injury and disease insurance contributions.

The offices of the SI offices of the aimags, UB city and districts are responsible for registering
employers under the SI within their territory.
Voluntary Membership
Voluntary SI contributors reached about 1,000 a year ago. District level SI offices have made
continuous efforts to expand voluntary contributors. For instance, SI officers have visited the biggest
UB open market Narantull and made call for joining voluntary SI schemes through its local radio line,
but none came to express any interests to join. Furthermore, the district SI office operated a
registration by a paid part-time staff at JOBI market, several individuals came to join voluntary SI
schemes.
Currently there are over 2,000 individuals covered under voluntary SI schemes at Sukhbaatar district
SI office. Across Mongolia, district, aimag and soum level SI offices administer coverage expansion
issues of voluntary SI schemes. In 2005 and 2006, SSIGO organised TV-based publicity campaign on
SI coverage and activities. In 2007 little was done in terms of raising public awareness of SI, besides
occasional street posters advertising SI.
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A. How Employers open SI record-keeping books
As soon as they are officially registered in the State Registration and received a company certificate
and stamp, employer-companies must deliver the following documents to their respective aimag,
district or soum SI offices:
1. Employer’s resolution of hired employees (one resolution for each employee)
2. Copy of Citizen’s Identifications (one from each)
3. 2 photographs of each employee
4. An application letter from the company to district (or soum) SI office
•

If the company hired new employees who never had SIs (new graduates) before, an
application letter is required to open new SI accounts

If company hires new employees who have SIs, the employer must request the transfer new
employees’ insurance account from one district to its SI district office. These admission documents are
to be collected by employers and delivered to the affiliate SI office by the accountant of employerentities to complete the transfer. As part of the transfer process the newly recruited employee shall
deliver 2 photos and copy of his/her citizen’s ID. The other two documents are to prepare the overall
admission documents. Aimag, district and soum SI offices review the delivered documents and
conclude an agreement which registers the employer-company as SI contributor. Employers become
SI contributors when the certificate of ‘SI contributor’ is officially issued. Applicants do not have to
wait for her/his SI certificate, but receives the certificate on the same day when his/her employer
delivers all the required admission documents to the SI office. Normally SI offices have ready
certificates printed in a certain format so that they promptly issue them to employers upon filling
company names and other relevant information. New employees without yet SI and health insurance
record-keeping books, may apply at the aimag and district SI offices.
If an employee has lost his SI recordkeeping book, he shall report the incident to his employer
immediately and shall get the lost SI record-keeping book announced through TV or radio. The
employer shall prepare an official verification, in a written form, over the incident of employee’s lost
SI record-keeping book with due TV or radio announcement information to request for a new SI
recordkeeping book from the affiliate SI office.
The district SI officers who deal with such issues collect historical data by surveying online database,
and then make due recordings in the new record-keeping book. After that the employee shall deliver
the record-keeping book to his previous employers to get the contribution data approved with signs
and stamps. In case of individual SI recordkeeping book lost, there is no specific waiting date stated in
relevant laws and thus re-application processes are usually long and complicated.
Employers shall approve SI contribution record-keeping on monthly basis by stamping and signing on
individual recordkeeping books, in addition to approval by officers of the affiliate SI office with
another stamps. According to provisions in Labor Law, employers and employer-entity accountants
shall approve SI contribution on monthly basis.
SI office inspectors shall carry out semi-annual monitoring visits (at least 2 times a year) to ensure SI
contribution payment and cashflow recordkeeping procedures at private entities and public
organisations.
If employee runs double employment or two jobs, he/she shall have a sub-attachment book enclosed to
his SI record-keeping book
SI record-keeping books are normally issued by the respective communal SI office.

B. Employers’ Contributions to health and SI schemes
Employers will deduct health and SI premiums from their employees’ monthly salary and ‘equivalent’
incomes and transfer them to communal insurance accounts either through bank or in cash. There is
not a specific law or statutory rules to regulate such issues. For example, a public transportation
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company called ‘Bus 3’ breached its obligation by not paying the employer’s 19% as well as not
delivering employees’ contribution, even though the company deducted employees’ contribution from
their salary. By doing so, the company caused a loss of 300 million tugrugs to their employees. The
company has been ordered to solve the problem by paying all due payments, yet currently they owe
100 million tugrugs to SI funds. The ‘Bus 3’ is a fully privately owned company.
Previously, employers who cannot pay SI contribution in cash were allowed to pay in commodities.
Due to problems that such commodities and goods would get stolen from SI office storages, non-cash
SI contribution payment stopped a year ago.
Social insurance types
Pension insurance
Benefit insurance
Occupational
injury
and
disease insurance
Unemployment insurance
Health insurance
TOTAL

Contribution rates (%)
Employers’ contribution
Employees’ contribution from their
from salary funds
monthly labor wages and salary
13.5
5.5
1.0
1,0
1.0; 2.0; 3.0
0,5
3.0
19.0; 20.0; 21.0

0.5
3.0
10.0

Source: SSIGO, 2007.

Companies and enterprises shall prepare SI payment reports (SI-7) and employees’ SI payment recordkeeping sheets for each insured employee (SI-8) accurately, and deliver them to local SI offices duly.
Within the 20th of each month employers shall deliver the above-mentioned documents for the
previous month and get payment transactions and employees’ record-keeping books approved
(stamped).
Employers shall pay SI contribution to the affiliate SI office within the 30th of that month in
accordance with relevant legal provisions. Within 5th of the following month, employers shall fill ND7
and ND8 forms to get their due payment billings approved accordingly. If employers provide the last
salary payment on the 25th, cash flow of SI contribution payment shall take place on the 30th of that
month. However, in reality many entities provide the last salary payment on 29th and 30th, and the SI
contribution payment takes place within the 7th of the following month.
In case of employers (companies and organisations) merged, demerged, or restructured in other ways,
their duties of paying SI contributions shall be transferred to the new legal entity (companies and
organisations) duly.
In many cases of employees resigned from their jobs, employers only report the incident upon the
following month SI contribution payment to the SI office. Sometimes such incidents are not reported
at all. If any resignation not reported, SI inspectors contact employers to confirm that.
If employees switched from one entity to another, the due transfer process are recorded automatically
in the database system
The employer’s obligations of paying SI premiums shall be terminated in the following cases:
•

The insured employee has died;

•

The employer entity has closed or bankrupted;

•

Social Insurance contract period has terminated;

•

Labor contract has terminated:
o

When the labor contract is terminated, employers do not send an application to the
district (soum) SI office but sometimes an employer notifies the district SI inspector.

o

Usually, an inspector contacts to the employer after 2 or 3 months to find out why
they stopped paying employee’s SI.
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o

A new employer must request to transfer new employee’s SI account to its district SI
office after he or she quit or terminated by previous employer. An inspector of
previous employer does not check employee’s status after new employer transferred
his or her SI account.

C. To join the voluntary SI schemes
Self-employed individuals, herders and other citizens will deliver the following documents to local SI
offices for official registration of SI.
1. Citizen’s ID
2. 2 photographs
Voluntary SI contributors shall pay the following contribution premiums from their monthly salary
and equivalent incomes:
Current contribution rates in
percentage of monthly salary
9.5
1.0
1.0
11.5

Social insurance types
1) Pension insurance
2) Benefit insurance
3) Occupational injury and disease
TOTAL
Source: SSIGO, 2007.

The minimum monthly contribution amounts of voluntary contributors shall be no less than the
minimum labour wage in effect as approved by the Government.
PENSION INSURANCE
Insurance types

Voluntary scheme
- Other than those covered under
compulsory SI: self employed individuals
- employees working for private entities
under labor contract,
running businesses, services and
- public servants,
manufacturing
Insured
- herders keeping livestock of private entities - Voluntary artists
individuals
and organisations based on contract with
- Herders and farmers
them.
- Cooperative members
- Monks and priests etc.
19% of monthly wage and equivalent
9.5% of monthly wage or equivalent
Contribution
incomes (of which, 5.5 % by employees,
incomes
Rates
13.5 % by employers)
Pay whom and To accountant of other financial officer of To officer or communal SI office within the
employer-organisation
affiliate territory
where
- Citizen’s ID
- Citizen’s ID
- 1 photo (3х4 size)
- 1 photo (3х4 size)
- Receipt showing payment of SI record- Receipt showing payment of SI recordkeeping book price
keeping book price
Documents
- Employment record-keeping book, if being - Employment record-keeping book, if being
required
employed before 1995
employed before 1995
- SI record-keeping book if employed after - SI record-keeping book if employed after
1995
1995
• By being covered under the pension insurance system, individuals are eligible to benefit
- Old-age pension
- Disability pension
- Survivors’ pension
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•

Individuals born on and after 1 January, 1960 shall open SI record-keeping book and own Notional
defined individual account will be automatically opened as soon as SI premiums paid. SI individual
account number will be identical as registration number.

Source: SSIGO, 2007.

D. Cash income transactions
Overall SI contributions paid by employers to the soum and district SI offices are deposited to bank
accounts for SI. These amounts are further transferred each month in whole to aimag UB city SI office
accounts. The planned and budgeted cash amounts, which will be due to pay insured individuals in
that month or quarter, are normally pulled out from the overall contribution incomes collected into
aimag and UB city SI accounts. Then the rest – the free remainder – are directly transferred to the state
budget account. Four other SI funds, except pension insurance fund, do normally have sufficient free
remainder within aimag and UB city SI offices. If the amounts of pension insurance are not adequate
enough to cover the costs of pension benefits, which results in a net deficit, that results in subsidy
transfer from the state budget.
Among aimags, only Orkhon aimag does not receive any subsidy from the state budget. All free
remainder of pension insurance contribution incomes collected in Orkhon are transferred to the state
budget account. Its non-subsidy capacity is explained by higher wages of employees at MongolianRussian joint mining venture ‘Erdenet’ as well as their SI contribution rates. The pension contribution
of the ‘Erdenet’ is same as other companies. The company by itself contributes more then 30 percent
of the national GDP of Mongolia so employees of the company get paid more then average employees
in Mongolia. There are not many pension benefit receivers in Erdenet.
SI fund assets are placed in the state budget account which does not earn income from deposit interest
or investment.
An illustration of cash contributions is reflected below.
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Cashflow illustration to and from SSIGO
Employer
forwards contribution
amounts to SSIGO
soum or district office

SSIGO

SSIGO

soum or district office
accepts contribution
amount from employer

aimag or UB office accepts
contribution total from soum
or district office

Pay benefits
to retirees from
that
aimag or UB office

Transfer

OR

from state
budget to
aimag or UB
office
to pay retirees
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According to legal provisions, the free remainder transferred to the state budget earn 0.59 percent of
annual deposit interest income, yet only once the deposit earning has been added duly and no more
again since. However, recently it has been decided by Social Insurance National Council that the SI
funds assets shall be earned annually 11.19 percent of deposit interest income by 2007. State budget
earnings are not higher than interests of time-specified savings of commercial banks, and thus cannot
bring significant increase in raising SI fund assets. Briefly saying, the state budget is hardly challenged
to raise SI fund incomes collected from the insured.
Prior to the decision by the SSIGO to transfer the free remainders of SI funds to the state budget in
2000, the SI fund assets were concentrated at SSIGO and were not earning any specified rate of
interest. Now SI fund balances are deposited to special accounts of commercial banks so that
commercial rates of interest are earned on “free remainder” amounts.
SSIGO has stated its commitment to maintaining separate SI funds from the state budget and
managing the assets within its competence by similarly placing the free remainders in commercial
banks, as well as investing into other financial features, such as government bonds and such.

E. Approval of SI fund incomes and expenditures
The overall budget for pensions and benefits is defined in accordance with Law on the State Budget
and transferred to the Social Insurance special fund based on the precedent obligations created before
the law. The budgeted cash assets are transferred by the Ministry of Finance to the Social Insurance
fund within the 10th of each month in compliance with monthly schedule.

Current Income Collection System

State Budget

Contribution rates from
Employees insured
under compulsory SI
scheme (percentage of
monthly wage and
equivalent income)

Contribution rates from
Employer-Private
entities (percentage of
monthly wage and
equivalent income)

13.5

5.5

1.0

0.5

Contribution rates from
individuals insured
under voluntary SI
scheme (monthly wage
and equivalent income)

3.0

Pension
insurance fund

Benefit
insurance fund

1.0

1.0

OID insurance
fund

1,2,3

1.0

Unemployment
insurance fund

0.5

Health
insurance fund

3.0
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SI Investment Fund and Rate of Return (2002 – 2006)
/million tugrugs/
Deposited in Savings account

Paid interest

Paid interest

Deposited in Savings account

Paid interest

294,3

20262,1

202,0

15,0

18115,9

845,2

335,0

4086,8

16,0

7769,5

89,2

10895,9

65,2

13,8

1,5713,7

121,6

32,6

12263,7

125,3

22836,0

253,6

30316,1

195,2

24,6

37186,9

606,5

136,5

3037,4

28,9

5084,8

51,1

6129,1

26,3

33,1

7083,9

105,1

22,8

4486,2

4,7

9237,0

85,6

10415,7

131,9

7,6

14105,4

235,4

16,9

total

38968,7

181,7

65315,7

773,8

78018,9

620,6

94,1

92205,8

1913,8

Paid interest

Paid interest

20388,4

A month in State Fund

Deposited in Savings account

6,8

A month in State Fund

Deposited in Savings account
15094,6

Paid interest

Social Insurance Funds

2006

Pension

2005

OD&I Health Benefit

2004

Unemployment

2002

ID

1

2
3
4

5
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FUND EXPENDITURE TRANSACTIONS
A. Expenditure features
Individuals who are insured under SI and have paid SI premiums in compliance with terms and
conditions specified in Law on Social Insurance shall be eligible to receive pensions, benefits and
compensations stated in relevant laws.
From Pension insurance fund:
•
•
•

Old-age pensions;
Disability pensions; and
Survivors’ pensions.

Pensions and benefits provided from a SI fund do not overlap with other insurance fund pensions or
benefits. If overlapping occurs, the beneficiary must choose one, generally selecting the more
profitable option.
The following expenses are funded from the SI fund assets transferred into the state budget:
• Operational costs of SI institutions and local offices
• Investment costs for investing fund assets, associated with operations of SI organisations
• Funding other measures under Government resolution

B. Expenditure transactions
The state budget does not deal with cash flow transactions, and thus finance the above-mentioned
expenses through bank transfer remittance, but not in cash.
Funds for financing pension insurance related expenses are normally transferred through commercial
bank remittance and paid duly. In other words, government subsidy for pension insurance expenses are
normally transferred through commercial banks and paid to beneficiaries. Operational costs of SI
organisations are budgeted and approved duly at the same time with the state budget plan and are
financed promptly. Deficit amounts of pension insurance fund are wholly financed from the state
budget. SSIGO allocates the government subsidy funding to UB city and aimag SI offices. Aimag and
Ulaanbaatar SI offices further allocates the funding to soum and district level SI offices. In such
manners the SI expenditure transactions take place.
Aimag, UB city and district level SI offices get required blanks and document templates at printing
shops and sell them to beneficiaries in order to finance a small portion of their operational costs. For
example, a blank for SI interim reports is published at 20 tugrugs, but sold to beneficiary employers
and individuals at 100 tugrugs.
Aimag and district SI offices shall impose penalty fees to employers for overdue periods exceeding the
deadline specified in relevant legal provisions, and hold within their competence to retain 20% or
incomes from penalty fees while transferring 80% to SSIGO.
Incomes from penalty fees are mainly spent on publicity materials; posters and leaflets introducing SI
related activities.
To indicate the general picture of the current of pension insurance fund, each type of pension has been
examined: average pension amount and growth trends for each type of pension. The purpose was to
identify reasons in fund decrease or/and increase. The number of beneficiaries and total expenditures
are shown in the following Table.
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Number of Pension Recipients
Pension types

2003
174,252
41,552
35115
250,919
9,716
481
1,076
11,273
5,334
1,112
6,446
183,968
47,367
37,303
268,638

Old-age
Disability
Survivors’
Total
Old-age
Disability
Military pension
Survivors’
Total
Disability
Occupational injury
and disease insurance
Survivors’
fund
Total
Old-age
Disability
TOTAL
Survivors’
Total
Source: SSIGO, 2007
Pension insurance
funds

Years
2004
176,324
46,612
34,867
257,803
10,294
502
1,101
11,897
5,624
1,089
6,713
186,618
52,738
37,057
276,413

2005
179,959
49,351
35,630
264,940
10,980
520
1,172
12,672
5,624
1,089
6,713
190,939
55,495
37,891
284,325

C. Defining pension amounts
Retirement of the insured individuals: The insured individuals submit to his employer his request to
retire. Considering his request, the employer shall issue a resolution (decision) to resign the employee.
The employee submits the following documents including his employers resolution to the local SI
office, be it aimag, city, district or soum.
• Employer’s resolution stating employee’s retirement;
•

Residential verification from the territorial administrative unit;

•

Citizen’s ID;

•

Employment record-keeping book;

•

SI record-keeping book;

•

2 photos;

•

Receipt stating 1,000 paid;

•

Notarised copies of children’s birth certificates, in case of early retirement due to raising many
children;

•

Employer’s verification about labor condition in case of early retirement due to arduous and
poisonous labor conditions;

•

Archive statement in case of military retirement after employment at military organisations;

•

Salary statement

The SI office will review these documents and require the relevant agencies for more clarification if
necessary from the employed organisation or the state archive etc.
After all documents reviewed and verified, a pension personal file shall be opened for the retiree, the
pension amount shall be defined, and record-keeping book shall be issued to him, after signed and
stamped by the head of aimag or district SI office. In this way, the pension defining process is
completed.
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The cash for retiree’s pension cash is transferred to one of nearest banks to his residence where the
retiree will receive his pension at the beginning of every month. The pensioner receives his pension in
cash from the bank where he shall bring and show his Citizen’s ID and pension record-keeping book.
Moreover, old-age pension shall be entitled due once the following conditions fulfilled:
• Retirement age reached; 60 for man and 55 for women;
• The employment and insured period must be no less than 20 years;
• Labor contract is terminated and released from employment;
Employees working at non-standard working conditions shall fulfill the following prerequisites before
retirement:
• A male employee has reached 50 years old; his employment and insured period shall be no
less than 20 years; of which 10 years worked underground;
• A male employee has reached 55 years old; his employment period shall be no less than 20
years; of which 10 years worked in hot and arduous working environment and paid SI
contribution; or a female employee who is 50 years old has worked and paid SI contribution
no less than 20 years; of which 7 years and 6 months in above-mentioned working
environment;
• A male employee has reached 55 years old; his employment period shall be no less than 20
years; of which 12 years and 6 months worked in arduous working environment and paid SI
contribution; or a female employee who is 50 years old has worked no less than 20 years; of
which 10 years in above-mentioned such working environment and paid SI contribution;
With defining retiree’s pension amount, the replacement rate shall be 45% of his average monthly
wages or equivalent incomes received for the last or any consecutive 5 years, in addition to 1.5% of
replacement for each year exceeding 20 years of insured period, while considering the following
conditions.
•

An insured employee, who has worked and paid SI contributions for at least 20 years has
became invalid and lost 50% of his work capability, shall be eligible for the full disability
pension regardless of only 3 years of SI payment out of 5 years required, before becoming
disabled due to ordinary disease or accident.

•

In case an employee died after worked and paid SI contributions for at least 20 years, shall
be eligible for the full disability pension regardless of only 3 years of pension insurance
payment out of 5 years required, prior to his death due to ordinary disease or accident.

•

Survivors’ pensions shall be 45% of replacement rate calculated from the average
insurable monthly wages and equivalent incomes, considering SI contribution paid no less
than 20 years, in addition to 1.5% of replacement for each year exceeding 20 years of
contribution along with the following adjustment percentage.

No.

Number of family members with no work
capability (or underage)
1
3 and more
2
2
3
1
Source: SSIGO, 2007.

Replacement rate (by percentage)
100
75
50

The heirs of an employee who has paid benefit insurance contribution for 36 months shall be eligible
to a funeral allowance upon reporting his death.
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D. Pension issuing mechanism
SI offices shall issue pensions to beneficiaries every month through client banks. In case pensioners
cannot go to the bank and receive his/her pensions in person due to physical inability due to aging or
illness, his/her legally authorised and appointed person may receive pensions on beneficiary’s behalf,
or SI office people may deliver in person his/her pensions to beneficiary’s home.
Pensions for the mentally-capped and those under 16 shall be issued to their parents or guardians
appointed legally. Elderly people’s group-home shall be received 30% of pensions from pensioner
staying and receiving care there.
SI offices shall transfer and issue pensions through/to individual savings considering beneficiary’s
own request. Previously the client bank used to be appointed by SSIGO, yet currently aimag and
district level SI offices make agreement with local banks within the respective territory so that
pensioners open individual accounts to receive his/her pension.
According to Clause 3 of Article 4 in Law on Social insurance, SI offices shall issue benefits for
temporary sick, benefits for maternity leave and child-rearing, as well as funeral allowances. Benefits
for temporary sick shall be issued every two weeks (once every 14 days) in case of work capability
lost longer than a month.
As earlier mentioned, SI system creates reserve cash funds in order to pull 5 kinds of social risks
which may occur to individuals. Considering the annual financial reports of last four years, within the
SI system the pension insurance fund affordability is likely to decrease year by year.
Years
Contribution incomes
Pension expenditure

2002
49,416.7
62,288.9

2003
58,215.9
73,840.8

2004
70,227.0
10,018.7

2005
80,159.1
113,170.7

Source: SSIGO, 2007.
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Amounts Paid to Pensioners Retired Before 1995
(as of 2005/01/01)
Years

Total number
of pension
recipients

Of which pensioners retired before 1995
Number of Average
Funds spent
pension
pension
(million
recipients
(tugrug)
tugrugs)

Funds
subsidised
from
Government
for
pension
insurance fund
(million
tugrug)

Funds cross-funded
within SI funds
(million tugrug)

1995

284,277

275,744

5,154

17,054.2

7,352.2

9,702.0

1996

287,227

266,079

6,604

21,086.2

6,883.9

14,202.3

1997

237,911

201,879

10,254

24,840.8

5,257.9

19,582.9

1998

242,094

188,147

12,743

28,770.7

8,560.0

20,210.7

1999

245,045

171,984

13,572

28,010.0

11,900.0

16,110.0

2000

254,394

160,918

18,210

35,163.8

14,771.0

20,392.8

2001

259,607

147,590

19,472

34,486.5

20,958.1

13,528.4

2002

262,948

129,344

21,856

33,923.3

24,422.3

9,501.0

2003

268,638

123,178

25,488

37,674.7

24,422.3

13,252.4

2004

277,179

120,985

33,180

48,171.4

42,008.9

6,162.5

309,181.6

166,536.6

130,320.1

Total
Source: SSIGO, 2007.

The current practice that contribution incomes paid by employees and employers into SI fund are
transferred to the State Budget cannot be in principle compliant and suitable with providing fund
independence and thus needs to be addressed. According to Government Resolution 119 (2002), the
Government shall re-pay its debt to NDC starting from 2007. If this action takes place, fund assets
accumulated in pension insurance fund may allow reserve funds created for further affordability and
sustainability.
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Information Flow of SI Accounting System

Ministry of Social
Welfare and Labor

National Social
Insurance Counsel

Ministry of Finance

National Statistical
Office

SSIGO
Information processing and
Training center

Ulaanbaatar city Social
insurance office

Aimag level social
insurance offices

District level Social
insurance offices

Soum level social
insurance offices

Reporting timeframe
1. Monthly data
1.1 From soum and district to aimag and UB city SI office within 2nd of next month
2.1 From aimag and UB city SI office to SSIGO within 3rd of next month
3.1 From SSIGO to MSWL and MoF within 5th of next month
2. Financial report
1.1 From soum and district to aimag and UB city SI office within 15th of next month
2.1 From aimag and UB city SI office to SSIGO within 25th of next month
3.1 From SSIGO to MSWL, MoF and Social Insurance National Council
• Quarterly report – within 10th of first month of next quarter
• Annual report-before February 2nd of next year
3. Administrative data
1.1 From SSIGO to MSWL and State Statistic Office
• Semi-annual report within August 25th of the year
• Annual report within February 25th of next year.
1. Monthly data
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Cash income and expenditure of SI fund (within 5th of next month), with 75 rows;
Payables and receivables of SI fund, with 22 rows;
Operational cash income and expenditure, 52 rows;
Operational receivables and payables, 16 rows.

2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
(1)
(2)

Quarterly reports
Balance
Fund growth reports
Fund income and expenditure statistics
Fund income and expenditure reports
Pension insurance fund income and expenditure reports
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(3)
Benefit insurance fund income and expenditure reports
(4)
OIDI insurance fund income and expenditure reports
(5)
Health insurance fund income and expenditure reports
(6)
Unemployment insurance fund income and expenditure reports
2.4 Cash flow reports
2.4.1
Fund cash flow reports
2.4.2
Pension insurance fund cash flow reports
2.4.3
Benefit insurance fund cash flow reports
2.4.4
OID insurance fund cash flow reports
2.4.5
Health insurance fund cash flow reports
2.4.6
Unemployment insurance fund cash flow reports
2.5 Attachment reports (27 blank sheets)
3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

Administrative statistical data reporting (semi-annual)
SI fund income report
Employers’ report
SI contributors’ report
New job place report
Reports on herders insured under SI and health insurance
Report on pension recipients
Report on individuals determined percentage of work capability loss due to ordinary disease and
injury, and due to occupational injury and disease.
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Information Flow Map of SI Offices
1.1 Financial statements
Monthly statistics
Administrative data
Budget estimation and projection
1.2 Resolutions and directions
Guidance, advice and methodology
Approved form models
2.1 Reports to be approved
Inquiries
Guidance, advice
2.2. Report of SI
contribution (ND7)
Billing sheets of SI
contribution payment (ND8)
List of benefit provisions (ND10)
3.1. List of in-patient service recipients
List of ambulatory service recipients
List of discounted drugs
3.2. List of individuals discharged from SI
4.1. Approval of record-keeping books
Inquiries
Guidance, advice
4.2. Receipts of SI contribution premiums
Medical statements of temporary sick
Documents of pension admission
5.1. Pension provision files
Pension provision sheets
Benefit provision notification
5.2 Transaction remittance copies
Approval of balance
Pension provision performance files
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PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
1. MSWL
2. MoF
3. National SI Counsel
4. National Statistical Office

1.1

1.2

2.1
EMPLOYERS

2.2
HOSPITALS,
DRUGSTORES,
SANATORIUMS

3.1

SOCIAL INSURANCE AGENCIES
1. SSIGO
2. UB city SI Office
3. Aimag SI Office
4. District SI Office
5. Soum SI unit

5.1
BANKS

5.2

3.2
4.1

4.2

INSURED INDIVIDUALS,
PENSION RECEPIENTS
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Fund Income and Expenditure Report
As of from 1 April, 2007 to 30 June, 2007, by tugrugs
DESCRIPTIONS

Reportable Quarter

INCOME

0.00

FUND INCOME

Performance growth
0.00

76,937,004,006.64

149,972,096,045.18

Pension insurance fund

57,069,144,705.37

110,947,790,246.91

Benefit insurance fund

3,557,520,192.59

6,691,718,126.22

OID insurance fund

2,393,845,812.95

4,665,704,221.42

12,226,753,399.25

24,418,116,388.75

1,689,739,896.48

3,248,767,061.87

0.00

0.00

65,862,838,831.44

132,397,217,153.17

Pension insurance fund

55,257,544,933.25

111,107,709,135.13

Benefit insurance fund

18,640,106.91

3,523,737,812.68

Health insurance fund
Unemployment insurance
EXPENDITURE
FUND EXPENDITURE

OID insurance fund

2,562,899,159.95

5,142,444,654.23

Health insurance fund

5,635,822,936.51

11,572,488,424.15

542,561,110.27

1,050,837,126.97

11,074,165,175.20

17,574,878,892.01

Unemployment insurance fund
BALANCE
OF
EXPENDITURE

INCOME

AND

FUND BALANCE

0.00

Pension insurance fund

1,811,599,772.12

-159,918,888.22

Benefit insurance fund

1,693,509,501.14

3,167,980,313.54

-189,053,347.02

-176,740,432.81

6,590,930,462.74

12,845,627,964.60

1,147,178,786.21

2,197,929,934.90

OID insurance fund
Health insurance fund
Unemployment insurance fund
Source: SSIGO, 2007
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Pension Insurance Income and Expenditure Report
As of from 1 April, 2007 to 30 June, 2007, by tugrugs
DESCRIPTION

Reportable Quarter

FUND INCOME

Performance growth

55,294,038,421.06

108,488,647,386.10

54,634,065,354.49

107,349,587,222.90

659,973,066.57

1,139,050,163.20

0.00

0.00

2,006,482,570.11

2,942,859,511.16

150,236,266.08

281,842,964.88

59,478,773.32

75,825,003.76

2,505,604.47

47,434,867.45

0.00

0.00

59,555,847.87

128,928,396.81

7,151,889.03

11,209,597.18

0.00

0.00

1,727,544,189.34

2,397,618,681.26

57,300,520,991.17

111,431,506,897.26

231,376,285.80

-483,716,650.35

FUND NET INCOME

57,300,520,991.17

110,947,790,246.91

FUND EXPENDITURE

51,534,162,964.73

101,966,321,081.30

38,579,962,418.23

77,258,209,750.91

Disability pension expenditure

6,971,826,341.00

13,885,032,727.45

Survivors' pension expenditure

5,882,374,205.50

10,823,078,602.94

SI contribution income - compulsory scheme
SI contribution income - voluntary scheme
Contribution from OID insurance fund
OTHER FUND INCOMES
Fine and penalty fee income
Penalty fees for delayed periods of payment
Savings interest income
Bond interest income
Transaction interest income
Fine payment income
Commodity sale income
Other fund incomes
TOTAL FUND INCOME
FUND INCOME REPAYMENT

Old-age pension expenditure

OTHER FUND EXPENDITURE

43,690,666.52

1,804,798,869.32

Cost of unreliable receivables reserve

0.00

0.00

Cost of savings interests

0.00

0.00

Costs of commodity sale

0.00

0.00

Bonus from incomes from fines, fees

40,626,442.00

72,488,015.26

Costs for execution of court decision

3,063,124.52

6,469,154.56

0.00

1,711,905,600.00

1,100.00

13,936,100.00

3,679,691,302.00

7,336,589,184.01

Operational costs
Other fund expenditures
MILITARY PENSION EXPENDITURE
Costs for military service pensions

3,372,016,475.00

6,722,643,097.00

Costs for military disability pensions

97,146,651.00

194,455,767.01

Costs for military survivors' pensions

210,528,175.00

419,490,320.00

55,257,544,933.25

111,107,709,135.13

1,811,599,772.12

-159,918,888.22

TOTAL FUND EXPENDITURES
FUND NET BALANCE
Source: SSIGO, 2007.
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UB district office’s detailed information
UB city SI office is comprised of 9 district level SI offices under its supervision.
№

Districts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Chingeltei
Sukhbaatar
Khan-Uul
Songino Khairkhan
Bayangol
Bayanzurkh
Nalaikh
Baganuur
Baga Khangai
UB city Social
Insurance Office
Total

41
40
42
38
43
36
13
17
4
44

132,883
123,041
90,925
211,056
160,818
211,614
27,297
25,731
3,827
-

Employer
entities and
enterprises
1,417
2,251
923
902
1,961
1,484
246
140
29
-

318

961,461

9,353

Number of
employees

Insured
individuals

Number of
pension
recipients
14,780
14,387
11,692
21,335
17,411
20,961
3,887
2,921
349
107,723

Number of SI
service beneficiaries
43,792
54,360
42,084
27,666
54,385
39,897
4,551
5,095
657
272,487

Source: SSIGO, 2007.
Funds
Retirement pension
Invalidity pension
Survivor’s pension
Pension and benefits from insurance fund against
employment injury and occupational diseases
Military pension and benefits
Benefits
Unemployment benefits
Health insurance
Source: SSIGO, 2007.
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Persons

Million tugrugs

176,324
46,612
35,630

73,633.1
14,282.6
12,10.,0

8,210

4,034.2

11,896
78,677
10,029
925,156

6,583.4
4,557.4
1,039.8
20,652.4
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APPENDIX V: CHANGES IN SOCIAL INSURANCE PENSION
BENEFITS (DECEMBER 1994 TO SEPTEMBER 2007)
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APPENDIX V
CHANGES IN SOCIAL INSURANCE PENSION BENEFITS (DECEMBER 1994 TO SEPTEMBER 2007)

Effective date

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

To start reimburse 30% of total pension benefits of retires, disabilities,
survivors to the related pensioners by January 1, 1995 who retired
before December 1994.

1994.12.01

3.48

275.8

1.59

256

Government's resolution

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

Actions taken
Date

Number

1994.12.15

205

1995.06.22

104

To increase retirement, disability, survivor's pension benefits by 20%.
This change will not be effective to the retires who had worked for the
government, government organizations and state owned enterprises

1995.07.01

105

To increase pension benefits by 40% for men aged less than 50 and
women aged less than 55 years whose pension benefits determined as
military retirement. To increase non-military retirees' pension benefits
by 20%.

1995.07.01

70 year or older people, disabled pensioners (men over 60 years,
women over 55 year) will get increased pension benefits and relief
from December 1995 by the 104th Government resolution

1995.12.01

Adjusted appropriate amount of pension benefits approved by
Resolutions numbered 104 and 105. To increase 25% of difference
between the current pension benefit and subsidy starting from April 1,
1996, and increase it again by 30% from October 1, 1996.
To increase to a sufficient level for men (aged at 60-69) and women
(aged at 55-69) who have lower income than minimum living
standards in army life, as well as retirees who retired earlier due to
poisonous, hot and underground labor environments.

1,996.04.01

1995.06.22

1995.08.21

1996.04.03

146

71
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Government's resolution

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

Actions taken
Date

Number

Title

1997.01.15

21

Increase the
pension benefits
of some
pensioners

Except for the retirees (over 70 years old, paralysed men over 65 years
old and paralysed women over 60 years) whose pension benefits
increased by Government Resolution 146 in 1995, other pension
benefits of old-age, disability and survivors’ retired before January 1,
1995 increase by 10% from October 1, 1995

1997.01.19

Parliament
-05

Actions for
social security

Current pensions and benefits for retirees who retired before 1995 and
eligible for pension entitlement requirements as stated in Social
Security Law and benefits from social insurance fund.
To increase pensions by 30% for women aged
55 and men aged 60 who got eligible for
pensions for military officers according to
pension legislation, by keeping appropriate
balance among pricing tariffs, changes in living
standards, benefit ratio from salary, labor
wages, based on pensions for individuals
retired before 1995 and those to be retired
after 1995

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

1997.01.01

6,800.0

287.2

1997.10.01

11,400.0

Effective date

1996.10.01

F-7,200
P-4,800

1997.01.19

73

Changes on
living expense,
price and tariff;
approve the
proper ratio of
pension benefits
and labor wage

1997.09.28

201

Increase pension
benefits

Based on the proper ratio that approved by the 73rd government
resolution, to define all pension benefits and increase by 2,000 tugrug
at least without reducing current pension benefits by October 1st, 1997.

F-9,200
P-4,800

1997.10.01

54

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

To redefine minimum pension benefits by 12,000 tugrug and increase
pension benefits 11,001-20,000 tugrug by 1,000 tugrug, over 20,000
tugrug by 500 tugrug from April 1, 1998

F-12,000
P- 6,000

1998.04.01

1998.04.15
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Effective date

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

F-16,000
P-10,000

1999.12.01

15,100.0

234.3

To increase full pension benefits from 16,001 to 20,000 by 1,500
tugrug, from 20,001 to 30,000 by 1,000 tugrug and partial pension
benefits above 10,001 tugrug by 1,000 tugrug

F- 17,750
P- 11,500

2001.04.15

3,108.4

237.2

Redefine minimum amount of full pension benefits

F-18,850
P-12,375

2001.10.01

560.7

169.0

To increase full pension benefits from 18,851 to 50,000 and partial
pension benefits above 12376 by 20%, full pension benefits above
50,001 tugrug by 15%

F-22,600
P-14,860

2002.10.01

3419.9

266.1

To increase full pension benefits from 22,601 to 39,999 tugrug and
partial pension benefits from 15,001 to 18,000 tugrug by 25%, full
pension benefits above 32000 tugrug and partial pension benefits
above 18,001 tugrug by 15%.

F-32,000
P-20,000

2004.01.16

24,300.0

270.1

Government's resolution

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

157

Redefine
adjustment
using the
calculation of
labor wage and
related income

To redefine adjustment ratios without reducing
pension benefit.

1990-60.0
1991-30.0
1992-11.0
1993-3.3
1994-2.5
1995-1.6
1996-1.4
1997-1.2
1998-1.1
1999-1.0

88

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

166

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

Actions taken
Date

1999.10.01

2001.04.20

2001.07.09

2002.09.18

2004.01.07

Number

193

3
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Government's resolution

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

Actions taken
Date

2005.02.02

2005.12.14

2006.02.08

Number

Title
1990-100.0
1991-50.0
1992-19.2
1993-5.8
1994-4.2
1995-2.5
1996-2.0
1997-1.5
1998-1.3
1999-1.1
2000-1.07
2001-1.05
2002-1.03
2003-1.0

Redefine
adjustment for
pension benefits,
increase pension
benefits

1. To redefine current pension benefit by
approved adjustment without reducing the
amount
2. To define maximum amount of pension
benefits by 120,000 tugrug
3. To increase pension benefits by 7.5% that
increased before less than 7.5% with redefined
adjustment

247

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

1. To redefine minimum amount of full pension benefits by 40,000
tugrug and partial pension benefits by 27,000 tugrug.
2. To Increase full pension benefits in following range
• less than 34,400 tugrug by 7,000 tugrug
• at 34,400 by 6,000
• 34,401-60,000 by 6,500
• 60,001-80,000 by 5,000
• Above 80,001 by 3,000
To increase partial pension benefits in following
• Less than 21,500 tugrug by 5,600 tugrug
• Above 21,501 tugrug by 5,500 tugrug

16

Redefine
pension benefits
for some
citizens

To redefine pension benefits of retiree who got earned less than
120,000 tugrug of salary before June 1, 1998

22
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F-40,000
P-27,000

Effective date

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

2005.02.01

9,460.2

282.6

2006.01.01

22526.4

283.6

2005.12.14

1900.0

17.8
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Government's resolution

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

Actions taken
Date

30/08/2006

2007.01.10

2007.05.02

Number

Title

207

Calculate
pension benefits
paying from the
social insurance
fund and
approve salary
classification
and indexes

15

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

109

ISC
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Approval on
calculation of
salary
adjustment and
variables for
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

1. To redefine pension benefits of all retirees based on wage
classification and indexes stated on this resolution by August 1, 2006
2. To pay previous pension benefits without reducing after wage
classification and indexes are calculated

To redefine minimum full pension benefits by 51,700 tugrug and
partial pension benefits by 34,500 tugrug. Also increase other pension
benefits by 15%.

1. Approval of salary adjustment to calculate
pension benefits
2. To redefine all pension benefits by approved
adjustment
3. To pay previous pension benefits without
reducing after using adjustments

5

1990-200.0
1991-100.0
1992-50.0
1993-24.0
1994-12.6
1995-10.06
1996-4.60
1997-3.83
1998-3.54
1999-3.22
2002-2.06
2001-1.74
2002-1.51
2003-1.51
2004-1.28
2005-1.20
2006-1.00
2007-1.00

F-51,750
P-34,500

Effective date

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

01/08/2006

12,407.1

129.5

2007.01.01

35,453.2

284.7

2007.07.01

5963.8

287.4
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Government's resolution
Actions taken
Date

2007.05.02

Minimum
pension /Ffull, P-partial/

Effective date

Total
expenditure
(million
tugrug)

Number of
recipients
‘000

Number

Title

110

Redefine
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

1. To redefine minimum amount of full
pension benefit by 56,250 tugrug and partial
pension benefit by 37,500 tugrug

F-56,250
P-37,500

2007.07.01

4,169.8

171.9

Increase
minimum
pension benefits
paying from
social insurance
fund

1. To redefine minimum amount of full pension benefit by 67,500
tugrug and partial pension benefit by 45,000 tugrug.
2. To increase full pension benefits from 56,251 to 67,500 tugrug by
11,250 tugrug; 67,501-100,000 tugrug by 10,000 tugrug, full pension
benefit above 100,001 tugrug and partial pension benefit above 37501
by 7,500 tugrug

F-67,500
P-45,000

2007.10.01

8,779.6

295.7

2007.09.26
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APPENDIX VI: SOCIAL SECURITY SECTOR STRATEGY
PAPER, NOVEMBER 2003 (EXTRACT EXPANDING THE
COVERAGE OF SOCIAL INSURANCE)
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APPENDIX VI
SOCIAL SECURITY SECTOR STRATEGY PAPER, NOVEMBER 2003 EXTRACT
EXPANDING THE COVERAGE OF SOCIAL INSURANCE
2. Expanding the coverage of social insurance
To provide adequate pension protection to herders and other self-employed individuals through a
separate contributory pension insurance program.
Description
Under the current arrangements, moreover, the pension benefits of those who make voluntary
contributions are heavily subsidized from the contributions of other workers. Thus current approach to
providing pension coverage on a voluntary basis has not proven effective and significant increase in
voluntary coverage would cause serious financial problems for the current pension system For these
reasons, will develop a separate program to provide pension insurance to herders and other selfemployed which will offer a flat pension benefit that is more generous than the benefit offered by
social assistance but probably less generous than the current minimum pension The program will be
financed by contributions from participating herders and other self-employed individuals These
contributions will be subsidized, with the subsidy structured so that the largest subsidy goes to those
with the least ability to make contributions. The subsidies will come from the general budget, but they
will be in lieu of higher social assistance payments that would otherwise be made to herders and other
self-employed individuals.
Implementation Strategy
The concrete plan for providing pension insurance to herders and other self-employed workers will be
developed during 2004. The plan will be introduced on a pilot basis on 2005 in selected regions. Pilots
will explore alternative ways of collecting contributions and administering the plan, including the role
that cooperatives and other existing institutions might play. Results of the pilots will be available in
2007 and the program will be implemented across the country in 2008.
Fiscal Implications
Precise estimates of the cost of expanding coverage will be developed as the details of the program are
worked out. The costs would depend on the interaction of decisions about. (1) the level of the benefit
to be provided and the age at which participants become eligible for it and (2) the size of the subsidy
to supplement the contributions of herders and other self-employed individuals. For example, a plan
might be developed that offered herders a pension equal to 27 percent of the average wage after 44
years of service and having attained age 65 (By comparison, the social welfare pension is currently
equal to about 19 percent of the average wage.) It is estimated that such a plan would have required
total contributions, including government subsidy, of some 58,000 tugrugs per participant per year in
2003, and increasing in future years at the same rate as average wages rise With respect to those
herders and other self-employed who would receive social welfare pensions in the absence of the new
program, the government can save money as long as its annual contribution subsidy is less than it
would cost to pay the social welfare pension. This turns out to be the equivalent of some 40,000
tugrugs per year. There appears to be space, therefore, for developing a program that has heavy
subsidies for low-income participants but that costs the government less than the alternative social
welfare pensions would cost.
Risks
It will be difficult to enforce regular contribution collections from many of the poorer herders who
needed to track contribution histories in order to allow calculation of retirement benefits. The pilots
will test the effectiveness of different approaches to collecting contributions, including those which
focus collections on times when animals and animal products are being marketed, and at different
ISC
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ways of generating and maintaining payment records. The lessons learned from the pilots will reduce
the risks to the overall project.
Monitoring Indicators
The first indicator will be the successful launching of pilot programs in 2005. The second indicator
will be the completion in 2007 of pilot projects that suggest promising ways of extending coverage.
Beginning in 2008, progress will be tracked by monitoring the number of persons participating in the
program and comparing aggregate collections and subsidy payments to projections made at the
conclusion of the pilots.
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APPENDIX VII: SOCIAL SECURITY SECTOR STRATEGY
PAPER, NOVEMBER 2003 (EXTRACT STRENGTHENING THE
FINANCIAL CONDITION OF PENSION INSURANCE)
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APPENDIX VII
SOCIAL SECURITY SECTOR STRATEGY PAPER, NOVEMBER 2003 EXTRACT
STRENGTHENING THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF PENSION INSURANCE
1. Strengthening the financial condition of pension insurance.
To introduce changes in benefit structure and program operations that will eliminate deficits in the
pension fund and convert the current pay-as-you-go system into one that is partial reserve financed.
Description
The Ministry will develop specific legislation to adjust several elements of the current benefit
package. These include: Adjusting pensions paid to those born before 1960 automatically to reflect
changes in the consumer price index and living costs. This will make the treatment of these
beneficiaries consistent with the treatment of beneficiaries born after 1960.
Repealing the provision linking the minimum benefit for those born before 1960 to the minimum
wage. In the future the minimum benefit applicable to these workers will be adjusted only for changes
in price levels in the future. Also will study the need to reduce the minimum benefit provided under
the new system to assure that it is at a level that is consistent with the average benefit that will prevail
under the new system.
Gradually equalizing the retirement age for men and women. Starting in 2005, the retirement age of
women will be gradually increased until it reaches the age of 60 by 2010. The retirement age under the
new pension system will be 60 for all contributors. This will also refer to the retirement age of those
working under non-standard working conditions.
Adjusting the formula used in the calculation of disability and survivor benefits under the new system.
If the formula is not changed, disability and survivor benefits under the new system would be out of
line with retirement benefits.
Developing policy alternatives to smooth the transition between the benefit levels for those born
before 1960 and the benefit levels for those born after 1960.
Also will develop a package of measures to improve compliance with social insurance contribution
requirements. These will include:
•
•
•

Improving coordination between the social insurance and tax authorities, including information
exchange about payment declarations to the two agencies.
Amending the law to assure that all components of compensation are included in the calculation of
contributions and benefits.
Enhancing the technical capabilities of current social insurance inspectors, improving skills for
administration of financial activities at the SSlGO and providing services to the contributors,
refining individual account information system and informing the public about the importance of
complying with contribution rules. All workers, particularly those born after 1960, need to
understand that contribution avoidance today is likely to lead to lower retirement benefits
tomorrow.

The Ministry will also work with other relevant Ministries and governmental institutions to accelerate
the development of private financial markets in Mongolia so that when pension reserves begin to
accumulate, there will be adequate avenues for private sector asset management and investment.
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Implementation Strategy
The benefit adjustments will be implemented through changes in the current Law on Social Insurance
and Law on Individual Accounts. These amendments will be prepared during the latter part of 2003
and the early part of 2004 to be submitted to the Parliament in 2004 and 2005.
The measures to improve collections will be developed through pilots of different strategies in
different regions. The pilots will begin in 2004 and run for one to two years each. Each pilot will then
be evaluated to determine which procedural reforms appear to be the most effective at increasing
compliance.
Fiscal Impact
According to the projections, the 1999 pension reform reduced the long range deficit in the pension
program by almost two thirds. Without the 1999 reform, the deficit in the program would have grown
steadily, reaching 8.5 percent of GDP by the year 2070. With the re form the projection is a deficit
growing to 3.1 percent of GDP in 2070. Much of the long run deficit remaining after the reform would
be eliminated if there were no minimum pension. While having the minimum pension, it is important
to ensure that the minimum is not too high relative to the general level of benefits. Each of the other
elements of the package presented here will further reduce the long-range deficit. In combination, they
will be more than sufficient to eliminate the deficit and should be enough to put the program on the
path to partial reserve financing, the goal set forth in the 1999 Parliamentary guidelines.
Risks
While the reform package will ensure the long-range financial sustainability of the pension system, it
will also affect the interests of current and future retirees. The benefit adjustments will require
approval of the Parliament, and it is to be expected that some of the affected parties, while agreeing
with the general objective, will strongly oppose particular elements of the package. To minimize these
risks, it is essential that the need for benefit changes and the rationale for the particular changes
recommended by the Ministry be communicated both to important stakeholders and to the general
public.
The strategy to move to partial reserve financing presumes that financial markets will be sufficiently
developed in Mongolia to allow prudent investments for the pension fund. The development of
financial markets is largely outside of the control of MSWL.
Monitoring Indicators
Between now and 2005, progress will be measured by the successful enactment of legislation to
modify benefits and the successful completion of pilot projects to improve collections. Thereafter,
success will be measured by an increase above trend levels in aggregate collections, by improvement
in the financial operations of the pension fund, and by improvement in regular projections that the
Ministry will make of the longer-range status of the fund.
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APPENDIX VIII: NATIONAL LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY
TRI-PARTITE AGREEMENT FOR 2007-2008
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APPENDIX VIII
NATIONAL LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY TRI-PARTITE AGREEMENT
FOR 2007-2008
Tri-partite national agreement upon labor and social consents has been concluded by authorised
representatives from the Government of Mongolia, Employers’ Association and Trade Unions, in
regards to common issues within employment relations that aimed at protecting social security,
employment rights and other relevant legal rights and interests of the population based on Article 19 of
Chapter 2 of Labor Law.
CHAPTER I. Policy issues upon Employment relations
1. To uphold a policy aimed at not increasing tax burdens and imposing additional tax or
payments;
2. To collect and reflect comments and recommendations gathered from social partners upon
the event of developing and passing the following laws tackling on economy and social issues:
-

Amended version of General Law on Taxation;
Customs Law;
Law on Customs Tariffs;
Law (on Collaterals and) Mortgage;
Law on small- and medium size enterprises;
Law on Cooperatives;
Law on establishing Industry and Technology Parks;
Law on Mining mineral resources with non-industrial instruments;
Law on Vocational education;
Law on Employment safety and hygiene;
Law on importing and exporting labor force; and
Labor law.

3. To upgrade classification of professionals and job titles based on newly emerging jobs,
professions and job titles on the international arena and international standards;
4. To upgrade the legal framework of regulating and monitoring unfair competition, and
establish a tri-partite monitoring system;
5. To develop proposals in regards to determining flat rates for work space rentals, fines and
other payments fluctuating due to changes in minimum wages;
6. To develop and implement a program on ‘Sustainable development of skin-processing
sector’ in accordance with the action plan for the second phase of sub-program ‘Skin and leather’ by
the Government;
7. To accelerate implementation of the program ’40,000 apartments’, and to cooperate with
occupational and industry-based trade unions in aimags and Ulaanbaatar city in respect to providing
public servants and low- and medium-level income groups with apartments within this program; and
to establish a Monitoring;
8. To create long-term loan schemes for purchasing apartments which allow beneficiaries to
pay loans back without loan interests increased;
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9. To create a legal framework for implementing various programs allowing company
employees to hold shares of their employed companies, and to organize publicity campaign and
trainings for learning experiences of organizations implementing such programs; and
10. To design, propose and issue a National program on developing corporate governance.
CHAPTER II. Issues on employment, employment safety and hygiene
11. To create job places through developing domestic industries within the ‘Year of Great
construction and Increasing job places’; to ensure involvement of tri-partite stakeholders in ensuring
principles and requirements of ‘Appropriate labor’ while creating job places;
12. To develop recommendations, based on consents and discussion by National Tri-partite
Counsel, in regards to social security and protecting employment rights, and other relevant legal rights
and interests while exploiting major strategic mineral deposits and implementing such projects; to
reflect issues related to train Mongolian workers at the required level to ensure tri-partite monitoring
on implementing agreed contracts;
13. To introduce new standards employment safety and hygiene management in compliance
with recommendations by ILO;
14. To develop and utilise instruments in ensuring Government supports based on studying
opportunities and demands of conducting entrepreneurships and investment for youngsters when they
return to Mongolia;
15. To create prerequisites aimed at reducing labor force outflow through upgrading
government policies on exporting labor force, expanding training labor forces, and increasing labor
wages;
16. To ensure involvement of tri-partite stakeholders in policy development on importing
labor force;
17. To ensure tri-partite participation in developing and issuing National declaration
‘Prevention from HIV/AIDS is an issue of job places’;
18. To develop complex vocational training systems linked with practice in industry; to
upgrade government policy on vocational trainings, and develop amendment proposals to relevant
legislation;
19. To ensure tri-partite participation in strengthening vocational trainings in line with labor
market needs and in defining roles and responsibilities of government agency authorising employment
issues in this regard;
20. To ensure tri-partite cooperation and decision over upgrading employees’ skills,
specialisation, accreditation and certifying professional degrees;
21. To ensure tri-partite resolution of issues related to strengthening operations of centers of
information, trainings and publicity campaigns on labor safety and hygiene, to establish labor safety
and hygiene laboratories as affiliated to those centers, and to supply relevant equipment and facilities;
CHAPTER III. Issues on wages and social protection
22. To increase salary and wages of public servants by no less than 20% before 1 January,
2008;
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23. To take measures in increasing salary and wages of private entities and enterprises as well
as state-owned entities and enterprises, in compliance with increase in wages for public servants,
through reflecting in labor and civil contracts and stakeholders’ agreements.
24. To revise and update the minimum wage each year, and to increase the minimum wage by
no less than 20%.
- To determine the minimum wage, recommendations from Association of Trade Unions and
Employers’ Association shall be considered;
- To ensure tri-partite monitoring into application of minimum wage in place;
25. To develop proposals of wage ranking and classification for public servants while
considering sub-sectors, and to ensure its application in place;
26. To analyse possibilities of issuing regionalised allowances in addition to public servants’
salary and to take relevant measures;
27. To conduct survey studies by Tri-partite counsel sub committees in cooperation with ILO
on the following issues:
- Labor costs;
- Linkage between value-added production cost and average salary increase;
- Labor wages in small enterprises;
- Labor wages in private sectors;
28. To revise and upgrade the social welfare benefits in relation with living costs and
customers’ price index each year;
29. To revise and upgrade pension benefits provided from Social insurance fund in
consideration with living costs and customers’ price index;
30. To create a new separate and mandatory social insurance system for herders and the selfemployed in order to expand their coverage and reduce social insurance contribution rates; and to
ensure full coverage of all employees working under Civil Law into social insurance;
31. To reduce employers’ contribution rate by no less than 5%, while not increasing
employees’ contribution rate in order to expand coverage of social insurance;
32. To carry out analysis and make proposals on creating mitigation policy, such as reducing
social insurance contribution rates, in order to increase competitiveness of textile industry and keep
job places in this sector;
33. To ensure tri-partite stakeholders’ participation in taking comprehensive measures step by
step in regards to following matters, for instance:
− to separate social insurance funds from the State budget of general revenues;
− to develop amendment proposals on Law on State Budget and Package Law on Social
insurance;
− to transfer fund management to tri-partite governance;
− to accumulate and raise assets in Notional defined contributory accounts;
− to create management system of administering fund raising, notional defined as well as
additional old-age insurance; and
− to restructure organisational structures of SSIGO.
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CHAPTER IV. Issues on developing labor management
and social partnerships
34. To ensure participation of employers’ and employees’ interest groups in design,
implementation, budget allocation and performance monitoring of projects and programs by the
Government, capital city or provincial authorities which tackles employment rights and other legal
rights and interests of citizens;
35. To ensure participation and consultation of employers’ and employees’ interest groups in
designing budget plans, budget allocation and performance reporting of General Revenues and local
budgets;
36. To enter into mutual agreement at each level prior designing budget planning of General
revenues and local budgets of the year following;
37. To create two- or tri-partite regional system responsible for monitoring enforcement of
employment and social security legislation and addressing incompliance matters;
38. To organise national-level consultation and discussion under the theme ‘Foreign investors
and social partnerships’;
39. a) To examine issues related to seeking membership in the following agreements and
conventions of ILO:
- Convention 102 of ‘Social Security’; and
- Convention 95 of ‘Wage protection’.
b) To gain membership in the following agreements and conventions of ILO:
- Convention 161 of ‘Labor safety unit’;
- Convention 81 of ‘Labor related liabilities in trade and industry’;
- Convention 151 of ‘Employment relations of public servants’; and
- Convention 183 of ‘Protection of mothers’.
CHAPTER V. Issues on Enforcement and implementation of Agreement
40. This Agreement shall be effective and valid for 2 years since the date signed by all parties.
41. This Agreement shall remain binding and enforced unless Parties enter into a new
agreement, revise or amend before the expiration date.
42. National Employment and Social Security Tri-partite Counsel and other participating
Parties shall monitor enforcement of Agreement. Representatives of participating parties shall evaluate
and report performance of Agreement provisions.
43. Any change or restructuring in structure and management of the Government,
management of Employers’ Association or of Trade Unions shall not cause termination of this
Agreement which shall remain binding on the next people.
44. Any amendments and revision to this Agreement shall be performed in accordance with
procedures agreed at the time of concluding it.
45. Other nationwide employers’ associations, trade unions and centers who did not
participate in concluding this Agreement may join this Agreement any time within its valid period.
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REPRESENTING THE GOVERNMENT:
D. Demberel, Leader of Representatives, Minister of Social Welfare and Labor
J. Sukhbaatar, First Deputy Chairman of Government Secretariat
S. Chinzorig, Vice Minister, MSWL
Ch. Ganzorig, Vice Minister, MoF
S. Tumur-Ochir, Vice Minister, Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Technology
A. Otgonbold, Vice Minister, Ministry of Health
G. Bayasgalan, State Secretary, Ministry of Justice and Internal Affairs
B. Nyamsuren, State Secretary, Ministry of Trade and Industry
Ts. Natsagdolgor, Department Head, MSWL
D. Bayarsaikhan, Director, Social Welfare and Employment Office

REPRESENTING TRADE UNIONS OF MONGOLIA:
S. Ganbaatar, Leader of Representatives, President of Trade Unions Association of Mongolia
M. Ganaa, Secretary General, Trade Unions Association of Mongolia
H. Amgalanbaatar, Chairman, Trade Unions Association of Ulaanbaatar city
M. Altantsetseg, Chairwoman, Employees’ Trade Unions Association
B. Batchuluun, Chairman, Industrial Trade Unions Association
S. Erdenebat, Chairman, Transportation, Telecommunications, Petroleum Trade Unions Association
G. Dugeree, Chairman, Private Entrepreneurs’ Trade Unions Association
P. Gantumur, Chairman, Health workers’ Trade Unions Association
S. Ganbold, Chairman, Power, Geology, Mining Trade Unions Association
B. Erdenetsetseg, Chairwoman, Social Insurance employees’ Trade Unions Association

REPRESENTING EMPLOYERS:
L. Nyamsambuu, Leader of Representatives, President of Employers’ Trade Unions Association of
Mongolia
H. Ganbaatar, Executive Director, Employers’ Trade Unions Association of Mongolia
P. Tsenguun, Vice President, Employers’ Trade Unions Association of Mongolia,
General Director, Altan taria LLC
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L. Munkhbat, Senior Member of Employers’ Trade Unions Association of Mongolia, Director of
Odkon LLC
N. Dash-Ulzii, Senior Member of Employers’ Trade Unions Association of Mongolia, Director of
Ulziit tuv LLC
B. Tumenbayar, General Manager of Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Ch. Altangaaya, President of Industrial Cooperatives’ Association of Mongolia
D. Ganbold, President of National Mining Association
J. Yura, Leader of Technical and vocational training institutions
G. Oyun, Executive Director of Construction Workers’ Association

3 October, 2007
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SOCIAL INSURANCE CIRCULATED IN JANUARY 2008 AND
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APPENDIX IX
A PROPOSAL TO BRING HERDERS INTO SOCIAL INSURANCE CIRCULATED
IN JANUARY 2008 AND THE CONSULTANTS’ REPLY
ISC letterhead memo
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department,
Ministry of Finance
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Pension System Expert/Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert
Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

Date:

8 January 2008
Comments on proposed legislation on herders January 2008

1. A proposed Amendment to the Law on Social Insurance has been received. The Consultants
are pleased to make the following comments.
2. The Consultants are in agreement with the policy of expanding coverage of the Social
Insurance system in Mongolia, in particular expanding pension insurance. The publication of
the proposed legislation is welcomed. The consultants do however have some serious concerns
over this proposal, relating to definitions of the target group and practical considerations of the
target group making mandatory contributions.
3. Furthermore the Consultants outlined an approach to bringing herders and self employed into
social insurance at their Workshop on 24th January 2008. This is outlined at the end of this
paper. As with other approaches at that time this may not be regarded as a final
recommendation and should in any event be regarded as the Consultants’ view. It does
however suggest an alternative approach.

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION
On who should be covered by the legislation
1. One possible intention of the legislation should be to include all those adults who have an
income, whether it be through employment or being self employed, to be included in social
insurance, in particular in making mandatory contributions, but who are not at present
included. The expression “herders” does not equate with that intention. If the intention is to
just bring in herders, then there are substantial numbers of others who will continue to be
excluded. Furthermore there are some herders who are already in the mandatory and
voluntary.
2. If the intention is to cover self-employed, then this should be stated. The definition of selfemployed should be precise so to exclude those who are included in other social insurance
definitions.
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3. If the intention is to cover all those who are not covered by existing legislation, then that
should be stated. However it will be seen that the proposed contribution rates are specifically
aimed at herders, with one clause relating to numbers of animals.
Definitions
4. The expression “herders” is not definitive. Herders, or herding, is way of life, taken to mean
raising livestock and generally those likely to move their homes and animals from time to time
through the year, although it might also apply to those who spend much of the year in one
place. A herder can be self employed but not always, as he or she may be employed by
another herder or a co-operative, or may be in partnership with members of his family. There
are many herders who already make contributions to social insurance through being employed.
5. There are also others involved in agriculture, who may or not be self-employed, who would
not be regarded as herders; some are covered by social insurance, and some are not. It is not
clear if these should be included in the proposed legislation.
Multiple social insurance contributions ; multiple social insurance accounts
6. In addition the possibility of a person being both employed and self employed and thus subject
to more than one method of making social insurance contributions should be carefully
considered. In addition someone may have multiple employment and thus be making multiple
contributions to social insurance.
7. The broad intention of the NDC system is that a person should not have multiple social
insurance accounts, but where there are multiple contributions they should be made to the
same account.
Contributions
8. Where the minimum monthly contribution is described as “not less than 10% than the
contribution for pension”, this is not entirely clear (Translated version). If the intention is for a
flat contribution rate or for a contribution rate based on earnings, this should be apparent.
9. The basis of contributions for self employed has caused problems in other countries.
Definitions and understanding of earnings, income and profit vary considerably. In addition it
is unlikely that herders prepare accounts that can be verified or have any degree of
consistency.
10. Any contribution based on income would require definitions of income that are readily
understood; any flat rate contribution would be a burden on those with irregular or no income.
11. The matter of making monthly contributions also causes concern. Research carried out by this
project and others suggests that herders have seasonal incomes, with irregular earnings, and
that the seasonal pattern depends on the type of animals. Incomes can also vary considerably
from year to year. In addition herders are unlikely to access SSIGO or other centres to make
contributions on a monthly basis, due to the distances involved and the constant demands of
raising livestock.
12. The reference in the proposed legislation on non-work seasons relates only to employees.
However if an employee was not working and not being paid, then the employer should not be
making a social insurance contribution.
13. As an example from abroad, the Hong Kong mandatory systems that include the self
employed allows for yearly contributions.
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Contributions based on herd size
14. There is a reference to those with households with less than 200 animals getting the
contribution from the government. Although the number of animals is an indication of income,
it is not definitive.
15. As a general point, any distinction based on herd size may cause concern. There is the
problem of verification of herd size, a figure that varies through the year. If it is advantageous,
then those who have larger herds would arrange to have smaller qualifying herds.
16. Special consideration for herders for contributions, through a government contribution or
added or special benefits, would encourage those who are not obviously herders to claim to be
one.
17. The reference to households raises questions on whether herder income is the income of
a. one person and thus only one pension insurance account,
b. two people being a husband and wife, divided accordingly and thus two pension
insurance accounts and two contributions, or
c. three or more adults, such as parents, brothers, sisters, in-laws and children over 18,
divided accordingly and leading to multiple accounts and contributions.
18. Further issues arise when herders are members of co-operatives and as to whether the cooperative has a separate income to herders and how it may be divided.

Compliance
19. Consideration should be given to how herders should comply and whether there are penalties
for non-compliance. Arguably any penalty for non-compliance should go the person who did
not get the amount, but the idea of a self employed person paying a fine to himself in an NDC
account is clearly impractical.
Public awareness
20. There is a clear need to make those affected by the law aware of the changes. A public
awareness programme to make people aware should be introduced.
Consequence of being out of system and not having years of service requirements at retirement.
21. The current NDC regulations require a minimum contribution period of 180 months years in
order to qualify for a full benefit. If a male herder born after 1960 joined the system through
this legislation and is 45 or more now, he would not qualify for a pension if the retirement age
was 60, even though he was obliged to contribute.
22. If suspension of the minimum contribution period applied to one group, it should arguably
apply to all.
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NEED FOR PRAGMATIC SOLUTIONS, RECOMMENDED APPROACH
23. The Workshops held from 21st to 24th January as part of the Project included considerable
comment on herders and how they might be included in Social Insurance. The
recommendations made on the final day by the Consultants included a multi pillar approach,
part of which would be a universal pension.
24. The recommended three main sources of income for the elderly would be
a. A universal pension, not means tested, the same amount for every citizen residing in
Mongolia
b. Expansion of the NDC system to include all employed people and the abolition of the
minimum pension payment promise, with benefits being paid on final NDC balances
at retirement
c. Voluntary savings into the NDC system, to add to the pensions payable
25. It was felt that for herders and self employed to make mandatory contributions to Social
Insurance given the various factors outlined above such as seasonal and irregular incomes and
the need for compliance, plus the distances involved and the cost of collection make it
unlikely that a mandatory scheme for herders can succeed. A similar view applies to self
employed.
26. As such it recommended that a practical approach is taken, that herders and self employed
should be covered by a Universal Pension as with everybody else and that encouragement for
voluntary savings be sought.
27. Further detail on pensions for herders and self employed will be included in the Draft Final
Report.
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APPENDIX IX
A PROPOSAL TO BRING HERDERS INTO SOCIAL INSURANCE CIRCULATED
IN JANUARY 2008 AND THE CONSULTANTS’ REPLY
ISC letterhead memo
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department,
Ministry of Finance
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Pension System Expert/Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert
Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

Date:

8 January 2008
Comments on proposed legislation on herders January 2008

1. A proposed Amendment to the Law on Social Insurance has been received. The Consultants
are pleased to make the following comments.
2. The Consultants are in agreement with the policy of expanding coverage of the Social
Insurance system in Mongolia, in particular expanding pension insurance. The publication of
the proposed legislation is welcomed. The consultants do however have some serious concerns
over this proposal, relating to definitions of the target group and practical considerations of the
target group making mandatory contributions.
3. Furthermore the Consultants outlined an approach to bringing herders and self employed into
social insurance at their Workshop on 24th January 2008. This is outlined at the end of this
paper. As with other approaches at that time this may not be regarded as a final
recommendation and should in any event be regarded as the Consultants’ view. It does
however suggest an alternative approach.

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION
On who should be covered by the legislation
1. One possible intention of the legislation should be to include all those adults who have an
income, whether it be through employment or being self employed, to be included in social
insurance, in particular in making mandatory contributions, but who are not at present
included. The expression “herders” does not equate with that intention. If the intention is to
just bring in herders, then there are substantial numbers of others who will continue to be
excluded. Furthermore there are some herders who are already in the mandatory and
voluntary.
2. If the intention is to cover self-employed, then this should be stated. The definition of selfemployed should be precise so to exclude those who are included in other social insurance
definitions.
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3. If the intention is to cover all those who are not covered by existing legislation, then that
should be stated. However it will be seen that the proposed contribution rates are specifically
aimed at herders, with one clause relating to numbers of animals.
Definitions
4. The expression “herders” is not definitive. Herders, or herding, is way of life, taken to mean
raising livestock and generally those likely to move their homes and animals from time to time
through the year, although it might also apply to those who spend much of the year in one
place. A herder can be self employed but not always, as he or she may be employed by
another herder or a co-operative, or may be in partnership with members of his family. There
are many herders who already make contributions to social insurance through being employed.
5. There are also others involved in agriculture, who may or not be self-employed, who would
not be regarded as herders; some are covered by social insurance, and some are not. It is not
clear if these should be included in the proposed legislation.
Multiple social insurance contributions ; multiple social insurance accounts
6. In addition the possibility of a person being both employed and self employed and thus subject
to more than one method of making social insurance contributions should be carefully
considered. In addition someone may have multiple employment and thus be making multiple
contributions to social insurance.
7. The broad intention of the NDC system is that a person should not have multiple social
insurance accounts, but where there are multiple contributions they should be made to the
same account.
Contributions
8. Where the minimum monthly contribution is described as “not less than 10% than the
contribution for pension”, this is not entirely clear (Translated version). If the intention is for a
flat contribution rate or for a contribution rate based on earnings, this should be apparent.
9. The basis of contributions for self employed has caused problems in other countries.
Definitions and understanding of earnings, income and profit vary considerably. In addition it
is unlikely that herders prepare accounts that can be verified or have any degree of
consistency.
10. Any contribution based on income would require definitions of income that are readily
understood; any flat rate contribution would be a burden on those with irregular or no income.
11. The matter of making monthly contributions also causes concern. Research carried out by this
project and others suggests that herders have seasonal incomes, with irregular earnings, and
that the seasonal pattern depends on the type of animals. Incomes can also vary considerably
from year to year. In addition herders are unlikely to access SSIGO or other centres to make
contributions on a monthly basis, due to the distances involved and the constant demands of
raising livestock.
12. The reference in the proposed legislation on non-work seasons relates only to employees.
However if an employee was not working and not being paid, then the employer should not be
making a social insurance contribution.
13. As an example from abroad, the Hong Kong mandatory systems that include the self
employed allows for yearly contributions.
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Contributions based on herd size
14. There is a reference to those with households with less than 200 animals getting the
contribution from the government. Although the number of animals is an indication of income,
it is not definitive.
15. As a general point, any distinction based on herd size may cause concern. There is the
problem of verification of herd size, a figure that varies through the year. If it is advantageous,
then those who have larger herds would arrange to have smaller qualifying herds.
16. Special consideration for herders for contributions, through a government contribution or
added or special benefits, would encourage those who are not obviously herders to claim to be
one.
17. The reference to households raises questions on whether herder income is the income of
a. one person and thus only one pension insurance account,
b. two people being a husband and wife, divided accordingly and thus two pension
insurance accounts and two contributions, or
c. three or more adults, such as parents, brothers, sisters, in-laws and children over 18,
divided accordingly and leading to multiple accounts and contributions.
18. Further issues arise when herders are members of co-operatives and as to whether the cooperative has a separate income to herders and how it may be divided.

Compliance
19. Consideration should be given to how herders should comply and whether there are penalties
for non-compliance. Arguably any penalty for non-compliance should go the person who did
not get the amount, but the idea of a self employed person paying a fine to himself in an NDC
account is clearly impractical.
Public awareness
20. There is a clear need to make those affected by the law aware of the changes. A public
awareness programme to make people aware should be introduced.
Consequence of being out of system and not having years of service requirements at retirement.
21. The current NDC regulations require a minimum contribution period of 180 months years in
order to qualify for a full benefit. If a male herder born after 1960 joined the system through
this legislation and is 45 or more now, he would not qualify for a pension if the retirement age
was 60, even though he was obliged to contribute.
22. If suspension of the minimum contribution period applied to one group, it should arguably
apply to all.
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NEED FOR PRAGMATIC SOLUTIONS, RECOMMENDED APPROACH
23. The Workshops held from 21st to 24th January as part of the Project included considerable
comment on herders and how they might be included in Social Insurance. The
recommendations made on the final day by the Consultants included a multi pillar approach,
part of which would be a universal pension.
24. The recommended three main sources of income for the elderly would be
a. A universal pension, not means tested, the same amount for every citizen residing in
Mongolia
b. Expansion of the NDC system to include all employed people and the abolition of the
minimum pension payment promise, with benefits being paid on final NDC balances
at retirement
c. Voluntary savings into the NDC system, to add to the pensions payable
25. It was felt that for herders and self employed to make mandatory contributions to Social
Insurance given the various factors outlined above such as seasonal and irregular incomes and
the need for compliance, plus the distances involved and the cost of collection make it
unlikely that a mandatory scheme for herders can succeed. A similar view applies to self
employed.
26. As such it recommended that a practical approach is taken, that herders and self employed
should be covered by a Universal Pension as with everybody else and that encouragement for
voluntary savings be sought.
27. Further detail on pensions for herders and self employed will be included in the Draft Final
Report.
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APPENDIX X
SURVEY GUIDANCE, QUESTIONNAIRE, SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS:
COMMENTS FROM SURVEY: PERSONAL COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK
BASED ON OWN EXPERIENCE IN COORDINATING THE SURVEY STUDY
HELD WITHIN BAYANZURKH DISTRICT
SURVEY GUIDANCE
Identifying optimal approaches in expanding coverage of social insurance
for herders and self-employed individuals

ONE. Survey study objectives
•

To identify and examine interests, possibilities and limitations in efforts of expanding
coverage of social insurance for herders and self-employed individuals, and produce
relevant conclusions;

•

To reflect the conclusion summary in Interim and Final reports

•

To review previous pilot program results and get feedbacks from aimag- and soum level
households who participated in that pilot program.

TWO. Survey study methodology
Survey study will be carried out by interviewing with and distributing questionnaires to primary source
stakeholders, including herders, self-employed individuals and local authority officials dealing such
issues, in addition to reviewing secondary sources, such as statistical data, previous project and study
reports and other materials.
THREE. Survey study targets, scope and means
1. Survey study team supporting officials:
a. Aimag level: Director and officers of social insurance office;
b. Soum level: Soum Governors or Governor’s office Administrators, social insurance
officers and employees, tax officers, bank and cooperative employees etc;
c. Soum center- and rural baghs: Bag governors will distribute to and collect survey
questionnaire sheets from self-employed individuals (10 or more), herders (30 or
more) and individuals with livestock (10 or more). Bagh meetings and herder’s group
should be used for time efficiency.
d. Altogether participants from one soum shall be no less than 60 individuals surveyed;
of which 40 or more herders.
2. Survey questionnaire contents and topics:
a. To identify the current coverage of herders and the self-employed under the social
insurance, particularly pension insurance, and examine their future potentials;
b. To reveal if they understand compulsory and voluntary social insurance schemes and
want to get insured in either of them;
c. To disclose their interest; when and in what ways they may join social or pension
insurance;
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d. To understand if they want to pay social insurance contributions either in cash or with
other commodities;
e. To give awareness of interrelations between contributions and future pensions; in
other words, what amount of monthly or quarterly contributions (10,000₮, 20,000₮,
25,000₮ etc) may result in what amount of pensions (100,000₮, 250,000₮, 300,000₮
etc) in the future;
f.

To study feasibility of collection management and mechanisms (who will collect
how?);

g. To provide understanding of savings scheme in comparison with the current system,
in addition to awareness convincing that government-administered social insurance
may be more beneficial and guaranteed as compared to private bank savings.
3. Survey coordination and preparation:
a. Survey coordinator shall appoint the regional survey conducting team and introduce
survey guidance and schedules;
b. The project officer shall contact provincial Governors’ office and Social insurance
offices through the survey coordinator, introduce survey objectives and schedules and
confirm necessary arrangements;
c. Survey coordinator shall contact provincial Governors’ office and Social insurance
offices to provide preparations needed and deliver survey questionnaires before field
visits;
d. The project officer who will go to selected provinces shall arrange matters related with
field visits, such as hotels, cars and regional meetings with local officials.
4. Timelines:
Field visits will last four days.
5. Costs:
Survey coordinators shall claim all necessary budgets for the survey study 5 days prior field visits.
Budgeted cash shall be spent for its planned purposes and submit all receipts and billings after
field visits.
Cash claim and expenditure forms are enclosed with this guidance.
Performance reporting
As stated in Point #3, the survey coordinators shall write and deliver performance reports after field
visits with all relevant documents, questionnaire sheets, comments and feedbacks.
Regional study Reports shall be submitted to Shi. Batbayar, National expert and Chief coordinator of
Ulaanbaatar and regional survey studies.
DRAFTED BY: SHI. BATBAYAR
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
This survey is carried out within the ADB project ‘Strengthening pension system’ and its purpose.
Your answers shall remain confidential and be considered useful information for strengthening the
current pension system of Mongolia.

GENERAL QUESTIONS
1. Gender:

□

Male

□

Female

2. Age:
□ 20 – 30

□ 30-40

□ 40-50

□ 50-60

□ over 60

3. Which category of the following do you belong?
Self-employed

□ Yes

□ No

Herders, agricultural farmers

□ Yes

□ No

Permanently work

□ Yes

□ No

Occasionally work

□ Yes

□ No

Unemployed

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No

5. Are you covered under social insurance? □ Yes

□ No

4. Do you have a registration

FAMILY INFORMATION
6. Monthly personal income
□ up to 50, 000₮
□ 50, 000 – 100,000₮
□ 100, 000 – 200,000₮
□ 200,000 – 300,000₮
□ 300,000 – 400,000₮
□ over 400,000₮
7. How many people do you support in your family? Of which:
Paretns’ generation /your and your in-laws/ ____________
Your generation /wife, husband, brothers and sisters/ __________
Children’s generation /your children8 nieces and nephews/__________
8. How many years have you lived in Ulaanbaatar?
□ up to 5 years
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PENSION RELATED INFORMATION
9. Do you think you will receive pension in the future?
10. Do you receive pension?

□ Yes

□ Yes

□ No
□ No

11. If so, how many times has your pension increased since 2004?
□ Has not increased

□ 1 time

□ 2 times

□ 3 times

12. Do your parents receive pension?
□ Yes

□ No

SOCIAL INSURANCE RELATED INFORMATION
13. Do you think you must be covered under cumpulsory social insurance?
□ Yes

□ No

14. Do you pay compulsory social insurance contribution?
□ Yes

□ No

15. Do you pay voluntary social insurance contribution?
□ Yes

□ No

16. Can you explain the procedure how to get pension within social insurance system?
□ Yes

□ No

17. Do you think that all people receive the same pensions?
□ Yes

□ No

SAVINGS
18. Do you have a bank account?
□ Yes

□ No

19. Do you have Notional definced indvidual account?
□ Yes

□ No

LIFESTYLE
20. How often can you add cash into your account?
□ Every month
□ Three times a year
□ Once a year
□ Other
21. If you have savings, do you prefer paying with other ways (with any goods) than cach?
□ Yes
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22. Which option do you prefer while imagining yourself to get retired in 20 years?
Monthly contributions to pay

Monthly pensions to receive

□ 8,000₮

200,000₮

□ 10,000₮

250,000₮

□ 15,000₮

375,000₮

□ 20,000₮

490,000₮

□ 30,000₮

700,000₮

□ due to livelihood insufficiency, cannot pay any contribution
23. In your opinion, what kind of shortfall does social (pension) insurance have? Could you
choose what you think the most important three among the following options?
□

Belive in a principle ‘today’s lung is better than tomorrow’s fat’

□

Thinking but can’t afford

□

Knowledge about pension is low (do not know how much contribution must be paid to get
how much pension and when)

□

Better save money in bank deposits than saving for future pension

□

No permanent income

□

Contribution rate is high

□ Low income
□ No permanent job
□ Other: _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
24. Could you share your opinions of the current pension system and social / pension insurance
contribution?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
25. What type of business do you run? ___________________________________
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GENERAL SUMMARY OF SURVEY STUDY AIMED AT EXPANDING COVERAGE
OF HERDERS AND SELF-EMPLOYED UNDER SOCIAL AND PENSION INSURANCE
2 UB districts
Indicators

1

Gender

2

Age

3

Job types

4

Registered in Tax offices

5

Covered under social insurance

6

Income per family member

7

Number of supported family members

8

How many years lived in UB

ISC
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Bayangol District

Bayanzurkh District

%
39.2
60.8
27.6
38.4
21.6
7.4
5.2
53.4
2.0
20.8
5.0
19.6
42.2
57.8
43.0
57.0
38.2
29.8
18.8
7.4

Quant.
74
176
65
108
54
12
12
125
9
56
6
54
100
150
96
154
102
63
53
15

Quant.
122
128
73
84
54
25
14
139
1
48
19
44
111
139
119
131
89
86
41
22

Total

№
Male
Female
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
Over 60
Self-employed
Herders, farmers
Permanently employed
Occasionally employed
Unemployed
Yes
No
Yes
No
Up to 50,000
50-100,000
100 - 200,000
200-300,000

Quant.
196
304
138
192
108
37
26
267
10
104
25
98
211
289
215
285
191
149
94
37

%
29.6
70.4
26
43.2
21.6
4.8
4.8
50
3.6
22.4
2.4
21.6
40
60
38.4
61.6
40.8
25.2
21.2
6

%
48.8
51.2
29.2
33.6
21.6
10
5
55.6
0.4
19.2
7.6
17.2
44.4
27.8
47.6
26.2
35.6
34.4
16.4
8.8

300-400,000

20

4.0

12

4.8

8

3

Over 400,000
Parents generation
Own generation
Children’s generation
Up to 5 years
5-10 years

10
298
458
310
114
78

2.0
59.6
91.6
62.0
22.8
15.6

7
129
113
89
53
38

2.8
51.6
45.2
35.6
21.2
15.2

3
169
345
221
61
40

1.6
67.6
138
88.4
24.4
16
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10-15 years
Over 15 years
Yes

62
246
384

12.4
49.2
76.8

27
132
190

10.8
52.8
76

35
114
194

14
45.6
77.6

No

116

23.2

60

24

56

22.4

Yes
No
1 time
2 times
3 times
No increase
Yes
No

127
373
6
33
69
11
262
139

25.4
74.6
1.2
6.6
13.8
2.2
52.4
27.8

45
205
0
21
24
0
168
83

18
82
0
8.4
9.6
0
67.2
33.2

82
168
6
12
45
11
94
56

32.8
67.2
2.4
4.8
18
4.4
37.6
22.4

9

People who though they will get pension in the
future

10

People currently receiving pensions

11

How many times pensions increased since 2004

12

If parents receive pensions

13

People who think they must covered under
compulsory social insurance

Yes

385

77.0

200

80

185

74

No

110

22.0

50

20

60

24

14

People who pay compulsory social insurance
contribution

Yes
No

159
180

31.8
36.0

59
65

23.6
26

100
115

40
46

15

People who pay voluntary social insurance
contribution

134
241
190

26.8
48.2
38.0

37
89
75

14.8
35.6
30

97
152
115

38.8
60.8
46

16

People who know procedure how to get pension
under the current social insurance

Yes
No
Yes
No

260

52.0

175

70

85

34

17

People who think all people get the same
pensions

18

People who have bank accounts

19

People who have Notional defined individuals
accounts

20

How often cash added into their bank accounts

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Every month
3 times a year

121
372
275
247
151
327
138
64

24.2
74.4
55.0
49.4
30.2
65.4
27.6
12.8

25
225
128
122
96
154
53
35

10
90
51.2
48.8
38.4
61.6
21.2
14

96
147
147
125
55
173
85
29

38.4
58.8
58.8
25
22
69.2
34
11.6

Once a year

57

11.4

16

6.4

41

16.4

Other

115

23.0

24

9.6

91

36.4
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21

22

23

24

People who prefer commodities than cash to pay
social insurance contribution

Preferred options of contributions and pension
amounts

Difficulties in the current social or pension
insurance schemes

Comments on pensions and contributions

ISC
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Yes

168

33.6

90

39

78

31.2

No

326

65.2

160

64

166

66.4

8,000-200,000
10,000-250,000
15,000-375,000
20,000-490,000
30,000-700,000
Cant afford due to low
livelihood
Believe in a principle
‘today’s lung is better
than tomorrow’s fat’
Thinking but can’t afford
Knowledge about pension
is low
Better save money in
bank deposits than saving
for future pension
No permanent income
Contribution rate is high
Low income
No permanent job

115
106
102
62
84

23.0
21.2
20.4
12.4
16.8

45
48
67
35
30

18
19.2
26.8
14
12

70
58
35
27
54

28
23.2
14
10.8
23.2

54

10.8

25

10

29

11.6

85

17.0

36

14.4

49

19.6

180

36.0

93

37.2

87

34.8

240

48.0

132

52.8

108

43.2

169

33.8

90

36

79

31.6

154
147
130
89

30.8
29.4
26.0
17.8

72
69
54
36

28.8
27.6
21.6
14.4

82
78
76
53

32.8
31.2
30.4
21.2

Other

37

7.4

24

9.6

13

5.2

85

32

Total answered sheets
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF SURVEY STUDY AIMED AT
EXPANDING COVERAGE OF HERDERS AND THE SELF-EMPLOYED
UNDER SOCIAL INSURANCE IN BAYANGOL DISTRICT
The survey study aimed at expanding coverage of herders and the self-employed under social
insurance was carried out in Bayangol district on 10th and 12th November, 2007. Altogether 250 survey
respondents have been randomly selected at open markets of Bars zakh, Kharkhorin zakh, Bayangol
zakh, as well as supermarkets Achlal, Narlag and 1000 Baraa.
1. The survey study in Bayangol district has covered 250 individuals; of whom 29.6% were men
and 70.6% women. In above-mentioned sales and service centers, mostly women are seen
employed.
2. In terms of age grouping, 26% were aged 20-30 years old, 43.2% - 30-40 years old, 21.6% 40-50 years old, 4.8% - 50-60 years old, and 4.8% - over 60 years old.
3. Among all respondents, about one half were self-employed individuals, 3.6% were herders,
22.4% permanently employed, and 24% occasionally employed.
4. About 40% of surveyed individuals are registered at the tax office, while the other 60% are
not. Looking at the fact, it is possible to conclude that most of the self-employed are not
registered at the tax office and thus do not pay any tax.
5. Among survey participants, 38.4% are covered under social insurance, while 61.6% are not.
Although 70% of the surveyed are permanently employed, yet only a half has joined the social
insurance system. About 26.4% of social insurance contributors were men and 73.6% women.
Age grouping is shown below:
Male:

20-30 years old
30-40 years old
40-50 years old
50-60 years old
Over 60 years old

13.1%;
24.8%;
43.5%;
4.3%;
4.3%.

Female:

20-30 years old
30-40 years old
40-50 years old
50-60 years old
Over 60 years old

21.7%;
31.2%;
29.7%;
7.8%;
1.6%.

6. Income per family member:
•

Up to 50,000

40.8%;

•

50,000-100,000

25.2%;

•

100,000-200,000

21.2%;

•

200,000-300,000

6.0%;

•

300,000-400,000

4.8%;

•

Over 400,000

2.8%.
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Households with the income level less than 200,000 per family member covers 86.2% among
all survey participants.
7. In regards to the number of people supported in the family, the respondents gave the following
answers:
•

51.6% support up to 5 people of parents’ generation;

•

45.2% support 1-12 people of own generation;

•

35.6% support up to 5 children of children’s generation.

If there is no family or supported family members, he/she is herself/himself included in ‘own
generation’ supported.
8. Among respondents, 21.2% have lived in Ulaanbaatar for up to 5 years, 15.2% for 5-10 years,
10.8% for 10-15 years, and 52.8% for over 15 years respectively. Thus, most individuals have
been running self-employed businesses have lived in Ulaanbaatar quite a long time, in other
words most are seen native Ulaanbaatar inhabitants.
9. In total 76% hope to receive pension in the future, while 24% think they cannot get pensions.
Among those who cannot hope to get pensions 35.8% were men, 28.3% were aged 20-30
years old, 47.2% aged 30-40 years old, 17% aged 40-50 years old, the rest aged over 50 years
old respectively.
10. Individuals who currently receive pensions covered only 18%, while 82% do not. Most of
current pensioners receive disability and survivor’s pensions.
11. Among 41 pension recipients, 21 individuals admit 2 times increase in their pensions since
2004, while 24 claim 3 times increase.
12. About 67.2% of respondents say that their parents receive pensions currently, as the rest
(32.8%) says their parents do not get pensions.
13. The percentage of respondents who think all citizens must get covered under the social
insurance on a compulsory basis is seen quite high at 80%. Thus, looking such answers, most
people believe that they have to join the social insurance. However, only 38.4% have been
covered under social insurance in fact.
14. (15) Of those 38.4% of respondents covered under social insurance, 23.6% joined the
compulsory SI schemes, while 14.8% voluntary SI schemes.
16. Only 30% of respondents are confident to explain the pension entitlement procedures within
the current social insurance system, when 70% do not know or explain how to get what.
17. Only 10% or survey participants think that all receive the same pensions, while 90% think the
other way.
18. About one half (51.2%) do have bank accounts.
ISC
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19. Among all respondents, 38.4% have notional individual pension accounts, while 61.6% do
not.
20. Respondents answered that they can add cash into their bank savings in the following
frequency manners:
• Every month
• Three times a year
• Once a year
• Other
• No answer given
Those who did not answer are not able
answers.

21.2%
14.0%
6.4%
9.6%
48.8%.
to open savings, and thus did not want to provide any

21. Those who prefer cash savings were 64, while 34% prefer other means than cash. In general, it
is concluded that more people prefer cash savings.
22. Respondents’ preferred options among different contribution rates and proportional pension
amounts are indicated below:
•

8.000

for 200000

18.0%;

•

10000

for 250000

19.2%;

•

15000

for 375000

26.8%;

•

20000

for 490000

14.0%;

•

30000

for 700000

12.0%;

•

Can’t afford due to low livelihood

10%.

The fact that 64% want to pay 8,000-15,000 tugrug contributions for 200,000-375,000 tugrug
pension shows most respondents prefer (or might afford) average and lower-average
contributions.
23. In terms of difficulties facing in the current pension system, respondents have provided the
following answers below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Today’s lung is better than tomorrow’s fat’
‘Thinking but cannot afford’
‘Do not know the pension system procedures’
‘Savings is better than future pensions’
‘No permanent income’
‘Contribution rate is high’
‘Do not earn sufficient income’
No permanent jobs
Other reasons
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24. About 32% of respondents expressed comments or answers for the open question on the
current social (or pension) insurance system in the following way below to mention as
summarized briefly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low pensions, but high contribution rates
32.5%;
Affordable contribution rates and sufficient pensions 25.0%;
Low awareness due to insufficient publicity
13.8%;
No trust in future pensions due to
political inaction, low compliance rate, frequent
legal change or annulment, and ongoing inflation
16.3%;
Retirement age at 60 years old is high compared to
low life expectancy in Mongolia
3.75%;
Pension difference gaps are too big
5.0%;
Other comments
.65%.

25. About 90% of respondents run small sales (or trading) businesses, while the rest run beauty
salon, chefs, tailor shop, hairdresser’s, photographer’s, waitresses, carpenters, shoemakers,
and small entrepreneurs, as answers for the last question (#25) ‘type of businesses run’
Summary conclusion:
Survey study aimed at expanding coverage of herders and the self-employed under social
insurance has been carried out at bigger open markets and supermarkets of Bayangol district
and covered self-employed individuals running small entrepreneurship, businesses and
services.
Many of them are seen able to earn permanent incomes, livelihood sources and thus afford
coverage under the social insurance system.
Looking at results of the survey study, their knowledge of social insurance is very low and
they put their social insurance aside due to their daily job. Nevertheless, they are curious to
know what kind of contribution rates would bring what amount of pension in the future.
There have been some difficulties in conducting the survey questionnaires in that some
individuals refused to answer questionnaires due to their mistrust and doubt in the current
Government and political system, and some ignored the survey study purposes by skipping
some questions without answering.
Considering survey answers, more women than men want to be covered under social
insurance. Moreover, 78.3% of men are aged 30-50 years old, while 90.6% of women aged up
to 50 years old. Women tend to pay social insurance contribution continuously at different
range of age groupings, when men may tend to join social insurance after the age of 30 years
old.
Conclusion drafted and summarised by:
S. Perenlei
Head of Bayangol district Social insurance office
(signed) 15 November, 2007
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF SURVEY STUDY AIMED AT
EXPANDING COVERAGE OF HERDERS AND THE SELF-EMPLOYED
UNDER SOCIAL INSURANCE
Survey study aimed at expanding coverage of herders and the self-employed under social insurance
has been carried out in Bayanzurkh district. Altogether 250 survey participants have been randomly
selected at open markets of Bayanzurkh zakh, Uguumur zakh, Da huree zakh, Narantuul zakh, as well
as at the 14th sub-district and family group practices within the district territory.
In total 10 surveyors have been appointed to conduct survey questionnaires and provided guidance so
that diversity of age, gender, business representation can be covered within the study. Moreover, they
were told to explain questionnaires carefully to get realistic answers from participants. Two surveyors
as a team worked together to distribute questionnaires to 50 individuals, while interviewing and
discussing with them as well as answering questions from non-participant individuals and listening to
their comments and critiques.
Conclusion summary:
The survey study carried out in Bayanzurkh district has covered 250 individuals; of whom 122 were
men (48.8%) and 128 women (51.2%). Among them 211 individuals which equals 84.4% were aged
20 – 50 years old. Thus the fact that the majority of survey participants were working age selfemployed may well serve the survey objective which targets expanding coverage of the self-employed
under social insurance, as well as allow consider their interests, affordability and opinions in efforts of
strengthening the current pension system.
In terms of employment status, 139 individuals (55.6%) are self-employed, 48 permanently employed
(19.2%), 44 unemployed (17.2%).
Altogether 111 individuals (44.4%) are registered at the tax office and 119 individuals (47.6%) are
covered under social insurance.
In regards to income per family member, 89 households earn 50 thousand tugrugs and 86 household
earn 50,000 – 100,000 tugrugs per each family member so that they cover 70% of all participants. That
means the average income of the self-employed individuals is seen quite lower than the minimum
living standard determined by the National Statistical Office as well as the minimum monthly wage
defined by the Government.
The fact that all 250 participants support in total 735 people within their family indicates that 1 person
supports 3 family members in average and 1 family member may live on about 25,000 tugrugs each
month.
Among respondents 45.6% have lived in Ulaanbaatar more than 15 years which means many
individuals have been running self-employed businesses quite long time, particularly at bigger open
markets within this Ulaanbaatar district.
In total 194 respondents (77.6%) hope to receive pension in the future. In terms of social welfare,
pension must be commonly regarded a guaranteed income sources for many. Therefore, the general
public must be educated and provided the proper knowledge of pension entitlement rules, prerequisites
and rules.
There were 82 pensioners among survey participants; of which 11 answer their pensions have not
increased since 2004.
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Although the Mongolian Government has increased pension 5-6 times since 2004, the fact - 11
pensioners have not received any increase in their pensions – may indicate that the pension increase
could not affect their lives and those pensioners may not be adequately satisfied with such minor
increase.
In addition, 94 respondents’ parents currently receive pensions. Pension-recipient respondents and
their parents are 176 besides 194 who hope to receive pensions in the future. Thus, it can be concluded
that current pension beneficiaries understand benefits of pensions and are hopeful to receive pensions
in future. ON the other hand, those who have less knowledge of pensions are less hopeful to receive
pensions in future. Therefore, the publicity campaign and trainings to raise public awareness is seen
very essential. Furthermore, 185 respondents (74%) think compulsory social insurance coverage as
necessary which also indicates importance of earlier statements.
About 38.8% of all survey participants and 81.5% of social insurance contributors (97 people) are
covered under voluntary social insurance schemes. Besides, 115 individuals (46%) admit that they
cannot explain pension entitlement procedures within the current social insurance system. That means,
1 out of 2 persons does not know about the pension system at all.
In regards to savings, 166 respondents (66.4%) prefer paying their social insurance contribution in
cash.
Among respondents 70 individuals (28%) want to pay monthly contribution of 8,000 tugrugs to get a
pension equal 200,000 tugrugs, 58 individuals – contribution of 10,000 tugrug for pensions of 250,000
tugrugs which indicates that many people want to pay less contributions, yet hope to receive pensions
equal to 25 times more than what they can contribute.
In terms of difficulties facing in the current pension system, 87 respondents (34.8%) specify their
difficulties saying ‘Thinking but cannot afford’, 108 respondents (43.2%) ‘Do not know the pension
system procedures’, 82 respondents (32.8%) ‘No permanent income’, 76 respondents (30.4%) ‘Do not
earn sufficient income’, 78 respondents (31.2%) ‘Contribution rate is high’ respectively. In
conclusion, the main difficulties for self-employed individuals are related with low income and high
contribution rate.
Altogether 93 respondents (33%) expressed their comments on the current social (or pension)
insurance system in the following way below to mention as summarized briefly:
1. The overall household income of self-employed individuals is quite low and thus social
insurance contribution rates shall be reduced in order to cover all self-employed individuals under
social insurance schemes.
2. If monthly social insurance contribution is 5,000 tugrugs, many single mothers want to join
social insurance system.
3. People who work as chefs and heavy-weight machinery drivers (private) want to be included
in the list of early retirement jobs, as they work standing long hours.
4. In case of early death before reaching retirement age, survivor family members (widows and
children) should receive compensation at least once, depending on periods of contribution paid by
insured individuals prior his/her death.
5. Social insurance laws should be amended reflecting retirement age and employment years to
be reduced, and mothers raising more than 5 children should get retired regardless of employment
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years. Since life expectancy in Mongolia is still low, the retirement (pensionable) age should be
lowered.
6. Pension fund assets should be constantly increased, future pensions should be sufficient for
living, and the minimum pension should be increased.
7. Permanently employed and contracted employees should pay social insurance contributions
on compulsory basis through employer organizations.
8. To create the legal framework where all citizens shall be covered under the social insurance
system.
9. To allow people working abroad be able to pay their social insurance contributions
continuously without gap.
10. As knowledge of the current pension system is low, people do not have interest in joining the
social insurance. Therefore, public awareness and knowledge of social insurance should be improved
through publicity campaign and relevant trainings.
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PERSONAL COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK
BASED ON OWN EXPERIENCE IN COORDINATING
THE SURVEY STUDY HELD WITHIN BAYANZURKH DISTRICT
By Mrs. B. Tsetsegsuren
Head of Bayanzurkh district Social insurance office
Personally, I believe that Package laws on Social insurance passed in 1995 plays a significant role in
social security of Mongolian citizens as suited in the particularities of Mongolia.
With strengthening the current social insurance system and creating the relevant legal framework in
which every Mongolian citizen is entitled to pensions, I have the following comments and
recommendations based on the survey study:
1. In the current social insurance system, compulsory SI contributors pay 5.5% of their monthly
salary and their employers – 13.5%, while voluntary contributors pay 9.5% from their monthly salary
or equivalent incomes. It means that voluntary contributors by themselves pay 1.7 times more than
compulsory ones so that their income collected into notional individual accounts eventually becomes
half compared to compulsory contributors.
Therefore, voluntary SI contribution, particularly pension insurance rates shall be reduced and
‘the amount equal to employers’ contribution for compulsory contributors’ shall be subsidized for selfemployed individuals. As a result, self-employed individuals should be encouraged to join the pension
insurance system.
2. While ensuring that the future pensions of self-employed should be higher than the minimum
pension, their minimum monthly salary and equivalent incomes from which they pay pension
insurance contribution shall be defined double of the minimum wage so that their future pensions shall
be defined at a level no less than the national average pension.
3. Monthly income of the self-employed should be defined on the basis of ‘procedure in defining
income per household member from/be the National Statistical Office’ which should not cause any
burden and unnecessary restrictions for them.
4. The self-employed people run continuous business or services at their work place, and thus it
is important if social insurance officers can visit and provide relevant services at their job place
without causing them leave their work. In doing so, one social insurance officer can deal with a certain
number of self-employed people who work permanently at certain locations, while creating the
relevant operational ‘norm’ and the cost budget for it.
As one of adequate ways of covering self-employed individuals, the district SI office may operate
a ‘SI service unit’ particularly at such above-mentioned big open markets which are located within
Bayanzurkh district.
Conclusion drafted and summarized by:
By Mrs. B. Tsetsegsuren
Head of Bayanzurkh district Social insurance office
(signed and sealed)
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APPENDIX XI: COMMENTARY ON INSURANCE COVERAGE
TO HERDERS AND SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS UNDER
THE PROGRAM ON EXPANDING SOCIAL INSURANCE
COVERAGE TO HERDERS AND SELF-EMPLOYED
INDIVIDUALS
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APPENDIX XI
COMMENTARY
ON INSURANCE COVERAGE TO HERDERS AND SELF-EMPLOYED
INDIVIDUALS UNDER THE PROGRAM ON EXPANDING SOCIAL
INSURANCE COVERAGE TO HERDERS AND SELF-EMPLOYED
INDIVIDUALS

I General summary
1.

The survey comprised a total of 1,226 herders and self-employed.
54 respondents in the Gachuurt khoroo subdistrict of Ulaan Baatar
500 respondents in two districts of Ulaanbaatar city,
672 respondents in 11 soums in 5 aimags,
Bayan-khongor
Khentii
Tuv
Umnugobi
Uvurkhangai

Survey respondents by age, gender and type of employment
2.

The following table shows survey participants by age, gender and type of
employment.
Age
Number of participants by percentage
20 to 30
306
15.0%
31 to 40
391
31.9%
41 to 50
348
28.4%
Older than 50
180
14.7%
Male: 44.1% Female: 59.9%
Herders
473

Living in the countryside
90.9%

Self-employed
447
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II Livelihood details
Herders
3.

The tables below show the number of animals per household and household income.
Animals per household, percentage of survey respondents
Animals

Tuv

Uvurkhangai

Khentii
42%
38%
14%
4%

Bayankhongor
45%
40%
8%
2%

South
Gobi
30%
43%
22%
4%

< 100
100-300
300-700
7001,000
>1,000

37%
38%
20%
5%

58%
32%
8%
2%

1%
100%

100%

Total
44.0%
38.0%
13.8%
3.4%

4%
100%

5%
100%

100%

1.8%
100%

4.

As shown in the table, 44 % of the survey participants have fewer than 100 animals.
38% have between 100 and 300 animals.

5.

The number of animals per household varied depending on location. Herd sizes in
Uvurkhanga were lower than elsewhere, whilst the average distribution was similar to
the results from Tuv.

Monthly income per adult household member, percentage of survey respondents
₮ thousand

<50
50 - 100
100 - 200
200 – 300
300 – 400
>400

6.

Aimag and local areas

Tuv

UvurKhangai

Khentii

Bayankhongor

South
Gobi

56%
26%
11%
4%
2%
100%

61%
29%
8%
3%
100%

68%
18%
8%
2%
3%
1%
100%

68%
19%
10.2
4%
100%

46%
34%
16%
3%
1%
100%

Gach
uurt
(UB)
28%
43%
15%
6%
2%
100%

Ulaan
Baatar
(SEI
%)

Total

38%
30%
19%
7%
4%
2%
100%

49.1%
27.8%
14.8%
4.5%
2.3%
1.5%
100%

Total

58%
27%
11%
3%
1%
1%
100%

Over half of the respondents said their income was less than ₮50,000 per month and
over 40% indicated that their monthly incomes are between ₮50,000 to ₮100,000. The
differences in income between herders and self-employed was marked, ₮57,900 and
₮38,100. Sizeable income differences in urban and rural areas were apparent, with
implications for policy development.
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Household composition including intergeneration members
7.

Pension and social care allowances may be expressed on a household basis.
Identification of household size and the relationship between dependent and household
head may be significant factors in designing pension and social care allowances. The
Survey included the following question

8.

“How many dependents do you have including your own blood-related and through
in-law relationship?” Some problems were noted on how this was answered.
Households may include not only three generations but various in-laws as well.
How many dependants do you have, include your blood relatives and in-laws?
Tuv
Parents
Spouse
Children

0.4
1.4
1.0

UvurKhangai
0.3
2.1
1.5

Total*

3.8

4.8

Khentii

South
Gobi
0.6
1.4
1.9

Gachuurt
UB
0.6
0.9
0.6

Total

0.1
0.6
0.9

Bayankhongor
0.4
1.5
1.4

2.6

4.3

4.9

3.1

4.2

0.4
1.4
1.4

*Household size including respondent; note, the response from Khentii would seem
out of line with other rural areas.
9.

Based on these figures the average household has 3.2 dependants plus the household
head himself. This would seem a reasonable figure, although the number of children
may be understated, as a number of respondents answered “with children” without
specifying the actual number.

10.

We may assume some 2.5 children for each of the answers that did not specify the
number of children; in Bayan-Ulgii aimag, where 83 people answered yes to children
in some 200 children responses, the average number of children per household would
rise to 2.4. In order to define the size of household after applying answers for previous
questions, an additional survey was necessary. The table shows data collected from
two soums of Bayankhongor aimag.

Total number of
Respondents
In households with
three generations
In households with
two generations
Single generation
11.

Ulziit
183

Bayankhongor
158

Total
314

13%

7%

11%

82%

81%

82%

5%

12%

8%

Thus 10.6% of respondents live with parents and children, 81.6% live with their
children and 7.8% live as couples or on their own. Based on these figures there are
relatively few that live with three generations.
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Four. Attitudes towards pension insurance
12.

The survey included the following questions to ascertain general views on social and
pension insurance.
Social insurance coverage
“Yes” answer
Herders SE
672
500

Number of respondents
Do you have social insurance coverage?
Do you receive pension?
Do you pay social insurance on obligatory basis?
Do you pay social insurance on voluntary basis?

41%
12%
25%
25%

43%
25%
32%
27%

Total
1,172
42%
18%
28%
26%

13.

The only access to social insurance is supposed to voluntary schemes for both self
employed herders and other self-employed. However, there is a conflict between the
total coverage (42%) and voluntary coverage data (26%). The reason behind the
contradiction must be that some respondents, who accessed to different social
programs such as welfare allowances, child support benefits, or pay only health
insurance, might have considered themselves covered under mandatory social
insurance mistakenly. In summary, the weighted average of herders and self-employed
coverage under social insurance looks about 25% among respondents.

14.

To help explain factors that lead to low coverage for both herders and self-employed,
further questions were asked as below:
Willingness to be covered by social insurance (percentage of “yes” answers)
Herders Self-employed
Do you think in the future
you will be receiving a pension?
82%
76%
Do you think you must have social insurance? 90%
78%

Total
80%
86%

15.

We would conclude that as more than 80% of the respondents answered “yes”, it
shows herders and self-employed individuals are generally positive towards social
insurance, seeing coverage as an important feature.

16.

It is suggested that their willingness to be insured under social insurance has been
frustrated by lack of information and thus causes a lower coverage under social
insurance.

17.

Awareness and knowledge of pension insurance; for this question 57% of herders and
52% of self-employed replied “do not know”. For the question “do you think everyone
receives same amount of pension?” 92% of herders and 74% self-employed
individuals answered “no”.
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18.

Respondents generally have a positive attitude towards insurance. Some 60% of
herders’ parents receive a pension. To help explain why coverage is low the following
replies were received.
Herders
313 - 22%
579 - 41%
183 - 13%
139 - 10%
120 - 8%
82 - 6%

No monthly income
Cash deficiency
High fees
No permanent employment
Lack of knowledge of pension
Better to save with a bank

Self Employed
72 - 14%
93 - 18%
69 - 14%
54 - 11%
132 - 26%
90 - 18%

19.

For herders the three main reasons were financial. For self-employed people the three
main reasons included lack of knowledge and a feeling that bank savings were better
options. High fees were a concern for both herders and self-employed people. Self
employed in the survey included market traders based in Ulaan Bataar where lack of
income was not a major concern.

20.

Self Employed attached more importance to savings accounts than NDC accounts,
reflecting both the lack of information on NDC and promotional advertising on
savings accounts. This also suggests that Self employed have better access to banking
services than herders. According to the survey 39% of herders and 55% of Self
Employed have banking accounts, 10% of herders and 21% of Self Employed use
banking services at least monthly; 14% of Self Employed use banking services more
than three times per year.
Five. Stumbling obstacles and challenges

21.

In order to identify challenges and obstacles faced by herders and self-employed
individuals, the survey has included the following multiple choice questions reflected
in the Table below along with subsequent results shown.
Multiple-choice
No regular income sources
Cash deficiency
Thinking but not affordable
Contribution rates high
No regular jobs
Lack of knowledge about
pension system
Bank savings better

22.

Herders
313
308
271
183
139
120

Frequency
ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6

Selfemployed
72

Frequency
ranking
4

93
69
54
132

2
5
6
1

82

7

90

3

The first three challenges for herders are seen such as ‘no regular income sources’,
‘cash deficiency’ and ‘thinking but cannot afford’ that implies similar answers
supporting one another. In contrast, self-employed individuals specify their challenges
due to a “lack of knowledge about pension system,” “thinking but cannot afford” or
that ‘bank savings are better.” The answer choosing “contribution rates high” looks
similar for both groups. The fact that self-employed have not chosen the answers “no
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regular income sources” or “cash deficiency’ may well be explained by those living in
Ulaanbaatar or other urban areas who can manage maintain permanent business
activities in comparison to herders. Nevertheless, the reason why they chose “bank
savings better” supports their other frequent answer a “lack of knowledge about the
pensions system” so that they might not be able to compare differences between two
different savings approaches, bank savings or pension savings. In addition, selfemployed individuals may have better access to bank savings and receive regular
services.
23.

Looking at the summary results of the survey, 38.5% of herders and 55% of selfemployed individuals hold bank accounts. Only 9.5% of herders can get to banking
services every month reflecting their isolation, while 21.2% of the self-employed may
receive bank services every month, in addition to 14% on a quarterly basis.
Six. Relation between pension and contributions

24.

Minimum voluntary contribution is no less than 9.5% of minimum wage. If herders
and self-employed individuals work for others on a contract basis, they contribute as
stated in law, while sharing due contributions with employers, although this was not
mentioned in respondents within the survey. Even though the survey questions do not
specify the amounts of pensions or wages received, questions with multiple options
were included to identify individuals’ purchasing power and income levels, as well as
anticipated future pension needs. The multiple-choice question specified 6-7
alternatives of contribution rates ranging ₮8,000-₮30,000 to qualify pensions ranging
₮200,000-₮700,000 after 20 years of contribution payments. The answers resulted are
shown in the Table below respectively.

25.

In total, more than half of herders have chosen the minimal option – to pay ₮8,000 as
a contribution to get entitled to ₮200,000 as pensions in 20 years; for instance in Tuv
and Khentii aimag over 60% respondents prefer the lowest alternative of contributions
and pensions. Moreover, 13% of respondents answered that they cannot afford social
insurance contribution premiums at all, while 15-20% of the surveyed in
Banyankhongor and Umnugobi aimags also said they cannot afford social insurance
contributions, no matter how much they may be.
The weighted average of answers to first three options was 64.5% and quite similar
among self-employed individuals compared to herders. Moreover, the last three
alternatives were also closer to herders’ answers, while ranging between 10% and
16.8%. It means that those who cannot afford contribution premiums were 10.8%
among all respondents.

26.

27.

In conclusion, the answers for questions specifying “reasons” and “income level”
suggest similar results that main reason of reluctance to join social insurance heavily
depends on cash deficiency among herders. In addition, the fact that situations are
different in Ulaanbaatar means a willingness to join social insurance also differs
geographically.

28.

On the other hand, such approximate information revealing their income level and
current needs may well be utilised in developing pension planning, determining
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appropriate contribution rates, fiscal income budgeting of the population, and other
related guidance and budget proposals.

Seven. Other factors affecting herders
29.

30.
.

There are a number of other factors affecting herders
•

Inflation According to discussions held with herders, their incomes have lagged other
groups. A major reason is the rising cost of goods and food; student tuition fee have
risen sharply, while prices for livestock products stayed the same.

•

Cash and barter trade Livestock production is seasonal, expenses tend to be fixed and
barter trading is a continuing factor. To the question “Do you prefer to pay social
insurance contributions in other ways than in cash?” about 40% of all herders
answered “yes”. As many as 60% of herders in Bayankhongor aimag answered “yes”.
Positive replies at the Tuv and South-Gobi aimags were 22% to 36%. 30% of Ulaan
Bataar respondents also replied yes.

•

Herder groups and cooperatives Although there were no specific questions in the
survey about herder groups and cooperatives, it was clear from discussions with
herders that in order to improve productivity and income as well as various social
safety factors forming a group or cooperative herders was a major consideration. The
Argalant soum in Tuv aimag has thirteen groups of herders and each group has 10-15
households. A group manages land better, saving pasture land for horses and winter
pasture, builds fences and wells, protects livestock from theft and predators such as
wolves as well as getting improved veterinary services. This specific soum has 7
herders with more than a thousand animals; each of them hires one or two herders who
are paid with animals to exchange for food or clothes, school expenses and everyday
ger items. Just one of the 1,000 plus livestock owners pays his worker’s children’s
tuition fee.
Herders can be divided into several groups for social insurance
1,000 plus animal owner
Their hired herders

Mandatory insurance
NDC –individual account

Herders accompanying and assisting 1,000 plus owners
voluntary/mandatory
Individual herders
voluntary
Group of herders
NDC-individual account
Cooperatives’ employees
NDC-individual account
31.

Access to banking services Depending on barter and cash exchange, cash
accumulation and savings, the access to banking services varies dramatically. As
mentioned earlier, 38,5% of herders have bank saving accounts, while 55% among
self-employed individuals. Moreover, 57.2% of respondents do not have bank savings
and cannot accumulate surplus cash at all. Among those with bank savings over 60%
can add cash to their bank savings only once a year that also suggests the limited
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accessibility of ‘peripheral’ infrastructure. Many respondents need to have savings
accounts due to child-support allowances provided for the last couple of years.
32.

Communication methods. Survey study includes a question to identify information
access among rural herders and self-employed individuals. The following summary
table shows what type of media tool is appropriate for herders.
Television
Radio
Newspaper
Bag meeting
Visitors and local word of mouth
Others

27%
24%
18%
10%
11%
10%

Herders access television through satellites. Radio also plays an important role in
people’s information needs. Bag meetings are an important traditional communication
method.
33.

As stated by the survey participants’ a significant importance was given to explanation
and elaboration on social insurance and relevant procedures and regulations through
information channels and tools.

34.

In recent years, biased and possibly misleading information such as “on the
outstanding balances for NDC individual account, the government uses all the
accumulated fees and never pays it back to the people who paid it” been released to
the general public through TV and other media channels.

35.

During the survey we found that the spread of such biased information negatively
affected the public on the importance of pension and NDC-individual accounts.

36.

When faced with criticism of the current pension system or elaborating a new feature
(such as reducing charges) it is important to look at all sides and but approach
applying scientific and practical ways.

The Government involvement and citizen’s initiation
37.

Despite the few herder groups and cooperatives, there are almost no herders unions or
corporate structures; there are no donor/religious organizations that support herder
causes or activities. Current social care services have been characterised by family
support at one level and by government at a higher level. This situation is likely to
continue.

38.

To get an idea on attitudes to define citizens’ payment capacity and government
involvement, we asked the following question from the self-employed individuals and
herders. “If the government paid for your social insurance, would you get social
insurance coverage?”
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39.

67% of herders answered “yes”, 28% replied “don’t know” and about 5% said “no”.
For the don’t knows, if they knew more, their reply may become “yes”. Thus almost
everybody would appreciate some government involvement.

40.

During the survey we conducted various open ended interviews. A number of points
were frequently made.
- Reducing contribution levels by up to 50% and getting the government to contribute
- Paying the remaining balances of a person who passed away before retirement to
his/her families
- One off contribution just before retirement (it won’t be then social insurance)
- Particular part of the government involvement is to pay to the local administration
for organizing social activities
- Pay the social insurance once a year, at the same time as livestock fees, or pay once
a quarter)
- Bag head should be taken care of activities related to social care insurance.
-

To use every ten people system to spread information and knowledge

- Khot ail (group of families stay settled in a same winter place and number of people
in a group is vary) , herder group and cooperatives are to be taken care of social
insurance fee collection
- Adapt regulation for 15 to 20 years of mandatory social insurance fee. Young
people?...
- Dramatic increases in minimum wage rate affect ability to pay voluntary
contributions, as contribution level is based on minimum wage rate.
- Drastic reduction in employer contributions affects the amount of pension that is to
be disbursed in future
Eight. Conclusion on Survey results
41.

The numbers of Mongolian livestock has increased every year and reached 39 million
according to 2006 statistics, the highest in the last 60 years. Although numbers of
livestock have increased dramatically, livestock per herder varies considerably.

42.

More than 40% of survey participants have owned 101 to 300 animals; another 40%
of participants own less than 100 livestock and are considered poor, vulnerable and on
the edge of poverty.

43.

Half of the survey participants’ income was estimated as less than ₮50,000 This
number is same for the herders whose livestock is up to 300 thousand MNT. For a
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family consisting of a husband and wife and two children, a typical annual income is
₮2.4 million. According to statistics a family with such income levels spends most of
its income for the following; flour, rice, school text books, school supplies, clothes,
newspaper and magazines The balance is needed for transportation, electricity
(generation (for a television) and various miscellaneous items. There is little
opportunity for them to have any level of savings. Although a few herders own large
numbers of livestock, most herders are unable to pay social insurance; in particular the
mandatory fee payment is simply not an option for them.
44.

As the survey showed, a typical individual has a household of 4.2 people. 11% of
show households living of with 3 generations and 81% live as a just two generations.

45.

In comparing the family size of Mongolia with the other countries is not specifically
different based on amount of pension income.

46.

Herders and self-employed individuals are a large part of labour force, around one
third, but three quarters of them are outside social insurance. This is a crucial issue
that needs to be resolved.

47.

More than 80% of herders and self-employed individuals whose income is relatively
low, had expressed an interest in having social insurance coverage and believed that
they would get a pension; many are still concerned about the high contribution levels.
This fact is predicting a need to expand insurance framework, as well as the subjective
social condition is out there

48.

Herders and self-employed individuals have low social insurance coverage, due to low
incomes and lack of knowledge and information on the system.

49.

A more fundamental need is to implement policy strategies increasing profitability of
herding in order to increase cash flow resources and then work out appropriate
contribution levels for social insurance.

50.

The following may illustrate the challenge.
For a household earning at least ₮200,000 monthly, each spouse can contribute ₮8,000
to ₮10,000 for social insurance. This kind of benchmark may be considered as basis
for replacement ratio of pensions, actuarial projections and accrual calculations.
In the past couple of years inflation has surged with double-digit growth and has
affected herders as it has others, in particular through the drastic increases in consumer
prices while agricultural products have stayed stable price for some years.
Barter trading plays a significant role in a herder’s lifestyle, yet herders’ social
insurance contributions should be paid in cash. Thus, it will positively affect
contribution collection in cash, overall collection cost and other problems in this
respect.
Social insurance for herders should be determined depending on herders’ wealth and
labour characteristics; for instance, independent herders and assistant herders to
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wealthy herdsmen should be covered under a compulsory scheme, while herders in
cooperatives and/or community groups should be brought into the system.
The differences in regional incomes should be considered.
Improving media and information methods should allow for better public awareness
campaigns across the country.
There is a general expectation for the Government to improve social insurance.
Nine. Conclusions and Comments
51.

About 400,000 of Mongolia’s entire population – 2.5 million – are herders over the
age of 16 or/and one quarter of the total population clearly indicates how big a social
group they belong to. There have been many policy statements in Government policy
papers, yet 14 years have passed since voluntary social insurance scheme adopted with
no firm measures.

52.

Within this project the Consultants have focused on issues related to herders’
coverage. There are several policy approaches proposed in terms of expanding
coverage of herders under social insurance. For instance:

53.

To continue current voluntary social insurance scheme. Observation over this system
suggest that current contribution rates are assumed high (9% of minimum wage)
because over 20% annual increase in minimum wage cannot convince new
contributors, but also become overburden to exclude current contributors. The option
of reducing contribution rates might cause further reduction in replacement and thus
ultimate pension amounts become less than minimum pension. As a result, it requires
Government to apply minimum pension and to increase additional financing liability.
Therefore, the current legal framework is seen costly and with flaws to be addressed.

54.

Government intervention and role in voluntary schemes. It implies that Government
may share a certain portion of contribution rates. In this case, the current contribution
rates may not be reduced, but keep maintained or even increase. This option may
increase costs and therefore needs comprehensive analysis.

55.

To cover herders and self-employed individuals under social insurance on compulsory
basis. The current contribution rates may be maintained, while herders’ contribution
rates (in the proposed scheme independently 7%, while 14% with employers) should
not be calculated from minimum wage, otherwise herders cannot afford contributions
consistently. In other words, government may share up to 50% from overall
contributions as if employers. In any case, future pension replacement ratio might
become lower, so requires to increase to the level of minimum wage, as well as costs.
A separate system for herders and self-employed individuals.

56.

In addition to the current legal framework, a separate system may be designed with
different contribution rates, contribution payments in cash or some commodity,
pension amounts and entitlement conditions (eligibility criteria) to be specified. The
analysis carried out by L. H. Thompson is relevant in this regard. In his analysis,
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pension amounts for these groups should be less than the minimum pension. In order
to calculate replacement ratio at 34.5% - lower than minimum pensions provided
within NCD system and higher than minimum living cost, members should work up to
40 years from age of 16 to 60 years old and pay contribution rate of 7% from labor
wage. If members cannot fulfill these conditions, it is suggested that necessary
difference in replacement ratio should be subsidized from the Government.
57.

In the proposed new system, the basic structure would be multi pillar, with three
schemes. In this case herders and self-employed individuals would have access to a
universal pension (1st pillar) regardless of income level and contribution payment
records, while less affluent groups may be covered under the 2nd pillar and wealthier
groups under the additional voluntary schemes under the 3rd pillar.
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APPENDIX XII: INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS USED FOR
ACTUARIAL PROJECTIONS CARRIED UNDER WORLD BANK
PROST MODEL
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APPENDIX XII
INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS USED FOR ACTUARIAL
PROJECTIONS CARRIED UNDER WORLD BANK PROST MODEL
CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION
1.

On 10th October 2007 SSIGO provided an extract of its then current contributor database. The
contributor database is updated once a year and, hence, the information made available was in
respect of calendar year 2006. Review of the database indicated that considerable progress has
been made by SSIGO in acquisition of information on the labour force covered by Pension
Insurance. At the same time, it was seen that there were inconsistencies and gaps in some of
the fields.

2.

The total records in the database were 760,679 out of which 321,728 had contributed towards
there NDC accounts an amount of ₮72.555 billion during 2006. Information from MSWL
indicated that the employer and employee contributions for 2006 totaled ₮93.866 billion, this
implies that the Interim Scheme members contributed ₮21.311 billion (this information was
not part of the SSIGO database extract).

Number
Records with Wages ≤ 0
& NDC Balance = 0
Records with Wages ≤ 0
& NDC Balance = 0
Registration Year Not
Specified
Date of Birth Inconsistent
Registration Year
- 2000
- 2001
- 2002
- 2003
- 2004
- 2005
- 2006
TOTAL ALL

3.

Amounts are in Tugrugs
Gross
Contributions
Total Wages
NDC Balance as
for 2006
for 2006
on 31.12.2006

89,954

-87,820

-

-

275,948

-201,912

-38,364

116,246,399,350

73,049

118,289,583,738

-

-

208

222,964,862

19,672,238

98,230,380

101,708
24,665
29,449
27,322
27,144
45,647
65,585
760,679

184,395,619,610
34,740,963,308
42,955,802,467
36,724,878,976
33,836,099,081
47,923,090,139
44,106,682,752
543,195,395,201

31,703,053,103
5,868,896,856
7,279,534,141
6,324,851,029
5,770,044,753
8,233,399,386
7,355,826,310
72,555,239,452

230,679,649,593
27,535,904,921
29,409,727,968
21,976,893,722
15,301,576,163
15,582,904,900
8,688,228,448
465,519,515,445

From the above table a number of gaps and inconsistencies are identified. There are 89,954
records that have no wage or NDC balance shown; 275,948 have a significant NDC balance
but again no wages recorded for 2006 (possibly these are dormant accounts and may become
operative again); 73,049 have no registration year and no NDC balance but have wages
recorded (these may be Interim Scheme members); 208 records had questionable dates of birth
(these are records where the birth date is visibly incorrect but there are other records that have
suspect dates of birth.
These observations lead to the conclusion that there are insufficient checks at the time of data
input and that the SSIGO database should undergo periodical audits.
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4.

PROST requires the average wage by age and gender and also the distribution of wages by
gender. In order to develop these averages and distributions a number of process were
estimated. These included estimating retirements taking place in 2007; the wage increase; the
new members joining the system. The resulting distributions were as follows:
Wage Brackets and
Cumulative Distributions
Earn Minimum Wage of
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under
Earn Wage under

age
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
ISC
Strictly Private & Confidential

Number
(000's)
0.048
0.293
1.026
2.094
2.701
3.551
5.662
7.297
8.057
7.897
8.067
7.756
7.938
7.492
7.638
7.749
8.027
7.700
7.672
7.062
7.304
7.088
7.322
7.245
7.375
7.056
7.705
7.678
7.453
6.393

FEMALES
Average
Wage
(₮000's)
179.2
250.0
263.3
356.4
453.6
540.0
667.7
897.7
1,013.2
1,049.2
1,124.1
1,180.2
1,198.6
1,239.9
1,252.0
1,317.4
1,316.0
1,264.1
1,265.0
1,261.5
1,327.6
1,315.1
1,314.6
1,415.6
1,447.6
1,447.4
1,498.0
1,495.4
1,514.3
1,528.1

Bracket

% of Males

47.85
737.76
1,475.52
2,213.28
2,951.04
3,688.80
4,426.56
5,164.32
5,902.08
6,639.84
7,377.60
8,115.36
87,758.84

Service
(Yrs)
0.3
1.3
2.3
3.3
4.3
5.3
6.3
7.3
8.3
9.3
10.3
11.3
12.3
13.3
14.3
15.3

2

1.4%
35.3%
60.0%
74.9%
83.7%
89.2%
92.7%
94.9%
96.5%
97.6%
98.3%
98.8%
100.0%

Number
(000's)
0.072
0.374
2.982
6.349
6.841
6.297
7.019
7.475
7.858
7.316
7.417
7.084
6.663
6.402
6.232
5.964
6.016
5.888
5.647
5.333
5.571
5.222
5.377
5.505
5.371
5.296
5.889
5.664
5.751
4.867

% of
Females
1.5%
32.9%
61.2%
78.2%
86.8%
91.7%
94.7%
96.4%
97.6%
98.3%
98.8%
99.2%
100.0%

MALES
Average
Wage
(₮000's)
230.4
307.4
322.8
441.9
531.6
698.7
848.5
1,095.1
1,262.7
1,352.0
1,398.2
1,491.2
1,534.8
1,594.0
1,619.2
1,646.5
1,701.0
1,700.2
1,725.2
1,634.0
1,638.1
1,634.7
1,667.2
1,699.6
1,709.3
1,661.2
1,699.3
1,815.4
1,798.5
1,728.8

Service
(Yrs)
0.4
1.4
2.4
3.4
4.4
5.4
6.4
7.4
8.4
9.4
10.4
11.4
12.4
13.4
14.4
15.4
16.4
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age
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

5.

Number
(000's)
7.390
6.509
6.316
5.600
5.667
3.963
3.039
2.379
2.085
1.580
1.430
0.795
0.628
0.424
0.346
0.262
0.192
0.119
0.123
0.075

FEMALES
Average
Wage
(₮000's)
1,492.0
1,479.0
1,486.0
1,422.4
1,364.7
1,721.7
1,572.1
1,653.5
1,614.8
1,492.4
1,476.6
1,474.9
1,409.8
1,393.9
1,295.9
1,116.6
1,195.3
1,249.4
898.1
967.8

Service
(Yrs)
16.3
17.3
18.3
19.3
20.3
21.3
22.3
23.3
24.3
25.3
26.3
27.3
28.3
29.3
30.3
31.3
32.3
33.3
34.3
35.3

Number
(000's)
5.379
4.631
4.238
3.917
3.737
3.069
2.825
2.516
2.743
1.940
2.485
1.594
1.720
1.589
1.482
0.911
0.645
0.474
0.478
0.317

MALES
Average
Wage
(₮000's)
1,751.6
1,672.6
1,881.1
1,761.2
1,664.8
1,769.7
1,743.6
1,807.6
1,722.3
1,752.8
1,735.4
1,808.9
1,890.3
1,942.5
1,586.7
1,592.0
1,530.9
1,464.3
1,359.7
3,879.8

Service
(Yrs)
17.4
18.4
19.4
20.4
21.4
22.4
23.4
24.4
25.4
26.4
27.4
28.4
29.4
30.4
31.4
32.4
33.4
34.4
35.4
36.4

To project future benefits from the NDC system it is necessary to input average initial capital
amount (i.e. average individual account balance) by age and gender into PROST. The NDC
balances were provided as 31.12.2006 and during PROST training it was agreed by all
participants that a new database should be extracted by SSIGO to obtain the balances as at
31.12.2007. For this purpose a meeting was held with SSIGO technical staff and it’s Chairman
at the end of the training (on 29th February) to agree upon the content of the new extract. This
extract had not been received up to the drafting of this report.
Thus, for the purpose of this report various estimates were made to extrapolate the NDC
balances from 31.12.2006 to 31.12.2007. The results are shown in the table below:
All amounts in Tugrugs

age
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
ISC
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Average Initial Capital
Females
Males
52,694
63,632
63,428
76,334
75,232
77,379
90,998
92,903
137,313
131,441
200,328
189,607
242,395
281,772
312,845
375,164
469,739
528,324
633,202
727,721
758,798
889,765
859,702
969,384
974,983
1,116,789
1,075,413
1,207,884
1,187,472
1,349,956
1,290,964
1,444,521

age
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

3

Average Initial Capital
Females
Males
1,643,911
1,865,940
1,839,092
1,962,882
1,884,325
2,058,413
2,035,865
2,225,914
2,322,543
2,374,466
2,528,052
2,495,571
2,659,768
2,513,906
2,906,737
2,755,834
3,107,775
3,045,309
3,234,235
3,205,542
3,321,359
3,129,834
3,737,921
3,776,842
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age
32
33
34
35

Average Initial Capital
Females
Males
1,410,938
1,566,895
1,504,376
1,674,750
1,492,213
1,797,836
1,603,370
1,874,875

age

Average Initial Capital
Females
Males

PENSIONER INFORMATION
6.

On 10th October 2007 SSIGO had also provided an extract of its then current pensioner
database. This database appears to be maintained on a more real time basis as it is used to
make regular pension payments. The extract gave a view of the pensioners and their monthly
pensions as of October 2007 it also estimated the increased monthly pension amounts that
would result in view of the announced increase effective 01.10.2007. It neither represented the
status as at end of 2006 or 2007. Initial review of the database showed some inconsistencies
and these were intimated to SSIGO prior to the January mission. SSIGO responded quickly
and provided an updated extract which gave the position as at January 2008 (i.e. reflected
31.12.2007 position).

7.

Analysis of the new extract carried out prior to and during the PROST training again revealed
some issues related to age. Furthermore, it was found that segregation of survivor pensioners
between those who were adult recipients and those who were minors was not made. It was
also considered appropriate that a new extract in respect of pensioners be acquired to address
the identified deficiencies at the same time as the new contributor database, this was agreed to
by SSIGO and the content of this database was also confirmed. This new extract is awaited
from SSIGO.

8.

For the purpose of carrying out projections under PROST, and earlier actuarial calculations
done in January, adjustments were made to fill in gaps and inconsistencies.

9.

PROST requires age wise distribution by type of pensioner and gender. The following tables
show the results of the analysis to arrive at these distributions.

age
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
ISC
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OLD AGE PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension (₮000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
0.003
1,089.420
0.003
1,148.580
0.003
1,273.068
0.015
1,289.880
0.038
1,109.556
0.065
1,061.340
0.113
1,087.068
0.137
1,113.864
0.151
1,099.320
2.578
935.076
5.008
936.480
0.717
1,331.508
5.187
938.556
0.602
1,316.052
5.518
928.236
0.551
1,358.148
5.151
941.292
0.617
1,370.988
6.416
960.648
0.994
1,411.956
5.594
983.556
0.852
1,406.676
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age
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
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OLD AGE PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension
(
₮
000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
7.424
992.976
1.306
1,408.920
5.443
992.928
0.936
1,469.424
5.822
988.080
0.979
1,510.464
5.174
986.208
3.178
1,297.488
5.058
979.776
3.924
1,292.808
4.773
956.892
3.757
1,307.856
4.801
967.788
3.952
1,273.416
4.345
945.960
3.649
1,305.972
5.162
929.724
4.480
1,299.108
4.210
910.704
3.910
1,279.392
5.495
891.180
5.016
1,292.460
3.414
890.064
3.034
1,293.024
3.512
880.752
3.216
1,274.868
3.317
872.088
2.836
1,227.444
3.074
867.120
2.660
1,212.672
2.970
859.680
2.263
1,188.864
2.958
850.128
2.101
1,198.872
2.740
852.888
2.019
1,161.024
2.952
848.748
2.040
1,201.680
2.155
836.724
1.526
1,176.420
2.443
844.332
1.637
1,178.364
1.510
841.260
0.963
1,193.376
1.389
819.456
0.868
1,154.448
1.197
820.680
0.794
1,123.116
1.211
815.976
0.721
1,093.344
1.080
797.400
0.658
1,097.436
0.930
801.012
0.526
1,081.176
0.773
797.604
0.427
1,126.224
0.739
787.380
0.399
1,026.012
0.703
791.940
0.368
1,084.848
0.613
777.972
0.279
989.544
0.364
776.604
0.188
1,094.208
0.324
770.364
0.132
1,027.416
0.254
782.592
0.075
1,065.288
0.206
776.508
0.077
953.952
0.184
774.732
0.056
981.240
0.157
761.472
0.051
908.016
0.096
774.552
0.041
1,000.152
0.104
745.500
0.032
854.436
0.059
768.888
0.017
807.720
0.049
764.076
0.019
836.256
0.026
766.728
0.008
873.612
0.016
787.500
0.006
1,265.664
0.015
771.000
0.003
760.608
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age
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
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INVALIDITY/DISABILITY PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension (₮000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
0.004
810.000
0.003
810.000
0.005
810.000
0.014
861.887
0.015
806.803
0.020
802.824
0.010
783.000
0.024
765.000
0.024
753.750
0.043
806.879
0.024
782.530
0.056
772.374
0.040
774.759
0.061
735.002
0.039
783.447
0.088
740.978
0.077
762.256
0.094
724.815
0.094
711.653
0.128
738.783
0.090
753.192
0.121
738.722
0.157
703.134
0.206
725.271
0.208
697.854
0.202
686.976
0.257
686.680
0.285
697.272
0.342
657.255
0.343
683.599
0.472
662.574
0.460
670.713
0.601
652.504
0.527
656.230
0.678
638.797
0.644
654.032
0.858
635.830
0.776
659.127
0.981
644.649
0.860
654.524
0.998
638.586
0.922
657.814
1.071
637.732
1.043
647.270
1.152
640.507
1.096
648.905
1.298
644.708
1.167
657.286
1.412
646.869
1.224
659.140
1.545
654.435
1.361
667.964
1.454
659.656
1.223
669.192
1.720
670.424
1.346
687.923
1.720
688.084
1.303
709.558
1.724
717.807
1.414
724.212
1.320
717.043
1.325
744.378
0.912
738.998
1.342
765.195
0.738
774.879
1.285
780.600
0.691
777.441
1.229
790.320
0.552
777.486
1.242
818.576
0.293
781.722
1.247
835.509
0.089
790.753
0.858
843.727
0.082
794.544
1.170
873.042
0.047
821.517
0.784
865.028
0.046
811.279
0.970
877.036
0.039
826.264
0.346
848.780
0.029
794.313
0.079
907.912
0.023
766.653
0.045
876.693
0.024
766.448
0.032
1,043.409
0.021
771.429
0.025
884.937
0.023
778.678
0.027
886.877
0.011
792.623
0.023
872.783
0.013
789.231
0.030
813.248
0.008
776.250
0.011
767.384
0.011
760.909
0.010
890.466
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age
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

INVALIDITY/DISABILITY PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension
(
₮
000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
0.014
771.429
0.014
867.685
0.017
762.353
0.010
756.000
0.009
780.000
0.016
793.125
0.012
787.500
0.010
810.000
0.006
810.000
0.007
771.429
0.007
771.429
0.004
819.792
0.006
675.000
0.005
758.774
0.004
810.000
0.001
810.000
0.004
742.500
0.005
756.000
0.003
810.000
0.007
771.429
0.006
810.000
0.002
810.000
0.003
810.000
0.001
810.000
0.002
810.000
0.003
810.000
0.004
742.500
0.002
540.000
0.001
810.000
0.002
810.000
0.003
720.000
0.001
540.000
0.001
810.000
0.001
810.000
-

age
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

ADULT SURVIVOR PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual Average Number Annual Average
Number
Pension (₮000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
0.082
762.740
0.064
764.277
0.084
776.636
0.050
736.749
0.091
727.814
0.063
743.786
0.088
778.763
0.069
793.978
0.091
749.444
0.061
760.491
0.105
769.682
0.052
809.644
0.100
743.171
0.052
813.545
0.115
786.905
0.056
789.314
0.121
771.568
0.058
800.163
0.126
778.010
0.065
781.093
0.161
800.975
0.070
784.371
0.195
784.691
0.067
784.893
0.243
768.053
0.064
808.367
0.315
765.108
0.081
725.329
0.378
757.185
0.097
772.089
0.451
754.412
0.077
760.043
0.470
768.367
0.101
776.889
0.532
742.486
0.110
777.193
0.680
764.816
0.138
772.743
0.793
769.280
0.174
724.399
0.845
760.893
0.193
741.637
0.961
746.685
0.209
728.666
0.992
748.498
0.256
744.346
1.069
742.990
0.258
740.860
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age
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
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ADULT SURVIVOR PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension
(
₮
000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
1.110
766.252
0.258
718.190
1.185
749.925
0.279
718.978
1.011
746.329
0.249
732.507
1.182
762.875
0.339
710.383
0.952
773.235
0.300
719.193
0.998
767.843
0.249
726.422
0.881
779.031
0.275
727.846
0.819
788.363
0.275
705.416
0.767
790.939
0.225
732.645
0.658
798.961
0.216
742.718
0.542
809.289
0.164
754.485
0.493
807.550
0.181
752.433
0.385
828.659
0.128
739.186
0.499
821.812
0.152
786.022
0.339
824.040
0.095
768.809
0.327
817.808
0.115
785.011
0.302
839.863
0.101
782.534
0.271
849.823
0.091
778.930
0.226
816.839
0.067
818.602
0.191
834.810
0.072
779.008
0.172
827.568
0.078
782.228
0.170
826.555
0.085
774.372
0.181
832.855
0.073
790.145
0.208
834.646
0.089
808.125
0.132
809.656
0.048
801.074
0.140
845.194
0.057
773.463
0.121
850.118
0.045
785.906
0.133
838.522
0.053
770.214
0.149
817.890
0.040
768.341
0.141
832.535
0.030
747.432
0.138
869.065
0.028
761.786
0.140
829.101
0.030
774.000
0.120
823.076
0.017
795.928
0.136
844.171
0.030
748.994
0.099
818.963
0.012
765.000
0.088
806.520
0.013
806.635
0.081
830.627
0.007
810.000
0.092
819.980
0.013
768.462
0.097
846.457
0.011
736.364
0.078
792.235
0.009
750.000
0.064
804.344
0.005
756.000
0.068
815.792
0.002
810.000
0.085
810.167
0.010
729.000
0.079
808.212
0.006
810.000
0.049
838.445
0.004
742.500
0.038
786.504
0.005
756.000
0.031
839.334
0.005
756.000
0.018
802.062
0.003
630.000
0.033
756.855
0.002
675.000
0.020
828.105
0.004
742.500
0.017
778.235
0.002
675.000
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10.

age
94
95
96
97
98
99

ADULT SURVIVOR PENSIONERS
FEMALES
MALES
Annual
Average
Number
Number Annual Average
Pension
(
₮
000's)
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
(000's)
0.017
794.118
0.013
873.636
0.003
810.000
0.015
792.000
0.002
810.000
0.006
765.000
0.008
776.250
0.003
810.000
0.003
810.000
-

age
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ORPHANS
Annual Average
Number
Pension (₮000's)
(000's)
0.198
862.244
0.003
1,046.784
0.007
861.187
0.008
742.500
0.012
742.500
0.013
685.385
0.059
811.934
0.095
764.799
0.105
781.964
0.152
745.060
0.148
727.860
0.185
769.792
0.215
729.436
0.254
729.648
0.372
740.977
0.505
748.304
0.595
767.690
0.270
768.827

PROST also requires distribution of pensions of old-age pensioners by gender. The following
table shows this distribution.
Pension Brackets and Cumulative
Distributions
Old Age Receive Minimum Pension of
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
Old Age Receive Pension under
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Bracket
453.60
544.31
635.03
725.75
816.47
907.19
1,360.79
1,814.39
2,267.99
2,721.59
3,175.19
3,628.79

9

% of
Males
1.9%
2.5%
3.0%
32.0%
39.0%
45.6%
79.9%
93.4%
97.8%
99.4%
99.9%
100.0%

% of
Females
2.9%
3.0%
3.1%
68.0%
77.9%
84.0%
97.0%
99.3%
99.8%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
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SIGNIFICANT OTHER ASSUMPTIONS
11.

A careful review of the economic conditions of Mongolia was made by accessing various
reports of international agencies, such as ADB; World Bank; IMF Reports; CIA fact book etc.
Furthermore, extensive discussions were held with participants of PROST training (which
included officials from MOF, SWL and SSIGO). Based on this research, discussions and
international experience the following assumptions were made with respect to key macroeconomic assumptions that are input into the PROST model.

Real GDP Growth
Productivity Growth of
Minimum Wage Worker
Inflation Rate
Government Bond Rate
Discount Rate

12.

2008
7.0%

2009
6.5%

2010
6.0%

2015
5.0%

2075
4.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.5%

1.5%

9.0%
0.5%
0.5%

7.0%
2.0%
2.0%

5.5%
3.5%
3.5%

5.0%
3.5%
3.5%

4.0%
2.5%
2.5%

Assumptions are required to be made of income other than from contributions of SSIGO and
of administration expenditures. These assumptions were derived from analysis of past history
of these items.
Other Income as % of Employee, Employer &
Pensioner Contributions
Admin. Costs as % of Employee, Employer &
Pensioner Contributions

13.

2008

2075

1.65%

1.65%

3.00%

3.00%

PROST also requires estimates on the expected replacement rates for new survivor and orphan
pensioners in relation to specified bases. These are derived from analysis of 2007 pension
cases included in the January 2008 database.
For New Survivors as Percent of Average Old Age
Pension
For All Orphans as Percent of Average Wage
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2008

2075

68.5%

68.5%

36.9%

36.9%
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APPENDIX XIII
ON MULTI PILLAR SYSTEMS

1.

This section was originally included in the Interim Report.

Towards a Pension Policy
2.

All pension policy has its roots in a society’s attitude towards how it looks after the elderly
within that society, the amount of support that is needed and that should be given. There are
three types of support for the aged:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Family support.
State support.
The individual being expected to provide for his own future.

Countries tend to move through these three stages of development, reflecting changes in
society, eventually gravitating to a division between all three. There are of course other
types of support, notably by voluntary or subsidised organisations that specialise in
services for the elderly.
3.

The needs of the elderly are of course very similar to anyone younger, except that due to
possible immobility and health issues, the balance will be different. The needs that are often
provided by government can include the following:
•
•
•
•

Housing.
Healthcare.
Food, Clothing.
Essential transport to access these:
− Social Structure
− Entertainment
− Education
− Discretionary transport

4.

From a study of these expenditures and services, some of which such as housing and medical
services are provided at subsidised rates and whose impact should be considered, evolves an
identification of a level of income needs that are appropriate for the elderly, and within that
the idea of a pension policy.

5.

The sources of such a level of income have been described in various documents, one of
which is the World Bank’s Three Pillar system. A variation on this is the Chinese three pillar
system, again looking at the various potential sources of income and a targeted income
replacement ratio.

Types of income
6.

There are a number of types of income that an elderly person could hope for, depending on the
structure of society and all subject to qualifying conditions. These include:
(I)

State support in one of three different methods through:
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(II)

(a)

the payment of a pension based on the simple fact of being a certain age
and nationality, possibly with a residence qualification, often called a
demogrant or universal pension;

(b)

the payment of a pension based on a means tested system that benefits are
paid to those who are in greatest need, often called a means tested social
pension; and

(c)

the payment of a pension related to an income based on the level of
income received through a working life, which could be from the
payment of general or payroll taxes.

Occupational savings in either mandatory systems or through voluntary systems.
(i) Mandatory systems, through:
(a)

a state system such as Mongolia’s NDC, or

(b)

a regulated system provided by the private sector that may be defined
benefit or defined contribution, and which may or not be funded, with
the pension benefit under defined contribution being based on life
expectancy, buying an annuity or a drawdown approach.1

(ii) Voluntary arrangements, through making:
(a)

additional contributions as a different category, as employer and / or
employee to an existing mandatory system but distinguished separately
from mandatory balances with different conditions applying;

(b)

contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector pension
savings system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement; and

(c)

contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector savings
system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement, which establishes a lump sum that can generate
income through an annuity or drawdown method.

(III) Income from personal savings made over a period of time:
(a)

Income from reverse mortgages on owned property.

(b)

From spouses and other family support, from children or other relatives.

7.

According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), a
commonly used level of an adequate minimum income for older citizens is defined relative to
the rest of the society’s living standards – this applies to both OECD countries and emerging

1

A drawdown is a way to pay the pensioner’s account balance where a portion of the balance at retirement is paid
annually. The balance remains invested; any remaining balance at death is paid to the pensioner’s heirs. There are
usually minimum and maximum percentage limits based on balances to ensure that the balance lasts a reasonably
long time and pension payments can continue. Once the balance is gone, there will be no more payments.
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market economy countries. An international approach would be to base a universal pension on
approximately 20 to 33 percent of the cost of living. Note, that this is not a percentage of
wages, average wages or even a percentage of the pensioners own average wages – but of
average living standards. This benchmark assumes that pensioners’ costs are related to living
standards rather than average wages, as their expenses and living costs are different than
employees in active employment.
8.

Pensions are occasionally expressed as a percentage of wages. Wage replacement rates vary
somewhat as the following table shows. Those with higher replacement rates are normally
countries that do not have multi pillar systems or which are heavily dependent on one system.
Figure 1:

Replacement rates for the average full career worker in selected countries

Replacement rates for the average full career worker
Uruguay
Iran
Iraq
Yemen
Costa Rica
Egypt
Spain
Libya
Algeria
Bahrain
Italy
Argentina
Morocco
Netherlands
Jordan
Sweden
Tunisia
Peru
Lebanon
France
Bulgaria
Chile
Germany
Mexico
United States
Djibouti

Average

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Percent of Average Earnings

Source: David Robalino, Washington DC, USA. World Bank Pension Core Course, November 2007.

Multiple Pillars
9.

Developing a multi-pillar savings regime has been the basis of much structural pension reform
in the last 30 years. It recognises that financial support for the elderly should come from a
number of sources, often three, hence the expression “three pillars” as being the minimum to
hold up a structure, not from just the government or from occupational savings.

10.

Following the Chilean pension reforms of the early 1980’s, reforms in other countries have
examined how a multi-pillar system might be applied. Several models ranging from three to
four or five pillars, with additional pillars zero and four, have been developed; they are not
intended to promote the idea that one reform model works for all countries but as a means to
develop discussion and encourage appropriate policy.
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11.

12.

The World Bank’s Averting the Old Age Crisis: Policies to Protect the Old and Promote
Growth2, explained the three pillars as:
(i)

Pillar I: The public sector pillar of pension benefits linked to varying degrees to
earnings and seeks to replace some portion of income in old age and often in cases
of permanent disability and pre-retirement death.

(ii)

Pillar II: Mandatory savings systems, usually occupational, essentially an
individual savings account.

(iii)

Pillar III: Voluntary savings systems, occupational or individuals, that are flexible
and discretionary in nature.

In addition the World Bank advocates the importance of the following:
•
•
•
•

adequacy;
affordability;
sustainability, and
robustness.

13.

Over time the concept of only three pillars was expanded in a research paper3 published by the
World Bank, adding a “zero pillar” and a further pillar. The zero pillar is a non contributory
demogrant or social pension that would provide a minimal level of financial protection.

14.

The so called fourth pillar recognises the interfamily and intergenerational sources of both
financial and non financial support for the elderly, including access to healthcare and housing.

15.

The multi-pillar system is not regarded as a total pension solution for every country, but
understanding its component parts helps focus the various sources of income that might be
developed over time. Each country has a different series of issues, with different population
structures, changing demographics, social and economic conditions and not least the challenge
of recognising an existing system with its implied and actual promises. Adoption of a multipillar system also involves savings mechanisms for pensions to be put into place at an early
stage in an employee’s work history.

The Chinese variation
16.

China has often been cited as a proponent of the three pillar approach. Because of the size of
the economy and the country and the rapid economic and social changes, the three pillar
approach has been modified somewhat in the case of China, with arguably a more practical
and better defined approach. The Chinese three pillar system has replaced a system where
State Owned Enterprises had paid pensions of 80% or more of wages. Unlike other countries
attempting to the follow the model of a three pillar national pension policy, China has several
large cities and provinces that represent the state-as-employer and do not conform to the
mandated levels of contributions, use various definitions of pensionable wages and utilise a
different administration and recordkeeping systems.

2

Averting the Old Age Crisis : Policies to Protect the Old and Promote Growth, 1994. Estelle James, et al. The
World Bank, Washington DC, USA.
Old-Age Income Support in the Twenty-First Century: An International Perspective on Pensions and Reform, May
2005, Richard Hinz, Robert Holzman, The World Bank, Washington DC, USA

3
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17.

The Chinese three pillar system looks towards three different types of income and is shown in
detail in Appendix VII. The Chinese version recognises the various combinations of the state
to provide a benefit, for the employer to provide a benefit, increasingly voluntary, and for the
individual to save and make his own arrangements. As with many other countries there are
taxation incentives to encourage contributions.

18.

Tax incentives usually result in a lower tax bill for the employer and sometimes the individual,
with the idea of tax being deferred until the savings are drawn upon, with pensions generally
but not always being taxed. Tax on investment returns and income is commonly waived. Tax
incentives on contributions clearly have more effect where taxes are high or large numbers of
the population pay significant amounts of tax. Very few countries add the tax saving to the
sum being saved, one example though being the UK in their Stakeholder defined contribution
product. Tax incentives are important in any voluntary system, where incentives to save are
essential.

A Mongolian multi-pillar approach
19.

The Terms of Reference on this project include the following introductory summary:
‘An adequate, affordable, self-sustaining, and operationally effective
restructured pension system will be the expected impact of the TA. The
outcome will be the adoption by the Government of the proposed
recommendations on pension reforms’.
and
‘The TA will review the current pension policies and practices and existing
plans for pension reforms, identify merits and shortcomings of the current
system and existing plans, and recommend a strategy for further pension
reforms. Key activities will include…
(vi) reviewing experiences in other countries in moving from a pay-as-you-go
system to a notional defined contribution system, and in the development of a
three-pillar pension system in selected other countries to extract lessons and
identify models.’

20.

A multi-pillar approach is useful in that it defines the pension expectations and can make it
clear who will be paying for the benefits, the government through taxation or the individual and the employer - through separate saving. The policy intent on the level of income
replacement can then be readily explained.

21.

It is suggested that Mongolia consider a structured approach to pension policy that reflects a
number of key elements, that recognises the various sources of retirement income. At present
Mongolia has a single pillar for those born after 1 January 1960, that might be described as
under the World Bank’s Pillar II in that it is a mandatory contribution that is an individual
savings account and that the benefit depends on how much has been saved, although it has
elements of the World Bank’s Pillar I. This has been complicated though by the minimum
pension provision. This only applies to a percentage of the labour force and does not apply to
those employed under a civil contract. Nor does it apply to the self employed, a group that
includes self employed herders.

22.

Mongolia effectively has another pillar, the idea of a minimum pension to those who qualify
under NDC conditions (and those born before 1960 who are still working) where no matter
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what the balance at retirement, a minimum pension will be paid; it is though limited to the
employed population who qualify.
23.

Concern has been expressed over the increasing number of NDC members who were born
before 1960 and who are still working, where despite their savings will only get a minimum
pension at retirement. As contributions to the NDC system are reduced and the average wage
rises, it is likely that an increasing number of pensioners will only receive minimum pensions.
As part of the workshops in January, the Consultants will present financial projections that are
expected to reflect increases in the number of the pensioners (who were born after 1 January
1960) who will be eligible to receive only the minimum pension – unless this rule is changed.

On Universal Pension Systems
24.

Receiving a minimum pension from the beneficiary’s viewpoint is similar to a universal
pension, or demogrant, the “zero pillar” referred to above. If a substantial number of members
are only going to get a minimum pension, then why not pay a basic pension to everybody, and
at the same time allow those who do save to get an additional pension from their DC savings?

25.

The Consultants recommend analysing the cost of a universal pension at various levels and
determining whether this will be a more effective alternative as well as encouraging more
savings. It is considered a universal pension and a separate NDC system would encourage
contributions into the NDC system, as the greater the employee’s NDC balance, the greater
the benefit that can be paid at retirement, whilst a minimum pension would be paid from the
state budget. When a smaller universal pension is paid instead of a basic minimum pension, a
greater incentive is created to encourage employees and their employers to save separately in
excess of any mandated contributions. By implication the universal pension would cover all
resident citizens that meet a defined advanced age, whether or not they had been employed in
the formal sector. It would also cover the self employed and those who have limited or no
employment record; in short it would universal.

26.

It may be noted that the payment of the same amount to everybody of a specific advanced age
rather than have it means tested and only given to those who qualify reduces the possibility of
bribery or corruption. There is no incentive or reward from being untruthful or misleading
about one’s circumstances, as can happen in a means tested environment.

27.

To determine the best approach on a universal pension, one figure that should be analysed is
the current and future percentage of the population over a specific age, e.g., aged 65 or older.
Next, to consider what percentage of that group already receives some pension benefit, lives
alone or with family and whether they have source of financial support. The Consultants’
Draft Final Report will provide a more comprehensive approach to analysing the cost
implications of a universal pension.

28.

Paying a universal pension is dependent on a readily usable structure. In order to create and
maintain a system to pay a benefit to all citizens residing in the country who have attained an
advanced old age, a country needs to have the following:
(i)

A highly reliable national identification system that will ensure that one person
cannot claim benefits in multiple soums or aimags. Such a system will rely on a
unique identifying number that cannot be duplicated or forged. Increasingly,
countries are finding ways to integrate into their national identification system
photographs (stapling a photograph to a cardboard booklet does not qualify as a
highly reliable system that cannot be duplicated or forged), biometrics, fingerprint
readers and other technologies.
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(ii)

The national identification system will need to be able to verify the beneficiary’s:
• Name and identification number.
• Residence.
• Date of birth/age.

(iii)

Life certification process in place to ensure benefits are only paid to live
beneficiaries (ideally this should be able to connect with a registry of births,
deaths).

(iv)

Channel of payment can be one of many options:
• A bank account for each beneficiary so that monthly universal benefits can be
credited directly a bank account.
• Permit SSIGO offices to pay benefits directly to beneficiaries.
• Utilise banks such as Khaan Bank and its branches or post office branches and
allow a beneficiary to receive cash.
• In addition benefits may accumulate rather than be drawn by specific dates.

29.

Administrative costs of paying the benefit can be high if there is an attempt to add a means
testing feature. Means tested benefits should be applied separately. Any approach to eliminate
some beneficiaries if they have too much in the way of assets or income can cost more than it
saves. Examination of universal pension benefit costs conducted by the World Bank in recent
years indicates that means testing is expensive.

30.

Examples of some other countries that pay a universal pension:
(i)

Bolivia. Low income, small population country that is primarily agriculturally
based. Pays a universal benefit to all citizens over the age of 65. Universal benefit
was created under pension legislation. Payment amount has changed since starting
and is not linked through legislation to a specific indicator, e.g., percentage of
living allowance. There is no requirement for proof of having worked or paid
contributions in order to collect a benefit. Payments are made quarterly in effort to
keep administrative costs low. Started in 1996 at the same time of implementing
national pension reforms of funded defined contribution accounts.

(ii)

Kazakhstan. Medium income, small population country that is expanded beyond
agriculture to rely primarily on revenues from oil, gas and some minerals. Pays a
citizens’ pension to all residents over the age of 63 for male and 58 for women,
with some exceptions for early retirement but without regard to whether a work
history occurred. The payment started in 2005, seven years after pension reform
was implemented, initially targeted to be 40 percent of subsistence level and a plan
to increase it in the future eventually to be 70 percent of subsistence level, although
again there is no specific link in the legislation for the percentage increase, the
subsistence level or years in which increases will occur. Benefits are paid monthly.

(iii)

New Zealand. Another low population country, the New Zealand state pension
pays a flat-rate, universal state pension to people aged over 65 who are resident,
and have lived in the country for ten years since age 20, five of which must be
since age 50. It is not income-or asset-tested. From 1985, a ‘surcharge’ on
superannuitants’ other income over an exempt amount reduced the value for richer
pensioners. It was unpopular and was removed in 1998. The level of benefit is
reviewed each year, but has to be kept between 32.5 percent and 36.25 percent of
the net average wage. This is usually described by ‘65 at 65’, that is, at age 65 a
married couple will receive at least a net 65 percent (two times 32.5 percent) of the
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net average wage. The lower thresholds for single pensioners living alone and
single people sharing accommodation are set at 65 percent and 60 percent of that
for a married couple rate respectively.

Pensions for the self employed
31.

Successful implementation of a pension system, either mandatory or voluntary, for self
employed is not common. This reflects the significant compliance problems on mandatory
systems, the high costs associated with administering such programs, that self employed have
uneven and unpredictable incomes, often seasonal or brief and there are problems of
verification of income with often only basic accounting records.

32.

In a number of countries self employed includes professional groups, such as doctors, dentists,
lawyers and accountants working alone or in partnerships. Regulations forbid them practising
within limited liability companies and their sole proprietorship or partnership status gives
them an income that does not fit readily into the formula applied to employees in either
mandatory or voluntary systems.

33.

Designing a system that includes professionals, farmers and street traders, as well as urban and
rural communities, represents a significant challenge. For a number of reasons self employed
are specifically discouraged or even excluded from being able to join a voluntary system.

34.

One exception is Hong Kong, which includes the self employed in its Mandatory Provident
Fund system although clearly Hong Kong has substantially different characteristics to herders
in Mongolia. The compliance rate has generally been around 75 percent, although there is
continuing concern over the exact number of self employed and thus the accuracy of this
compliance figure. This figure is a membership number but does not equate to contributions,
as industry sources suggest that many self employed accounts are inactive. This reflects the
low income levels as well as the fact that a self employed account has to be left open until
retirement. It could also be complicated by the self employed’s ability to join more than one
scheme, a possibility that the statistics cannot recognise.

35.

Self employed in Hong Kong are required to contribute the same percentages of income as
employees, 5 percent up to a certain level of income, but without an employer contribution (5
percent) the amount saved is half that of an employee with the same income. There were a
number of instances where employers declared their employees to be self employed, thus
removing the obligation of the employer to contribute.

36.

Calculating a contribution is complex in Hong Kong, based on the previous year’s accounts,
although it is recognised that many self employed do not produce formal accounts. If the self
employed goes from profit to loss he can forego contributions. If he doesn’t produce any
evidence of his income he can pay the maximum mandatory amount. Payments can be made
monthly or annually.

37.

A self employed person in Hong Kong is meant to register his business with the Inland
Revenue (the Government’s tax assessment and collection department) and pay an annual fee
(approximately US $300) but compliance is limited. As with other aspects of the Mandatory
Provident Fund system in Hong Kong there is no co-operation between the Inland Revenue
and the Mandatory Provident Fund system regulator. The more mobile aspects of some self
employed also causes compliance and verification issues.
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Mandatory or voluntary contributions for the Self Employed
38.

Given the complexities of compliance and the characteristics of a self employed person’s
income, it may be appropriate to consider a separate voluntary system that encourages
contributions. This could accommodate both employed and the self employed, or for those
who have a self employed element in their income.

39.

Any dual system of a mandatory system for employees and a voluntary system for selfemployed would have to be an acceptable outcome for employers and the employed who are
obliged to make mandatory contributions and who might feel that this is a burden that is
unfair. This argues for a mandatory system that is not seen as merely either fair or unfair, but a
mandatory system that is highly valued by those in it, to the extent that members want to make
additional contributions and that the self employed would want to contribute, where the
mandatory and voluntary contributions produce meaningful benefits.

And in conclusion
40.

The idea of a three pillar system begins to come out of the above, recognising the geographical
challenges of Mongolia, getting a high compliance number from a limited population across
considerable distances. It may have the following characteristics:
(i)

A universal pension, based solely on age, nationality (being Mongolian) and
residence (living within Mongolia).

(ii)

A mandatory savings system for all employed people, that provides a pension
based on the amount saved. There should be no reason to have minimum
membership periods, but some additional incentive might be paid at retirement to
encourage contributions.

(iii)

Voluntary savings, for both employed and self employed, to provide either a
pension or lump sum benefits. Voluntary contributions could be made to the
Mandatory system as a separate category, to the private sector or both.

41.

The experience of voluntary systems is that they need to have some form of incentive. This
could be through taxation, but unlikely in a regime where tax rates are low and a limited
number pay tax, or through a tax credit, a matching contribution from the Government up to a
certain level. The tax approach for pensions from mandatory and voluntary systems should be
consistent.

42.

These and other issues will be considered in the January workshops.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CHINESE THREE PILLAR SYSTEM
The Chinese pension system has evolved through a series of legislative moves. The overall intention is
that a combination of payments from the three Pillars will produce a replacement income of 50% to
60% for most workers, a possibly ambitious number and one which depends to some degree on
contributory for whole working lifetime. This contrasts with an 80% plus retirement incomes when
everybody worked for the state, an amount that had become unsustainable.
Pillar I

The state mandatory “Basic Pension” comprises two components. Both
contributions and benefits are tax exempt:
Pillar 1a: Base Pension: produces a defined benefit based pension, some 30%
of city average pay for someone with 30 years work (minimum of 15 years to
qualify) and earning average city salary, mandatory, financed as pay-as-you-go
liability, Employer contributes around 20% of wages.
Benefits:: Average of City Average Wage + Individual's indexed monthly
wage;
Formula: 1% x Service Year x Base (minimum 15 year of service)
Pillar Ib: Individual Account: earnings related defined contribution with
original monthly benefit of 1/120 of balance now replaced by a less attractive
annuity based sliding scale reflecting life expectancy and anticipated
investment returns; this would give around 20% to 25% of city average pay
(again for someone with 30 years work and earning average city salary),
employees contribute 8% of wages.

Pillar II

Enterprise Annuities
Voluntary occupational, regulated and qualifying for tax incentives.

Pillar III

Voluntary, through additional payments to Social Security, paying into
insurance policies, or savings schemes established by employers that remain
on the balance sheet.
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INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EXPERT
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APPENDIX XIV
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EXPERT

Contract S14326
Project TA - 4910 (MON): Strengthening the Pension System
Expertise Legal Expert
Source International Category Independent
Objective/Purpose of the Assignment:
The consultant will take the lead in the tasks related to reviewing and drafting laws and
regulations.
Scope of Work:
The consultant must have sufficient knowledge of and practical experience (over 10 years) in
financial laws, with specific knowledge in legislation related to pension schemes and pension
fund operations.
Detailed Tasks:
Specifically, the consultant will do the following tasks:
(i)

Review existing legislation and regulations governing pension policies and operations and
the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor’s draft amendments to these laws, and identify
issues that need to be addressed;

(ii)

Review existing legislation and regulations that may affect the future activities of pension
funds and other social security funds, including legislation and regulations related to the
legal status of the funds and management, and funds’ investment in capital markets, and
identify issues that need to be addressed;

(iii)

Review the legal and regulatory framework of financial products in which the social
security funds may invest, identify legal and regulatory impediments to market
development and social security funds’ investment, and recommend necessary changes;

(iv)

In cooperation with the fund management expert, analyze the various options regarding
investment vehicles, identify the optimal vehicle for the social security funds, and identify
needed legal amendments for the social security funds to use the optimal investment
vehicle;

(v)

Assist the pension system expert and fund management expert in formulating a strategy
for further pension reforms and the investment policies and guidelines for the pension
fund by advising on possible legal impediments in implementation of the proposed
measures and policies;

(vi)

Draft amendments to laws and regulations that are necessary to implement the strategy for
further pension reforms and facilitate investments by social security funds; and
Regularly report to the pension system expert about the progresses and draft chapters of
interim and final reports related to legal issues.

(vii)

Output/Reporting Requirements:
• Draft amendments to laws and regulations;
• Draft chapters of interim and final reports related to legal issues.
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APPENDIX XV
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON INTERIM, INCEPTION AND DRAFT FINAL REPORTS;
CONSULTANTS’ RESPONSES
The following shows the comments received on the Inception, Interim and Draft Final
Reports from the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO as well as the ADB, and the Consultants’
responses.
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE INCEPTION REPORT
Inception Report - Comments Received – MOF
Email
From: Altanchimeg A. [mailto:a_altanchimeg@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, 22 November, 2007 2:35 PM
To: Batjargal Hishigsuren
Subject: Re: Letter to Mr. Ragchaa
To:

Team of ADB TA 4910 MON: ‘Strengthening pension reform’ project

During the meeting with the Project team on 23 October, 2007 Mr. Ragchaa, Director General,
Financial Policy and Coordination Department, Ministry of Finance expressed his opinions over
Inception Report, while exchanging thoughts over certain matters.
In addition, Mr. Ragchaa wants the following issues to be reflected in Terms of Reference, as well as
included in the Interim Report.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

To identify measures and activities aimed at raising public awareness over benefits of
pension insurance and significant consequences resulted from the current pension reform;
To develop projection analysis and prepare real-life role models from other countries that
are possible suitable for Mongolia’s pension reform, including cases of bankruptcy of
social insurance fund or/and successful crisis management in more than 3 countries;
Advantages and disadvantages of the social insurance fund being a part of the State
Budget, crisis management processes through becoming separate and independent from
the State Budget, in addition to developing policy proposals on creating the relevant legal
framework for fund investment and investment instruments in order to strengthen
operational efficiency;
To develop policy proposals on fund investment in regards to strengthening operational
efficiency (by Fund management Experts)
To get Terms of Reference approved by the Ministry of Finance further;
To examine and identify the degree of social insurance fund income decrease as a result of
reducing social insurance contribution rates down to 14 / 10;
To forecast and identify any changes as a result of expanding coverage of herders and the
self-employed under the social insurance system.

Approved by:
K. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department, Ministry of Finance
Drafted by: A. Altanchimeg
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Inception Report - Comments Received - MSWL
LETTERHEAD: MINISTRY OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND LABOR
From:
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND LABOR
Ulaanbaatar 210646
Chingeltei District, UN Street 5
Telephone: 26 15 53
Telex: 32 86 34
Email: mswl@mongolnet.mn
Date: 30 November, 2007
To:

No: 5/2052

Project Team of ADB TA 4910 MON: ‘Strengthening Pension Reform’ project

Subject: Delivery of Comments – Inception Report
A delegation from Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor of Mongolia participated in Washington DC
for two weeks at the World Bank Pension Core Course with TA consultants; Nasir Whaind and
Martha Kelly in November, 2007.
Upon the request from ADB 4910-MON: Strengthening the Pension System project team, the
following comments on behalf of Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor are presented based on
discussion with Project team consultants during the World Bank Pension Core Course, as below:
1.
We have been presented with project deliverables from Inception report and subsequent
action plans for the mid-term of project implementation and thus support plans for workshops and
research. In particular, workshops and seminars discussed in Memorandum delivered to MSWL on 22
November, 2007 should be focused on more recommendations and technical assistance addressed to
key policy makers.
2.
Due to intensive political discussion and upcoming election of next year approaching, matters
tackled with Law on Social Insurance are becoming a central issue for the ruling party and other
opposition party groups. However MSWL supports the temporary delay of reducing employers’ SI
contribution rates based on assistance from TA, this issue seems to be decided shortly due to its
politicized nature.
3.
With assistance from TA, publications related to theoretical concepts, case study materials,
guidelines and manuals in regards to pension system, types and reform intentions and implications,
should be provided and translated into Mongolian in order to upgrade education and knowledge of
professionals participating in policy making. For instance, it is proposed to translate latest
publications delivered during the World Bank Pension Core Course in November, 2007.
4.
Project team proposals on adopting PROST system based on support from the World Bank
have been supported by MSLW. We highly appreciate that TA plans to fund PROST training
participation.
5.
MSWL, as a key agency in policy development and implementation, pays high consideration
issues related to strengthening capacity of its personnel within the pension reform expertise.
Therefore, it is proposed that with strengthening capacity building within reform efforts TA should
build up a local experts’ team to train and transfer knowledge to key officials from MOF, MSWL and
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SSIGO and further to train staff through this local experts’ team for publicity campaign in
disseminating pension related issues to the general public effectively. Eventually, it is suggested that
publicity campaign and public awareness of pension issues would be able to distribute through mass
media to the self-employed and herders based on domestic resources.
Finally, we believe that the project team will accept our proposals and thus help our work greatly,
besides our wish to your TA efforts which ultimately enable Mongolia to strengthen its Pension
System.
Signed by:
T. Natsagdolgor
Head of Population Development and Social Security Policy Coordination
Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor
Dated: 30 November 2007
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Inception Report - Comments Received and Consultants’ reply – ADB
To:

Mr. Yuebin Zhang, ADB Project Officer

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert
Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

Date:

10 December 2007

Subject:

Response to Comments on Inception Report

The Consultants are pleased to receive the ADB comments related the Inception Report of October
2007. The Consultants’ response is below. For ease of review, the original ADB comments are
repeated.
1.

ADB Comment
The TA will review the potential financial products as investments tools and assess current
market condition and the potential for the development of markets of financial products.
Consultants’ Response
During the first mission, the Consultants started the review and assessment of the financial
markets of Mongolia, including initial meetings with financial markets regulators: securities
and insurance; financial institutions and reviewing the statistical details of the size and
volume of Mongolia’s financial markets. The Consultants expect to continue the assessment
of the financial markets during the first two weeks of the second mission in January 2008.

2.

ADB Comment
But the financial market in Mongolia has not developed well yet except the banking sector.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants agree with the Project Officer’s observation that the financial markets in
Mongolia are not well developed. Our initial observations are similar that:


Few suitable financial products are readily available in the market especially long-term
investments, important to meeting investment objectives and policies of pension
schemes;



Few other institutional investors are active in Mongolia’s financial markets, important to
sustainable market growth – multiple institutional buyers and sellers are needed;



The financial regulators are only beginning to learn about the institutions that they
supervise and regulate; their knowledge is at risk of being surpassed by the very
institutions that they supervise; and



With many regulatory constraints, it will be some time before the markets can be
expected to reach the development stage suitable for the investment of the mandatory
pension schemes.

Government policy makers and Members of Parliament have requested the Consultants’
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assistance in reviewing the investment options given the limited market development. As
part of the workshops scheduled for the week of 22 January 2008, this topic will be
discussed.
3.

ADB Comment
Thus, based on the outputs of this TA, we need further support to develop the financial
markets in Mongolia (the stock market, the bond market (government bonds and corporate
bonds), the asset-backed securities market and the credit market and so on). Additional TA
support are necessary for MOF and BOM.
Consultants’ Response
Yes, the Consultants also consider that the ADB will probably offer further support.

4.

ADB Comment
The TA will also review capacities of staffs and institutions in charge of managing the
pension funds and recommend policies and guidelines on investment and portfolio
management of the pension funds.
Consultants’ Response
The decision on which agency will determine the investment policy of the national pension
scheme or which investment management model will be implemented will be reviewed in
the workshops. Different options for discussion will include:


The government determines the investment strategy and investment policy and manages
the investments in some government agency such as the MOF, MSWL or SSIGO. All of
these agencies have expressed interest to the Consultants that the pension assets would
be managed within their purview. This model has been not so successfully employed in
several countries.



The government determines the investment strategy and investment policy but
outsources the investment management functions to experienced, licensed investment
professionals which most likely would need to be internationally based professionals as
there are no licensed investment managers in Mongolia. This model has been
successfully employed in several countries, including Kosovo and Bolivia.



The government determines the investment strategy and investment policy but the assets
are controlled by an independent pension board (independent of the government) and
managed by experienced, licensed, independent asset management firms again which
may be international. This model has been successfully employed in several countries,
including Canada.

The reasons as to why some models fare better or worse than others will be discussed in the
planned January workshops. Also, the issues related to transition from a notional defined
contribution system to one that is fully funded will be reviewed. Regarding the comment
about reviewing the capacities of the staff and institutions in charge of managing pension
funds, such review was started during the first mission and will continue in the second
mission. The review of policies and guideline is complete (as there are few in place) and
were included in the Interim Report, submitted to the ADB in early December 2007. Present
policies and guidelines are limited to bank long term saving rates and government bonds. As
the existing system is notional, contributions are not being invested presently. The limited
investment function being carried out is related to a fraction of contributions collected.
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5.

ADB Comment
In fact, the rules about the pension funds in Mongolia have still undeveloped. Therefore,
based on the outputs of this TA, additional advisory supports about the pension funds are
necessary for MOF, which is responsible for managing the pension funds, and MSWL: (i) to
develop the management of the pension funds; (ii) to restructure institutions of the pension
funds and capacities of staffs; (iii) to allocate their assets to balance investment duration,
risk and return; (iv) to prepare operational and risk control procedure, and (v) to establish
the criteria of external fund managers and custodians.
Consultants’ Response
Indeed, the Consultants are in agreement on the point that pension policies are still being
formulated by Members of Parliament and policy makers. The main focus of the January
workshops has been re-aligned to address this need. At the request of Members of
Parliament, the workshops are being structured to progress through issues of developing a
comprehensive pension policy. Similar to the list provided by the Project Officer, the intent
of the workshops will be to discuss and define the topics included in the attached
memorandum, which was prepared after meeting with Members of Parliament during the
World Bank Pension Core Course in Washington DC in November 2007.
As stated above, the Consultants wholly agree that the current financial markets have
significant gaps and cannot support the investment needs of public and private pension
funds. Also, the financial markets are not yet sufficiently developed in general to provide
avenues for institutional and individual investors with even shorter investment horizons. The
actions required by the Mongolian government for creating the necessary environment will
take a number of years to bear fruit even if they are taken timely simply because the process
that needs to be established are multifarious and require significant transfer of technology
and know-how.
The core task assigned to the Consultants is to strengthen the pension system. The
Consultants consider that this assignment is best served by focusing on the limitations of the
current investment environment and the time required to bring to minimum standards and
help the Mongolian Government develop a policy framework that can progress in parallel
rather than being delayed till such minimum standards are achieved. Furthermore, the
Consultants consider that there are a number of critical areas where policy framework
adopted so far and actions being taken by Government show clear disconnect. The
immediate concern is, therefore, to inculcate clear understanding of the pension policy
objectives chosen so far, and even to revise where desired by the Government after
understanding other prudent policy options, and to align future actions with selected policy
goals.
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Consultants’ Response on the Interim Report

MEMORANDUM

To:

Mr. Ragchaa, Ministry of Finance

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert

Date:

9 January 2008

Subject:

Comments on the Inception Report and Terms of Reference from the Ministry
of Finance, dated 23 November 2007

Thank you for your comments on the Terms of Reference and the Inception Report. The Consultants
are pleased to respond.
Mr. Jeremy Gadbury, team leader, met with Mr. Ragchaa on 4 January 2008 immediately following
the commencement of the second mission of this project. They exchanged more information on this
memo and this document summarises the status of this request. For ease of reference, each point is
repeated and the Consultants’ response follows. As will be seen these matters are generally ongoing
and are being included in current work. All matters considered in the Workshop will be included in
the Draft Final Report.
1. To identify measures and activities aimed at raising public awareness over benefits of pension
insurance and significant consequences resulted from the current pension reform.
Consultants’ response
One of the deliverables of this Technical Assistance under Section B Methodology and Key
Activities is to prepare recommendations on how to improve the public’s awareness of the
national pension system and the proposed future changes. It is also one of the presentation and
discussion topics on the agenda of the Workshop of the week of 21st January. The project
discussed this topic with Mr. Chinzorig who instructed that Dr. Natasagdolgor would be the
Consultants contact on this topic. But a meeting has not yet been confirmed.
2. To develop projection analysis and prepare real-life role models from other countries that are
possible suitable for Mongolia’s pension reform, including cases of bankruptcy of social
insurance fund or/and successful crisis management in more than 3 countries;
Consultants’ response
This will be included in the Workshop in the week of 21st January. However the Consultants
would caution against using the term bankruptcy when making comparisons and describing
matters related to Social Insurance in Mongolia, particularly in any circumstances where the
public are present. Any references to bankruptcy or insolvency would suggest that benefits may
not be paid as expected or that contributions may not be recognised.
The Consultants are keenly aware that the government wants to be able to address the issue of
the solvency and protection of the pension assets. There are several reasons for the concern
related to the fact that the general public should trust that the government will: establish
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effective measures to ensure protection of pension assets; project and complete financial
forecasts to correctly estimate the cost of pensions to be able to ensure an adequate budget to
pay for them; and design the investment policy and investment strategy to allow for maximum
protection against the fluctuation of principal of assets due to investment market changes.
The Consultants have begun designing a description to include multi-country scenarios of how
this issue is addressed in other countries and to present lessons learned for the officials in
Mongolia.
The Consultants emphasize that managing risk is always associated with pension promises and
that risk occurs in various ways. Some examples include:


Longevity risk. The risk that a pensioner does not have enough money to support himself
the longer he lives. Typically, a defined benefit scheme or a financial product called a
guaranteed life insurance annuity permits maximum opportunity to pool longevity risk. An
NDC or fully funded defined contribution scheme is not designed to manage longevity risk
during the worker’s contribution years and as such there is often an additional benefit
referred to as disability and pre-retirement death benefits that assist in offsetting some of
this risk. At retirement if the worker is provided an opportunity to purchase a product such
as a guaranteed life insurance annuity than an additional layer of managing longevity risk is
provided. Certain other benefit payment schedules often referred to as scheduled payments
also reduce, but are not designed to fully eliminate, longevity risk.



Investment risk. The risk that the investment performance may increase or decrease as
market conditions change and the risk that investment returns do not maintain or outpace
inflation. In the case of market loss, to make up the difference so that the pensioner will
have enough in his account to support himself financially, additional contributions may need
to be made. Thus a structure that permits voluntary, supplemental contributions should be
included, which we are planning to discuss in more detail at the Workshop.



Risk of fraud or crimes against the pension fund. The risk of fraud or crimes are that
someone could attempt to personally benefit from managing pension assets of the workers,
that they would attempt to steal the funds or make investment discussions that would benefit
their own investments. The world of investments of national pension schemes,
unfortunately, is filled with examples of government employees or employees of companies
who work for the national pension system stealing assets outright or in a more subtle
manner. Thus a structure that protects the pension assets and puts in place a system of
separation of duties and responsibilities with adequate disclosure, oversight and public
accountability is critical; we are planning to discuss a the Workshop.

3. Advantages and disadvantages of the social insurance fund being a part of the State Budget,
crisis management processes through becoming separate and independent from the State Budget,
in addition to developing policy proposals on creating the relevant legal framework for fund
investment and investment instruments in order to strengthen operational efficiency;
Consultants’ response
The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour have informed the
Consultants that the government has a passed a law and have taken the decision to fund the
pension system, transferring assets from the state budget to a separate social pension budget.
The liability to pay pensions under Social Insurance will remain a liability of the Government,
whether as a direct pension payment or a pension payment paid from the final balances under
the NDC system, regardless of whether it is part of the State Budget.
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The matter of policy proposals on creating the relevant legal framework for fund investment and
what investment instruments are appropriate will be considered in the Workshop in the week of
21st January.
4. To develop policy proposals on fund investment in regards to strengthening operational
efficiency (by Fund management Experts)
Consultants’ response
A full discussion of pension investments, investment policies and investment fund governance
will be included in the Workshop in the week of 21st January.
5. To get Terms of Reference approved by the Ministry of Finance further;
Consultants’ response
No reply is required.
6. To examine and identify the degree of social insurance fund income decrease as a result of
reducing social insurance contribution rates from down to 14 / 10;
Consultants’ response
This has been further changed in the publication of the 2008 Budget, and the employer and
employee social insurance contributions are to be 10% and 10% respectively of each worker’s
wages, of which 7% and 7% will be directed to Notional Defined Contribution balances. The
question is still outstanding of whether the current amount of approximately 4% of contributions
that is directed to cover administrative costs and the cost of insuring disability risk and the risk
of pre-retirement death. This question was raised with the SSIGO, MSWL and MOF.
7. To forecast and identify any changes as a result of expanding coverage of herders and the selfemployed under the social insurance system.
Consultants’ response
This has been the topic of an extensive research programme carried out in November and
December 2007. This will be included in the Workshop in the week of 21st January.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination
Department, Ministry of Finance
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
Dr. Natsagdolgor, Head of Population Development and Social Security Policy
Coordination, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Pension System Expert/Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert
Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

Date:

12 December 2007

Subject:

MSWL Response to Comments on Inception Report
and Development of Mongolian Pension Policy Objectives

The Consultants are pleased to receive comments related the Inception Report, on the workshops
planned for January 2008, and on the memorandum of 22 November 2007. The Consultants’
response is below. For ease of review, the original comments from Dr. Natsagdolgor are repeated.
1.

MSWL Comments
We have been presented with project deliverables from Inception Report and subsequent
action plans for the mid-term of project implementation and thus support plans for
workshops and research. In particular, workshops and seminars discussed in Memorandum
delivered to MSWL on 22 November, 2007 should be focused on more recommendations
and technical assistance addressed to key policy makers.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants agree with the request to focus the January workshops on the technical
assistance issues for key policy makers. To do so, it is critical that the appropriate
attendees from the MSWL, MOF, SSIGO and other Government Departments as well as
particular Members of Parliament and others involved in policy attend these workshops;
the assistance of the MSWL is requested to ensure appropriate attendance.

2.

MSWL Comments
Due to intensive political discussion and upcoming election of next year approaching,
matters tackled with Law on Social Insurance are becoming a central issue for the ruling
party and other opposition party groups. However MSWL supports the temporary delay of
reducing employers’ SI contribution rates based on assistance from TA, this issue seems to
be decided shortly due to its politicized nature.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants are appreciative of the decision taken by MSWL policymakers regarding
the temporary delay of reducing the employers’ SI contribution pending the outcome of the
planned workshops in January 2008. We further agree that given the politicized nature of
this issue, we have committed to organize the workshops as quickly as possible once all
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three international Consultants have returned to Mongolia.
3.

MSWL Comments
With assistance from TA, publications related to theoretical concepts, case study materials,
guidelines and manuals in regards to pension system, types and reform intentions and
implications, should be provided and translated into Mongolian in order to upgrade
education and knowledge of professionals participating in policy making. For instance, it is
proposed to translate latest publications delivered during the World Bank Pension Core
Course in November, 2007.
Consultants’ Response
Yes, the Consultants agree that material from and the discussions undertaken during the
World Bank Pension Core Course will be further customized and focused on the issues of
the present situation in Mongolia to educate Members of Parliament and others who make
and influence policy. Additionally, new material is being prepared for workshop
participants that will:
(i)

present actuarial methodologies and forecasts of the present pension system;

(ii)

address the investment and governance issues and an analysis of Mongolia’s
financial markets; and

(iii)

summarize findings from the recent surveys and interviews related to expanding
pension coverage to the self-employed, the herders and others.

Given the highly technical nature of pension policy discussions, all materials will be
presented in Mongolian and English. Further, the project team has arranged during the
workshops for interpreters to enable the Members of Parliament, policy makers and
Consultants to converse freely.
4.

MSWL Comments
Project team proposals on adopting PROST system based on support from the World Bank
have been supported by MSLW. We highly appreciate that TA plans to fund PROST
training participation.
Consultants’ Response
We are equally appreciative that the ADB project was structured to include a training
budget.
IMPORTANT NOTE: As indicated in the Interim Report submitted December 2007, the
following steps will need to be followed to ensure that the ADB budget can be used within
the defined timeline of this project. Would it be possible to confirm to the Consultants at
the earliest convenience who at the MOF is completing these tasks? The contact person’s
name and title at the MOF would be sufficient.
The following is taken from the Interim Report, paragraph 109: “During the November
World Bank Pension Core Course the PROST model was introduced to the participants.
The delegation from Mongolia discussed with World Bank officials the possibility of this
model being made available to the government of Mongolia. The team understands that the
World Bank confirmed that the model could be made available to Mongolia upon the
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fulfilment of the following:

5.

(i)

the World Bank requires that the government of Mongolia indicate its intent to use
the model in writing;

(ii)

the government of Mongolia officials sign a World Bank prepared agreement to
conform to its rules that the model will not be shared by others; and

(iii)

the government of Mongolia agrees to have users participate in PROST training
provided by the World Bank.”

MSWL Comments
MSWL, as a key agency in policy development and implementation, pays high
consideration issues related to strengthening capacity of its personnel within the pension
reform expertise. Therefore, it is proposed that with strengthening capacity building within
reform efforts TA should build up a local experts’ team to train and transfer knowledge to
key officials from MOF, MSWL and SSIGO and further to train staff through this local
experts’ team for publicity campaign in disseminating pension related issues to the general
public effectively. Eventually, it is suggested that publicity campaign and public awareness
of pension issues would be able to distribute through mass media to the self-employed and
herders based on domestic resources.
Consultants’ Response
The training to strengthen the capacity of officials of MSWL and ensure a transfer of
knowledge to key officials of the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO will be conducted in several
steps of this TA. The following list includes the information presented in the memorandum
of 22 November 2007.


Understanding Pension Systems and Their Financing. 5 October 2007



Development of Pension System Policy Objectives. Week of 22 January 2008
o
o
o
o
o



Review objectives of pension systems and varying approaches and
philosophies are used to achieve these objectives around the world;
Illustrate how the Mongolian pension system was designed and currently
operates;
Explain options that can be modified for the future while still meeting past
promises;
Illustration of financial modeling and actuarial methodologies that outline
the cost of the pension system and demonstrate opportunities for cost
savings and the financial impact of policy intent; and
Develop policy system objectives.

Development of Reform Parameters that meet Policy Objectives. Week of 22 January
2008
o
o
o

Review options for reforms of pension systems;
Review contribution options: mandatory (employer and employee) and
voluntary;
Review pension benefit options: old-age pension that is funded from the
accumulated account balances of the NDC or DC, social pension, basic
minimum pension, invalidity and survivors’;
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o
o
o
o
o

o
o


Review funded or unfunded (notional) options and if applicable the
financing of funded options;
Review structural creation of one or more pension reserve funds,
development of an investment strategy and investment policy, governance
structure to ensure the protection of the assets;
Analysis of the enabling environment in Mongolia’s financial markets,
SSIGO’s capabilities,
Review coverage expansion issues to include groups not presently
participating in the system: herders, contract employees, foreign workers;
Actuarial determination of the cost from the state budget of the present
system: pension and other payments to retirees before 1995, pension and
other payments to retirees after 1995 who were born before 1960 and
pension and the cost to fund the NDC accounts;
Illustration of the financial impact of the different reform options through
use of actuarial modeling and methodologies; and
Develop reform parameters.

Development of an Understanding of Implementation Issues. Week of 22 January 2008
o
o
o

o
o

Define the transition cost of the reforms;
Review implementation issues: timeline and sequencing options;
Determine other changes to needed to ensure success of reforms: creation
of public awareness and communication plan, identification stakeholders
whose support will be critical (unions, employer groups, financial
institutions);
Outline possible interactions between private sector financial markets and
government management; and
Identify implementation issues.

Regarding the components of a publicity and public awareness campaign to communicate
through mass media the proposed changes to the pension system, this topic was planned
for inclusion in the workshops of the week of 22 January, as indicated above. The
Consultants suggest, however, that proper design of the publicity and public awareness
campaign can only be completed after policymakers and Members of Parliament first reach
agreement on the design of the pension policy framework.
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COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM REPORT
The comments from the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO were merged into one document and the
Consultants’ responses added to the comments, as follows.

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department,
Ministry of Finance
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Pension System Expert/Team Leader
Martha Kelly, Fund Management Expert
Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

Date:

4 February 2008

Subject:

Consultants Response to Comments on Interim Report

The Consultants extend their appreciation to the many individuals who worked on preparing the
comments from the MOF, MSWL and the SSIGO. We are pleased to present an aggregated version of
the comments and the Consultants’ responses.
Throughout this memorandum there are many references to the issue of transferring money from the
state budget to a separate social insurance fund. One reason given to the Consultants for doing so is
related to the intent to change the government’s current liability to pay pensions from the state budget,
currently an implicit debt to an explicit debt. By transferring the money from the state budget to the
social insurance fund and backing that money with an asset, the government’s implicit debt becomes
an explicit debt. There are a number of funding strategies that can be considered both in respect to
accrued liabilities and future liabilities and the Consultants will discuss these options in the Draft Final
Report. The Consultants agree in principal with the long-term policy of a funded system but consider
that a number of prerequisites have to be achieved before this is started. These requirements have been
shared in detail during the Pension Workshops and other recent meetings. As explained already, there
are intermediate steps that can be considered such as funding the pension liability through tradable or
non-tradable government bonds. This memorandum, which consists of the Consultants’ responses to
the government’s comments to the Interim Report, does not include every detail of the issue of funding
pension liability. Such details, however, will be provided in the Draft Final Report.
COMMENTS FROM SSIGO RECEIVED BY CONSULTANTS 18 JANUARY 2008
The Consultants are pleased to receive the comments of Mr. Erdene, chairman of the SSIGO related to
the Interim Report that was delivered December 2007. The delivery of the comments prior to the
commencement of the recently conducted Pension Workshop permitted the Consultants to incorporate
the Chairman’s comments in discussions at the Workshop. Further, the Consultants are pleased to
receive the support of the chairman of the SSIGO regarding the work of this project.
1.

SSIGO Comments
While Interim Report was being prepared last December, amendments to Law on Social
insurance were eventually voted and passed by Parliament so that Social Insurance Fund has
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been separated from the State Budget and employers’ contribution rates have been reduced. In
relation with a new change in the current legal framework, issues concerned in the Interim
Report should be modified and updated.
Consultants’ Response
Yes, the Consultants were informed upon our return to UB in early January 2008 that
Parliament had passed amendments to create separate accounts. The intention to reduce
contribution levels was noted in the Interim Report. The Consultants reviewed the
amendments to Law on Treasury Accounts. The Consultants respectively note, however, that
it is our analysis that the amended law did not separate any money from the state budget to the
newly formed Social Insurance Fund account at the Treasury. Although separate accounts are
established at the Mongolian Treasury, no money has been transferred nor was there any
mention of a plan to transfer any money.
2.

SSIGO Comments
In regard to separation of Social Insurance Funds from being a part of the State Budget, the
realistic amount of Government debts to Social Insurance Fund should be estimated
adequately in addition to recommendations including procedural guidance.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants have started the analysis to define the amount of the pension liability to the
government.


The first step was to determine the government’s liability to pay monthly pensioners
(those individuals receiving a monthly benefit as at January 2008 for old-age benefit,
invalidity benefit and survivor benefit). The analysis evaluated only pensioners who:
o
o
o

retired prior to 1995 under the Old Scheme,
were born before 1960, retired after 1995 and are part of the Interim Scheme,
and
were born after 1960 and are part of the Current Scheme (NDC).



The government’s liability to the pensioners in these three groups is 3,664,100,000,000 ₮.
For a complete description of the assumptions used in making this calculation, see the
upcoming Draft Final Report.



The second step is to determine the government’s liability to pay pensions for the
contributors in the Interim and Current Schemes based on the service rendered and
contributions made up to the determination date (i.e. determination of the Implicit Pension
Debt or Accrued Pension Liability). This analysis is underway and will be presented once
completed.

Regarding the procedural guidance, there is a scheduled session the last week of February
2008 in which the International Actuary will participate along with a modeling expert from the
World Bank to train representatives of the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO on the use of the Pension
Reform Options Simulation Toolkit (PROST) model.
3.

SSIGO Comments
It is proposed to produce recommendations on tax incentive and mitigation options in
expanding contribution payment.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants note that there is no government taxation on contributions made by
employers or workers to the national pension scheme. Further, there is no taxation of
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investment rates paid on pension contributions to the NDC account balances. Finally, there is
no taxation assessed on the benefits from the pension system. Thus, we believe that the most
generous tax provisions currently apply:
Employer mandatory contributions
Employee mandatory contributions
Investment return on all contributions
Benefits paid to pensioners, invalids, survivors

Exempt from Taxation?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

In some other countries the government offers further tax incentives for employers and / or
workers to make contributions that are in addition to the mandatory contributions. These
additional contributions are referred to as voluntary contributions. This topic was explained
during the recent Pension Workshop and an explanation will be further expanded in the
Consultants’ next report, the Draft Final Report.
4.

SSIGO Comments
We appreciate initiative of adopting PROST model under support of World Bank in relation to
pension reform options proposed within the TA.
Consultants’ Response
Similarly, the Consultants are appreciative of support from the SSIGO on participating in the
PROST training.

5.

SSIGO Comments
It is proposed to develop investment strategy options to invest free remainders of the Social
Insurance Funds efficiently in line with international standards and practices, in addition
review of possibilities to hire international investment experts within SSIGO.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants began the discussion of investments during the Pension Workshop and will
continue discussions with SSIGO prior to our departure and in the Draft Final Report.
Investment of pension contributions is important in Mongolia for several reasons:




The government has expressed in several documents and numerous discussions that it
intends to fund the pension liability with the specific intent of investing the funded
amount;
The financial markets regard the introduction of pension contributions into the financial
sector as a source of dependable, reliable domestic investment to help strengthen the
financial markets; and
Many pension contributors prefer to have an opportunity to earn investment returns higher
than the current rate determined by the Social Insurance National Council (averaging
about 1% annually between 1999 and 2006).

To meet these wide ranging needs, the Consultants have outlined policy parameters for
investment governance (protection of pension contributions) and several options for an
investment structure (how and who manages the pension contributions) and finally specific
recommendations on investment policy (description of securities in which to invest the
pension contributions). An overview of these policy parameters were described during last
week’s Pension Workshop and more details will be included in the Draft Final Report.
6.

SSIGO Comments
It is proposed to review the current online database system of SSIGO and produce relevant
recommendations on strengthening database capacity inline with international standards and
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practices.
Consultants’ Response
Yes, the Consultants have collected a significant amount of data from the current online
database system of pension records and will prepare recommendations designed to strengthen
the database capacity with international standards and practices. During the Pension
Workshop the Consultants began to outline many of these suggestions and will continue to do
so in the Draft Final Report.

COMMENTS FROM MOF RECEIVED BY CONSULTANTS 24 JANUARY 2008
1. MOF Comments
To develop advice and recommendations over gap in integrating benefit determination processes
of NDC balances, and general policy approaches of supporting old-age population.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants have also expressed their concern over the increasing gap between the pension
benefits payable to pensioners from the Old and Interim Schemes and the benefits that are
expected to be paid from the Current Scheme. Prior to following the recent Pension Workshops
the Consultants identified nine critical steps and urged the government – policy makers and
members of Parliament – to take prompt legislative action. These nine steps are designed to
increase the account balances of contributors to the Current Scheme (NDC), which will increase
the amount of the projected pensions from the Current Scheme:


Eliminate the current incentives for contributors to underreport their wages, which results in
smaller mandatory contributions (contributions are a percentage of wages and thus lower
wages equate to lower mandatory contributions) than should be made. To do this, immediately
eliminate the minimum pension calculation when computing pension payments from the NDC
accounts;



Discontinue crediting an interest rate to the NDC accounts that is in violation of the law
(Article 6 of the Law on Individual Accounts) and instead credit the correct interest rates back
to 1999, which will immediately increase the value of all NDC account balances;



Correct the initial balance of the NDC accounts for those workers who have a work history
prior to 1999, which will immediately increase the NDC account balances for those workers;



Eliminate any requirement for a minimum contribution period for benefits, consistent with a
defined contribution system, as the current requirements do not permit contributors enough
years to accumulate an adequate size of NDC account balance. Also, in adjusting these
requirements, harmonization between the military and non-military rules should be an
objective.



Discontinue lowering the mandatory contributions to the NDC accounts, which will
immediately stop decreasing the growth of the NDC account balances;



Discontinue permitting employers to evade their requirement to make mandatory
contributions. The SSIGO informed the Consultants that only 54% of employers are currently
contributing their correct mandatory contributions. The Consultants believe that two obstacles
impede the ability of the SSIGO to enforce the mandatory contribution requirement: current
SSIGO structure does not assign to a single department the task of decreasing employer
evasion and there is no enforcement system in Mongolia to permit SSIGO to take legal action
against employers that fail to contribute similar to the legal actions that the Tax Authority is
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permitted to take against employers that fail to pay taxes;


Discontinue assessing an administration fee against contributions to the Interim and Current
Schemes, which places an unfair burden of incurring the total cost of operating the SSIGO on
the NDC account contributors and instead implement a method of paying for the
administrative cost that is equally shared by all citizens who are covered by the national
pension system, which will stop decreasing NDC account balances (if all citizens are not
covered by the national system, then an alternative will need to be considered);



Permit voluntary contributions in addition to mandatory contributions that are currently
required to the NDC accounts, which will increase the NDC account balance for those who
make voluntary contributions; and



Institute a universal pension program (also referred to a zero pillar in the multi pillar pension
model) to add a guaranteed benefit for all Mongolian resident citizens over a designated age,
which the Consultants’ suggest should be age 60 (male and female the same age).

2. MOF Comments
To outline the Terms of Reference in Consultants’ cooperation with a Legal Expert (in terms of
reviewing laws and regulations in relation to new amendments on restructuring organizational
structures, developing related proposals and recommendations over reform related matters, and
identifying governance structure for pension reserve funds), and to produce proposals and
recommendations on Law on Social Insurance and impacts due to Social Insurance contributions
reduced.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants also were disappointed that the ADB was unable to provide the legal expert
described in the Terms of Reference. In an effort to assist the government and the legal expert,
when he or she is hired by the ADB, the Consultants have proposed to the ADB project officer to
do the following. The Consultants will:




Prepare a list of concerns intended as a directional guide to the legal expert.
Identify legal inconsistencies in the existing pension rules, regulations and laws and in
practices by the related agencies.
Address the Consultants’ concerns on proposed amendments and legislation and list the
Consultants’ views on needed new regulatory or legislative actions. Five draft amendments
have been provided to the Consultants already and the Consultants have provided detailed
written opinions on each one: two in the Inception Report, two in the Interim Report and one
already prepared and submitted to policymakers in January 2008 that will also be repeated in
the Draft Final Report.

3. MOF Comments
To analyze practices and adequacy of regulations in increasing all pensions and benefits, while
reducing Social Insurance contribution rates over the years, in addition to long-term estimation
and consequential impacts for the next 50 years; and to produce related recommendations.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants similarly believe that illustrating the impact of the actions that Parliament
members took by voting on a 2008 Pension Budget that decreased the employer contributions
while simultaneously increasing all pensions and benefits may be an effective tool to assist the
Parliament members understand how their actions have resulted in less money being available to
pay for more benefits. Unfortunately when the ADB and the government prepared this TA’s
Terms of Reference such a task was not included and no consulting time was included. The
International Actuarial Expert will be pleased to complete this task, and the last task proposed
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under the comments from the MSWL, if an additional time allotment of 30 consulting days and
one additional trip is approved. If that cannot be accommodated, the Consultants still believes that
this is an excellent task to undertake and urges that the MOF carry it out using its own resources to
do so.
4. MOF Comments
To identify possible options suited to Mongolian unique characteristics in terms of fund
investment tools and products; and to prepare case study examples of other countries and
recommendations in regards to issuance of government bonds and purchase of corporate bonds
and stocks through stock exchanges.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants began this process of using case studies of other countries to explain investment
options available for the investment of NDC contributions during the Pension Workshops and in
the Interim Report. The Consultants will continue to clarify investment policy recommendations in
the Draft Final Report. During the Pension Workshop the Consultants included examples of
investment governance (protecting pension contributions), investment structure (how contributions
would be invested and by whom) and investment policies (different types of investments such as
securities like stocks and corporate bonds, government bonds, real estate, sector funds, mutual
funds and insurance contracts) from different countries.
5. MOF Comments
Amendments to Law on General Treasury, passed in December 2007, have separated the Social
Insurance Fund from the State Budget and legalized separate income and expenditure budgeting.
To prepare recommendations over adequacy of this option suited to Mongolia.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants believe that the amendments to the Law on General Treasury are appropriate
action to be taken in consideration of one of the requirements that the government policy makers
have explained is important: the need to change the current pension obligation of the government
from being an implicit debt to being an explicit debt. By transferring the amount of the
government’s liability from the State Budget to the Social Insurance Fund and matching the
liability with an asset, the debt is made explicit. The separation does not affect the ongoing legal
liability that the government has to pay pensions, Additional comments will be included in the
Draft Final Report.

Comments from MSWL received by Consultants 29 January 2008
1. MSWL Comments
We were discussing the ongoing proposals debated by the Government on expanding coverage of
herders and the self-employed under social insurance during the meeting with Consultants on 9
January 2008. We support the multi-pillar approach proposed by Consultants, which can be the
optimal alternative to cover herders and the self-employed under the universal pension. It is
proposed that Consultants would develop preliminary drafts on legal framework, main guidelines
and conceptual approaches in regards to adoption of universal pension.
Consultants’ Response
Yes, the Consultants have concluded comments related to the draft amendments on a pension
system for herders and submitted these comments already. The Consultants are unable to develop
preliminary draft on legal framework as the ADB has not provided the legal expert as was
proposed to interact with this team of Consultants. Nonetheless, the Consultants have agreed to
assist by preparing guidelines and conceptual approaches in regard to pensions for herders and for
adoption of universal pension. The Consultants urge the MOF to once again emphasize to the
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ADB project officer its concern over the timely interaction between this TA’s Consultants and the
proposed legal expert prior to the conclusion of our project in early May. Furthermore, the
Consultants respectfully urge that the MOF reinforce the need that the legal expert has substantial
legal expertise in national pension systems, in universal pensions and in investments and
insurance.
2. MSWL Comments
We agree with the statement in 44th paragraph of Interim Report on Social Sector Strategy Paper
which is in need to be reviewed and updated. MSWL believes that this policy document should be
updated based on related recommendations prepared by TA.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants agree and will make suggestions accordingly in the Draft Final Report.
3. MSWL Comments
The 101st and 102nd paragraphs mention trainings for actuarial practitioners within TA and needs
of coordinating timely processes between the training and related analysis and calculations with
other activities in such regards. It is understood that TA is showing and planning relevant supports
in relation to organizing World Bank PROST training aimed at expanding capabilities of
government officials.
Thus, we request that TA would provide funding for training costs and show relevant technical
assistance related to organizing World Bank PROST training in Mongolia. In addition, we believe
that TA will show continuous support and assistance in regards to strengthening domestic
expertise resources and PROST skills acquired by government officials in future.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants agree with the statements and have provided the budgetary details for this TA
training support of PROST training to occur.
4. MSWL Comments
State Great Khural (Parliament) enacted legal amendments on reducing Social Insurance
contribution rates – 10% each from employers and employees – to be enforced starting from 1
January, 2008. The reduced rates do not include Occupational Injury and Disease Insurance
(OIDI) contribution rates which Government will determine in separate regulations. MSWL shall
prepare draft proposals on determining OIDI contributions rates at 1-3% or 2-3% depending on
private entities and work conditions in order to submit for due Government resolutions, and thus
request TA to produce relevant recommendations on this work.
Consultants’ Response
The Consultants noted that when the Parliament reduced the mandatory employer contributions
and increased the mandatory employee contributions that the new total contributions did not
include contributions as premiums for OIDI. The Consultants agree that an analysis of the costs
must be determined for privately owned companies commensurate with the actual working
conditions so that employers whose working conditions are prone to work place injuries will pay
OIDI premiums that are higher than the premiums paid by employers with safer working
conditions. The Consultants also point out, however, that such an analysis should be made for the
working conditions of companies that are not privately owned as well. Specifically, the analysis
should be completed on government owned companies and their working conditions to determine
those costs too.
Doing so creates a financial incentive for all employers – privately owned and government owned
– to improve working conditions. Also it more fairly allocates the cost of paying OIDI benefits
only to those employers whose conditions create the hazardous conditions. Such action is
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consistent with ILO conventions and international OIDI trends, which reflect that it is appropriate
not to have all employers pay for a cost that only a small percentage of employers create.
Unfortunately, again, when the ADB and the government prepared this TA’s Terms of Reference
such a task was not included and no consulting time was included. In fact, the Terms of Reference
do not make a single reference to OIDI contributions or costs. The International Actuarial Expert
will be pleased to complete this task, and along with the third comment from the MOF section, if
an additional time allotment of 30 consulting days and one additional trip is approved. If that
cannot be accommodated, the Consultants consider that this critical task cannot be delayed and
would urge the MSWL to request additional resources under a separate TA.
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Subject:

Consultants Response to MSWL Comments of 18 March 2008

This memorandum is in reply to the communication from Mr. Chinzorig of 18 March. The Consultants
appreciate the continued dialogue with the Vice Minister and the opportunity to reply. We apologize
for the delay and extend our appreciation for your patience.
For ease of reference, the Consultants repeat the MSWL comments and follow with the Consultants’
responses.
1.

MSWL Comment

Regarding Memorandum dated 28 January, 2008
Subject: Memorandum specifying Study tour and Tems of Reference:
We have delivered an official letter specifying names of participants from MSWL for the Study Tour
in Canada, as numbered 2/382. As a result of study tour in Canada, we are expecting significant
outputs that this tour will produce a breakthrough and valuable ideas of reform policy and
implementation practices suitable to adopt into Mongolia’s social insurance system, in regards to
Canada’s multi-pillar and defined contribution pension system.

Consultants’ Response
The Consultants regard as most suitable the nomination of Otgonhundaga, Deputy Director Social
Security and Policy Implementation department. He has a strong understanding of the formulation of
pension policy and hands on experience with pension operations in Mongolia. The Consultants noted
his active participation in the October 2007 training on actuarial methodologies, the January 2008
Pension Workshops and the February 2008 PROST training. Indeed, no other member of the
delegation of Mongolian officials who will travel to Canada will have had as much interaction with
this project’s Consultants. We have arranged the appointments with Canadian officials accordingly to
ensure that the MSWL will continue to benefit from the participation of Otgonhundaga.
The Consultants originally scheduled the study tour to meet with 10 Canadian officials in Toronto and
Ottawa in March 2008. Due to a backlog and delays of processing Canadian visas from the Canadian
embassy in Beijing, the passports and visas of the Mongolian officials were not returned from Beijing
in time for these officials to travel. The Consultants have rescheduled the meetings and are awaiting
confirmation from the Canadian officials that the study tour will be completed in May 2008.
2.

MSWL Comment

Regarding Memorandum dated 31 January, 2008.
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Subject:

Memorandum with notes on Herders’ legislation

We express our gratitude for the comments on draft law on bringing herders under social insurance
system. The following is a feedback respond to the Memorandum:
As you know, efforts in bringing herders, self-employed individuals and workers with temporary
incomes have not achieved any significant success. In relation with this issue, that particular draft laws
has been developed. We agree with your suggestion that target group definition must be clearly
specified.
As you know, bringing self-employed individuals and herders under social insurance on a compulsary
basis is obviously challenging. In relation with difficulty in identifying actual income earned by selfemployed and herders due to their temporary income sources, especially seasonal incomes earned by
herders, we are kindly requesting your proposals and recommendations over an option to collect social
insurance contributions two times a year in order to address challenges regarding administration cost
related to contribution collection, in addition to determining contribution rates as realistic as suitable
for their living standards level.
The paragraph 6 mentions that the possibility of a person being both employed and self employed in
addition to multiple contribution options. We also believe that individuals should pay social insurance
contributions both on compulsary and voluntary basis, regardless of how many jobs they are doing.
Therefore, it is requested that Consultants will specify additional clarification and proposals
suggesting multiple social insurance contributions, while considering feasible implementation options.
In the draft law there is a reference to contribution from the government to subsidize some portion of
contribution, depending on the size of livestock owned. In relation to Mongolia’s severe continental
climate and unexpected natural disaster such as droughts and heavy snowfall (zud), herders often tend
to be exposed to unexpected risks. It is requested that Consultants will provide clear recommendations
concerning Government risk estimation and management practices within international experiences, in
case Government faces changes in windfall income level, while implementing an option to subsidize
some portion of herders’ contribution for long-term spans from windfall income sources.
Consultants’ Response
Meeting the pension benefit needs of self-employed herders
Experience of other countries indicates that extending the coverage of a mandatory, contributory
pension system to the informal agricultural members of the labour force whose financial limitations
include seasonal and unpredictable incomes and an inability to easily access the equivalent of SSIGO
offices and banks can be costly and often produces disappointing results. The Consultants consider
that making it compulsory for self-employed herders to contribute to the current system is not
expected to succeed. It is likely to cost significantly more than administering benefits for those
contributors who are in an occupational relationship (employer and employee) and doing so will
require variable and difficult to project levels of state budget subsidies. The Consultants instead
suggest the introduction of a universal pension and expansion of the Current Scheme to permit
voluntary contributions. Together theses steps are more likely to generate monthly pension payments
to a higher percentage of herders while enabling all herders to save by voluntarily through the Current
Scheme.
The Consultants suggest that introducing mandatory contributions for self-employed herders will only
increase the administrative costs to the SSIGO (a cost currently paid for by all contributors, thus
placing an unfair higher cost on other contributors) and that the actual participation and contributions
of self-employed herders with small herds will be low. The Consultants stand by their earlier
comments that requiring members of the informal economy who are based in remote rural areas to
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contribute to a mandatory contributory national pension system is not the best option to provide
pension benefits to self-employed herders.
During this project’s Workshops of January 2008 the Consultants provided examples of the factors
that limit success and increase administrative costs, identified other countries which experienced these
difficulties and reviewed some results from these countries. The Workshops’ presentations were
included in the Draft Final Report. More information on this topic has been updated and is now
included in the Final Report. In addition to the increased administrative costs outline above, other key
points are summarized below.


Imbalance of ratio of administrative cost to contributions and high subsidies from state
budget. Research indicates that often the percentage of state budget subsidies is higher for
bringing into a mandatory contributory system contributors who are part of the informal,
agricultural base than for contributors who have an occupational relationship (employer and
employee). This higher subsidy presents more of an impact when compared with the percentage of
contributions that are allocated to this group, often an extremely small and insignificant percentage
of contributions.



Higher cost incurred in ensuring compliance and contribution collection. The challenges of
compliance and collection of contributions, particularly for nomadic peoples are extensive, with
problems distinguishing who has or has not made an adequate amount of a contribution based on
herder size, the proposed indicator to determine whether a government matching contribution will
be required, and where to locate contributors if needed to enforce compliance. This contrasts with
an employer who has a fixed place of work where documents can be clearly displayed and
maintained. How to recognise an individual who has not made proper contributions increases the
cost of administration.



Distinctions between pre-funding and post-funding government subsidies. The MSWL
previously described the possibility that a state budget subsidy called a government matching
contribution (up to a specified amount) be made for self-employed herders with small herds of 200
livestock or fewer. The Consultants point out that a defined contribution scheme, such as the
Current Scheme in Mongolia, will require that the state budget subsidy be pre-funded in order to
ensure that the government matching contribution have the same opportunity to earn an interest
rate or investment return over the life of the account. But in Mongolia the MOF makes no prefunded state subsidies to any of the social insurance funds. The Consultants are not implying that
the MOF will not in the future make an adequate arrangement for one. It is that pre-funded
subsidies require an immediate cash transfer. When this issue was briefly discussed with MOF
(Nyamaa, Expenditures Fiscal Policy) it was confirmed that there are currently no procedures for
pre-funding state budget subsidies so as to ensure that such contributions would coincide with selfemployed herder contributions and thus able to earn the current interest rates. When a subsidy is
made to a defined contribution system that is notional, the government incurs a cost but it is
expressed as an obligation to pay (along with the appropriate annually determined interest rate) at
a later date. When the subsidy is made to a funded scheme, (as the government has informed the
Consultants that the Current Scheme will be changed into) the government’s matching
contribution must be immediately invested when the herder makes his contribution.



Inability to easily and accurately estimate state budget subsidies to self-employed herder
contributions in consideration of unpredictable severe weather conditions in Mongolia. The
MSWL raises the problem associated with being able to forecast and accurately manage the
cashflow that will need to be authorized from the MOF as a government matching contribution
when a contributor’s herder size falls below threshold and the contributor qualifies for a
government matching contribution.
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The Consultants begin this response by clarifying that none of the international team has
experience in agriculture risk insurance – insurance that is designed to mitigate the risks with
livestock mortality.
The Consultants have been advised that a major initiative of the government is to respond to risks
inherent in livestock husbandry but suggest that doing so through a livestock insurance program is
far more suitable as such a program can be customized to the needs of the herders, rather than
through the national pension system.
The Consultants understand that such a project1 is underway with the objective being to ascertain
the viability of index-based livestock insurance to reduce the negative financial impact of
unplanned livestock mortality for herders often brought about by a zud event. This innovative
approach combines self-insurance, market-based insurance and social insurance.


Self-insurance. Herders retain small losses that have been set so as not to affect the viability of
their business,



Market-based insurance. Larger losses are transferred to the private insurance industry which
will generate the majority of the payments,



Social insurance. The final layer of payments would be made in the event of catastrophic
losses and would be paid by the government.

The index-based insurance is not linked to the zud event itself, but to the outcome of most concern
– large numbers of livestock mortality. The insurance would be paid to all individual herders
whenever the mortality rate in the soum exceeds a specific threshold. Critical to the success of this
program is the availability of good quality livestock mortality data, and through the National
Statistics Office, Mongolia has a 35-year time series on adult animal mortality available for all
soums and the four major species of animals (cattle and yak, horse, sheep, goat) which provides
the basis for developing actuarial information. Importantly, the index-based approach provides
strong incentives to individual herders to continue to manage their herds so as to minimize the
impacts of major livestock mortality events (as individual herders receive an insurance pay-out
based on regional mortality, irrespective of their individual losses). Thus this form of insurance
was designed to have little or no direct effect on herder behavior, except perhaps to reduce
incentives to continually expand herd size as a means of reducing financial losses in the event of
zud, although the argument can be made that such an incentive exists without the insurance
program as well.
In contrast the proposed amendment to pay state subsidies in the form of a matching contribution
to the defined contribution accounts of individual herders would be paid only when the SSIGO
could verify that a herder’s livestock levels are below the specified threshold. Sole reliance on the
state budget has been proposed as a means to subsidize the accounts of herders with smaller herds
regardless of whether the herd levels are related to a zud or indeed any weather conditions. The
index-based insurance program described above reduces risks incurred by a single group as it
spreads costs among the herders, the private sector general insurance industry and the government.
Further the index-based insurance program does not propose to require that the SSIGO validate the
number of livestock (a potentially labour intensive validation) in order for the herder to benefit.
The index-based insurance program appears far better structured to ensure catastrophe risk transfer
and risk financing mechanism that limits the government’s financial exposure to future natural
disasters than the proposed pension subsidy.
1

The World Bank project P088816, Ministry of Finance, Government of Mongolia 2005 to 2010.
http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64283627&piPK=73230&theSitePK=40941&menuP
K=228424&Projectid=P088816
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Addressing the SSIGO procedural and database management needs of the changing labour force in
Mongolia
Regarding the question of how to avoid the SSIGO related administrative problems associated with
workers simultaneously having a self-employed and an employed status and increasingly changing
employment, the Consultants began to address this issue in the 2008 Workshops and the Draft Final
Report. The Consultants share the concern that multiple and different employment relationships –
either simultaneous or sequential – result in social insurance contributions being made by more than
one employer for a single worker. A common difficulty is encountered all around the world when the
employer is obligated to either initially register the worker with the SSIGO equivalent or notify the
SSIGO that the worker has changed employers, the creation of multiple SSIGO identification numbers
and multiple worker accounts. Indeed the problem has become widespread as the rate increases at
which workers change jobs, work at more than one job at once or as employers’ names change. The
problem is further exasperated by some private sector employers who evade their obligation to make
mandatory contributions or partially evade by contributing for some but not all workers. These
employers easily take advantage of the central role that the SSISGO procedures currently obligate
employers to register new workers (instead of having workers register themselves and provide their
number to the employer) or take possession of the worker’s contribution book but do not make
contributions, which are not recorded in the book. By eliminating the book as necessary to record
contribution history and by removing the employer from the registration process, the process can be
less onerous on “good” employers and less likely to be exploited by “bad” employers. Indeed such
problems are so common that the ILO now recommends as a standard procedure for the worker to
initiate and manage his own social insurance registration and number and when contributions are
recorded on a reliable and accurate database that the contribution book be eliminated. This information
was discussed in depth during the January Workshops with many representatives of SSIGO aimag and
district offices present who were supportive of this and other suggestions and had made virtually
identical recommendations on their own over the years.
The Consultants propose that a change in procedures used by SSIGO will be critical to avoid this
problem in the future and establishment of new procedures to ensure timely and accurate correction
when it has occurred.


Modify the initial worker registration with the SSIGO so that the worker registers and maintains
control of his registration number, not the first employer by which contributions are made. Doing
so will require a substantial communication and public awareness campaign and will probably
require a close analysis cross over between registration procedures of pension and health care
insurance.



Modify the SSIGO database to be able to input data that reflects simultaneous or sequential
multiple employment relationships and multiple employer contributions and to be able to
simultaneously indicate that a contributor is both a worker and a self-employed herder (or other
profession). This suggestion introduces changes to the database that are substantial. The
Consultants do not consider that a simple change to the database will be adequate to address this
expanded need. Indeed the Consultants have already recommended that prior to the introduction of
the universal pension benefit a full needs analysis should be completed for the SSIGO: database
restructuring and expansion and soum, aimag and district office procedural changes to match the
new database formats. New forms will probably be required and training will be needed once the
new system is in implemented and tested.



Change procedures that currently require an SSIGO contribution book for each worker be
submitted at the time of contributions and substitute instead computer generated monthly
employer confirmation of contributions received and an annual comprehensive worker statement.
The SSIGO database and contribution collection procedures currently reflect the following:
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3.



Single person has a single status (worker or self-employed), is issued a single
identification number and a single book is created into which the contribution history is
manually recorded, signed and stamped by SSIGO soum, aimag or district officer. This
current procedure does not reflect the changing conditions of the labour force structure in
Mongolia as it does not easily and accurately accommodate people with more than one
status (worker or self-employed), it requires that a single book record all contributions of
one person despite the possibility of there being more than one employer making
contributions at the same time and links the identification to the SSIGO contribution book
when the link should be with the physical person.



Employer of worker submits contributions for all workers, completes all required
contribution data on an aggregated form plus submits one SSIGO contribution book for
each worker at the time of each monthly contribution. This current procedure also does
not reflect the changing conditions of the labour force in Mongolia as it also does not
easily and accurately reflect people with more than one employer.



Contribution data is input into the computer which is monthly transferred to the SSIGO
central database and simultaneously the SSIGO officer manually writes the contribution
amount in each worker’s SSIGO contribution book, stamps and initials the book; thus two
manual steps produce the same result: both the computer and worker’s SSIGO
contribution book are updated with the contribution amount monthly. As the SSIGO
contribution book for each worker is also used by workers as documentation to prove
their eligibility for benefits, another means will have to be created – that can be of
extremely high reliability – to ensure that the worker is able to prove his history of
contributions by employers. Most other countries find that a gradual phase-out of the
worker contribution book is the only alternative. The Consultants emphasize that the
phase-out of the contribution book can only be successful once the database has been
restructured, the procedures of the SSIGO soum, aimag and district offices have been
modified and newly formatted annual contribution statements are being issued.



Voluntary contributions, which the Consultants recommend should be able to be made by
anyone: employer, worker, self-employed, unemployed, are not accommodated in the
above described processed. Neither the SSIGO database, the SSIGO data input screens at
the soum, aimag or district offices nor the SSIGO contribution book can distinguish
between a mandatory contribution or a voluntary contribution. In order for voluntary
contributions to be accepted the database restructuring will need to distinguish between
mandatory and voluntary contributions. Since virtually officials with whom the
Consultants met indicated a strong interest in implementing a multi pillar pension system
in which retirees can be paid pension benefits from multiple sources, the pursuit of the
ability to accept voluntary contributions should be high on officials’ list of next steps.

Expand the annual SSIGO statement of worker contributions to reflect all contributions sorted and
totalled by employer by year, thus eliminating the SSIGO contribution book serving as the sole
source contribution record for workers. The concept of the SSIGO contribution book was
originally created to document the monthly employer contribution, part of the process to determine
pension eligibility for the Interim Scheme. The Consultants have proposed that pension eligibility
for the Current Scheme should be based solely on the worker’s account balance and as such the
annual statement, which reflects the current total account value, is more appropriate than the
SSIGO contribution book, which does not reflect account value.
MSWL Comment

Regarding Memorandum dated 11 February, 2008
Subject: Memorandum on Draft Final Report
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We express our appreciation and gratitude for your assistance in adopting World Bank PROST model
for Government use. The PROST training was successfully held on 25 to 29 February, 2008 in
Ulaanbaatar, while 16 government officials attended. Nacir Waind, Actuarial expert of TA has
attended the PROST training in person and provided valuable methodology and technical assistance
which is highly appreciated. Assistance in translating and printing manuals and other necessary
materials of the training has been valuably important. Mongolian Government is seriously considering
follow-up activities, such as to study PROST model further in-depth; to train national experts able to
use PROST; to identify potential efficiency of using PROST model; to ensure permanent application
by Government experts onwards; and to applying accurate data inputs in using PROST. It is requested
that Consultants will prepare additional recommendations over international experiences – policy and
implementation processes – how other countries transfered complete knowledge and skills in using
PROST model, in addition to Government policy approaches adopted to train national specialized
actuaries. During Workshops in January, 2008 Consultants first informed that Government obligation
to pay pensions current pensioners is estimated to be 3.7 trillion. In this regard, it is hoped that
Consultants will provide the calculation methods and toolkits, while clarifying reasonability of basic
inputs and assumptions used.



Social welfare program designed for old-age citizens is attached in Appendix I in Mongolian.
Regarding issues – poverty level and lifestyle of old-age population, pensions and benefits
provided from social insurance and social welfare funds and subsequent impacts to their social
security, and life expectancy – UNFPA carried out research over old-age population. Abridged life
table based on deaths and population has been extracted from the research material and reflected
in Appendix II in English.

Consultants’ Response
Thank you for providing the information requested in Appendix I and II.
The Consultants appreciate and concur with the MSWL comments on the PROST training. As PROST
was created and is maintained by the World Bank, they are best situated to respond to how PROST has
been introduced and transferred in other countries.
It is correct that the Consultants estimated the implicit pension liability with respect to all pensioners
receiving pensions as at 31.12.2007 to be ₮3.664 trillion. The PROST estimate of this liability, which
was indicated in the DFR, is ₮3.653 trillion. In view of the fact that both estimates are very similar
understanding how they are derived can be understood by analysing either process (i.e. by
understanding how the Consultants arrived at their estimate or how PROST determines the liability).
The Consultants have recommedned that PROST be used by Mongolian officials to determine pension
related accrued liabilties and projected costs because it is a well document toolkit supported by a team
of World Bank experts. The PROST toolkit is available with the concerned ministeries and all the
inputs/assumptions used to arrive at the acrrued liability have been indicated in great detail in the
DFR.
The Consultants have been informed that Munkzol, Officer Social Security and Policy Implementation
department, requested from the World Bank the underlying formulae of the PROST model which has
now been distributed to all PROST training attendees.
Having said this, the Consultants confirm that the process used to arrive at the pensioner liability for
the January 2007 workshops will be made available. The procedure is not made for third-party use and
does not have documentation nor can it be supported after the completion of this TA.
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The Consultants clarify that reference to the implicit pension debt (IPD) estimate of pensioners only of
₮3.7 trillion is the present value of the government’s future pension liabilities of the Old, Interim and
Current Schemes. It is not the accumulated value of the NDC accounts, which is a much lower
amount. Nor does it include the present value of the future pension laibilities of the contributors to the
Interim and Current Schemes. These concepts have been discussed in detail with the IPD Working
Group and clear understanding and agreement has been achieved on them.
4.

MSWL Comment

Regarding Memorandum dated 12 February, 2008
Subject: Pension costs
Tables specifying data requested in the Memorandum will be delivered separately.
A table specifying life expectancy data has been received from National Statistics Office and shown
below which details life expectancy of 60-year-old male and 55-year-old female citizens.
Life table based on deaths and population
Age
Both sexes
Male
0.00
65.85
62.59
1.00
67.10
64.49
5.00
63.87
61.22
10.00
59.02
56.38
15.00
54.15
51.53
20.00
49.35
46.79
25.00
44.70
42.24
30.00
40.19
37.87
35.00
35.77
33.63
40.00
31.49
29.57
45.00
27.41
25.77
50.00
23.56
22.21
55.00
19.98
18.94
60.00
16.57
15.82
65.00
13.77
13.45
70+
11.45
11.72

Female
69.38
70.91
67.58
62.73
57.83
52.98
48.24
43.56
38.95
34.45
30.11
25.98
22.13
18.51
15.60
13.29

Consultants’ Response
The Consultants appreciate the updated information. The information is not directly related to the
working of PROST because the toolkit uses mortaity rates (i.e. probability of death) at each individual
age as an input item and assumptions of how these rates are likely to change in future.The Consultants
will verify whether the mortality rates used in PROST result in expected projected lifetimes provided
in the above table.
5.

MSWL Comment

Regarding Memorandum dated 18 February, 2008.
Subject: Variance Request in Consultants time arrangements
We have read Variance request related to the completion of the Draft Final Report. We agree proposed
meetings with key officials as specified in Paragraph 6(d). It is requested that Consultants should
summarize outputs of all meetings and organize a final seminar to summarize and conclude the Final
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Report. We also request that Consultants will deliver MSWL the printed and eloctronic copies of all
reports and other related review and analysis materials in both English and Mongolian languages.
We believe that Consultants will kindly consider our requests, while considering that all reports and
review analysis shall produce valuable impacts to our further activities.
Finally, I express my appreciation and gratitude for our cooperation again.

Consultants’ Response
The Consultants are appreciative of the close collaboration with the MSWL and attribute the successes
of this project to the hard work and dedication of the MSWL and SSIGO counterparts and extend our
appreciation to the MSWL vice minister, directors and their staff.
Regarding the electronic copies of all reports, the ISC have made available for downloading all final
PDF and source files in English and Mongolian: http://www.isc-global.com/downloads/4910-MON/

INCEPTION REPORT
INTERIM REPORT
DRAFT FINAL REPORT
FINAL REPORT
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COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FINAL REPORT
Comments Received – MOF
LETTERHEAD: MINISTRY OF FINANCE OF MONGOLIA
210646 Ulaanbaatar city, Chingeltei District
UN Street, 5/1, Government Building 2
Telephone/Fax: 26 02 47
Email: http://www.mof.gov.mn
No. 4-9a / 2270
To:

Barry J. Hitchcock, Director, Country Coordination, Regional
Cooperation, Governance, Finance and Trade division, East Asia
Department, Asian Development Bank

Date:

25 April, 2008

Subject:

Comments on Draft Final Report

Upon the request to Asian Development Bank from the Government of Mongolia in regards to
strengthening the pension system of Mongolia, this TA project has been implementing since October,
2007.
The following outcomes have been resulted from the technical assistance project:
1. Mongolia has practiced cash-flow projection methods in pension system income and expenditure
calculations over time. In many other countries, the actuarial projection tools have already
become common trends in pension fund planning while considering key factors, such as aging on
long-term basis (30-50 years). In this respect, we are seriously considering recommendations in
adopting of actuarial modeling tools proposed by the Project team.
2. The first training for World Bank PROST – pension reform options simulation toolkit has been
organized. Officials from MoF, MSWL and SSIGO have been enrolled.
3. It is appreciated that the TA has developed recommendations on planning, decision-making and
implementing social insurance fund management and pension investment programs.
4. A survey study on expanding coverage to bring herders and self-employed individuals under
social insurance has been carried out.
In the early stage of the project implementation, Ministry of Finance delivered comments upon an
official letter (4-9a / 5410) in 2007 which reflected requests, such as getting detailed Terms of
Reference by Ministry of Finance and MSWL, and carrying out reviews and analysis on some urgent
issues. However, Consultants did not comply with requests by explaining that such tasks and times
allocated are not included in initial Terms of Reference agreed by ADB and Government of
Mongolia. Requests include:
1. To develop projection analysis and prepare real-life role models from other countries that are
possibly suitable for Mongolia’s pension reform, including cases of bankruptcy of social
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insurance fund and successful crisis management examples in more than 3 countries.
2. The request to calculate the accrued past Government debt to the pension insurance fund has been
expressed many times, yet it has not been satisfied due to many other factors. Eventually,
calculation methodology recommendations have been delivered.
3. Even though the project objectives are determined by Terms of Reference, Directives and
requests from executing and implementing agencies and Understanding government’s policy
intents, the request of having detailed Terms of Reference approved by Ministry of Finance and
MSWL was not taken into account seriously and satisfied so that it makes difficult to evaluate and
accept the Final Report.
4. Initially the outputs of the Final Report were planned to be discussed and presented at workshops
involving various stakeholders, including university scholars and researchers, yet the wrap-up
session has been limited with tri-partite meetings with MoF, MSWL and SSIGO.
5. ISC has failed to organize a study tour in Canada within the date planned initially, despite its
responsibility. If we had been talking the study tour results at this stage to discuss the Final
Report, it would have been much more effective.
6. After informing the National Coordinator about how due requests and comments raised by
Members of State Great Khural and by officials during the tri-partite meeting are reflected duly,
the Final Report shall be printed 10 copies in English and Mongolian. It is requested that
Consultants should consider requests and comments to develop practical recommendations
reflecting implementation steps in ‘action plan’ formats, without seeking refusals.
7. While appreciating the late start of Legal Expert’s work, a detailed Terms of Reference of Legal
Expert should be approved by Ministry of Finance and MSWL as soon as possible, while
considering the previous lessons learned.
8. In order to make Legal Expert’s work efficient, we submit a special request that ADB would
provide financial support for hiring a National Consultant in drafting pension fund investment
legislations.
9. Finally it is noted that Project team has fulfilled their duties reflected in initially-outlined Terms
of Reference. The above-mentioned short-falls will not undermine delivery of the Final Report.
Copy:

Adrian Ruthenberg, Country Director of ADB Mongolia
Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader, ADB TA 4910-MON Project

KH. RAGCHAA
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
FINANCIAL POLICY AND COORDINATION DEPARTMENT
NATIONAL COORDINATOR OF ADB TA 4910-MON PROJECT
(signed and stamped)
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Comments Received – MSWL
LETTERHEAD: MINISTRY OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND LABOR OF MONGOLIA
210646 Ulaanbaatar city
Chingeltei District, UN Street 5
Telephone: 26 15 53
Fax: 32 86 34
Email: mswl@mongolnet.mn
25 April, 2008

No. 5/834

To:

‘ADB TA 4910 MON: Strengthening Pension System’ Project Team

Subject:

Delivery of comments

In relation with wrapping up ‘ADB TA 4910-MON: Strengthening the Pension System’ project which
started its implementation since last October upon the request of Mongolian Government with support
from ADB and Luxembourg Government, herewith we are delivering our comments on key effective
results to contribute to discussion about major outputs from the project, as below.
First of all, we would like to extend our sincere gratitude to you all.
Consultants have delivered the overall consultancy services in compliance with main guidelines as
reflected in Terms of Reference. However, it is noted that there have been many urgent issues and
needs have come up before the Government during the short period of time coincided with the project
implementation due to the current and actual circumstances.
As pension reform has been as the centre of attention to the level of Mongolia’s State Great Khural,
the Government and the civil society, notably the project has resulted major outputs to contribute the
Government priorities and commitments with its favorable and timely implementation. The project
implementation has been going on successfully in cooperation with and under support from
Mongolian Government ministries and implementing agencies.
During its short implementation period, issues on calculating Government pension liabilities,
including accrued past pension debts, implicit and explicit debts as well as Government’s past and
future liabilities – which have been an urgent issue – have been requested to reflect in the Final
Report while modeling rationale and calculation steps been clarified, and therefore we sincerely hope
that Consultants would take all possible actions in this regard within the short time left until the
project ends.
Moreover, it is requested to reflect the following issues, such as implementation steps of the basic
pension or Universal pension; its costing impact to the Government subsidy; its parametric
interactions with other pillars; how to cover herders and self-employed individuals under the current
national pension system in case the decision to introduce Universal pension has been made.
Government officials understand that calculation of accrued pension debts and Government’s implicit
and explicit debts are impossible due to the short time available and other certain reasons, and
therefore we request ADB officials to consider this most urgent issue and allow a possibility to
cooperate with Mr. Nasir Whaind in improving domestic specialists’ knowledge and experiences of
financial modeling while extending his time.
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The purpose of the above-mentioned request aims at validating rationale of calculations done within
the TA, developing detailed breakdown of calculation data and assumptions and reaching common
agreement over Government past accrued debts based on assistance from the International Consultant.
Furthermore, within the consultancy service to be delivered by the Legal Expert, pension fund
investment, investment management, investment legislations should be interrelated with independent
status of the Mongolia’s pension fund, income and expenditure and liabilities, in addition to drafting
legislations regarding introduction of Universal pension in Mongolia and creating legal framework
favorable for pension fund investment.
A study tour was planned to be organized in Canada, however the tour has been delayed and still
remained uncertain due to certain reasons till now. Despite its initial plan to organize the tour during
the project implementation period, it is notably important to coincide the study tour with the current
discussion of amendments to Law on Social Insurance by the Parliament and organize in early May.
Thus, it is requested to assist the Government to let the study tour take place possible.
In case the decision to implement Consultants’ recommendations in Mongolia is taken, we need to
develop a comprehensive action plan, and thus technical and financial assistance from international
organizations, such as ADB are valuably important in this regard.
Mongolian Government is considering the following areas further at the policy-making level in
regards to social insurance:
-

To introduce and implement Multi-pillar system;
To design the organizational structure of the financial institution responsible for pension fund
investment management;
- To strengthen disability and survivors’ pension system; to standardize (simplify) and reduce the
cost; and
- To develop Occupational injury and disease insurance coupled with occupational savings in
Mongolia so that the pension system goals and impacts would be redefined appropriately.
Considering the situations, we believe that technical assistance in these areas would play a major role
in the follow-up cooperation.
Finally, we express our appreciation and gratitude to international and national Consultants, ADB,
ISC and Achid Group for your cooperation with Government ministries and affiliate agencies during
the whole project implementation period.
We wish you all the best.
Sincerely yours,
TS. NATSAGDOLGOR
DIRECTOR OF POPULATION DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
POLICY COORDINATION DEPARTMENT
(signed and stamped)
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Comments Received – SSIGO

LETTERHEAD: STATE SOCIAL INSURANCE GENERAL OFFICE
210646 Ulaanbaatar city, Chingeltei District
Baga toiruu 13/1
Telephone: 32 80 30
Fax: 32 07 16
Email: undeg@ ndaatgal.mn
28 April, 2008

Number: 1000

To: Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader of ADB TA: Strengthening Pension System Project
Re: Delivery of comments on Draft Final Report
First of all, we express our gratitude and appreciation for Consultants’ valuable comments and
recommendations aimed at strengthening the pension system of Mongolia coupled with
comprehensive reviews on current urgent issues and challenges. Needs of implementing these
recommendations in a way suitable to Mongolia’s context are becoming one of urgent issues of the
country. We believe that your assistance will definitely play a major role in achieving the goal of
further reforming the pension system successfully.
We deliver the following comments on Draft Final Report received in early April, 2008:
1. Certain deliverables related to reviewing and drafting legislations and regulations have been
reflected in Legal Expert Terms of Reference, including:
•
•
•

To review current drafts of amendments to existing Law on Social Insurance; to identify
issues that need to be addressed; and to draft necessary amendments to laws and regulations;
To review the legal and regulatory framework of financial products in which the social
insurance funds may invest, to identify issues that need to be addressed; and to draft needed
legal amendments for the social insurance fund assets to use the optimal investment vehicle;
To draft a new legislation on Universal pension.

We believe that the Legal Expert appointed would carry out the above-mentioned tasks despite
the fact that he has not worked during the most of project implementation period, but started later.
2. The PROST training organized by ADB and World Bank has produced effective results in spite
of its short duration. We support Consultants’ recommendations in the Draft Final Report
suggesting a local expertise team established be established while including specialists from MoF,
MSWL and SSIGO, and thus would appreciate further assistance to continue systematic trainings
in this regard. In addition, considering a key role of PROST model in calculating Government
debts and liabilities fully, and therefore it is requested to extend Nasir Whaind’s time for another
1.5 months, since he extensively studied Mongolia’s pension system.
3. As Consultants will deliver the Final Report in early May, we request that the following issues are
reflected in regards to further ADB follow-up activities within next technical assistance:
•

Millennium Development Goals Based Comprehensive National Development Strategy of
Mongolia has stated about introduction of Multi-pillar pension system while converting the
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current pension system. Therefore, it is required to analyze and update pension policy
parameters, to introduce occupational savings, and redefine social welfare policy goals while
estimating costs and financing sources, in order to develop implementation steps of overal
pension reform actions. All these issues should be analyzed and updated in key policy papers
of Social Security sector, such as ‘Main guidelines on Pension Reform to be followed by the
State up to 2021’ and ‘Social Security Sector Strategy Paper’ accordingly.
•

While supporting the independent status of Social Insurance Fund and the strengthened fund
investment management, Government resolved through its Resolution to issue government
bond in order to pay its accrued debts through 2015 fully, and to transfer a certain portion of
cash assets from Government bonds to fund the Social insurance fund. Under the joint
Resolution by Finance Minister and Social Welfare and Labor Minister, a working group has
been set up as affiliated to Social Policy Standing Committee and currently calculating
Government accrued past debts. Within this calculation, it is required to review 250,000
pensioners’ and contibutors’ missing data between 1995 and 1999. As the preliminary study
sugessts, two months work is needed to review individual data and information and another
month for processing the data and incert into the database which would cost over
400,000US$. Consultants’ recommendations and reviews played an important role to submit
and present this issue up to the Government policy making level and above-mentioned
resolutions in this regard.

•

To develop investment policy, to outline transition plan allowing investment activities, and to
determine and draft investment structure outlines, related legislations and regulations, and
criteria requirements.

•

To further strengthen Social insurance information technology, to update accounting and
recordkeeping policy documents in relation with furhter reform actions up to the international
standards, in addition to strengthening auditing system.

•

To develop voluntary social insurance schemesfor Mongolian citizens working in otehr
foreign countries.

•

To review rationality of and carry out feasibility study on implementing 3-5 year loan
programs aimed at developing systematic implementation steps to shif the current social
insurance system into a Multi-pillar pension sytem. In regards to providing its prerequisite
prepartion stages, we would like cooperation with ADB to review current above-mentioned
needs and demands to be addressed within technical assistance.

As ADB has been playing a major key role in efforts to strengthen Mongolia’s pension sytem in
past many years, we believe that our cooration will further continue and deepen in terms of
improving social protection of Mongolian people.
S. ERDENE
CHAIRMAN
(signed and stamped)
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Comments Received – ADB
The following comments were received from Jan Hansen, Financial Sector Specialist.
Improved structure of the report
(i)

The report might benefit from a more comprehensive and detailed Executive
Summary.

(ii)

The report might benefit from an introduction which explains organization and
structure of the report in relation to the ToRs. Chapters should include an introduction
and be clearly divided into numbered (sub) sections as well as include more crossreferences.

(iii)

The report might benefit from deeper integration with the ToRs and sometimes more
concise and strengthened presentations.

Strengthened analysis
(i)

Provision of examples and lessons from the transition from an unfunded pay-as-you
go pension system to a three pillar partially funded system in selected other countries
– as mentioned in the ToRs – would be useful, for example on the administrative
challenges of introducing a Universal Pension.

(ii)

A sustainability analysis of the current pension system reveals that it is under-funded
and produces significant deficits in the medium term due to the defined benefit
elements of the Current Scheme. Introducing a Universal Pension pillar could
potentially enhance the defined benefit elements of the pension system and a
(rudimentary) sustainability analysis of the recommendations might therefore be
useful.

(iii)

Clarify the need to identify the implications of current political decisions and
communicate and explain them as an element of a rational policy debate focusing on
trade-offs of different options.

(iv)

A quantitative discussion of the replacement ratio of the universal pension system in
light of poverty reduction, incentive effects and sustainability would be useful.
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MEETING WITH MINISTRY OF FINANCE, 1 MAY 2008

MEMORANDUM

To:

Mr. Ulan, Minister of Finance, Ministry of Finance
Mr. Battsereg, Vice Minister, Ministry of Finance

Copy:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Deputy Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination
Department, Ministry of Finance
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, Pension System Expert/Team Leader
Martha Kelly, International Fund Management Expert

Date:

1 May 2008

Subject:

ADB MON 4910 – Strengthening the Pension System

1.

The Consultants are pleased to say that the Final Report is due to be delivered soon and will
be more comprehensive than the Draft Final Report at the request of Ragchaa. We met with
members of the Standing Committee of the Social Policy of Parliament, officials of the MOF,
MSWL and SSIGO several times since returning for our final mission of this project,
including the tripartite meeting with the Asian Development Bank.

2.

Recommendations prepared by the Consultants respond to many MOF concerns, notably
(i) Multi Pillar approach: universal pensions, mandatory pension, voluntary employer
occupational schemes and individual voluntary savings;
(ii) Financing the government’s pension liabilities;
(iii) Investing pension assets: investment policy, investment structure and governance.

Multi Pillar
3.

2

The Multi Pillar2 approach recognises that income sources for the elderly should be diverse,
with the risk of a single or major source being unaffordable or unsustainable from either the
provider’s or beneficiary’s point of view. The Multi Pillar approach relies on a combination
of government mandates and employer and individual actions to save voluntarily. For
example, workers in the formal sector who have an established employer relationship would
be required to contribute to the mandatory pension system and if the employer chooses, could
also collect an additional amount as a retirement benefit from a voluntary employer
occupational scheme. That same worker may also invest in long term savings account or
purchase life insurance from the private sector financial institutions. The Consultants suggest
that the Multi Pillar system consist of:

The Millennium Development Goals 2021 referenced working toward a multi pillar approach.
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(i) Universal pension, the non-contributory, non-means tested benefit paid to resident
Mongolian citizens of a defined age, we discuss using age 60
(ii) Mandatory Pension, the present national pension system with some recommended
changes to improve the ability of government officials to understand the implications
of their decisions by analysing the costs of pensions.
(iii) Employer Voluntary Occupational Savings Schemes3, the old age pension that
private sector employers may choose to establish to help their employees save for old
age pension in addition to the mandatory national system – provided by the private
sector financial institutions in Mongolia (regulated and supervised by the FRC) – life
insurance companies (group policies), investment firms, mutual funds, bank saving
products and other financial products.
(iv) Individual Voluntary Savings Accounts, the ability of individuals and families to
save in small or irregular amounts separate from and in addition to the mandatory
national pension system – provided by private sector financial institutions in
Mongolia (regulated and supervised by the FRC) and would consist of individual life
insurance contracts, long term savings accounts, mutual funds and other financial
products.
Financing Pension Liabilities
4.

As part of this multi pillar approach, the Consultants were asked to provide the MOF an
explanation of how to convert the notional (unfunded) defined contribution (NDC) accounts
into a funded and invested system of defined contribution accounts. This topic was discussed
at the January 2008 Pension Workshops, in the Draft Final Report and in many meetings with
officials of the MOF, MSWL and SSIGO. Below is a brief description of this plan:
(i) Today. New monthly contributions are directed to the state budget and used, in part,
to pay current pensioners. There is no investment of the new contributions nor is
there is an accumulation of previously contributed amounts.
(ii) Future. New monthly contributions will be directed into a newly created Pension
Investment Fund and the contributions invested in accordance with an Investment
Policy, supervised by an independent Investment Board. A transfer from the state
budget will be made of the value of the accrued debt of the NDC balances. A transfer
from the state budget will be made of the value of the pension payments for the Old
and Interim Schemes. These amounts will be invested in accordance with the
investment policy.

3

The development of voluntary occupational savings is separate from occupational injury and disease insurance
(OIDI). Employer sponsored voluntary occupational savings are designed to provide retirement or end of
employment benefits by an employer for his employees. To do this on a large scale requires more fully
developed financial markers that today do not exist in Mongolia. Such voluntary schemes would need to be
regulated to protect the interests of both the employer and employee. By contrast, OIDI contributions constitute a
means of financing benefits unrelated to occupational savings. OIDI benefits are paid to workers who are injured
or become ill as a result of unsafe or hazardous working conditions. The employer (who is responsible for the
unsafe working conditions) pays the insurance premium which should be scaled to indicate higher premium
payments for more unsafe working conditions and lower premium for safer conditions; benefits are paid to an
injured or ill worker or his survivors from the OIDI sub-fund.
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(a)
Legislation needed to accomplish this: Pension Investment Fund,
independent Investment Board, and Investment Policy. The ADB recently
hired a legal expert to assist with this.
(b)
Accounting information needed to accomplish this: accrued debt of
the NDC balances (formula: initial balances plus employer and employee
contributions plus correct interest rates for each year minus administrative
fees equals accrued debt of the NDC balances). The IPD Working Group is
working with the international actuary on this.
(c)

Importance of an independent Pension Investment Board. The
Consultants recommend an independent Pension Investment Board to protect
the accumulated assets and the investment decisions from political
interference. Studies discussed at the 2008 Pension Workshops indicate that
pension investments that are not protected from political interference almost
always produce disastrous financial results: low investment returns and high
risk assumption which can result in lost investment value, fraud,
embezzlement or other losses. A high standard of governance concurring
with internationals governance and audit standards would be essential and the
Pension Investment Board would be subject to high levels of disclosure and
scrutiny.

Government Bonds
5.

Initially the assets of the Pension Investment Fund can be used to purchase (invest in)
government bonds. There are three primary reasons for this recommendation to be
considered.
(i) The state budget must continue to transfer money to pay current pensioners, when the
Pension Investment Fund purchases (invests in) government bonds, this creates
financial capacity by which to pay current pensioners.
(ii) There is not a suitable supply of other long term investments in the domestic financial
markets at present and it is the Consultants’ assessments that it will take several more
years before such a supply can exist. The Consultants’ were asked about the
suitability of directing large amounts of money from the Pension Investment Fund to
the Bank of Mongolia (BoM) as certificates of deposit. The Consultants do not
recommend this option – either instead of or in addition to investing pension assets in
government bonds. The BoM is not well positioned to accept large deposits and, if it
accepted them, it is not clear how the BoM could pay a competitive interest rate to
the Pension Investment Fund. If the BoM pays a competitive rate the concern is that
the bank would be at risk paying on so much deposits; if the bank did not pay a
competitive rate the concern is that the Pension Investment Fund would be accepting
a below market rate. Either the BoM is disadvantaged or the Pension Investment
Fund is disadvantaged.
(a)
By transferring money from the state budget to the Pension
Investment Fund the government is making explicit the pension liabilities.
The debt will be formally recognized on the accounting of the fiscal records
of the federal government.
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Integrating Universal Pension with National Pension and Social Welfare
6.

Abolish minimum pension. The recommendations include considering the abolition of the
minimum pension linked to benefit payment calculations at the same time as introducing
Universal Pension and would require transition arrangements for those that retire before age
60. The removal of the minimum pension feature is also designed to eliminate the current
incentive for private sector workers to underreport wages. Ideally, it would also create an
incentive for workers and their employers to make additional voluntary savings into NDC
accounts.

7.

The marginal cost of universal pensions relates to the number of people over age 60 who are
not covered under existing Social Insurance and people in Social Welfare whose level of
benefit is below that of a Universal Pension. The Consultants recommendations for Universal
Pension are designed to immediately expand coverage of the people in this group – currently
uncovered by pension – especially self-employed herders, other self-employed and the
vulnerable elderly.

8.

A universal pension would be paid in addition to existing pensions, which the Consultants
proposed should be adjusted as a Universal Pension is introduced. The Consultants also
recommend integrating the payment of the Universal Pension with benefits from Social
Welfare.

Actuarial Methodologies
9.

Pension contributions and benefits are currently evaluated on a cashflow basis year by year,
paying benefits out of pension contributions and supplementing the short fall with state
budget transfers. The liabilities and calculating the means to pay them however exceed the
next two to three years that budgetary planning focuses on. Relying solely on cashflow
analyses neglects pr cannot project or illustrate liabilities that are building up in the system
and it does not allow for the funding of liabilities to be expressed.

10.

Pension payments are complex, notably the size and timing of the liabilities for the large
numbers of present and future beneficiaries and the wide variety of sensitivity factors that
influence payments. The application of actuarial methodologies is necessary to estimate the
cost to the government of the pension promises that have been made. Through actuarial
modeling the pattern of pension payments can be better forecast to properly establish the total
of value of these future liabilities discounted to present values, regarded as the government’s
implicit pension debt (IPD). This analysis can be used to establish a funding and investment
approach that recognises these liabilities and ideally matches targeted investment returns,
reducing the strain on current and future generations of taxpayers in an effort to ensure
beneficiaries that their promised benefits will be paid. The Report considers this IPD in detail,
which has been a major discussion point in many meetings and in particular with the recently
established IPD Working Group. A further approach is to value the accrued debt that
represents the accumulated balances in the NDC system. This matter is also being considered
by the IPD Working Group.

11.

Appendices: Initial Draft of Action Plan and MOF presentation, summary of
recommendations
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ROAD MAP AND TIME TABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATING RECOMMENDATIONS PROPOSED
BY CONSULTANTS UNDER ADB TA 4910-MON: STRENGTHENING PENSION SYSTEM

№
I.

II.

III.

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD

IMPLMENTATION STAGES
AND KEY ACTIVITIES

MSWL, MOF

INTRODUCING
MULTI-PILLAR
PENSION SYSTEM IN MONGOLIA
1. Feasibility study on different pillars
(I) Identify pillars, each pension types
(II) Identify targeted replacement rates
among pillars
2. Size and coverage of Universal Pension
(I) Develop legislations and regulations
(II) Interact with strengthened National ID
card system
3. Strengthen the current national
pension system, improve structual
organizations
(I) Determine rationale of replacement
rates, establish contribution rates
adequately
(II) Draft legislations related to removal of
minimum pension and other reformed
changes
4. Review social welfare pensions and
benefits
(I) Review social welfare conceptual
approaches
(II) Amend legislations and regulations in
relation with introducing Universal
pension
UPDATE OCCUPATIONAL INJURY
AND DISEASE INSURANCE
(I) Review and evaluate the current system
(II) Identify needs of new amendments
and/or legislations
(III) Draft actual law bills
REVIEW
LAW
ON
MILITARY
PENSIONS AND BENEFITS
(I) Review main conceptual approaches
(II) Develop a workplan of reform actions
(III) Carry out financial calculations and
identify interrelations with other areas
REVIEW
PENSION
LAWS,
INCLUDING LAW ON SURVIVORS’
PENSIONS AND BENEFITS, LAW ON
SOCIAL WELFARE PENSIONS AND
LAW
ON
UNEMEPLOYMENT
INSURANCE
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IMPLMENTING
AGENCY

2008, III quarter
2008, III-IV quarter to
2009
2008, III quarter

2008-2009, I-II quarters
(I & II)

2008, II quarter
2008

MSWL
2008, III quarter
2008, III-IV quarter
2008, III-IV quarter
MSWL, Ministry of
Defense

MSWL,
MOF

SSIGO,
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V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

(I) Review the above laws
(II) Develop drafts and rationale behind
recommendations
INTRODUCING
ACTUARIAL
MODELLING
(I) Finalize
calculating
Government
accued past debts
(II) Continue
detailed
long-term
projections related with reform
actions
(III) Establish PROST working group and
upgrade the members’ qualification
(IV) Fully adopt actuarial modeling in all
activities related to pensions, benefits,
life insurance and demographic
changes
DEVELOP THE LEGAL STATUS OF
PENSION INVESTMENT FUND
(I) Continue assessment and evaluation of
financial markets in Mongolia
(II) Develop legal framework of pension
investment structures, drafts laws on
pension investment management and
governance, including:
• Rule of Pension Investment Fund
and Pension Investment Board, the
membership status
• Regulations
and
rules
for
establishing custodian banks
(III) Determine initial funding assets and
reason their rationales
(IV) Develop procedures , and issue
Government bonds (interest rate,
maturity dates, repayment processes)
STRENGTHEN
ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE OF SSIGO
(I) Upgrade functions and enforcement
power of SSIGO and SINC
(II) Amend legislations and regulations
(III) Strengthening operational capacity
IMPROVE
REPORTING
AND
RECORDKEEPING
SYSTEM
OF
SSIGO
(I) Restructure
and
strengthen
the
database, reporting and recordkeeping
processes in order to ensure relevant
reconditions prior to applying actuarial
modeling in pension projections
(II) Upgrade interrelations of planning,
recordkeeping,
reporting
and
accounting systems appropriately
PUBLIC AWARENESS OF PENSION
SYSTEM
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2009, I quarter
2009, II quarter
MSWL
group

working

2008, II quarter
2008, III quarter
2008, II quarter
2008, 2009 onwards

MOF, MSWL
2008, III quarter

2008, latter half –
2009, first half
(the same)
2008, III quarter
2008, latter half

MSWL
2008, I, II quarter
(the same)
2008, 2009 onward
SSIGO
2008, first half

2008, 2009

MSWL, SSIGO
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X.

(I) Develop comprehensive plan for public 2008, first half
wareness and information campaign
2008, 2009
(II) Launch public awareness programs
FURTHER
ASSISTANCE
AND
SUPPORT (TA etc)
(I) Apply for ADB assistance for issues
reflected in II, III, VI, VII and IX;
(II) Apply for World Bank assistance for
issues reflected in I and V.
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Гурав дахь удаагийн томилолтын хуваарь

Third Mission Timetable

3 сарын 24

Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөл АХБ, СЯ-д хүргүүлсэн

4 сарын 8

Энэ удаагийн томилолт эхэлсэн

4 сарын 14-16

СЯ, НХХЯ, УНДЕГ-тай Эцсийн тайлангийн төслийг авч үзэх

4 сарын 21

Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөлд өгөх саналыг СЯ, НХХЯ,
УНДЕГ-аас авах

4 сарын 21,
21 22

ТДӨ-ийг
ТДӨ
ийг тооцох ажлын хэсгийн уулзалт

p
21,, 22 April

Meeting
g with IPD working
gg
group
p

4 сарын 22

УИХ-ын дүгнэх уулзалт

22 April

Parliament briefing

4 сарын 24

Гурван-талт уулзалт

24 April

Tripartite meeting

4 сарын 25-аас
5 сарын 2

Зөвлөхүүд Эцсийн тайлан бэлтгэж боловсруулах

25 April to 2 May

Consultants prepare Final Report

5 сарын 2

Э
Эцсийн
й тайланг
й
хүргүүлэх

5 сарын 2

Төсөл дуусах

24 March

Draft Final Report delivered ADB
ADB, MOF

8 April

Mission started

14, 15, 16 April

Consultants review DFR with MOF, MSWL, SSIGO

21 April

DFR comments due from MOF, MSWL, SSIGO

2 May

Final Report delivered

2 May

Project conclusion
Study tour to follow

Туршлага судлах аялал
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Гурван-талт уулзалт


Tripartite Meeting

4 сарын 24: Гурван талт уулзалт



• Asian Development Bank
z Barry Hitchcock, director
z Yuebin Zhang,
g, regional
g
cooperation
p
specialist
p
z Jan Hansen, financial sector specialist
• Government officials: MOF, MSWL, SSIGO
• Consultants, ISC and Achid

• Азийн Хөгжлийн Банк
z Бэрри Хичкок, захирал
z Юэбин Жан,
Жан төсөл хариуцсан ажилтан
z Жан Хансен, санхүүгийн салбарын мэргэжилтэн
• Засгийн газрын албаны хүмүүс: СЯ, НХХЯ, УНДЕГ
• Төслийн баг / Зөвлөхүүд (ISC, Ачид)

30 April 2008
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Төслийн зорилго

Project Objectives

Т
Төслийн
й зорилго:



• Төслийн удирдамж
• Гүйцэтгэгч болон хэрэгжүүлэгч агентлагийн хүсэлт
ба удирдамж
• Засгийн
З
й газрын бодлогын
б
зорилтыг ойлгож
й
мэдэх

• Terms of Reference
• Directives and requests from executing and
implementing agencies
• Understanding
U d t di Government’s
G
t’ policy
li intent
i t t from
f
policy
li
papers, laws, regulations

зэргээс бүрдэнэ.

30 April 2008
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Тулгуур хүснэгт: Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
ХУУЧИН ТОГТОЛЦОО
1994 оноос өмнөх хууль
тогтоомжоор байгуулагдсан

ШИЛЖИЛТИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО

Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль 1994

ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО (Нэрийн данс)
Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль 1994,
Нэрийн дансны тухай хууль, 1999 оны 6 сар

1995 оноос өмнө гарсан
тэтгэвэр авагчид,

1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн,
1995 оноос хойш гарах ба гарсэн тэтгэвэр авагчид

Дансны үлдэгдэл байхгүй,

Дансны үлдэгдэл байхгүй

Даатгуулагчдын нэрийн данс

Тэтгэвэр авагчид 138,596

Тэтгэвэр авагчид 45,903

Тэтгэвэр авагчид – 109,329
1995 оноос өмнө

1995 – 1998

1999 ба хойш

1960 онд ба хойш төрсөн,

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Бүх ажиллах хүч

Албан секторын ажиллах
хүчин

Албан секторын ажиллах
хүчин

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүчин

Шимтгэлгүй

Шимтгэл төлнө

Шимтгэл төлнө

Шимтгэл төлнө

PAYGO
(хуваарилалтын)

PAYGO (хуваарилалтын)

Нэрлэсэн PAYGO

Нэрлэсэн
PAYGO

Нэг ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Орлого орлуулах

Орлого орлуулах

Орлого орлуулах

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй
Ажиллаж буй даатгуулагчид шимтгэл төлж буй

6

INTERIM SCHEME

pre 1994 legislation

Law of Social Insurance 1994

Law of Social Insurance 1994, Law of Individual
Pension Insurance Contributions June 1999

Retired before 1995
Individual accounts - none
Pensioners 109,329

Born before 1960
and retired after 1995 or still contributing
Individual accounts - none
Pensioners 138,596

Born 1960 and after
Individual accounts - 583,636
Pensioners 45,903

11

1995 to 1998

CURRENT SCHEME

notional defined contribution accounts

1999 & Later

1999 & Later

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

DC during accumulation phase and
DB during payment phase

All Labour Force

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Non-Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

PAYGO

PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Single Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Closed to new members

Орлого орлуулах
Шинээр Нэрийн дансанд даатгуулах боломжтой,
Шинэ ба одоогийн шимтгэл төлөгчдийн
шимтгэлийн орлого

30 April 2008

OLD SCHEME

Before 1995

1999 ба хойш
Шимтгэл төлөх шатанд “Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан”
(DC)
Тэтгэвэр тогтооох шатанд “Цалинд суурилсан”
(DB)

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй

Background Table: National Pension System

Closed to new members
Ongoing contributions for Existing members

Open to New NDC Members, Ongoing
Contributions for New and Existing Members

Source :Data from MSWL, SSIGO, 2007. Consultants’ own comparison.

30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Засгийн газрын агентлагуудаас өгсөн
удирдамж


Objectives: Directives from Government Agencies

Онолын зарчим өөрчлөгдсөн
• Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн тогтолцооноос олгох ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн
хэмжээ (цалингаас тэтгэвэр тогтоодог хуучин журам: DB) шимтгэл
төлөгчид ба тэтгэвэр авагчдад тодорхой байв.
z Гэвч тогтолцооны өртөг зардлыг удирдахад бэрхшээлтэй, ил
тод бус.
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд өртөг зардлыг тодорхойлж
тодорхойлж,
шийдвэрлэхэд хялбар.
z Гэвч тэтгэвэрт гарах үед тогтооох тэтгэврийн талаарх ойлголт
шимтгэл төлөгчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдад ойлгоход бэрхшээлтэй.



Засгийн газрын байгууллагаас өгсөн чиглэл:

• Тэтгэврийн
р
тогтолцоо нь санхүүгийн
үү
хувьд
у
тогтвортой,
р
, чадавхтай,,
хүчирхэг байх ёстой.
• Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь бодлогын зорилтод нийцсэн байх
хэрэгтэй.
• Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ нь шударга, ойлгоход хялбар байвал зохино.
30 April 2008

7

13



Philosophy shift has occurred
• Under Old and Interim Schemes (former DB system) future
pension benefits were clear to contributors and pensioners
z but system costs were difficult to manage and not transparent
• Under Current Scheme (DC system) costs are easier to identify
and manage
z but benefits at retirement are difficult to understand for
contributors and pensioners



Government agency feedback is that
• System should be financially sustainable, affordable and robust
• Structure should be driven by policy intent
• Benefits should be fair and easy to understand

30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Санхүүгийн хувьд тогтвортой Үндэсний
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (1)
•

Ажил эрхлэх явцад шимтгэл төлсөн тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын
тэтгэврийг
й зөвхөн түүний
й шимтгэлийн
й хуримтлалаас
санхүүжүүлбэл зохино.
•
•

Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ
2007: цалингийн хувиар

2008: цалингийн хувиар

Ажил
олгогчид

13 5%
13.5%

7 0%
7.0%

Ажиллагчид

5.5%

7.0%

НИЙТ

19.0%

14.0%

30 April 2008

8

•
•

Not happening today
Changes approved by Parliament are not adequate to ensure that
this will happen soon, for two primary reasons:
z
Parliament increased the minimum pension benefits by 68%
between Jan 2006 and Dec 2007
z
Parliament lowered total contribution rates between 2007 and
2008
Pension Insurance Contributions

Source:
Government of Mongolia,
2007 and 2008.

15

(1)

Benefits paid to retirees who contributed during their
working
k
years should
h ld be
b financed
f
d solely
l l from
f
their
h
contributions



Гэвч өнөөгийн нөхцөлд ийм боломж байхгүй.
УИХ-ын баталсан өөрчлөлт нь дээрх нөхцлийг хангах боломжгүй,
үүнд доорх хоёр шалтгаан бий:
z
2006 оны 1 сараас 2007 оны 12 сар хүртэлх хугацаанд УИХ-аас
УИХ аас
минимум тэтгэврийн хэмжээг 68%-иар нэмэгдүүлсэн.
z
2007-2008 онд шимтгэлийн нийт хувь хэмжээг УИХ-аас
бууруулсан.

Эх сурвалж:
МУЗГ, 2007 ба 2008.

Objectives:
Financially Sustainable National Pension System

2007 % of wages

2008 % of wages

Employer

13.5%

7.0%

Employee

5.5%

7.0%

Total

19.0%

14.0%
30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Санхүүгийн хувьд тогтвортой Үндэсний
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (2)


Ажил эрхлэх явцад шимтгэл төлөөгүй тэтгэвэрт гарагчдын
тэтгэврийг зөвхөн Улсын төсвөөс санхүүжүүлбэл зохино.
Ийм тэтгэвэрт гарагсдад:

Objectives:
Financially Sustainable National Pension System


Ердийн тэтгэврийн наснаас өмнө эрт тэтгэвэрт гарагсад
Улсын төсвийн тэтгэврийн зардлыг нэмэгдүүлнэ.



Many contributors retire before retirement age which
increases state budget transfers to pay their benefits

• 2007 онд тэтгэвэрт гарсан эмэгтэйчүүдийн 83% нь 55 нас хүрээгүй.
хүрээгүй

• 83% of women retired before age 55 in 2007

• 2007 онд тэтгэвэрт гарсан эрэгтэйчүүдийн 21% нь 60 нас хүрээгүй.

• 21% of men retired before age 60 in 2007

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)
30 April 2008

9

Benefits paid to retirees who did not contribute during their
working
ki years, or who
h did not contribute
ib
enough,
h should
h ld be
b
financed solely from the state budget, retirees include:
• All pensioners paid from Old Scheme
• Virtually all pensioners paid from Interim Scheme
• Majority
j y of pensioners
p
projected
p j
to retire from
Current Scheme starting in 2015
• Defence employees

• Хуучин тогтолцооны бүх тэтгэвэр авагчид
• Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны бараг бүх тэтгэвэр авагчид
• 2015 оноос Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооноос тэтгэвэрт гарах тэтгэвэр
авагчдын дийлэнх хэсэг
• Цэргийн албан хаагчид



17

(2)

(does not include invalidity or survivor)
(does not include invalidity or survivor)

30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь
бодлогын зорилтод нийцсэн байвал зохино.


•

Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийг бууруулах
Хамрах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх, ялангуяа малчдыг хамруулах
Тэтгэврийн даатгалын хөрөнгийг Улсын төсвөөс
тусгаарлах
Одоогийн (Нэрийн дансны) тогтолцооны даатгуулагчид
тэтгэвэрт гарах үед, Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр
авагчидтай ойролцоо тэтгэвэр тогтоох
z

Хэтийн тооцооноос үзвэл Одоогийн тогтолцооноос тэтгэвэрт
гарах даатгуулагчид Шилжилтийн бүтцээс тогтоож буй
тэтгэврийн талаас бага хэмжээний тэтгэвэр авч болзошгүйг
харуулж байна.
30 April 2008

10

(1)

Бодлогын
д
зорилт
р
нь доорх
д р асуудлаар
ууд
р ил тодорхой,
д р
,
үүнд:
•
•
•

19

Objectives:
Structure Should Be Driven by Policy Intent


(1)

Policy intent clear on some issues
•
•
•
•

Lower employer contribution rate
Increase coverage, particularly self-employed herders and
vulnerable people
Separate pension assets from state budget
Ensure that contributors to Current Scheme collect similar
benefits at retirement as contributors to Interim Scheme
z
Current Scheme retirees will receive less than half of
y benefit as Interim S
Scheme retirees
monthly

30 April 2008
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Харьцуулалт: эрэгтэй тэтгэвэр авагчид

Comparison: male pensioners

2007 онд эрэгтэй тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын 79% нь 60-аас дээш, 21% нь 60 нас хүрээгүй.

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)

For 2007, only 79% males retired at age 60 or older; 21% of males retired before age 60.
This does not include invalidity or survivors pensioners.
Source: SSIGO data 2007.
2007 Consultants
Consultants’ own analysis.

Эх сурвалж: УНДЕГ,
УНДЕГ 2007.
2007 Зөвлөхүүдийн шинжилгээ

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED MALE

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED MALE

50.00%
50.00%

45.00%
45.00%

40.00%
40 00%
40.00%

35.00%
35.00%

30.00%
OLD DB BENEFITS

25.00%

NDC

30.00%
OLD DB BENEFITS

25.00%

NDC

20.00%
20.00%

15.00%
15.00%

10.00%
10.00%

5.00%
5.00%

0.00%
2009

2010

2011

2012
YEAR

2013

2014

2009

30 April 2008
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0.00%

2015

21

2010

2011

2012
YEAR

2013

2014

2015

30 April 2008
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Харьцуулалт: эмэгтэй тэтгэвэр авагчид

Comparison: female pensioners

2007 онд эмэгтэй тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын 17% нь 55-аас дээш, 83% нь 55 нас хүрээгүй.
(үүнд
(үү
д тахир
р дутуу,
ду уу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны
д
тэтгэвэр
р авагчид
д ороогүй)
р ү )
Эх сурвалж: УНДЕГ, 2007. Зөвлөхүүдийн шинжилгээ

For 2007, only 17% of females retired at age 55 or older; 83% of females retired before age
55. This does not include invalidity or survivors. Source: SSIGO data 2007. Consultants’ own analysis.

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED WOMEN

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED WOMEN

45.00%
45.00%

40.00%

40.00%

35.00%

35.00%

30.00%

30.00%

25.00%

OLD DB BENEFITS
NDC

20.00%

OLD DB BENEFITS
NDC

20.00%

15.00%

15.00%

10.00%

10.00%

5.00%

5.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

YEAR

YEAR

30 April 2008
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25.00%

23

30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь бодлогын
зорилтод нийцсэн байвал зохино. (2)


Бодлогын зорилт доорх
асуудлаар тодорхой бус, үүнд:
• Зорилтот цалинд жишсэн тэтгэвэр
бодох хэмжээг тогтоох
• Тэтгэврийн хамрах хүрээний талаарх
бодлого тодорхойлох
z Зорилтот цалинд жишсэн,
тэтгэвэр тогтоох хувь хэмжээ
(DB: цалингаас тэтгэвэр
тогтоодог бүтцийн хүрээнд)
... ЭСВЭЛ
z Зорилтот
р
шимтгэлийн
э
хувь
у
хэмжээ (DC: шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр
тогтоодог бүтцийн хүрээнд)



Эдгээр нь харилцан уялдаатай тул
тусад нь шийдвэрлэх боломжгүй

30 April 2008

13

Objectives:
Structure Should Be Driven by Policy Intent

25

(2)

Policy intent not clear on other
issues
• Define what is a financially sustainable
system
• Determine what is driving pension policy
z Target
T
t wage replacement
l
t rate
t - DB
OR
z Target contribution rate - DC

These are dependent and
cannot be managed separately

30 April 2008
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Зорилго: Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ шударга байвал
зохино.




Малчид ба
М
б хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид 1995
оноос хойш үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд
хамрагдаж чадахгүйд хүрсэн.
Иймд доорх шалтгааны улмаас үйл
ажиллагааны альтернатив бүтэц
б
зохион
байгуулалтын хувилбар нэвтрүүлэх хэрэгтэй.
•
•





Self-employed
S
lf
l
d herders
h d
and
d other
th self-employed
lf
l
d
were excluded from national pension system since
1995 reforms
Need to apply alternative structure reflecting
•
•

Улирлын буюу тогтворгүй орлогын байдал,
Санхүүгийн байгууллага орших төв суурингаас
а с а са үйлчилгээ
алслагдсан,
й
ээ хүртэх
р э орчин
ор
нөхцөл
ө ө
бэрхшээлтэй.
30 April 2008

14

Objectives: Benefits should be fair

27

S
Seasonal
l and
d unpredictable
d
bl incomes, particularly
l l
herders
Distance from and access to SSIGO offices and banks

30 April 2008

28

Санал зөвлөмжүүд





Recommendations

Бүтэц
ү ц зохион байгуулалт
уу
Засгийн газрын үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх
ба нөөцжүүлэх
Хөрөнгө оруулалт
Одоогийн
д
тогтолцоог
ц
бэхжүүлэх
үү

30 April 2008
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29






Structure
Financing and Funding the Government’s Liability
Investments
Strengthen existing system

30 April 2008

30

Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт




Олон д
давхаргат
р
тогтолцоо
ц нэвтрүүлэх
рүү
• Өндөрт насанд орлогын олон эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх
• Орлогын олон эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэхэд, тухайлбал
z Бүх нийтийн тэтгэвэр (иргэний тэтгэвэр–demogrant)
z Ажиллагчдын албан журмын шимтгэлийн тогтолцоо
z Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн бүтцийг цаашид үргэлжлүүлэх
z Сайн дурын тогтолцоо, үүнд:
– Сайн дурын шимтгэл төлөх боломж бүрдүүлэхийн тулд
Одоогийн тогтолцоог өргөтгөх
– Амьдралын даатгалын компани ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын
менежментийн пүүсийг бүрдүүлэх үүднээс санхүүгийн салбарыг
хөгжүүлж, бэхжүүлэх



О
Одоогийн
й (Нэрийн
(
й дансны)) тогтолцоонд шимтгэлийн
й
хувь хэмжээг тогтоож, цалинд жишсэн тэтгэврийн хувь
хэмжээтэй уялдсан байхаар тодорхойлох
30 April 2008

16

Recommendations: Structure

(1)

31

(1)

Introduce Multi Pillar System
• Recognise various sources of income for old age
• Encourage their development, in particular
z Universal pension
z Mandatory contribution system for new employees,
Current Scheme
z Continue to maintain Old and Interim Schemes
z Voluntary systems including
– Expand Current Scheme to permit voluntary contributions
– Develop and strengthen financial sector to encourage
g o th of life insurance
growth
ins ance companies and in
investment
estment
management firms

• Establish contribution rates for Current Scheme and
recognize that wage replacement rates will be resultant
30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт

Recommendations: Structure

(2)

(2)

Зөвлөхүүдйин зөвлөмж болгох Олон давхаргат чиг хандлага

Данс бүртгэлийн
менежмент?
Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
менежмент?

Бүх нийтийн
тэтгэвэр

Албан журмын
тогтолцоо
Хуучин, Шилжилтийн,
Одоогийн бүтэц

УНДЕГ тэтгэвэр
олгож, данс бүртгэл
хариуцна

УНДЕГ шимтгэл хурааж,
тэтгэвэр олгож, данс
бүртгэл хариуцна.

Лицензтэй туршлагажсан санхүүгийн байгууллага, СЗХ-гоор
зохицуулагдана.

шимтгэлгүй

Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө
Оруулалтын Зөвлөл,
Засгийн газрын бус.
Гадны нөөцөөс бүрдүүлэх
боломжтой

Лицензтэй туршлагажсан санхүүгийн байгууллага, СЗХ-гоор
зохицуулагдана.

Засгийн газар уу,
эсвэл хувийн
сектор уу?

Ажиллагчдын хувийн
тэтгэвэр / урт хугацааны
хадгаламж

Consultants recommendations for multi pillar approach
Universal Pension

Засгийн газар

Хувийн сектор

Manages
recordkeeping?
Manages
investments?

Who has
oversight
authority or
regulates?

НДҮЗ хянах эрх мэдэлтэй

СЗХ нь ажиллагчдын
сайн дурын мэргэжил,
салбарын тэтгэврийн
хадгаламжийг НХХЯ-ны
оролцоотой зохицуулбал
зохино.

Албан журмын
шимтгэл байх уу?

Байхгүй.

Байна.

Байхгүй.

Байхгүй.

Санхүүжилтын эх
үүсвэр?

Улсын төсвийн
шилжүүлэг

Ажил олгогчид,
ажиллагчдын шимтгэл,
Улсын төсвийн шилжүүлэг

Ажил олгогчид,
ажиллагчдын шимтгэл
дан дангаар, эсвэл
хосолсон

Хувь хүмүүс ба гэр бүлийн
шимтгэл

30 April 2008

Contributions
mandatory?
Financed from?

33

Mandatory Schemes
Old, Interim, Current

Voluntary Employer
Occupational Pension

Voluntary Individual Pension /
Long Term Savings

SSIGO distributes
benefits, maintains
records

SSIGO collects
contributions, distributes
benefits, maintains records

Licensed, experienced financial institutions regulated by FRC

non-contributory

Pension Investment Board,
not government agency
agency.
Could outsource

Licensed, experienced financial institutions regulated by FRC

Private sector or
government?

НДҮЗ хянах эрх
мэдэлтэй байж болно

Хэн зохицуулж,
хянах эрх
мэдэлтэй байх
вэ?

17

Ажил олгогчдын сайн
дурын ажил
мэргэжлийн тэтгэвэр

Government

Private Sector

SINC will probably
have oversight
authority

SINC has oversight authority

FRC should regulate
voluntary employer
occupational pension savings,
input from MSWL

No

Yes

No

No

State budget transfer

Contributions from
employers and employees
and state budget transfers

Contributions from employer
and / or employee

Contributions from individuals and
families

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт




Шимтгэлгүй
ү Бүх
ү нийтийн тэтгэвэр
р нэвтрүүлэх
рүү
• Үүний дүнд хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид, малчид, эмзэг бүлгийн
иргэдийг тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хамруулах нөхцөл бүрдүүлэх
• Үүний сацуу:
z Одоогийн (Нэрийн дансны) тогтолцооноос минимум
тэтгэврийг халах
z Зардлыг
З
тооцож шинжлэн, санхүүгийн
й эх үүсвэртэй
й уялдуулах
z Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүртгэл мэдээлэл, хуваарилалтыг
үнэн бодитой болгохын тулд УНДЕГ-ын мэдээллийн санг
шинэчлэн, холбогдох өөрчлөлтийг тусгаж, турших
– Үнэн бодит байдлыг хангах, залилан гарахаас урьдчилан
сэргийлэх нөхцлийг бүрдүүлэхэд Иргэний үнэмлэхийн тогтолцоо
зохимжтой тул нягт уялдуулах
уялдуулах.
– Үүнээс өөр аргаар бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн зардлыг хянахад
бэрхшээлтэй.

30 April 2008

18

Recommendations: Structure

(3)

35

(3)

Introduce non-contributory universal pension
• Provide pension coverage to self-employed herders and
vulnerable
• Contingent upon
z Eliminating minimum pension in Current Scheme
z Projecting cost estimates and linking it to means of
financing
z Installing and testing upgrades to SSIGO database
that ensure accurate recordkeeping and distribution
of universal pension benefits
– Interface with a national identification card system that has
high degree of accuracy and low risk of fraud
– Otherwise costs of universal pension will be difficult to
control
30 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

Санал зөвлөмж: Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц (4)


Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн талаарх санал
зөвлөмжийн дэлгэрэнгүй:



• Монгол улсын иргэншилтэй, 60 настай, эрэгтэй эмэгтэй
бүх иргэд хүртэх
• Анхны урьдчилсан төслөөс үзвэл амьжиргааны доод
түвшний
й 60%-тай
й тэнцүү б
байхаар
й
авч үзсэн. (цалинд
жишээгүй)
• Нийгмийн халамжийн тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжийг бүх нийтийн
тэтгэвэр, албан журмын тогтолцооны тэтгэвэртэй
уялдуулах, шинжлэх
z Тэтгэврийн нийт дүнг бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн
хэмжээгээр бууруулах
30 April 2008
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(4)

D t il off U
Details
Universal
i
l Pension
P
i recommendation
d ti
• Age 60, male and female, resident Mongolian
citizens
• Initial draft shows 60% of minimum living standard,
not wages
• Review and integrate social welfare benefits with
universal pension and mandatory pension benefits
z Reduce aggregate pension benefit by amount of
universal pension

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт


Одоогийн тогтолцоонд зохих өөрчлөлт хийх:
• 1960 оноос хойш төрсөн бүх ажиллагчдыг албан
журмаар цаашид үргэлжлүүлэн хамруулах
• Тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн дансны үлдэгдэлд тулгуурлаж
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцох
• Ажилласан жилийн хугацааны шалгуурыг халах
• Сайн дурын шимтгэлийг урамшуулж дэмжих
z Ажил олгогчид, ажиллагчид, хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэгчид, ажилгүй иргэд.
• Ажил олгогчид ба ажиллагчдад эрх тэгш үйлчлэх
байдлаар шимтгэл төлбөл зохих цалингийн дээд
хязгаарын тодорхойлолтыг шинэчлэн тогтоох
30 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

(5)

39



(5)

Adapt
p Current Scheme
• Maintain Current Scheme as mandatory system for
employees born after 1960
• Calculate pension payments based on Current Scheme
account balances at retirement
• Abolish of years of service requirements in order to be
paid a pension
• Encourage voluntary contributions
¾employers, employees, self-employed, unemployed
• Extend definition of pensionable wage ceiling to apply
equally to employer and employee contributions
30 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн Далд Өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD

Үндсэн зарчим: Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ, өртөг зардлын хариуцлага /
хөрөнгөөр барьцаажуулах зэргийг хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацааны
туршид хуримтлуулах.
Санхүүжүүлэх хувилбарын үндэслэл нь гол үүрэг хариуцлагыг
өөрчлөхгүй.





•






•
•

Тэтгэвэр авагчдын хувьд: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээний одоогийн
өртгийг
р
актураль
ур
аргаар
р р тооцох.
ц
Ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хувьд: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээний актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртгийг ажил эрхлэх хугацааны туршид жил тус
бүрээр хуваарилах. (ихэвчлөн хуваарилсан хэмжээ нь пропорциональ
буюу хувь тэнцүүлсэн байна)
30 April 2008

Core principle: Benefit and underlying liabilities/backing
assets accumulate during working lifetime
Financing basis adopted does not alter underlying liability
• Pay-as-you-go (PAYGO), partially/fully funded systems all have
same underlying liability

Хуваарилалтын (PAYGO) хагас / бүрэн нөөцтэй тэтгэврийн ихэнх
тогтолцооны үүрэг хариуцлага адил төстэй.

ТДӨ = [тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлага] – [тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
одоогийн сангийн хөрөнгө] (ө.х. нийт өрөөс аливаа ил хэсгийг хассан
дүнтэй тэнцүү).
Нөөцжүүлээгүй тогтолцоонд бүрэлдэхүүн хэсэг тус бүрээр ТДӨ (IPD)ийг тооцох (ө.х. хуваарилалтын - PAYGO)
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Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (1)

(1)

41




IPD is [[underlying
y g pension
p
liability]
y] less [[current pension
p
system assets] (i.e. gross liability less any explicit part)
Meaning of IPD in respect of member classes in unfunded

system (i.e. PAYGO)

• Pensioners: Actuarial present value of future pensions
• Contributors: Portion of actuarial present value of future pensions
allocated to years of service up to calculation date (generally
apportionment is on pro-rata)
30 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн Далд Өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD


Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (2)

(2)

Даатгуулагчдын нэрийн данстай уялдах холбоо:



Монгол улсын одоогийн хуваарилалтын (PAYGO) тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны ТДӨ



• Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ нь ирээдүйн тэтгэврийг олгох түвшинд хангалттай
нөхцөлд, шимтгэл төлөгчдийн үүрэг хариуцлага нь нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэлтэй
тэнцүү байна.
• ТДӨ = [тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлага] – [тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны одоогийн сангийн
хөрөнгө]
• Өнгөрсөн шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ хангалттай, одоогийн сангийн хөрөнгө нь
даатгуулагчдын нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэлтэй тэнцүү нөхцөлд ТДӨ нь ТЭГ байна.



• Хуучин тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртөг
• Шилжилтийн бүтцийн тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртөг
• Шилжилтийн бүтцийн тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг өнгөрсөн
жилүүдэд хуваарилсан актураль аргаар тооцох өнөөгийн өртөг
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн
й өртөг
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг өнгөрсөн
жилүүдэд хуваарилсан актураль аргаар тооцох өнөөгийн өртөг
z НЭРИЙН ДАНСНЫ ҮЛДЭГДЭЛ (өнгөрсөн хугацааны шимтгэл нь ирээдүйн
тэтгэвэрт хангалттай гэж төсөөлөн өнгөрсөн он жилүүдэд хуваарилах)
30 April 2008
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Relationship to individual account balances

• Underlying liability of contributors will equal individual account balance IF
contribution rate is sufficient to fund accrued benefits
• IPD = [underlying liability] less [funded part of individual account balance]
• IPD is NIL if past contributions sufficient and current assets equal to
individual account balance

IPD for current Mongolian PAYGO pension system

• Old Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension payments
• Interim Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension
payments
• Interim Scheme Contributors: actuarial present value of future benefits
allocated to past years
• Current Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension
payments
• Current
C
tS
Scheme
h
Contributors:
C t ib t
actuarial
t i l presentt value
l off future
f t
b
benefits
fit
allocated to past years
z NDC BALANCE (assuming past contribution sufficient to meet future
benefits allocated to past years)
30 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн далд өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD

(3)

Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (3)
IPD ESTIMATE FOR 2008

2008 ОНЫ ТДӨ-ИЙН ТООЦОО
ТДӨ (тэрбум төг)

Шимтгэл төлж буй Шилжилтийн
даатгуулагчид

662.1

Шимтгэл төлж буй
Ш
б й Одоогийн
О
й
даатгуулагчид

4,069.4

Нийт идэвхтэй шимтгэл төлөгчдийн ТДӨ

4,731.5

Одоогийн тэтгэвэр авагчдын ТДӨ

3,652.9

НИЙТ ТДӨ

8 384 4
8,384.4

30 April 2008
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IPD (₮ billion)

45

Interim Scheme Contributors

662.1

Current Scheme Contributors

4,069.4

Total Active Member IPD

4,731.5

All Current Pensioners IPD

3,652.9

TOTAL IPD

8,384.4

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Засгийн газрын үүрэг
хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх ба нөөцжүүлэх


(1)

Хуучин, Шилжилтийн ба Одоогийн тогтолцооны
үүрэг хариуцлагыг ил тодорхой болгох
• ТДӨ-ийн загварчлалд нөлөөлөх ирээдүйн бүх
өөрчлөлтийг ТДӨ хэрхэн нэмэгдэх тооцоо шинжилгээ
хийх ТДӨ-ийг
хийх,
ТДӨ ийг нэмэгдэх нөхцөлд санхүүжилтийг
тодорхойлох талаар хуулинд нэмэлт оруулах.
z ТДӨ-ийн загварчлалд нөлөөлөх өөрчлөлтийн
жишээ: тэтгэврийн нас, шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ,
эрт тэтгэвэрт гарах журам г.м.



СЯ НХХЯ
СЯ,
НХХЯ, УНДЕГ-ын
УНДЕГ ын актураль тооцоолол хийх
хүчин чадавхийг сайжруулах
30 April 2008
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Recommendations:
Financing and Funding Government’s Liability (1)


Government should recognise liabilities of Old,
Old
Interim and Current Schemes
• Amend law to ensure all future changes to factors of IPD
model require IPD increase assessment and identification
g to pay
p y for increase in IPD
of financing
z Examples of change to IPD model include: retirement
age, contribution rates, rules for early retirement
• Upgrade actuarial modeling capabilities of MOF, MSWL,
SSIGO

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Засгийн газрын үүрэг хариуцлагыг
санхүүжүүлэх ба нөөцжүүлэх (2)






Одоогийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд Засгийн газрын
тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх зохион
байгуулалттай төлөвлөгөө хэрэгжүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэхийн тулд
ДНБ-д уялдуулсан Засгийн газрын бонд эхний шатанд
гаргах
Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны шимтгэлээс бүрдсэн,
зөвхөн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөлөөс менежмент хийдэг
Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Сан байгуулах
• Үүнд
ү эрүүл
рүү мэнд, ҮОМШӨ зэрэг
р нийгмийн даатгалын бусад
у
төрлийг хамруулахгүй.

30 April 2008
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Recommendations:
Financing and Funding Government’s Liability (2)





Implement structured plan to finance
Government’s pension liabilities under Current
Scheme
Initiallyy issue GDP linked Government debt as
means of financing pension liabilities
Create Pension Investment Fund that contains only
contributions of national pension system and is
g byy Investment Board
solelyy managed
• Does not include health care, OIDI or other social
insurance contributions

49

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(1)

Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын сангийн бүтэц зохион
байгуулалтыг бүрдүүлэх



• Бие даасан Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөл байгуулах
z
z
z

Тус зөвлөл нь НДҮЗ, УНДЕГ, СЯ, НХХЯ, СЗХ, Монгол
Банкнаас тусдаа байх
Шимтгэл төлөгчид, тэтгэвэр авагчид, ажил олгогчид,
ажиллагчдад зөвхөн тайлагнах
Б даасан Х
Бие
Хөрөнгө О
Оруулалтын З
Зөвлөлийг
й СЗХ зохицуулна.

• Олон улсын Кастодиан Банкыг ашиглах замаар
хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого, байгууллагын бүтцийн
хууль журам биелүүлэх тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэх
z
z

Хөрөнгө оруулалтыг Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын
Сангийн нэр
р дээр
р явуулах
уу
шаардлагатай.
р
СЗХ-ны хүрээнд зохицуулагддаг, лицензтэй туршлагажсан
хөрөнгийн менежментийн пүүсийг хөлсөлж ажиллуулах,
гадаадын пүүс ажиллуулах бол тухайн орны Зохицуулах
байгууллагаар зохицуулагддаг байх
30 April 2008
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Establish structure to protect pension assets from
political interference, mismanagement, fraud
• Create independent Investment Board
z

z

z

Separate from Social Insurance National Council, SSIGO, MOF,
MSWL, FRC, BoM
Reports only to contributors
contributors, pensioners and employers and
employees
Independent Investment Board should be regulated by FRC

• Establish investment policy, institute compliance system
through use of global custodian bank
z
z

51

(1)

Require investments to be in name of Pension Investment Fund
Hire experienced, licensed asset management firms – regulated
by FRC and, if foreign firms hired, by their countries’ regulators
30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(2)

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежмент хийх бие
даасан Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөл байгуулсан
нөхцөлд Засгийн газрын бондоос өөр
хувилбаруудад төрөлжүүлэх санал зөвлөмж
• Ойрын үед явуулсан судалгааны дүнгээс үзвэл
үзвэл,
зохистой хөрөнгийн хадгалалт хамгаалалтын
механизм бүрдүүлэхгүйгээр Засгийн газар хөрөнгө
оруулалтын менежмент хийсэн тохиолдлууд бараг
бүхэлдээ амжилтад хүрэлгүй бүтэлгүйтсэн үр дүнг
харуулж байна.
б й

30 April 2008
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53



(2)

Recommendation to diversify beyond Government
bonds is contingent upon establishing independent
Investment Board to manage investments
• Recent studies indicate that when a government
g
manages pension investments without ensuring
adequate protections, results are almost always
disastrous

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(3)

Монгол улсын санхүүгийн зах зээлийн үнэлгээ



• Тэтгэврийн сан болон амьдралын даатгалын санд тохирсон урт
хугацааны хөрөнгө оруулалтын зохистой нийлүүлэлт дулимаг
• Хөрөнгө оруулагчид ба хөрөнгө оруулалт татах дэд бүтэц учир
дутагдалтай
z Монголын Хөрөнгийн Бирж нь хөрөнгө оруулагчдад
шаардлагатай итгэл найдвар төрүүлж чадахгүй, үүнд үнийн ил
тод байдлын бэрхшээл, Засгийн газар хянаж зохицуулдаг зэрэг
бусад асуудлууд г.м.
• Зохицуулалтын механизмын хүчин чадал сул
• УИХ-аас үнэт цаас, хөрөнгө оруулалтын компаниуд, хөрөнгө
оруулалтын сан, кастодиан банкны тухай хуулиуд хараахан
батлаагүй ...

30 April 2008
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(3)

Assessment of Mongolia Financial Markets
• Lack of supply of suitable long term investments for
pension and life insurance funds
• Lack of infrastructure to attract investors and investments
z MSE lacks credibility with investors, problems with price
transparency, still controlled by government
and other issues
• Regulatory capacity weak
• Parliament not passing laws related to securities,
investment companies, investment funds, custodian banks

30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(4)

Сангийн хөрөнгөөс
р
аажмаар
р хөрөнгө
р
оруулалт
руу
хийх бүтэц
ү ц
зохион байгуулалт, үйл ажиллагааны журам боловсруулах



• Ирээдүйн бүх шимтгэлийн орлого, энэ жилийн тэтгэврийн зардлын
дүнг Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Санд төвлөрүүлэх
• Нэрийн дансны үлдэгдлийг тодорхойлон тогтоож, Улсын төсвөөс
Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын санд шилжүүлэх.
z
z

Бүрэн бус гарааны үлдэгдлийг ашиглан тооцож буй
буй,
Цаашид гарааны үлдэгдлийг үнэн зөв тогтоож, нэмж ногдуулах
хэсгийг санд шилжүүлэх

Харилцан адилгүй хугацаанд эргэн төлөгдөх ДНБ-д
ДНБ д
уялдсан Засгийн газрын бондод хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх
замаар шилжилтийн зардлыг санхүүжүүлэх
30 April 2008
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Develop structure and process for gradual investment of
assets
• Redirect incoming contributions and transfer current year pension
payments into Pension Investment Fund
• Determine Current Scheme account balance values and transfer
from state budget into Pension Investment Fund
z Estimate using incomplete initial balances
z Once complete initial balances are determined, transfer
additional amount
• Determine and transfer from state budget IPD amount for Old and
Interim Schemes into Pension Investment Fund (over time)

• Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны ТДӨ-ийг тодорхойлж, Улсын
төсвөөс Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Санд шилжүүлэх (бага
багаар)



(4)



Finance the transition cost by investing in GDP linked
Government debt with staggered maturity dates
30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(5)

Хөрөнгө оруулалтыг зохистой явуулахын тулд Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө
О
Оруулалтын
Сангийн
С
й хүрээнд тусдаа дэд сан б
байгуулж,
й
хөрөнгө
оруулалт болон нягтлан бодох, бүртгэлийг салгаж тусгаарлах
• Олон улсын шилдэг жишигт нийцүүлэх

Ү
Үүрэг
хариуцлага

Хуучин
тогтолцоо

Шилжилтийн
бүтэц

Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцоо

Засгийн газрын
бонд

Засгийн газрын
бонд

Засгийн газрын бонд ба
аажмаар хөрөнгө
оруулалтыг
төрөлжүүлэх

Тус б
Т
бүтцэд
хамаарах
үүрэг
хариуцлага

Т б
Тус
бүтцэд
хамаарах үүрэг
хариуцлага

Тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн
Т
й
Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдлээс тэтгэвэр
тогтооход үүрэг
хариуцлага нэмэгдэх
30 April 2008
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Prudent investment requires segregating and accounting for
investments separately through three sub-funds to the
Pension Investment Fund
• Consistent with international best practice

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны бүрэлдэхүүн хэсгүүд

Хөрөнгө



(5)
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Three Pension Schemes
Old
Assets

Government
Bonds

Liabilities

Specific scheme
liabilities

Interim

Current

Government Bonds Government Bonds and
gradually
diversifying assets
Specific scheme
liabilities

Increasing liabilities to
pay pensions on
NDC retirement
balances
30 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Одоогийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх


Одоогийн тогтолцоо:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Иргэний болон хөдөлмөрийн гэрээний хоорондын ялгааг
арилгах
УНДЕГ-т хууль тогтоомж сахиулах зохистой эрх мэдэл олгох
замаар Нийгмийн даатгалын хуулийг ажил олгогчид бүрэн
биелүүлэх нөхцлийг бүрдүүлж хувийн секторын ажил
олгогчдын зайлсхийлтыг шийдвэрлэх
р
1999 оноос өмнөх ажилласан жилд ногдуулах Нэрийн дансны
гарааны үлдэгдлийг үнэн зөв тогтоох
1999 оноос эхлэн жил тутмын хүүгийн орлогыг Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдэлд үнэн зөв нөхөж олгох
УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны зардлыг холбогдох зардалд
зохицсон байдлаар даатгуулагчдад зохистой хуваарилах
Хувийн секторын ажиллагчдын цалин хөлс дутуу мэдээлдэг
сэдэл, сонирхлыг халах
30 April 2008
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Recommendations: Strengthening Existing System

(1)



Current Scheme
• Create parity between civil contract versus labour contract

• Solve private sector employer evasion problems by ensuring full
compliance with Social Insurance Law by empowering SSIGO
with appropriate enforcement capabilities
• Complete initial balance of NDC account balances for work
hi t i prior
histories
i tto 1999
• Credit the correct annual interest rates to NDC accounts effective
1999
• Accurately distribute cost of administering the SSIGO system
across users commensurate with their respective expense
• Help remove incentives for private sector employees to
underreport wages by issuing annual statements to contributors

30 April 2008
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(1)
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(2)

• Нийгмийн Даатгалын Үндэсний Зөвлөлийн үйл
ажиллагааг үр ашигтай түвшинд хүргэж сайжруулах
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны талаар олон нийтэд чиглэсэн
мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны хэрэгцээ шаардлагыг
тодорхойлох, хэрэгжүүлэх, боловсронгуй болгох.
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэврийн хэмжээг бодох
томъёог хэвлэн нийтлэх.
• УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны уялдаа, төвлөрсөн данс
бүртгэлийг сайжруулах.
• Ерөнхий
й Сайдын
й
тэргүүлж буй
й ажлын хэсгийн
й хүрээнд
Иргэний үнэмлэхийн тогтолцоог сайжруулах.
30 April 2008
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Recommendations: Strengthening Existing System






(2)

Improve effectiveness of Social Insurance
National Council
Recognise the need, develop and implement public
awareness campaigns of national pension system
Publish life expectancy factor for Current Scheme
benefits
Improve SSIGO workflow and central pension
recordkeeping
Improve national identity card system under
working group chaired by Prime Minister
30 April 2008
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АХБ-ны цаашдын дэмжлэг

Future ADB Assistance

(1)

Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт
 Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн сангийн тэтгэвэр
олголтын хуваарилалтын талаарх бэрхшээлийг
шийдэх
 Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн шилжилтийн шат ба
хугацааны хуваарилалтыг тодорхойлох
 Нөөц баялгийн сан байгуулах эсэхийг
тодорхойлох

30 April 2008
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(1)

Structure
 Address benefit payment distribution challenges of
Universal Pension
 Address transition and timing issues on Pension
Reform
 Determine whether to establish a Resources Fund
as a possible investment for the Pension
Investment Fund

30 April 2008
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АХБ-ны цаашдын дэмжлэг

Future ADB Assistance

(2)

Одоогийн
д
тогтолцоог
ц
бэхжүүлэх
үү
 Үйлдвэрлэлийн осол, мэргэжлээс шалтгаалах өвчний
даатгалын шимтгэлийг тогтоох талаар өртөг зардлын
цогц шинжилгээ хийх.
 УНДЕГ-ын аудитын чиг үүргийг олон улсын жишигт
нийцүүлж сайжруулах.
 “Цэргийн
“
й албан
б хаагчдын тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
й тухай
й
хууль”, Одоогийн тогтолцоонд хамаарах тэтгэвэр
авагчдад тогтоох тэтгэврийн хооронд зөрчилдөж буй
зөрүүг арилгах
 2003 оны Нийгмийн Хамгааллын Салбарын Стратегийн
Баримт бичгийг шинжилж,
шинжилж шинээр боловсруулах
 Чадавхи бэхжүүлэхийн тулд нэмэлт сургалт зохион
байгуулах
30 April 2008
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(2)

Strengthening
g
g Existing
g System
y
 Conduct comprehensive review of costs associated
with establishing Occupational Injury and Disease
Insurance premium rates
 Upgrade SSIGO audit functions to international
standards
 Address inconsistencies between benefit
calculations for employees covered both by Law on
Military Pensions and Current Scheme
 Review / redraft 2003 Social Security
y Sector
Strategy Paper s
 Provide additional training for capacity building
30 April 2008
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APPENDIX XVI
LIST OF PEOPLE MET
Members of Parliament
Mr. Gonchigorj

Member of Parliament, former Speaker of the House

Mr. Adiya

Member of Parliament
Ministry of Finance

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa

Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination
Department

Ms. Altanchimeg

Officer, Financial Policy & Coordination Dept
Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour

Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig

Vice Minister

Mr. Chuluumbat
Altankhuyag

Advisor to the Minister of Social Welfare and Labour

Dr. Natsagdolgor

Head, Population Development, Social Security Policy
Coordination Department

Ms. Nyamaamaa

Project Director SSSDP

Mr. Shar Otgonkhundaga

Deputy Director, Population Development, Social Security
Policy Coordination Department

Ms. Munkhzul Zandankhuu

Officer, Population Development, Social Security Policy
Coordination Department

State Social Insurance General Office
Mr. Erdene Sodnomzundui

Chairman, SSIGO

Mr. Amar Bazarragchaa

Deputy Chairman

Dr. Chilkhaajav Dagvadorj

Director, Cooperation Department

Mr. Bayarsaikhan
Dugerkhuu

Head of Department, Policy Implementation & Financial
Department

Mr. Yo. Purevtseren

Head, Monitoring Department

Mr. Ts. Dashdondog

Senior Officer, Finance and Policy Implementation
Department

Mr. C. Gongor

Head, UB City Social Insurance Department
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Asian Development Bank
Mr. Adrian Ruthenberg

Country Director

Mr. Luvsanchultem
Vanjildorj

Economics Officer

Mr. Barry Hitchcock

Director Country Coordination

Mr. Yuebin Zhang

Regional Cooperation Specialist

Mr. Jan Hansen

Financial Sector Specialist
Financial Regulatory Commission

Mr. Ganbold

Director of Insurance Industry

Mr. Ganbat

Director General of Securities Department

Mrs. Dugerjav

Deputy Director of FRC

Mr. Ganbat

Head of Administration

Mr. Bum-Erdene Kh

Director, Non-Bank Financial Institutions Department

Mr. Gancat Enkhold

Head of Securities Department
Financial Institutions

Ms. Ashidmaa Dashnyam

Chief Executive Officer, MIK Mongolian Mortgage
Corporation

Mr. Soronzonbold
Lkhagvasuren

Executive Vice President for Banking, XacBank

Ms. Bolors Ts

Analyst, Xac Bank

Mr. Dayanbilguun

CEO of BiDiSec Investment bank

Mr. Myanganbayar

CEO of Worldkey Brokerage firm

Mr. Khongor

Advisor to the Minister of Finance and to the Chairman of the
Financial Regulatory Committee and Head of the Insurance
Association

Mrs. Oyunchimeg

Senior Officer of Bodi Insurance
Mongolian Stock Exchange - MSE

Mr. Sodkhuu

CEO of MSE

Mr. Davaasambuu

Deputy Director of MSE
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Mrs. Zayadelger

Director of Implementing Department, MSE

Mrs. Tsendmaa

Director of Registration and Controlling Department, MSE

Mrs. Gandulam

CEO of Clearing and Settlement House, MSE
Other Groups

Mr. Bill Bikales

Senior Economist, UNDP

Mr. Ganbaatar

Director of Supervisory Department, Bank of Mongolia

Mr. Dennis Grubb

Financial Supervisory Specialist, CAPMEX, ADB Mongolia:
Capacity Building for Financial Sector Reforms

Mr. Steve Ujvarosy

Financial Supervisory Information Systems Specialist,
CAPMEX, ADB Mongolia: Capacity Building for Financial
Sector Reforms

Ms. Byambaa Losolsuren

National Team Leader, ADB Mongolia: Capacity Building for
Financial Sector Reforms

Mr. Sean Granville-Ross

Country Director, Mercy Corps

Mr. Bayan-Altai Luvsandorj

Director for Program Development, Mercy Corps

Mr. Tim O’Neill

Deputy Chief of Party, Finance and Business Development
Advisor, Economic Policy Reform and Competitiveness
Project, USAID

Ms. N Tungalag

Professor Accounting, National University of Mongolia

Mr. Mark Dorfman

Senior Economist, Pensions Team, The World Bank

Mr. Richard Hinz

Pension Policy Advisor, The World Bank

Mr. Cristobal Ridao-Cano

Economist, The World Bank

Mr. Byambatsogt Jugder

Human Development Officer, The World Bank

Mr. Richard Britton

Consultant, IMF
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APPENDIX XVII
PAPER FOR THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND THE MINISTRY OF
SOCIAL WELFARE AND LABOUR (OCTOBER 2007) ON INVESTING
PENSION INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS AND OBLIGATIONS

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department,
Ministry of Finance

From:

Jeremy Gadbury

Date:

30 October 2007

Subject:

On investing pension insurance contributions and obligations for the Ministry of
Finance, Government of Mongolia

Ministry of Finance
1.

The Consultants were asked on 23 October 2007 by Mr. Ragchaa, Director General, Ministry
of Finance to provide comments on the means of investing pension insurance contributions,
provide a case study as an example and comment on how any such policy might apply to other
Social Security funds.

2.

The following considers in outline a number of points that would influence a decision. Note,
the expression “investment arrangement” applies to whatever method is to be used.

Social Insurance Funds
3.

Social Insurance has been established under legislation in five distinct insurance funds:
• Pension insurance
• Benefit insurance
• Occupational injury and disease insurance
• Unemployment insurance
• Health insurance

4.

They are among nineteen funds subject to the Law on Special Funds and to any other rules
that specifically apply to such funds.

Comment
5.

The Consultants had previously been asked by Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister MSWL,
to comment on proposed 2007 Amendments on Social Insurance legislation, which included a
number of changes related to pensions. At the time of that Report, the Amendments had been
approved by the Government and were before Parliament for discussion and formal adoption.

6.

The team’s relevant comments from that time regarding an investment arrangement are
repeated in the Appendix. They were delivered to the MSWL on 12 October 2007 and
included details of pension structures, their costs and investment of the assets of a Pension
Reserve Fund.

7.

The Consultants suggested that standards of governance and accountability should be included
in either Subsidiary Legislation or Regulations that would conform to ISSA guidelines. This
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leads onto further considerations as to the level of funding, how pension assets might be
invested and whether financial markets are suitable for such investment, as well as
recognizing optimal conditions for beginning such investment.
8.

The need to recognise those standards prevails. The proper establishment of a Pension Reserve
Fund can be designed to increase the certainty and confidence in the ability of the Government
to meet its pension promises and can be enhanced by adopting acceptable standards of
governance, including independent audit and accounting to international standards, public
disclosure of its financial position, its investment policy and investment portfolio.

9.

As noted in the Consultants’ earlier comments, the project would expect Subsidiary
Legislation or Regulations that have the effect of legislation to be enacted that include all
matters under ISSA guidelines.

On separating social insurance funds (other than pension insurance) from the state budget
10. Social insurance costs are currently paid through the state budget. This recognises the costs
and revenues year by year, considering them as cash flow items. They recognise that these
services that are always the liability of the Government. If the costs exceed revenues then a
policy decision can be made to increase revenues or find other taxation and sources that will
make up any shortfall. The advantages are that any shortfall or change in trends in costs can be
readily identified and prompt a review of policy. In theory surpluses and deficits should be
small relative to overall costs. Any consistent surplus or deficit should result in a review of
charges.
11. The idea of establishing separate funds for social insurance, except for pensions see below,
does not assist in the planning or management of the present and future costs of the various
forms. Future costs are unlikely to rise substantially, nor are they of the magnitude of pension
liabilities.
12. Were the social insurance funds to be separated from the state budget, it is likely they would
be invested in short term deposits in the banking system, a situation that could also be easily
achieved if they remained part of Government. Any surplus would most probably be returned
to Government.
On separating pension insurance funds from the state budget
13. The one exception on social insurance funds however in is pension insurance. At present the
cash flow calculation only considers the pension contributions and the various pension
liabilities. Yearly cash flow does not recognise the growing liabilities in pensions, primarily
from
a.
b.

c.
d.

the accumulated sums in NDC accounts through contributions and investment returns
existing pension payments for those that are retired that are growing year by year as
minimum pension amounts are raised and pension increases granted, a liability that
can increase through rising longevity
the Government’s obligation to pay minimum pensions for those born before 1960
when they retire
the Government’s obligation to pay minimum pensions for those born after 1960 in
the NDC system if balances are insufficient.

14. The need to recognise these liabilities is of course an essential part of the work of this TA. The
nature of these liabilities strongly suggests that any cash flow view on contributions and
pension payments would be very short term one and also risky. Any attempt to increase
contributions without recognising a comparable or even greater increase in liabilities should
be regarded cautiously.
15. The advantages of establishing funds to pay the various future pension liabilities either as a
pension reserve or in a separate structure will have two major advantages,
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a.
b.

That money set aside for paying these future liabilities cannot be used by the
Government as part of the general budget, and
That the money can be invested in assets that produce long term returns that can meet
these liabilities as they come due.

Case Studies
16. There are references in this paper to two comparable situations.
17. The first example is the defined contribution pension system in Kazakhstan. Similar to the
former pension system in Mongolia, the Kazakhstan pension system was previously noncontributory.
a. Starting in 1998 contributions of 10% of wages from each the employer and
employee (for a combined total contribution of 20% of wages) were directed into the
Pension Fund of each employee’s choice.
b. The selection of Pension Fund is made by the employee (not the employer) and may
be changed annually. Employers are not informed of their employees’ Pension Fund
choices in part out of concern that employers could influence or coerce employee to a
Pension Fund.
c. This new financial entity, the Pension Fund, is managed by a separate Pension Fund
Management Company, licensed and supervised by the unified financial institution
regulator. Each Pension Fund contracts with a licensed asset management company
(can be related to the Pension Fund or Pension Fund Management Company or can
be independent, some Pension Funds contract with more than one licensed asset
management company) that invests the contributions of its members.
d. The investment policy is monitored by the regulator and allows the following
investments: domestic and internationally listed corporate bonds and equities,
government bonds and asset backed securities. Pension Fund assets can also be
invested in registered financial products such as mutual funds that meet a strict
definition set forth by the regulator. Initially, the Pension Funds were limited to
invest only in domestic securities but the supply of these securities was quickly
exhausted. The financial regulator was under pressure to both remove obstacles in the
market that prevented more suitable securities from listing on the Kazakh exchange
and remove restrictions against a portion of the Pension Fund assets from being
invested internationally. Eventually, market regulators responded which resulted in
expanding the allowable investments for the Pension Funds. Despite these
improvements, most experts – including the financial institution regulator – agree
that a significant shortage of suitable and appropriate long-term investments for the
licensed Pension Funds remains.
e. The maximum amount of fees that can be charged for investment management is
determined by the financial institution regulator.
f. Pension Fund Management Companies report monthly to the unified regulator
changes in Pension Fund investment holdings, earnings, fees collected and other
information.
g. Investments of the Pension Funds are held by a custodian in the name of the Pension
Fund for the benefit of its members and their survivors.
18. The second example relates to the Government of Punjab, Pakistan, in an Asian Development
Bank programme which also involved two of the international consultants on this project. In
2006 the Government of Punjab decided to partially fund its pension liabilities, relating to
over 800,000 employees and almost 200,000 pensioners, by establishing a Reserve Fund and
making investments from its Reserve Fund; this structure was achieved through legislation.
The legislation created a Management Committee comprising six ex-officio government
members and four private sector members plus a general manager. Rules defining how the
assets were to be invested were drawn up. Clear rules applied on any transfer to or from the
Reserve Fund. The overall intention was to make the management of the assets as transparent
as possible with clear rules on what was an allowable investment, on conflicts of interest and
to apply certain minimum standards.
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Possible structures
19. There are a number of approaches that can be taken on the structure of investment
arrangements.
20. A commingled arrangement of Government assets. In this situation the assets and investments
are reflected on the balance sheet of and are not separated from other assets of the
Government. An amount is invested in specified investments without any separation of assets,
subject to the Law on Special Funds and any additional rules that may apply. Such an
approach applies for example to the Investment and Development Fund, according to the
MOF.
21. A Reserve Fund approach. In this situation the assets are still reflected on the balance sheet of
the Government but are separated through the creation of a Reserve Fund, established under
legislation. Once invested assets are segregated, transfers to or from the Pension Reserve Fund
are subject to particular Rules.
22. A Segregated arrangement. A Fund would be established under legislation in a corporate, trust
equivalent or other structure, subject to its own rules. Once established, transfers in and out of
the Fund are subject to particular Rules.
Asset management
23. As part of the appropriate investment arrangement, the question of who manages the assets is
an important consideration.
24. In the first case study example, the Kazakh defined contribution system illustrates how the
financial sector is licensed and supervised to invest the assets of mandatory pension
contributions. In this scenario, the government maintains control of the system in that it
defines the investment policy, mandates the contribution levels, licenses the asset management
firms, requires that their officers and managers maintain appropriate levels of insurance
protecting the employees and retirees against loss due to error, omission or fraud of some sort,
and provides continued supervision and oversight. Through the financial industry regulator,
the government can revoke the license of an asset management company, subject it to fees,
fines or penalties if it fails to conform with the governance requirements, disregards
investment policy or otherwise is determined to fail to comply with pension investment rules.
25. In the second example, the Punjab government established a corporate structure to enable it to
manage a pool of its own assets, which can be used to pay future pension liabilities. In this
scenario, the structure is not supervised by a financial regulatory authority and a separate
accountability structure has been established.
An interim approach
26. An interim approach may be considered that will allow a ready transition to a more permanent
structure in due course, and any provisions that are expected to apply later would be expected
to apply equally on the interim approach.
Longer term goals
27. Within this discussion, it is important to recognise longer term goals. The approach should
allow for a degree of pension restructuring, possibly the introduction of a three pillar system.
Although yet to be discussed in detail with the Consultants, the possibility has been raised of a
transition from the current NDC to a defined contribution system where assets equal aggregate
contributions and investment returns.
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28. Any investment arrangement should be compatible with these longer term goals.

The three pension arrangements and amounts to be transferred
29. The three pension arrangements in Mongolia are different in character and those receiving
pensions are subject to different rules. They cover
1.
2.
3.

Those born after 1960 and still working, the NDC system
Those born before 1960 and still working, the highest five years wages defining the
pension
Those receiving a pension –
a. and born before 1960 and retiring before 1995
b. and born before 1960 and retiring after 1995
c. and born after 1960 and receiving or in due course receiving a pension

30. For those in 1, the intention would be to transfer an amount from the state budget that equals
the total of the NDC account balances.
31. For those in 2, the intention would be to transfer an amount from the state budget that equals
the total of the NDC account balances.
32. It would be expected that those in 3b and 3c would continue to be paid their pension on a pay
as you go basis financed by the State Budget, as present. For those in 3a, until the value of the
assets in the Pension Reserve Fund represented the total aggregate contributions and
investment returns, these pension payments too would be paid out of general revenues from
the State Budget on a pay as you go basis.
33. A clearly defined plan will need to be developed and should recognise the amounts that should
be transferred, how they are to be calculated and a timetable for their transfer.
Independence : Corporate structures, Trust structures and Reserve Funds
34. Independence of the management structure of public pension assets is generally examined in
three parts:
a. Financial sustainability.
b. Operational independence.
c. Investment independence from political and personal interference and influence.
35. The management structure can suggest its independence, as can the appointment of private
sector groups such as auditors and custodians, its accountability and transparency in its
operations and reporting. Its independence then becomes a matter of opinion as much as fact
over time.
36. The case of the Punjab Pension Fund is valid here. Although trust law applies in Pakistan, it
should be noted that the Punjab Pension Fund was not established under trust but under its
own legislation as a body corporate. The management structure is biased towards government
officials, but its independence looks more assured as its investment policy is shown to be both
restrictive with regards to types of investments and clear, with its results published and subject
to scrutiny from the Government, the legislature and the media. Its independence then
becomes a foundation for its transparency and method of operation.
37. The advantage of a corporate structure or a trust (or the equivalent under the law) is that it
should allow both government and non government representatives to be included in its
structure, showing a greater intention to be independent of political interference. The tasks
associated with the investment of the assets may be conducted in-house or may be contracted
out to a licensed financial institution. Regardless of the corporate structure of whether the
investment functions are managed in-house or outsourced, an international standard for social
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insurance investments is to appoint a custodian to hold securities in safekeeping.

On whether pension assets should be managed alongside other Social Insurance assets
38. There is a considerable difference in the liabilities of the various funds under social insurance,
a matter that suggests different structures and investment policy. Pension liabilities are
generally in aggregate long term liabilities, with an average life of perhaps fifteen to twenty
years. A major objective to ascertain the characteristics of the liabilities and develop an
investment policy that meets the liabilities, with return above inflation being a key factor. The
pattern of contributions, investment income as inflows and pension payments as outflows will
also influence investment policy. One lesson that can be learned from the reforms in
Kazakhstan is that an adequate supply of suitable long-term investments has to exist in the
domestic financial markets.
39. Similarly, the other social insurance funds should also be managed with reference to their
liabilities. Generally these liabilities are of shorter term and require a higher degree of
liquidity. Studies should be made of the liabilities before an investment strategy is adopted
and care should be taken to monitor liabilities’ change in size, magnitude or timing.
Management and Accountability
40. The management structure would be clearly defined as to responsibilities and reporting lines.
Reporting lines may be to Ministries or Parliamentary committees, who would expect a flow
of information to make a judgement as to whether the management was performing
satisfactorily or not. The ability to review management and make appropriate changes should
be a feature of any standards of accountability.
41. The investment arrangement would be subject to rules, which depending on the structure
would be the equivalent of legislation. If rules are broken, such as investment rules that may
prohibit or limit certain types of investment or fails to produce accounts within a specified
time, then the matter of the liability under law comes into play.
On conflicts of interest
42. The management of any investment arrangement should be aware of potential conflicts of
interest among its management and their family members and business partners. Conflicts of
interest are common in any community. There is often a reluctance to disclose interests in the
belief that conflicts are not significant or relevant.
43. A reasonable approach would be to forbid any decision by someone with a conflict of interest,
to exclude such a person in certain circumstances from discussion, and to encourage
disclosure of conflicts of interest rather than deny the assistance of a talented and experienced
individual whose knowledge and experience would be valuable.

Transfers to a Reserve Fund
44. It would be appropriate to make it clear when assets are part of the Pension Reserve Fund, at
which point they are to be managed in accordance with the legislated direction.
45. An approach that may be considered is one similar to the Punjab Pension Fund. There a
Reserve Fund was established in the accounts of the Government of the Punjab. Transfers
were made to the Reserve Fund from Government accounts. In a similar manner transfers
equalling current contributions and current NDC balances could be transferred into the
Pension Reserve Fund, from where investments would be made.
On the need to communicate
ISC
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46. Establishing an investment arrangement represents a major change in the attitude towards
pension liabilities. As such it may be appropriate to explain why it is being done, with a
greater assurance that pension obligations will be paid, but that whatever the investment
returns pension obligations will still be met. Special interest groups and the public at large will
need to be advised on the change, which will be an example of transparency leading to a wide
acceptance of its merits and purpose.
On an investment policy
47. Investment policy normally relates to developing a portfolio whose total returns meet its
liabilities. It is affected by Rules or the equivalent that define what investments are allowed,
whether individually or in aggregate, with fixed interest investments for example subject to
minimum ratings. The amount that may be placed in any one bank would be limited,
considering the size and financial strength of the bank.
48. It is possible that the social security funds might invest reasonable sums in deposits within the
banking system, and if large enough this would have an effect on liquidity within banks,
deposit rates overall and in the growth of money supply.
49. Investing overseas in investments that meet a pre-defined criteria such as shares of companies
with significant interests in Mongolia, or related to its future may also be considered. The risk
of making foreign currency investments should be recognized and proper tools to manage
currency risks should be used.
On the appointment of a custodian
50. The matter of safekeeping of assets would need to be considered. This should apply whether
evidence of ownership of assets was in electronic or physical form.
On the appointment of an auditor, adopting international accounting standards
51. A requirement that international accounting standards and an independent auditor working
under international auditing standards are factors that are designed to increase transparency
and accountability.
APPENDIX Extract from paper dated 12th October addressed to Mr. Chinzorig, Ministry of Social
Welfare and Labour, paragraphs 16 to 18 inclusive
Reserve Fund
16. The proposed amendments allow for the Reserve Fund to become effective. It will be expected that
regulations or subsidiary legislation will address governance issues on the Reserve Fund. The
Consultants are concerned that the Reserve Fund rules should conform to international standards to
ensure protection of the security of the assets. As a guide it may be appropriate to consider the
following:
17. The International Social Security Association (ISSA)1 has defined parameters related to the
investment of national social security funds: Guidelines for the Investment of Social Security Funds.
1

The publication, Guidelines for the Investment of Social Security Funds, can be accessed online at the ISSA
website at: http://www.issa.int/engl/homef.htm The ISSA is a forum of social security organizations around the
world similar to SSIGO, the implementing agency of the Social Insurance Law in Mongolia. ISSA is affiliated
with the Asian Development Bank Social Protection, International Labour Organization (ILO), the World Bank
Social Protection and Labour, US Social Security Administration (US SSA), Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and others. The Consultants were told that the Government of Mongolia
became a member of the ISSA but it is not clear who is the counterpart within the government for this
membership.
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Specifically, the Consultants recommend that the following ISSA guidelines be followed in regulations
or subsidiary legislation:
a. Governance prerequisite
i. Definition of who oversees the funds, such as an investment board or other governing
body
ii. Identification of responsibilities: clearly outlined description that separates who is
responsible for oversight, development of investment policy, custodian/trusteeship of
assets, implementation of the investment policy, accounting, auditing, legal
representation and other internal procedures
iii. Investing institution and investment committee
iv. Accountability
v. Suitability
vi. Expert advice
b. Governance mechanisms
i.
System of controls
ii.
Internal controls
iii.
Public disclosure
iv.
Dispute resolution
c. Investments
i.
Investment policy and strategy
ii.
Restrictions on investments
iii.
Prudent man rules
iv.
Valuation
v.
Performance analysis
18. Other requirements may be considered in due course.
a. The reference to Article 10 Section 1/3 should include interest on bank savings and a new
phrase “income from securities and other investments”
b. The reference to Clause 3 of Article 3/11 should be rephrased to say: One or more reserve
funds may be established from the fund free remainder and or accumulated contributions
to individual account balances.
c. The reference to Clause 4 of Article 4/11 should be rephrased to say: The assets of the
reserve funds shall be used for the purpose of pooling potential investment risks,
investing in securities traded or listed on the Mongolian or other defined exchanges, in
bonds issued by the government of Mongolia, and in savings products of savings banks.
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APPENDIX XVIII: STRENGTHENING THE PENSION
SYSTEM (JANUARY 2008 WORKSHOPS)
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Нээлт

Welcome



Азийн Хөгжлийн Банкны “Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог
бэхжүүлэх” төсөл, 2007 оны 9 сар - 2008 оны 5 сар



The Asian Development Bank Project Strengthening the
Pension System, September 2007 to May 2008



Гүйцэтгэгч агентлаг: Монгол улсын Сангийн Яам



Ministry of Finance, as executing agency



Хэрэгжүүлэгч агентлаг: Нийгмийн Хамгаалал
Хөдөлмөрийн Яам



Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour, as implementing
agency
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Төслийн хүрээнд хийгдсэн ажлууд, 2008 оны 5 сар хүртэл хийх ажлууд

Хоёр тайлан бэлтгэж хүргүүлсэн.
Эхлэлийн тайлан 2007 оны 10 сар
Дунд хугацааны тайлан 2007 оны 12 сар

What

has been done so far, what will be accomplished by May 2008

Two reports,
Inception Report October 2007
Interim Report December 2007

Монгол улсын төлөөлөгчид, тус төслийн 2 зөвлөх АНУ-ын Вашингтон
хотноо 2007 оны 11-р сарын 5-16 ны өдрүүдэд Дэлхийн Банкны
тэтгэврийн үндсэн сургалтад оролцсон.
Вашингтоны сургалтын үеэр Монголын төлөөлөгчидтэй хийсэн уулзалт
хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнд тэтгэврийн бодлогыг тодорхойлоход чиглэсэн
семинар зохион байгуулах шийдэлд хүрсэн.
2008 оны 4 сард төслийн Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөл бэлтгэж, дахин
семинар зохион байгуулахаар төлөвлөж буй.
2008 оны 5 сард төслийн Эцсийн тайланг бэлтгэж хүргүүлнэ.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Mongolian delegation attended World Bank Core Course on Pensions in
Washington DC, USA from 5th to 16th November 2007, also attended by
two consultants from this project
Outcome of Washington discussions was this workshop that focuses on
policy
April 2008 Draft Final Report
May 2008 Final Report

and further workshops
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Тэтгэврийн бодлогыг шинжлэх:

A review of pension policy

бодлого нь зохистой, санхүүгийн чадавхтай,
тогтвортой, үйл ажиллагааны хувьд үр ашигтай байх.
Шударга тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэх.
Одоогийн тэтгэврийн тогтолцоогоор олговол зохих
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцож тодорхойлох.
Урт хугацаанд өөрчлөгдөж болзошгүй бэрхшээлийг
тодорхойлох, эмзэг бүлэгт чиглэсэн тусламж дэмжлэг,
нийгмийн өөрчлөлтүүдийг тусгах.

Looking at pension policy that is adequate, affordable,
sustainable and robust.
Creating a system that is fair.
Recognising existing pension promises.
Recognising challenges of changing longevity, helping the
vulnerable and taking note of social changes.

Тэтгэврийн

Даатгалын хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх, тэтгэврийн өртөг
зардлыг тооцох тогтоох зэрэг асуудлыг тусгайлан авч үзнэ.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Particular issues of expanding coverage and recognising the
true cost of providing pensions.
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Монгол улсын Хүн амын наслалтын өөрчлөлтөд
анхаарал хандуулах.

An issue that we should keep in mind is the changing
age profile of our country.

Дараагийн хоёр слайдад Монгол улсын хүн амын
бүтцийг таван жилээр бүлэглэж үзүүлэх ба зүүн
талд эрэгтэйчүүдийг, баруун талд
эмэгтэйчүүдийг харуулав.

The following two slides look at the population
structure of Mongolia, with the population grouped in
five year age brackets, men on the left and women
on the right.

2 дахь слайдад зарим урт хугацааны хандлага,
өндөр настан иргэдийн аажим өсөлтийг үзүүлэв.

The second slide looks at some of the longer term
trends and the gradual increase in elderly.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Одоогийн хүн ам

2.996 сая;
c. 350,000 1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн

65-аас дээш

118,000

Эмэгтэй 55+, Эрэгтэй 65+

184,000

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Эх материал:
АНУ. Хүн амын
тооллогын
лавлах
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Mongolia’s current population

Хүн амын одоогийн өсөлт

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх:
Тэтгэврийн бодлого

Current population

2.996 million;
c. 350,000 born before 1960

Over 65

118,000

Women 55+, Men 65+

184,000

Source:
U.S. Census
Bureau
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Монгол улсын
өөрчлөгдөн буй
хүн амын

…

Хүн амын зүйн
төлөв
2000

16% нь1960
оноос өмнө
төрсөн
2,664,000 5-аас
17,000
6% нь 1960
оноос өмнө
төрсөн

4% нь 65-с дээш
настай

3,725,000-аас
231,000

2025
6% нь 65-с дээш
настай
2050
16% нь 65

4,340,000
Нийт хүн ам

Population
projections

19

Born before
1960 16%
517,000 out of
2,664,000

2000

Born before
1960 6%
231,000 out of
3,725,000

4% over 65
2025
6% over 65

4,340,000
total population

2050
16% over 65

Эх материал: АНУ
Хүн амын
тооллогын лавлах
21 - 24 January 2008

Mongolia’s changing
Demographics…

Source: U.S.
Census
Bureau
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Тэтгэврийн багц хууль нь олон хууль, дүрэм журмуудаас бүрддэг…
Тэтгэврийн хууль эрх зүйн гол баримт бичгүүд
 Монгол улсын Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль
 Нийгмийн даатгалын сангаас гаргах тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн тухай хууль
 Хувь хүний тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн данс
Холбогдох бусад гол баримт бичгүүд, гэрээ
 Хөдөлмөр, Нийгмийн хамгаалалын Яамны 2007-2008 оны 3 талт
хэлэлцээр
Бодлогын баримт бичиг
 НХХЯ-аас 2003 онд гаргасан Нийгмийн хамгааллын салбарын
Стартегийн баримт бичиг
Бусад судалгаа тайлангууд
Хотын хөгжлийн Институтын Л Томпсоны Нийгмийн хамгааллын
бодлогын сонголтууд
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Pension law is complex…
Major documents on pension legislation
Law of Mongolia on Social Insurance
Law on Pensions an Benefits provided by the Fund of Social Insurance
Law on Individual Pension Insurance Contribution Accounts



Other major relevant legislation, agreements
National Labor and Social Security Tri-Partite Agreement for 2007-08



Policy documents
Social Security Sector Strategy Paper, November 2003 MSWL



Other Reports include
Analysis of Social Security Policy Options, L Thompson, Urban Institute
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Өнөөгийн байдалд дүн шинжилгээ хийсэн талаар өглөөний
илтгэлүүдэд буй.
Илтгэгчид Монгол улсад хэрэгжиж буй тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны гурван өөр бүтцэд хийсэн дүн шинжилгээний
үр дүнг танилцуулна.




1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн, тэтгэвэр авагчид
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн, 1995 оноос хойш тэтгэвэрт гарах
ба гарсан тэтгэвэр авагчид
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн Нэрийн дансны даатгуулагчид
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This morning… A review of the current situation
The presenters will be referring to three pension systems in
Mongolia




For those born before 1960 who are retired
For those born before 1960 who are still working and
making contributions
For those born after 1960 who are contributing to the
Notional Defined Contribution system
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Семинар 3 бүтэн өдөр 1 хагас өдөр үргэлжлэх ба илтгэл
бүрийн эцэст хэлэлцүүлэг дагалдана.



Семинарын үеэр Монгол улсын нөхцөл байдал,
хэрэгцээ шаардлагад тохирсон бодлого, хэрэгжүүлэх
арга замын талаар нээлттэй хэлэлцэж, санал бодлоо
хуваалцана.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Overall, three and a half days of presentations and
discussions in workshops.



A welcome opportunity to discuss policy approach on
pensions, to see what Mongolia needs and what is practical
and affordable.
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Strengthening the Pension System

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны бодлогын сэдвээр

Towards Pension Policy

хийх семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг

The workshop discussions
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Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг


The Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн бодлого, зорилтод анхаарлаа
хандуулж Монгол улсад зохицсон тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо, улс орны
нөхцөл байдал болон нийгмийн бүтцэд нийцсэн санхүүгийн чадавх,
дэвшүүлж буй болон хэрэгжихүйц зорилго, зорилтын талаар
хэлэлцэнэ.



Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлдэг асуудал, параметрийг тус
бүрчлэн авч үзнэ.



Илтгэлүүд 30 минут орчим үргэлжлэх ба холбогдох хэлэлцүүлэг
тухай бүр дагалдана. Бүлгийн хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулах
байдлаар үргэлжилнэ.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.
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Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлж,
зохион байгуулах ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр тухайн асуудлаар 30 орчим минут
хэлэлцсэний дараа тухайн асуудлын талаарх
бэрхшээлийг тодорхойлж, холбогдох санал зөвлөмж буюу
хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
Ширээнд нэг агентлаг/ байгууллагаас нэг оролцогч
суувал зохино.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн бусад
оролцогчдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлнэ.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх:
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо

A presentation followed by a discussion

Илтгэл ба Хэлэлцүүлэг

Monday 21st January p.m.
Жереми Гадбюри, Насир Вайнд
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Өндөр настай иргэдийн хэрэгцээг тодорхойлох нь
дараахь асуудлуудаар хязгаарлагдахгүй
Орон гэр
Эрүүл мэнд
Хоол хүнс
Хувцас

Нийгмийн бүтэц
Үзвэр үйлчилгээ
Боловсрол
Боломжийн үнэ
өртөгтэй тээврийн
хэрэгслэлээр үйлчлүүлэх

Тэтгэврээс ирэх орлого нь тэтгэвэр авагчийн эдгээр
хэрэгцээгээ хангах эх үүсвэрийн нэг хэлбэр юм.
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Recognising the needs of the elderly, not limited to
the following
Housing
Healthcare
Food
Clothing

Social structure
Entertainment
Education
Access to affordable transport

Income through pensions is one part of providing for
these needs.
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Олон давхаргат тогтолцоо нь хүмүүс нас ахих тутам орлого болон
эдийн засгийн бусад дэмжлэгийг хэд хэдэн эх үүсвэрээс авдаг арга
замыг тодорхойлдог.

Бид дараахь хэлбэрүүдийг мэддэг:
Гэр бүлийн дэмжлэг
Улсаас үзүүлэх дэмжлэг
Хувийн болон гэр бүлийнхээ ирээдүйд хэрэглэх орлогыг бий болгох





Эдийн засаг хөгжихийн хэрээр эдийн засгийн тусламж дэмжлэгийн
хэлбэр өөрчлөгдөн нэгээс нөгөөд шилжих хандлагатай байдаг.
Эдгээр өөрчлөгдөх хандлагуудыг нэгтгэн хооронд нь зохицуулж
олон давхаргат тогтолцоог бий болгосон.
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Multi pillar is an approach that formalises what we all know,
that, as we grow older, support and income can come from
a number of sources.

We would recognise the following: Family support
 State support
 The individual or family providing for their own future
As economies develop, support tends to move from one to the
other, and then adopts a mixture, or multi pillar.
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Монгол улсад 1995 он хүртэл хэрэглэж байсан тэтгэврийн
систем нь түүхийн хугацаанд олон улс орнууд хэрэглэж
ирсэн систем буюу өндөр өндөр насны тэтгэврийн орлогыг
ганц эх үүсвэрээс бүрдүүлэх тогтолцоо юм.

Historically many societies had a single or major source of old
age income, such as existed in Mongolia up to 1995.
Single systems cannot afford to pay old age benefits; people
are living longer, pensions are increasing year by year.

Наслалт уртасч тэтгэврийн хэмжээ жил бүр өсч байгаа
нөхцөлд өндөр насны тэтгэмжийг ганц эх үүсвэрээс
бүрдүүлэх боломжгүй болсон.

Today we look for multiple sources of old age income.

Тиймээс өндөр насны тэтгэврийн орлогын олон эх үүсвэрээс
бүрдүүлэх тогтолцоог сонгох хэрэгтэй болсон.

We now have the idea of multiple pillars; and you need at
least three pillars to hold up a building.

Олон давхаргат тогтолцооны талаар бид тодорхой
туршлагатай болсон. Наад зах нь 3 давхаргат тогтолцоог
бий болгох хэрэгтэй юм.
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо буюу орлогын олон эх үүсвэртэй
байж болох тэтгэврийн системийг 1994 онд Дэлхийн Банкнаас
нэвтрүүлж эхэлсэн бөгөөд эхний ээлжинд 3 давхаргат тогтолцоог
ашигласан байна.
(i)

Давхарга I: Улсын секторын тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжийн систем нь
орлогын хэмжээнээс хамааран өөр өөр түвшинд байдаг. Энэхүү
орлогын зарим хэсгийг тэтгэвэрт гарсан үедээ л ашигладаг
хэлбэрийг солих энэ нь ихэвчлэн байнгын тахир дутуу болох
эсвэл тэтгэвэрт гарахаас өмнө нас нөгчих зэрэг тохиолдлууд.

(ii)

Давхарга II: Албан журмын хадгаламжийн систем: ихэвчлэн
мэргэжлийн (ажиллах хугацааны турш) буюу үндсэндээ хувь
хүний хадгаламж хэлбэрээр.

(iii) Давхарга III: Уян хатан сайн дурын хадгаламжийн систем,
мэргэжлийн болон хувь хүний хадгаламж гэсэн 2 тусдаа хэлбэр
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The World Bank formalised the idea of multiple sources, or
Multi Pillar, in 1994, initially with three pillars
(i)

Pillar I: The public sector pillar of pension benefits linked
to varying degrees to earnings and seeks to replace some
portion of income in old age and often in cases of
permanent disability and pre-retirement death.

(ii) Pillar II: Mandatory savings systems, usually occupational
(through being employed or working), essentially an
individual savings account.
(iii) Pillar III: Voluntary savings systems, occupational or
individuals, that are flexible and discretionary in nature.
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2005 онд Дэлхийн Банк хоёр давхаргыг нэмсэн байна.

In 2005 the World Bank added two more pillars

“Тэг ” давхарга, суурь тэтгэвэр буюу хүн бүрт төлөгдөх
тэтгэвэр авагчийн насны хэмжээ, иргэншил харьяаллыг
үндэслэн тогтоодог.

A “zero” pillar, a universal pension that pays a pension to
everyone, based solely on age, nationality and residence.

Дөрөвдэхь давхарга нь гэр бүл, нийгмийн зүгээс үзүүлэх
дэмжлэг орох бөгөөд эрүүл мэндийн үйлчилгээнд
үзүүлэх татаасыг үүнд хамруулна.

A fourth pillar that recognises the support from family and
society in general, and includes subsidised healthcare.
Different countries have their own approach to what sort of
multi pillar system they need.

Улс орнууд өөрийн гэсэн арга замаар олон давхаргат
тогтолцоогоо бүрдүүлдэг.
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем
Монгол улс өөрийн онцлог шинжийг тусгасан олон
давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бий болгох
хэрэгтэй.
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Mongolia should work out its own multi pillar
approach based on its own particular
characteristics.
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Тэтгэврийн орлого ямар хэмжээний зорилтот
орлоготой байх? тэрхүү орлогын хэмжээг юунд
үндэслэх? зэрэг зорилтот орлогын хэмжээний
тухай асуудал байна.

There is also the matter of a target income, how
much pension income should you target and what
should the target be based on?

1995 оноос өмнө Монгол улсад ганц давхаргат
тэтгэврийн систем буюу орлогынх нь 60% -иар
тогтоодог тогтолцоо байсан.

In Mongolia the pre 1995 single pillar would produce
around 60% replacement income at retirement.

25 жил магадгүй үүнээс олон жил ажилласан хүн
ямар орлоготой байж болох вэ?

What sort of income could a person working for 25
years or more might hope to achieve?
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Нийт зорилтот орлогын хэмжээг тодорхойлоход дараахь
зүйлд үндэслэх
 Бодит авсан цалингийн хувь хэмжээ,
 Улсын дундаж цалин эсвэл цалингийн доод хэмжээ


Амьжиргааны өртөг; орон нутгийн байршлаар харилцан
адилгүй.

Хэрэв өндөр насны тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд олон давхарга
ашиглана гэж үзвэл давхарга тус бүрт зорилтот орлогын
хэмжээ ямар байх вэ? Нийтдээ хэдий хэрийн байх вэ?
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A target for total income may be based on
percentage of a person’s actual wages,
average national wage, or
national minimum wage, or






based on cost of living; but the cost of living varies
across the country.

If you have different sources of old age income,
through multi pillars, what income targets can you
expect from each one? And how much in total?
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Суурь (түгээмэл) буюу иргэн харьяатын тэтгэвэр гэж юу вэ?

What is a Universal Pension, sometimes called a demogrant?

Энэ нь иргэн хүн бүрт тэтгэврийн насанд хүрмэгц адил хэмжээгээр
тухайн иргэний санхүүгийн нөхцөл байдлаас үл шалтгаалан улсын
орлогоос олгогдох тэтгэвэр юм.

A regular payment, the same amount to every citizen over a
certain age, regardless of an individual’s financial
circumstances, normally paid for out of general revenues.

Энэ төрлийн тэтгэврийн гол зорилго нь хүн амыг тодорхой хэмжээний
орлоготой болгосноор ядуурлын эрсдлийг бууруулах явдал юм.

The aim is to provide a level of income that reduces the risk of
poverty.

Суурь тэтгэвэр нь авилга, хуйвалдаан зэрэг гарах эрсдлийг
бууруулдаг. Үүнийг олгоход орлого тооцохгүй.

A universal pension to everybody reduces risks of corruption
or collusion to get a benefit. It is not means tested.

Шинэ Зеланд, Казахстан, Боливи, Ботсвана зэрэг дэлхийн нэлээд
хэдэн улс Суурь тэтгэврийн системийг хэрэглэдэг.
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A number of countries have Universal Pensions including New
Zealand, Kazakhstan, Bolivia and Botswana.
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Суурь тэтгэврээр тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн түвшинг үүсгэх

The Universal Pension, establishing a benefit level

Ядуурлын түвшинг тодорхойлох,
 Хүмүүсийн ажил эрхлэх, хадгаламжтай болохыг
урамшуулдаг
 Хувь хүний төдийгүй өрхийн амьжиргааны зардлын
түвшинг тусгадаг.

Recognising poverty levels,
 That encourages people to work and save
 That might reflect the level of household living expenses
rather just one individual.

Хувийн дугаар болон төлбөрийн системээр тэтгэмжийг
олгох хамгийн үр ашигтай арга хэрэгслийг олох нь гол
асуудал болдог.
Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд суурь тэтгэвэр нь тэтгэврийн
баталгаатай элемент болох талаар хойно өгүүлнэ.
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A major challenge is to find an efficient way of getting the
payment to each beneficiary, with secure ID and payment
systems.
We will see later on how the universal pension might replace
the guaranteed pension element in the Notional Defined
Contribution system.
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Thank you

Баярлалаа

End of presentation…

Илгэлийн төгсгөл ...

…Discussion period follows

…Хэлэлцүүлэг эхлэх ...
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Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг






The Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
бодлогын асуудлуудыг хэлэлцэх: Монгол улсад
тэтгэврийн талаар ямар бодлого баримтлах, улс орон ,
нийгэм ямар бодлогыг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой, хүсч буй
зорилго болон хэрэгжих боломжтой тэтгэврийн бодлого.
Тиймээс тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлэх асуудал
тус бүрээр нь авч үзэх ёстой.
Танилцуулга бүр 30 орчим минут үргэлжлэх бөгөөд
дараа нь хэлэлцүүлэг явагдана.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.
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Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагчаа томилон, зохион
байгуулалттай байх, хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлэх ажлыг
удирдуулна.
Ширээ бүр тухайн асуудлын бэрхшээлүүд, санал
шийдвэр зэргийг 30 орчим минут хэлэлцсэнэ.
Ширээнд байгууллагаас нэгээс илүүгүй хүн суух.





Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын хугацаанд ширээ бүр саналаа
нэгтгэн бусад оролцогчдод танилцуулж
хэлэлцүүлнэ.
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Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Орлогын төрөл зүйл– Монгол улсад
ямар төрөл нь тохиромжтой ба боломжтой вэ ?
Зорилтот орлогын төрлүүд? Юунд суурьлаж зорилтот
орлогыг тодорхойлох?
Нэгээс хоёр төрлийн орлогын урсгалыг тодорхойлох,
эдгээр нь хангалттай эсвэл хэт их.
Төрөл зүйл бүр засгийн газар, ажил олгогч, болон
ажиллагчдаар төлөгдөх ёстой.
Одоогийн болон ирээдүйн нийгэм ирээдүйн орлогыг
бүрдүүлэхийн тул хэдий хэмжээний төлбөр хийх вэ?
Давхарга тус бүрийн боломж юу байна вэ?
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Discussion points: various types of income – what is
appropriate for Mongolia, what can the country and society
afford?
What are the target incomes? What are they based on?
Recognise that just one or two income flows are not enough
and represent too much of a burden.
Recognise that everything has to be paid for, by government
through tax revenues, employers, employees.
How much of future income should be paid for by society now
and society in the future?
What is possible, how much could each pillar produce?
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоогоор өөр өөр төрлийн орлого, тусламж
дэмжлэгийг тодорхойлно.
Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Ямар төрлийн орлого Монголд байдаг вэ?

Multi pillar recognises different types of income and support
Discussion points: what types of income should there be in Mongolia?



(I) Төрөөс гурван төрлийн дэмлэгийн аль нэгээр дамжуулан үзүүлнэ:



(I) State support in one of three different methods through:



(a) Иргэний харьяалал, тэтгэврийн тодорхой нас, оршин суусан хугацаа
зэрэг энгийн шалгуурт тулгуурлан суурь тэтгэврийг олгох бөгөөд ихэвчлэн
иргэн харьяатын тэтгэвэр гэж нэрлэдэг;



(a) the payment of a pension based on the simple fact of being a
certain age and nationality, possibly with a residence qualification, often
called a demogrant or universal pension;



(b) Орлого тооцох журмаар нэн их хэрэгцээтэй иргэдэд халамжийн тэтгэвэр
олгодог.





(c) Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацаанд авч байсан цалин (нийт буюу цалингийн
сангаас төлж байсан) орлогын түвшинд үндэслэн олгодог тэтгэврийн төрөл

(b) the payment of a pension based on a means tested system that
benefits are paid to those who are in greatest need, often called a
means tested social pension; or



(c) the payment of a pension related to an income based on the level of
income received through a working life, which could be from the
payment of general or payroll taxes.
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Discussion points: what types of income should there be in Mongolia?

Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Орлогын ямар төрлүүд Монгол улсад байх
ёстой вэ ?

(II) Occupational savings in either mandatory systems or through
voluntary systems.

(II) ҮОМШӨ-ний даатгалын албан журмын болон сайн дурын
тогтолцоо.

(i) Mandatory systems, through:

(i) Албан журмын даатгал тухайлбал:

(a) a state system such as Mongolia’s Notional Defined Contribution (NDC),
or

(a) Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны төрийн хэлбэр буюу Нэрийн дансны
шимтгэл

(b) a regulated system provided by the private sector that may be defined
benefit or defined contribution, and which may or not be funded,

(b)Хувийн секторын зохицуулдаг цалинд юумуу шимтгэлд
тулгуурласан нөөцлөлтэй ба нөөцлөлгүй даатгалын тогтолцоо
байж болно.
Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан даатгалын тогтолцоо нь тухайн хүний амьдрах
хугацаа, төлсөн орлого эсвэл үе шатлан буурах аргачлал бүхий
зохицуулалттай байдаг.
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The pension benefit under defined contribution can be based on life
expectancy, buying an annuity or a drawdown approach.
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(ii) Сайн дураар шимтгэл төлөх тогтолцоо нь доорхи хэлбэртэй:

(ii) Voluntary arrangements, through making savings:

Ажил олгогч зохион байгуулна.
(a) Албан журмын тогтолцоонд хамрагдах ажил олгогчид ба
ажиллагчид тус тусдаа нэмэлт шимтгэл төлөх, өөрөөр хэлбэл
одоогийн албан журмын дансны үлдэгдлээс өөр нөхцөлтэй
журмаар зохицуулна;

Organised by the employer
(a) additional contributions as a different category, as employer and / or
employee to an existing mandatory system but distinguished separately
from mandatory balances with different conditions applying;

(b)Хувийн секторын тэтгэврийн хадгаламжийн тогтолцоонд ажил
олгогч ба ажиллагч тусдаа шимтгэл төлөх бөгөөд ихэвчлэн
татварын хөнгөлөлт эдэлдэг, итгэлцлийн сангийн эсвэл амьдралын
даатгалын хэлбэртэй тэтгэврийн хэлбэр

(b) contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector pension
savings system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement; and

(c) Хувийн секторын хадгаламжийн тогтолцоонд ажил олгогч ба
ажиллагчид шимтгэл төлөх бөгөөд татварын хөнгөлөлт эдлэх
итгэлцлийн сан эсвэл амьдралын даатгалын шинжтэй нэг удаа бөөн
олгогдох эсвэл шатлан буурах аргачлал бүхий тэтгэврийн хэлбэр

(c) contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector savings
system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement, which establishes a lump sum that can
generate income through an annuity or drawdown method.
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Хэлэлцүүлгийн дараагийн сэдэв: Тооцоолох

Further discussion points: quantifying

Тодорхой хугацааны турш хувийн хадгаламжаас орох орлого:

Income from personal savings made over a period of time:

Эхнэр нөхөр, гэр бүлийн бусад хүмүүс хүүхэд, хамаатан саднаас
үзүүлэх дэмжлэг.

Income from spouses and other family support, from children
or other relatives.

Суурь тэтгэвэр нь нэрийн дансны баталгаат элементийг орлож чадах
уу?
Ингэснээр нэрийн дансны үлдэгдлээс тэтгэвэр тавьж олгох боломжтой
юу, энд үлдэгдэл өндөр байх тусам тэтгэврийн хэмжээ өндөр
байна?
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Could the universal pension replace the guarantee element of
NDC?
Would this allow the NDC balances to provide a pension, the
higher the balance, the bigger the pension?
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо







Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдвүүд
Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем болон зорилтот
орлого тодорхойлох аргыг Монгол улсын тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны бодлогод тусгах хэрэгтэй юу?
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны бодлогыг хэрхэн боловсруулах
вэ?
Бодлогын баримт бичиг боловсруулах
2021 он хүртэлх тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн төсөөллийн
баримт бичгийг хянаж үзэх болох нээ?
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Further discussion points
Should the multi pillar and income target approach
be part of pension policy in Mongolia?
How establish pension policy
Policy paper
Revision of Main Guidelines on Pension Reform to
be followed by the State to the year 2021?
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Монгол улсын өнөөгийн тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
ХУУЧИН ТОГТОЛЦООны бүтэц
1995 оноос өмнө гарсан
109,329 тэтгэвэр авагчид

ШИЛЖИЛТИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн, 1995 оноос хойш тэтгэвэрт гарагчид
ба одоо ажиллаж байгаа даатгуулагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдын тоо - 138,596, шимтгэл төлөгчдийн тоог тогтоох шаардлагатай

Current Mongolian Pension System

ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО-ны
Нэрийн дансны бүтэц (NDC)
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн,
583,636 даатгуулагчид,
45,903 тэтгэвэр авагчид

OLD SCHEME
retired before 1995
account balances none
pensioners 109,329
contributors none

INTERIM SCHEME
Born before 1960 AND retired after 1995 or still contributing
account balances none
pensioners 138,596
contributors to be determined

CURRENT SCHEME (NDC)
Born 1960 and After
account balances 583,636
pensioners 45,903
contributors to be determined

1995 оноос өмнө

1995 - 1998 оны хооронд

1999 оноос хойш

1999 оноос хойш

Before 1995

Between 1995 to 1998

1999 & Later

1999 & Later

Цалингаас тооцдог
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
(Defined Benefit/DB)

Цалингаас тооцдог
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (DB)

Цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо (DB)

Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо (Defined Contribution/DC)

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Defined Contribution

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүч

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүч

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүч

All Labour Force

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Бүх ажиллах хүч

Non-Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

Contributory
Notional / PAYGO

Шимтгэлгүй

Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

Хуваарилалтын зарчим
(PAYGO)

Хуваарилалтын зарчим
(PAYGO)

Нэрийн данс / PAYGO

Нэрийн данс / PAYGO

Нэг ажил олгогч (төр)
Орлогын эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх

Шинээр даатгуулах
боломжгүй

Олон ажил олгогч
Орлогын эх үүсвэр
бүрдүүлэх

Олон ажил олгогч
Орлогын эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй, Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцооны (NDC) даатгуулагчид шимтгэл төлж буй

PAYGO

PAYGO

Notional / PAYGO

Single Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Income Replacement

Income Replacement

Income Replacement

Income Replacement

Олон ажил олгогч
Орлогын эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх
Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоо (NDC)-ны
шимтгэл төлөгч даатгуулагчдаас
гадна шинээр даатгуулах боломжтой
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Closed to New Members

Closed to New Members
Ongoing Contributions to Existing Members

Open to New NDC Members
Ongoing Contributions to
New and Existing NDC Members
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Нийт тогтолцооны бүтцийн хэв шинж


Characteristics of Total System

Хууль ба Засгийн газрын тогтоол журмаар
зохицуулагдана:
Харин дараахь түвшинд дотоод бүтцийг ялгаж
заагладаггүй, үүнд:

But the distinction is not continued at



Result is a conflict exists between pension system
•
•
•
•

Улмаар тэтгэврийн системийн,

• Бодлого,
• Үйл ажиллагааны удирдлага,
• Нягтлан бодох бүртгэл,
• Санхүүгийн тайлан мэдээ
хоорондоо зөрчилдөх бэрхшээл гараад байна.
21 - 24 January 2008



• Pension administrative level and
• Government accounting and financial reporting levels

• Тэтгэвэр олгох үйл ажиллагааны удирдлагын түвшин,
• Засгийн газрын нягтлан бодох бүртгэл, санхүүгийн тайлан
мэдээллийн түвшин.



Through the enactment of laws, the government
• Distinguishes three schemes at policy level

• Бодлогын түвшинд гурван дотоод бүтцээр ялгадаг.





3

Policy
Administration
Accounting
Financial reporting
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Шилжилт

Хуучин тогтолцооноос Шилжилтийн, улмаар Одоогийн тогтолцоонд
шилжих үйл явц


Хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид, голдуу малчид “хуучин”
тогтолцоонд хамрагдаж байсан ч “шилжилтийн” болон
“одоогийн” тогтолцоонд хамрагдахгүй болсон.
• Үндэсний хэмжээний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэгчдийг хамруулах нь ихэнхи улс оронд маш ярвигтай, өртөг
зардал их шаардлагатай түгээмэл бэрхшээл.
• Цөөн хэдэн орон амжилтад хүрсэн ба амжилтын үндэс нь:
z Хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн татвар төлөлтийг өндөр
түвшинд автоматжуулсан улс орнууд ба/буюу,
z Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэл төлөлт Хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэгчдийн дунд өндөр байх – үүний тулд өндөр түвшний,
идэвхтэй Тэтгэврийн зохицуулагч байгууллага (УНДЕГ-тай
адил чиг үүрэгтэй), хууль дүрмийг чандлан сахих, гэмт
этгээдийг заавал байцаан шийтгэж чаддаг хууль, шүүхийн
тогтолцоотой байх.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Transition

from Old Scheme to Interim and Current Schemes



Self-employed, including most herders, were covered by
Old Scheme but dropped from Interim and Current Scheme
• Including self-employed in national pension schemes is difficult and
costly challenge in all countries
• Few countries succeed, some success conditions include:
z Countries with high level of automation of tax payments by
self-employed, and / or
z High compliance by self-employed of rate of pension contributors
– high quality, active pension regulator (SSIGO equivalent),
strong rule of law and legal system capable to successfully
prosecute violators
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Шилжилт

Хуучин тогтолцооноос Шилжилтийн, улмаар Одоогийн тогтолцоонд
шилжих үйл явц
¾
¾

Нэг ажил олгогч → Олон ажил олгогч
Шимтгэлгүй → Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

¾

¾

Үйл ажиллагаа зардал, тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ
алдсаны тэтгэврийн зардалд шимтгэлийн орлогоос
4%-ийг төвлөрүүлж зарцуулах журам
Нийт ажиллах хүч → Албан секторын ажиллах хүч

¾

Expectation up to 4.0% for administration

expense AND [invalidity + survivor] costs
All Labour Force → Formal Labour
¾ Self employed & herders are informal
¾ Rest are formal

Бусад бүх параметрүүд өөрчлөгдөөгүй.

21 - 24 January 2008

Single employer → Multi-employer
Non-Contributory → Contributory
¾ Contribution of 19.0%
¾ 13.5% employer & 5.5% employee

¾

¾ Хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид, малчид албан бус секторт
багтаж,
¾ Бусад нь албан бус секторт орно.

¾

from Old Scheme to Interim and Current Schemes
¾

¾ 19.0%-ийн шимтгэл
¾ Ажил олгогчоос 13.5%, ажиллагчаас 5.5%

¾

Transition

¾
7

All other parameters remained unchanged
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Хуучин тогтолцооны хэв шинж
ХУУЧИН ТОГТОЛЦОО
1995 оноос өмнө гарсан,
дансны үлдэгдэл байхгүй
109,329 тэтгэвэр авагчид
шимтгэл төлөгч байхгүй



Нийт ажиллах хүч
Шимтгэлгүй



Нэг ажил олгогч (төр)
Орлогын эх үүсвэрийг бүрдүүлэх

Цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоонд (DB) шимтгэлийн хувь
хэмжээг тогтоодоггүй:
• ‘DB’ тогтолцоонд ихэвчлэн цалин,
ажилласан жил, нас зэрэгт тулгуурлан
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тогтооно.
• ‘DC’ тогтолцоо нь Нэрийн дансны
хуримтлалын үлдэгдэл балансийг
үндэслэн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тогтооно.

1995 оноос өмнө
Цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
(DB)

Хуваарилалтын зарчим (PAYGO)

Characteristics of the Old Scheme



Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан ба
тулгуурлаагүй
Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн өртөг
зардлыг хариуцах үүрэг хүлээнэ.

OLD SCHEME
retired before 1995
account balances none
pensioners 109,329
contributors none



• DB can be formula or calculation
often based on wages, years of
service and age
• DC can be account balance

Before 1995
Defined Benefit
All Labour Force
Non-Contributory



PAYGO
Single Employer
Income Replacement

Defined benefit is pension that
is not defined contribution –



Contributory and noncontributory
Government committed to
paying liabilities

Closed to New Members

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй
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Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд (DC) хөрөнгө
оруулалт хоёр үе шаттай (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)
Хуучин тогтолцоо

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, Нас
барах, Тахир дутуу
болох

ШИМТГЭЛИЙН
ХУРИМТЛАЛГҮЙ
ҮЕ ШАТ

accumulation and payment phases
Old Scheme

Retired before 1995

1995 оноос өмнө
тэтгэвэрт гарагчид

ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ
ОЛГОХ ҮЕ ШАТ
0 - 30 жил

Two investment phases of defined contribution

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг эцсийн цалингаас тооцдог журамтай.
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хуулиар баталгаажсан төдийгүй
амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation based on final wages
•Lifetime monthly payment with cost of living adjustment or minimum pension
amount - guaranteed by regulation

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх эрх үүсдэг.

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension payments

•Шимтгэл хуримтлуулах үе шат байхгүй байсан тул тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг
шимтгэлд тулгуурлаагүй бүтцийн хүрээнд олгож байна.
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NO ACCUMULATION
PHASE

•There was no accumulation phase
•Benefits paid from a non-contributory scheme
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Хуучин тогтолцооны бүтэц

Old Scheme Benefits

1995 оноос өмнө тэтгэвэрт гарагсад
¾
¾

Retired before 1995

Тэтгэврийн нас: эрэгтэй – 60, эмэгтэй – 55
Эрт тэтгэвэрт гарах нөхцлүүд:

¾
¾

¾ women who raised 4 or more children
¾ men\women who worked underground or
in hazardous, hot, arduous working conditions

¾ 4 ба түүнээс дээш хүүхэд төрүүлж, өсгөсөн
¾ хүнд, халуун, хортой нөхцөлд ажилладаг эрэгтэй/эмэгтэй

¾

Шимтгэл төлж ажиллах минимум хугацаа:
¾ Өндөр насны тэтгэврийн эрх үүсэхэд – 10 жил
¾ Тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэврийн болзол – 3 жил

¾

¾

¾

Тахир дутуугийн тэтгэврийн эрх эмнэлгийн магадлагааны
комиссын шийдвэрээр үүсдэг. Тухайлбал, 50-иас дээш
хувиар хөдөлмөрийн чадвар алдсан болохыг тогтоосон
байх.
Тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэврийг насанд хүрээгүй хүүхэд
авах эрхтэй: нас барсан тэжээлгэгчээс шууд хараат
байсан насанд хүрээгүй ач зээ, ах эгч дүү, өндөр настай
хөдөлмөрийн чадваргүй эцэг эх гэх мэт.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Retirement age: 60 for male and 55 for female
Retirement age reduced

Minimum years of service required
¾ for Old-age – 10 years
¾ for Invalidity & Survivor – 3 years

¾
¾

Invalidity pension eligibility medical board. Insured
assessed with capacity to work reduced by 50%+
Eligibility for survivor pensions includes minor children;
dependent minor grandchildren, brother/sister,
elderly/incapacitated parents and more
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хуучин тогтолцоогоор олгох тэтгэвэр
1995 оноос өмнө тэтгэвэрт гарагсад
¾
¾

¾
¾

Old Scheme Benefits
Retired before 1995

(үргэлжлэл)

Эхний ажилласан 20 жилээр тэтгэвэр бодох томъёо
[2.25%] x [ажилласан жил] x [5 жилийн дундаж цалин]
20-иос дээш ажилласан жилийг нэмж тэтгэвэр бодох томъёо
45% + [1.5%] x [ажилласан жил] x [5 жилийн дундаж
цалин]
20 жил ажилласан цалингаас бодох хувь: 45.0%
30 жил: 60%,
10 жил: 22.5%,
15 жил: 33.75%
Минимум тэтгэвэр:
20 + түүнээс дээш ажилласан жил – минимум тэтгэврийн 75.0%
20-иос доош ажилласан жил – минимум тэтгэврийн 50.0%

¾

¾
¾
¾

Benefit formula for first 20 service years
[2.25%] x [years of service] x [average 5 year wages]
Benefit formula for additional service years
45% + [1.5%] x [years of service] x [average 5 year wages]
20 year rate: 45.0%
30 Yr: 60.0%
10 Yr: 22.5%
15 Yr:33.75%
Minimum pension

20+ years of service – 75.0% of minimum wage
Less than 20 years of service – 50.0% of minimum wage

Хэчнээн жилээр сар тутмын тэтгэвэр авах байсан ч, эрт
тэтгэвэрт гарагчдын тэтгэврийн хэмжээ багасахгүй. (актураль
аргаар хувь тэнцүүлж буурдаггүй)
21 - 24 January 2008
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continued

15

¾

Early pension not reduced (no actuarial reduction)
even though expected to be higher number of years receiving
monthly benefits
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Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны бүтцийн хэв шинж
ШИЛЖИЛТИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн, 1995 оноос хойш тэтгэвэрт гарагчид
ба одоо ажиллаж байгаа даатгуулагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдын тоо - 138,596, шимтгэл төлөгчдийн тоог тогтоох шаардлагатай

1995 - 1998 оны хооронд

1999 оноос хойш

Цалингаас тооцдог
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (DB)

Цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо (DB)

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүч

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүч

Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан

Хуваарилалтын зарчим
(PAYGO)

Нэрийн данс / PAYGO

Олон ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Орлогын эх үүсвэр
бүрдүүлэх

Орлогын эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх





Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй, Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцооны (NDC) даатгуулагчид шимтгэл төлж буй





Characteristics of the Interim Scheme

Тогтсон томъёогоор эцсийн цалин,
ажилласан жилийг тооцож
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хууль дүрмийн
хүрээнд тогтооно.
Даатгуулагч минимум тэтгэвэр
авах нөхцөлд нэмэлт шимтгэл,
дутуу мэдээлэгддэг бодит
цалингийн түвшин зэрэг нь
тэтгэврийн хэмжээнд нөлөөлөхгүй
Даатгуулагч бодит цалингийн дүнг
дутуу мэдээлсэн ч минимум
тэтгэвэр авах эрх үүснэ.
Цалинг дутуу мэдээлэх нь зөвхөн
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо бус хувь
хүний тэтгэврийн хэмжээнд ч
сөрөг нөлөө үзүүлнэ.

INTERIM SCHEME
born before 1960 AND retired after 1995 or still contributing
account balances none
pensioners 138,596
contributors to be determined


Between 1995 to 1998

1999 & Later

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Contributory

Contributory

PAYGO

Notional / PAYGO

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Income Replacement

Income Replacement

Closed to New Members
Ongoing Contributions to Existing Members
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Benefit is based on regulation
defined formula and factors
final wages, years of service
Additional contributions or
accurate reporting of wages will
not change pension benefit if
worker will only collect
minimum pension
If worker underreports his
wages he can still collect a
minimum pension
Underreporting wages causes
pension system to suffer not
the amount of a single worker’s
pension to suffer
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Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд (DC) хөрөнгө
оруулалт хоёр мөчлөг (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)
Шилжилтийн бүтэц

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, Нас
барах, Тахир дутуу
болох

ШИМТГЭЛИЙН
ХУРИМТЛАЛГҮЙ
ҮЕ ШАТ

accumulation and payment phases
Interim Scheme

1960 оноос хойш төрсөн 1995 оноос хойш
гарсан тэтгэвэр авагчид ба одоо ажиллаж
шимтгэл төлж буй даатгуулагчид

ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ
ОЛГОХ ҮЕ ШАТ
0 - 30 жил

Two investment phases of defined contribution

Born before 1960 AND either
retired after 1995 or
still contributing

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг эцсийн цалингаас тооцдог журамтай.
•Насан туршид авах сар тутмын орлого нь хууль дүрмээр баталгаажсан
төдийгүй амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation and based on final wages
•Lifetime monthly payment with cost of living adjustment or minimum
guaranteed pension amount - guaranteed by regulation

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх эрх үүсдэг.

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension payments

•Шимтгэл хуримтлуулах үе шат байхгүй: одоо төлөгдөж буй шимтгэлийн
орлого нь шимтгэл төлөгчдийн Нэрийн дансанд шилждэггүй.
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NO ACCUMULATION
PHASE

•There is no accumulation phase; contributions were not directed into NDC
accounts for contributors. No investment return accumulates on these
contributions.
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Одоогийн тогтолцооны бүтцийн хэв шинж


Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоо
• Ажил олгогч ба ажиллагчийн
шимтгэлийн орлого даатгуулагчийн
нэрийн дансанд шилжих журамтай.
• Гэвч бодит байдалд шимтгэлийн
орлого Улсын төсөвт милждэг.
• Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө
оруулалтад ашигладаггүй.
• Засгийн газар тогтсон томъёогоор
хөрөнгө оруулалтын хүүгийн
орлогыг тодорхойлдог.



Тэтгэвэрт гарах үед дансны нийт
үлдэгдэлд тулгуурлан сар тутам
олгох тэтгэврийн хэмжээг
тогтооно.

Characteristics of Current Scheme

ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО-ны Нэрийн
дансны бүтэц (NDC)
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн
583,636 даатгуулагчид
45,903 тэтгэвэр авагчид



• Amount of employer and
employee contributions is
credited to individual account in
each worker’s name
• But actual money is sent to the
state budget
• No actual investment of
contribution occurs
• Government declares investment
rate based on a formula

1999 оноос хойш
Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
(Defined Contribution/DC)
Албан секторын ажиллах хүч
Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан
Нэрийн данс / PAYGO
Олон ажил олгогч
Орлогын эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх
Шинээр Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд (NDC)
даатгуулагчдад нээлттэй
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Notional defined contribution



At retirement age account
balance total is examined and
used to calculate monthly
benefit

CURRENT SCHEME (NDC)
Born 1960 and After
account balances 583,636
pensioners 45,903
contributors to be determined

1999 & Later
Defined Contribution
Formal Labour
Contributory
Notional / PAYGO
Multi-Employer
Income Replacement
Open to New NDC Members
Ongoing Contributions to
New and Existing NDC Members
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Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд (DC) хөрөнгө
оруулалт хоёр үе шаттай (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)

Two investment phases of defined contribution
accumulation and payment phases
Current Scheme (NDC)

ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО (NDC)
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн
583,596 даатгуулагчид

ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ
ОЛГОХ ҮЕ ШАТ
0 - 30 жил

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, Нас
барах, Тахир дутуу
болох

ШИМТГЭЛИЙН
ХУРИМТЛАЛГҮЙ
ҮЕ ШАТ

contributors born after 1960
583,596 NDC account contributors
•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хууль дүрмээр тогтоодог ч шимтгэл төлөх хугацаанд
нэрийн дансны хуримтлалд хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжөөр тогтмол өсч
нэмэгддэггүй
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хууль дүрмээр баталгаажсан төдийгүй
амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.
•Тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээ баталгаажсан байдаг.

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх эрх үүсдэг

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

•Шимтгэлийн орлогыг одоогийн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд төлдөг.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг хууль дүрмээр тогтоож жил тутам тодорхой
хувиар хүүг боддог.
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ACCUMULATION
PHASE
Working career estimate
20 to 40 years

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation and does not include continued
investment rates credited to account in payment phase
•Lifetime monthly payment guaranteed by regulation, includes cost of living
adjustment factor
•Minimum guaranteed pension amount

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension payments

•Contributions are made into current scheme, which is notional defined
contribution
•Investment returns are defined in regulation, credited annually
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Current Scheme

Өнөөгийн тогтолцоо

1999 & Later

1999 оноос хойш
¾

1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн
¾ Өөрчлөгдөөгүй

¾

¾

(1995-1999 оны параметрүүд хэвээр)

Those BORN before 1960
¾ No Change

1960 он, түүнээс хойш төрсөн

(1995-99 parameters remain unchanged)

Those BORN 1960 & Later

¾ Тогтолцооны өөрчлөлт: Цалингаас тооцдог тогтолцоог халж
шимтгэлээс тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцдог тогтолцоонд шилжих
шилжилт (DB→DC)
¾ Эхний үлдэгдэл:

¾

¾ Сар тутмын шимтгэл:

[5 year average wage index] x [monthly wages] x [rate of contributions]

¾ Үлдэгдэлд тооцох хүүгийн орлого:

{ [Starting Balance] + [Contributions for Year] } x [Average Growth of Average Wages in Last 3 Years]

[ажилласан нийт сар] x [5 жилийн дундаж жилийн цалингийн индекс] x [сарын цалин] x
[шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ]

[5 жилийн дундаж жилийн цалингийн индекс] x [сарын цалин] x [шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ]

¾ System change: DB → DC
¾ Initial Balance:

[months of service] x [5 average year wage index] x [monthly wages] x [rate of contributions]

¾ Monthly Contribution:
¾ Return on Balance:

{ [Эхний үлдэгдэл] + [Жилийн шимтгэлийн орлого] } x [Сүүлийн гурван жилийн цалингийн
дундаж өсөлт]
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Өнөөгийн тогтолцоо
1999 оноос хойш
¾

Current Scheme
1999 & Later

(үргэлжлэл)

¾

Сарын тэтгэвэр:

[Тэтгэвэрт гарах үед дансний нийт үлдэгдэл] x [Дундаж наслалтын индекс] x 12 [сарын
тэтгэврийн хэмжээ]

¾

Total Invalidity Pension:

Тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр:

{40% + 10% x [Dependent Family Members – 1]} x [Average Last 3 Years Wages]

¾

Сар тутмын минимум тэтгэвэр:

¾

Survivor’s Pension:

Minimum Monthly Pension:

{20% + 0.5% x [Years of Contributions – 15]} x {National Average Wage}

¾

Pension Indexation:

Based on index determined in direct relation to inflation rate

{20% + 0.5% x [Шимтгэл төлсөн жил – 15]} x {Үндэсний дундаж цалин}

¾

¾

60% x [Average Last 3 Years Wages]

{40% + 10% x [Хөдөлмөрийн чадваргүй гэр бүлийн гишүүний тоо – 1]} x [Сүүлийн 3 жилийн
дундаж цалин]

¾

Monthly Pension:

[Total Account Balance at Retirement] x [Average Life-Expectancy Factor] x 12 [Monthly payments]

Тахир дутуугийн бүрэн тэтгэвэр :

60% x [Сүүлийн 3 жилийн дундаж цалин]

¾

continued

Тэтгэврийн индексжилт:

Инфляцийн түвшинтэй шууд холбоотой индексжилт ашиглана.
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Үйл ажиллагааны сул талууд


Operational Weaknesses


Ажил олгогчид шимтгэл төлөхөөс зайлсхийх

• SSIGO estimates 52% to 54% employer contribute
correctly – the remainder evade or contribute incorrectly
• Lack of enforcement against employers that fail to make
correct contributions on time

• УНДЕГ-ын мэдээгээр ажил олгогчдын 52-54% нь бодит шимтгэл
төлдөг бол үлдсэн хэсэг нь дутуу төлдөг.
• Ажил олгогч шимтгэлээ цаг тухайд нь төлөх явдлыг хянаж
зохицуулах хууль эрх зүйн орчин хангалтгүй.



Шилжилтийн болон Одоогийн тогтолцоонд ажиллагчид
цалингаа дутуу мэдээлэх сэдэл бүрдүүлсэн.



• Үүнд ажилласан жил болон минимум тэтгэврийн тогтоох журам,
хэрэглээ нөлөөлж байна.



Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ шударга эсэхэд олон
нийтийн эргэлзээ
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Incentive is created for workers to underreport
wages in Interim and Current Schemes
• Problem is result of definition and application of rules of
years of service and minimum benefit features



• Тухайлбал, тахир дутуугийн тэтгэврийн журам, хэмжээ гэх мэт.

Employer evasion problems

Public perception in unfairness of benefits
• in system on benefits, e.g. invalidity
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Эдийн засаг
Эдийн засгийн үзүүлэлт
•
•
•
•
•
•

ДНБ-ний өсөлт 8.4%
Нэг хүнд ногдох ДНБ 1.49 сая ₮
Ажилгүйдлийн түвшин 3.2%
Экспорт $127.6 сая ₮
Ипорт $137.4 сая ₮
Валютын ханш $1=1171 ₮

The Economy

Хүн
насны
Хүнамын
амын насны
ангилал
ангилал

••
••
•

Economic indicators

•
•
•
•
•
•

0-14 нас:
нас: 8.5%
28.5%
0-14
15-59 нас:
нас: 65.3%
65.3%
15-59
60+ нас:
6.2%

Эдийн засгийн гол
салбарууд

Age structure

• 0-14 years: 28.5%
• 15-59 years: 65.3%
• 60+ years:
6.2%

Key sectors of the
economy

• banking and financial market,
• agricultural,
• mining industries.
•Copper, gold, cashmere 67% of export

• Банк ба санхүү
• Хөдөө аж ахуй
• Уул уурхай
•Зэс, алт, ноолуур –
Экспортын 67% эзэлж
байна.

Source: “Zuunii medee” newpaper 2008.1.16 №12

GDP growth 8.4% ,
Per capita income 1.49 mill tug
Unemployment rate 3.2%
Export $127.6 million tug
Import $137.4 million tug
Exchange rate $1=1171 tug
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Source: “Zuunii medee” newpaper 2008.1.16 №12
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалт
ХААНА, ЯАЖ
хөрөнгө
оруулалт хийх
вэ?

Investing pension assets
WHERE
and HOW
to invest ?

Хөрөнгө оруулалтыг
зэрэглэх,
диверсификаци хийх

Тэтгэврийн
сан

Хөрөнгө
оруулалт
хийх цаг үе

Diversification
across asset
classes

Pension
contributions

• Стратеги
• Эрсдэл
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж

Investment
Timing
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• Strategy
• Risks
• Return of Investment
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1. Дотоодын зах зээлд – Засгийн газрын бонд,
компаний бонд ба хувьцаа

Монголын үнэт цаасны зах зээлийн
өнөөгийн байдал


Жижиг зах зээл. Нийт 383 компани (2,419 сая ширхэг
хувьцаа) бүртгэлтэй байгаа боловч зарим хувьцаат компани
үйл ажиллагаа явуулдаггүй.



Хөрвөх чадвар муу. Монголын Хөрөнгийн Биржид

Investing Domestically – corporate bonds, equities and
government bonds

Current Conditions
Зах зээлийн багтаамж ба
гүйлгээний дүн (сая ₮)

хувьцаа нь арилжигдаж байгаа 30 орчим компани, нийт
арилжааны дундаж дүн нь 230 сая төгрөг.



Small market. 383 joint stock companies listed (2,419
mill ) on Mongolian Stock Exchange, some not operating



Low liquidity. Average daily trading volume on MSE 30
joint stock companies. Average daily trading value US
$7000.



International standard. Up to 10% of mining
company stocks must be trade at Mongolian Stock
Exchange but infrastructure issues, IT transaction
security, public disclosures of financial statement.



Олон улсын стандарт. Уул уурхайн компаний 10-аас
дээш хувь нь МХБ-д арилжих боломжтой боловч дэд бүтэц,
мэдээлэл, сүлжээний нууцлал, ХК-нуудын санхүүгийн тайлан
олон нийтэд танилцуулах зэрэг асуудлууд сул.



Мэдээллийн ил тод байдал. 383 ХК-ны 117 нь



Transparent. 117 of 383 companies submit required
financial reports and hold stakeholders meeting on time;
some others provide false statements, have auditing
issues

Хяналт & албадлага. ХК, брокер, диллерийн



Supervision & enforcement. Insufficient supervision,
moral hazard issues, price fixing, market manipulation

санхүүгийн тайлан, хувь нийлүүлэгчдийн хурлын тайланг
хугацаандаа МХБ-д хүргүүлдэг. Зарим ХК-ны хувьд худал
тайлан гаргах явдал байсаар байна.



компаниудад тавьж буй хяналт сул, ёс зүй, үнийн хөөрөгдөл
зэрэг асуудал байсаар байна.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Market capitalization and
Trading value (mil tug)
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1. Дотоодын зах зээлд – Засгийн газрын бонд,
компаний бонд ба хувьцаа

Annual Government bond and
corporate bond trading value
(mil tug)



2007 онд 30 ХК-ны 7.4 тэрбум төгрөгийн ноодол
ашиг тараасан.



Олон улсын S&P үнэлгээ нь Монгол улсын
мөнгөний гадаад валюттай харьцах тогтвортой
байдлын урт хугацааны зээлийн үнэлгээг 'B+' ээс
'BB-‘ болж нэмэгдүүлж үнэлсэн.



Мөнгөний гүйлгээ ба солилцооны эрсдэлийн
үнэлгээ 'BB' ээс 'BB+‘ болж нэмэгдсэн.



Засгийн газрын бонд нь 2000 оноос, 40 мянган
айлын орон сууцийг санхүүжүүлэх бонд нь 2006
оны 12 сараас эхэлж МХБ-ээр арилжаалагдаж
эхэлсэн. Энэ нь олон хөрөнгө оруулагчдын
хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэх хүчин зүйл болсон.



Худалдан авагчид нь голдуу дотоодын
арилжааны банкууд бөгөөд гадаадын хөрөнгө
оруулагчид байгаагүй.

Investing Domestically - corporate bonds, equities and
government bonds

Annual Government bond and
corporate bond trading value
(mil tug)



S&P raised foreign and local currency longterm sovereign credit ratings on Mongolia to
'BB-' from 'B+' with a stable outlook.



Mongolian’s transfer and convertibility risk
rating was also raised in tandem to 'BB+'
from 'BB‘



Started issuing Government Bonds at
Mongolian Stock Exchange in 2007,
encouraging more individual investors



Most buyers are domestic commercial banks,
no long term international investors.



Don’t have long term maturity at this
moment.

(Эх сурвалж: Thompson Financial, 2007.12.14)
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1. Дотоодын зах зээлд – Засгийн газрын бонд,
компаний бонд ба хувьцаа

1. Investing Domestically – corporate bonds, equities
and government bonds
Development of
Mongolian Stock Exchange

Монголын хөрөнгийн зах зээлд хийгдэж байгаа
төслүүд
100,000 ₮ нэрлэсэн үнэтэй
Засгийн газрын бонд
(2007 онд эргэн төлөгдөх)

Term

Average
Coupon

Total number
issued

91 days

4.83%

150,000

182 days

5.63%

217,000

273 days

5.99%

67,000

364 days

6.21%

22,000



Монголын хөрөнгийн бирж нь Хонконгийн хөрөнгийн биржтэй
хамтарч ажиллах санамж бичигт гарын үсэг зурсан.



Өмнөд Солонгосын хөрөнгийн бирж нь 5 сая долларын
санхүүжилтээр Монголын хөрөнгийн биржийн дэд бүтцийг
хөгжүүлэх төсөл хэрэгжүүлэхээр болсон.





Брокер диллерийн компаниуд нь интернэтийн сүлжээгээр үнэт
цаас худалдаж авах, захиалах VIPRO системийг 2008 онд бүрэн
нэвтрүүлнэ.
Үнэт цаасны төвлөрсөн хадгаламж, төлбөр тооцооны төв нь
интернэтээр хөрөнгө оруулагчдийн дансны гүйлгээ, тайланг хянах
төсөл хийгдэж байгаа. Энэ нь VIPRO системтэй холбогдсоноор
хувьцаа эзэмшигчидэд өргөн боломж олгоно.



МХБ-ийн мэдээлэл харьцааны алба нь олон улсад монголын
компаний талаархи мэдээллийг Bloomberg, Reuters компаниар
дамжуулж хүргүүлэхээр хамтран ажиллаж байна.



17 Монголд үйл ажиллагаагаа явуулж байгаа хувьцаат компани
Торонтогийн хөрөнгийн бирж дээр бүртгэлтэй байна.

Government bond issued at MSE
with 100,000 tug of Face value
(matured in 2007)
Term

Average
Coupon

Total number
issued

91 days

4.83%

150,000

182 days

5.63%

217,000

273 days

5.99%

67,000

364 days

6.21%

22,000



Memorandum of understanding with Stock
Exchange of Hong-Kong



Project from Stock Exchange of South Korea.
Infrastructure (US $5 mil)



Online order entry VIPRO system will effect in
2008.



Clearing Settlement House. Account balance,
transaction check – to be linked in future with
VIPRO.



Projects in progress to link with Bloomberg,
Reuters to communicate Mongolian mining
stocks



17 mining companies listed on Toronto Stock
Exchange with major reserves in Mongolia

Хөрөнгийн зах зээлийг хөгжүүлэх хийгдэх ажлууд



Андерайтерийн мэргэжилтний чадварыг сайжруулж, шалгуурыг өндөрсгөх

Needed Improvements Mongolian Markets


Improve underwriting requirements and abilities



Higher standards of company disclosure



Sufficient information to public



Continuing professional development



Хувьцаат компаний мэдээллийн стандартыг сайжруулах



Олон нийтэд нээлттэй болгож хүргэх



Хөрөнгийн зах зээлд оролцогчдын мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлж туршлагажуулах



Overseas investors to be encouraged



Гадаадын хөрөнгө оруулагчдыг дэмжих



Establish international standardized custodian service



Improved legal, regulatory conditions



Better law enforcement & prosecution



Олон улсын гүйлгээ хийх боломжтой төлбөр тооцооны төвийг хөгжүүлэх



Хууль эрх зүй, зохицуулалтыг боловсронгуй болгох



Хууль хэрэгжүүлэх & зохимжтой ял шийтгэл оноох
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1. Банк, даатгалын компани ба үл хөдлөх
хөрөнгөөр баталгаажсан үнэт цаас

Банк



17 арилжааны банк
Зээлийн хүү: хадгаламжийн хүүгийн харьцаа - 3:1

1. Banks, Insurance companies and
Mortgage backed securities

Банкны зээл, хадгаламжийн
дундаж хүү (хувиар)








17 commercial banks
Lending rates: deposit rates - 3:1

Average deposit and loan
rates of Banks

General insurance

Даатгал


Banking



15 даатгалын компани
Бүтээгдэхүүн: Хариуцлага, хөрөнгө, осол,
хөдөлмөрийн чадвар алдах – 1 жил
Олон улсын жишигт хүрэх амьдралын даатгал,
annuity бүтээгдэхүүн хэрэгжиж эхлээгүй байна
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын үр дүнтэй бодлого муутай




Үл хөдлөх хөрөнгийн барьцаагаар
баталгаажсан үнэт цаас







15 insurance companies
Products: Liability, property, accident,
occupational injury – 1 year
No long term life insurance or annuity
products
Investment policy-not well regulated

Mortgage backed securities

Орон сууц санхүүжилтийн корпораци нь 2006 онд
байгуулагдсан.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Mongolian Mortgage Corporation (MIK)
established
21 - 24 January 2008
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2. Олон улсын зах зээлд – бонд, хувьцаа ба
хөрөнгө оруулалтын сан

Advantages

Давуу тал:






Улс орнуудын эдийн засгийн нөхцөл байдалд тулгуурлан диверсификaци хийх(эрсдлийг бууруулах зорилгоор төрөл зүйлээр ангилж хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх)
Гадаад валютын давуу тал
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өргөн сонголт








Гадаад валютаар хөрөнгө оруулалт хийснээр мөнгөний тэнцвэржилт алдагдах.
Монголын хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежерүүд нь гадаад зах зээлд хангалттай мэдлэг,
туршлага байхгүй, гадаадын хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежерүүдэд л найдах байдал

21 - 24 January 2008

Diversification across multi country economic factors
Foreign exchange benefits
Wide range of investment choices

Disadvantages

Сул тал:


2. Investing Internationally –bonds, equities and
funds

17



Mismatch of currency through investing in foreign currencies (need currency
hedging tools to offset this problem, currently not allowed)
Mongolian investment managers’ lack of knowledge and experience in foreign
markets; rely on foreign investment managers

21 - 24 January 2008
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3. Дотоодын төсөл, хөрөнгө оруулалтын сан

3.1 Уул уурхай ба бусад төслүүд





Таван толгой – нүүрсний орд
Оюутолгой – зэсийн орд
Асгат-мөнгөний орд
Дарханы төмөрлөгийн үйлдвэр

3.2 Хөрөнгө оруулалтын сан


Өмч хувьчлалын эрхийн бичгийн үлдэгдлээр 1992 онд 29
хамтын сан байгуулагдсан боловч үйл ажиллагаа
явуулах боломжгүй болсон.



Хөрөнгө оруулалтын санг зохицуулах эрх зүйн акт гаргах
шаардлагатай.

Байгуулах боломжтой сангууд






Нээлттэй ба хаалттай сан
Уул уурхайн сан
Барилга, орон сууцны сан
Газар тариалангийн сан
Мал аж ахуйн сан

Тэтгэвэрийн сангийн хөрөнгийг
дотоодод хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх нь:

3. Investing in resource funds

3.1 Strategic mining sectors




•
•
•
эх

эдийн засгийг хөгжүүлэх
тооцож болох
том хэмжээний
үүсвэрийг бүрдүүлнэ.

Энэхүү мөнгөн урсгал нь эдийн
засгийн хөдөлгөгч хүч болж
Монголчуудыг өөрсдийн хөрөнгөөр
орлого олох боломжийг олгоно.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Tavan tolgoi - Coal reserves
Oyutolgoi – Copper reserves
Asgat - Silver reserves
Darkhan - Steel manufacturing

3.2 Establishing other funds


29 Investment funds were established in
1992; but their activities were stopped by
FRC because of illegal activities.



Need to develop act for investment
regulation.

Investing pension contributions
can establish one of the largest,
most predictable, dependable
sources of domestic capital for
Mongolia’s future.
Cash flow can provide economic
impetus and ensure Mongolians
benefit from their own key assets.

Possible funds to establish:
Open and closed-end funds
Mining fund
Real estate development funds
Agricultural funds
Animal husbandry funds







21 - 24 January 2008
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4. Дотоодын дэд бүтцийг хөгжүүлэх төслүүд



4. Investing in domestic infrastructure projects



Эрчим хүч, цахилгаан станцыг байгуулах төсөл
• Монголд хөрөнгө оруулалт нэмэгдэж, хүн ам өсөхийн хэрээр эрчим хүчний
хэрэглээ өснө.
• Цахилгаан шугам сүлжээгээр хангах нь орон нутгийг хангах нь уул уурхай, мал
аж ахуй, газар тариалан, үйлдвэрлэлийг хөгжүүлэхэд түлхэгч хүч болно.



Зам тээвэр

• Power generation usage will grow as investment in Mongolia grows
• To supply power transmission and distribution projects will be pusher force
to development in mining, husbandry and industries



Transportation

• Railway projects - two track railroad
• International airport project

• Төмөр замыг өргөжүүлэх төсөл – хоёр урсгалтай төмөр зам
• Олон улсын нисэх онгоцны буудлын төсөл

21 - 24 January 2008

Electricity and Power generation projects
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Диверсификаци хийх хүчин зүйлс


Тэтгэвэрийн сангаас хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх олон улсын стандарт,
журам нь:
• Хөрөнгийн ангиллыг тодорхойлох
• Хувь хэмжээг хязгаарлах (дээд, доод хязгаарыг тодорхойлох)
z Хөрөнгийн ангилал ба чанараар
z Салбараар
z Улс орноор
z Үнэт цаасаар

Diversification factors


International standards for development of pension
investment policy include:
• Define asset classes
• Limit percentages (define low and high ranges)
z By asset class and quality
z By industry
z By country
z By single security

Тэтгэврийн эх үүсвэрийг санхүүжүүлэх

Investing pension assets

ШИЙДВЭР ГАРГАХАД
НӨЛӨӨЛӨХ ХҮЧИН
ЗҮЙЛҮҮД

FACTORS TO MAKE
DECISION

? Улс төрийн нөлөө

? Political interference

? Эдийн засгийн нөхцөл

? Economic condition

? Хууль, эрх зүйн орчин

? Legal environment

? Дэд бүтэй

? Infrastructure

? Технологи

? Technology

? Засгийн газар

? Government climate

? Ашиг сонирхолын
зөрчил

? Conflict of Interest
? Transparency

? Ил тод байдал

? Accountability

? Хариуцлага тооцох

? Code of Conduct

? Ёс зүйн журам

? Human capacity

? Хүний нөөц

21 - 24 January 2008
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АНХААРАЛ ТАВЬСАНД БАЯРЛАЛАА!
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION !
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BLANK PAGE
(FOR SLIDES SEPARATOR)

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх:
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо

A presentation followed by a discussion

Илтгэл ба Хэлэлцүүлэг

Monday 21st January p.m.
Жереми Гадбюри, Насир Вайнд
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Өндөр настай иргэдийн хэрэгцээг тодорхойлох нь
дараахь асуудлуудаар хязгаарлагдахгүй
Орон гэр
Эрүүл мэнд
Хоол хүнс
Хувцас

Нийгмийн бүтэц
Үзвэр үйлчилгээ
Боловсрол
Боломжийн үнэ
өртөгтэй тээврийн
хэрэгслэлээр үйлчлүүлэх

Housing
Healthcare
Food
Clothing

Тэтгэврээс ирэх орлого нь тэтгэвэр авагчийн эдгээр
хэрэгцээгээ хангах эх үүсвэрийн нэг хэлбэр юм.
21 - 24 January 2008

Recognising the needs of the elderly, not limited to
the following

3

Social structure
Entertainment
Education
Access to affordable transport

Income through pensions is one part of providing for
these needs.
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо



Олон давхаргат тогтолцоо нь хүмүүс нас ахих тутам орлого болон
эдийн засгийн бусад дэмжлэгийг хэд хэдэн эх үүсвэрээс авдаг арга
замыг тодорхойлдог.

Бид дараахь хэлбэрүүдийг мэддэг:
Гэр бүлийн дэмжлэг
Улсаас үзүүлэх дэмжлэг
Хувийн болон гэр бүлийнхээ ирээдүйд хэрэглэх орлогыг бий болгох





Эдийн засаг хөгжихийн хэрээр эдийн засгийн тусламж дэмжлэгийн
хэлбэр өөрчлөгдөн нэгээс нөгөөд шилжих хандлагатай байдаг.
Эдгээр өөрчлөгдөх хандлагуудыг нэгтгэн хооронд нь зохицуулж
олон давхаргат тогтолцоог бий болгосон.

21 - 24 January 2008



Multi pillar is an approach that formalises what we all know,
that, as we grow older, support and income can come from
a number of sources.

We would recognise the following: Family support
 State support
 The individual or family providing for their own future
As economies develop, support tends to move from one to the
other, and then adopts a mixture, or multi pillar.

5
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Монгол улсад 1995 он хүртэл хэрэглэж байсан тэтгэврийн
систем нь түүхийн хугацаанд олон улс орнууд хэрэглэж
ирсэн систем буюу өндөр өндөр насны тэтгэврийн орлогыг
ганц эх үүсвэрээс бүрдүүлэх тогтолцоо юм.

Historically many societies had a single or major source of old
age income, such as existed in Mongolia up to 1995.
Single systems cannot afford to pay old age benefits; people
are living longer, pensions are increasing year by year.

Наслалт уртасч тэтгэврийн хэмжээ жил бүр өсч байгаа
нөхцөлд өндөр насны тэтгэмжийг ганц эх үүсвэрээс
бүрдүүлэх боломжгүй болсон.

Today we look for multiple sources of old age income.

Тиймээс өндөр насны тэтгэврийн орлогын олон эх үүсвэрээс
бүрдүүлэх тогтолцоог сонгох хэрэгтэй болсон.

We now have the idea of multiple pillars; and you need at
least three pillars to hold up a building.

Олон давхаргат тогтолцооны талаар бид тодорхой
туршлагатай болсон. Наад зах нь 3 давхаргат тогтолцоог
бий болгох хэрэгтэй юм.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо буюу орлогын олон эх үүсвэртэй
байж болох тэтгэврийн системийг 1994 онд Дэлхийн Банкнаас
нэвтрүүлж эхэлсэн бөгөөд эхний ээлжинд 3 давхаргат тогтолцоог
ашигласан байна.
(i)

Давхарга I: Улсын секторын тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжийн систем нь
орлогын хэмжээнээс хамааран өөр өөр түвшинд байдаг. Энэхүү
орлогын зарим хэсгийг тэтгэвэрт гарсан үедээ л ашигладаг
хэлбэрийг солих энэ нь ихэвчлэн байнгын тахир дутуу болох
эсвэл тэтгэвэрт гарахаас өмнө нас нөгчих зэрэг тохиолдлууд.

(ii)

Давхарга II: Албан журмын хадгаламжийн систем: ихэвчлэн
мэргэжлийн (ажиллах хугацааны турш) буюу үндсэндээ хувь
хүний хадгаламж хэлбэрээр.

(iii) Давхарга III: Уян хатан сайн дурын хадгаламжийн систем,
мэргэжлийн болон хувь хүний хадгаламж гэсэн 2 тусдаа хэлбэр
21 - 24 January 2008
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The World Bank formalised the idea of multiple sources, or
Multi Pillar, in 1994, initially with three pillars
(i)

Pillar I: The public sector pillar of pension benefits linked
to varying degrees to earnings and seeks to replace some
portion of income in old age and often in cases of
permanent disability and pre-retirement death.

(ii) Pillar II: Mandatory savings systems, usually occupational
(through being employed or working), essentially an
individual savings account.
(iii) Pillar III: Voluntary savings systems, occupational or
individuals, that are flexible and discretionary in nature.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем
2005 онд Дэлхийн Банк хоёр давхаргыг нэмсэн байна.

In 2005 the World Bank added two more pillars

“Тэг ” давхарга, суурь тэтгэвэр буюу хүн бүрт төлөгдөх
тэтгэвэр авагчийн насны хэмжээ, иргэншил харьяаллыг
үндэслэн тогтоодог.

A “zero” pillar, a universal pension that pays a pension to
everyone, based solely on age, nationality and residence.

Дөрөвдэхь давхарга нь гэр бүл, нийгмийн зүгээс үзүүлэх
дэмжлэг орох бөгөөд эрүүл мэндийн үйлчилгээнд
үзүүлэх татаасыг үүнд хамруулна.

A fourth pillar that recognises the support from family and
society in general, and includes subsidised healthcare.
Different countries have their own approach to what sort of
multi pillar system they need.

Улс орнууд өөрийн гэсэн арга замаар олон давхаргат
тогтолцоогоо бүрдүүлдэг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем
Монгол улс өөрийн онцлог шинжийг тусгасан олон
давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бий болгох
хэрэгтэй.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Mongolia should work out its own multi pillar
approach based on its own particular
characteristics.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Тэтгэврийн орлого ямар хэмжээний зорилтот
орлоготой байх? тэрхүү орлогын хэмжээг юунд
үндэслэх? зэрэг зорилтот орлогын хэмжээний
тухай асуудал байна.

There is also the matter of a target income, how
much pension income should you target and what
should the target be based on?

1995 оноос өмнө Монгол улсад ганц давхаргат
тэтгэврийн систем буюу орлогынх нь 60% -иар
тогтоодог тогтолцоо байсан.

In Mongolia the pre 1995 single pillar would produce
around 60% replacement income at retirement.

25 жил магадгүй үүнээс олон жил ажилласан хүн
ямар орлоготой байж болох вэ?

What sort of income could a person working for 25
years or more might hope to achieve?

21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем
Нийт зорилтот орлогын хэмжээг тодорхойлоход дараахь
зүйлд үндэслэх
 Бодит авсан цалингийн хувь хэмжээ,
 Улсын дундаж цалин эсвэл цалингийн доод хэмжээ


Амьжиргааны өртөг; орон нутгийн байршлаар харилцан
адилгүй.

Хэрэв өндөр насны тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд олон давхарга
ашиглана гэж үзвэл давхарга тус бүрт зорилтот орлогын
хэмжээ ямар байх вэ? Нийтдээ хэдий хэрийн байх вэ?
21 - 24 January 2008
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A target for total income may be based on
percentage of a person’s actual wages,
average national wage, or
national minimum wage, or






based on cost of living; but the cost of living varies
across the country.

If you have different sources of old age income,
through multi pillars, what income targets can you
expect from each one? And how much in total?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Суурь (түгээмэл) буюу иргэн харьяатын тэтгэвэр гэж юу вэ?

What is a Universal Pension, sometimes called a demogrant?

Энэ нь иргэн хүн бүрт тэтгэврийн насанд хүрмэгц адил хэмжээгээр
тухайн иргэний санхүүгийн нөхцөл байдлаас үл шалтгаалан улсын
орлогоос олгогдох тэтгэвэр юм.

A regular payment, the same amount to every citizen over a
certain age, regardless of an individual’s financial
circumstances, normally paid for out of general revenues.

Энэ төрлийн тэтгэврийн гол зорилго нь хүн амыг тодорхой хэмжээний
орлоготой болгосноор ядуурлын эрсдлийг бууруулах явдал юм.

The aim is to provide a level of income that reduces the risk of
poverty.

Суурь тэтгэвэр нь авилга, хуйвалдаан зэрэг гарах эрсдлийг
бууруулдаг. Үүнийг олгоход орлого тооцохгүй.

A universal pension to everybody reduces risks of corruption
or collusion to get a benefit. It is not means tested.

Шинэ Зеланд, Казахстан, Боливи, Ботсвана зэрэг дэлхийн нэлээд
хэдэн улс Суурь тэтгэврийн системийг хэрэглэдэг.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Zealand, Kazakhstan, Bolivia and Botswana.
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Суурь тэтгэврээр тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн түвшинг үүсгэх

The Universal Pension, establishing a benefit level

Ядуурлын түвшинг тодорхойлох,
 Хүмүүсийн ажил эрхлэх, хадгаламжтай болохыг
урамшуулдаг
 Хувь хүний төдийгүй өрхийн амьжиргааны зардлын
түвшинг тусгадаг.

Recognising poverty levels,
 That encourages people to work and save
 That might reflect the level of household living expenses
rather just one individual.

Хувийн дугаар болон төлбөрийн системээр тэтгэмжийг
олгох хамгийн үр ашигтай арга хэрэгслийг олох нь гол
асуудал болдог.
Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд суурь тэтгэвэр нь тэтгэврийн
баталгаатай элемент болох талаар хойно өгүүлнэ.
21 - 24 January 2008
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A major challenge is to find an efficient way of getting the
payment to each beneficiary, with secure ID and payment
systems.
We will see later on how the universal pension might replace
the guaranteed pension element in the Notional Defined
Contribution system.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо

Thank you

Баярлалаа

End of presentation…

Илгэлийн төгсгөл ...

…Discussion period follows

…Хэлэлцүүлэг эхлэх ...

21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг






The Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
бодлогын асуудлуудыг хэлэлцэх: Монгол улсад
тэтгэврийн талаар ямар бодлого баримтлах, улс орон ,
нийгэм ямар бодлогыг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой, хүсч буй
зорилго болон хэрэгжих боломжтой тэтгэврийн бодлого.
Тиймээс тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлэх асуудал
тус бүрээр нь авч үзэх ёстой.
Танилцуулга бүр 30 орчим минут үргэлжлэх бөгөөд
дараа нь хэлэлцүүлэг явагдана.

21 - 24 January 2008
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо







Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагчаа томилон, зохион
байгуулалттай байх, хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлэх ажлыг
удирдуулна.
Ширээ бүр тухайн асуудлын бэрхшээлүүд, санал
шийдвэр зэргийг 30 орчим минут хэлэлцсэнэ.
Ширээнд байгууллагаас нэгээс илүүгүй хүн суух.





Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын хугацаанд ширээ бүр саналаа
нэгтгэн бусад оролцогчдод танилцуулж
хэлэлцүүлнэ.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Орлогын төрөл зүйл– Монгол улсад
ямар төрөл нь тохиромжтой ба боломжтой вэ ?
Зорилтот орлогын төрлүүд? Юунд суурьлаж зорилтот
орлогыг тодорхойлох?
Нэгээс хоёр төрлийн орлогын урсгалыг тодорхойлох,
эдгээр нь хангалттай эсвэл хэт их.
Төрөл зүйл бүр засгийн газар, ажил олгогч, болон
ажиллагчдаар төлөгдөх ёстой.
Одоогийн болон ирээдүйн нийгэм ирээдүйн орлогыг
бүрдүүлэхийн тул хэдий хэмжээний төлбөр хийх вэ?
Давхарга тус бүрийн боломж юу байна вэ?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Discussion points: various types of income – what is
appropriate for Mongolia, what can the country and society
afford?
What are the target incomes? What are they based on?
Recognise that just one or two income flows are not enough
and represent too much of a burden.
Recognise that everything has to be paid for, by government
through tax revenues, employers, employees.
How much of future income should be paid for by society now
and society in the future?
What is possible, how much could each pillar produce?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоогоор өөр өөр төрлийн орлого, тусламж
дэмжлэгийг тодорхойлно.
Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Ямар төрлийн орлого Монголд байдаг вэ?

Multi pillar recognises different types of income and support
Discussion points: what types of income should there be in Mongolia?



(I) Төрөөс гурван төрлийн дэмлэгийн аль нэгээр дамжуулан үзүүлнэ:



(I) State support in one of three different methods through:



(a) Иргэний харьяалал, тэтгэврийн тодорхой нас, оршин суусан хугацаа
зэрэг энгийн шалгуурт тулгуурлан суурь тэтгэврийг олгох бөгөөд ихэвчлэн
иргэн харьяатын тэтгэвэр гэж нэрлэдэг;



(a) the payment of a pension based on the simple fact of being a
certain age and nationality, possibly with a residence qualification, often
called a demogrant or universal pension;



(b) Орлого тооцох журмаар нэн их хэрэгцээтэй иргэдэд халамжийн тэтгэвэр
олгодог.





(c) Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацаанд авч байсан цалин (нийт буюу цалингийн
сангаас төлж байсан) орлогын түвшинд үндэслэн олгодог тэтгэврийн төрөл

(b) the payment of a pension based on a means tested system that
benefits are paid to those who are in greatest need, often called a
means tested social pension; or



(c) the payment of a pension related to an income based on the level of
income received through a working life, which could be from the
payment of general or payroll taxes.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо

Discussion points: what types of income should there be in Mongolia?

Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдэв: Орлогын ямар төрлүүд Монгол улсад байх
ёстой вэ ?

(II) Occupational savings in either mandatory systems or through
voluntary systems.

(II) ҮОМШӨ-ний даатгалын албан журмын болон сайн дурын
тогтолцоо.

(i) Mandatory systems, through:

(i) Албан журмын даатгал тухайлбал:

(a) a state system such as Mongolia’s Notional Defined Contribution (NDC),
or

(a) Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны төрийн хэлбэр буюу Нэрийн дансны
шимтгэл

(b) a regulated system provided by the private sector that may be defined
benefit or defined contribution, and which may or not be funded,

(b)Хувийн секторын зохицуулдаг цалинд юумуу шимтгэлд
тулгуурласан нөөцлөлтэй ба нөөцлөлгүй даатгалын тогтолцоо
байж болно.
Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан даатгалын тогтолцоо нь тухайн хүний амьдрах
хугацаа, төлсөн орлого эсвэл үе шатлан буурах аргачлал бүхий
зохицуулалттай байдаг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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The pension benefit under defined contribution can be based on life
expectancy, buying an annuity or a drawdown approach.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
(ii) Сайн дураар шимтгэл төлөх тогтолцоо нь доорхи хэлбэртэй:

(ii) Voluntary arrangements, through making savings:

Ажил олгогч зохион байгуулна.
(a) Албан журмын тогтолцоонд хамрагдах ажил олгогчид ба
ажиллагчид тус тусдаа нэмэлт шимтгэл төлөх, өөрөөр хэлбэл
одоогийн албан журмын дансны үлдэгдлээс өөр нөхцөлтэй
журмаар зохицуулна;

Organised by the employer
(a) additional contributions as a different category, as employer and / or
employee to an existing mandatory system but distinguished separately
from mandatory balances with different conditions applying;

(b)Хувийн секторын тэтгэврийн хадгаламжийн тогтолцоонд ажил
олгогч ба ажиллагч тусдаа шимтгэл төлөх бөгөөд ихэвчлэн
татварын хөнгөлөлт эдэлдэг, итгэлцлийн сангийн эсвэл амьдралын
даатгалын хэлбэртэй тэтгэврийн хэлбэр

(b) contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector pension
savings system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement; and

(c) Хувийн секторын хадгаламжийн тогтолцоонд ажил олгогч ба
ажиллагчид шимтгэл төлөх бөгөөд татварын хөнгөлөлт эдлэх
итгэлцлийн сан эсвэл амьдралын даатгалын шинжтэй нэг удаа бөөн
олгогдох эсвэл шатлан буурах аргачлал бүхий тэтгэврийн хэлбэр

(c) contributions as employer and/or employee, to a private sector savings
system, often characterised by tax concessions, in a trust or life
assurance arrangement, which establishes a lump sum that can
generate income through an annuity or drawdown method.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Хэлэлцүүлгийн дараагийн сэдэв: Тооцоолох

Further discussion points: quantifying

Тодорхой хугацааны турш хувийн хадгаламжаас орох орлого:

Income from personal savings made over a period of time:

Эхнэр нөхөр, гэр бүлийн бусад хүмүүс хүүхэд, хамаатан саднаас
үзүүлэх дэмжлэг.

Income from spouses and other family support, from children
or other relatives.

Суурь тэтгэвэр нь нэрийн дансны баталгаат элементийг орлож чадах
уу?
Ингэснээр нэрийн дансны үлдэгдлээс тэтгэвэр тавьж олгох боломжтой
юу, энд үлдэгдэл өндөр байх тусам тэтгэврийн хэмжээ өндөр
байна?
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Could the universal pension replace the guarantee element of
NDC?
Would this allow the NDC balances to provide a pension, the
higher the balance, the bigger the pension?
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо







Хэлэлцүүлгийн сэдвүүд
Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн систем болон зорилтот
орлого тодорхойлох аргыг Монгол улсын тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны бодлогод тусгах хэрэгтэй юу?
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны бодлогыг хэрхэн боловсруулах
вэ?
Бодлогын баримт бичиг боловсруулах
2021 он хүртэлх тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн төсөөллийн
баримт бичгийг хянаж үзэх болох нээ?
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Further discussion points
Should the multi pillar and income target approach
be part of pension policy in Mongolia?
How establish pension policy
Policy paper
Revision of Main Guidelines on Pension Reform to
be followed by the State to the year 2021?
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөл нь тухайн давхаргаас
хамаарах нь





Албан журмын ба сайн дурын шимтгэл, нөөцлөлтэй ба
нөөцлөлгүй санхүүжилтийн асуудал нь давхаргаасаа
хамаарч харилцан адилгүй байна.
Шимтгэл, сангийн нөөцлөлийн асуудлыг доорх бүтцийн
хүрээнд хэлэлцэнэ, үүнд:
•
•
•
•

“Тэг” давхарга: Иргэний/Суурь (universal) тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
I давхарга: Олон нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
II давхарга: Ажил мэргэжлийн буюу хувийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
III давхарга: Мэргэжлийн буюу хувийн сайн дурын
хадгаламжийн бүтэц
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Contributions and Funding depend on the Pillars





Decisions in respect of Mandatory or Voluntary
Contributions and Funded or Unfunded financing
approaches will vary depending on the pillar that is
being considered.
We will discuss these issues in respect of
•
•
•
•

“Zero” Pillar: citizens/universal pension scheme;
Pillar I: public pension scheme;
Pillar II: occupational or personal pension schemes; and
Pillar III: voluntary occupational or personal savings
schemes.
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Generally Followed Contribution Approaches

Шимтгэлийн талаар баримталж ирсэн ерөнхий хандлага
Давхарга

Тэг
Давхарга

I
Давхарга

II
Давхарга

III
Давхарга

Шинжүүд

Хамралт

Санхүүжилтийн эх
үүсвэр

Суурь “иргэн
харьяат”-ын тэтгэвэр

Амьжиргааны бага
Хэмжээний
(тогтоосон наснаас
дээш насны иргэн
бүрт)

- Төсвийн орлого
(Татвар төлөгчид)

Олон нийтийн
тэтгэврийн бүтэц

Албан секторын
ажиллагчид заавал
хамрагдах

- Хувь хүн
- Ажил олгогч
- Төсвийн орлого

Ажил мэргэжлийн,
хувийн тэтгэврийн
бүтэц

Албан секторын
ажиллагчид заавал
хамрагдах

- Хувь хүн
- Ажил олгогч
- Төсвийн орлого

Ажил мэргэжлийн,
буюу хувийн сайн
дурын хадгаламжийн
бүтэц

Иргэд сайн дураар
хамрагдах

- Хувийн
-Төсвийн орлого
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Characteristic

Coverage

Financing Sources

Zero Pillar Universal/Citizens
Pension

Residual (everyone - Budget Revenues
(Tax Payers)
above specified
age)

Pillar I

Public Pension
Scheme

Mandated
for Formal Sector

- Self
- Employer
- Budget Revenues

Pillar II

Occupational/Personal
Pension Schemes

Mandated
For Formal Sector

- Self
- Employer
- Budget Revenues

Pillar III

Voluntary
Occupational/Personal
Pension Schemes

Voluntary
for all

- Self
- Budget Revenues
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“Тэг” давхарга дахь шимтгэлийн асуудал







Contributions and Zero Pillar

Тэг давхаргын тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг албан ба албан бус секторт
ажиллаж буй угаас ядуу, орлого бага иргэдэд олгоно.
Албан журмын шимтгэлээс санхүүжүүлэх нь хэрэгжүүлэхэд
ярвигтай. Шимтгэл хураах болон үйл ажиллагааны зардал нь
шимтгэлийн хэмжээг хэт өндөр тогтооход хүргэж болзошгүй.
Төсвийн орлогын санхүүжилт нь “үнэгүй” гэсэн үг биш. Хүн
амын орлогын ба хэрэглээний татвараас Засгийн газрын
төсвийн орлогыг бүрдүүлж энэхүү орлогоор тэтгэвэр
тэтгэмжийг олгодог.
Татварын бүрэлдэхүүнд “тэг” давхаргад шууд холбогдох
элемент тусгах эсэх нь одоогийн татварын даац чадавхиас
хамаарна.
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Zero Pillar provides benefits to lifetime poor,
informal and formal sectors.
Financing from mandatory contributions is not
practical. Collection and enforcement costs likely to
make required contributions too high.
Financing from budget revenues does not mean it
is “free”. Income and consumption taxes produce
government revenue and pay for benefits.
Whether taxes include explicit element for zero
pillar will depend on capacity under current taxes.
21 - 24 January 2008
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I давхаргын шимтгэлийн асуудал



Contributions and Pillar I

I давхаргаас албан секторын даатгуулагчдад төрийн зохицуулалтын
хүрээнд тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олгоно.
Албан секторт баримт, данс бүртгэлийг өндөр түвшинд хөтөлдөг тул
албан журмын шимтгэл хураалтад сайнаар нөлөөлдөг.




• Шимтгэл хураах, үйл ажиллагааны зардал нь нэлээд ярвигтай төдийгүй
шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг өсгөхөд нөлөөлдөг.
• Хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх, цалинг бодитоор мэдээлэх асуудлыг урамшуулахын тулд
төсвийн санхүүжилт, татаас шаардагдаж болно, үүнд:
z Үйл ажиллагааны зардлыг татаасаар санхүүжүүлэх,
z Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээнээс хэсэгчлэн хувааж буюу бүрнээр төлөх гэх мэт.






Энэ тогтолцоо нь тэтгэврийн цалингаас (DB) эсвэл шимтгэлээс (DC)
тооцдог бүтэцтэй байж болно. (тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн бүтэц бүрэлдэхүүний талаар маргаашийн
илтгэлээр хөндөнө.), шимтгэлийн орлогоос аль алиныг санхүүжүүлэх
шаадлагатай.
Шимтгэл хураалтыг тухайн салбар дахь төрийн захиргааны
байгууллага эсвэл үндэсний татварын алба хариуцаж гүйцэтгэнэ.
Төсвийн орлогыг санхүүжүүлэхийн тулд хүн амын орлогын эсвэл
НӨАТ-т шууд холбогдох элемент оруулах нь ховор байдаг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillar I provides benefits to formal sector through a publically managed
system.
Formal sector is usually well documented making it possible for
mandatory contributions to be practical.
• Collection and enforcement can still be a significant challenge and raise
contribution costs.
• Budget transfers may be required to encourage participation/full
information disclosure through:
z Subsidization of administration costs;
z Having partial/full matching contributions.





The scheme itself can be DB or DC (more on benefit structures in tomorrow’s opening session),
contributions are required to finance both.
Contribution collection is assigned to institution administering the
scheme or to the national tax collection agency.
It is not common to have explicit element in income or consumption tax
to finance budget transfers.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Contributions and Pillar II

II давхарга дахь шимтгэлийн асуудал





II давхаргад тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг албан секторын,
нөөцлөлтэй, заавал төлөх шимтгэлд тулгуурлаж олгоно.
Албан секторын хүрээнд заавал төлөх шимтгэлтэй тул I
давхаргатай адил шимтгэл хураалт/төлөлтийн журам
болон Төсвийн санхүүжилттэй.
I давхаргатай адил тэтгэврийн цалингаас (DB) эсвэл
шимтгэлээс (DC) тооцдог бүтэцтэй байж болно.



Шимтгэл хураалтыг хувийн секторын лицензтэй
компанид даалган хариуцуулах бөгөөд төрийн
захиргааны төв байгууллага данс бүртгэлийг эрхлэн
явуулж болно.



(Шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцдог (DC) бүтцийн хэлбэр нь нэлээд түгээмэл
хүлээн зөвшөөрөгдсөн байдаг).
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Pillar II provides benefits to formal sector through
mandated funded system.
This being mandated and on the formal sector it
has same issues as the Pillar I in regards to
collection/enforcement and budget transfers.
Like Pillar I the scheme itself can be DB or DC (DC
being the more accepted approach).
Contribution collection can be assigned to
individual private sector institutions licensed to
administer such schemes or through a central
publically managed record keeping agency.
21 - 24 January 2008
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III давхарга дахь шимтгэлийн асуудал




Contributions and Pillar III

III давхаргаар сайн дурын нөөцлөлтэй тогтолцоо бүрдүүлж
салбарын тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгох зорилготой.
Энэ салбарт тулгарах гол бэрхшээл нь хамралтын түвшинг хангах,
ялангуяа нэн ядуу эмзэг бүлгийг хамруулах асуудал ярвигтай.
Хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөхийн тулд урамшууллын хэлбэрүүд
шаардлагатай болохыг сайтар ойлгож анхаарч үздэг, үүнд:





• Орлогын татварыг багасгах замаар / шимтгэлийн орлоготой холбох,
• Шимтгэлийн бүрэн ба хэсэгчилсэн хувь хэмжээг адил хувиар эсвэл
шаталсан хэлбэрээр даатгуулагч, ажил олгогчид хувааж төлөх замаар
урамшуулал бүрдүүлэх.





Энэ давхаргын гол анхаарах асуудлын нэг нь тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэхийн тулд шимтгэл хураалт, тэтгэвэр олгох үйл
ажиллагааны зардлыг багасгах шаардлагатай байдаг.
Үйл ажиллагааны зардлыг I ба II дархаргад “үүрүүлэх” замаар
багасгах боломжтой. Өөрөөр хэлбэл, үйл ажиллагааны удирдлагыг
нэг байгууллага хариуцаж эрхлэх.
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Pillar III intends to provide benefits to sectors through
voluntary funded system.
The largest challenge faced by this pillar is getting sufficient
participation, especially from the most vulnerable.
There is increasing recognition that some type of incentive
is required to encourage participation. This implies budget
transfer to incentivize:
• Through income tax reduction/credits on contributions;
• Through matching on one-to-one or scaled basis for whole or part
of the contributions.





One of the prime concerns of this pillar is to minimize
collection charges and payment costs in order to maximize
the amount of contribution going to benefit payments.
Administration costs can be reduced by “piggy backing” on
Pillar I or Pillar II schemes, i.e. using the same
administration process.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Шимтгэлийн талаар анхаарах ерөнхий асуудлууд



Албан журмын ба сайн дурын шимтгэлийн бүтэцтэй сайн
тогтолцоо нь доорх шинжийг бүрдүүлсэн байна.

General Considerations on Contributions



• Шимтгэл хураах цэгүүд нь ашиглахад хялбар, хүртээмжтэй байх
(банк, шуудан, цалингаас суутгах, ATM зэрэг бусад биет ба
цахим хэлбэрийг ашиглах)
• Тогтмол ба тогтмол бус шимтгэл төлөлтийг хамруулах
боломжтой байх.



Шимтгэл хураалтын болон данс бүртгэлийн зардлыг
төрийн захиргааны төв (нэг) байгууллагаар гүйцэтгүүлэх
замаар багасгах боломжтой.
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Successful systems having mandatory or voluntary
contributions provide
• Accessible and easy to use contribution collection points
(bank, post office, payroll deduction, ATM’s, other
physical locations and electronic means).
• Are able to accommodate regular and irregular
contributions.



Collection cost and record keeping cost reduction is
achieved when these processes are administered
by a single central institution.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Сангийн нөөцлөлийн талаар баримтлах ерөнхий
чиг хандлагууд
Давхарга

Тэг
давхарга

Бүтцийн хэв шинж Хамрах хүрээ

Суурь / Иргэний
тэтгэвэр

Амьжиргааны бага
хэмжээний
(тодорхой
тогтоосон наснаас
дээш иргэн бүрт)

Сангийн
нөөцлөлийн чиг
хандлагууд
Хуваарилалтын зарчим
(PAYGO)

Бүх нийтийн
тэтгэврийн бүтэц

Албан секторын
ажиллагчид заавал
хамрагдах

- Хуваарилалтын
зарчим (PAYGO)
- Шаталсан
шимтгэлийн систем

II давхарга

Ажил мэргэжлийн /
хувийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц

Албан секторын
ажиллагчид заавал
хамрагдах

- Бүрэн нөөцлөлтэй

III давхарга

Сайн дурын ажил
мэргэжлийн / хувийн
тэтгэврийн бүтэц

Иргэд сайн дураар
хамрагдах

- Бүрэн нөөцлөлтэй
нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл
баланс

I давхарга
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Generally Followed Funding Approaches
Pillar

Characteristic

Coverage

Funding Approach

Zero Pillar Universal/Citizens
Pension

Residual (everyone Pay-As-You-Go
(PAYGO)
above specified
age)

Pillar I

Public Pension
Scheme

Mandated
for Formal Sector

- PAYGO
- Scaled Premium
System

Pillar II

Occupational/Personal
Pension Schemes

Mandated
For Formal Sector

- Fully funded

Pillar III

Voluntary
Occupational/Personal
Pension Schemes

Voluntary
for all

- Fully funded
account balances
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Хуваарилалтын ба Шаталсан шимтгэлийн систем





Хуваарилалтын зарчимтай (pay-as-you-go) сангийн нөөцлөл гэдэгт
тайлант хугацаанд хангалттай хэмжээний татвар, шимтгэл цуглуулж
тухайн хугацаанд зохих тэтгэврийг олгоход хангалттай орлого
бүрдүүлэхийг илэрхийлнэ.
Урт хугацаанд татвар болон шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг тогтвортой
хадгалахын тулд зарим “нөөц” санг бүрдүүлдэг.
Шаталсан шимтгэлийн систем (ШШС: Scaled Premium System – SPS):
/Олон улсын хөдөлмөрийн байгууллага, Олон улсын нийгэм хангамжийн холбоо ийнхүү
тодорхойлсон/






• Шаталсан шимтгэлийн системд шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг багцаар өсгөх
замаар шимтгэлийн орлогыг тэтгэврийн зардлаас өндөр түвшинд
бүрдүүлэх буюу тооцоот хугацаанд нөөц сангийн хөрөнгийг өсгөж
нэмэгдүүлэх зорилготой. (үүнд ихэвчлэн 50-70 жилээр)
• Нэг даатгуулагчийн хувь хэмжээг тооцоот нийт хугацааг хэсэгчлэн
богиносгон (10 жилээр) хувааж, тус хугацаанд тохирсон шимтгэлийн
хувь хэмжээг тогтоож өгснөөр нөөц сангийн хөрөнгө нийт хугацааны
эцэст хувь хүний түвшинд максимум хэмжээнд хуримтлагдана.
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PAYGO (pay-as-you-go) funding means generating
sufficient tax revenue/contributions in a financial period
required to pay benefits due in that period.
Some “reserves” are developed to stabilize the tax or
contribution rate over a number of years.
Scaled Premium System - SPS (defined by International Labour

Organization and International Social Security Association)

• Is a set of increasing contribution rates that result in incomes
always exceeding outgoes, i.e. increasing reserve fund, over the
projection period (which is usually 50-70 years).
• Individual rates are determined by breaking the projection period
into smaller sub-periods (say 10 year each) and setting a rate for
each period such that the reserve reaches a local maximum at end
of that period.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Бүрэн ба хэсэгчилсэн
сангийн нөөцлөлийн тогтолцоо





Partial and Fully Funded Systems

Бүрэн нөөцтэй сан гэж ил ба далд хөрөнгийн хэмжээ нь
Тэтгэврийн хуримтлагдсан өртэй (ABL) тэнцдэг системийг хэлнэ.
(үүнийг ТХӨ гэж бас нэрлэнэ)
Хэсэгчилсэн нөөцтэй сан гэж бүрэн нөөцгүй санг хэлнэ.
Сангийн нөөцлөл нь Хуваарилалтын, Шимтгэлийн шаталсан систем,
Хэсэгчилсэн ба бүрэн нөөц сангийн зарчимд тулгуурласан байлаа ч
Тэтгэврийн Хуримтлагдсан Өр (буюу ТХӨ)-ийг ойлгож мэдэх нь маш
чухал, үүний тусламжтай сангийн хөрөнгийн ирээдүйн өртгийг даах
чадавх, мөн ямар хэмжээний өртөг зардал сангийн нөөцгүй үлдэж
байгааг тооцож тодорхойлох боломжтой. Нөөцгүй зардлыг ирээдүйд
татвар болон шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэн, өнөөгийн ба
ирээдүй хойч үеийн шимтгэл төлөгчдөд ногдуулах замаар
санхүүжүүлэх хэрэгцээ урган гарна.
ABL: Accrued Benefit Liability –
Тэтгэврийн хуримтлагдсан өр
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Fully Funded refers to scheme with explicit or implicit
assets equal to the Accrued Benefit Liability (which is also
known as IPD).
Partially Funded refers to scheme which is not fully
funded.
Whether funding is done on PAYGO, SPS, Partial or Fully
funded basis, knowledge of the Accrued Benefit Liability (or
IPD) is crucial to understand how much liability is backed
by assets and how much is remains unfunded. The
unfunded amount will have to be financed through higher
future taxes/contributions on current or future generations.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх –
тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

THANK YOU
АНХААРАЛ ТАВЬСАНД БАЯРЛАЛАА
End of presentation…
Илтгэл үүгээр өндөрлөж,
хэлэлцүүлэг эхэлнэ...
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо

Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Семинарийн хэлэлцүүлэг


The Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн бодлого, зорилтод анхаарлаа
хандуулж Монгол улсад зохицсон тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо, улс орны
нөхцөл байдал болон нийгмийн бүтцэд нийцсэн санхүүгийн чадавхи,
дэвшүүлж буй болон хэрэгжихүйц зорилго, зорилтын талаар
хэлэлцэнэ.



Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлдэг асуудал, параметрийг тус
бүрчлэн авч үзнэ.



Илтгэлүүд 30 минут орчим үргэлжлэх ба холбогдох хэлэлцүүлэг
тухай бүр дагалдана. Бүлгийн хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулах
байдлаар үргэлжлэнэ.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.
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Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо







Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлж,
зохион байгуулах ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр 30 орчим мин хэлэлцсэний дараа тухайн
асуудлын талаарх бэрхшээлийг тодорхойлж, холбогдох
санал зөвлөмж буюу хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
Ширээнд агентлаг, байгууллагаас нэг оролцогч суувал
зохино.





Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн бусад
оролцогсдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлнэ.
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөлийн асуудал Хэлэлцүүлэг

Contributions and Funding - Discussions
Discussion Points

Хэлэлцүүлгийн асуудлууд


Давхарга бүрийг анхааралтай авч үзэн (Тэг, I, II, III
давхаргууд) доорх асуудлаар хэлэлцэнэ, үүнд:



Consider each Pillar (Zero, I, II and III) and
discuss:

• Шимтгэлийн талаар баримтлах чиг хандлага ямар байвал
зохистой вэ?

• What should be the contribution approach?

• Төсвийн санхүүжилтийн үүрэг хариуцлага байх бол ямар байвал
зохистой вэ?

• What if any is the role of the Budget Transfers?

• Сангийн нөөцлөлийн талаар баримтлах чиг хандлага ямар
байвал зохистой вэ?

• What should be the funding principle adopted?
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөлийн асуудал Хэлэлцүүлэг

Contributions and Funding - Discussions

Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг

Discussion Points




Consider each Pillar (Zero, I, II and III) and discuss:
• Collection of contributions, is it appropriate and practical to consider
combining for different pillars?
• Should tax collection agency be involved in contribution collections?

Давхарга бүрийг анхааралтай авч үзэн (Тэг, I, II, III давхаргууд)
доорх асуудлаар хэлэлцэнэ, үүнд:
• Шимтгэл хураалтыг давхаргуудын хувьд нийлүүлж авч үзэх нь зохистой,
бодит байдалд нийцтэй эсэх талаар...
• Татварын байгууллага шимтгэл хураалтад оролцож нөлөө үзүүлэх нь
зохистой эсэх талаар ...

• Should Budget Transfers be used to subsidize administration costs,
for some pillars or all pillars or none?

• Төсвөөс олгох татаасаар бүх эсвэл зарим давхаргын үйл ажиллагааны
зардлыг санхүүжүүлэх, эсвэл огт санхүүжүүлэхгүй байх нь зохистой эсэх
талаар...

• Should Budget Transfers be used to encourage participation in
either mandatory or voluntary or in both or none?

• Албан журмын буюу сайн дурын, эсвэл аль алины хамрах хүрээг
нэмэгдүүлэхийн тулд Төсвөөс олгох татаас ашиглах, эсвэл огт
ашиглахгүй байх нь зохистой эсэх талаар...
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөлийн асуудал Хэлэлцүүлэг

Contributions and Funding - Discussions

Хэлэцүүлгээр хөндөх асуудал





Discussion Points

Монгол улсад тохирсон шимтгэл хураалтын ямар
хувилбарууд бий, аль нь илүү зохистой вэ?
Ирээдүйд олон давхаргатай болсон нөхцөлд УНДЕГ-ын
бүтэц нь шимтгэл хураалт, данс бүртгэлийг хариуцдаг
төрийн захиргааны төв байгууллагын үүрэг гүйцэтгэх
чадвартай юу?
Сангийн нөөцлөл нь хуваарилалтын (PAYGO) буюу хагас
нөөцлөлийн арга зарчимтай байсан ч бүх тэтгэвэр
тэтгэмжийн хэмжээг актураль аргаар тооцож шинжлэх
бодлогын зарчим байх шаардлагатай юу?

21 - 24 January 2008
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What options are available in collecting contributions in
Mongolia and which should be used?



Is the SSIGO institution capable of taking on the role as the
central administrator for supervising collection and
maintaining records for all future pillars?



Should there be a policy that all pension benefits should be
analyzed on actuarial basis even when the funding is to be
done on PAYGO or partially funded methods?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pre-Design Considerations

Тэтгэврийн бүтцийн загварт тусгах асуудлууд


“Цалингаас хэдэн хувиар бодсон тэтгэвэр нь тэтгэвэрт
гарахаас өмнө ба дараахь амьжиргааны түвшинг хангахад
хангалттай вэ?” гэдэг асуудлаас тэтгэврийн бодлого
боловсруулалтыг эхлэх нь зүйтэй.



• Энэ нь ихэвчлэн тэтгэвэрт гарахаас өмнөх орлогын 65% -70%
орчим байна. Хүн амын орлогын татварыг бууруулснаар энэ хувь
хэмжээ буурч, улмаар тэтгэвэрт гарсны дараахь зарцуулалт
багасдаг.


Дараагийн асуудал нь дээрх орлогын эх үүсвэрийн
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэх давхаргуудын хооронд
хэрхэн хуваарилах тухай авч үзнэ. :
•
•
•
•

“Тэг ” Давхарга: иргэний/ суурь (universal) тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
Давхарга I: олон нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
Давхарга II: ажил мэргэжлийн буюу хувийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц;
Давхарга III: ажил мэргэжлийн буюу хувийн сайн дурын
хадгаламжийн бүтэц.
21 - 24 January 2008
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It is logical to begin a pension policy design by first
considering “What replacement rate maintains the standard
of living after retirement at the same level as before
retirement?”
• This is usually in the range of 65% to 70% of income prior to
retirement. The reduction being due lower income taxes and
personal expenses experienced by retirement.



The next consideration is how to distribute this retirement
income across the pillars selected for implementation:
•
•
•
•

“Zero” Pillar: citizens/universal pension scheme;
Pillar I: public pension scheme;
Pillar II: occupational or personal pension schemes; and
Pillar III: voluntary occupational or personal savings schemes.
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Designing the Zero Pillar

Тэг давхаргын загвар



Тэг давхаргад дараах зүйлийг тодорхойлдог:



• Ямарч нийгэмд санхүүгийн тусламж шаардлагатай
бүхий л амьдралынхаа туршид ядуу эмзэг бүлэгт
хамрагддаг сегмент байдаг. Иймд дахин хуваарилалт
чухал үүрэгтэй бөгөөд бага орлоготой бүлэгт өндөр
хэмжээний нөхөн төлбөр олгох шаардлагатай
• Бусад давхаргаас тохирсон тэтгэвэр олгохын тул
хангалттай орлогыг олон жилийн турш цуглуулах
шаардлагатай.



Тэг давхарга нь орлого тооцох буюу төсвөөс
шууд тэтгэмжийг шилжүүлэх хувилбар юм.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Zero Pillar recognizes that:
• All societies have lifetime poor and vulnerable segments
that require financial assistance. Redistribution is
necessary, i.e. provide higher replacement to lower
income groups;
• Other pillars take many years to accumulate sufficient
assets before they can provide adequate pensions.



This means that the Zero Pillar should be a defined
benefit financed by budget transfers.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Designing the Zero Pillar

Тэг давхаргын загвар


Улс орнууд өөр өөр арга замыг хэрэглэдэг:



• Суурь хэмжээ буюу иргэн харьяаллын хугацаа.
• Тодорхой насны (60, 65, 70 эсвэл 75) бүх иргэд ба тэтгэмж болон
орлого нь тодорхой түвшингээс доогуур байгаа иргэдэд тус тус
тэтгэмжийн олгох.
• Бусад орлого, тэтгэврийн түвшинд зохицуулан тэтгэмжийн хэмжээг
тогтоох.



Тэтгэмжийн хэмжээг цалингийн доод/дундаж мөн амжиргааны
стандарт түвшинг харгалзан тогтоогдох ёстой.
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• Provide flat amount or an amount linked to years of residency.
• Paid to all citizens over specified age (60, 65, 70 or 75) or target
those having incomes/pensions below specified levels.
• Adjust the amount wholly or partly in view of other incomes or
pensions.



• Хэт бага хэмжээгээр тогтоовол дорвитой тусламж болж чадахгүй.
• Хэт өндөр тогтоовол бусад давхаргад хамрагдан даатгуулагчийн тоог
бууруулна.
• Тохиромжтой түвшин нь цалингийн доод хэмжээний 30%-50% тай
тэнцэх хэмжээ байж болох юм.
• Доод хэмжээг тогтоохдоо шаардлагатай бэлэн мөнгөний урсгал болон
тэтгэврийн далд өрийн хэмжээнд анализ хийх ёстой
7

Countries have taken different routes:

The benefit level should be set in relation to
minimum/average living standard or average wage or
minimum wage.
•
•
•
•

If set too low it will not achieve any meaningful assistance.
If set too high it may discourage participation in other pillars.
An appropriate level may be 30%-50% of minimum wage.
In setting the minimum both the cash flow requirements and IPD
generated should be analyzed.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillars II and III – Mandatory Pillars

Давхарга II ба III – Албан журмын давхаргууд


Давхарга II ба III –н бүтцийн загварыг хамтад нь авч
үзэж болдог.



• Монгол шиг төсвийн болон хувийн секторын тэтгэврийн
системтэй улсын хувьд



• Especially because Mongolia’s current system provides pension
benefits to public and private sector workers.

Эдгээр давхаргын зорилго нь тэтгэвэрт гарахдаа
зорилтот орлоготой болох.



• Бага орлоготой бүлгийн хамгийн тохиромжтой зорилт бол
орлого ихтэй бүлгийн тэтгэмжээс өндөр хэмжээний тэтгэмж авах
Бага орлоготой гэдэг нь эмзэг бүлэг буюу илүү халамж
шаардсан бүлэг.
• Төсвийн цалингийн дундаж түвшинд Тэг давхаргаас Давхарга III
–ыг нэгтгэн тэтгэврийг 60%-иар олгох зорилт тавьбал
тохиромжтой байж болох юм. Ийм тохиолдолд цалингийн доод
хэмжээ ба дундажаар цалинжиж байсан хүмүүст орлого
өндөртэй бүлгийнхээс илүү хэмжээнийн тэтгэвэр олгогдох
болно.
21 - 24 January 2008

Pillars II and III can be considered together from a design
perspective.

9

The combined goal of these pillars is to provide targeted
income replace at retirement.
• The ideal target for lower income groups would be higher than that
for higher income groups. The lower income being more vulnerable
require more paternal outlook.
• It may be appropriate to target 60% replacement from combined
pensions from Zero Pillar to Pillar III for those at the national
average wage. This would provide higher replacement to those in
the range of minimum wage to national average wage. Those with
higher incomes will get lower replacements.
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II ба III давхарга– Албан журмын давхаргууд


Албан журмын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг тогтоохдоо доорх гурван
параметрт үндэслэнэ.
• Цалингаас бодох зорилтот хувь хэмжээ (Тэг давхаргад тэтгэврийн
хэмжээ бага).
• Тэтгэвэрт гарах нас.





Цалингаас бодох хувь хэмжээ, тэтгэврийн нас, шимтгэлийн хувь
хэмжээ гэх 3 параметрээс 2-ыг сонгоход нөгөө 1 нь шууд автоматаар
гарч ирнэ.
Зарим улсууд II ба III давхаргад цалингаас тэтгэвэр тогтоодог (DB)
бүтцээр тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олгодог ч нийтлэг хандлагад шимтгэлээс
тэтгэвэр боддог тогтолцоонд шилжиж байна.
• Цалингаас тэтгэвэр тооцдог тогтолцоогоор олгох тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
хэмжээ өсдөг, өртөг зардлыг харуулах хувьсагч цөөн байдаг бол
шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцдог тогтолцоонд тогтсон тодорхой өртөг
зардлыг илэрхтийлдэг.
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Pillars II and III – Mandatory Pillars


The mandated level of contributions can be determined
from the following three parameters:
• Target replacement rate (less pension amount under Zero Pillar).
• Retirement age.





Out of the three parameters, replacement rate – retirement
age – contribution rate, only two can be selected the third
results automatically.
Some countries continue to provide DB benefits in Pillar II
and III but these are reducing and the trend is to move to
DC benefits.
• DB benefits have evolved and have less cost variability than earlier
schemes but only DC have fixed costs.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillars II and III – Mandatory Pillars

Давхарга II ба III –Албан журмын давхаргууд


Монгол улсын өнөөгийн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоо
(одоогийн тогтолцоо гэсэн хэллэгийг зөвхөн семинарын
хугацаанд хэрэглэсэн болно):
• Тэтгэвэрт гарах хүртэл шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцох (DC)
бүтцээр.
• Гэвч тэтгэвэрт гарахад энэ нь цалингаас тэтгэвэр тооцдог болж,
улмаар минимум тэтгэвэр хэрэглэснээр насан туршид сар тутмын
орлогын эх үүсвэрээр баталгаажигдана.



Энэ нь ХО-ын эрсдэл ба урт наслалтай холбоотой
эрсдлийг Улсын төсөвт шилжүүлнэ гэсэн үг.

• Шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцох тогтолцоонд ХО ба наслалтын
эрсдэл даатгуулагч буюу тэтгэвэр авагчдад тохогддог. (жишээ нь
орлого нь үе шаттай буурах хандлага).

21 - 24 January 2008
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The current NDC system implemented in Mongolian
(Current Scheme as per terminology used during this
workshop) is
• DC scheme up to retirement.
• It becomes a DB scheme upon retirement due to pension being
guaranteed for lifetime and also application of minimum pension.



This means that the investment risk and longevity risk is
transferred to the national budget.

• In a pure DC system the investment risk and longevity risk would
remain win the pensioner (example is income drawdown approach).

21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillar IV

Давхарга IV




Тэг, II ба III давхарга бүхий даатгалын тогтолцоо бүрдсэн
нөхцөлд дундаж даатгуулагч зохистой хэмжээний
тэтгэвэр авах боломж бүрдэнэ.
II ба III давхаргад зөвхөн албан секторт ажилчид
хамрагдана. Доорх бүлгийн иргэд бага хэмжээний
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж авна, үүнд:





• Орлогын түвшингээс үл хамааран албан бус секторын бүх
ажиллагчид,
• Төсвийн байгууллагын өндөр орлоготой ажиллагчид.



IV давхаргыг сайн дурын үндсэн дээр энэхүү цоорхойг
залруулах зорилгоор бүрдүүлэх боломжтой.
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With Zero Pillar and Pillars II/III in place, the
average worker (or below) will have adequate
pension provision.
Pillars II/III will only be applicable to formal sector
workers. The following groups will have lower
replacement rates:
• Informal workers of all income groups,
• Formal workers having high income levels.



Pillar IV could be constructed to address these
gaps on a voluntary basis.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillar IV

Давхарга IV




Давхарга IV нь хүвь хүний хувьцааны зарчимд
тулгуурласан ба шимтгэл хуримтлалын үед болон
тэтгэвэр олголтын аль ч нөхцөлд Шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр
тооцох зарчмаар хэрэгжинэ.
Үүнд шимтгэлийн түвшин харилцан адилгүй байх ба
ихэнх тохиолдолд эрс тэс дээд доод хязгаартай
• Зохистой хуримтлалын хангах минимум хязгаарыг заасан.
• Давуу эрхтэй хадгаламжаар их хэмжээний хөрөнгө босгох дээд
хязгаарыг тогтоосон.



IV давхаргын гол бэрхшээл нь энэ давхаргад хамрагдах
хэрэгцээтэй хүмүүсийг хангалттай түвшинд хамруулах
явдал нэлээд ярвигтай.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillar IV being one that is based on individual
equity principle must be DC both during
accumulation and payout phases.
It cannot have a single contribution rate but may
have a minimum maximum range.
• Minimum to ensure reasonable accumulation;
• Maximum to disallow excessive asset build up through
privileged savings.



The great difficulty in Pillar IV is obtaining
sufficient participation from amongst those who
truly need it.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pillar IV

Давхарга IV


Албан журмаар хамрагдах тогтолцооны хамрах хүрээ өндөр нөхцөлд
сайн дурын хамралтын хүрээг өргөтгөх олон урамшууллын хэлбэр
ашиглаж боловч үр дүн тааруу.



• Явцуу төлөвлөлт (алсын хараатай урт хугацааны төлөвлөлт дулимаг);
• Татварын дараахь орлогын түвшин доогуур байх нь шийдэхэд түвэгтэй.



IV давхаргын бүтцийг төлөвлөхөд хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх
урамшуулал, хөшүүргийг бүрдүүлэх нь маш чухал.

• Татвар сунгах, хөнгөлөх зэргийг мөн анхаарч үзэх боломжтой
Төрөл
Нэг нэгээр нь
тохируулах
Шаталсан
аргаар
зэрэгцэн төлөх

Шимтгэл
₮ 10,000
₮ 4,000
₮ 4,000
₮ 2,000

Төсвийн
шилжүүлэг

In designing Pillar IV structure developing incentives for greater
participation will be critical.
• Matching contributions on equal or scaled basis may be considered;
• Tax credits or allowances may be considered.
Type
One-to-One Match

₮ 10,000
₮ 4,000

Scaled Match

₮ 2,000

Contribution Budget Transfer
₮ 10,000
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₮ 10,000

₮ 4,000

₮ 4,000

₮ 4,000

₮ 2,000

₮ 2,000

Nil
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• Myopia (lack of long-term planning vision); and
• Low disposable incomes are difficult to overcome.



• Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг тэгш, эсвэл шаталсан хэлбэрээр авч үзэж болно.

Many incentives have been tried but success in increasing
voluntary participation remains low even where participation in
mandatory schemes is high.

Nil
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр


Тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж нь II, IV
давхаргын нэг бүрэлдэхүүн хэсэг байх нь зохистой. Эдгээр тэтгэвэр
нь Шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцдог тэтгэвэрийн бүтэцтэй амархан
уялдах боломжгүй, учир нь эдгээр тэтгэврийг Цалингаас тэтгэвэр
боддог журмаар тооцож тогтоодог.
• Тахир дутуу болох, нас барах явдал хөдөлмөр эрхлэлтийн аль ч үед
тохиолдож болно.



Эдгээр тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгох ерөнхий хоёр арга бий:

• Нэмэлт шимтгэл хурааж, тахир дутуу болох, нас барах тохиолдолд
олгох мөнгийг бүрдүүлэхийн тулд амьдралын даатгалын компанид
шилжүүлдэг. Үүнд амьдралын даатгалын хүчирхэг зах зээл
шаардлагатай ч Монгол одоогоор хөгжөөгүй байна.
• Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг олон нийтийн менежмент бүхий даатгалын
санд төвлөрүүлж, тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр
тэтгэмжийг олгоно. Энэ нь Монгол улсын хууль тогтоомжид заасантай
адил төстэй. Энэ сан бие даасан өөрийгөө санхүүжүүлэх чадвартай
байх ёстой.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Disability and Survivor Benefits


Disability and survivor benefits should be made part of
Pillars II to IV. These benefits do not integrate easily with
DC retirement schemes since they must be formulated on
DB basis:



There are two general ways that such benefits are provided
for:

• Disability and death can and do occur throughout working life.

• An additional contribution is collected and transferred to a life
insurance company to insure the amount payable under disability or
death. This requires a strong life insurance market, not currently
available in Mongolia.
• A portion of the contribution is set aside in a publically managed
insurance pool from which the disability and survivor benefits. This
is similar to what is currently envisaged under Mongolian laws. This
pool must be independently financially sustainable.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр


Тахир дутуугийн нөхцлийн тухай хууль тогтоомжид тодорхой
заасан, ажилгүйдэл өндөр байх үед зохисгүй ашиглалтаас
сэргийлэхийн тулд бодит оношлогоог дэмжих тогтолцоотой.



Чөлөөтэй олгох тахир дутуугийн тэтгэвэр, оношлогоо нь өртөг
зардлыг ихэсгэнэ.



Тэжээгчээ алдсаны ба тахир дутуугийн тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг зөвхөн
гэр бүлийн гишүүдэд санхүүгийн тусламж байдлаар олгоход чиглэх
ёстой бөгөөд, олон улсын жишгээр гэр бүлийн гишүүдэд эхнэр
нөхөр, хүүхэд багтана. Тэжээгчээс хараат байсан гэр бүлийн бусад
гишүүд нь нийгмийн халамжийн хөтөлбөрөөс тэтгэмж авбал зохино.



Тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж нь
ихэвчлэн өндөр насны тэтгэврийн зардлын 20-25%-ийг эзэлнэ.
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Disability must be clearly defined in regulations and have
proper diagnostic support systems, to avoid misuse which
can increase in times of higher unemployment.
Liberal disability benefits and diagnosis can significantly
increase the costs.
Death and disability benefits should be designed to provide
financial support to immediate dependent family,
internationally this means spouse and dependent children.
Other dependent family members should be provided
assistance through social assistance programs.
Disability and survivor benefits usually comprise 20%-25%
of old-age retirement costs.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн насны ач холбогдол


Significance of Retirement Age

Өмнө илтгэлд тэтгэврийн төлөвлөлтийг 3 параметрт
тулгуурлах тухай дурдсан, үүнд.



• Тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээ;
• Тэтгэврийн нас;
• Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ.



Зарим бодлого боловсруулагчид Тэтгэврийн насыг
тухайн тогтолцооны тэнцвэрт байдлыг хангахын тулд
өөрчилж болох параметр гэж үздэг. Бодит байдалд
тэтгэврийн нас нь хөдөлмөрийн зах зээл, нийгмийн
бүтэцтэй холбоотой асуудал юм. Тэтгэврийн насны
тухайд наслах тусам хөдөлмөрийн чадавх сайжирдаг
байж болох ч үүнийг хүссэнээр өөрчилж болох параметр
гэж ойлгож болохгүй.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Earlier in the presentation retirement planning was stated
to be based on three parameters:
• Replacement Rate;
• Retirement Age;
• Contribution Rate.



Some policy makers consider Retirement Age to be a
parameter that can be modified to scheme balanced. In
reality, retirement age is a labour market and social
structure matter. There may be some possibility as working
capability increases with age for retirement age to be
enhanced but that should not be confused with it being a
variable that can be changed at will.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн насны ач холбогдол








Significance of Retirement Age

Тэтгэврийн насыг хөдөлмөр эрхлэх дундаж хугацааг
тодорхойлоход ашигладаг, улмаар тэтгэврийн хувь
хэмжээг шимтгэлтэй холбох боломж олгоно.
Тэтгэвэрт бодитой гарах явдал харилцан адилгүй, учир
нь ихэнх тогтолцоо нь эрт ба хожуу тэтгэвэрт гарах
нөхцлийг сонгох боломжтой байдаг.
Шитгэлээс тэтгэвэр боддог тогтолцоонд (DC) тэтгэврийг
дансны үлдэгдэлд үндэслэж тогтоох тул тэтгэврийн нас
төдийлөн чухал бус тул даатгуулагчдын сонголтод
үлдэнэ.
Тэтгэвэр тогтоох доод хэмжээг тэтгэвэрт гарсны дараахь
орлогыг хангалттай түвшинд бүрдүүлэхийн тулд
ашиглаж болно. Тэтгэврийн насны дээд хязгаарыг
хөдөлмөрийн зах зээлийн хүчин зүйлийг авч үзэхэд авч
хэрэглэж болно.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Retirement age is used in determining the expected
average working life and allows replacement rate to be
linked to a specific contribution rate.
Actual retirement behaviour can be quite different since
most schemes allow for early and late retirements to be
selected.
In a DC scheme the retirement age has even lesser
significance since the benefit is based on the accumulated
balance, and the choice of retirement age can be largely
left to the participant.
Minimum replacement rates can be applied to ensure
sufficient retirement income. Maximum retirement age can
be applied for labour market considerations.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх –
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

THANK YOU

БАЯРЛАЛАА
Илтгэлийн төгсгөл…

End of presentation…
…Хэлэлцүүлэг үргэлжлэнэ
…Discussion period follows

21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг

The Workshop Discussions



Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
бодлогын асуудлуудыг хэлэлцэх, Монгол улсад
тэтгэврийн талаар ямар бодлого баримтлах, улс орон ,
нийгэм ямар бодлогыг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой, хүсч буй
болон үр дүнд хүрэх боломжтой зорилтуудыг авч үзэх



Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөөлөх асуудал тус бүрээр нь
авч үзэх ёстой.



Илтгэл бүр 30 орчим минут үргэлжлэх бөгөөд дараа нь
хэлэлцүүлэг явагдана.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Multi Pillar Pension Systems

Олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо







Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон дэс дараалал
болон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлэх ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр 30 орчим мин хэлэлцсэний дараа
тухайн асуудлын тодорхойгүй байдал болон
санал шийдвэр үр дүнгээ танилцуулна.
Ширээнд байгууллагаас нэг л хүн суух хэрэгтэй.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн
бусад оролцогсдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлэнэ.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөл - Хэлэлцүүлэг

Contributions and Funding - Discussions

Хэлэлцэх асуудал


Монгол улсад нийцсэн үндэсний олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны бодлогыг хэлэлцэж, боловсруулах



Энэ тогтолцоо нь зөвхөн шинэ даатгуулагчдад нэвтрүүлнэ гэж
төсөөлье. (одоогийн даатгуулагчид өнөөгийн тогтолцоогоор
тэтгэвэр авах бол)



Discussion Points

Үүнд доорх асуудлаар тодорхой хариулт өгөх...

• Тэг давхарга:
z Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хэрхэн тогтоох вэ? Амьжиргааны доод өртөг,
минимум цалин, эсвэл бусад арга замаар уу?
z 2008 онд дээрх үзүүлэлт ямар түвшинд байх вэ?
z Хэдэн наснаас Тэг давхаргын тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх вэ?
z Бүх орлого, бусад тэтгэврийн тухайд энэ нь орлого тодорхойлох
шалгууртай байх уу?
z Тэг давхарга нь орлого ба бусад тэтгэвэртэй уялдаж тохируулсан
байх уу?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Discuss and devise a multi-pillar national pension policy for Mongolia.



Assume that the system will be applicable to new workers only (the
existing would continue to get current benefits).



Make specific reference to
• Zero Pillar:
z How should the amount be determined, i.e. based on minimum living
standard, minimum wage, or some other measure?
z What should be the level for 2008?
z At what age should the zero pillar pension start?
z Should it be means tested for all income or other pensions?
z Should the zero pillar be adjusted for income or other pensions?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөл - Хэлэлцүүлэг
Хэлэлцэх асуудал


Contributions and Funding - Discussions
Discussion Points

Доорх асуудлаар тодорхой хариулт өгөх...



• I ба II давхарга:
z Тэтгэврийн дээд/доод нас тогтоохдоо юунд
үндэслэх вэ?
z Дундаж ажилчны тэтгэврийн зорилтот хувь хэмжээ
ямар байвал зохистой вэ?
z Үүний оронд шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг тогтоох нь
зохистой юу?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Make specific reference to
• Pillars I & II:
z What should be the basis for determining
minimum/maximum retirement age?
z What should be the targeted replacement ratio for the
average worker?
z Or should the contribution rate be defined instead?
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Шимтгэл ба сангийн нөөцлөл - Хэлэлцүүлэг
Хэлэлцэх асуудал


Contributions and Funding - Discussions
Discussion Points

Доорх асуудлаар тодорхой хариулт өгөх...



• IV давхарга:
z Шимтгэлийн дээд/доод хувь хэмжээ ямар байвал
зохистой вэ?
z Энэхүү сайн дурын тогтолцооны хамрах хүрээг
ямар аргаар өргөжүүлж болох вэ?
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Make specific reference to
• Pillars IV:
z What should be the minimum/maximum contribution
rates?
z How can participation be maximised in this voluntary
pillar.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Зохицуулалт ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц

Governance and Investment Structure

Марта Келли
Тэтгэврийн сангийн менежментийн эксперт
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Тэтгэвэрийн тогтолцооны удирдлага зохицуулалт,
хөрөнгө оруулалтын чиг үүрэг









Үндэсний хэмжээний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
Олон нийтийн тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын удирдах
зөвлөл
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын стратеги
Удирдах зөвлөлийн бүтэц тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтыг хэрхэн хамгаалах эсэх
Монгол улсад тохирсон зохистой хувилбар
УНДЕГ тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалттай хэрхэн уялдаж
ажиллах
СЯ, СЗХ, Монгол Банк, НХХЯ тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө
оруулалттай хэрхэн уялдаж ажиллах
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Pension Governance and Investment Functions










National Pension System
Public Pension Investment Board
Investment Policy
Investment Strategy
How structure of Board protects pension
investments
Best options for Mongolia
How SSIGO interacts with pension investment
How MOF, FRC, BoM, MSWL interact with pension
investment
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Тэтгэвэрийн тогтолцооны засаглал

Pension Fund Governance

Сайн засаглал ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэлийн
хоорондын салшгүй уялдаа

Indisputable link * between good governance and
investment performance

• Судалгаанаас үзэхэд, хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдлийг хөрөнгө
оруулалтын хуваарилалттай холбосон нөхцөлд зохистой
засаглалтай хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл эерэг сайн байдаг. *

Дүгнэлт

• Идэвхгүй сул засаглал ихэнх тохиолдолд хөрөнгө оруулалтын
гүйцэтгэлд сөргөөр нөлөөлөх буюу залилан гарах нөхцөл
бүрдүүлнэ.
• Сул засаглал, муу гүйцэтгэлээс үүдэн тэтгэвэрт гарах үед Нэрийн
дансны үлдэгдэл багасна.
* IMF, Mr. Gregorio Impavido, November 2007.

• Studies show better investment performance with better
governance structure in cases of investment risk
correlated to investment allocation

Conclusion

• weak governance often produces weak investment
performance or fraud
• in either case the result can be lower defined
contribution account balance at retirement
* IMF, Mr. Gregorio Impavido, November 2007.
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Дэлхийн жишиг

Global Lessons

Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежмент хийх


Governments Managing Pension Investments

Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтын менежментийн хийдэг талаар хийсэн
судалгаанаас үзвэл
• Ихэнх тохиолдлын эцсийн үр дүн нь сөрөг байсан,
• Ердөө зургаан улс дундаж үнэлгээ авчээ.





Засгийн газар нь тэтгэврийн сангийн
менежментийг хийдэг улс орнууд дунд дунджаас
дээгүүр авсан улс орон байхгүй.
Иймд зохистой хувилбар бол хөрөнгө оруулалтаар
мэргэшиж туршлагажсан мэргэжилтнүүдээр хийж
гүйцэтгүүлэх боломжтой.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Studies* show that when governments manage
pension investments
• Almost all results were rated disastrous
• There were six countries that were rated mediocre





No countries in which governments managed
pension investments were rated higher than
mediocre
The better alternative seems to be that investment
professionals manage pension investments

* Joint World Bank and IMF study: Vittas, Impavido, O’Connor (2007) “Upgrading the Investment Policy Framework of
Public Pension Funds” Forthcoming in WB policy research working paper series.
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Дэлхийн жишиг

Global Lessons

Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежмент хийх

Governments Managing Pension Investments

Үүний учир нь ихэнх улс орны Засгийн газар:
 Хөрөнгө оруулалтын талаар мэргэжлийн туршлага
байхгүй, зах зээлийн талаарх ойлголт сул.
 Хөрөнгө оруулалтын мэргэжилтнүүдийг зах зээлийн
ханшаар цалинжуулах боломжгүй тул төрийн
байгууллагын цалингын сүлжээний дагуу цалин олгодог.
 Хөрөнгө оруулалтын талаарх шийдвэрийг улс төрийн
нөлөөллөөс ангид байлгах боломж хязгаарлагдмал
 Яамдууд:
• Үйл ажиллагааны зохицуулалт
• Хууль тогтоомжийг сахиулах
• Удирдан чиглүүлж, хянах гэх мэт өөрсдийн чиг үүрэг, үйл
ажиллагааны зорилгоос хамааран ашиг сонирхлын зөрчилд
автагдсан.



Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэл төлөгчдэд аль болох бага
эрсдэл учруулж аль болох их хөрөнгө орууалтын өгөөж
бүрдүүлэх талаар тодорхой зорилго зорилт дэвшүүлээгүй.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Why is this? Most often, governments
 Lack specific technical experience of investment management
and understanding of markets
 Cannot afford to pay market wages for investment
professionals as they are bound by government pay scales
 Struggle to make investment decisions free of political
interference
 Are plagued by conflicts of interest as multiple ministries have
varying goals
• Coordination
• Regulation
• Supervision



Fail to establish clear goals designed to result in maximum
investment return with the least risk for pension contributors
21 - 24 January 2008
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Дэлхийн жишиг

Global Lessons

Governments Managing Pension Investments

Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын ЗГ-ын удирдлага


Засгийн газар хяналт тавих, бодлого боловсруулах чиг үүргээр илүү үр дүнтэй
ажиллах боломжтой.



• Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлогын хэрэгжилтийг
хянаж, хөрөнгө оруулалтын мэргэшсэн ажилтнууд хөрөнгө оруулалтын
менежментийн үйл ажиллагааг явуулах
• ЗГ нь тэтгэвэрийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлогыг өөрчлөх, шинэчлэх,
сайжруулах боломжтой.
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын мэргэшсэн ажилтнуудыг гүйцэтгэлийг хангалтгүй гэж үзсэн
тохиолдолд Засгийн газар хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежерийг халж солих боломжтой.



Нэмэлт хамгаалалтын талаар:

• Засгийн газраас хөрөнгө оруулалтын лицензтэй мэргэшсэн ажилтнуудыг доорх
эрсдлээс хамгаалах хариуцлагын бүрэн даатгалын тогтолцоотой байхыг шаарддаг,
үүнд: алдаа мадаг, гэмт үйлдэл, залилан, хөрөнгө завших, дампуурах гэх мэт.
• Засгийн газар хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежерт бэлэн мөнгөн хөрөнгө өгөхгүй байх.
• Бүх хөрөнгө оруулалт аль ч цаг үед Кастодиан Банк (custodian bank)-нд найдвартай
хадгалж хамгаалагдах бөгөөд Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонны нэр дээр
бүртгэлтэй байна. Хэзээ ч хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежерийн нэр дээр бүртгэгддэггүй.
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Governments can be more effective providing supervisory oversight and
policy setting
• Government maintains control of pension investment policy while supervising the
licensed experienced investment managers that carry out the work
• Government can change, modify and improve pension investment policy
• If government is dissatisfied with the performance of licensed experienced
investment managers, government can immediately remove, change or add
investment managers



For added protection

• Government should require that licensed experienced investment manager
maintain full insurance to protect against certain types of problems: errors,
mistakes, criminal activity, fraud, embezzlement, bankruptcy of investment
manager, etc.
• Government will never give cash to investment manager
• All investments at all times are held in safe keeping by Custodian Bank and are
always registered in name of National Pension System – never registered in
name of investment manager
21 - 24 January 2008
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Дэлхийн жишиг

Global Lessons

Governments Managing Pension Investments

Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын ЗГ-ын удирдлага



Дундаж үзүүлэлт авсан улс орнууд нь:



• Сайн засаглалыг дэмжих арга хэмжээ авсан
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын цогц, боловсронгуй, зах зээлд
тулгуурласан бодлого хэрэгжүүлсэн.


Шинэ Зеланд, Нидерланд, Канад, Ирланд,
Денмарк, Норвег, АНУ (Төрийн иргэний алба,
Калифорнийн төрийн байгууллагын ажилчдын
тэтгэврийн сан, Багш нарын даатгалын сангийн
холбоо)

21 - 24 January 2008
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Of the six countries that were mediocre
• Adopted good governance practices
• Incorporated sophisticated and market based investment
policies



New Zealand, the Netherlands, Canada, Ireland,
Denmark, Norway, US (3 examples: US civil
service, CALPERS, TIAA-CREF)

21 - 24 January 2008
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Сайн засаглалын жишээ


Examples of Good Governance

Үндэсний засгийн газраас тусдаа компаний
бүтэцтэй, цомхон экспертийн зөвлөл



• Канад, Ирланд, Шинэ Зеланд зэрэг орнууд цомхон
удирдах зөвлөл (Шинэ Зеланд 6, Канад 12, Ирланд 7)
бүхий бие даасан компаний бүтэцтэй нэгж
байгуулсан, ба удирдах зөвлөлийн гишүүд нь
төлөөллийн бус, засгийн газрын хуучин албан
тушаалтнууд ч бус байна.
• Норвег улсын тухайд Төв банкинд (Norges Bank)
Засгийн газрын мэдлийн данс нээж Сангийн яам нь
хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлогын түвшинд, Төв банк нь
гүйцэтгэгч менежерийн түвшинд тус тус хариуцаж
удирддаг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Corporate bodies separate from general
government and small board of experts
• Canada (CAN), Ireland (IRL) and New Zealand (NZL)
created separate corporate bodies with small boards of
experts (6 NZL, 7 IRL, 12 CAN) rather than
representative or government ex-officio members
• Norway established government account in Norges Bank,
MOF is responsible for investment policy, Norges Bank is
the executive manager

21 - 24 January 2008
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Дэлхийн жишиг

Global Lessons

Investment Structure

хөрөнгө оруулалтын сангийн бүтэц


Гүйцэтгэх ерөнхий менежерийг сонгох:



• Норвеги, Ирланд улс хөндлөнгийн гүйцэтгэх менежерийг
томилдог, үүнд NTMA, NBIM гэх мэт.
• Канад, Шинэ зеланд улс дотоод бүтцийн гүйцэтгэх багийг
томилох хувилбарыг хэрэгжүүлдэг.
• NBIM-ээс бусад тохиолдолд бүх сангууд жижиг цомхон багаас
эхэлсэн. (NPRF <12, CPPIB 15, NZSF <10, NBIM 41 in ‘98)
• Үйл ажиллагааны ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдлийг хянахад
онцгой анхаарч, гүйцэтгэлийн үнэлгээнд мэдээллийн цогц
систем нэвтрүүлж, хяналтын дэлгэрэнгүй дүрэм журам
боловсруулж, хөрөнгө оруулалтын шийдвэрийг данс бүртгэл,
төлбөр тооцоо, гүйцэтгэлийн хэмжүүрийн хамт банкны үйл
ажиллагаанаас тусгаарласан.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Choice of Executive Manager
• Norway and IRL appointed an external executive
manager: NTMA and Norges Bank (NBIM), respectively
• Canada and New Zealand opted for appointing an
internal executive team
• With the exception of NBIM, all funds started with small
teams (NPRF <12, CPPIB 15, NZSF <10, NBIM 41 in ‘98)
• Special emphasis on controlling operational and
investment risk, comprehensive information systems for
performance evaluation, detailed control procedures,
separation of investment decisions from back office
operations including record keeping, settlement and
performance measures
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын санг
Засгийн газар, яамдаас тусгаарласан улс орнууд


Казахстан

(шимтгэл төлөгчдийн сонголт, 1 сонголт нь
төрийн өмчит хөрөнгө оруулалтын сан)



Латви улс











Литов улс
Эстони
Колумб
Чили
Aргентин
Мавритани
ОХУ
Шинэ Зеланд
Норвег

(2003 он хүртэл ЗГ санг удирдаж байв)











Other Countries that Separate Pension Investment
from Government Ministries some examples

Польш



Koсово
(бүх хөрөнгийг гадаад хөрөнгө оруулалтад)
Mексик
(зарим нь засгийн газар, ихэнх нь хувийн секторт)
Энэтхэг
АНУ-ын зарим мужийн
тэтгэврийн сан
Канад
Ирланд гэх мэт



(эхлээд Нэрийн дансны, дараа нь шимтгэлд
тулгуурласан нөөцлөлтэй тогтолцоонд шилжсэн)

(worker choice; 1 option state-owned investment fund)










10
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Latvia

(until 2003, government managed assets)
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Kazakhstan
Lithuania
Estonia
Colombia
Chile
Argentina
Mauritius
Russia
New Zealand
Norway






Poland

(NDC first and changed to funded DC)

Kosovo

(100% invested outside Kosovo)



Mexico

(some government invested mostly private sector
invested)







India
Various US state
(provincial) government
pensions
Canada
Ireland

21 - 24 January 2008
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Тусгаарлах:

Make Separate:

данс бүртгэл, бодлого боловсруулахаас хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment Management from Recordkeeping from Policy Development

менежментийг тусгаарлах


Олон улсын жишигт нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийг хөрөнгө
оруулалтын удирдлагаас салгах:
• Данс бүртгэл, хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежментийг нэг
байгууллага, хэлтэст хамтатган даалгах сонирхолтой бол
хөрөнгө оруулалтад хэт анхаарснаас данс бүртгэл цалгардаж,
улмаар хөрөнгө оруулалтийн өгөөж суларч тогтолцоо хямралд
орох нь бий .




Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежмент, данс бүртгэлийн
тогтолцоо нь тусдаа, тайлан тооцоо ч тусгаар байх.
Ашиг сонирхлын бүхий л зөрчлийг олон нийтэд мэдээлж,
тайлагнах журмыг боловсруулах

21 - 24 January 2008
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International standard is separation of management of
accounting records from investment management
• In national pension systems where there is attempt to combine
recordkeeping and investment in one department or agency – focus
is overtaken by investment but investment rates suffer and with lack
of attention to recordkeeping, system fails




Investment management and recordkeeping functions
should have separate reporting lines
Define a standard that all conflicts of interest must be
publicly declared and reported

21 - 24 January 2008
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Тусгаарлах:

Make Separate:

данс бүртгэл, бодлого боловсруулахаас хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment Management for Recordkeeping and Policy Development

менежментийг тусгаарлах

Хоёр тусдаа нэгж бүтэц:
1.

УНДЕГ данс бүртгэл, үйл ажиллагааны чиг үүргийг
гүйцэтгэнэ:

•
•
•
•
•
2.

Ажил олгогчдоос шимтгэл цуглуулж төвлөрүүлэх
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг тооцож, олгох
Ажил олгогч, даатгуулагчдын дансны мэдээллийг нээж, хөтлөх
Даатгуулагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдад жилийн санхүүгийн мэдээ
тайланг хүргүүлэх
Тэтгэвэр олгох, харилцагчдад үйлчлэх

Бие даасан хөрөнгө удирдах баг хөрөнгө оруулалтын
чиг үүргийг гүйцэтгэж, бие даасан зөвлөл хянах.
•
•
•

Хөрөнгө хуваарилах
Сангийн хөрөнгийг хөрөнгө оруултад ашиглах
Орлого өгөөжийг тайлагнах

21 - 24 January 2008
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Two Separate Groups
1. SSIGO performs recordkeeping and administrative
functions

23

2.

•
•
•
•
•

Collects contributions from employers
Calculates and pay benefits
Creates and maintains account records for workers and employers
Issues annual statements to workers and pensioners
Communicates benefits, provides customer service

•
•
•

Allocate assets
Invest funds
Report earnings

Investment functions are performed by separate,
independent asset management group and overseen by
independent board

21 - 24 January 2008
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СЯ, СЗХ, Монгол Банк, НХХЯ-ны харилцан уялдаа






СЯ, СЗХ, Монгол Банк харилцан уялдаатай ажиллаж,
санхүүгийн байгууллага, зээлийн хүү, инфляцийн
бодлого зэрэг тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруултын
өгөөжид шууд нөлөөлөх хүчин зүйлсийг хянана.
НХХЯ нь тэтгэврийн бодлогыг хэрэгжүүлэх ба УНДЕГ-ийн
үйл ажиллагааг хянана.
Доорх байгууллагууд тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтыг хийж гүйцэтгэхэд хэр зохистой вэ?
• СЯ, СЗХ, Монгол Банк, НХХЯ, УНДЕГ

Interaction of MOF, FRC, BoM and MSWL






MOF, FRC and BoM interact and oversee financial
institutions, interest and inflationary rates policies
which have direct impact on pension investment
returns
MSWL implements pension policy and oversees
SSIGO
How appropriate are these entities to manage
pension investments?
• MOF, FRC, BoM, MSWL, SSIGO

21 - 24 January 2008
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Бие даасан хөрөнгө оруулалтын зөвлөл

Independent Investment Board

Үр өгөөжтэй байхын тулд:
 Цөөн гишүүдтэй цомхон зөвлөл

To be effective
 Small number of board members

8-аас доош гишүүнтэй байх

Fewer than 8 members



Зөвлөлийн гишүүнчлэлийн хугацаа тогтмол, богино хугацаатай,
дахин сонгогдох боломжтой.



Stagger board membership terms, keep short (3 to 4 years) and allow
re-appointments



Зөвлөлийн гишүүдэд олон улсын жишигт нийцсэн цалин олгох
Зөвлөлийн гишүүдэд хариуцлага тооцох, зөвхөн шалтгаантай
нөхцөлд халж солих




Pay board members competitive international wages
Hold board members accountable, can only be dismissed for cause



Board organization must consist of

Assures continuity of board irrespective of political cycles

Зөвлөлийг улс төрийн гишүүнчлэлээс үл хамааран зөвлөлийн залгамж чанарыг хангах



хэрэгжилт дулимаг, шалгуур хангахгүй байх



Зөвлөлийн удирдлага нь дараахь бүрэлдэхүүнтэй:
•
•

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зөвлөл
Аудитын хороо

•
•

•
•

Итгэлцлийн сагийн хороо
Удирдах зөвлөл

14

Investment committee
Audit committee

•
•

Trustee committee
Governance committee

 Board members supported by technical, professional staff
Must determine
 To whom Board members are accountable
 Clearly identify each member’s mandate
 Who recommends, selects and hires board members

Зөвлөл нь мэргэжлийн, туршлагажсан ажлын албатай байна.
Доорх асуудлыг тодорхойлох шаардлагатай:
 Зөвлөлийн гишүүдэд хэн хариуцлага тооцох?
 Гишүүн тус бүрийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг тодорхойлох
 Гишүүдийг хэн санал болгох, сонгох, ажиллуулах?
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dismissal for neglect, failure to meet fit and proper test
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Улс төрийн нөлөөнөөс ангид байх


Avoid Political Interference

Засгийн газрын яамдаас хөрөнгө оруулалттай холбоотой шийдвэрийг
тусгаарлах
Канад, Шинэ зеланд, Косово



Ашиг сонирхлын зөрчлөөс ангид байх зорилгоор зөвлөлийн гишүүдийн йүл
ажиллагааг ил тод байлгах хүчтэй зарчим нэвтрүүлэх.

Зөвлөлийн бүх гишүүд нь өөрийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг ил тод мэдээлж, гишүүн байх хугацаанд олсон нэмэлт орлогыг ил тод мэдээлэхийг
зөвшөөрсөн, эс бөгөөс халж өөрчлөх





“Шударга хүний дүрэм”-ийг зөвлөлийн бүх гишүүд дагаж мөрдөх, ашиг
сонирхлын зөрчлийг олон нийтэд ил тод мэдээлэх
Улирлын тодруулга тайлан тогтмол гаргах, тайланд бүх гүйлгээ, үйл
ажиллагааг тусгах
Зөвлөлийн гишүүд нь төрийн албан хаагч бус:
•
•
•



Кастодиан банк
Хөндлөнгийн аудиторууд
Хөндлөнгийн нягтлан бодогчдоос сонгон шалгаруулна.

Зөвлөлийн гишүүдийг сонгохдоо улс төрийн нөлөөнөөс ангид байх, төрийн
албан хаагч бус зөвхөн олон улсын түвшний мэргэжсэн ажилтан хөлсөлж
ажиллуулах



Physically separate investment decisions from government ministries



Adopt strong disclosure policies of board members to avoid of conflict of interest



Required adoption “prudent man rule” for all board members and public
disclosure of all conflict of interests
Quarterly public disclosures and reporting of all transactions and
activities
Board members – not government officials – select the




Canada, New Zealand, Kosovo

All board members must disclose all own investments and agree to disclose as they pursue additional new transactions
while member of board – or be immediately removed

•
•
•



Custodian bank
Independent auditors
Independent accountants

Allow no political interference in selecting board members, hire only
experienced international professionals not government officials
Prudent man rule means to act in a manner regarding the pension contributions as though acting on my own behalf. For example, if we want to protect our
money, we would put in place protections for national pension contributions as well.

Шударга хүний дүрэм гэж даатгуулагчдын шимтгэлийг орлогыг удирдахдаа өөрийнхөө төлөө ажиллаж буй мэт хичээж, шударга байхыг хэлнэ. Жишээ
нь, бид мөнгөө эрсдэлээс хамгаалахын тулд найдвартай газар хадгалдагтай адил, Үндэсний тэтгэврийн сан ч мөгн адил найдвартай байх явдал чухал.
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц
Хувилбар 1: Бий болгох, үйл ажиллагаа явуулах,
шилжүүлэх
Амьдарлын даатгалын
 Амьдарлын даатгалын лизензтэй
компанийн жишээ
компанитай жишиг бүтцийг
бүрдүүлж, үйл ажиллагаа
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
явуулснаас хойш 10 жилийн дараа
олгох үе шат
Монгол улсын амьдралын
даатгалын компанид шилжүүлэх
гэрээ байгуулах. Үүний үр дүнд:
Тэтгэвэрт гарах, нас
барах, тахир дутуу болох

хуримтлалын
үе шат

• Улсын төсвөөс тэтгэврийн Хуучин,
Шилжилтийн ба Одоогийн тогтолцоог
нөөцжүүлэх, хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх,
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олгох хөрөнгө
мөнгийг Даатгагч байгууллага
баталгаажуулах, эрсдлийг үнэлэх
• Шилжилтийн (DB) ба Одоогийн (DC)
тогтолцооны шимтгэл төлөх шатанд
хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх
21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment Structure
Option 1: Build, Operate and Transfer
Sample Experienced
Licensed Life Insurance Company

PAYMENT PHASE

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

ACCUMULATION
PHASE



Contract with a licensed life insurance
company to build, operate and
transfer to Mongolian life insurance
company after 10 years, which allows
• Insurer to underwrite risk and guarantee
benefit payment with funding and
investment of Old Scheme, Interim
Scheme and Current Scheme through one
time transfer from state budget
• Investment during accumulation phase
for Interim Scheme (DB) and Current
Scheme (DC) to occur
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулатын бүтэц
Хувилбар 2: Олон нийтийн тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг
хариуцах зөвлөл байгуулах
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын чиг үүргийг гадны нөөцөөс бүрдүүлэх
Бусад чиг үүрэг:
•Кастодиан банк
•Хөндлөнгийн ня-бо
•Хөндлөнгийн аудиторууд
•Хуулийн зөвлөхүүд
•Бусад экспертүүд

Outsource Investment Management Functions

Pension Fund Investment Board

Тэтгэврийн сагийн ХО-ын Зөвлөл

ХО-ын чиг үүргийг хянах:
ХО-ын менежер, custodian bank, хөндлөнгийн
ня-бо, аудиторыг сонгох, ХО-ын стратеги,
зорилго зорилтыг тодорхойлох, хөндлөнгийн
бие даасан хөрөнгийн менежерийг хайж, сонгох

Хөрөнгийн менежментийг гадны нөөцөөс Үнэ
бүрдүүлэх: олон улсын ба дотоодын нөөц

Investment Structure
Option 2: Create Public Investment Pension Board

Other functions:
•Custodian bank
•Independent accountants
•Independent auditors
•Legal advisors
•Other experts

ханш

Өсөлт
Мөнгөн
хөрөнгө
Хувьцаа
21 - 24 January 2008
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Value

Outsource asset management
international and domestic

Орлого
Одоогийн
тогтолцоо
Шилжилтий
н бүтэц
Хуучин
тогтолцоо

oversight of investment function:
selects investment manager, custodian bank,
independent accountants, independent auditors,
investment strategy, investment objectives,
search / select independent asset managers

Current
Scheme
Interim
Scheme
Old
Scheme

Income

Growth
Cash
Equity
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулатын бүтэц
Хувилбар 3: Олон нийтийн тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны ХО-ын
зөвлөл байгуулах
Дотоод нөөцөөс ХО-ын чиг үүргийг хариуцаж эрхлэх
Бусад чиг үүрэг:
•Кастодиан банк
•Хөндлөнгийн ня-бо
•Хөндлөнгийн аудиторууд
•Хуулийн зөвлөхүүд
•Бусад экспертүүд

Investment Structure
Option 3: Create Public Investment Pension Board
In-house Investment Management Functions
Other functions:
•Custodian bank
•Independent accountants
•Independent auditors
•Brokerage firms
•Legal advisors
•Other experts

Тэтгэврийн сагийн ХО-ын Зөвлөл
ХО-ын чиг үүргийг хянах:
ХО-ын менежер, custodian bank, хөндлөнгийн
ня-бо, аудиторыг сонгох, ХО-ын стратеги,
зорилго зорилтыг тодорхойлох,

Pension Fund Investment Board
oversight of investment function:
selects custodian bank,
independent accountants, independent
auditors, determines investment
strategy, investment objectives

Үнэ ханш

Value
Орлого

Одоогийн
тогтолцоо
Шилжилтий
н бүтэц

Өсөлт

Interim
Scheme

Мөнгөн
хөрөнгө

Хуучин
тогтолцоо

Хувьцаа

Growth
Cash

Old
Scheme

Equity
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Income

Current
Scheme

35
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц

Засгийн газар даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж бүрдүүлэх
Зохицуулалтын бүтэц нь олон
нийтийн тэтгэврийн ХО-ын
зөвлөл нь гадны эсвэл дотоод
нөөцөөс бүрдүүлснээс үл
хамааран даатгуулагчдын
сонголтын хэлбэрийг
нэвтрүүлж болно.

Даатгуулагчийн ХО-ын сонголт
•Дэлхий даяар өргөн дэлгэр түгж буй хэлбэр
•ХО-ын олон сонголт шаардлагатай
•ХО-ын менежментийн чиг үүргийг гадны нөөцөөс
бүрдүүлэх хандлагатай

Investment Structure

Government permits worker choice in investments
Worker choice can be applied
whether the governance
structure is public investment
pension board with outsource or
in-house investment functions

Даатгуулагчийн ХО-ын
хувилбарууд

Worker investment choice
•Feature that is growing in popularity worldwide
•Requires multiple investment choices
•Generally includes outsource investment
management functions
worker investment options
Very
Aggressive

Маш эрчтэй
Одоогийн
тогтолцоо

Эрчимтэй
Тэнцвэрт

Current
Scheme

Хуучинсаг
Одоогийн тогтолцоонд шимтгэл төлөгч
даатгуулагчид ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломжтой

19

Conservative

Маш
хуучинсаг
21 - 24 January 2008

Aggressive
Balanced

Workers whose contributions are made into current
NDC would be able select among investment choices
37

Very
Conservative
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц

Investment Structure

Government permits worker choice in investments

Засгийн газар даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж бүрдүүлэх


Өмнөх ХО-ын бүтэц – 1 слайд-д дурдсан хоёр бүтэц:



УНДЕГ ба ХО-ын менежментийн чиг үүрэг



Шинэ өөрчлөлт нь даатгуулагч өөрийн шимтгэлийг ХО-ын сангийн
хооронд шилжүүлж чиглүүлж болно.
• Даатгуулагч ХО-ын сонголтоо хийх, ХО-ын хооронд шилжүүлэх
боломжтой нэмэлт Мэдээллийн технологи, сүлжээ шаардлагатай.
z УНДЕГ-т Мэдээллийн технологийг сайжруулах шаардлагатай
z УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны зардал өснө
• Даатгуулагч ба ажил олгогчдод чиглэсэн өргөн цар
хүрээтэй сургалт сурталчилгааны хөттөлбөр шаардлагатай
ба нэмэлт сурталчилгаа, тайлбар, даатгуулагчтай ХО-ын талаар
харьцах шаардлага гарна.
z УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны зардал өснө
z Зарим ажилчид буруу сонголт хийснээс мөнгөө алдана.
z Тэтгэвэрт гарах үед дансны үлдэгдэл бага бол сэтгэл хангалуун
бус үлдэх магадлалтай
21 - 24 January 2008
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39

Same two groups for investment structure option 1:
SSIGO and Investment Management Functions



New change is that worker can direct his own contributions
among investment funds
• Requires additional technical IT computer capabilities to input worker
investment choice, allow exchanges between investments
z Requires IT enhancements at SSIGO
z Will increase SSIGO costs
• Requires massive worker and employer education program and
additional communication, explanation and effort to communicate
worker investment choice
z Will increase SSIGO costs
z Some workers will make poor choices and lose money
z They will be most dissatisfied at retirement age if they have low
account balance
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц

Investment Structure

Government permits worker choice in investments

Засгийн газар даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж бүрдүүлэх


Давуу талууд



• Зарим ажилчид ХО-ыг өөрөө хянах сонирхолтой
• ХО-ын өгөөж их бага байснаас тэтгэвэрт гарахад дансны үлдэгдэл
ихсэж багасна.
• Даатгуулагчдад сайн дурын шимтгэл төлөх урам сэдэл төрүүлнэ.



21 - 24 January 2008
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• Some workers prefer to control their own investments
• Could result in higher or lower investment returns which could result in
higher or lower account balances at retirement
• Could encourage workers to make additional voluntary contributions, if
permitted

Сул талууд

• ХО-ын сонголтын талаарх ойлголт Монгол улсад маш доогуур
түвшинд байна.
z Өрхийн түвшинд санхүүгийн бүтээгдэхүүн ашиглах, ойлголт
бага
z Санхүүгийн байгууллагад үл итгэх, Засгийн газрын санхүүгийн
байгууллагыг зохицуулах хяналтын тогтолцоо сул
z ХО-ын сонголтын талаар даатгуулагчийн мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх
хөтөлбөр боловсруулах, хэрэгжүүлэх, үнэлж хянах, тайлагнах нь
өртөг зардлыг өсгөнө.
41

Advantages



Disadvantages

• Familiarity with investment choices is extremely low in Mongolia
z Low knowledge and use of financial products by families
z High level of distrust of financial institutions and the government’s
ability to oversee and supervise them
z High cost of creating, implementing, measuring and reporting a
worker education program for worker choice in investments
21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment Structure

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц

Government permits worker choice in investments

Засгийн газар даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж бүрдүүлэх


Даатгуулагч ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломжтой бол “байнгын”
(default) хувилбарыг тусгах хэрэгтэй



• Даатгуулагч сонголт хийхээ мартсан бол “байнгын” хувилбарт
автоматаар шилжих
• Даатгуулагч “байнгын” хувилбараас ирээдүйн бүх шимтгэлийн
орлогоо, эсвэл өнгөрсөн хугацааны шимтгэлийн хуримтлалаа тухайн
хугацаанаас тооцож эхлэхээр сонгож болно. Харин өнгөрсөн хугацаа
хүртэл буцаж тооцох боломжгүй.



“Байнгын” хувилбарын бэрхшээл – ажиллагчид “байнгын”
хувилбарыг байх ёстой гэж үздэг:

• If worker forgets to make choice, then default option will apply
• Worker can change from default option to another for all future
contributions or to move contributions in the past that were directed to
the default option but only on a prospective basis – cannot go back in
time and “undo” default option



• Тэдний хувьд “хамгийн сайн” сонголт
• Мөнгөө алдахгүй
• Хамгийн их ХО-ын өгөөж авчирна



Энэ тухай дэлгэрэнгүй төслийн Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөлд
тусгаж оруулна.

21 - 24 January 2008
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When worker is permitted to make investment choice, then
default option must be created

Problems with default options - workers expect default option:
• to be “best” option for them
• not to lose money
• to have the highest investment returns



More issues discussed in Consultants Draft Final Report

21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment Structure

Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын бүтэц

Government permits worker choice in investments

Засгийн газар даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж бүрдүүлэх



Даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломжийг
сүүлд нэмж бий болгох боломжтой, үүнд
• Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооноос бүрэн нөөцтэй
шимтгэлийн тогтолцоонд шилжих хөрвүүлгийг
амжилттай хэрэгжүүлсний дараа
• Даатгуулагчдад ХО-ын сонголт хийх боломж
бүрдүүлэхээс өмнө Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны талаарх
сургалт сурталчилгааны хөтөлбөрийг хэрхэн үр
дүнтэй хэрэгжсэнийг шалгаж тогтоосны дараа нэмэлт
сайн дурын шимтгэлийг урамшуулах зорилгоор
сурталчилгааны хөтөлбөрийг өргөн хүрээнд эхэлж
болно.
21 - 24 January 2008
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45



If worker investment choice is preferred, can
always be added later
• After successful implementation of converting from
notional defined contribution to funded defined
contribution
• Can start massive education program now to encourage
additional voluntary contributions to test how successful
communication and education programs for pension are
before including worker investment choice

21 - 24 January 2008
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Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг


Workshop Discussions

Семинарын зорилго



• Тэтгэврийн талаарх бодлогыг шинжлэх
• Тэтгэврийн талаарх барих бодлогыг тодорхойлох
• Нийгэм юуг чадах, хүсэж байгаа ба биелэгдэх боломжтойг
тодорхойлох.





• examine pension policy
• Determine what pension policy should be
• Identify what society can afford, what is desirable and achievable.



5-6 хүн бүлэг болох
Бүлэг (ширээ) бүр ахлагчыг томилох
Нийт ярилцах цаг 30 минут




• Тулгарч байгаа асуудлуудыг авч үзэх
• Шийдэх арга зам ба үр дүнг санал болгох




Байгууллага бүрээс нэг хүн нэг ширээнд сууна.
Дахин бүлэг болох ба гарсан санал шүүмжийг семинарт
тайлагнах
21 - 24 January 2008
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Workshop objectives

47

Five or six people to each table
Each table to appoint a Chairman to ensure prompt
discussion
Discuss issues for 30 minutes
• Consider challenges
• Suggest solutions and results.




No more than one person from each organisation on each
table.
Regroup and report findings to whole workshop
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хэлэлцэх асуудал

Discussion Points
What did you like or dislike about the different
investment governance structures?

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын засаглалын бүтцийн талаар
таалагдсан ба таалагдаагүй зүйлс?
1. Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг хэн хариуцаж
гүйцэтгэх нь зохистой вэ?
Тэтгэврийн ХО гэж ХО-ын бодлогыг боловсруулах,
зөвлөгөө өгөх үйлчилгээний гэрээ хэлцлийг хянах, ХОын хүүгийн хувь ба ХО-ын хувьцааны эзэмшлийг олон
нийтэд мэдээлэх үүрэгтэй, бүх хураамж, үйлчилгээний
гэрээг ил тод мэдээлэх тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэхийг хэлнэ.
• Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн ХО-ыг хариуцах нь зохистой.
• Олон нийтийн зөвлөл тэтгэврийн ХО-ыг хариуцах нь
зохистой.
21 - 24 January 2008
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1. Who should be responsible for pension investment?
Pension Investment is defined as establishing investment
policy, overseeing contracts for advisory services, being
responsible for public reporting of investment rates, all
investment holdings, disclosure of all fees and service
contracts:
• Government should be responsible for pension investment
• Public board should be responsible for pension investment

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хэлэлцэх асуудал
2.

Discussion Points

Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгийг
хамгаалахад ХО-ын аль бүтэц хамгийн оновчтой вэ?
•

Гадаадын туршлагатай, лицензтэй санхүүгийн байгууллага ХОын шийдвэр гаргаж, МУЗГ-ын яамд тэтгэврийн ХО-ын бодлого
боловсруулах, гадаадын лицензтэй, туршлагатай санхүүгийн
байгууллага үйл ажиллагаагаа зохистой явуулж буй эсэхийг
хянан шалгах чиг үүргийг гүйцэтгэх. Хариулт “тийм”, “үгүй”,

2.

Which investment structure do you believe will
best protect the national pension system money?
•

шалтгааныг тайлбарлах

•

Монгол улсын Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн ХО-ын бодлого
боловсруулж, ХО-ын бүхий л шийдвэрийг гаргах – дотоодын ба
гадаадын туршлагатай санхүүгийн байгууллагыг хөлсөлж
ажиллуулахгүй. Хариулт “тийм”, “үгүй”, шалтгааныг

тайлбарлах

Answer yes or no and explain why.
21 - 24 January 2008
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•

Foreign licensed experienced financial institution
making investment decisions and the Government of
Mongolia ministry establishing pension investment
policy and supervising that the foreign licensed
experienced financial institution correctly conducts its
actions. Answer yes or no and explain why.
Government of Mongolia establishes pension
investment policy and makes all investment decisions –
no hiring of foreign experienced financial institution or
Mongolian financial institution.

51
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Хэлэлцэх асуудал

3.

Discussion Points

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын засаглалын тогтолцоо,
хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтцийн талаар таны
анхаарлыг татаж буй асуудал?

21 - 24 January 2008
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3.

53

What are your concerns about investment
governance and investment structure?
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Investing Pension contributions
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого

Investment Policy

хугацааны хуваарилалт, эрсдлийн удирдлага, зорилго зорилт
Хуучин тогтолцоо
DB
Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын үйл
явц (хугацааны
хуваарилалт)
Эрсдлийн
менежмент

Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
зорилго зорилт

Одоогоос эхлэн 2033 он
хүртэл (25 жил)

Шилжилтийн бүтэц
DB
Одоогоос эхлэн
2058 он хүртэл
(50 жил)

timeline, risk management and objectives

Одоогийн тогтолцоо
NDC

• Урт хугацааны эрсдэл
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдэл
•Хүүгийн өгөөжийн эрсдэл
• Хадгаламжийн эрсдэл
•Валют солилцооны ханшийн эрсдэл (гадаад хөрөнгө оруулалтын хувьд)
• Зах зээлд хөрвөх чадварийн эрсдэл
• Зах зээлийн эрсдэл
• Тогтвортой тооцож
болохуйц орлого
бүрдүүлэх
• Дуусаж буй сан

• Орлого
• Өсөлт
• Бодит мөнгөн
хөрөнгийг хадгалан
хамгаалах

Old Scheme
DB

Одоогоос эхлэн төгсгөлгүй
үргэлжлэх (хязгааргүй)

• Өсөлт
• Орлого
• Бодит мөнгөн хөрөнгийг
хадгалан хамгаалах

21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment
horizon
(timeline)
Risk
management

Investment
Objectives

Between now and 2033
(25 years)

Interim Scheme
DB
Between now and
2058 (50 years)

NDC Current Scheme
Starting now and without
end (infinite)

•Longevity risk
•Investment risk
•Interest rate risk
•Credit risk
•Foreign exchange risk (if foreign investments)
•Liquidity risk
•Market risk
•Generating
sustainable, predictable
income
•Depleting fund

•Income
•Growth
•Preservation of
principal

•Growth
•Income
•Preservation of principal
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Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд (DC) хөрөнгө
оруулалт хоёр үе шаттай (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)
Хуучин тогтолцоо
1995 оноос өмнө гарсан
109,329 тэтгэвэр авагч

ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ
ОЛГОХ ҮЕ ШАТ
0 - 30 жил

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, Нас
барах, Тахир дутуу
болох

ба

Шилжилтийн бүтэц

Two investment phases of defined contribution
accumulation and payment phases
Old Scheme

1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн
1995 оноос хойш гарсан
138,596 тэтгэвэр авагч болон
одоо шимтгэлж төлж буй даатгуулагч
(тоог тодорхойлох)

Retired before 1995 pensioners 109,329

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг эцсийн цалингаас тооцдог журамтай.
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хууль дүрмээр
баталгаажсан төдийгүй амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах
хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх эрх
үүсдэг.
• Шимтгэл хуримтлуулах үе шат байхгүй

ШИМТГЭЛИЙН
ХУРИМТЛАЛГҮЙ
ҮЕ ШАТ

• Шилжилтийн бүтэц нь цалингаас тэтгэвэр тооцдог буюу Нэрийн
дансны үлдэгдлийг тэтгэврийн хэмжээ тогтооход тооцдоггүй.
• Шилжилтийн бүтцэд шимтгэл төлж буй хүмүүсийн нэрийн
дансанд шимтгэлийн орлого хуримтлагдахгүй буюу хувийн Нэрийн
данс байхгүй.
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NO ACCUMULATION
PHASE

AND

Interim Scheme

Born before 1960 AND either
retired after 1995 (pensioners: 138,596) or
still contributing (# contributors to be determined)

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation based on final wages
•Lifetime monthly payment or minimum pension with cost of living
adjustment

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension
payments
•The Old Scheme was non-contributory
•The Interim Scheme is DB contributory, not NDC. No investment
return accumulates into individual worker accounts on Interim Scheme
contributions as there are no individual accounts.
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Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд (DC) хөрөнгө
оруулалт хоёр үе шаттай (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)

contributors born after 1960
NDC contributors 583,596

1960 оноос хойш төрсөн
Нэрийн дансны
583,596 даатгуулагч

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, Нас
барах, Тахир дутуу
болох

ХУРИМТЛАЛЫН ҮЕ
ШАТ
Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх
хугацааг 20-40
жилээр тооцох

accumulation and payment phases
Current Scheme

Одоогийн тогтолцоо

ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ
ОЛГОХ ҮЕ ШАТ
0 - 30 жил

Two investment phases of defined contribution

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хууль дүрмээр тогтоодог ч шимтгэл төлөх
хугацаанд нэрийн дансны хуримтлалд хөрөнгө оруулалтын
өгөөжөөр тогтмол өсч нэмэгддэггүй
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хууль дүрмээр баталгаажсан
төдийгүй амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.
•Тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээ баталгаажсан байдаг.

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авч эхлэх эрх үүсдэг

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

•Шимтгэлийн орлогыг одоогийн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд
төлдөг.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг хууль дүрмээр тогтоож жил тутам
тодорхой хувиар хүүг боддог.

21 - 24 January 2008
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ACCUMULATION
PHASE
Working career estimate
20 to 40 years

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation and does not include
continued investment rates credited to account in payment phase
•Lifetime monthly payment guaranteed by regulation, includes
cost of living adjustment factor
•Minimum guaranteed pension amount

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension
payments

•Contributions are made into current scheme, which is notional
defined contribution
•Investment returns are defined in regulation, credited annually

21 - 24 January 2008
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Эрсдлийг удирдах үйл явц

Эрсдлийн
чанарын
үнэлгээ

Эрсдлийг
тодорхойлох

Risk Management Process

Эрсдлээс
сэргийлэх
төлөвлөлт

Эрсдлийг
шалгаж,
хянах

Qualitative
Risk
Assessment

Risk
Identification

Risk
Response
Planning

Risk
Monitoring &
Controlling

Quantitative
Risk
Assessment

Эрсдлийн
тоон үнэлгээ

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын хувилбарууд

Хуучин ба шилжилтийн бүтэц, одоогийн тогтолцооноос олгох тэтгэвэр


Өгөөж удаан Засгийн газрын бонд худалдан авах жишээ
•
•
•
•




1 жилийн бонд - Нөөц сангийн үнэлгээний 5%-тай тэнцүү
3 жилийн бонд - Нөөц сангийн үнэлгээний 10%-тай тэнцүү
5 жилийн бонд - Нөөц сангийн үнэлгээний 20%-тай тэнцүү
15 жилийн бонд - Нөөц сангийн үнэлгээний 50%-тай тэнцүү гэх
мэт...

Бондны өгөөжөө өгч эхлэх хугацаа нь хөрөнгө
оруулалтын орлогыг урьдчилж мэдэх боломж олгодог
Засгийн газрын бондын хөрөнгө оруулалт баталгаажсан
өгөөж бүрдүүлдэг онцлогтой.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment Options

Old Scheme and Interim Scheme and Payments from Current Scheme



Example of staggered government bond purchases
• 1 year bond equal to 5% of value of reserve amount
• 3 year bond equal to 10% of the reserve amount
• 5 year bond equal to 20% of the reserve amount
• 15 year bond equal to 50% of the reserve amount
…. and so on




Staggering bond maturity dates provides
predictability of investment income
Investing in government bonds provides guarantee
of principal
21 - 24 January 2008
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Одоогийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө оруултын зорилго
зорилт
хугацааны хуваарилалт, эрсдлийн удирдлага, зорилго зорилт




Шимтгэлээс тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тогтоодог хувийн
дансны тогтолцооны (DC) хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийн
зохистой зорилт нь хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж
инфляцийн түвшнээс өндөр байх.
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийн зорилт нь эрсдлийг даах
тэнцвэрт байдал.

• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдэл - h Бизнесийн эрсдэл, үнэлгээний эрсдэл,
хугацааны эрсдэл
• Хүүгийн өгөөжийн эрсдэл - h Хүүгийн хувийн өөрчлөлт
z Шилжүүлгийн эрсдэл - h Шилжүүлгийн хязгаарлалт ба өөрчлөлтийн эрсдэл
• Валют солилцооны эрсдэл - h Гадаад валют солилцооны хэлзэлзлийг удирдан
зохицуулах
• Зах зээлийн хөрвөх чадварын эрсдэл - h Хөрвөх чадвар хязгаарлагдмал
• Зах зээлийн эрсдэл - h Нэг зах зээлд нөгөөд нөлөөлөх
• Эрсдлээс болгоомжтох - h Хөрөнгө оруулалтын багц нь хэт хуучинсгаас үүдэн
өгөөж сул доогуур болох
21 - 24 January 2008
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Investment Objectives for Current Scheme
timeline, risk management and objectives



Appropriate investment return objective for DC
individual accounts: investment above inflation
Balance investment return objective with risk
tolerance
•
•
•
•

Investment risk
Interest rate risk
Credit risk
Foreign exchange risk

• Liquidity risk
• Market risk
• Risk averse

Business risk, valuation risk, timing risk
Change in interest rates
Risk of credit limitations or changes
Managing foreign exchange exposure
fluctuations
h Limited liquidity
h One market affects other markets
h Risk that investment mix is too conservative
resulting in too low investment returns
h
h
h
h

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого боловсруулах
Хэн батлах ?
Засгийн газар ба Тэтгэврийн
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын Зөвлөл

Develop Investment Policy
Who Approves

Чиг үүрэг

Government and Pension
Investment Board

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого боловсруулах
1. Хөрөнгийн зохистой ангиллыг тодорхойлох
2. Хөрөнгийн ангаллын хязгаарлалтыг тогтоох
3. Тогтоосон салбар, үйлдвэрлэлийн хязгаарлалт
4. Эрсдэл даах зохистой түвшинг тодорхойлох
5. Стратегийн хөрөнгө хуваарилалт бүрдүүлэх, үүнд
• Зорилтот өгөөжийн хэмжээ
• Эрсдэл (уян хатан)
• Харилцан уялдаа
•
•

•
Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтын зөвлөл нь хөрөнгө
оруулалтын стратегид өөрчлөлт
хийнэ.

Зах зээлийн олон талт шинжийг тусгаж чадахуйц өргөн
хүрээтэй
Нийтлэг дутагдал: хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого хориг саад
ихтэй буюу төгс бус
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын стратегид өөрчлөлт хийхэд Засгийн
газрын батлах шаардлагагүй.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Function
Develop Investment Policy
1. Identify appropriate asset classes
2. Define asset class limitations
3. Defined sector and industry limitations
4. Identify acceptable risk tolerance levels
5. Develop a strategic asset allocation model that
includes
 Expected returns
 Risk (volatility)
 Correlations
•
•

Pension Investment Board •
adopts changes in
Investment Strategy

Should be broad to accommodate wide range of
market conditions
Common problem is Investment Policies are too
restrictive or incomplete
Changes to Investment Strategy, no need to have to
strategy re-approved by government
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл

Investment Performance

Хөрөнгө

Investment

Хэмжүүр ба үнэлгээ

Measurement and Assessment

оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл

• Сар тутам хэмжүүрээр тооцож, тайлагнах
• Улирал тутам буюу ойр ойрхон үнэлж байх

Хөрөнгө

оруулалтын үйл явцад олон улсын
нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн зарчимд нийцсэн
хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодит үнэлгээ шаардлагатай.
• Зах зээлийн бодит ханш
• Орлого, хадгаламж ба бондын хуримтлагдсан
орлогыг тодорхойлох
• Жагсаалтад ороогүй буюу хөрвөх чадвар сул
хөрөнгө оруулалтаас үүдсэн бэрхшээл
21 - 24 January 2008
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Process

performance

• Measured and reported monthly
• Assessed quarterly or less frequently

requires accurate investment valuations,
recognising international accounting principles
• Investments marked to market
• Recognising income, accrued income on deposits
and bonds
• Problems with unlisted and illiquid investments

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл

Investment Performance

Хөрөнгө

Assessing investment performance against target
returns, sometimes only apparent after event

Хэмжүүр ба үнэлгээ

Measurement and Assessment

оруулалтын гүйцэтгэлийг зорилтот өгөөжид
тулгуурлаж үнэлэх, заримдаа үйл явдлын эцэст тодорхой
болох талтай.

Суурь

• Инфляцийг тооцсон
• Хадгаламжийн хүү зарлагдсан
• Бонд ба хувьцааны өгөөж

жишигтэй харьцуулах нь:

• Шаардлагатай хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг бүрдүүлэх
зорилготой хөрөнгө хуваарилалтын багцыг “суурь
жишиг” (benchmark ) гэнэ. Бенчмарк нь онолын хувьд
тогтоосон өгөөжөө л авчирна

Зорилтот

өгөөжийн эрсдлийн түвшинг ойлгож мэдэхийн
тулд хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодит гүйцэтгэлийг суурь
жишигтэй харьцуулж үнэлнэ
21 - 24 January 2008
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• Inflation realized
• Deposit rates announced
• Returns from bonds, equities

Compared

Actual

to benchmarks

• Benchmark is asset allocation mix that attempts to
achieve required investment returns. The
benchmark achieves its own theoretical returns.

investment performance can be assessed
against the benchmark to understand the level of risk
assumed in achieving returns.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл

Investment Performance

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр тогтоодог тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
хөрөнгө оруулалтын суурь жишиг

Benchmarks for defined benefit pension investments

Хэмжүүр ба үнэлгээ

Measurement and Assessment

Тэтгэврийн

өртөг зардлыг тооцохдоо тохирсон хувь хэмжээг, олгох
хугацаатай нь хамт үнэлж тооцох нь чухал байдаг, тухайлбал нэг
жилийн дараа олгох тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээ гэх мэт.
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгох хугацаа ойртоход бондын багц өгөөжөө өгч
эхлэхээр тооцох, илүү нэмэлт өгөөж хайх нөхцөлд бага хэмжээний
хувьцааны хөрөнгө оруулалт сонгож болох ч нэмэлт эрсдлээ тооцсон
байх.
Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалт нь суурь жишгийн (benchmark)
эрсдэлтэй адил төстэй.

where pension liabilities can be accurately
assessed for specific amount and maturity date, for example
liabilities are scheduled to come due in one year

May

be a mix of bonds that mature when the liabilities are
due, with a small portion of equities if extra returns are
sought, but recognising the additional risk.

Pension

risk

investments risk should be similar to the benchmark

Note: Investment benchmark asset class and risk assessment should be
relevant to investments being carried out.

Жич: Хөрөнгө оруулалтын суурь жишгийн хөрөнгийн ангилал,
эрсдлийн үнэлгээ тооцоог хийгдэж буй хөрөнгө оруулалт бүрд
зохистойгоор хийх шаардлагатай.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэл

Investment Performance

Хэмжүүр ба үнэлгээ

Measurement and Assessment

Defined contribution scheme benchmarks

Шимтгэлээс тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцох тогтолцооны хөрөнгө
оруулалтын суурь жишиг
Хувьсах

чанарын урт хугацааны өөрчлөлт, хөрөнгө оруулалтын төрлөөс
хамаарсан харилцан адилгүй өгөөжийн хувь хэмжээ зэргийг тооцсон хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөжийн прогноз судалгаанд тулгуурлаж суурь жишгийг
боловсруулж болно.
• Жишээ: Хувьцаанаас олох урт хугацааны өгөөж 10%, бондноос 7%
байж болно. Хувьцааны өгөөж их хувьсажу өөрчлөгддөг. Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөж 8% байна гэж үзвэл суурь жишиг (benchmark)
хөрөнгийн багц нь:
z
z
z

Бонд:
45%
Хувьцаа: 55%
Онолын хувьд баримтлах урт хугацааны өгөөж: 8.6%

• Example: Expected long term returns from equities may be 10% and from
bonds 7%. Equities are often more volatile. Expected investment return
may be 8%, so the benchmark asset mix may be
z
z
z

• Нийт хувьцаанаас олох хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь хэдэн жилийн
дараа өндөр байж болох ч бусад үед багасч, улмаар хөрөнгө
оруулалтын стратегийн тухайн тэр хэсгийн өгөөж нь хадгаламжийн
үнэлгээ ханшийг бууруулж болзошгүй.
Зах зээлийн үнэлгээний ханш, ангилал бүрт оноосон өгөөжийн хувь
хэмжээ өөрчлөгдөх тухай бүрт суурь жишгийг тогтмол тэнцвэржүүлж
байх шаардлагатай
21 - 24 January 2008

Benchmarks can be developed based on forecasting investment returns
that assess historical volatility and investment returns of different types of
investments
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Bonds
45%
Equities 55%
Together providing a theoretical long term return of 8.6%

• Investment returns from all equities may be higher in some years but in
other years if equities are down, that portion of the investment strategy
would decrease the value of savings.
Benchmarks need to be rebalanced regularly, as market values will
change and the proportion in each asset class will change

21 - 24 January 2008
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Дотоод ба гадаад хөрөнгө оруулалтын ач
холбогдол


Importance of Domestic versus Foreign Investments

Монгол улсын хөрөнгийн зах зээлийн хүчин чадавх,
өнөөгийн төлөв байдал ямар түвшинд байна вэ?



• Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн орлогын үнэ цэнэ буурах
• Шинэ үнэт цаасны хэлбэрүүдийг хөгжүүлэх боломж бүрдүүлэх







Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын цар хэмжээ нь
дотоодын зах зээлийн багтаамжаас нэлээд халих
төлөвтэй байна.
Зах зээл хөгжиж буй – гэвч бүрэн төгс хөгжөөгүй – шинэ
хөрөнгө оруулалт бий болгоход богино хугацааны
боломж нөхцлийг хязгаарлах магадлалтай.
Зах зээлийн зохистой орчин бүрдүүлэх нь нэн чухал.
21 - 24 January 2008
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What is the capacity and current status of the Mongolian
financial markets
• To absorb pension contributions
• To enable additional growth of new securities






Amount of pension investment is expected to significantly
exceed the ability of the domestic markets
Markets are developing – not yet fully developed – which is
expected to limit short term opportunities for creation of
new investments
Enabling market environment is critical

21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын
зах зээл бүрдүүлэх
Засгийн газрын шаардлага

Нөхцөл
байдал

Enabling Market for Pension Investment
Түвшин

Засгийн газар, УИХ, бодлого боловсруулагчдын
боловсруулж баталсан нэгдсэн бодлогын зорилтыг
баримлах

Тодорхой
бус

Хөгжөөгүй

Засгийн газар, УИХ, бодлого боловсруулагчдын
боловсруулж баталсан тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн
бодлогыг зөвшилцөх

Тодорхой
бус

Хөгжөөгүй

Засгийн газар, УИХ, бодлого боловсруулагчдын
боловсруулж баталсан мөнгөний бодлогыг
санхүүгийн хүрээнд баримталж мөрдөх

Байхгүй

Санхүүгийн зохицуулагч байгууллага агентлаг нь
одоо үйл ажиллагаа явуулж буй болон шинэ
санхүүгийн байгууллага нэгжийг удирдан
зохицуулах чадвар, чадавхтай

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Status

Level

Commitment to a shared policy goal from the
government, members of Parliament, policymakers

Government Conditions

not
clear

undeveloped

Agreement to a specific pension reform policy from
the government, members of Parliament,
policymakers

not
clear

Financial commitment to a fiscal policy by the
government, members of Parliament, policymakers

no

Financial regulators capable of supervising existing
and new financial institutions

no

undeveloped
undeveloped
undeveloped

Хөгжөөгүй

21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтад нийцсэн
зах зээлийг чадавхжуулах
Засгийн газрын шаардлага

Төлөв
байдал

Түвшин

Хууль дүрмийг сахих: шүүх ба хуулийн тогтолцоо
нь санхүүгийн салбарын ажилтнуудыг хамгаалах
чадвартай

Байна

Сул

Санхүүгийн журам, чиг хандлагыг боловсруулах:
тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогын
хөрөнөгө оруулалтад урт хугацааны үнэт цаасны
нийлүүлэлт зах зээл дээр бэлэн байх

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Санхүүгийн бүтээгдэхүүнүүд бүрдүүлэх:
амьдралын даатгалын (annuity), хамтын сан
зэрэг бусад бүтээгдэхүүн

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Тодорхой
бус

Хөгжиж буй

Банкны хадгаламжаас гадна бусад санхүүгийн
бүтээгдэхүүн ашиглаж хэрэглэдэг хүмүүсийн
туршлага
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Enabling Market for Pension Investment

Status

Level

Rule of law: courts and legal system ensure protection
to financial sector members

Government Conditions

yes

weak

Financial instruments development: markets have ready
supply of long term securities for pension contribution
investment

no

undeveloped

Financial product development: life insurance annuities,
mutual funds and other products

no

undeveloped

Experience by a growing percentage of citizens who are
not clear
using more financial products beyond simple bank
accounts

developing
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтад нийцсэн
зах зээлийг чадавхжуулах
Засгийн газрын шаардлага

Төлөв
байдал

Түвшин

МХБ-ийн арилжаа, шилжүүлгийн үнэ тарифф,
тайлан мэдээний ил тод байдал

Тодорхой
бус

Хөгжөөгүй

Шимтгэл хураалт, тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олголтод
ашиглах боловсронгуй банкны тогтолцоо

Байна

Сайжирч буй

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Байна

Сайжирч буй

Зах зээлийн хөрвөх чадвар
Засгийн газрын боловсронгуй зах зээл –
боловсронгуй стандарчлал ба бонд гаргах ба
эргэн төлөлтийн жишиг
Монголд ажилжааны жагсаалтад орсон
компаниудыг Олон улсын үнэлгээний агентлагаас
шинжлэх, үнэлж дүгнэх

зарим

Сайжирч буй

Enabling Market for Pension Investment
Government Conditions
Transparency in pricing and reporting of trades /
transactions on Mongolian Stock Exchange

Status

Level

not clear undeveloped

Developed and well functioning banking system for
collection of contributions and payment of benefits

yes

improving

Market liquidity

no

undeveloped

Developed government bond market – fully functioning
standardization, issuance and repayment practices

yes

improving

International ratings agencies analyzing and evaluating
Mongolian publicly listed companies

some

improving

S&P recently upgraded government of Mongolian sovereign debt

S&P компаниас өнгөрсөн хугацаанд Монгол улсын Засгийн газрын “өр”-ийн
(sovereign debt) үнэлгээ хийсэн.
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтад нийцсэн
зах зээлийг чадавхжуулах
Төлөв
байдал

Түвшин

Байна

Сайжирч буй

Кастодиан банкны хүчин чадавх

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Олон улсын нягтлан бодох бүртгэл,
санхүүгийн стандартад нийцэж мөрдөх –
санхүүгийн журам/бүтээгдэхүүн, санхүүгийн
байгууллага, УНДЕГ

Эхэлсэ
н

Хөгжиж буй

Хөндлөнгийн аудитын гаргасан санхүүгийн
тайлан мэдээ

Тийм. Сайжирч буй
Эхэлсэ
н
байхгүй
Хөгжөөгүй

Засгийн газрын шаардлага

Үнэт цаасны төвлөрсөн хадгаламж, төлбөр
тооцооны тогтолцоо

Дундаж шимтгэл төлөгч, тэтгэвэр авагчдын ойлголт
мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх хүчин чадавх

Enabling Market for Pension Investment

Status

Level

Securities clearing and settlement processing
system

Government Conditions

yes

improving

Custodian bank capabilities

no

undeveloped

Conformance to international accounting and
financial reporting standards – financial
instruments, financial institutions and the SSIGO

started

developing

Financial statements being issued by independent
auditors

yes
started

improving

Capabilities to educate average contributor, pensioner

no

undeveloped

common theme in Herders Survey was lack of understanding of how pensions work

(Малчдын хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх түүвэр судалгаанд тусгагдснаар тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны талаарх ойлголт сул доогуур байсан)
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Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтад нийцсэн
зах зээлийг чадавхжуулах
Төлөв
байдал

Түвшин

Үйл ажиллагааны удирдлагын шаардлага
Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоон дахь хувийн дансны бүртгэл данс хөтлөлт:
үнэн зөв, үр дүнтэй ажиллагаа

Байна.
УНДЕГ

Сайжирч буй

Одоогийн Нэрийн дансны даатгуулагчдад жилийн эцсийн үлдэгдлийг
гэрийн хаягаар шуудангаар илгээх

Байхгүй

УНДЕГ-т даатгуулагчийн гомдол санал хүлээн авч, шийдвэрлэдэг
тусгай хэлтэс албатай

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Байна

Сайжирч буй

Байхгүй

Хөгжөөгүй

Дүрэм журам зөрчиж буй ажил олгогчдыг олж илрүүлэх, тайлагнаж
мэдээлэх, арга хэмжээ авах тогтолцоо
Иргэний бүртгэл мэдээллийн боловсронгуй найдвартай сүлжээ,
тогтолцоо

Status

Level

Recordkeeping for individual accounts: accurate, efficient
processing

Administrative Conditions

yes
SSIGO

improving

Issuing annual statements to members of the NDC current
system delivered to members’ home addresses

no

Specifically designed department in SSIGO that addresses
dispute resolution of member claims, measures the
complaints and monitors corrections

no

undeveloped

System to collect monthly contributions and annual data
from employers

yes

improving

System to identify which employers are evading, ability to
report on and take action against evading employers

no

undeveloped

annual member statements mailed to employers not to members

(даатгуулагчдын жилийн тайлан мэдээг даатгуулагч иргэд бус ажил олгогчдод
хүргүүлдэг)

Ажил олгогчдоос сарын шимтгэл төлөлт, жилийн тайлан хүлээж авах
тогтолцоотой

Enabling Market for Pension Investment

Тодорхой
бус

Highly reliable national identification card system
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not sure

Consultants have not as yet completed verification of reliability

Тогтолцооны найдвартай байдлын талаар Зөвлөхүүд шинжилж дуусаагүй байна
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Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг


Workshop Discussions

Семинарын зорилго



• Тэтгэврийн бодлогыг шинжлэх
• Тэтгэврийн ямар бодлого тодорхойлох нь зохистой эсэх
• Тухайн нийгмийн чадавхд тохирсон, зорилтот ба хэрэгжихүйц
бодлогын зорилго зорилтыг тодорхойлох





• Examine pension policy
• Determine what pension policy should be
• Identify what society can afford, what is desirable and achievable.

Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн, байгууллагаас нэг ширээнд 1-2 хүн
сууна.
Ширээний ахлагч томилж, хэлэлцүүлгийг чиглүүлж
ажиллана.
Хэлэцүүлэг 30 мин үргэлжилнэ.
• Бэрхшээлтэй асуудлыг авч үзэх
• Шийдэл, үр дүнг хэлэлцэж санал болгох



Хэлэлцүүлгийн дараа бүлгийн хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг нийт
оролцогчдод танилцуулах
21 - 24 January 2008
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5 – 6 people per table with 1 person representing each
organisation
Each table to appoint a Chairman to ensure prompt
discussion
Discuss issues for 30 minutes
• Consider challenges
• Suggest solutions and results.



Regroup and report findings to whole workshop
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Хөрөнгө оруулалттай холбоотой асуудлуудаар
Асуулт, хариулт

Investment Related Questions & Answers

Асуулт….

Questions on ….

1. Хөрөнгө оруулалтын хүү
2. Зохицуулалт ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтэц
3. Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг зохицуулах Засгийн
газрын үүрэг
4. Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг зохицуулах хувийн
секторын үүрэг
5. Улсын төсвөөс НД-ын тэтгэврийн санд шилжүүлэх хөрөнгө
6. Даатгуулагчид хөрөнгө оруулалтын сонголт хийх үүрэг
7. Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого, стратегийг боловсруулах
8. Тэтгэврийн санг хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах, эрсдлийг
удирдах
9. Хөрөнгө оруулалтын гүйцэтгэлийн хэмжүүр, үнэлгээ тооцоо,
суурь жишиг, хөрөнгө оруулалтын хүүгийн хувь, өртөг зардал
тооцохын ач холбогдол
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Investment rates
Governance and investment structures
Role of government on managing pension investments
Role of private sector on managing pension investments
Transfer from state budget to social insurance pension fund
Role of worker choice in investments
Development of investment policy and strategy
Investing pension contributions and managing risk
Importance of investment performance measurement, assessment,
benchmarks and public reporting of investment rates and costs
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ТЭТГЭВРИЙН САНГИЙН
ХӨРӨНГӨ ОРУУЛАЛТ

Pension Investments
Martha Kelly
Pension Fund Management Expert

Марта Келли
Тэтгэврийн сангийн менежментийн эксперт
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг тодорхойлохын
ач холбогдол

Why are investment rates important?

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийн ач холбогдол
Тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн дансны үлдэгдэл
120,000,000

Account balance
at retirement

Төгрөг

80,000,000
51,323,951
60,000,000

₮ tugriks

100,000,000
64,566,240

20,425,276

40,000,000
20,000,000

42,495,758

42,495,758

42,495,758

(-5%) interest

2% interest

5% interest

-

Total contribution

Importance of Investment Rate

120,000,000
100,000,000
80,000,000
60,000,000
40,000,000
20,000,000
-

51,323,951

64,566,240

42,495,758

42,495,758

42,495,758

(-5%) interest

2% interest

5% interest

20,425,276

Total contribution

Interest income

Энэ хүснэгтэд хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийн хувийг харилцан адилгүй тооцоход гарах дансны үлдэгдлийг үзүүлэв.
Тэтгэвэрт гарах хүртэл жилийн 5%-тай хөрөнгө оруулалт хийсэн тохиолдолд тэтгэврийн дансны үлдэгдэл нь
хуримтлагдсан шимтгэлийн орлогоос давсан хөрөнгө оруулалтын орлоготой байна.
Тооцоход ашигласан хүчин зүйлс: 22 настай эрэгтэй 123,797 ₮-ийн цалинтай ажиллаж эхэлснээр тэтвэрийн санд
бүртгэгдсэн. Цалингийн өсөлтийн хэмжээ 8%, ажилчны болон ажил олгогчын цалингийн нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэл
7%; тэтгэвэрт гарах нас 60. Дээрх гурван хүүгийн тооцоолол нь шимтгэлээс тооцож тэтгэвэр олгох насыг 60 наснаас
эхэлнэ гэж үзсэн. (Зөвлөхүүд ийн хийсэн тооцоо)
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Interest income

This reflects three different account balances with the only difference between the amount of investment returns earned. At retirement, if the worker
earned an average investment rate of 5% annually he would retired with more accumulated investment then accumulated contributions.
Factors to calculation: male worker enters pension system at age 22; starting wage is ₮123,797; 8% annual wage growth increase; annual employer
and employee contribution each of 7% of wages; and worker continues until retirement age of 60.
The three interest rates reflect the value of the worker’s defined contribution account balance at age 60.
Calculations provided by Consultants.

Нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг хөрөнгө
оруулалтад ашиглах нь


Одоогийн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд шимтгэл төлөгчид

Investing Pension Contributions


• Gain advantage from having higher account balances if
investment earnings are higher than currently being
credited
• Incur disadvantage through lower account balance if
investment earnings are lower than currently being credited

• хөрөнгө оруулалтаас олох орлого нь одоогийн олж буй өгөөжөөс
өндөр байх нөхцөлд дансны үлдэгдэл өндөр байх давуу талтай.
• хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь одоогийн хүүгийн орлогоос бага бол
дансны үлдэгдэл бага байна.




Хуучин ба шилжилтийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчдад
хөрөнгө оруулалтын давуу тал ба сул тал мэдэгдэхгүй.
Хөрөнгө оруулалт хийхэд зардал гарах тул зардлыг
шимтгэлд тусгана.



Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардал нь нийт тэтгэвэрийн сангийн хөрөнгийн
0.85-3% байх боломжтой.
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Contributors to the NDC Current Scheme



Pensioners being paid from the Old Scheme or the
Interim Scheme realize no advantage or
disadvantage from investment
Investment costs money – fees are charged

• Investment fee range can between 0.85% to 3% of total
pension assets managed

Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө
оруулалтын 2 үе шатууд (хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)
Хуучин тогтолцоо
1995 оноос өмнө тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын тоо

109,329
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
олгох үе шат
0-30 жил

Тэтгэвэрт гарах, нас
барах, тахир дутуу болох

Шимтгэлийн
хуримтлалтгүй
үе шат

ба

Шилжилтийн тогтолцоо

1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн ба 1995 оноос хойш тэтгэвэртээ гарагсад

(тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын тоо: 138,596) ба одоогийн
шимтгэл төлөгчид (тоог тодорхойлох)

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг эцсийн цалингаас тооцдог журамтай.
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хууль дүрмээр
баталгаажсан төдийгүй амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах
хүчин зүйлийг тусгасан.

accumulation and payment phases
Old Scheme
Retired before 1995 pensioners 109,329

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос үүдэн сар тутам тэтгэвэр авах эрх үүсдэг.

•Шимтгэл хуримтлуулах үе шат байхгүй.
•Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг шимтгэлд тулгуурласан Нэрийн дансны
бүтцээр бус цалингаас тооцдог.
•Нэрийн данс байхгүй тул даатгуулагчийн хувийн дансны
үлдэгдэлд хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж гэж хуримтлал үүсэхгүй
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Two investment phases of defined contribution

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

NO ACCUMULATION
PHASE

7

AND

Interim Scheme

Born before 1960 AND either
retired after 1995 (pensioners: 138,596) or
still contributing (# contributors to be determined)

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation based on final wages
•Lifetime monthly payment or minimum pension with cost of living
adjustment

•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension
payments

•The Old Scheme was non-contributory
•The Interim Scheme is DB contributory, not NDC. No investment
return accumulates into individual worker accounts on Interim Scheme
contributions as there are no individual accounts.

Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө
оруулалтын 2 үе шатууд

Two investment phases of defined contribution
accumulation and payout phases

(хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)

Өөрчлөх хувилбарууд
Хуучин тогтолцоо
1995 оноос өмнө гарсан
Тэтгэвэр авагчид: 109,329

Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
олгох үе шат
0-30 жил
Тэтгэвэрт гарах, нас
барах, тахир дутуу болох

Шимтгэлийн
хуримтлалтгүй
үе шат

ба

Шилжилтийн тогтолцоо
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн ба 1995 оноос хойш тэтгэвэртээ
гарагсад (тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын тоо: 138,596) эсвэл одоогийн
байдлаар шимтгэл төлөгчид (# төлөгчдийн тоог тогтоох
шаардлагатай)

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын доорх 2 хувилбарын нэг нь тэтгэврийн хэмжээг
өөрчлөхгүй:
1. Хуучин тогтолцоо ба шилжилтийн тогтолцооны цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны хөрөнгийг актураль аргаар тооцож, лицензтэй амьдарлын
даатгалын компанид шилжүүлэн, улмаар амьжиргааны өртөгт холбосон
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг сар тутам олгох.
2. Хуучин тогтолцоо ба шилжилтийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд олгох нийт тэтгэврийг
актураль аргаар тооцсон хөрөнгийг зохистой хөрөнгө оруулалтад (ЗГ-ын бонд
г.м.) ашиглаж, тус хөрөнгө оруулалтын ашгаас амьжиргааны өртөгтэй
холбосон тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг сар тутам олгох тухайлбал
•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос сар бүрийн тэтгэвэр авах эрх үүсдэг.
• Шимтгэл хуримтлуулах үе шат байхгүй.
•Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг шимтгэлд тулгуурласан Нэрийн дансны бүтцээр бус цалингаас
тооцдог. Нэрийн данс байхгүй тул даатгуулагчийн хувийн дансны үлдэгдэлд
хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж гэж хуримтлал үүсэхгүй
Өөрчлөлтийн хувилбарууд: шимтгэлийн орлогыг хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглаж
болох ч хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь тэтгэврийн хэмжээг ихэсгэх буюу
багасгахгүй.
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OPTIONS TO CHANGE
Old Scheme

Retired before 1995 pensioners 109,329

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

NO ACCUMULATION
PHASE

AND

Interim Scheme

Born before 1960 AND either
retired after 1995 (pensioners: 138,596) or
still contributing (# contributors to be determined)

One of two investment options – benefit calculations does not change:
1. Transfer the actuarially determined total to pay benefits under Old Scheme and
Interim Scheme to a licensed life insurance company that will pay guaranteed life
insurance annuities, can include a cost of living adjustment.
2. Invest in suitable securities (such as Mongolian government bonds) an amount that
represents the actuarially determined total to pay benefits under Old Scheme and
Interim Scheme from that investment of securities pay monthly benefits, can
include a cost of living adjustment.
•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension payments

•The Old Scheme was non-contributory
•The Interim Scheme is DB contributory, not NDC. No investment return accumulates
into individual worker accounts on Interim Scheme contributions as there are no
individual accounts. Under an Option to Change contributions could be invested,
although the investment return does not increase or decrease monthly benefit of the
pensioner as it is not part of the benefit calculation.

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны санхүүжилт - 1




Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль

Актураль аргаар
тооцсон тэтгэврийн
өртөг зардлын тухай
Н.Уэндын
илтгэлтээс авсан

5 тусдаа санг тодорхойлсон: тус бүрийн орлога , зарлагыг зааглаж тогтоосон ба сангийн үлдэгдэл нь
мөнгөн сангийн хуримтлал бүрдүүлдэг.
Тэтгэврийн даатгалын сан нь нэмэлт дэд сантай (шимтгэлийн 4%) ба энэ нь УНДЕГ-ийн үйл ажиллагааны
зардлыг, тахир дутуу болсны ба тэжээгчээ алдсны тэтгэмжийг санхүүжүүлэх зорилготой.

Даатгалын сангийн
төрөл

1. Тэтгэврийн даатгал
2. Тэтгэмжийн даатгал
3. Эрүүл мэндийн
даатгал
4. Үйлдвэрлэлийн осол,
мэргэжлээс
шалтгаалах өвчний
даатгал

Орлого

Даатгуулагч, ажил
олгогчийн
шимтгэлийн орлого;
Чөлөөт үлдэгдлийн
хүүгийн орлого;
Алдангийн орлого;
Төсвөөс олгосон
мөнгө;
Бусад эх үүсвэр

Зарлага

Тэтгэвэр,
тэтгэмжийн
олголт;
НД-ын үйл
ажиллагааны
зардал;
Бусад, хуульд
заасан зардлууд

Pension Benefit Financing - 1
Law on Social Insurance



• Envisaged 5 separate funds. Each with specific income and outgo items and the
excess (remainder) being accumulated in a cash fund.
• Pension Insurance Fund has additional sub-fund (comprising 4% of contributions)
to finance administration expenses (SSIGO); invalidity pensions; and survivor
pensions.

Сангийн
үлдэгдэл

Зардлаас илүү
гарсан чөлөөт
үлдэгдэл
банкны
хадгаламжид
хадгалагдана.

Insurance Fund Type
1. Pension Insurance
2.
3.
4.

5.

5. Ажилгүйдлийн
даатгал
21 - 24 January 2008
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This is from
presentation of
Nasir Whaind on
Actuarially
Determined Cost
of Pensions

Incomes

Premiums paid by
insured & employers;
Benefit Insurance
Bank interest on
Health Insurance
surplus monies;
Industrial Accident and Employer paid penalties
on late contribution of
Occupational Disease
premiums;
Insurance
State budget
Unemployment
allocations
Insurance
Other sources

Outgoes

Cash Fund

Paying pensions
& benefits;
Financing cost of
social insurance
activity;
Financing other
payments &
costs provided
by law

Excess of
incomes over
outgoes kept as
bank deposits

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны санхүүжилт - 2
ХУУЧИН
ТОГТОЛЦОО

ШИЛЖИЛТИЙН
БҮТЭЦ

ОДООГИЙН
ТОГТОЛЦОО

Тэтгэврийн бүх
Зардал

▪

Улсын төсвөөс

Одоо ажиллаж буй
даатгуулагчдын
шимтгэлийн орлого

▪

Тэтгэврийн санд орно

Өндөр насны
тэтгэвэр олголт

▪
▪

Тэтгэврийн сангаас
Төсьөөс олгосон
мөнгөнөөс

Тахир дутуугийн,
тэжээгчээ алдсаны
тэтгэвэр

▪
▪

Тэтгэврийн дэд сангаас
Төсвөөс олгосон
мөнгөнөөс

Эхний үлдэгдэл

▪

Төсвөөс олгосон
мөнгөнөөс

Одоо ажиллаж буй
даатгуулагчдын
шимтгэл

▪

Тэтгэврийн санд орно

Өндөр насны
тэтгэвэр

▪
▪

Тэтгэврийн сангаас
Төсвөөс олгосон
мөнгөнөөс

Тахир дутуугийн,
тэжээгчээ алдсаны
тэтгэвэр

▪
▪

Тэтгэврийн дэд сангаас
Төсвөөс олгосон
мөнгөнөөс

Актураль аргаар
тооцсон тэтгэврийн
өртөг зардлын тухай
Н.Уэндын
илтгэлтээс авсан

Pension Benefit Financing - 2
OLD SCHEME

Тэтгэврийн зардлаас
үлдсэн
шимтгэлийн
орлого Улсын
төсөвт орно.
Шимтгэлийн
орлогоос давсан
тэтгэврийн
зардлыг Улсын
төсвөөс
санхүүжүүлнэ.
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INTERIM
SCHEME

CURRENT
SCHEME

This is from
presentation of
Nasir Whaind on
Actuarially
Determined Cost
of Pensions

All Pension
Payments

▪

From Budget Transfers

Active/Employed
Contributions

▪

To Cash Fund

Retired Pensioner
Payments

▪
▪

From Cash Fund
From Budget Transfers

Invalid/Survivor
Pensions

▪
▪

From Cash Sub-Fund
From Budget Transfers

Initial Balance

▪

From Budget Transfers

Active/Employed
Contributions

▪

To Cash Fund

Retired Pensioner
Payments

▪
▪

Cash Fund
Budget Transfers

Invalid/Survivor
Pensions

▪
▪

Cash Sub-Fund
From Budget Transfers

Excess of
contributions
over payments
TRANSFER TO
budget
Excess of
payments over
contributions
TRANSFER
FROM budget

Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө
оруулалтын 2 үе шатууд

Two investment phases of defined contribution
accumulation and payment phases

(хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)
ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО (NDC)
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн
583,596 даатгуулагчид

Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
олгох үе шат
0-30 жил
Тэтгэвэрт гарах, нас барах,
тахир дутуу болох

ХУРИМТЛАЛЫН
ҮЕ ШАТ
хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацаа:
20-40 жил

Current Scheme

•Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хууль дүрмээр тогтоодог ч шимтгэл
төлөх хугацаанд нэрийн дансны хуримтлалт хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөжөөр тогтмол өсч нэмэгдэггүй.
•Насан туршид сар тутмын орлого хуулиар баталгаажсан
төдийгүй амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулах хүчин
зүйлсийг тусгасан.
•Тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээ баталгаажсан байдаг.
•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос сар бүрийн тэтгэвэр авах эрх үүсдэг.
•Шимтгэлийн орлогыг одоогийн нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд
төлдөг.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг хууль тогтоомжоор баталж
жил тутам тодорхой хувиар хүүг бодно.
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contributors born after 1960
NDC contributors 583,596

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

ACCUMULATION
PHASE
Working career estimate
20 to 40 years

•Benefit amounts defined by regulation and does not include
continued investment rates credited to account in payment
phase
•Lifetime monthly payment guaranteed by regulation,
includes cost of living adjustment factor
•Minimum guaranteed pension amount
•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly
pension payments

•Contributions are made into current scheme, which is notional
defined contribution
•Investment returns are defined in regulation, credited annually

Шимтгэлээс тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө
оруулалтын 2 үе шатууд
(хуримтлал ба тэтгэвэр олголтын үе шат)

Одоогийн тогтолцоог
өөрчлөх хувилбарууд
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн
Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд
шимтгэл төлөгчдийн тоо: 583,596

Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
олгох үе шат
0-30 жил
Тэтгэвэрт гарах, нас барах,
тахир дутуу болох

ХУРИМТЛАЛЫН
ҮЕ ШАТ
хөдөлмөр эрхлэх
хугацаа: 20-40 жил

Two investment phases of defined contribution
accumulation and payment phases
Options to Change Current Scheme

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын нэг арга: тэтгэмжийн тооцоолол нь өөрчлөгдөхгүй
ба минимум тэтгэврийн шалгуур нь дараах зүйлүүдийг өөрчилнө.
1. Тэтгэвэрт гарах( нас барах, тахир дутуу болох) тохиолдолд Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдэл нь тэтгэвэрт гарснаас хойш тооцох амьдарлын даатгалыг тусгай
зөвшөөрөлтэй амьдарлын даатгалын компанид шилжүүлэх ба ингэснээр
амьжиргааны өртгийг тохируулсан олгох даатгалын мөнгийг төлнө.
2. Тэтгэвэрт гарах( нас барах, тахир дутуу болох) тохиолдолд Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдэлийг тухайлсан нэрийн дансанд үлдээх ба сар бүрийн
тэтгэмжийгтэтгэвэрт гарагчид төлөх ба үүнийг зэрэгцээ үнэ цэнийг
хорогдтол өгөөжийг тооцож байна. Гэхдээ, энэ тохиолдолд насан туршийн
мөнгө олгох баталгаа байдаггүй. Харин эзэмшигч нас барсан тохиолдолд
үлдэгдлийг өв залгамжлагчид шилжүүлнэ.
•Эдгээр тохиолдлоос сар бүрийн тэтгэвэр авах эрх үүсдэг.

Хөрөнга оруулалтын хуримтлалын арга:
•Шимтгэл нь нөөцлөлтэй цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хөрөнгө
оруулагддаг.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь бодит хөрөнгө оруулалтын хэмжээгээр
тодорхойлогддог.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын санг өдөр, сар, улирал ба жилээр үнэлж, тооцоолж
болно. Өдрөөр бол зардал өндөртэй, жилээр – сайн шалгуур болохгүй.
•Сар бүрийн үнэлгээ нь ажил олгогчоос төлж буй шимтгэлтэй
харьцуулагдана ба зөвөөр тооцоолоход ашигтай.
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contributors born after 1960
NDC contributors 583,596

PAYMENT PHASE
0 to 30 years

Retirement, Death,
Invalidity

ACCUMULATION
PHASE
Working career estimate
20 to 40 years

One of two investment options – benefit calculations does not change but
test against minimum pension could change:
1. Transfer account balance at retirement (or death or disability) to purchase
lifetime guaranteed annuity from licensed life insurance company; can include
cost of living adjustment as well.
2. Allow account balance at retirement (death or disability) to remain in defined
contribution account and monthly benefits are paid to pensioner, continue to
earn investment returns until account value is depleted. In this case there is no
guaranteed lifetime payment but upon death if any balance still in account,
remaining amount paid to heirs (inheritance).
•Event occurs which triggers eligibility to commence monthly pension payments
Investment accumulation options:
•Contributions are invested into funded defined contribution
•Investment returns are determined by actual investments
•Investment fund may be valued and credited daily, monthly, quarterly or
annually. Daily is more costly, annually would not be best option.
•Monthly valuation would be good to coincide with employer contributions. Must
settle all employer contributions each month correctly.

Нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэлийг нөөцжүүлэх нь
зохистой юу?
Хуучин тогтолцоо ба
шилжилтын тогтолцоо

Is it Appropriate to Fund Pension Contributions?

Одоогийн тогтолцоо

Old Scheme and Interim Scheme

ТИЙМ.
Зохистой

Төрд буюу Засгийн газарт урт
хугацааг үүрэг хариуцлага
ногдуулдаг.

•Төрд буюу Засгийн газарт урт хугацааг
үүрэг хариуцлага ногдуулдаг.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь өмнө
тогтоож, хэрэглэж байсан хүүгийн
өгөөжөөс өндөр байж болох тул
тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн дансны үлдэгдэл
өндөр боломжтой

ҮГҮЙ.
Зохисгүй

• Ямар хэмжээний хөрөнгө
шаадрдлагатайг актураль тооцооны
эекспертийн оролцоогүйгээр тооцож
тодорхойлох боломжгүй
•Ирээдүйд Төсвөөс нэмэлт татаас
шаардагдах магадлалтай
•Хөрөнгийн зохистой бус ашиглалт

•Шимтгэл төлөгчид хөрөнгө оруулалтын
зарчмын талаар ойлгохгүй байх талтай.
•Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж нь өмнө
тогтоож хэрэглэж байсан хүүгийн
өгөөжөөс бага эсвэл сөрөг дүнтэй байж
болох тул тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн дансны
үлдэгдэл нь бага байх магадлалтай.
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Current Scheme

Yes,
appropriate

Commits government to long term
recognition of liability

•Commits government to long term
recognition of liability
•Investment rates could be higher
than historic declared interest rates
which could result in higher account
balances at retirement

No, not
appropriate

•Difficult to forecast how much is
needed without an actuary
•May require additional future
transfer of money
•May be inefficient use of capital

•Contributors may not understand
how investments work
•Investment rates could be lower or
negative compared to historic
declared interest rates which could
result in lower account balances at
retirement

Сангийн нөөцлөлийн бүрдүүлэх бодлого

Funding Policy

нөөцлөлгүй (нэрлэсэн буюу хувиарлалтын) системээс нөөцлөлтэй
сангийн тогтолцоонд шилжих

unfunded (notional and PAYGO) to funded

3 өөр тогтолцоог нөөцжүүлэхэд Улсын төсвөөс ямар хэмжээний хөрөнгө шаардлагатай вэ?
Хуучин тогтолцоо ба шилжилтын
тогтолцоо
Хуучин тогтолцоо ₮ ___________________
Төвлөрсөн төсвөөс
нийгмийн даатгалын Шилжилтын тогтолцоо ₮ _______________
төсөвт шилжүүлэх
хөрөнгийн хэмжээ
2008 оны
шимтгэлийн орлого

Байхгүй

•Хорогдож дуусч буй
сан
•Хаалттай тогтолцоо
•Шинээр даатгуулах
боломжгүй
•Шимтгэлийн
орлогогүй

₮ _________________________
Хуучин ба одоогийн
тогтолцооны
хосолсон хэлбэр
•Хаалттай тогтолцоо
•Шинээр даатгуулах
боломжгүй
•Одоогийн ажиллаж
буй даатгуулагчид
шимтгэл төлж буй

Old Scheme and
Interim Scheme

₮ ________________

(тооцох)

Хэв шинж

How much ₮ to transfer from the State Budget to Fund the 3 Schemes?

Одоогийн тогтолцоо

•Идэвхтэй
удирдлагатай сан
•Нээлттэй тогтолцоо
•Шинээр даатгуулах
боломжтой
•Одоогийн ба ирээдүйн
даатгуулагч шимтгэл
төлнө
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Transfer from State
Budget to Social
Insurance Budget

Old Scheme
₮ ___________________
Interim Scheme ₮ ___________________

2008 contribution flow

None

Characteristics

•Depleting Fund
•Closed system
•No new members
•No contributions

estimate

Current Scheme

₮ ________________

₮ _________________________
Combination of old
scheme and current
scheme
•Closed system
•No new members
•Ongoing contributions
for existing members

•Actively Managed Fund
•Open system
•New members
•Ongoing contributions
for new and existing
members

Pension Investment Decision Making

Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын шийдвэр гаргах
нөөцлөлгүй системээс нөөцлөлтэй сангийн тогтолцоонд шилжих


Change from Unfunded to Funded

Яагөөд өнгөрсөн үеийн хүүгийн орлого нэрийн дансанд
хуульд зааснаас өөрөөр ордог байсан бэ?



• Үндэсний статистикийн газар, Нийгмийн даатгалын үндэсний
зөвлөлөөс гаргасан бодит хэмжээ, хуулинд заасан хувь хэмжээ
харилцан адилгүй зөрчилдөх

• There is lack of consistency between law that defines how rates are
determined and actual rate determined by National Social Insurance
Council and suggested by National Statistics Office

Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн нэрийн дансны тухай хууль, 6-р зүйл: Нэрийн дансанд хүү тооцох. 1999 оны
6-р сар.
Нэрийн дансанд хүү тооцоход эхний үлдэгдэл, тухайн жилийн шимтгэлийн орлогын нийлбэрийг дундаж
хөдөлмөрийн хөлсний сүүлийн 3 жилийн дундаж өсөлтийн хувиар үржүүлнэ.



Ирээдүйн хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг одоогийн зах
зээлийн ханшаар тооцож даатгуулагчийн нэрийн дансанд
ногдуулах эсэх?

• Нэрийн дансны үлдэгдлийг дотоод багадаадын санхүүгийн зах
зээлд хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх боломжтой хөрөнгө оруулалтын
стратегийг УИХ-аас баталж болно.
• Ийм тохиолдолд Нийгмийн даатгалын үндэсний зөвлөлийн хяналт
тавих чиг үүргийн өөрчилнө.
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын хувийг бодит өгөөжөөр тодорхойлон, нэрийн
дансанд бодит орлогыг шилжүүлнэ.
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Why were past interest rates credited to workers’ individual
NDC accounts different from explained in the law?

Article 6.2. In calculating return to be credited to the individual accounts, the amount of an initial balance and the

integrated sum of contributions in that year shall be multiplied by the average growth in the last three year average
wages. Article 6, Crediting Return to the Individual Accounts, Law of Mongolia Individual Pension Insurance
Contribution Accounts, June 1999



Will future investment rates credited to workers’ individual
accounts be at current market rates?
• Parliament can choose to approve an investment strategy that permits
individual NDC account balances to be invested in financial markets of
Mongolia and other countries or just Mongolia
• Doing so would move control of establishing the investment rate away
from the National Social Insurance Council
• Instead the investment rate that would be determined by actual
investment returns and credited to workers’ individual account balances

Тэтгэврийн сангийн орлогыг хөрөнгө
оруулалтаар ашиглах шийдвэрийн схем
Тэтгэврийн даатгалын
шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад
ашиглах нь зохистой эсэх?

Pension Investment Decision Making

Тийм.
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зохицуулалтын орчинг
тодорхойлох (хамгаалах)
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтцийг тодорхойлох
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого боловсруулах

Should pension
contributions be
invested?

Үгүй. Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцооны
шимтгэлийн орлогоор
цаашид
үргэлжлүүлэх.

Yes.
Determine investment governance (protection)
Define investment structure
Develop investment policy

No. Continue with notional
defined contribution.

Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
удирдлагын орчинг
тодорхойлох

Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
бүтцийг
тодорхойлох

Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
бодлого
боловсруулах
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Define
investment
structure

Develop
investment
policy

УИХ-ын үйл ажиллагаа, арга хэмжээ

Parliamentary actions

одоогийн ба ирээдүйн үйл ажиллагааны харьцуулалт


intent compared to actual actions

Төсвийн сангийн удирдлагатай холбоотой хууль батлагдаж, 4 тусдаа сан
байгуулах талаар тусгасан: нийгмийн даатгалын сан ба бусад 3 сан



2008 оны шимтгэлийн орлогыг нийгмийн даатгалын сангийн бие даасан
дансанд төвлөрүүлэхийг зөвшөөрч баталсан.



Нэгдсэн төсвийн тухай хууль, 2-р зүйль 2007 оны 11-р сарын 30 –ны өөрчлөлт



Нийгмийн даатгалын төсвийн тухай хууль 2008 он, 1-р зүйл, 2007 оны 11-р сарын 30 –ны өөрчлөлт

Parliament passed law creating 4 separate accounts within government
treasury: social insurance fund and 3 others
Article 2, Amendment to Law on General Treasury of Mongolia. 30 November 2007

Parliament authorized 2008 contributions to be directed into separate social
insurance fund
Article 1, Law of Mongolia, Budget Estimation of Social Insurance Funds for 2008. 30 November 2007

Энэ алхам яагаад чухал ач холбогдолтой болох?
• Шинээр бүрдүүлсэн Нийгмийн даатгалын санд Улсын төсвөөс олгох хөрөнгийн

асуудлыг шийдэх

• хуримтлагдсан тэтгэврийн өр (accrued pension liabilities), Нэрийн дансны

хуримтлагдсан үлдэгдлийн үнэлгээг тооцож тодорхойлох

Why is this important?
Consultants were informed that Parliament intends
• To authorize transfer from state budget to newly formed social insurance fund
• To determine the value of accrued pension liabilities and value of accumulated

account balances of NDC.

Questions?

Асуулт?

• Ямар хугацааны хуваарь, төлөвлөлтийн дагуу төсвөөс сагхүүжилт хийгдэх вэ?
• Сангийн мөнгийг шилжүүлэхэд авах шаардлагатай арга хэмжээ?

21 - 24 January 2008
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• Over what time period would transfer occur from state budget?
• What action is needed to make transfer of funds occur?

Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг


Workshop Discussions

Семинарын зорилго



• Тэтгэврийн талаарх бодлогыг шинжлэх
• Тэтгэврийн талаарх барих бодлогыг тодорхойлох
• Нийгэм юуг чадах, хүсэж байгаа ба биелэгдэх боломжтойг
тодорхойлох.





• examine pension policy
• Determine what pension policy should be
• Identify what society can afford, what is desirable and achievable.



5-6 хүн бүлэг болох
Бүлэг (ширээ) бүр ахлагчыг томилох
Нийт ярилцах цаг 30 минут




• Тулгарч байгаа асуудлуудыг авч үзэх
• Шийдэх арга зам ба үр дүнг санал болгох




Байгууллага бүрээс нэг хүн нэг ширээнд сууна.
Дахин бүлэг болох ба гарсан санал шүүмжийг семинарт
тайлагнах
21 - 24 January 2008
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Five or six people to each table
Each table to appoint a Chairman to ensure prompt
discussion
Discuss issues for 30 minutes
• Consider challenges
• Suggest solutions and results.




No more than one person from each organisation on each
table.
Regroup and report findings to whole workshop

Хэлэлцэх





Discussion Points

Та тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийг нөөцжүүлж болно гэдэгтэй
санал нийлж байна уу? Яагаад?
Та нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэлийг хөрөнгө оруулалтын
зорилгоор ашиглаж болно гэдэгтэй санал нийлж байна уу?
Яагаад?
Доорх асуудлын шударга, зохистой эсэх талаар таны санал
бодол?
• Тэтгэврийн өрийг Улсын төсвөөс олгох хөрөнгөөр санхүүжүүлэх
боломжтой
z Бусад хөтөлбөрүүдийг золиослох сөрөг үр дагавартай (ө.х. ихэнх
тохиолдолд нийгмийн хөтөлбөрүүдийн санхүүжилт багасдаг)
• Хөрөнгө оруулалт нь Улсын төсвийн хуваарилалтанд сөргөөр
нөлөөлдөг.
z Хөрөнгө оруулалт ажлын байр нэмэгдүүлэх, дэд бүтцийг
хөгжүүлэхэд эерэгээр нөлөөлдөг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Do you agree or disagree that pension contributions
should be funded? Explain.
Do you agree or disagree that pension contributions
should be invested? Explain.
What is your opinion on the fairness of the following?
• Financing pension liability would probably come from
transfer from state budget
z Could result in sacrificing other programs (often social
programs are reduced)
• Creating investment could offset redirection of state budget
funds
z Investments could create jobs and help infrastructure
development
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System
– Towards Pension Policy
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Financial Policy and Coordination Department
Ministry of Finance
Government of Mongolia

СЯ-ны Санхүүгийн бодлого
зохицуулалтын газрын дарга
Х. Рагчаа
2008 оны 1-р сарын 22
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System - Towards Pension Policy

Тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ ба
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын ач холбогдол
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The Importance of Benefits and Investments
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ:

On benefits…

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны гурван бүтэц


Хуучин тогтолцооны бүтэц: цалингаас тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцдог
(DB),1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн, 1995 оноос өмнө гарсан тэтгэвэр
авагчид



Шилжилтийн бүтэц: цалингаас тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцдог (DB),
1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн 1995 хойш тэтгэвэрт гарсан буюу одоо
ажиллаж шимтгэл төлж буй даатгуулагчид



Одоогийн тогтолцооны бүтэц – 1960 оноос хойш төрсөн, шимтгэлээс
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцдог (DC), тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тогтоохдоо
нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл баланс, үүндшимтгэлийн орлого, хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөж, минимум тэтгэвэрт холбогдох дундаж наслалтын
хүчин зүйлсийг харгалзан тооцож тогтооно.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Three pension schemes
 Old Scheme – defined benefit for those born before 1960,
retired before 1995.


Interim Scheme – defined benefit for those born before
1960, retired after 1995 or still working and making
contributions.



Current Scheme – defined contribution for those born after
1960, pension calculation uses account balance consisting
of contributions and investment returns and life expectancy
subject to a minimum pension.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ нь …

On benefits…

Тэтгэврийн бодлого нь зохистой, санхүүгийн чадавхтай, тогтвортой,
найдвартай байх. (Дэлхийн Банкнаас тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог үнэлэх
үнэлэмж)
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээг бодлогод үндэслэн тодорхойлно.
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ нь шударга байх ёстой, үүнд…
Баян чинээлэг бус ердийн жишгээр амьдрах хэрэгцээ
Ажилласан хугацаа ойролцоо хүмүүст олгох тэтэгэврийн
хэмжээ уялдаатай байх.
Татварын дарамтыг багасгахын тулд тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
хэмжээ хэт өндөр байх ёсгүй.
… мөн ойлгоход хялбар дөхөм байх.
Цалингаас тооцдог тэтгэврийн хэмжээ нь амьжиргааны өртөгтэй
холбогдсон, нийтлэг үндэслэлээр олгогддог байх.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Pension system should be adequate, affordable, sustainable and robust.
Benefit structure should come from policy.
Benefits should be fair…
What is needed to live a normal life, not to make them rich,
Consistent level of benefits from person to person with similar working
history.
And affordable, to keep the tax burden down.
… and easy to understand.
Defined benefit should be based on a reference point, such as cost of
living and consistently applied.
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ … (үргэлжлэл)

On benefits…

Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд минимум тэтгэвэр
олгох нь хэр зохистой эсэх талаар шийдвэрлэх
хэрэгцээ шаалдлагыг тайлбарлах

Need to decide whether the minimum pension
benefit in notional defined contribution can be
better expressed.

Олон давхаргат тогтолцооны талаарх өмнөх
өдрийн хэлэлцүүлгээс дурдах боломж нээлттэй.

Welcome more discussion on universal pension.
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын тухай…




On investments…

Тэтгэврийн өртөг зардлын санхүүжүүлэхийн тулд
бүрэн эсвэл хагас нөөцлөлтэй байх, шимтгэлийн
орлогыг хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах хэрэгцээ
шаардлага урган гарч ирж байна.
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэгч гурван бүтэц
өртөг зардлын хэмжээний хувьд харилцан
адилгүй тул, хөрөнгө оруулалтын зорилго
зорилт, арга хэлбэрийг ялгаж зааглах хэрэгтэй.
21 - 24 January 2008
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There is an expectation that pension liabilities will
be wholly or partially funded and that contributions
will be invested.



The liabilities of the three types of pension
schemes are different, which will result in different
investment objectives and will be invested
differently.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын тухай…үргэлжлэл


On investments…

Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хэрхэн хамгаалах асуудлыг шийдвэрлэх



• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бүтцийг бүрдүүлэх
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого, стратегийг
тодорхойлох
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын мэргэжлийн туршлага,
зохицуулалтын орчинд тулгуурласан дүрэм журам,
бүтцийг бий болгох
21 - 24 January 2008
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Decide how to protect pension investments
• Establish investment structure
• Determine investment policy and investment strategy
• Establish rules and structure to be sure of investment
professional experience and the regulatory environment.
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Strengthening the Pension System - Towards
Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

On investments…

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын тухай…үргэлжлэл


Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалтыг хэн хариуцаж
гүйцэтгэх тухайд:
• Оновчтой сонголт: Тэтгэврийн сангийн менежментийн туршлага
хуримтлуулсан, хөрөнгө оруулалтаар мэргэжсэн мэргэшилтнүүд
• Боломжтой хувилбарууд:
z Засгийн газрын байгууллага, агентлаг
z Дотоодын эсвэл гадаадын хөрөнгө оруулалтын хувийн
компаниуд (хамтарсан байж болно)
z Сангийн менежмент гүйцэтгэх зорилгоор байгуулагдсан төрийн
байгууллага
21 - 24 January 2008
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Who will invest the contributions?
• Preference: Experienced, investment professionals who
have previously managed pension contributions
• Options include:
z Government Departments
z Private investment companies in Mongolia or from
other countries
z Public sector organisation especially established to
manage assets
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглахын ач холбогдол



Importance of Investing Pension Contributions

Шимтгэлийн орлогыг хамгаалах
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын үр өгөөжийг:




• Инфляцийн түвшин (Монгол улсын зэх зээл дээрх)
• ДНБ-ий өсөлттэй уялдаж буюу түүнээс илүү байх
нөхцлийг хангах



• Rate of inflation in Mongolia
• GDP growth in Mongolia

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого нь:



• Шимтгэлийн орлогыг хамгаалах
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын үр өгөөжийг боломжийн өртөг
зардлын түвшинд байх хэрэгтэй
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Protecting the pension contributions
Creating an investment return that meets or
exceeds

1

Structuring investment policy that can achieve
• Protection of contributions and
• Investment return at reasonable cost levels
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Шимтгэлийн орлогыг хамгаалах


Protecting pension contributions

Дөрвөн төрлийн хамгаалалтыг бүрдүүлэх хэрэгтэйь үүнд:
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежментийн ажилтнуудын болзошгүй
алдаанаас сэргийлэх, аливаа нэг алдаа гарах нөхцөлд хохирлыг
нөхөн барагдуулах даатгалын бүтэц байх
• Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгөөс заьшиж болох залилан зэрэг гэмт
үйлдлүүдээс хамгаалах
z Дүрэм журмыг тодорхойлж, мөрдөж, хянаж зохицуулах
шаардлагатай
z Гэмт үйлдэл гарсан тохиолдолд хохирлыг барагдуулах даатгал
бий болгох.
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын компаний ажилтнууд тэтгэврийн сангийн
хөрөнгө оруулалтаас хувийн ашиг хонжоо олох боломжоос
сэргийлж хамгаалах
• Гэмт үйлдэл гарсан нөхцөлд хөрөнгө оруулалтын ажилтнуудыг
байцаан шийтгэх талаар мэдлэгтэй хууль, шүүхийн бүтэцтэй байх
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There are four types of protection that should be
created
• Protection from mistakes made by the investment
management staff, or if mistake occurs then insurance to
pay for any loss that comes from mistake
• Protection from fraud, crimes or other activity that results
in pension contributions being stolen
z Procedures must be defined, followed and supervised
z Insurance to pay for loss, if crimes occur
• Protection from the investment company staff receiving
personal benefit from pension investments
• Legal and judiciary understands how to prosecute crimes
against investment staff, if crimes occur
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежментийн бүтэц



Structure investment management process


Хөрөнгө оруулалтын үндсэн хоёр төрлийн бүтэц:
• Засгийн газар тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө
оруулалтыг хариуцаж эрхлэх
z Гэвч энэ талаар мэргэшсэн туршлага хараахан бүрдээгүй
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын туршлагатай дотоодын эсвэл гадаадын
пүүсийг (эсвэл хослуулж) Засгийн газар хөлсөлж ажиллуулах
z Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө оруулалтаар туршлагажсан
хөрөнгө оруулалтын пүүсийг зөвхөн хөлсөлж ажиллуулах
z Засгийн газрын агентлаг хөрөнгө оруулалт хийснээс илүү үр
өгөөж олж чадахуйц байх ёстой
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There are two types of basic investment
structures
• The government manages the investment of pension
contributions
z But currently they have no experience
• The government hires experienced investment
management firms from Mongolia or internationally, or
both
z Hire only investment management firms with
previous experience managing pension contributions
z Can achieve more competitive fees than if
government invests contributions directly
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалтын төрлүүд




Types of investments

Засгийн газар хөрөнгө
оруулалтын бодлогыг баталж,
хөрөнгө оруулалтын ажил
үүргийг зохистой гүйцэтгэлийг
хангахад анхаарч ажиллах

Зохистой хөрөнгө оруулалтын
жишээ
 Засгийн газрын бонд

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зорилтыг
Засгийн газар хянах, үүнд:



• Хөрөнгө оруулалт инфляцийн
түвшинтэй тэнцэж буюу илүү
байх зорилт
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж
Монгол улсын ДНБ-ий
өсөлттэй тэнцэж буюу илүү
байх зорилт

• МУЗГ-ын бонд
• Гадаад орны ЗГ-ын бонд

Компани, корпорацийн бонд
• Монгол улсын корпорацийн бонд
• Олон улсын корпорацийн бонд





Барьцаат үнэт цаас
Банкны хадгаламжийн эрхийн
бичиг
Хувьцаа
• МХБирж дээр арилжигддаг
компаниуд
• Олон улсын Хөрөнгийн бирж
дээр арилжигддаг компаниуд
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The government to
approve an investment
policy and ensure that
investment functions are
properly completed
The government to control
investment goals, such as
• Investment returns equal or
exceed inflation
• Investment returns equal or
exceed Mongolian GDP
growth

Examples of Suitable
Investments
 Government bonds
• Government of Mongolia
• Foreign government bonds



Corporate bonds

• Mongolian corporate bonds
• International corporate bonds





Mortgage backed securities
Bank certificates of deposit
Equities
• Companies traded on MSE
• Companies traded on foreign
exchanges
21 - 24 January 2008
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Шинэчлэлийн төлөвлөгөө


Transition Plan

Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хуучнаас шинэ
параметрт шилжихэд доорх хүчин зүйлс чухал ач
холбогдолтой, үүнд:
z
z
z
z

Засгийн газрын хүчин чармайлт
Санхүүгийн шинжилгээний арга хэрэгсэл, актураль тооцооны
аргачлал хэрэглэж нэвтрүүлэх
Шилжилтийн өртөг зардлын санхүүжүүлэх боловсронгуй
төлөвлөгөө - мөнгөний бодлого
ХО-ын төлөвлөгөөнд:
–
–
–
–

z
z
z



To create a successful transition for a national pension
system from current to new parameters the following is
important
z
z
z
z

–
–
–
–

Тэтгэврийн ХО-ын засаглалын тогтолцоо ба хамгаалалт
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого
ХО-ын менежментийн төлөвлөгөө
ХО-ын хэмжүүр ба гүйцэтгэл

Хууль эрх зүйн орчин
Шилжилтийн төлөвлөгөөний мэдээлэл сурталчилгаа
Шилжилтийн төлөвлөгөөний мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны
хугацааны хуваарилалт ба өртөг зардал
21 - 24 January 2008
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Commitment of government
Use of financial analytical tools and actuarial methodologies
Well designed plan to finance transition cost – fiscal policy
Investment plan that addresses
Governance and protection of pension investments
Investment Policy
Investment Management Plan
Investment Measurement and Performance

Legal Framework
Communication of Transition Plan
Timing and Cost of Transition Communication Plan
21 - 24 January 2008
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Засгийн газрын хүчин чармайлт


Commitment of the Government

Хүчин чармайлтад:
• Макро эдийн засгийн тогтвортой байдлыг хангах
• Хөрөнгийн зах зээлийн шинэчлэлийн нэгдсэн тодорхой
чиг ойлголттой болох
• Идэвхтэй сайн зохицуулалтын агегтлаг байгуулах
• Үр дүнг хянах, тохиргоо / засвар хийх



Шинэчлэлийн үйл явцыг сайжруулахад
шинэчлэлийг хэрэгжүүлэх хороо, ажлын хэсэг,
үүнд наанадаж нэг өндөр албан тушаалын,
тусгайлан томилогдсон ажилтанг оролцуулна.
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Commitment to
Maintain macroeconomic stability
Pursue a coherent capital market reform agenda
Establish an effective supervisory agency
Monitor results, make adjustments, corrections

Nurturing reforms requires reform implementation
committee, or task force, with at least one high
ranked and specifically designated official

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шинэчлэлийн явц дахь мөнгөний бодлого





Fiscal Policy During the Transition

Санал болгож буй шинэчлэлийн санхүүгийн үр дагаврыг
үнэлэхийн тулд Засгийн газар шинжилгээний арга
хэрэгслүүд, актураль тооцооны аргачлалыг хэрэглэх нь
зүйтэй.
Тухайлбал,





• Proposed reforms
• Revenue losses if current contributions are redirected to become
investments for the defined contribution current scheme
• Options to offset financial impact of the change

• Санал болгож буй шинэчлэл
• Одоогийн шимтгэлийн орлогыг Шимтгэлээс тооцох тогтолцооны
(DC) хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглавал үр ашиггүйд хүрэх
• Өөрчлөлтийн санхүүгийн үр дагаврыг нөхөх хувилбарууд




Шилжилтийн өр авлагыг санхүүжүүлэхэд хэт найдахаас
зайлсхийж болгоомжлох
Харин үүний оронд шинэчлэлийн хэрэгжилтийн явцад
татварын санхүүжилтыг авч үзэх
21 - 24 January 2008
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Government should use analytical tools and actuarial
methodologies to evaluate financial impact of proposed
reforms:
Conduct actuarial valuations of




Avoid excessive reliance on debt financing of transition
Instead consider tax financing during implementation of
reforms

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн санхүүжилт


Financing the Transition

Өр авлагын санхүүжилт:
• Ил өр авлагын асуудалтай Шимтгэлийн тогтолцоонд (DC)
ашгийн алдагдлын санхүүжилтыг ногдуулахад хүрэх
• Мөнгөний нийт хомсдлыг ихэсгэх
• Аль болохоор үндэсний хэмжээний хадгаламжид үр
дагаврыг саармаг байлгах
• Хөрөнгийн зах зээлийн хөгжилд үзүүлэх үр нөлөө
хязгаарлагдмал
• Хөгжлийн өсөлтөд үзүүлэх нөлөө хязгаарлагдмал
• Ирээдүй хойч үеийнхэнд ачаа дарамт бий болгох

21 - 24 January 2008
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Debt financing
• Entails financing revenue losses to defined
contributions with explicit debt issues
• Increases overall fiscal deficit
• Impact on national savings is neutral at best
• Limited impact on capital market development
• Limited impact on growth
• Maintains bias against future generations

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн санхүүжилт


Financing the Transition

Татварын санхүүжилтын стратеги нь:



• Хуучин ба шилжилтийн тогтолцооны үр дүнтэй шинэчлэх, Улсын
төсвийн ашгийг ихэсгэх, төсвийн зарцуулалтыг бууруулах замаар
ашгийн алдагдлыг нөхөх боломж бүрдүүлэх,
• Үндэсний хэмжээний хадгаламжид ихэвчлэн эерэгээр нөлөөлөх
боломжтой,
• Хөрөнгийн зах зээлийн өсөлтөд бодитой нөлөөлөх,
• Хөгжлийн өсөлтөд бодитой нөлөө үзүүлж болох,
• Гэвч өнөөгийн хөдөлмөрлөгч үед эхний шатны давхар ачааг бий
болгох (хэн “давхар төлөх” асуудал) талтай.


Ихэнх улс орнуудын хувьд оновчтой стратеги: Хосолсон

21 - 24 January 2008
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Tax financing strategy
• Entails offsetting revenue losses with strong reform of Old
Scheme and Interim Scheme and / or general revenue
increase and / or general expenditure decreases
• Can often have positive impact on national savings
• Can result in stronger capital market development
• May result in stronger impact on growth
• However, initial double burden on current generations (who
“pay twice”)



Optimal strategy for most countries: Mixed
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн орлогыг хөрөнгө
оруулалтад ашиглах


Investing Pension Contributions

Шилжилтийн төлөвлөгөөг амжилттай хэрэгжүүлэхэд:
• Хууль эрх зүйн орчин
• Бүтэц зохион байгуулалтын орчин
• Урт хугацааны санхүүгийн арга хэрэгслийн зохистой нийлүүлэлт
z Үнэт цаас – хувьцаа, бонд
z Санхүүгийн бүтээгдэхүүн – хамтын сан, даатгалын бүтээгдэхүүн
(хувилбарууд)
z Олон улсын зах зээлд гарах, хамгаалалтын хэрэгслээс эхлэн
валют солилцооны эрсдлийг удирдах

21 - 24 January 2008
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Successful implementation of transition plan
requires
• Legal Framework
• Institutional framework
• Adequate supply of long term financial instruments
z Securities – stocks, bonds,
z Financial products – mutual funds, insurance products
z Access to foreign financial markets, including hedging
tools to manage currency exchange risk

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хууль эрх зүйн орчин

Legal Framework

• Хууль тогтоомжийн сахилт
z

• Rule of Law

Үр дүнтэй шүүх тогтолцоо

z

• Хуулийн үндсэн багц
z Арилжааны тухай хууль
z Үнэт цаасны хууль
z Бусад хууль, тогтоомжид:
–
–
–
–

• Basic Set of Laws
z Commercial Law
z Securities Law
z Other laws and regulations addressing

барьцаа ба төлбөрийн чадваргүй байдал
гэрээг зохицуулах харилцаа
зээлдэгчийн эрх
өмчийн эрх
21 - 24 January 2008
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–
–
–
–
15

collateral and insolvency
contractual relations
creditor rights
property rights
21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн асуудал – шилжилттэй холбоотой асуудлыг
тодорхойлох, тэдгээрийн үр дагаврыг тооцож тогтоох
Шилжилттэй холбоотой асуудлыг тодорхойлох, тэдгээрийн үр
дагаврыг тооцож тогтоох, үүнд
Үр ашиг хүртэгчдийн хувьд:
 Тэтгэвэр авагчдад эерэг, сөргөөр нөлөөлөх эсэх
 Ялгавартай тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн амлалтыг хангах эсэх
 Иргэд шинэ тогтолцоонд итгэх эсэх
 Өөр тогтолцоонд багтдаг ч ойролцоо насны иргэд ч адил түвшний
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж авах эсэх
 Эрт тэтгэвэрт гарах нөхцөл, ангиллын тухайд
 Тогтолцоонд хамаарах эмзэг, ядуу, хараат иргэдийн тухайд г.м.
Хэрэгжүүлэлтийн Зохицуулагч байгууллага болох УНДЕГ-ын тухайд:
 Шинэ тогтолцоо, шаардлагад нийцэж үйл ажиллагаа явуулах чадвар
 Шимтгэл төлөгчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдад өөрчлөлтийн талаар ухуулан
таниулах чадвар

21 - 24 January 2008
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Transition Issues - Identifying the transition issues
and recognising their effect on those involved
Identify transition issues and recognise their effect on those
involved
On the beneficiaries
Whether pensioners would be better or worse off
Whether different pension promises would be maintained
Whether people would believe in the new system
Whether people of a similar age, but who were in different schemes
would get similar benefits
 On the early retirement categories
 On the vulnerable, the poor and the dependants in the system





On the SSIGO as administrator
 Ability to cope with new system and new requirements
 Ability to communicate changes to contributors and pensioners

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн асуудлууд - шилжилттэй холбоотой асуудлыг
тодорхойлох, тэдгээрийн үр дагаврыг тооцож тогт оох
НХХЯ-ны тухайд...


Transition Issues - Identifying the transition issues
and recognising their effect on those involved
On the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour

Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгох тогтолцоог төлөвлөх, үүнд
шинэ тогтолцооны хүрээнд бэрхшээлтэй тулгарч буй
бүлэгт чиглэсэн тусгай дүрэм журам
• Хэчнээн шимтгэл төлж хуримтлал бүрдүүлсэн ч тэтгэврийн
хэмжээ тогттмол орлого байх минимум тэтгэврийн баталгаажилт
нь шилжилтийн асуудал болох.
• Суурь (universal) тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд шилжих аливаа чиг
хандлагад иймэрхүү асуудлыг шийдэх хэрэгтэй.
• 1995 оноос хойш хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийг тусгаарласан
нь шилжилтийн нэг асуудал бөгөөд нэг мөр шийдэгдээгүй.

21 - 24 January 2008
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On the design of the benefit system, and any particular
rules where a group suffered under a new system
• The minimum pension guarantee seemed to satisfy the transition
issue that there would be a retirement income no matter how much
had been saved
• Any move to universal pension would have to satisfy a similar issue.
• The exclusion of self employed after 1995 was a transition issue
that was not addressed.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн асуудлууд – гарах өртөг зардал

Transition Issues – costs involved

Шилжилттэй холбоотой гарах өртөг зардлууд
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн олголтыг хэвээр хадгалах
 Аливаа түр тэтгэмж нь урт хугацаатай байх нь
зохистой эсэх
 Өөрчлөлтийн тухай мэдээлж, сурталчлах, хэвлэл
мэдээллийн төрлүүдээс ашиглах, арга зам
 УНДЕГ-ын удирдлагын тогтолцоог өргөжүүлж,
сургалтыг сайжруулах

The costs involved in transition
 Preserving benefits
 Whether any temporary benefit should be long
term
 Communicating changes, using various forms of
media and communication methods
 Improving and expanding SSIGO administration
systems and training
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Шилжилтийн төлөвлөгөөг мэдээлж сурталчлах



Communication of Transition Plan

Мэдээлж сурталчлах олон арга хэлбэрийг тодорхойлох
Шилжилтийн тухай мэдээллийг ойлгож мэдэх
шаардлагатай нийгмийн бүлгүүдийг тодорхойлох

• Ажил олгогчид ба ажил олгогчдын эвсэл холбоо
• Ажиллагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчид, тахир дутуугийн тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж
хүртэгчид, тэдний гэр бүлийн гишүүд
• Үйлдвэрчний холбоо, ажиллагчдын эвсэл холбоо
• Засгийн газрын агентлагууд
• Их дээд сургуулийн багш сургагчид, судалгаа шинжилгээний баг (think
tank groups)
• Хэвлэл мэдээлэлд санхүүгийн асуудлаар бүтээл туурвих зохиолч
нийтлэлчид, сонин сэтгүүл, телевиз, радио, интернет г.м.



Мэдээлэл сурталчилгаанд ашиглах хэвлэл мэдээллийн
хэлбэр, сурталчилгааны аргачлал ашиглах
• УНДЕГ-аар дамжуулж, телевиз
• Радио
• Хэвэлэмэл мэдээллийн хэрэгсэл: сонин сэтгүүл г.м.
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Determine different messages to communicate
Identify various groups that must understand message of
transition
• Employers and employer groups
• Workers, pensioners, persons collecting invalidity payments – and their
families
• Trade unions and employee groups
• Government agencies
• Universities – professors, think tank groups
• Writers of financial issues for press and various media – newspapers,
television, radio, magazines, internet



In making communications - use various forms of media and
communication methods
• Via SSIGO, Television
• Radio
• Print media, newspapers, magazines
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Хугацааны хуваарилалт,
мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны төлөвлөгөө


Timing and Cost of Communication Plan

Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн шилжилтийн шатны мэдээлэл
сурталчилгааг амжилттай хэрэгжүүлэх
• Нарийн сайн төлөвлөсөн байх
• 2-5 жилийн хугацаанд эхлүүлж, дуусгахаар төлөвлөдаг
• Тогтмол гүйцэтгэлийг үнэлж, дүгнэж, шинэчлэн засварладаг.
(зөвхөн нэг удаа бус дахин дахин)
• Их хэмжээний зардал гарах тул зохистой санхжүүлэлт хийх
• Төлөвлөж, хэрэгжүүлэхэд мэргэжлийн компаниас хөлсөлж
ажиллуулах
z Олон үе шаттай урт хугацааны сурталчилгааны төлөвлөгөө
боловсруулах
z Амжилтын үр дүнг шат, мөчлөг бүрээр хэмжиж үнэлэх
z Үнэлгээний хэмжүүрээр төлөвлөгөө сайн хэрэгжээгүй болохыг
илтгэвэл хэзээ өөрчлөлт хийхийг мэддэг байх
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Successful communication plans of pension reform
transitions
• Are carefully planned
• Often are scheduled to start and finish over 2 – 5 years
• Are continually measured, evaluated and modified – not just once,
but over and over again
• Are realistically funded to cover extensive costs
• Hire professional companies to design and implement
z Multi phase, multi year communication plan
z Measure success at each step
z Know when to make changes, if measurement indicates that
plan is not working
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Семинарийн хэлэлцүүлэг


Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн бодлого,
зорилтод анхаарлаа хандуулж Монгол улсад зохицсон
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо, улс орны нөхцөл байдал болон
нийгмийн бүтцэд нийцсэн санхүүгийн чадавх, дэвшүүлж
буй болон хэрэгжихүйц зорилго, зорилтын талаар
хэлэлцэнэ.



Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлдэг асуудал,
параметрийг нэг бүрчлэн авч үзнэ.



Илтгэлүүд 30 минут орчим үргэлжлэх ба холбогдох
хэлэлцүүлэг тухай бүр дагалдана. Бүлгийн
хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулах байдлаар
үргэлжилнэ.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look
at pension policy, what pension policy should be in
Mongolia, what the country and society can afford,
what is desirable and achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one
by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes,
followed by discussions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Семинарийн хэлэлцүүлэг






Workshop Discussions

Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлж,
зохион байгуулах ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр 30 орчим минут хэлэлцсэний дараа тухайн
асуудлын талаарх бэрхшээлийг тодорхойлж, холбогдох
санал зөвлөмж буюу хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
Ширээнд агентлаг, байгууллагаас нэг оролцогч суувал
зохино.





Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн бусад
оролцогсдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлнэ.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн асуудлууд




Transition Issues

Хэлэлцэх асуудал
Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжтэй холбоотой хоёр том
өөрчлөлт 1995, 1999 онд гарсан. Дээрх
өөрчлөлтийн хүрээнд бид ямар сургамж авсан,
тухайлбал:
• Ирээдүйн шилжилтэд давтаж болох шилжилтийн үр
дүнтэй алхам, амжилттай үе шатууд
• Ирээдүйн шилжилтэд зайлсхийх алдаа мадаг
• Өмнө орхигдсон иээдүйн шилжилтийн явцад хөндөх
асуудлууд г.м.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Discussion Points



There have been two major changes in Mongolia
with respect to pension benefits, in 1995 and 1999.
What can be learnt from them in regard to:
• Successful transition steps that should be repeated in
future transitions; and
• Errors that should avoided during future transitions; and
• Omissions that should be addressed in future transitions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Шилжилтийн асуудлууд






Transition Issues

Анхаарч үзүүштэй шилжилтийн асуудлыг нэн
тэргүүний ач холбогдлоор нь эрэмбэлсэн
жагсаалт боловсруулах
Тэдгээр шилжилтийн үе шатыг оновчтой
хэрэгжүүлэх хугацааны хуваарилалт
боловсруулах
Шилжилтийн амжилт, доголдлыг үнэлэхэд
ашиглаж болох хэмжүүрийн жагсаалт
боловсруулах
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Develop a priority list of the transition steps that are
considered to be critical.
Develop an ideal practical timetable for these
transition steps.
Develop a list of measures that could be used to
assess the success/failure of the transition.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Recordkeeping and SSIGO

Данс бүртгэл хөтлөлт, УНДЕГ

Martha Kelly
Pension Fund Management Expert

Марта Келли
Тэтгэврийн сангийн менежментийн зөвлөх
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УНДЕГ-ын өвөрмөц байр суурь



Unique Position of SSIGO

УНДЕГ нь нийгмийн үйлчилгээний байгууллага
төдийгүй маш олон данс бүртгэл, их хэмжээний
хөрөнгө мөнгийг хариуцдаг санхүүгийн
байгууллага юм.



• Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн орлогыг нөөцжүүлж, хөрөнгө
оруулалтад ашиглах тухай хэлэлцэж буй төлөвлөгөө
цаашид хэрэгжвэл УНДЕГ нь 5-10 жилийн дараа
Монгол улсын хамгийн том санхүүгийн байгууллага
болох магадлалтай.



УНДЕГ өөрийн энэ олон чиг үүргийг хэрхэн хийж
гүйцэтгэх вэ?
21 - 24 January 2008
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SSIGO is both a delivery institution of social
services and a financial institution responsible for
billions of financial records and substantial amount
of money
• If the plan under discussion to fund and invest the
pension contributions is achieved, within 5 to 10 years
SSIGO will become one of the largest financial
institutions in Mongolia



How will SSIGO manage its different mandates?

Тэтгэврийн данс бүртгэл хөтлөлт



Pension Recordkeeping

Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны маш чухал
бүрэлдэхүүн хэсэг
Чанартай, боловсронгуй мэдээ мэдээлэл,
санхүүгийн удирдлагын тогтолцоогүйгээр
үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог удирдаж явуулах
боломжгүй
• УНДЕГ нийгмийн даатгалын бүх данс бүртгэлийг эрхлэх
ба тэтгэвэр бол нэг хэсэг нь юм.
• Өнөөгийн данс бүртгэл, сангийн гүйлгээний үйл явц
Азийн олон улс оронд хангалттай түвшинд хөгжөөгүй.
z Гэвч сайжрах боломж нөхцөл бий.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Critical component of national pension system
Virtually impossible to function national pension
system without high quality, high calibre data and
financial management system
• SSIGO performs all social insurance recordkeeping,
pension is only one part
• Current pension recordkeeping and fund transfer process
has advantages not achieved in all countries in Asia
z But still there is an opportunity for improvement

Системийн бүтцийн хүрээнд УНДЕГ-ын давуу тал


УНДЕГ нийгмийн даатгалын данс бүртгэл, шимтгэл
хураалтыг эрхэлдэг дан гагц байгууллага

SSIGO Strengths in the Design of the System


• Олон улс орнууд тархан бутархай олон байгууллагын тогтолцоотой
байдаг, харилцан мэдэээллээ солилцож уялдаатай ажиллаж
чаддаггүй
z Тусдаа – хуучин ба одоогийн тогтолцоо нь тусдаа данс
бүртгэлтэй
z Аймаг, дүүргийн түвшинд шаталж задарсан бүтэцтэй
z Цэргийн ба төсвийн ажиллагчид бие даасан данс бүртгэлийн
системтэй



УНДЕГ улсын хэмжээнд аймаг, сум бүрт салбар хэлтэс,
нэгжтэй



SSIGO offices have widespread representation throughout
Mongolia

• Takes advantage of using SSIGO offices for more than just pension –
also manages other social benefits from same offices, cost effective

Ажил олгогчдоос шимтгэл хураахад (нэг бус) олон банктай
харьцаж ажилладаг
21 - 24 January 2008

• Many other countries have multiple systems that cannot communicate
and share information that are
z Separate – one recordkeeping for old system and one for new
system
z Divided by district or province or
z Independent recordkeeping system for employees of military or
government



• УНДЕГ-ын хэлтэс, нэгжээр дамжуулж тэтгэвэрээс гадна бусад
нийгмийн халамжийн тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмж олгох замаар үйл
ажиллагааны зардлыг бууруулах давуу талтай

SSIGO acts as a single recordkeeping system and contribution
collection for social insurance
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Interacts /utilizes with more than one bank into which
employers make contributions

Байгууллагын бүтцийн хурээнд УНДЕГ-ын давуу тал


УНДЕГ-ын тэтгэврийн данс бүртгэлийн систем
бүрэн цогцоор ажиллах тогтолцоотой

SSIGO Strengths in Institution



• Шимтгэл ба цалингаас тооцдог системийн шимтгэл
хурааж, холбогдох данс бүртгэл, тайланг хариуцдаг
• Маш олон банкаар дамжуулж шимтгэл хураадаг






Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны талаар удирдлагын
болон ажилтнуудын түвшинд өргөн мэдлэг
чадвартай.
Шинэчилж сайжруулах талаар эерэг хандлага
харагдаж байна.
АХБ-ны тус төслийн зөвлөхүүдтэй хамтарч
ажилладаг.
21 - 24 January 2008
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SSIGO has a fully operating pension recordkeeping
system
• Collects and manages contribution records for both
defined benefit and defined contribution
• Collects contributions from multiple bank locations





Management and staff have good understanding of
pension system
Appears to be positive concern to continue to make
improvement
Cooperative with Consultants on ADB project

УНДЕГ-ын шинэчлэлийн асуудал-системийн хүрээнд


Өнөөгийн данс бүртгэлийн систем нь:



• Хуучин ба шилжилтийн бүтэц,
• Одоогийн тогтолцооноос тэтгэвэр олгох тогтолцооны
хүрээнд тэтгэвэр олгохдоо “цалингаас тэтгэвэр
тооцох” (DB) зарчмаар үйл ажиллагаа явуулдаг.



Мөн Нэрийн дансны (NDC) тогтолцооны шимтгэл
хураалтын данс бүртгэлийг ч хариуцна.
Суурь (universal) тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог
хэрэгжүүлэх нөхцөл бүрдвэл, УНДЕГ-ын үйл
ажиллагаа үүнд зохицон сайн ажиллах
боломжтой эсэх?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Current recordkeeping system operates for a
defined benefit system, which is needed for
• Old Scheme and Interim Scheme
• Current Scheme in payment mode





Also operates as recordkeeping for NDC (notional
defined contribution) – Current Scheme in
accumulation mode
Will it function well to pay universal pensions, if
this change is accepted and approved?

Нөөцтэй шимтгэлийн тогтолцоонд данс бүртгэлийн
хэрэгцээ шаардлага




Шимтгэл хураалтын мэдээллийг мөнгөн урсгалтай тууштай
холбоход голлон анхаарах,
Зорилго зорилтыг ягштал хэрэгжүүлэх, үнэн бодит
мэдээллийг бага зардлаар бүрдүүлж ажиллах
Шимтгэлийн орлогын тайлан мэдээг гаргах, банкинд
шилжүүлж тушаах талаар ажил олгогчдод олон хувилбар
бүрдүүлж турших

Recordkeeping Needs of Funded Defined Contribution




• Компьютерийн сүлжээний чадавхтай томоохон ажил олгогчдод
онлайн хэлбэрээр мэдээ, тайланг хүргүүлэх боломж бүрдүүлэх
• Дунд түвшний ажил олгогчид дискeтт ашиглаж болно.
• Жижиг ААН-ийн ажил олгогчид (цаасан) маягтаар үргэлжлүүлнэ.



• Large employers with online capabilities can submit data
online
• Medium employers can use diskettes
• Small employers continue paper forms

Ажил олгогчдын үүрэг хариуцлагыг бага зардлаар
гүйцэтгүүлэх боломж бүрдүүлэх шаардлагатай


21 - 24 January 2008
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Emphasis on greater frequency of linking contribution
data and money flows
Objective must be on higher compliance, higher data
accuracy at lower costs
Experiment with offering various options for
employers to submit contribution data and make
contribution deposits at banks

Must be able to lower employer compliance costs

Өөрчилж сайжруулах шаардлагатай асуудлууд



Needed Improvements

Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийн орлогыг хянахдаа илүү
шуурхай, бодитой шалгах чадварыг дээшлүүлэх



• Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийн орлогыг (наанадаж) сар тутам
тулгах
z Олон улсын чиг хандлагад өдөр тутмын нягталж тулгах,
төлбөр тооцоог хийдэг болж байна.
• Банкинд тушаасан шимтгэлийн орлогын мэдээ, шимтгэлийн
орлогыг бодит хэмжээг ягштал тулгаж нягталбал зохино.
z Ажил олгогчид сар, жилийн шимтгэлийн орлогын мэдээ
тайлан хүргүүлдэг журмыг халах
z Шинэ журамд сарын орлогын дүн ба мэдээг хянаж тулгах
z Орлогын бодит дүн ба мэдээ нь яг ижил мөнгөн дүнгээр (₮)
илэрхийлэгдэх ёстой.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Faster and more exact ability to monitor employer
contributions
• At least monthly reconciliation of employer contributions
z International trend is toward daily reconciliation and
settlement
• Reconciliation must occur between amount of
contribution deposited to bank AND contribution data
z Discontinue employer sending contribution monthly
and data annually
z New process will be monthly contribution AND data
z And money and data must be EQUAL to the exact ₮

Хэрхэн сайжруулж өөрчлөх?


How to Improve

Мэдээллийн технологийн чадавхийг бэхжүүлж,
ашиглах
• Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийн орлогын мэдээ
z Онлайн хэрэглээ – УНДЕГ-ын компьютерийн
сүлжээнд ажил олгогчид нэвтрэх: тухайлбал нэр,
хаяг, нууц үгээ оруулж, тайлан мэдээг бүртгүүлж,
өөрчлөх шаардлагагүй бол хянаж баталгаажуулах
боломжтой байх,
z Ихэнх ажил олгогчдын хувьд онлайн хэрэглээ
боломжгүй бол цахим мэдээллийн төвөөр төлөхийг
санал болгох (эсвэл тодорхой хэмжээнээс дээш
шимтгэл төлдөг ажил олгогчдод тийм шаардлага
тавих), дараа нь (цаасан дээрх дүнг) хувийг цахим
буюу онлайн хэлбэрт хөрвүүлэх
21 - 24 January 2008
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Greater reliance on IT capabilities
• Employer contribution data
z Online access – employer accesses SSIGO online,
enters employer name, identification and password
and enters data / validates if data does not need to be
changed
z If online not option for majority of employers, offer to
pay data centers (or require that employers pay over
a certain size) and have paper copies converted to
online data input



Хэрхэн сайжруулж өөрчлөх?

How to Improve

Мэдээллийн технологийн чадавхиийг бэхжүүлж, ашиглах



• Банкны цахим хэрэглээ
z Банкны салбарууд орж ирсэн мөнгийг хурдан гүйлгээнд оруулж,
харилцагч бүрээр дүн мэдээ хүргүүлдэг.
• УНДЕГ-ын харяъяа хэлтэс, нэгжүүдэд бүрэн хэмжээгээр
компьютерийн хангалт, хүчин чадавх бэхжээгүй.
z УНДЕГ-ын хүрээнд 40 интернет болон дотоод сүлжээ ашиглаж
байгааг тэмдэглүүштэй ч цааш нэмэгдүүлэх,
z Банкинд удаан дугаарлаж зогсохын оронд сар тутмын шимтгэл
хураалтыг илүү компьютержүүлж, автоматжуулах боломж,
чадавх бүрдүүлэх, тэтгэврийг тэтгэвэр авагчдын харилцагч
банкинд шилжүүлж байгааг цаашид өргөжүүлэн сайжруулах
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Greater reliance on IT capabilities
• Banking interface
z Bank branches transfer deposit received more often
and send more customized summaries
• Not all SSIGO offices have computer capabilities today
z 40 internet and intranet exist today – impressive! but
more needed
z Ability to offer more automated functions for monthly
payments – instead of pensioners standing in line at
bank, need to expand to include bank transfers to
pensioners’ bank accounts

Тэтгэврийн данс бүртгэл


Pension Recordkeeping

Олон улс олонд шимтгэл, хураамжийн нэгтгэсэн
тогтолцоог нэвтрүүлэх санаачилга өрнөж байна.



• Ажил олгогдын хувьд давуу тал нь албан татвар, хураамжийг
хурааж цуглуулах төрийн захиргааны нэг төв байгууллагатай
байх.
z Нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэл ба бусад татвар хураамжийг
сард нэг удаа тушааж, хураадаг тул олон маягтаар, олон өөр
газарт мөнгө, тайлан мэдээ явуулах шаардлагагүй.
z Ажил олгогчдын зардлыг багасгаж, үнэн бодит байдлыг
дээшлүүлэх
• Амжилтад хүрэхэд нөлөөлөх хүчин зүйлс:
z Агентлагуудын хоорондын итгэлцэл, нэгдсэн татвар шимтгэл
хураах ажлыг хамтарч явуулах хичээл зүтгэл,
z Соёл уламжлалын өөрчлөлт шинэчлэлд зохицох
21 - 24 January 2008
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Unified contribution collection is being attempted in
many countries
• Advantage to employer is one central collection agency
z Social insurance and other taxes collected once each
month – no need to send money or data to different
agencies at different times using different forms
z Lowers employer costs, increases accuracy
• To be successful requires
z Trust among agencies and commitment to making
unified collection work
z Overcoming cultural changes

Дэлхийн жишиг туршлага
Филиппин

Global Lessons

МексикI Морокко
MSS

Koсово

байхгүй

байхгүй

байхгүй

Ажил
олгогчдын
оролцоо

23%

байхгүй

<1%

100+ дээш
ажиллагч,
бусад сайн
дурын
3%

Даатгуулагчдын

74%

>60%

13%

49%

байхгүй

байна

байна

байхгүй

Цахим өргөдөл
хүлээн авах,
олгох

хамрах хүрээ
Цахим төлбөр
тооцоо
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Nature of efiling mandate
Participating
employers
Covered
employees
E-payment
available
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Philippines

Mexico
IMSS

Morocco

Kosovo

NA

NA

NA

23%

NA

<1%

100+
employees,
others
voluntary
3%

74%

>60%

13%

49%

NA

Yes

Yes

No

Хэрхэн сайжруулж өөрчлөх?


How to Improve

Өнөөгийн тогтолцоо нь ажил олгогчдын хамрах хүрээ,
оролцооноос ихээхэн хараат



• Ажил олгогчид зайлсхийхээс асуудал, бэрхшээл үүсдэг
• Ажил олгогчид уялдаатай ажиллах буюу алдаа гаргахад УНДЕГ
болон ажил олгогчдод ч бэрхшээл учирч, улмаар цаг хугацаа
үрэх, зардал чирэгдэл учрах явдал гарах бөгөөд ажиллагчдын
хувьд ч шударга бус нөхцөл үүснэ.



Боломжтой бол ажил олгогчдын оролцоог бууруулах
асуудлыг авч үзүүштэй.
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• Causes problems when employer is evading
• Adds unnecessary complexity when employer does not
cooperate or makes mistakes, time consuming and costly
for SSIGO and employer and unfair to employee


• Даатгуулагч өөрийн НД-ын дэвтэр дугаарыг (ID дугаар) ажил
олгогчоор дамжуулж бус УНДЕГ-аас шууд авдаг байх
• Даатгуулагч УНДЕГ-тай шууд харилцаж, ажил олгогчоос хараат
байх явдлыг багасгах
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Current system is heavily reliant on employer
involvement and participation

Consider decreasing employer involvement when
possible
• Employee should obtain own ID number directly from
SSIGO, not through employer
• Employee should interact with SSIGO more and rely less
on employer



Иргэний үнэмлэх (National ID card)

National ID card

Аль болох өндөр түвшинд шинэчилж сайжруулахын тулд
иргэний үнэмлэхний дугаар яв цав бодитой байх
шаардлагатай.



• Хуурамчаар үйлдэх буюу хууль бусаар ашиглах ямар ч боломжгүй.
• Даатгуулагч зөвхөн нэг үнэмлэхтэй байх ёстой ч санамсаргүй
тохиолдлоос нэгээс олон олгогдож болох талтай.
• Олон чиглэл, тогтолцоонд Иргэний үнэмлэхийг уян хатан
уялдуулан ашиглах боломж бүрдүүлж, цаашид хэтийн зорилго нь
нэгдсэн цогц тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэх
z
z

Паспорт, эрүүл мэндийн гэрчилгээ, жолооны үнэмлэх гэх мэт...
Төрсний гэрчилгээ, нас нөгцөгсдийн гэрчилгээ, гэрлэлтийн баталгаа
гэх мэт...
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In order to allow maximum improvements, national
identification card must be highly accurate
• Virtually no chance of fake or forgery
• Virtually no occurrence that employee has more than
one card or could accidentally apply for more than one
card
• Ability to interact national identity card with other
systems – long term goal should be single system
z Passport, health card, driver’s license, etc
z Birth records, death records, marriage records

Бусад асуудлууд, ирээдүйд гарч болох өөрчлөлтүүд


Даатгуулагчид ХО-ын сонголт хийх асуудал шийдэгдсэн
нөхцөлд шинээр хүчин чадавх бүрдүүлэх хэрэгтэй.
• ХО-ын сонгон шалгаруулалтыг хянах, ХО-ын сонголтыг өөрчлөх,
Шимтгэлээс тэтгэвэр тооцох тогтолцооны даатгуулагчдын нэрийн
дансанд ногдуулах хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийг тооцож, хянах
• Өөр сонголт хийгдээгүй нөхцөлд “байнгын” (default) сонголт автоматаар
хийгдэх боломж бүрдүүлэх
• Тайлан мэдээнд ХО-ын олон хувилбарыг мэдээлж, тусгах



Сайн дурын шимтгэлийн хувилбар батлагдаж хэрэгжих
нөхцөлд данс бүртгэлийг өргөжүүлэх, үүнд
• Сайн дурын шимтгэлийн орлогыг даатгуулагч бүрт мэдээлж, хянах,
үүнд сайн дурын шимтгэлийн орлогыг тус тусад нь оноох
• Сайн дурын шимтгэлийн орлогоос тооцох тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж, хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөжийг тухай бүрт харилцан адилгүй тооцож тогтоох
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Other Issues and Future Possible Changes


If worker choice of investments is approved, new
capabilities needed to
• Monitor investment election, change of investment choice and ability
to monitor and calculate different investment rates for different
worker accounts in defined contribution
• Automatically apply default option if no other option is elected
• Report multiple investment options on statements



If voluntary contribution option is approved, expanded
recordkeeping to

• Monitor and report voluntary contributions on same statement to
each worker but to designate voluntary contributions separately
• Calculate benefits for voluntary contributions and investment returns
differently

Бусад асуудлууд, ирээдүйд гарч болох өөрчлөлтүүд


Минимум тэтгэвэр тооцох явдлыг нь Одоогийн
тогтолцооноос халж, суурь тэтгэвэр болон бусад
хувилбараар орлуулах нөхцөлд даатгуулагчийн
нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл өндөр насны
тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээг тогтоох ганц хүчин
зүйл байх болно.
• Даатгуулагчид, ажил олгогчид УНДЕГ-аас доорх
зүйлсийг үнэн бодит эсэхийг шаардах эрх бүрдэх.
z Ажил олгогчид, ажиллагчдын шимтгэл нь тогтмол
хугацаанд банкинд шилжигдэж байх.
z ХО-ын хүүгийн орлогыг сар тутам шимтгэлийг
орлогод оноож хуваарилах
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Other Issues and Future Possible Changes


If minimum pension calculation is eliminated on the
Current Scheme and substituted instead by
universal pension or another option, then worker
account balance is ONLY factor to determine
amount of old age pension
• Workers and employers will demand of SSIGO 100%
accuracy on the following
z Employer and worker contributions and exact date
deposited at bank
z Investment earnings on contributions each month

Санхүүгийн тайлагнах систем, аудитын шалгалт


УНДЕГ-т жил тутам аудитын шалгалт хийх шаардлагыг
хэвшүүлэх
• Хамгийн сүүлийн аудитын шалгалт 2005 онд хийгджээ.



Олон улсын нийгэм хангамжийн холбооны авч үздэг,
үндэсний нийгмийн хамгааллын тогтолцооны олон
улсын стандартаар:
• УНДЕГ-ын Санхүүгийн газар алба бус Удирдах Зөвлөлийн Даргад
шууд тайлагнадаг дотоод аудитын хэлтэс байгуулах
• Ажил олгогчид, ажиллагчдын шимтгэлийн орлого, тэтгэвэр
тэтгэмж бодох, (залилангаас сэргийлж) тэтгэвэр авагчдыг
нягталж шалгах, банкны мэдээ тайлангийн тулгалт зэргэгт
санхүүгийн байгууллагын хөндлөнгийн аудитын шалгалт хийлгэх
• Санхүүгийн байгууллагын хөндлөнгийн аудиторуудад эрх олгох.
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Financial Reporting and Auditing


SSIGO is obligated to be audited annually



International standard of national social security
systems, according to ISSA

• Most recent audit was 2005

• Create internal audit department that reports directly to
Chairman or Board – not Finance Division of SSIGO
• Conduct financial institution audits of employer and
worker contributions, calculations of benefits, verification
of recipients (against fraud), bank reconciliation audits
• Mandate for independent financial institution audit

BLANK PAGE
(FOR SLIDES SEPARATOR)

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Expanding coverage:

Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг тэлэх

Herders and other self employed

Хэлэлцүүлэх илтгэл

A presentation followed by a discussion

1-р сарын 23

Wednesday 22nd January a.m.

Жереми Гадбери, Ши. Батбаяр

Jeremy Gadbury, Batbayar SHI
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх

АХБ-ны тус төслөөс Түүвэр судалгаа 2007 оны 12
сард хийсэн болно.

The ADB Project Survey November, December 2007

Гол дүгнэлт:
Аливаа ажил хэргийг явуулахад түүний үр
шимийг хүртэх хүмүүс огт мэдэхгүй өнгөрвөл үр
дүн нь талаар өнгөрөх талтай.

A key conclusion:There is no point in doing something for somebody
which is beneficial or helpful if the person affected
doesn’t know anything about it.
Note all figures in this presentation are from the above survey unless
stated.

Энд үзүүлж буй тоон мэдээллийг дээрх судалгааны явцад
цуглуулсан болно.
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Хамрах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх –
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд илүү олон хүнийг хамруулснаар зөвхөн
шимтгэлийн хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэх зорилготой бус. Өнөөг
хүртэл хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх талаар ихэд анхаарч ирсэн ч
зорилтод дэвшүүлсэн тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгоход ямар өртөг
зардал гарах талаар төдий л хайхраагүй иржээ.

Expanding coverage –
Bringing more people into the system, not just bringing more
contributions in. Recent emphasis has been on increasing
coverage without recognising cost of guaranteed pensions
in the system.

Одоогийн даатгалын тогтолцоонд хамрагдаагүй иргэд, нийгмийн
бүлэг
 Малчид: бие даасан, хот айлаар аж төрөх гэр бүлийн бүлэг,
нөхөрлөлүүд
 Хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид – ардын аж ахуйтан, явуулын
худалдаа наймаа эрхлэгчид (ченж), зах зээлийн газар
ажиллах худалдагчид
 Ажилгүйчүүд



Ямар давхаргын тогтолцоо зохистой эсэх талаар ойлгож мэдэх...

Recognising which pillars would be appropriate…
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed
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Who isn’t covered in the present system?
Herders – individuals, family groups, co-operatives
 Self employed – farmers, traders, market stallholders
 Parts of the population that don’t work
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Судалгаанаас үзвэл: Ажиллах хүчний гуравны нэг нь
малчид, хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид эзэлдэг атал
эдгээр хүмүүсийн дөрөвний гурав нь нийгмийн даатгалд
хамрагдаагүй байна.

Herders and self-employed are around one-third of the labour
force, but three quarters of the group are outside the social
insurance system.

Дундаж малчин гэр бүлийн гишүүдийн тоо 4.2 байгаа
бөгөөд гурван үеийн төлөөлөл болох хүмүүс хамтдаа
амьдардаг тохиолдол 10,6 хувь байна.

A typical herder’s family unit has a head of household with 4.2
people in the household, often including three generations.

Нийгмийн даатгалын тогтолцоонд итгэх итгэлээс үүдэн
ХХЭ-ийн 80 гаруй хувь нь даатгалд хамрагдах
боломжтой.

More than 80% of herders and self employed would want to
join social insurance if they could believe in it.

АХБ-ны 2007оны 11 сард явуулсан судалгаа

From the ADB Project Survey November, December 2007
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх

Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

1 тэжээгчид оногдох тэжээгдэгсдын тоо

Number of dependants per respondent
Parents

Own
Generation

Children

Uvurkhang

0.4

1.4

1.4

Khentii

0.1

0.6

0.9

2.6

2.6

Bayankhongor

0.4

1.5

1.4

4.4

1.4

4.4

Tuv

0.4

1.4

1.0

3.8

1.4

1.0

3.8

South Gobi

0.6

1.4

1.9

4.9

0.6

1.4

1.9

4.9

Ulaan Baatar

0.6

0.9

0.6

3.1

Улаанбаатар

0.6

0.9

0.6

3.1

Average

0.4

1.4

1.4

4.2

Дундаж

0.4

1.4

1.4

4.2

Эцэг эх

Өөрийн гэр
бүл

Хүүхэд

Өрхий
гишүүний
тоо

Өвөрхангай

0.4

1.4

1.4

4.2

Хэнтий

0.1

0.6

0.9

Баянхонгор

0.4

1.5

Төв

0.4

Өмнөговь

Total household
4.2

Source: ADB Project Survey November, December 2007

Эх сурвалж: АХБ-ны 2007оны 11 сард явуулсан түүвэр судалгаа
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
1995 оноос өмнө бүх ажиллагчид улсад ажиллаж
тэтэгэврийн тогтолцоо ганц тогтолцоогоор хэрэгжиж
байсан.

Pre 1995, all workers were employed by the state and had a
single scheme.

1995 оноос эхлэн 1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн тэтгэвэр
авагчид ажилласан жилээр тодорхой хэмжээний
шимтгэл төлж байсан.

Post 1995, born before 1960, retirees had previous
employment record recognised, and made contributions.

Гэтэл 1995 оноос хойш хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийг
албан журмын шимтгэл төлөх бүлгээс тусдаа сайн
дураар шимтгэл төлөх журамд шилжсэн. Судалгаанаас
үзэхэд малчид ХХЭ-ийн зөвхөн 25% нь тэтгэврийн
нэрийн данстай.

But post 1995 membership excluded self employed as
mandatory members, so they could only join on a voluntary
basis – survey results show only 25% herders and self
employed are in Notional Defined Contribution.
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Малчид ХХЭ-ийн эцэг эх ихэвчлэн тэтгэвэр авдаг.
Асуулгад оролцсон малчдын эцэг эхийн 60% нь тэтгэвэр
авдаг гэжээ…
...өнөөгийн малчдын ихэнх нь тэтгэвэр авахгүй байдалд
хүрч болзошгүй байна.
Өмнө нь тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хамрагдаж байсан ч
өдгөө хамрагдаж чадахгүй иргэдийн талаар 1995 оноос
хойш тодорхой арга хэмжээ авч хэрэгжүүлээгүй.
Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ өндөр байгаагаас сайн дурын
даатгалд хамрагдахад бэрхшээлтэй.
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Parents of self employed and herders are generally in the
system, 60% of herders’ parents receive a pension…
… but the current generation are increasingly not.
Nothing has been done since 1995 for a group that was
previously covered.
There is resistance to being a voluntary participant due to
high minimum contributions.
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Малчдын хувьд...
хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхэлж, нөхөрлөлийн гишүүн байдлаар
10-15 өрх хамтарч нөөц боломжоо түшиглэн хамтын
хүчээ нэгтгэж аж төрөх нь буй.
Нийгмийн даатгалд хамрагдах ердийн жишгээр:
1,000-т малчин:

- Сайн дураар, хадгаламжийн
өөр хэлбэрийг илүүд үздэг
Хөлсний малчин:
- Нэрийн дансны шимтгэл
Бие даасан малчин:
- Сайн дураар шимтгэл төлөх
Бүлэг, нөхөрлөлийн гишүүд: - Нэрийн дансны шимтгэл
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Herders can be
Self employed
Members of co-operatives, 10 to 15 households per group,
greater resources, pooled efforts.
Typical social insurance profile
More than 1,000 animals - Possibly voluntary, prefer other
forms of savings
Hired herder
- Notional Defined Contribution
Individual herder
- Possibly Voluntary membership
Groups and Co-operatives - Notional Defined Contribution
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Малчид, ХХЭ-д даатгалд хамрагдаж чадахгүй байгаа
шалтгаанаа дурдсаныг толилуулахад:
Тогтмол орлогогүй
Бэлэн мөнгөний хомсдол
Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ өндөр
Тогтмол ажил эрхэлдэггүй
Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдлэг дутмаг
Банкинд хадгалахын илүүд үздэг

Малчид
313 - 22%
579 - 41%
183 - 13%
139 - 10%
120 - 8%
82 - 6%

9

Why aren’t herders and self employed in the system, what
they say…

ХХЭ
72 - 14%
93 - 18%
69 - 14%
54 - 11%
132 - 26%
90 - 18%
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

No monthly income
Cash deficiency
High contribution rates
No permanent employment
Lack of knowledge of pension
Better to save with a bank

17

Herders
313 - 22%
579 - 41%
183 - 13%
139 - 10%
120 - 8%
82 - 6%

Self-employed
72 - 14%
93 - 18%
69 - 14%
54 - 11%
132 - 26%
90 - 18%
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Зарим нь Банкинд хадгаламж хийдэг боловч…
Малчин
Банкинд данстай
Сар бүр банкаар үйлчлүүлдэг

39%
10%

Although some use banks…

ХХЭ
55%
21%

With bank accounts
Using it monthly

Herders

Self-employed

39%
10%

55%
21%

…57% replied they had no savings

…57% нь хадгаламж байхгүй гэжээ.
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
2007 оны статистикаар тэтгэвэрт гарсан малчин, малчдын үр хүүхдийг
оролцуулахгүйгээр тооцоход 366,000 малчин иргэд байдаг гэжээ.
ҮСГ-ын мэдээллийн дагуу малын тоогоор нь малчдыг хэд хэдэн
ангилалд хуваасан.
46% нь
24%
22%
5%
1.5%

46% have less than 100 animals
24%
101-200
22%
201-501
5%
501-999
1.5%
1,000 plus

“250 малтай байхад дундаж амьдралаар амьдрах боломжтой” Meрси
Кор-оос явуулсан судалгааны дүгнэлтээс...

11

There are some 366,000 herders according to National
Statistics Office at end of 2007, excluding children but
including retired people still herding.
They are usually classified by size of herds, again from
National Statistics Office

100-аас цөөн малтай (бидний судалгаагаар:…44%
101-200
100-300
38%
201-501
300-700
14%
501-999
700-1,000
3%
1,000 дээш
1,000 дээш 2%)
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(Our survey …44%
100-300
38%
300-700
14%
700-1,000
3%
1,000 plus
2%)

“250 animals needed to break even” Mercy Corps research
21 - 24 January 2008
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Малчдын бэлэн мөнгөний хомсдолд цөөн толгой малаас
гадна бусад өөр шалтгааныг авч үзвэл...
Зардал нь тогтмол ч орлого нь улирлын шинж чанартай
 11-р сард мах бэлтгэлийн үе
 Хавар – ноос ноолуураа зардаг
 Зун - сүү цагаан идээгээ борлуулдаг
Зөвхөн ноолуураа олон улсын зах зээлийн ханшаар, бусад
хөдөө аж ахуйн бүтээгдэхүүнээ орон нутгийн зах
зээлийн үнээр борлуулдаг. Хөдөө аж ахуйн бүтээгдэхүүн
ихэнхдээ инфляцийн өөрчлөлтөд өртөх нь элбэг.
Улирлын чанартай өр зээлийн түвшин өндөр байна.

Expenses are consistent, but incomes are seasonal
 November, slaughter for meat
 Spring - cashmere
 Summer – dairy products
Local prices for most agricultural products, only international
prices for cashmere. Agricultural product prices have lagged
general inflation.
Seasonal debt levels can be very high.

Улирлын чанартай өр тавих шалтгаан – Цагаан сар

Seasonal liabilities – White Moon holiday

21 - 24 January 2008
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Understanding why herders have little money, apart from
having small herds

.
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Сурталчилгаа, мэдээллийн арга хэлбэр...

On communicating

Судалгааны дүнгээс…

Survey results…

Малчдын үзэж байгаагаар, мэдээлэл харилцааны
үр дүнтэй хэрэгслүүд:
Телевиз
Радио
Сонин
Багын цуглаан

27%
24%
18%
10%
21 - 24 January 2008
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Preferred effective communication methods for
herders
Television
27%
Radio
24%
Newspapers
18%
Bag meetings
10%

21 - 24 January 2008
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даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх

Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Thank you
АНХААРАЛ ТАВЬСАНД
БАЯРЛАЛАА

End of presentation…

Илтгэлийн дараахь хэлэлцүүлэг …

…Discussion period follows

21 - 24 January 2008
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх
Семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг


Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн бодлого,
зорилтод анхаарлаа хандуулж Монгол улсад зохицсон
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо, улс орны нөхцөл байдал болон
нийгмийн бүтцэд нийцсэн санхүүгийн чадавх, дэвшүүлж
буй болон хэрэгжихүйц зорилго, зорилтын талаар
хэлэлцэнэ.



Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлдэг асуудал,
параметрийг нэг бүрчлэн авч үзнэ.



Илтгэлүүд 30 минут орчим үргэлжлэх ба холбогдох
хэлэлцүүлэг тухай бүр дагалдана. Бүлгийн
хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
21 - 24 January 2008
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The Workshop Discussions


The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх






Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлж,
зохион байгуулах ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр 30 орчим мин хэлэлцсэний дараа тухайн
асуудлын талаарх бэрхшээлийг тодорхойлж, холбогдох
санал зөвлөмж буюу хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
Ширээнд агентлаг, байгууллагын төлөөлөл суувал
зохино.

16






Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн бусад
оролцогсдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлнэ.
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийн
даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх

Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Хэлэлцэх асуудлууд
Зарим малчид хувийн өмчний мал малладаг байхад бусад хэсэг нь
бусад чинээлэг малчдад тусалж амьжиргаагаа бүрдүүлдэг. Малчдын
хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хэлбэрүүд нь өөрийн малыг маллахаас гадна
хоршоонд ажиллах мөн бусадтай хамтрах, гэр бүлээрээ бүлэг болон
ажиллах зэрэг болно; малчдын ажил эрхлэлтийн хэлбэрийн
тодорхойлолтын талаар хэлэлцэж хэн нь албан журмын хэн нь сайн
дураар шимтгэл төлөх боломжтой эсэх дээр санал дэвшүүлбэл
ямар вэ?
ХХЭ-чид гэдгийг та бүхэн юу гэж ойлгож байна вэ? Хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэлтийг хэрхэн тодорхойлох вэ? ХХЭ-чид нийгмийн даатгалын
хамрагдахгүй хүмүүсийг тодорхойлох тодорхойлолт уу? Нөхөрлөлд
ажилладаг иргэд ХХЭ-чид мөн үү?

Discussion points
Some herders are self-employed and others are not. Herders can be self
employed, employed by cooperatives, be family groups, working in
partnerships; can we reorganise employment definitions so it’s easier to
include people in mandatory and voluntary contributions?
What do you understand by self-employed? How would you define selfemployed? Is it just someone who is not covered by social insurance
definitions? Is someone working in partnership actually self employed?
Is being self-employed a way to avoid social insurance contributions?

ХХЭ-чид гэдэг нь нийгмийн даатгалын шимтгэлээс зайлсхийх төдий
арга уу?
21 - 24 January 2008
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Expanding coverage – herders and other self employed

Хэлэлцэх асуудлууд
Discussion points

Тогтмол бус ажил эрхэлдэг иргэдийг олон давхаргат тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоонд ямар арга замаар хамруулж болох вэ?
Малчид суурь тэтгэврийг хэрхэн ойлгож хүлээж авах вэ? Бүх нийтээр суурь
тэтгэвэрт хамруулах асуудлыг нийгмийн бусад бүлэг хэрэн хүлээж авах
вэ?

How would a universal pension be regarded by herders? How would the
rest of the community regard a universal pension for everybody?

Малчид, ХХЭ-дийг заавал хэлбэрийн буюу албан журмын тогтолцоонд
хамруулах нь хэр зохистой вэ?

Should the herders and self employed be in a compulsory or mandatory
system?

Малчид, ХХЭ-дийг оролцуулан бүх иргэд сайн дурын нэмэлт даатгалын
шимтгэл төлдөг тогтолцоо байвал хэр зохистой вэ?

Should you have a voluntary system that all, including the herders and self
employed can contribute to?

Сайн дурын тогтолцоог тэтгэврийн даатгалын тогтолцооны нэг хэсэг
байлгах уу, эсвэл тусдаа хэрэгжүүлэх үү?

Should a voluntary system be part of the pension insurance system or run
separately?

Малчид, ХХЭ-дээс шимтгэл цуглуулахад ямар бэрхшээлүүд үүсдэг вэ?

What collection problems do you see with herders and self employed.

21 - 24 January 2008
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How does the multi pillar system apply to those with irregular incomes?
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Малчид ба хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчдийг даатгалд
өргөнөөр хамруулах
Хэлэлцэх асуудлууд

Discussion points

Таны бодлоор улирлын чанартай орлого гэдгийг хэрхэн
тодорхойлох вэ?
Өнтэй буюу хахир хэцүү жилийг хэрхэн тодорхойлох вэ?
Ялгаатай хадгаламжийн хуримтлалаар харилцан адилгүй
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг олгох уу?
Нүүдлийн амьдралтай иргэдээс шимтгэл хэрхэн цуглуулах
вэ?
Шимтгэл цуглуулах, тэтгэвэр олгох ямар арга хэлбэрүүд
байж болох вэ? Ямар нэг шинэ санал байна уу?

How do you recognise seasonal variations in income?
How do you recognise good and bad years?
Should you have different benefit ages for different
types of savings?
How do you collect contributions from nomadic
people?
What ways are there of collecting contributions and
paying benefits? What new ideas do you have?

21 - 24 January 2008
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн талаарх мэдээллийг сурталчлах


“Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг” гэж юу болох?



Олон нийтйин ойлголт мэдлэгийн ач холбогдол?



Монголд амжилттай хэрэгжсэн туршлага бий эсэх?



Тэтгэврийн тухай олон нийтийн ойлголтыг дээшлүүлэх
хөтөлбөрүүдийн сайн муу жишээ, үр дүнтэй ба үр дүнгүй
хэрэгжсэн тохиолдлууд



Аливаа хөтөлбөр үйл ажиллагаа амжилттай хэрэгжих гол
бүрэлдэхүүн хэсгүүд
21 - 24 January 2008
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Raising Public Awareness - Marketing the pension message



What is “Public Awareness”?



Why is it so important?



Where has it been successful in Mongolia?



Examples of pension “Public Awareness”
programmes, good and bad, successful and
unsuccessful.



Key elements for success in any programme.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн талаарх мэдээллийг сурталчлах


For the discussion section



Identify the key elements in any Public Awareness programme in Mongolia,
who are the target audience, how do you reach them?

Монгол улсад амжилттай, амжилтгүй хэрэгжсэн хөтөлбөрийн жишээ



Find examples of successful and not so successful programmes in Mongolia



Хүн амын дунд тэтгэвэр болон нийгмийн даатгалын тухай ойлголт ерөнхийдөө
сайн гэж та үздэг үү, хэрэв төдийлөн сайн бус гэж үздэг бол сайжруулахын тулд
ямар арга хэмжээ авч болох вэ?



Ask yourself if the general understanding of pensions and social insurance
are well understood in Mongolia, if not why not, and what could be done to
improve matters?



Мэдээлэл харилцааны ямар хэлбэрийг ашиглавал зохистой вэ? Үүнд хэвлэл,
радио, телевиз, интернет, олон нийтийн уулзалт цуглаан гэх мэт. Иргэдэд
хэрхэн мэдлэг мэдээллийг хүргэж ойлгуулах вэ?



How would you communicate, press, radio, television, internet, public
meetings? How would you get people to listen and understand?



Таны бодлоор нийгмийн даатгалын талаар ерөнхий ойлголт мэдлэгийг олж
авахын тулд албан ёсны баримт бичгээс илүүтэй бусдаас амаар сонсох нь үр
дүнтэй хэлбэр мөн үү? Хэрэв тийм бол шалтгааныг тайлбарлах.



Ask yourself if you rely on hearsay or general knowledge rather than official
documents on social insurance matters, why is this?

Нийгмийн даатгалын бусад асуудлаас тэтгэврийн даатгалыг тусад нь авч үзэх
ёстой гэж үздэг үү?





Would pensions be treated separately from other parts of social insurance?



Хэлэлцүүлгийн хэсэгт



Монгол улсын олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх хөтөлбөрийг
амжилттай хэрэгжихэд нөлөөлөх гол хүчин зүйлсийг тодорхойлох, хэнд
чиглүүлж хөтөлбөрийг хэрэгжүүлэх, дэвшүүлсэн зорилгодоо хэрхэн хүрэх?
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн талаарх мэдээллийг сурталчлах

Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг гэж юу вэ?

21 - 24 January 2008
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What is Public Awareness?
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Аливаа ажил хэргийг явуулахад үр шимийг хүртэх
хүмүүс огт мэдэхгүй өнгөрвөл үр дүн нь талаар
болно.

Raising Public Awareness

There is no point in doing something for somebody
which is beneficial or helpful if the person affected
doesn’t know anything about it.

2007 оны 11, 12-р сард явуулсан судалгаанаас хийсэн дүгнэлт .
A conclusion from the Project Survey November, December 2007.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг гэж юу болох?




Тэтгэврийн талаар хүмүүст сурталчилж ойлгуулах
Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн эцсийн хэсэг болох олон нийтийн ойлголт
мэдлэгийг сайжруулах арга хэмжээг хэрэгжүүлэхгүй бол тэтгэврийн
шинэчлэл үр өгөөжгүй болох.
Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг нь шинэчлэлийн үйл явц амжилттай
хэрэгжих үү, эсвэл үр дүнгүй ажил болох уу гэдгийг шийдвэрлэх
чухал ач холбогдолтой.







What is “Public Awareness”?




Telling the people what pensions are all about
The final part of pension reform, without it the whole point
of looking at pensions and pension reform can be lost.
An ongoing process that can make the difference between
successful reform and absolute failure.





Төслийн удирдамжид тусгагдсанаар:

21 - 24 January 2008

The project’s Terms of Reference includes…

“The TA (Technical Assistance) will also support activities to
increase public awareness of the benefits of the pension
system and the importance of pension reforms.”

“Тус техник туслалцааны төсөл тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны үр ашиг,
тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн ач холбогдлын талаар олон нийтийн
ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэхэд дэмжлэг үзүүлнэ” гэсэн буй.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг “Тэтгэврийн тухай
мэдээллийг сурталчлах” гэж нэрлэж хэвшсэн ба ямар
нөхцөлд үр дүнтэй, эсэвэл өгөөжгүй болдог тухай авч
үзэх.
Энэ арга хэмжээ нь сурталчилгаа мэдээлэл хүргэх,
тодорхой зорилго чиглэлтэй, иргэдэд шаардлагатай
ойлголт мэдлэгт үндэслэсэн байх нөхцөлд иргэд ойлголт
олж авч, хүлээн зөвшөөрч, таашаан дэмжих болно.
Түүнчлэн энэ нь угтаа тэдний мэдэж байх шаардлагатай
зүйлс тул тэд мэдэх эрхээ эдлэх нь зүйн хэрэг.

21 - 24 January 2008
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We can call Public Awareness “Marketing the
pension message” and we’ll see where and why it
works and where and why it doesn’t.



It’s marketing, focussed, targetted with a need to
get people aware, so they understand and
hopefully approve and appreciate pensions.
Moreover this is something they need to know
about. They also have a right to know.
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Public Awareness - Marketing the pension message

Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг
сурталчлахын ач холбогдол

Why is it so important?
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах
Төрөөс иргэдэд тэтгэвэр олгодог ба тэтгэврийн талаар
тодорхой бодлого хэрэгжүүлдэг.

The Government provides a pension and has a pension policy.

Энэ нь иргэн бүрт хамаатай асуудал...

It affects everybody in the country
It affects every member of your family

Танай гэр бүлийн гишүүн бүрт хамаатай асуудал...
Одоогоор тэтгэврийн асуудал танд хамаагүй мэт байвч
ирээдүйд хамаатай болох нь гарцаагүй.

If not now, then it will do in the future.

Бид бүхний мэдэж байх шаардлагатай зүйл тул хаанаас
мэдэх боломжтой эсэх, одоо биш бол хэзээ хэрэгтэй
цагтаа мэдэж болох арга хэлбэрүүд...

21 - 24 January 2008
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It’s something that we all need to know about, where to go to
find out about it, not just now but whenever that need
arises.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Three possible areas of marketing the pension
message
On the existing system
On the possibility of change
On change once it has occurred

Мэдээлэл сурталчилгаа түгээх гурван чиглэл:
Одоогийн тогтолцооны талаар
Өөрчилж шинэчлэх боломжтой асуудлаар
Өөрчлөлт шинэчлэл болсны дараа тэр тухай

Дээрх чиглэлийн сурталчилгааг Монгол улсын
өвөрмөц онцлог болон бэрхшээлтэй талыг
тусгасан тусдаа тусгай хөтөлбөрөөр хэрэгжүүлэх
шаардлагатай.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Each needs a specialist programme that will be
unique to Mongolia, recognising the unique
characteristics of the country and the challenges
involved.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах
Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах …

Marketing the pension message…

Одоогийн тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог ойлгож мэдэх
шаардлагатай.




1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн одоогийн тэтгэвэр
авагчид
1960 өмнө төрсөн, одоо шимтгэл төлж буй
ажиллагчид
1960 оноос хойш төрсөн нэрийн дансны
тогтолцооны даатгуулагчид
21 - 24 January 2008
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We have of course to understand the existing
pension systems
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Pre 1960 births, those who have already retired
Pre 1960 births, those who are still working
Post 1960 births, in the NDC system
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах


Их хэмжээний хөрөнгө мөнгө, цаг хугацаа одоогийн
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэхэд зарцуулагдсан
төдийгүй Улсын төсвийн тэн хагасаас илүү хувь
нийгмийн даатгалд зориулагддаг.



Гурван төрлийн тогтолцоо нь бүтцийн хувьд олон хэсгээс
бүрддэг тул ойлгоход нэлээд ярвигтай.





Тогтолцооны тухай ойлголт мэдлэг хангалтгүй.





Энэ байдлыг сайжруулж болох бөгөөд улмаар олон хүн
зохистой хэмжээний шимтгэлээ төлж үр ашгийг хүртэж
хүмүүс сэтгэл хангалуун хамрагдах боломж бүрдэнэ.

21 - 24 January 2008
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A considerable amount of money and time is
involved in pensions, over half the state budget
goes in social insurance.
The three systems are complex and difficult to
understand.
Knowledge of the systems is limited.
The image could well be improved and more
people should appreciate how they will benefit,
through making appropriate contributions.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах
Одоогийн хууль эрхийн баримт бичгүүдэд
тэтгэврийн даатгалд хамрагдах хүрээг
өргөжүүлэх, тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээг
нэмэгдүүлэх тал анхаарч үзсэн буй.



Recent legislation has been emphasising increasing
coverage and raising pension payments.



How are these messages coming across?



Эдгээр мэдээллийг хэрхэн түгээх вэ?



Are they coming across?



Хүмүүс дээрх мэдээллийг авч чадаж байна уу?
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах

Монгол улс дахь
“Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх”
сурталчилгаа сайн муу, үр дүнтэй буюу үр
өгөөжгүй хэрэгжүүлж ирсэн жишээ
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Raising Public Awareness - Marketing the pension
message

Examples of pension “Public Awareness”
programmes, good and bad, successful and
unsuccessful.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах
Зарим жишээ баримтаас...

Some case studies

Эстони
Латви
Литви
Польш
Хонг Конг

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Hong Kong

Дээрх улс орнууд тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн
талаарх сурталчилгаа мэдээлэлд анхаарал
хандуулж буй...
21 - 24 January 2008
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All concerned with communicating pension reform
29
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах

Raising Public Awareness - Marketing the pension
message

Эстони, Латви, Литов, Польш
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland

Дээрх улс орнууд тухайн орны болон нэвтрүүлж буй тогтолцооны
өвөрмөц онцлогт тохирсон харилцан адилгүй арга замыг сонгож
хэрэгжүүлж буй.
Зарим нийтлэг хэв шинжүүд

Some common features

Хувиарилалтын зарчим, одоогийн тогтолцооны бэрхшээлтэй асуудлыг
огт дурдахгүй.
Одоогийн тогтолцоонд өөрчлөлт хийснээр бага тэтгэвэртэй иргэдийн
тоо үгүй болж, ихэнх иргэд өмнөхөөс илүү тэтгэвэр авч, түүнчлэн
олон чиглэлээр сайжирч дээшилсэн тухай дурдах
Ерөнхий мэдээллийг сурталчлахын сацуу үнэн бодит, төвийг сахьсан,
явцуу бус арга барилаар мэдээлэл хүргэх
Хувийн секторын сурталчилгаа хэт шаардаж тулгасан байх ба зарим
тохиолдолд буруу зөрүү байх талтай тул удирдлага хяналтыг
сайжруулах шаардлагатай.

Problems of pay as you go and existing systems were not mentioned.
Idea of nobody getting less, many getting more, plus various increases in
existing pensions under the changes.
Promoting general idea and providing accurate, neutral and unbiased
information.
Private sector marketing where it happened was more aggressive,
occasionally misleading; needed to be more controlled.
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Each country was very much an individual approach recognising
characteristics of the country and the system being introduced.
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг дээшлүүлэх Тэтгэврийн тухай мэдээллийг сурталчлах
Естони
2002 онд Албан журмын нөөцлөлтэй тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо бүрдүүлсэн; Засгийн газраас болзолтой
төлөх шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ нь гишүүдийг
шимтгэл төлж хамрагдах нөхцөл бүрдүүлсэн.
1998 оноос Сайн дурын нэмэлт тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог
байгуулсан.

Estonia

Хэрэглэсэн аргууд:

Methods used:
Target group approach- emphasis on how it affected
different age groups.
Emphasis on merit of additional contribution.

Зорилтот бүлгийн арга – иргэдийг насны бүлэглэлээр
ангилж үр нөлөөг анхаарч үзсэн.
Нэмэлт шимтгэл төлөлтийг урамшуулахад анхаарсан.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Mandatory funded pension scheme, 2002; conditional
government contribution requires member to
contribute
Voluntary supplementary pensions scheme 1998
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Латви

Latvia

2001 онд Төрийн зохицуулалт, удирдлага бүхий
нэмэлт тогтолцоо, 2003 оноос хойш хувийн
хэвшлийн,
1998 оноос сайн дурын тогтолцоог нэвтрүүлсэн

Supplementary state regulated and administered,
2001, private providers 2003 onwards
Voluntary system introduced 1998

Хэрэглэсэн аргууд:

Methods used:
Target group approach- emphasis on how it affected
different age groups.

Зорилтот бүлгийн арга нь насны ялгаварт
бүлгүүдэд хэрхэн нөлөөлөхийг онцлон авч
үзсэн.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Raising Public Awareness - Marketing the pension
message

Литов
2003 онд Хувийн хэвшлийн менежертэйгээ зөвшилцсөний дагуу өөрсдийн
шийдвэрээр ажиллагчид сайн дурын Тэтгэврийн санд даатгуулах
Хэрэглэсэн аргууд:
Польшийн туршлагаас авсан ч өвөрмөц онцлог шинжийг тусгаж тодорхойлсон.
Хэрэгжүүлэхэд хялбар дөхөм үүднээс цөөхөн тусгайлсан (насны ангилал) дүрэм
журамтай
Хүн бүрт хамгийн сайн тохирох сонголтууд нь харилцан адилгүй тул иргэдэд
зөвлөгөө өгөхөд нэлээд сорилт тулгарч байсан.
Иргэдэд сонголтын талаар зөвлөгөө өгөх нь бэрхшээлтэй, хамгийн оновчтой
арга – бүх иргэдэд хамгийн сайн байх нийтлэг сонголт.
Төсвийн байгууллага, хувийн хэвшлийн ажиллагчид хамрагдсан.
Олон нийтийн сурталчилгааны мэргэшсэн ажилтнууд стратеги боловсруулж,
эхний шатанд Дэлхийн Банк санхүүжүүлсэн ч цаашид дотоодын
санхүүжилтээр хэрэгжүүлсэн.
Шинэчлэлийн асуудлыг хүлээн зөвшөөрөх хүрээ өргөжих тутам сурталчилгааны
ажлын чиг хандлага тогтмол өөрчлөгдөж шинэчлэгддэг.
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Lithuania
Voluntary employee decision funded pension system with private sector
managers 2003
Methods used:
Noted Polish experience, recognised differences.
Not targeted to age groups, applied to total population.
Made easier by few discriminating rules, such as those based on age.
Challenge of telling people what was advisable, best option for any one
person.
Both public sector and private sector providers involved.
Strategy developed by public relations specialist, initially financed by World
Bank, later costs paid by state.
Continually modified campaign as acceptance of the idea grew.
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Польш
Европын улс орнуудаас анх удаа Польш улс 1999 онд албан журмын нөөц сан
бүхий тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд шилжсэн.
Хэрэглэсэн арга:
1997 оноос эхлэн сурталчлах үйл ажиллагаа явуулж эхэлсэн, эхлээд нээлттэй
санал асуулгын хүрээнд (бодлогын бүтцийг бий болгоход ашигласан)
удирдагчид, эвсэл холбоод, улс төрчид, олон нийтэд мэдээллийн
хэрэгслээр мэдээлж, судалгаа явуулах, туршлага судлах аялал зохиох,
гарын авлага товхимол гаргах, хурал зохион байгуулах, хэвлэлийн хурал
хийх, вэб хуудас ашиглах ажлыг зохион байгуулсан; дараа нь олон түмэнд
шинэ тогтолцоо, сонголт хувилбаруудын талаар ухуулан таниулга хийсэн.
Лавлах төв үр ашгаа өгөөгүй.
Сурталчилгааны ажлын үр дүнд байнга үнэлгээ хийж арга барилаа тогтмол
өөрчлөн сайжруулж байсан
Хувийн хэвшлийн тэтгэврийн сангийн талаар 1999 оны хоёр сараас эхлэн
сурталчилж эхэлсэн, тодорхой хүрээнд удирдлага зохицуулалт байсан ч
агентлагуудын зохицуулалт төдийлөн хангалттгүй байв.
Үр дүнтэй арга хэрэгслээс дэс дараалан дурдахад – Телевиз, бусад
мэдээллийн хэрэгсэл, товхимол, худалдааны төлөөлөгчид, хамгийн сүүлд
нь албан баримт бичгүүд зэрэг болно.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Poland
Mandatory funded pension scheme 1999, among first in Eastern Europe
Methods used:
Promotion started in 1997, initially on opinion polls (useful in establishing
policy structure) leaders, unions, politicians, media, using surveys,
training, study tours, brochures, conferences, press releases, website;
later general public explaining new system and different options. Call
centre ineffective.
Continuous evaluation of campaign, constantly revised approach
Private pension funds only allowed to market in February 1999, some
supervision, but poor supervision of agents.
Effective means in order – Television, other media, brochures, sales agents
and lastly official material.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Хонг Конг: хүн ам цөөн, бага газар нутагтай, банкны болон
даатгалын үйлчилгээ хөгжсөн.
2000 оны Албан журмын тогтолцоо, Сайн дурын даатгалын
бүтцийг одооноос нэвтрүүлж байгаа ч хязгаарлагдмал хүрээнд
Хэрэглэсэн аргууд:
Эрх мэдлийг хуульчлан баталсан зохицуулагч байгууллага
Телевиз, радиогийн нэвтрүүлгийн тусгай хөтөлбөр реклам,
интернетийн болон олон нийтийн уулзалт
Зах зээлд байр суурь олох зорилгоор хувийн хэвшлийнхэн
бүтээгдэхүүнээ борлуулахаар идэвхтэй ажилладаг;
борлуулалтын арга хэрэгслийг хатуу чанд зохицуулдаг.
Холбогдох хууль журмыг ажил олгогчид чандлан мөрдөх
үүрэгтэй
Зохицуулагч байгууллага хууль сахилтыг хянан шалгаж, зөрчил
илэрсэн тохиолдолд шийтгэл ногдуулдаг.
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Marketing the pension message
Hong Kong, small population, small country area, high
familiarity with banking and insurance
Introducing mandatory system 2000, Recognising ongoing but
smaller voluntary system
Methods used:
Regulator given mandate
Television and radio spots, internet, public meetings
Private sector anxious to sell products, gain market share;
selling methods used highly regulated.
Employers obliged under legislation to comply
Inspections by regulator, fines for non-compliance
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Үр дүнтэй хэрэгжихгүй байгаа шалтгаан, хүчин
зүйлс?

What didn’t work so well..

Лавлах төв болон е-мейлээр лавлагаа өгөх,
төвөгтэй асуултад тохирсон хариулт өгөх
хүмүүсийг сургаж ажиллуулах
Шимтгэлийн тогтолцооноос авах ирээдүйн
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн тухай асуултад хариу өгөх
Хувийн хэвшлийнхний хяналтгүй сурталчилгаа нь
хэрэгжих боломжгүй амлалт гаргаж, буруу зөрүү
ойлголт өгөхөөс болгоомжлох

Call centres and email enquiries, needed trained
people answering difficult and very varied
questions
Answering questions about future benefits in defined
contribution structures
Uncontrolled marketing of private sector products
leading to unreasonable promises
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Аливаа хөтөлбөр амжилттай
хэрэгжих гол хүчин зүйлс
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Key elements for success in any programme
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Мэргэжлийн арга барил
Бодит судалгаанд тулгуурлах
Зардлыг тодорхойлох
Тогтолцоо хэрэгжиж эхэлсэний дараа ч
хөтөлбөрийг үргэлжлүүлэн хэрэгжүүлэх
Сайн зохицуулалттай хувийн хэвшлийн оролцоог
дэмжих
Үнэлгээ, хяналт мониторинг, судалгааны ажлыг
тогтмол хийх.
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Professional approach
Research driven
Recognising the costs
Continuing with the programme after the system is
launched
Encouraging well regulated private sector
participation
Continuous evaluation, monitoring and research.
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Raising Public Awareness - Marketing the pension
message
Thank you
End of presentation…

АНХААРАЛ ТАВЬСАНД БАЯРЛАЛАА
…Discussion period follows
Хэлэлцүүлэг...

21 - 24 January 2008
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Семинарийн хэлэлцүүлэг






The Workshop Discussions

Семинарын гол зорилго нь тэтгэврийн бодлого, зорилтод
анхаарлаа хандуулж Монгол улсад зохицсон тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо, улс орны нөхцөл байдал болон нийгмийн бүтцэд
нийцсэн санхүүгийн чадавх, дэвшүүлж буй болон хэрэгжихүйц
зорилго, зорилтын талаар хэлэлцэнэ.
Тэтгэврийн бодлогод нөлөө үзүүлдэг асуудал, параметрийг нэг
бүрчлэн авч үзнэ.
Илтгэлүүд 30 минут орчим үргэлжлэх ба холбогдох
хэлэлцүүлэг тухай бүр дагалдана. Бүлгийн хэлэлцүүлгийн үр
дүнг танилцуулах байдлаар үргэлжилнэ.
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The main objectives of the workshop are to look at pension
policy, what pension policy should be in Mongolia, what the
country and society can afford, what is desirable and
achievable.



We shall look at the issues that affect policy one by one.



Each presentation will be around 30 minutes, followed by
discussions.
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Нэг ширээнд 5-6 хүн сууна.
Ширээ болгон ахлагч томилон хэлэлцүүлэг өрнүүлж,
зохион байгуулах ажлыг удирдана.
Ширээ бүр 30 орчим минут хэлэлцсэний дараа тухайн
асуудлын талаарх бэрхшээлийг тодорхойлж, холбогдох
санал зөвлөмж буюу хэлэлцүүлгийн үр дүнг танилцуулна.
Ширээнд агентлаг, байгууллагаас нэг оролцогч суувал
зохино.
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Five or six on each table.
Each table to appoint a Chairman to keep order and prompt
discussion.
Around 30 minutes to discuss and discus the issues, consider
the challenges and suggest solutions and results.
Try to not to have more than one person from each
organisation on each table.

Then…
 30 minutes to summarise the views of each table and share
and debate them with everybody.

Дараа нь …
 30 минутын дотор ширээ бүр саналаа нэгтгэн бусад
оролцогсдод танилцуулж хэлэлцүүлнэ.
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Хэлэлцүүлгийн хэсэг



For the discussion section



Монгол улсын хувьд олон нийтийн олйголт мэдлэгийг сайжруулах хөтөлбөрийн
гол элементүүд ямар байх, хэнд чиглэгдсэн хөтөлбөрийг хэрхэн хэрэгжүүлж
ойлголт мэдлэгийг түгээх вэ?



Identify the key elements in any Public Awareness programme in Mongolia,
who are the target audience, how do you reach them?



Монгол улсад хэрэгжсэн сайн муу сурталчилгааны хөтөлбөрийн жишээ баримт



Find examples of successful and not so successful programmes in Mongolia



Монгол улсын нийт иргэдийн дунд тэтгэвэр, нийгмийн даатгалын тухай ойлголт
ямар түвшинд гэж үздэг вэ? Сайн, муу гэж үзэх шалтгааныг тайлбарлах? Тааруу
бол сайжруулах сайжруулах арга хэмжээний талаарх санал бодол...



Ask yourself if the general understanding of pensions and social insurance
are well understood in Mongolia, if not why not, and what could be done to
improve matters?



Мэдээлэл харилцааны ямар хэлбэрийг ашиглах вэ?Хэвлэл, радио, телевиз,
интернет, олон нийтийн уулзалт цуглаан гэх мэт. Хүмүүст хэрхэн мэдлэг
мэдээллийг хүргэж ойлгуулах вэ?



How would you communicate, press, radio, television, internet, public
meetings? How would you get people to listen and understand?



Таны бодлоор нийгмийн даатгалын талаар ерөнхий ойлголт мэдлэгийг олж
авахын тулд албан ёсны баримт бичгээс илүүтэй бусдаас амаар сонсох нь илүү
үр дүнтэй хэлбэр мөн үү, хэрэв тийм бол яагаад?



Ask yourself if you rely on hearsay or general knowledge rather than official
documents on social insurance matters, why is this?



Нийгмийн даатгалын бусад асуудлаас тэтгэврийн даатгалыг тусад нь авч үзэх
нь зохистой эсэх?



Would pensions be treated separately from other parts of social insurance?
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How would you market the pension message?

Та тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны тухай мэдээллийг хэрхэн
түгээх вэ?
Ширээнд сууж буй хүмүүс доорх бүлгийн рольд төсөөлж
хэлэлцүүлэгт оролцоно.
Малчин
Ажил олгогч
Ажил эрхлэгч
Мэдээлэл бэлтгэх үүрэгтэй ЗГ-ын агентлаг
Мэдээллийг түгээх үүрэгтэй ЗГ-ын агентлаг
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Each person on each table to have different roles,
Herder
Employer
Employee
Government department responsible for preparing
information
Government department responsible for sending out
information.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Ямар мэдээлэл хэрхэн өгөхийг хүсч байна?
Мэдээллээ хэрхэн хүргэх вэ ?
Олон нийтийн мэдээллийн хэрэгсэл, хэвлэл, телевиз,
радио,интернет
Мэдэгдэл
Шуудангаар
УНДЕГ-ын шимтгэл хураалтын явцад
Ажил олгогчоор дамжуулж болох ч хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэгчдэд хэрхэн хүргэх?
Хэтэрхий их, хамааралгүй мэдээлэл өгөхийн оронд зөвхөн
тухайн хүнд шаардлагатай мэдээллийг хэрхэн хүргэх вэ?

21 - 24 January 2008
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What information do you want to give?
How will the information be given?
Through media, press, television, radio, internet
With statements
By post
By collection through SSIGO offices
By employers, but what about self employed?
How do you only give the relevant information to a
member, rather than lots of irrelevant information
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Агуулга: Ямар мэдээллийг ямар зорилгоор хүргэх гэж буйг
тодорхойлох

Content: Defining what you want communicated, and why?

Явцуу бус, цогц, үнэн зөв, ойлгоход хялбар мэдээллээр хангах
Иргэдийг шинэчлэлийн үйл явцад оролцохыг уриалж дэмжих
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо хэзээ ч хямарч туйлдахгүй тухай онцлон
тэмдэглэх
Нийт тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хэмжээ өсөх талаар дурдах
Тогтолцоо улам бүр шударга болж буй талаар
Мөн …
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хамрагдах хүмүүсийн бичиг үсгийн
боловсрол?
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Unbiased, comprehensive, correct information, easy to
understand
Encourages people to participate in any reform
Emphasising pensions will not suffer
Overall benefits will improve
System will be fairer
And…
How literate are all those in the system?
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Зөвлөхүүдийн тэмдэглэл:


Consultants’ note

“Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх – Тэтгэврийн бодлогыын зорилтыг
тодорхойлох” сэдэвт үндэсний зөвлөлдөх семинар 2008 оны 1 сарын 2124-нд Улаанбаатар хотноо боллоо.



• Structured to assist senior policymakers and members of Parliament
develop a pension policy
• Deliverable that was part of the Terms of Reference on the ADB Project
4910 MON, Strengthening the Pension System

• УИХ-ын гишүүд, Засгийн газар, яамд, агентлагийн бодлого боловсруулагч
албаны хүмүүст тэтгэврийн бодлого боловсруулах талаар дэмжлэг үзүүлэх
зорилготой.
• АХБ-ны “ТА 4910 MON: Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх” төслийн
удирдамжид тусгагдсан ажил үүргийн нэг хэсэг болно.


Зөвлөхүүд семинарын хэлэлцүүлэгт идэвхтэй оролцож, өөрсдийн санал
бодлоо илэрхийлсэн нийт оролцогчдод талархал илэрхийлж байна.



Зөвлөхүүдийн дүн шинжилгээ нь урьдчилсан байдлаар гарсан санал
дүгнэлт бөгөөд цаашид дэлгэрүүлж судалсан дүн шинжилгээг:
• Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөл (3 сарын эцэс),
• Эцсийн тайланд (5 сарын эхэн) тусгаж оруулна.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Pension Workshop was held between 21st and 24th January in Ulaan
Baatar entitled “Strengthening the Pension System – Towards
Pension Policy”



Consultants are grateful to all those who contributed to the
Workshop, participated in group discussions and expressed views



Consultants views are preliminary and subject to review with specific
details to be provided in
• Draft Final Report, due in late March
• Final Report, due in early May

21 - 24 January 2008
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Одоогийн тэтгэврийн чиглүүлэгч бодлого юу
болох?



Тэтгэврийн чиглүүлэгч бодлого ямар байвал
зохистой вэ?



Тэтгэврийн бодлогын гол санал зөвлөмжүүд




Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy



What is currently driving pension policy?



What should be driving pension policy?



Major pension policy recommendations

Хөрөнгө оруулалт



Investments

Цаашдын санал зөвлөмж



Further recommendations

21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Одоогийн тэтгэврийн чиглүүлэгч
бодлого юу болох?

What is currently driving pension policy?
Consultants’ view

Зөвлөхүүдийн үзэж байгаагаар...

21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy
What is currently driving policy… and why?

Одоогийн бодлого хөтлөгч хүчин зүйлс ... Яагаад?


Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг бууруулах …



Lowering employer contribution rates…
…pressure from corporate sector to reduce costs, that
should increase compliance



Increasing coverage, particularly herders…
… long standing commitment by government,
… increase government revenues



Separating pension assets…
… make pension more secure,
… earn higher returns in notional defined contribution
system

... Хувийн хэвшлээс өртөг зардлыг бууруулах талаар шахалт,
бууруулснаар шимтгэл төлөлт ихсэх,


Хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх, ялангуяа малчдыг хамруулах асуудал…
… Засгийн газрын өмнө тулгамдаж буй олон жилийн хүчин
чармайлт,
… Төсвийн орлого ихсэх



Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгийг тусгаарлах…
… тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны найдвартай байдлыг хангах,
… Нэрийн дансны шимтгэлийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгөд олгох
хүүгийн орлогын хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэх

21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Одоогийн бодлогын далд үр дагаврууд...


Some unforeseen consequences of current policy

Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооны (NDC) хүрээнд Ажил
олгогчдын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээг бууруулах



• Үүнтэй холбогдон Төсвийн орлого эрс буурахад хүрсэн
• Ажил олгогчид шимтгэл төлөхөөс зайлсхийх байдал сайжирч
өөрчлөгдсөн баримт нотолгоо байхгүй, олон туршлагаас харахад
сул үзүүлэлттэй байдаг.
• Даатгуулагчийн нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл бага бол тэтгэврийн
хэмжээ багасахад хүрч болзошгүй
z Тэтгэвэрт гараад бага тэтгэвэр авах
z Минимум тэтгэврийн олгохын тулд Улсын төсвөөс хөрөнгө
зарцуулах

21 - 24 January 2008
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Lowering employer contribution rates in NDC
• Caused immediate reduction in government revenues
• No evidence of any improvement in reducing employer
evasion, international experience discouraging
• Expected to result in lower replacement rates through
lower individual account balances
z Lower pensions at retirement
z More transfers from state budget may be needed to
pay minimum pension
21 - 24 January 2008
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Further unforeseen consequences of current policy

Одоогийн бодлогын далд үр дагаврууд...


Хамрах хүрээг өргөтгөх, ялангуяа малчдыг хамруулах асуудал…
• Удирдлагын бүтцийг малчдад зохицсон байдлаар өөрчилж тохируулах
• УНДЕГ-ын одоогийн сар тутам шимтгэл хураах үйл явц нь тогтмол бус
орлогыг зөвшөөрдөггүй





• Administration needs to be modified for herders
• Current SSIGO monthly collection process does not recognise
irregular income

Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгийг тусгаарлах…
• Хөрөнгийн тоон үнэлгээг тооцох: бодож байснаас илүү гарч, Засгийн
газрын санхүүгийн чадавхиас хэтэрч болзошгүй.
• Сангийн хөрөнгийг удирдахад шаардагдах найдвартай тогтолцоог
бүрдүүлэх
• Дотооддоо хөрөнгө оруулалт хийхэд зохистой ХО-ын боломж нөхцөл
хязгаарлагдмал
• Дэвшүүлсэн хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжөө олох, эсвэл олж чадахгүй
байх магадлалтай.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Increasing coverage, particularly herders…



Separating pension assets…
• Quantifying assets, may exceed expectations and be beyond
government’s financial capabilities
• A secure structure needed to manage assets, substantial
undertaking to create such structure
• Limited suitable domestic investments to invest in
• Expected higher investment returns may or may not be achieved
21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Одоогийн тэтгэврийн чиглүүлэгч бодлого
ямар байвал зохистой вэ?

What should be driving pension policy?
Consultants’ view

Зөвлөхүүдийн үзэж байгаагаар...
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Одоогийн тэтгэврийн чиглүүлэгч бодлого
ямар байвал зохистой вэ?





What should be driving policy

Зорилтот тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээг
тодорхойлж тогтоох
Тэтгэврийн хамрах хүрээг тодорхойлох
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Establishing target replacement rates



Defining pension coverage
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн асуудлын талаар ерөнхий тэмдэглэл…

General note on policy issues…

Тэтгэврийн бодлогын асуудлыг үр дүнтэй, зохистой эсэх
талаар дүн шинжилгээ хийх шатанд явж буй. Энэ
асуудлаар бодлогод чиглэсэн Тэтгэврийн асуудлаар
ажиллаж буй Ажлын хэсэг хийж гүйцэтгэх болов уу.

Pension policy should be under regular review, as to whether
it is effective and appropriate. This might be carried out by
the current Working Group on Pensions, with an emphasis
on policy.

түүнчлэн шинэчлэлийн талаар...

…and on reform

Шинэчлэл, өөрчлөлтийг урт удаан хугацаанд шатлалтай
хийж гүйцэтгэх нь зүйтэй. Ихэнх шинэчлэлийн үйл явц
хоорондоо уяолдаа холбоотой хийгддэг ч цөөн
тохиолдолд бие даасан тусгаар байх нь бий.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Reform and changes should be carried out over a period of
time, possibly in phases. Most reforms are interrelated, a
few are independent.
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн бодлогын талаарх
гол санал зөвлөмжүүд

Major pension policy recommendations
Consultants’ view

Зөвлөхүүдийн үзэж байгаагаар...

21 - 24 January 2008
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Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy
The major proposals for reform

Шинэчлэлийн талаарх гол санал зөвлөмжүүд


Хамрах хүрээг сайжруулах – жинхэнэ олон давхаргат тогтолцоо



Improving Coverage - A true multi pillar system



Зорилтот тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээг тодорхойлж тогтоох



Establishing target replacement rates



Монгол улсад оршин суугаа иргэн бүрт суурь (universal) тэтгэвэр
олгох, үүнд малчдын хамралтыг шийдэж, Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцооноос (NDC) баталгаат минимум тэтгэвэр олгох явдлыг халах,



Universal Pension for each citizen residing in Mongolia over 60, to
ensure coverage for herders and to replace the minimum pension
guarantee under Notional Defined Contribution



Баталгаат минимум тэтгэвэрийг халж, Нэрийн дансны шимтгэлийн
орлогод тулгуурлаж тэтгэвэр олгох



Notional Defined Contribution system retirement balance to be basis to
provide a pension, with no minimum pension guarantee.



Нэрийн дансны шимтгэлийн тогтолцооноос ажилласан жилийн болзол
шаардлагыг халах



Abolish years of service requirement under NDC.

Нэрийн дансны шимтгэлийн тогтолцооны (NDC) хүрээнд даатгуулах,
шимтгэл төлөх минимум хязгаарлалтгүй, сайн дурын шимтгэлийг
хүлээн зөвшөөрч, хөхүүлэн дэмжих





Allow and encourage voluntary contributions to Notional Defined
Contribution system with no minimum membership or contribution
requirements.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хамрах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх –
жинхэнэ олон давхаргат тогтолцоо бүрдүүлэх





Improving coverage - A true multi pillar system

Өндөр насанд орлогын олон эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх



Олон эх үүсвэрийг бүрдүүлэхийг дэмжин
сайшаах,
Ялангуяа



• Суурь буюу иргэний тэтгэвэр,
• Ажиллагчдын албан журмын шимтгэлийн тогтолцоо,
• Нэмэлт сайн дурын тогтолцоо, сайн дурын шимтгэлд
зориулсан Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоо бүрдүүлэх

21 - 24 January 2008
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Recognising varying sources of income for old age
Encouraging their development
In particular
• Universal pension or demogrant
• Mandatory contributory system for employees
• Voluntary systems, including opening up NDC for
voluntary contributions

21 - 24 January 2008
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Жинхэнэ олон давхаргат тогтолцоо
Зорилтот бүлгүүд
Давхар
-гууд

Насаараа
ядуу

Тэг

X

Албан бус
сектор
x

I ба II

III

X

X

A true multi pillar system

Гол шалгуур

Албан
сектор

Хэв шинж

Хамрах
оролцоо

Нөөцлөл

x

Суурь орлого
тодорхойлох
шалгуургүй

Амьжиргааны
бага
хэмжээтэй

Улсын төсвөөс
санхүүжих

X

Төрийн
зохицуулалттай
шимтгэлийн
тогтолцоо

Албан журмын

Нэрийн дансны
шимтгэлийн орлого
h нөөцтэй

X

I,II давхаргын
хүрээнд зохицуулах
хувийн тэтгэврийн
төлөвлөгөө

Сайн дурын

Нэрийн дансны
шимтгэлийн орлого
h нөөцтэй

Target Groups

Main Criteria

Pillar
Number

Lifetime
poor

Informal
sector

Formal
Sector

zero

X

x

x

Universal, non
means tested

X

Publicly managed
defined contribution

Mandated

Contributions
NDC h funded

X

Personal pension
plans managed
under pillars I/II

Voluntary

Contributions
NDC h funded

I and II
III

X

X

Characteristics

Participation
Residual

Funding
State budget
transfers

Note: The size of the x or X characterizes the importance of each pillar for each target group.
Source: Mark Dorfman, World Bank November 2007.

Жич: “Х, х”-ийн хэмжээ нь зорилтот бүлгийн хувьд тухайн давхаргын ач холбогдлыг илэрхийлнэ.
Эх сурвалж: Mark Dorfman, World Bank November 2007.
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Establishing target replacement rates

Зорилтот тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээг тогтоох
Зорилтот тэтгэврийн орлогын хувь хэмжээг тогтоохдоо олон
давхаргат тогтолцооны аргачлалаас нийт тэтгэврийн орлогын эх
үүсвэрийг цогц байдлаар бүрдүүлэх

Using a combination of income sources from a multi system
approach to achieve target income replacement

Минимум цалинтай холбох хувь хэмжээ тодруулах

Rates in relation of minimum wage

Тэтгэврийн нийт орлогын хувь хэмжээг...

Sources of income from

Суурь тэтгэвэр (universal)

50-70%

Ажиллагчдын албан журмын
шимтгэлийн тогтолцоо

30-75%

Бүх нийтийн сайн дурын нэмэлт
даатгалын тогтолцоо

30-75%
21 - 24 January 2008
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Universal Pension

50% to 70%

Mandatory defined contribution for
employees

30% to 75%

Voluntary systems for all

30% to 75%
21 - 24 January 2008
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Зорилтот орлогыг хэмжээг илэрхийлдэг бусад хэмжүүрийн хувь хэмжээг
авч үзэх...

Other target income rates that might be considered
• Minimum wage
• Average wage
• Cost of living city by city

• Минимум цалин
• Дундаж цалин
• Хот, аймгаар бүсчилсэн амьжиргааны өртөг

Concerns

Анхаарч үзүүштэй асуудлууд

Any reference rate must be
• One with a good long term record
• Easily understood and
• Easy to find.

Аливаа жишиг хэмжүүрийн хувь хэмжээ нь
• Урт хугацаанд сайтар хөтөлж ирсэн нэг үзүүлэлт байх,
• Ойлгоход хялбар,
• Олж тодруулахад амар.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Монгол улсын 60-аас дээш насны иргэн бүрт суурь
тэтгэвэр олгох, нэвтрүүлэх талаар анхаарч үзэх
• Ирээдүйд тэтгэврийн нас дээшилсэн нөхцөлд дээрх насны
болзлыг дээшлүүлвэл зохино.
• Суурь тэтгэврийн түвшин нь нийгмийн халамжийн тэтгэврийн
хувь хэмжээтэй адил байх нь зүйтэй.
• Төрөөс олгож буй одоогийн нийгмийн халамжийн тэтгэвэр
тэтгэмжийн хувь хэмжээг Суурь тэтгэврийн хэмжээтэй уялдуулж
шинжлэх
• Суурь тэтгэврийг Улсын төсвөөс санхүүжүүлэх нь зүйтэй.

21 - 24 January 2008
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A Universal Pension for each resident citizen of
Mongolia, over age 60, be considered for
introduction.
• The age should be increased as retirement age is
increased in future.
• The level of universal pension should be equal to the
amount provided under social assistance
• Existing governmental social assistance benefits should
be reviewed for those receiving Universal Pension
• Universal Pension should be financed from state budget
transfers
21 - 24 January 2008
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Суурь тэтгэврийг нэвтрүүлэхийн сацуу
Одоогийн тогmолцоонд (NDC) бүтцийн
өөрчлөлт хийх

At the same time as Universal Pension
introduction, the Current Scheme (NDC) be
restructured

• Баталгаат минимум тэтгэврийг халах

• To remove the minimum pension guarantee.

• Дансны нийт үлдэгдэлд үндэслэж тэтгэврийн хувь
хэмжээг тооцох

• The full amount of account balance be used to calculate
the pension.

• Ил тодорхой томъёогоор тэтгэврийг индексжүүлэх

• The pension to be indexed as per an explicit formula.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн бүтцийг өөрчлөхгүй хэвээр
үргэлжлүүлэх

The Old Scheme and Interim Scheme to be continued
without changes

• Хуучин тогтолцоо: насан эцэслэх хүртэл индексжүүлсэн
тэтгэврийг үргэлжлүүлэн олгоно.
• Шилжилтийн бүтэц: насан эцэслэх хүртэл одоогийн
индексжүүлсэн тэтгэврийг үргэлжлүүлэн олгоно. Ирээдүйн
тэтгэвэр авагчид ч одоогийн журам, томъёогоор тэтгэврээ авна.


Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоотой (NDC) ойролцоо жишгээр
Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн бүтцээс олгох тэтгэврийн
индексжүүлсэн журам, томъёог ил тодорхой тусгаж
тодорхойлох
21 - 24 January 2008
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• Old Scheme: pensions in payment to continue to be payable for life
and indexed.
• Interim Scheme: pensions in payment to continue to be payable for
life and indexed and future retirees to receive pensions as per
existing formula.


Indexing formula should be explicitly defined in regulations
for pension payments to Old Scheme and Interim Scheme,
on similar lines as for NDC pensions.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Одоогийн тогтолцооноос (NDC) минимум тэтгэвэр
олгож буй. Нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл багатай
тэтгэвэрт гарагсдад Улсын төсвөөс санхүүжүүлж
тэтгэвэр олгох шаардлагатай.

Current Scheme (NDC) provides for minimum pension.
For those retiring with low balances, state budget
transfer will be required to finance this pension.

• Монгол улсын хэмжээнд хүн амаас цуглуулж бүрдүүлсэн Улсын
төсвөөс Нэрийн дансанд харъяалагдах дээрх иргэдэд тусламж
дэмжлэг үзүүлнэ.
• Хүрээгээ тэлэх албан бус сектор нь дээрх тэгш бус байдлыг
үүсгэж байна.




Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж буюу нийгмийн халамж авч чадахгүй
нийгмийн эмзэг бүлгийн хамрах хүрээ хүн амын
томоохон хэсгийг бүрдүүлж байна.

21 - 24 January 2008

• Budget transfers mean revenues collected from the wider Mongolian
population are used to assist those covered by the NDC.
• With growing informal sector this produces inequity.

41

There is a significant segment of the population which
contains vulnerable sections of society that does not have
access to retirement income or social assistance.
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Одоогийн тогтолцоонд даатгуулагч 180 сараас (15 жил)
доошгүй шилтгэл төлснөөр өндөр насны тэтгэвэр авах эрх
үүснэ.
• Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан (DC) тогтолцоонд энэ нь шударга заалт,
журам биш.
• Ажиллаж, шимтгэл төлөх хугацааны болзолт шаардлагыг халах.
• Нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэл бодит тэтгэвэр олгох хэмжээнд
хүрэхгүй буюу хангалтгүй бол үлдэгдлийг нэг удаа бөөнөөр
олгох нь зохистой байж болно.
z энэ нь Суурь тэтгэвэр ба Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэврийг
нэг байгууллагаас олгох эсэхээс хамаарна.

21 - 24 January 2008
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The Current Scheme requires that the insured have
contributed for 180 months or more before being
eligible for pension benefits.
• This is not an equitable provision for a contributory DC
system.
• The years of service requirement should be abolished
• It may be appropriate to pay the account balance in
lump sum in case the balance is not sufficient to provide
a material pension amount
z will depend on whether the same institution pays the
Universal and Current Scheme pensions

21 - 24 January 2008
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Даатгуулах буюу шимтгэл төлөх минимум угтвар нөхцөл
шаардахгүйгээр Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд (NDC) сайн
дурын нэмэлт шимтгэл төлөх боломж бүрдүүлж, хөхүүлэн
дэмжих

Allow and encourage voluntary contributions to Notional Defined
Contribution system with no minimum membership or
contribution requirements.

Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоонд одоогоор сайн дурын даатгалын хүрээнд
хамрагдаж чадахгүй байгаа иргэдийг хамруулах боломж бүрдүүлж,
улмаар тэд шимтгэлээ минимум хувь хэмжээгээр төлбөл зохино.

The Notional Defined Contribution system allows those who do not qualify
as members to become voluntary members. They must then make
minimum contributions.

Тус тогтолцоогоор одоогийн албан журмын даатгуулагчид сайн дурын
нэмэлт даатгалд хамрагдах боломжгүй.

It does not allow existing members to make voluntary contributions.

Хуримтлуулсан сангийн үлдэгдэлд тулгуурлан тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийг
олгох явдал нь шимтгэл төлөх урам сэдэл төрүүлнэ, үүнд хэдэн жил
шимтгэл төлсөн нь чухал хүчин зүйл биш байх ёстой.
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The idea of a pension based on the accumulated balance based on the
amount saved will encourage contributions; how long the savings have
been made should not be a factor.

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investments

21 - 24 January 2008
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Хөрөнгө оруулалттай холбоотой гол санал
зөвлөмжүүд:

The major proposals related to investment
Old Scheme
Interim Scheme
Current Scheme

Хуучин тогтолцоо
Шилжилтийн бүтэц
Одоогийн тогтолцоо

21 - 24 January 2008
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Current approaches that should be retained,
albeit with some change in emphasis

Одоогийн чиг хандлагыг хадгалж үлдээх,
гол анхаарах асуудалд зарим өөрчлөлт оруулах
Хуучин тогтолцоо: Тэтгэврийн өр авлагыг тусгаарласан НД-ын
сангаас бус, Улсын төсвөөс шууд шилжүүлэх.
Шилжилтийн бүтэц: Тэтгэврийн өр авлагыг тусгаарласан НД-ын
сангаас бус, Улсын төсвөөс шууд шилжүүлэх.


Засгийн газар урт хугацааны үүрэг хариуцлагыг (өр) тооцож
тодорхойлох хүчин чармайлтын хүрээнд Засгийн газрын бондод
хөрөнгө оруулах нь нэг хувилбар байж болно. Улсын төсвийн жилийн
өртөг зардлын хувьд өөрчлөгдөхгүй хэвээр.



Нөөцжүүлэх тухай аливаа хэлэлцүүлэг маргаан нь эрсдэлгүйгээр,
хөрөнгө оруулалтын нэмэлт орлогын өгөөж олох асуудалд төвлөрдөг.
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Old Scheme: Pension costs to be paid out of state
budget, rather than from the separate social insurance
fund.
Interim Scheme: Pension costs to be paid out of state
budget, rather than from the separate social insurance
fund.




In an effort for the government to recognise explicitly its long
term liability, investment in government bonds is an option.
The annual costs to the state budget would be the same.
Any argument for funding rests on gaining additional income
returns with no more risk.
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Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах

Investment of Pension Contributions

Одоогийн тогтолцоо
Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн орлогыг хөрөнгө
оруулалтад ашиглах эсэх талаар хэд хэдэн хүчин
зүйлсийг тодорхойлбол зохино.
• Өндөр насны (мөн тахир дутуугийн, тэжээгчээ
алдсаны) тэтгэвэр олгохдоо Засгийн газрын ил
өрийг, далд өрөөр дардаг жишгийг өөрчлөх
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Current Scheme
Several factors should determine whether to invest
pension contributions
• Change the government’s liability to pay pensions
at retirement (or upon invalidity or death) from
implicit to explicit
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Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
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Investment of Pension Contributions

• Нэрийн дансны даатгуулагчид тэтгэвэрт гарах хүртэл
дансны үлдэгдлийн үнэ ханшийг өсгөж
нэмэгдүүлэхийн тулд тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөж нь инфляцийн түвшин, ДНБ-тэй
уялдаж байх ёстой.
z

ДНБ-ний өсөлтийн түвшнээс давж өндөр ХО-ын өгөөж олж
хүртэх хүртэл урт хугацаа (10, 20, 50 жил) шаардлагдах
магадлалтай талаар хурц маргаан өрнөдөг.

• Have pension contributions earn investment return
consistent with rate of inflation or rate of GDP growth to
increase the value of individual accounts at retirement of
contributors to Current Scheme
z

z
z

Төрөлжүүлсэн багцаар хөрөнгө оруулахад, хөрөнгийн зах зээл
хөгжиж эхэлж буй улс оронд үндэсний тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны хөрөнгө оруулалт нь инфляци, ДНБ-ий өсөлтөөс
давж байсан бодит баримт нотолгоо ховор.
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Huge debate whether it is possible over long term (10, 20, 50
years) to achieve investment return better than rate of GDP
growth
Lack of concrete evidence as to whether emerging market
country’s national pension system investments can outperform
rate of inflation or GDP growth if invested in diversified portfolio
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Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах


Investment of Pension Contributions

Ойрын жилүүдэд Монгол улсын Нийгмийн
даатгалын сан дахь тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн
орлогын тодорхой хувийг:



• Монгол улсын Засгийн газрын бонд
• Банкны хадгаламжийн эрхийн бичиг
• Дотоодын томоохон компаний чанартай хувьцаа (авч
үзэж буй)-нд хөрөнгө оруулалт хийжээ.


Дээрх хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжийн хувь
инфляцийн түвшин, ДНБ-ын өсөлтийн хооронд
байжээ.
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In recent years in Mongolia, fraction of pension
contributions and other money in social insurance
funds, have been invested in
• Government of Mongolia bonds
• Bank certificates of deposit
• High quality domestic corporate bonds (under
consideration)



These investments are earning rates between
inflation rate and GDP growth
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Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах


Investment of Pension Contributions

Иймд хөрөнгө оруулалтын цогц бодлого хэрэгжүүлэх гол
давуу талуудад:
• ДНБ-ийн өсөлтийн хувиас давахуйц ХО-ын өгөөж авчирдаг төрөлжсөн
багцын зорилтот хөрөнгө оруулалтад мөнгөн хэлбэрээр Засгийн
газрын гаргасан бондыг үнэлж тооцсон өр буюу шилжүүлсэн өртэй
тэнцүүлэх замаар Засгийн газрын өрийг ил тод тодорхойлох
• Тэтгэврийн өр авлагын нийт хэмжээнд хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж
олгох хүчин чармайлт нь:
z Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчдад тогтоох тэтгэврийн хувь
хэмжээг нэмэгдүүлэх, үүнд минимум тэтгэврийг хална гэж үзнэ.
z Хуучин ба Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчдад олгох
тэтгэвэрийн ирээдүйн өрийг хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжөөр нөхөх
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Thus, the only advantages in implementing full
investment policy would be to achieve:
• Explicit statement of government liability by having
government issue bonds equivalent to assessed liability or
transfer liability in cash for intended investment in diversified
portfolio which investment return may outperform rate of
GDP growth or may lose value
• Investment return on total amount of pension liability in
effort to
z Increase replacement rates at retirement for pensioners
from Current Scheme, assuming removal of minimum
pension feature
z Have investment return offset future liability of paying
benefits to pensioners in Old Scheme and Current
Scheme
60
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Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалт



Investment of Pension Contributions

Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн орлогыг
хөрөнгө оруулалтад ашиглах шийдвэр гарсан
нөхцөлд, үүрэг хариуцлагыг гурван бүтэц
тогтолцоо тус бүрээр олон үе шатад хуваана.
• Мөчлөг 1: Хуучин тогтолцоо
• Мөчлөг 2: Шилжилтийн бүтэц
• Мөчлөг 3: Одоогийн тогтолцоо
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If decision is taken to invest pension contributions,
divide task of doing so into multiple phases
targeted by the three schemes
• Phase 1: Old Scheme
• Phase 2: Interim Scheme
• Phase 3: Current Scheme
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Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment of Contributions

Мөчлөг 3: Одоогийн тогтолцоо

Phase 3: Current Scheme

1-р үе
Үйл ажиллагаа: Одоогийн тогтолцоон дахь Засгийн газрын өрийг
үнэлж тооцох
 Үр дүн: Одоогийн өрийн нийт хэмжээний талаар зөвшилцөлд хүрэх
2-р үе
 Үйл ажиллагаа: Одоогийн өр авлагыг Засгийн газрын өрд шилжүүлэх
 Хувилбарууд:


• Засгийн газрын бонд гаргах
• Засгийн газрын тусгай зориулалтаар гаргасан бонд (арилжигдахгүй үнэт
цаас)
• Засгийн газрын бондын шинэ ангилал үүсгэх, ДНБ-тэй холбогдсон бонд
• Дээрх хувилбар тус бүр давуу ба сул талтай.


Үр дүн:

•
•
•
•



• Засгийн газар нь Одоогийн тогтолцооны өрийг ил тодоор хүлээн
зөвшөөрөх
• Тэтгэврийн сангийн хөрөнгө Засгийн газрын бондын хүү, ДНБ-ний
өсөлтийн хувиар (сонгосон хувилбараас хамааран) өсч байх.
21 - 24 January 2008

Step 1
 Action: Assess government liabilities on Current Scheme
 Result: Reach agreement on value of current liabilities
Step 2
 Action: Convert current liabilities into government debt
 Options:
Current issue government bonds
Special purpose issue (non-tradable securities) government bonds
Create new class of government bonds, GDP linked bonds
Each provides advantages and disadvantages

Result:

• Government explicitly recognizes its liabilities in the Current Scheme
• Pension assets earn government bond rate or rate of GDP growth,
dependent on option selected
63
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Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment of Contributions

Мөчлөг 3: Одоогийн тогтолцоо

Phase 3: Current Scheme

3-р үе:
Үйл ажиллагаа:
Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн хөрөнгө оруулалтад зохицсон засаглалын дэд
бүтцийг хөгжүүлэх
 Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын бие даасан Зөвлөл бүрдүүлэх



• Зөвлөл байгуулах, үйл ажиллагаа явуулах хууль эрх зүйн орчинг
бүрдүүлэх
• Зөвлөлийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг тодорхойлох,
• Зөвлөл хэнд тайлагнаж, хариуцлага хүлээх,
z Тогтолцоонд шимтгэл төлөгч ажиллагчид, ажил олгогчид
z Тэтгэвэр авагчид, бусад үр ашиг хүртэгчид
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежментийн журмыг тодорхойлох (Зөвлөл нь
хөрөнгө оруулалтыг удирдах, эсвэл гаднын нөөцөөс хөрөнгө оруулалтын
менежментийг бүрдүүлэх, эсвэл хосолсон)
• Зөвлөлийн гишүүдийг томилох
z 7 гишүүн,
z Хөрөнгө оруулалтын мэргэжилтнүүд, үүнд Засгийн газрын ажилтнууд
бус,
z 4 жилийн хугацаатай баг бүрдүүлэх.
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Step 3:
 Action:
 Develop governance infrastructure for investment of pension
contributions
 Design Independent Pension Investment Board
• Prepare legal framework for creation and operation of Board
• Define mandate of Board
• Define to whom Board is accountable
z Employers and employees who contribute into system
z Pensioners and other beneficiaries receiving payments
• Define investment management process (Board can manage
investments, outsource investment management functions or both)
• Nominate members of initial Board
z 7 members
z investment professionals, not government officials,
z 4 year teams
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Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment of Contributions

Мөчлөг 3: Одоогийн тогтолцоо

Phase 3: Current Scheme

3-р үе: үргэлжлэл
 Үйл ажиллагаа:
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын бие даасан Зөвлөл байгуулах
z Одоогийн тогтолцооны хөрөнгө оруулалтын
бодлогыг тодорхойлох
z Мэргэжилтнүүд хөлсөлж, хөрөнгө оруулалтын
менежментийн чиг үүргийг тодорхойлж эхлэх



Үр дүн:

Step 3 continued
 Action:
• Establish Independent Pension Investment Board
z Define Investment Policy of Current Scheme
z Hire staff and commence establishing investment
management functions


• Засгийн газар нь найдвартай хамгаалалт бүхий
тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн хөрөнгө оруулалтыг удирдах
чиг хандлагыг хэрэгжүүлэх чадвартай байх.
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Result:
• Government is able to implement a managed approach
to investment of contributions designed to ensure
protection of investments
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Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалт

Investment of Contributions

Мөчлөг 3: Хуучин тогтолцоо

Phase 3: Old Scheme

4-р үе:
 Үйл ажиллагаа:
 Монгол улсын санхүүгийн зах зээлийг бэхжүүлэхийн
тулд санхүүгийн дэд бүтцийн төлөвлөлт боловсруулах
• Урт хугацааны үнэт цаасны нийлүүлэлтийг нэмэгдүүлэх үүднээс
шаардлагатай арга хэмжээ авах
• Санхүүгийн салбарын шинэчлэлийн төлөвлөлтийг нэг зэрэг
боловсруулах
z Санхүүгийн салбарын шинэчлэл нь тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө
оруулалтын хөгжил, тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн найдвартай
байдлыг хангахад чухал ач холбогдолтой,
z Дэлгэрэнгүй мэдээллийг Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөлд тусгах
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Step 4:
 Action:
 Develop financial infrastructure plan to strengthen
Mongolia’s financial markets
• Take steps necessary to promote suitable supply of long
term securities
• Develop concurrent financial sector reform plan
z Financial sector reform critical issue for development
of pension investments and important for ensuring
protection of pension contributions
z Full details in Draft Final Report
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх –
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

ЦААШДЫН ЗӨВЛӨМЖҮҮД
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Further recommendations
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх –
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Цаашдын зөвлөмжүүд






Further recommendations

Тэтгэврийн амлалт нь Засгийн газрын үүрэг
хариуцлага (өр) хэвээр үлдэнэ.
Эхнэр нөхөр, тэжээлгэгчийн тэтгэврийг
стандартжуулах
Төвлөрсөн данс бүртгэлийн ач холбогдол
Олон нийтэд чиглэсэн мэдээлэл сурталчилгаа
Иргэний үнэмлэхийг сайжруулах
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Pension promises remain liability of the government
Standardise spouse/dependant benefits
Importance of Central Recordkeeping
Public awareness campaign
National identity card improvement
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Current approaches that should be retained,
albeit with some change in emphasis

Одоогийн чиг хандлагыг хадгалж үлдээх,
гол анхаарах асуудалд зарим өөрчлөлт оруулах

Pension promises remain a liability of the
Government

Тэтгэврийн амлалт нь Засгийн газрын үүрэг
хариуцлага (өр) хэвээр үлдэнэ.






Засгийн газрын уялдаатай үйл ажиллагаа хамгаас чухал.
Тэтгэврийн аливаа шинэчлэлд Засгийн газрын тэтгэврийн
амлалт хэвээр үлддэг болохыг онцлон тэмдэглэх нь чухал.
Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэл нь амласан тэтгэврийг олгож
чадахгүйд хүрэх, тэтгэврийн хэмжээ буурах асуудалтай
байнга холбогдож байдаг.
Тэтгэвэр олгох журам өөрчлөгдсөн нөхцөлд, өөрчлөлтийн
үр дагаврыг харуулах жишээ бүхий ойлгомжтой
мэдээллийг сурталчилж хүргэнэ.
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Integrity of government is paramount
In any pension reform it is important to emphasise
that government pension promises remain in place
Pension reform is often associated with failed
promises and lower benefits
If a benefit rule is due to be changed, it should be
clearly communicated with representative examples
of what will happen
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх –
Тэтгэврийн бодлогын зорилтыг тодорхойлох

Strengthening the Pension System – Towards Pension Policy

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд (хуучин, шилжилтийн ба
одоогийн бүтэц) эхнэр нөхөр, тэжээлгэгчийн тэтгэврийг
стандартжуулах
• Тэтгэврийн хөтөлбөрөөс олгох тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмж нь эхнэр нөхөр,
тэжээлгэгч үр хүүхдэд хязгаарлагдмал байвал зохино. Тусламж
дэмжлэг шаардлагатай гэр бүлийн бусад гишүүд, үүнд өндөр
настан Суурь тэтгэврээс, бусад гишүүд Нийгмийн халамжаас
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олгох нь зүйтэй.
• Тэжээгчээ алдсан эхнэр нөхөр, хүүхдийн тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж нь
шимтгэл төлж буй ажиллагчдын цалин хөлс, тэтгэвэр авагчдын
тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжтэй ойролцоо түвшинд байх, ө.х. тэд
ажиллагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчидтай адил эрхтэй.
• Эдгээр тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн өртөг зардлыг амьдралын даатгалын
компанид тодорхой хувиар шилжүүлсэн шимтгэлийн хөрөнгө,
эсвэл УНДЕГ-ын удирдаж буй тусдаа сангаас санхүүжүүлэх нь
зүйтэй. Эдгээр тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжид зориулж суутгах нь шударга
эсэхийг тогтмол нягталж шалгавал зохино. (гурван жил тутамд
байж болно)
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Standardise spouse/dependant benefits under the pension
system (for Old, Interim and Current Schemes)
• Benefits from pension programs should be limited to spouse and
dependent children only. All other family members requiring
assistance be provided benefits through Universal Pension (for
elderly) and social assistance for others.
• The spouse and dependent child benefits should be the same for
those in service (still contributing) and those receiving pensions, i.e.
spouse/dependent child to have same rights for pensioner as for
contributor.
• The cost of these benefits should be recovered through diversion of
appropriate level of contribution to a life insurance company or a
separate fund managed by SSIGO. The fairness of the deduction for
these benefits should be verified on regular (perhaps every three
years) basis.
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Төвлөрсөн данс бүртгэлийн чиг үүргийн
ач холбогдол


Importance of Central Recordkeeping Functions

Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд гарах хамгийн өндөр өртөг зардал
нь бүртгэл тооцоотой холбогддог.



• Шимтгэл хураалт
z Олон ажил олгогчоос
z Банкинд тушаасан шимтгэлийн орлогыг, тайлан мэдээтэй тулгаж
нягтлах
z Шимтгэл төлөх үүрэг хариуцлагыг хэрхэн биелүүлж байгаа эсэхийг
(төлөгч/зайлсхийгч) хянах, зайлсхийгчдыг олж илрүүлэх
• Тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээг тогтоож, олгох
• Ажил олгогч, ажиллагчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдад чиглэсэн сурталчилгаа,
үйлчилгээ



Одоогийн тогтолцоог цаашид үргэлжлүүлэн сайжруулах нь өртөг
зардлын хувьд хамгийн үр ашигтай. – УНДЕГ-ыг цаашид бэхжүүлэх

• Данс бүртгэлийн тогтолцоог системийг давхардуулах нь өртөг зардлын
хувь үр ашиггүй болохыг олон улсын шилдэг туршлага харуулдаг.
• Олон тооны данс бүртгэлийн систем нь эдийн засгийн цар хүрээг
доройтуулдаг.
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Generally the highest cost of national pension system is
related to recordkeeping
• Collection of contributions
z From multiple employers
z Reconciling contribution data to amounts deposited at banks
z Monitoring and identifying which employers comply with
requirements and which evade, pursuit of evading employers
• Calculating and paying benefits
• Communicating and servicing employers, workers and pensioners



It is most cost efficient to continue to improve current
system – continually enhancing SSIGO

• International best practices recognize that it is NOT cost efficient to
replicate recordkeeping systems
• Economies of scale are lost in multiple recordkeeping situation
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Төвлөрсөн данс бүртгэлийн чиг үүргийн
ач холбогдол


Importance of Central Recordkeeping Functions

Ажил олгогчдод шимтгэлээ төлөх боломж бүрдүүлэх олон
төрлийн арга замыг судлах нь зохистой.



• Бүх ажил олгогчид шимтгэл төлөхдөө ижил цаасан маягт хэрэглэх
шаардлагагүй.
z EXCEL файль, интернэтээр тайлан мэдээг хүргүүлэх,
шимтгэлийн тайлан мэдээг хөрвүүлэх олон хувилбар бүрдүүлэх
• Ажил олгогчдын бүлэг байгуулж, хууль тогтоомжид заасан үүрэг
хариуцлагыг биелүүлэхэд тэдэнд тулгарах өртөг зардлыг
бууруулахад тус дөхөм болох өөрчлөлтийн талаар тэдний саналыг
асуух



Данс бүртгэлийн өртөг зардлыг бууруулах үүднээс ажил
олгогчид шимтгэлээ тушаах, тэтгэвэр авагчид тэтгэвэрээ
авах зэрэгт олон банкаар үйлчлүүлэх боломж бүрдүүлэх
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Appropriate to study allowing employers range of
methods to make contributions
• Do not require that all employers use same paper forms to
make contributions
z Permit options such use of excel files, online data
submission, outsource transcribing of contribution
records
• Create employer group and ask their opinions on needed
improvements to assist in lowering employer cost of
compliance



Consider using more banks to accept employer
contribution deposits, use multiple banks to pay
benefits in effort to continue to lower recordkeeping
costs
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Төвлөрсөн данс бүртгэлийн чиг үүргийн
ач холбогдол


Importance of Central Recordkeeping Functions

Шимтгэлийн орлогын хөрөнгө оруулалтын талаарх
шилжилтийн төлөвлөлтийг урт хугацаанд
хэрэгжүүлэхээр боловсруулах



• Бэхжүүлэх шаардлагатай асуудлыг тодорхойлох
• Хүчин чадавхийг өргөжүүлж хөгжүүлэх хугацааны
хуваарилалтыг тодорхойлох
• Өртөг зардлыг тодорхойлж, холбогдох төсвийг батлах
• Мэдээллийн технологи, програм хангамжийн системийг гаднын
нөөцөөс бүрдүүлэх талаар авч үзэх
• Сургалтын иж бүрэн хөтөлбөрийг боловсруулах
z УНДЕГ-ын дотоод нөөцөөс бүрдүүлсэн баг, дүүргийн хэлтсүүд
z Ажил олгогчдын сургалтын хувилбарууд
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Develop multiple year plan that follows transition
plan to investment of contributions
• Identify needed enhancements
• Establish timeline for development of expanded
capabilities
• Determine cost and secure budget approval
• Consider outsourcing some IT software system
development
• Develop comprehensive training program
z SSIGO in-house staff and district offices
z Employer training options
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Төвлөрсөн данс бүртгэлийн чиг үүргийн
ач холбогдол






Importance of Central Recordkeeping Functions

Хамрах хүрээ өргөжсөнтэй холбогдуулан,
шимтгэлийн орлого, дансны үлдэгдэл,
шилжүүлсэн хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөжид
шинээр аудитын шалгалт хийх
Өмч хөрөнгө ба үйл ажиллагааны хэрэгцээ
шаардлагыг шинжлэх
Сургалтын хэрэгцээ, хэрэгжүүлэлтийг шинжлэх
Шинээр даатгуулагчид ба нэмэлт шимтгэлийг
хариуцаж эрхлэх хүчин чадлыг шинжлэх,
шимтгэл хураах ба тэтгэвэр олгох шинэ арга
хэлбэрийг нэвтрүүлэх
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New audit with added coverage areas on
contributions, balances and investment returns
being credited
Review of capital and operational requirements
Review of training needs and implementation
Review capacity to take on new business,
contributions, adapt to new methods of collections
and payments.
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Public awareness and communication plan

Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг,
мэдээлэл сурталчилгаа




Нийгмийн даатгал, тэтгэврийн одоогийн ба
шинэчлэгдсэн тогтолцооны талаар ялангуяа хөдөө
орон нутагт олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэгийг нэн
тэргүүнд дээшлүүлэх хэрэгцээ шаардлага гарч
байна, үүний үр дүнд иргэд тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
тухай, хэрхэн хүртэж авах талаар мэдлэгтэй болно.
Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо нь ярвигтай бүтэцтэй, байнга
өөрчлөгдөж байдаг, үүнд шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ,
орлогын индексжүүлэгч суурь жишгийн талаар
сайтар ухуулан таниулах хэрэгтэй.
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Strong need for raising awareness of social insurance
and the pension system, current or reformed,
particularly in the rural areas, so that people know
what their benefits are and how to receive them.
Pension systems are complex and continuous changes
– contributions, income reference points – need to be
effectively and communicated
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Олон нийтийн ойлголт мэдлэг,
мэдээлэл сурталчилгаа

Public awareness and communication plan
Multiple topics need to be included in comprehensive
public awareness plan:

Олон нийтэд чиглэсэн цогц мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны
төлөвлөлтөд багтвал зохих агуулга сэдвүүд:
• Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ, эрх үүсэх угтвар
нөхцлүүд, даатгуулах журам; олгох тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн хувь
хэмжээг тооцох томъёо, тахир дутуугийн ба тэжээгчээ алдсаны
тэтгэвэр тогтоох тусгай журам
• Тэтгэврийн төлөвлөлтөд шаардагдах үндсэн мэдээлэл, хялбар
дөхөм авч болох эх үүсвэрээс хамааран хэвлэж тараах



Холбоо харилцааны арга хэлбэр, боломжуудыг судлах

• pension contributions, qualifications and membership;
actual benefit formula and special rules for invalidity and
survivor benefits
• key data necessary for pension planning, needs to be
published where it can be easily accessed



• Мэдээлэл агуулсан материал, хэв маяг, агуулга, үнэн бодит
байдал, мэргэжлийн үг хэллэг ашигласан байдлыг шинжлэх
• Үг хэллэгийн зохистой эсэхийг авч үзэх



• Review of material, style, content, accuracy and use of
technical language
• Language considerations

Хувийн хэвшлийн мэдлэг туршлагыг татан оролцуулах
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Research communication methods and
opportunities

Enlisting private sector expertise
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Иргэний үнэмлэх


National Identity Card

Иргэний үнэмлэхийг шинэчилж, сайжруулах нь УНДЕГ-ын
тусгай үүрэг хариуцлага биш.



• Гэвч УНДЕГ-н шимтгэл хураалт, тэтгэвэр олголтын бодитой эсэх
нь өндөр түвшний боловсронгуй иргэний үнэмлэхний ашиглалтаас
хамаарна.



Тулгамдсан асуудлыг шийдэх агентлаг хоорондын ажлын
хэсэг байгуулах, иргэний үнэмлэхний хэрэглээг
сайжруулах шаардлагатай
• Суурь тэтгэврийг нэвтрүүлэхэд иргэний үнэмлэх чухал үүрэгтэй,
үүнд иргэний үнэмлэхтэй холбогдох уялдаа холбоо сул байхаас
хамааран суурь тэтгэврийн өртөг зардал нэмэгдэнэ.
• Тэтгэвэр олгохтой холбоотой чиг үүргийг байнга автоматжуулж
байх нь чухал.
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Upgrade and improvement of national identity card
is not SSIGO’s specific duty
• However, accurate SSIGO contribution and benefit
payments rely on superior national identity card program



Establish permanent cross-agency task force to
address problems and needed improvements in
national identity card
• Critical to introduction universal pension – if weak links in
national identity card system, costs of universal pension
will increase
• Critical to continued automation of functions for other
pension payments
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Иргэний үнэмлэх


National Identity Card

Иргэний үнэмлэхний хэрэглээтэй холбоотой, үндэсний хэмжээний
бүх үйл ажиллагааны хэрэгцээ шаардлагыг үнэлж тодорхойлох



• Пасспорт, ажиллах зөвшөөрөл, гадаадад ажиллах зөвшөөрөл, иргэний
үнэмлэх, эрүүл мэндийн даатгалын дэвтэр, жолооны үнэмлэх,
сонгуулийн карт, төрсний ба нас нөгцөгсдийн бүртгэл, гэрлэлтийн
бүртгэл, татварын алба

• Passport, work permit, foreign work permit or identity
card, health care card, driver’s license, voting card, birth
records, death records, marriage records, tax agency
• Combine total needs of different groups and determine
whether best to issue solicitation to hire software
company to reorganize national identity card system
• Many IT software companies specialize in national
identity card development and can create maximum use
system for multiple agencies to share access to single,
high quality database

• Янз бүрийн бүлгийн нийт хэрэгцээг нэгтгэх, иргэний үнэмлэхний
системийг боловсронгуй болгохын тулд програм хангамжийн компанийг
хөлсөлж ажиллуулах нь зохистой эсэхийг шийдэх
• Програм хангамжийн олон компани Иргэний үнэмлэхийг сайжруулах
талаар мэргэжсэн байдаг, олон байгууллага, агентлагууд өндөр
түвшний боловсронгуй мэдээллийн нэгдсэн нэг сүлжээг харилцан
ашиглах боломж бүрдүүлэх


Ийнхүү иргэний үнэмлэхний системийг боловсронгуй болгох нь олон
талаар залиланг багасгах боломжтой.
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Conduct needs assessment of all national functions
that overlay with national identity card



Improvements can reduce fraud in many areas
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Thank you !

БАЯРЛАЛАА!
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АХБ ба МУЗГ – Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх
“Strengthening The Pension System” төсөл

ADB Project: Strengthening the Pension System
for the Government of Mongolia





Goal
• Adequate, affordable, self-sustaining and operationally
effective restructured pension system will be the
expected impact
• Outcome will be the adoption by the Government of the
proposed recommendations on pension reforms



Process

• Review current pension policies and practices and
existing plans for pension reforms
• Identify merits and shortcomings of the current system
and existing plans
• Recommend a strategy for pension reforms
9 October 2007
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5

Зорилго:
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоог зохистой, санхүүгийн чадавхтай,
тогтвортой, үйл ажиллагааны хувьд үр ашигтай болгон
өөрчлөхөд хувь нэмэр оруулах;
• Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн талаар гаргасан санал зөвлөмжийг
Засгийн газар хүлээн авснаар тус төслийн үр дүн хангагдана.



Үйл ажиллагаа:

• Тэтгэврийн талаарх бодлого, хууль тогтоомж, тэтгэврийн
шинэчлэлийн хөтөлбөрүүийг хянаж үзэх
• Өнөөгийн тогтолцоо ба хөтөлбөрүүдийн давуу ба сул талуудыг
тодорхйлох
• Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн талаар стратегүүдийг боловсруулж
санал зөвлөмж өгөх

9 October 2007

6

Objectives of Today’s Workshop


Өнөөдрийн семинарын зорилго (1)

(1)

Understanding financial and social implications of
amendments in pension regulations
• Current and future financial deficiencies of existing pension
system is greater than realised
• Methods of long term forecasting need to be improved

9 October 2007
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Тэтгэврийн зохицуулалтад хийгдэж буй нэмэлт
өөрчлөлтүүдийн санхүүгийн ба нийгмийн үр
дагаврыг тодорхойлж ойлгох:
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны өнөөгийн ба ирээдүйн
санхүүжилтын алдагдал нь төсөөлж байгаагаас нэлээд
их байна.
• Урт хугацааны урьдчилсан тооцоо судалгааны
аргачлалыг сайжруулах шаардлагатай байна.

9 October 2007
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Objectives of Today’s Workshop



Өнөөдрийн семинарын зорилго (2)

(2)

Interaction between pension policymakers and
ADB consultants:



• Strengthen interaction with pension reform projects
• Work with future pension reform and support programs
• Consult with ministerial professionals

9 October 2007
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Тэтгэврийн бодлого боловсруулагчид болон
АХБ-ны зөвлөхүүдийн хооронд идэвхтэй
харилцаа тогтоох:
• Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн төсөл хоорондын уялдааг
бэхжүүлэх
• Тэтгэврийн цаашдын шинэчлэл ба дэмжих
хөтөлбөрүүдтэй ажиллах
• Мэргэжлийн хүмүүстэй зөвлөлдөх

9 October 2007
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PROFILE OF PRE-1995 SYSTEM

1995 ОНООС ӨМНӨХ ДҮР ТӨРХ

Benefit System

Defined Benefit

Тэтгэвэр тэтгэмж олгох тогтолцоо

Тэтгэврийн хэмжээнд тулгуурласан
(Defined benefit)

Contributory

No

Шимтгэл төлөх тогтолцоо

Байхгүй

Funding

Pay-As-You-Go (PAYGO)

Сангийн нөөцлөлт

Pay-As-You-Go (PAYGO)

Financing System

General Revenues

Санхүүгийн эх үүсвэр

Улсын төсөв

Costing Approach

Cash Flow Projections

Өртөг зардлыг тооцох аргачлал

Мөнгөн урсгалын төлөвлөлт

Labour Force Coverage

All labour force is covered by
same scheme

Ажиллах хүчний хамралт

Бүх ажиллах хүчийг нэг
тогтолцоонд бүрэн хамруулсан

9 October 2007
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ТЭТГЭВЭР ТЭТГЭМЖ ОЛГОХ ТОГТОЛЦОО –
BENEFIT SYSTEM

BENEFIT SYSTEM





DEFINED BENEFIT (DB)
• Pension amount calculated using a formula
• In most systems formula is based on period in system
and wages covered by system
• Best definition: System that is not a DC



DEFINED CONTRIBUTION (DC)

9 October 2007

7

• Томъёогоор тооцсон тэтгэврийн хэмжээ;
• Ихэнх тогтолцоонд томъёо нь ажилласан ба даатгалд хамрагдсан
хугацаанд тулгуурласан байдаг.
• Гол шинж: Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан тогтолцоо биш.


• Pension amount calculated in reference to an account
balance
• A system where the cost of scheme is equal
contributions made during periods of service
13

ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ХЭМЖЭЭНД ТУЛГУУРЛАСАН –
DEFINED BENEFIT (DB)

ШИМТГЭЛИЙН ХЭМЖЭЭНД ТУЛГУУРЛАСАН –
DEFINED CONTRIBUTION (DC)
• Дансны үлдэгдлийг тооцож тэтгэврийн хэмжээг боддог.
• Өртөг зардлын хэмжээ нь хөдөлмөр эрхэлсэн хугацаанд төлсөн
шимтгэлийн дүнтэй тэнцүү байна.

9 October 2007
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ШИМТГЭЛ ТӨЛӨХ ТОГТОЛЦОО –
CONTRIBUTORY SYSTEM

CONTRIBUTORY SYSTEM





Is a system “Contributory”?

• Жинхэнэ асуулт: “гишүүд шимтгэл төлдөг үү?”

• real question being asked “are members contributing?”


Pre-1995: no member contributions



Non-contributory system is not “free”, cost is
responsibility of

9 October 2007



1995 оноос өмнө: гишүүд шимтгэл төлдөггүй байв.



Шимтгэл төлдөггүй тогтолцоо нь “чөлөөт” систем биш
бөгөөд өртөг зардлыг хариуцагч нь:
• Ажил олгогч: хөдөлмөр эрхлэлтийн хүрээнд
• Ажил олгогчид буюу Төсвийн нийт орлого: улсын (үндэсний)
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд

• Employer: for occupational schemes
• Employers and/or General Revenues of Country: for
national pension schemes

8

Тухайн тогтолцоо нь “Шимтгэл төлдөг тогтолцоо” мөн үү?

15

9 October 2007
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FUNDING




САНГИЙН НӨӨЦЛӨЛТ - FUNDING

Funding refers to whether separate, distinct set of
assets are accumulated to meet future pension
costs
Funding options:
• Full: occupational pension schemes are generally fully
funded
• Partial: national pension schemes for organized sector
are generally partially funded
• None: government worker schemes and citizen pension
(demogrants) are generally unfunded.
z Termed as “pay-as-you-go” (PAYGO)
9 October 2007
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Сангийн нөөцлөлт гэж тэтгэврийн ирээдүйн зардлыг
барагдуулах зорилгоор хөрөнгө хуримтлуулахыг хэлнэ.



Сан нөөцлөх хувилбарууд:
• Бүрэн: хөдөлмөр эрхлэлтэд тулгуурласан тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
нь ерөнхийдөө сангийн бүрэн нөөцлөл хийдэг.
• Хэсэгчилсэн: зохион байгуулалттай секторт тулгуурласан
улсын (үндэсний) тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо нь ерөнхийдөө сангийн
зарим хэсгийг нөөцөлдөг.
• Нөөцлөлгүй: төрийн даатгалын тогтолцоо ба иргэний тэтгэвэр
(албан хаагчид) нь ерөнхийдөө сангийн нөөцлөлгүй.
z “pay-as-you-go” (PAYGO) гэж томъёолдог.

9 October 2007
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FINANCING



САНХҮҮЖИЛТ - FINANCING


Citizens’ pension (demogrant) financed from
• General revenues



• Төсвийн нийт орлогоос санхүүжнэ.

National pensions for organized sector financed
from





Occupational pensions financed by

10

Ажил мэргэжлийн (оссupational) тэтгэвэр нь:
• Ажил олгогч ба заримдаа ажил эрхлэгчийн шимтгэлээс
санхүүжнэ.

• Employer and sometimes by employee contributions
9 October 2007

Зохион байгуулалттай секторын хувьд улсын (үндэсний)
тэтгэвэр нь:
• Ажил олгогчийн шимтгэл
• Ажил эрхлэгчийн шимтгэл
• Улсын төсвийн татаасаас санхүүжнэ.

• Employer contributions
• Employee contributions
• General revenue subsidies


Иргэний тэтгэврийн санхүүжилт (Citizens’ pension demogrant) нь:

19

9 October 2007
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ӨРТӨГ ТООЦОХ АРГАЧЛАЛ – СOSTING APPROACH

COSTING APPROACH




Unfunded systems, usually use cash-flow projections

• Тус аргачлал нь өртөг/тэтгэврийн харилцан холбоог үнэлэх болон
даатгалын тогтолцооны сайн/муу талыг харьцуулах үзүүлэлтүүд
(параметр) байхгүй.

• Provide no parameters for assessing cost/benefit relationship or for
comparing relative strength/weakness of schemes





Partially funded systems use “scaled premium system” (a
modified cash-flow process)
• Recommended by International Labour Organization (ILO) & International
Social Security Association (ISSA)
• Again information arising is limited when doing cost/benefit analysis or
comparisons of schemes or scheme changes
Fully funded systems use actuarial funding methodologies

• Core principle is to fund all costs related to an employee during his
years of service
• Provide parameters that allow direct comparison between schemes
and financial impact of changes

9 October 2007
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Сангийн нөөцлөлгүй тогтолцоо ихэвчлэн мөнгөн урсгалын
төлөвлөлтөд (cash flow projections) тулгуурласан байдаг.






Хэсэгчилсэн нөөцлөлтэй системд “шаталсан шимтгэлийн систем”
(scaled premium system) тооцооны аргыг хэрэглэнэ.

(мөнгөн урсгалын төлөвлөлтийг сайжруулсан)
• Олон улсын хөдөлмөрийн байгууллага (ILO) ба Олон улсын нийгэм хангамжийн
холбоо (ISSA)-ноос зөвлөмж болгодог.
• Гэвч өртөг / тэтгэврийн хэмжээг шинжлэх буюу тогтолцооны харьцуулалт,
өөрчлөлт хийхэд шаардлагатай мэдээ мэдээлэл хязгаарлагдмал.

Сангийн бүрэн нөөцлөлтэй тогтолцоонд актуариал тооцооны арга
ашигладаг
• Үндсэн зарчим нь даатгуулагчтай холбоотой бүх зардлыг түүнийг
хөдөлмөр эрхэлж байх үед санд нөөцлөх явдал юм.
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо болон түүнд гарах аливаа өөрчлөлтийн
санхүүгийн үр нөлөөг шууд харьцуулах боломжтой параметрүүдийг
ашиглана.

9 October 2007
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АЖИЛЛАХ ХҮЧНИЙ ХАМРАЛТ

LABOUR FORCE COVERAGE


In planned economy



Pre-1995 all workers of Mongolia were employees of state

• Pension scheme covered all the labour force
• Scheme was an “occupational pension system”
• Employment was lifetime with same employer




• Citizens’ pension: covers all of labour force
• National pension: covers all organized labour
• Occupational pension: covers only labour force
with an employer or group of employers

12

(1995 оноос өмнө Монголын бүх ажил эрхлэгчид төрийн ажилтан мэт байсан. Өөрөөр
хэлбэл ажил олгоч нь ганц төр байв)

• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо ажиллах хүчийг бүрэн хамарсан.
• Тогтолцоо нь “хөдөлмөр эрхлэлтэд тулгуурласан тэтгэврийн
систем” байв.
• Хөдөлмөр эрхлэлт нь ажиллах бүх хугацаанд нэг л ажил
олгогчтой байв.

In market economy

9 October 2007

Төлөвлөгөөт эдийн засгийн үед

Зах зээлийн эдийн засгийн орчинд

• Иргэний тэтгэвэр: бүх ажиллах хүчийг хамарна.
• Улсын (үндэсний) тэтгэвэр: зохион байгуулалттай бүх ажиллах
хүчийг хамарна.
• Ажил мэргэжлийн тэтгэвэр: нэг буюу нэг хэсэг ажил олгогчтой
ажиллах хүчийг л хамарна.
• Хувь хүний сайн дурын тэтгэврийн хуримтлал
23

9 October 2007
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ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ТОГТОЛЦООНД ГАРСАН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ

CHANGES IN PENSION SYSTEM PROFILE

1995 оноос өмнө
Pre-1995
Benefit System
Contributory
Funding

1995-1999

2000 and beyond

Defined Benefit
No
PAYGO

Шимтгэл төлөх
тогтолцоо

Байхгүй

Сангийн
нөөцлөлт

PAYGO

General Revenues

Санхүүжилт

Төсвийн орлого

Costing
Approach

Cash Flow
Projections

Өртөг тооцох
аргачлал

Мөнгөн урсгалын
төлөвлөлт

All labour force had
single scheme

Ажиллах хүчний
хамралт

9 October 2007
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2000 оноос хойш

Тэтгэврийн хэмжээнд
тулгуурласан (DB)

Financing
System

Labour Force
Coverage

13

Тэтгэврийн
тогтолцоо

1995-1999

Бүх ажиллах хүч дан
ганц схемээр

9 October 2007
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Мөнгөн урсгалын төлөвлөлт ба өртөг зардлын
шинжилгээний зохицолдоо – (1)

ADEQUACY OF CASH FLOW AS COST ANALYSIS
(1)

"PAYGO" ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ТОГТОЛЦООНЫ МӨНГӨН УРСГАЛ

CASH FLOW OF PAYGO PENSION SYSTEM

Нас

Age
30

33

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

30

84

-

Жилд олгох тэтгэвэр (000's)

Annual Pension (000's)

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

84

(1,000)

(1,000)

(2,000)

(3,000)

(4,000)

(5,000)

(2,000)

(3,000)

(4,000)

(5,000)

(6,000)

(6,000)
9 October 2007
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33

-

27
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ADEQUACY OF CASH FLOW AS COST ANALYSIS

Мөнгөн урсгалын төлөвлөлт ба өртөг зардлын
шинжилгээний зохицолдоо – (2)

(2)
CASH FLOW OF PAYGO PENSION SYSTEM

"PAYGO" ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ТОГТОЛЦООНЫ МӨНГӨН УРСГАЛ

Age
30

33

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

30

84

-

Жилд олгох тэтгэвэр (000's)

Annual Pension (000's)

36

39

42

45

48

51

Нас
54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

84

(1,000)

(1,000)
(2,000)
(3,000)
(4,000)

(2,000)

(3,000)

(4,000)

(5,000)

(5,000)

(6,000)

(6,000)

(7,000)

(7,000)

Pension

WageInc

PensionInc

Тэтгэвэр
9 October 2007
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33

-

29

Цалингийн
уялдаа

Тэтгэврийн
уялдаа
9 October 2007

30

ӨРТӨГ ЗАРДЛЫН ШИНЖИЛГЭЭ:
БУСАД АРГАЧЛАЛ

COST ANALYSIS: OTHER APPROACHES



Core principle for funded systems: fund all costs
for an employee during his years of service
• Has application to unfunded national schemes. Workers
add to revenues/make contributions while part of labour
force. Rational and prudent to recognize post-retirement
costs during this period
• Principle can be used purely for cost analysis while
decision on funding remains separate matter

9 October 2007
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31



Сангийн нөөцлөлтэй тогтолцооны үндсэн зарчим:
даатгуулагчтай холбоотой бүх зардлыг хөдөлмөр эрхэлж
байх үед санд нөөцөлнө:
• Сангийн нөөцлөлгүй улсын хэмжээний (үндэсний) тогтолцоонд
ашигладаг. Даатгуулагчид ажил эрхлэх явцдаа орлогоо нэмж
шимтгэл төлнө. Шимтгэл төлөх явцад тэтгэвэрт гарсны дараах
өртөг зардлыг тооцоолох шударга, эрсдэл багатай аргачлал
болно.
• Сангийн нөөцлөлийн тухай шийдвэрийг тусад нь авч үзсэн ч гол
зарчмыг нь дан өртөг зардлын дүн шинжилгээнд ашиглаж
болно.

9 October 2007
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Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацааны турш дахь өртөг
зардлыг шинжлэх

COST ANALYSIS DURING WORKING LIFE

ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ЗАРДЛЫГ ТОДОРХОЙЛОХ

PENSION COST RECOGNITION

IPD

Income

IPD

NC

Орлого

NC

20000

20000
18000

18000

16000

16000

14000
Тоо хэмжээ (000's)

Amount (000's)

14000
12000
10000
8000
6000

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

4000

2000
2000

0
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
Age

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

Age
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0

33
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34

59

Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацааны турш дахь өртөг
зардлыг шинжлэх

COST ANALYSIS DURING WORKING LIFE





NC: Normal Cost
• Total cost is the single amount required to provide all pension payments to
employee
• The portion of the total cost assigned to one year is called “normal cost”







Income

9 October 2007

Тэтгэврийн Далд Өр (Implicit Pension Debt: IPD)

• Нийт зардлыг ажилласан жилүүдэд хуваарилсан хувь хэмжээ
• Түүнчлэн “хуримтлагдсан тэтгэврийн өр” буюу “ажиллаж байх үеийн өр”
• ТДӨ (IPD) нь Ердийн зардлын (Normal costs)-ын хуримтлал юм.

• In financial calculations we recognize the “time value of money”
• Thus, IPD is expected to increase in value due to income earned (whether
real or notional)

18

• Даатгуулагчдад олгох тэтгэврийн бүх нэгтгэсэн дүн нь нийт зардал болно.
• Нэг жилд ноогдох нийт зардлын хувь хэмжээг “ердийн зардал” гэнэ.

IPD: Implicit Pension Debt
• The portion of the total cost assigned to years already gone by
• Also known as “accrued benefit liability” or “past service liability”
• IPD is accumulation of past Normal Costs



Ердийн зардал (Normal Cost: NC)

35

Орлого (Income)

• Санхүүгийн тооцоонд “Мөнгөний тухайн үеийн үнэ цэн” гэж ойлгодог.
• Тиймээс ТДӨ (IPD) нь орлого олохын хэрээр тоо хэмжээний хувьд ихэсдэг.
(бодит ба нэрлэсэн аль алинаар)

9 October 2007
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Хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацааны турш дахь өртөг
зардлыг шинжлэх

COST ANALYSIS DURING WORKING LIFE

ТДӨ (IPD)-ийн өөрчлөлт ба ЕЗ (NC)-тай уялдах нь

SCHEMATIC OF IPD DEVELOPMENT & RELATION TO NC
NC

NC

INCOME

ОРЛОГО

NC

NC
ОРЛОГО

INCOME

IPD

NC
INCOME

NC

IPD

Year 1

Year 2

ОРЛОГО

IPD

Year 3

Year 4
9 October 2007
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IPD

NC

37

NC

IPD

1-р
жил

2-р
жил

IPD
З-р
жил

4-р
жил
9 October 2007
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Амьдралын бүрэн циклийн турш дах өртөг зардлыг
шинжлэх

COST ANALYSIS OVER COMPLETE LIFE CYCLE

ТДӨ (IPD) бүрдүүлэх ба ашиглах

IPD Buildup & Utilization
IPD

Income

NC

IPD

Pension

25000

20000

20000
Тоо хэмжээ (000's)

Amount (000's)

25000

15000

10000

5000

5000

0
33

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

Age

Pension

84

0
30

33

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69

72

75

78

81

84

Нас
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NC

15000

10000

30

Income

30000

30000

39
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UNDERSTANDING FULL LIFE CYCLE



Active part

АМЬДРАЛЫН БҮРЭН ЦИКЛИЙН ТУХАЙ ОЙЛГОЛТ

(age 30-59 in example)



• Annual normal costs accumulate up to retirement age


Retiree part

9 October 2007
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41

(жишээ нь: 30-59 насны хооронд)

• Жил тутмын Ердийн зардал (Normal cost) тэтгэврийн
нас хүртэл хуримтлагдана.

(age 60-85 in example)

• After retiring the IPD increases by interest (reflect
changes in time value of money) and reduces by amount
of pension payment

Идэвхтэй үе



Тэтгэвэрт гарсан үе

(жишээ нь: 60-85 насны хооронд)

• Тэтгэвэрт гарсны дараа ТДӨ (IPD) хүүгээр өснө.
(мөнгөний тухайн үеийн үнэ цэнг алдагдахгүй
байхаар тусгана) Мөн авч буй тэтгэврийн хэмжээгээр
ТДӨ буурна.

9 October 2007
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БОДЛОГЫГ ДЭМЖИХ ӨРТӨГ ЗАРДЛЫН ШИНЖИЛГЭЭ

COST ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT POLICY

ӨМНӨ
BEFORE

CHANGE

AFTER

20% One-time Increase in Wages @ Age 50
IPD
Normal Cost





5,824,034

1,110,176

6,934,209

25.90%

0.0%

25.90%

A one-time increase in wages of 20% increases IPD by
1.11 million
The increase in IPD can be financed as deemed
appropriate
Normal Cost does not change because there is no
change in assumptions after the wage increase
9 October 2007
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43

ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ

ДАРАА

50 насанд цалин 1 удаа 20% нэмэгдэх өөрчлөлт
ТДӨ (IPD)
Ердийн зардал
(NC)




5,824,034

1,110,176

6,934,209

25.90%

0.0%

25.90%

Нэг удаа цалин 20% нэмэгдэхэд ТДӨ (IPD) 1,11 сая
төгрөгөөр өснө.
ТДӨ (IPD)-ийн өсөлтийг зохистой гэж үзсэн тохиолдолд
санхүүжүүлнэ.
Ердийн зардал (NC) өөрчлөгдөхгүй, учир нь цалин
нэмэгдсэний дараах таамаглалд өөрчлөлт гарахгүй.
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БОДЛОГЫГ ДЭМЖИХ ӨРТӨГ ЗАРДЛЫН ШИНЖИЛГЭЭ

COST ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT POLICY

ӨМНӨ
BEFORE

CHANGE

AFTER

ТДӨ (IPD)

25% One-time Increase in Pension @ Age 70
IPD
Normal Cost





24,741,709

6,803,970

31,545,680

0.00%

0.0%

0.00%

A one-time increase in pension of 25% increases
IPD by Rs.6.80 million
The increase in IPD can be financed as deemed
appropriate
There is no normal cost during pension payment
stage
9 October 2007
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ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ

ДАРАА

70 насанд 1 удаа тэтгэвэр 25% нэмэгдэх өөрчлөлт
Ердийн зардал
(NC)





24,741,709

6,803,970

31,545,680

0.00%

0.0%

0.00%

Нэг удаа тэтгэвэр 25% нэмэгдэхэд ТДӨ (IPD) 6.80
сая төгрөгөөр өснө.
ТДӨ (IPD)-ийн өсөлт нь зохистой гэж үзсэн
тохиолдолд санхүүжүүлнэ.
Тэтгэвэр олгож эхэлснээс хойшх хугацаанд Ердийн
зардал (NC) гарахгүй.
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БОДЛОГЫГ ДЭМЖИХ ӨРТӨГ ЗАРДЛЫН ШИНЖИЛГЭЭ

COST ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT POLICY

ӨМНӨ
BEFORE

CHANGE

AFTER

Replacement Rate 60% to 70% from Start
IPD
Normal Cost




-

-

-

25.90%

4.30%

30.20%

Current pension scheme targets 60% replacement
rate (pension to wage ratio at retirement)
If at inception replacement target is 70% then
normal cost increases to 30.2% of wages
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ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ

ДАРАА

Тэтгэвэр олгож эхлэхдээ олгох хувийг 60%-иас 70%
болгож нэмэгдүүлсэн
ТДӨ (IPD)
Ердийн зардал
(NC)





-

-

-

25.90%

4.30%

30.20%

Одоогийн тэтгэврийн тогтолцоогоор цалингаас бодож
олгох хувь хэмжээг (replacement rate) 60% байхаар
төлөвлөж болно.
Хэрэв тэтгэвэр олгож эхлэхэд 70% болгохоор авч
үзвэл Ердийн зардал (NC) нь цалингийн 30.2% болж
нэмэгдэнэ.
9 October 2007
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ТЭТГЭВЭРТ ТУЛГУУРЛАСАН (DB) БА ШИМТГЭЛД
ТУЛГУУРЛАСАН (DC) ТОГТОЛЦООГ ЖИШИХ НЬ

DB VERSUS DC







Under DB worker knows exactly benefit amount. The
financer of the scheme (employer\government) bears the
investment risk; i.e. if investments returns are low then
more contributions are required
Under a DC worker only knows the benefit amount at
retirement and bears the investment risk; i.e. if investment
returns are low then benefit amount is also low. Need for
maximizing investment income critical



“DB” тогтолцоонд даатгуулагч тэтгэврийн олгох хэмжээг тодорхой
мэдэж байдаг. Тогтолцооны санхүүжүүлэгч (ажил олгогч/Засгийн газар)
нь хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдлийг үүрдэг. Өөрөөр хэлбэл хөрөнгө
оруулалтын өгөөж бага бол нөхөх хөрөнгийн хэмжээ өснө.



“DC” тогтолцоонд даатгуулагч тэтгэвэрт гарах тэр үеийнхээ авах
тэтгэврийнхээ хувь хэмжээг зөвхөн мэдэх бөгөөд хөрөнгө оруулалтын
эрсдлийг өөрөө үүрнэ. Өөрөөр хэлбэл, хөрөнгө оруулалтын өгөөж байга
бол авах тэтгэврийн хувь хэмжээ бас багасна. Хөрөнгө оруулалтын
орлогыг нэмэгдүүлэх хэрэгцээ чухлаар тавигдана.



“Notional Defined Contribution” (NDC) буюу Нэрийн дансанд тулгуурласан
тогтолцоо нь PAYGO санхүүжилттай “DC” тогтолцоо юм.
• Даатгуулагч хөрөнгө оруулалтын эрсдэлтэй тулгарч байдаг.
• Хөрөнгө оруулалтын орлогыг нэмэгдүүлэх хэрэгцээ чухлаар тавигдана.

Notional Defined Contribution (NDC) is DC scheme with
PAYGO financing
• The risk of investment risk still faced by worker
• Need for maximizing investment income still critical
9 October 2007
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“DC” ТОГТОЛЦООНД НӨЛӨӨЛӨХ ЧУХАЛ ХҮЧИН ЗҮЙЛС

CRITICAL FACTORS IMPACTING DC SYSTEM




Contribution Rate

Investment
Return

Years of Pension
Payments

Replacement
Ratio

15%

8%

25

21.8%

15%

4%

25

12.6%

9%

8%

25

13.1%

15%

8%

20

26.4%

The table shows the significant impact of changes in these
parameters on replacement ratio
Decisions on these parameters cannot be undertaken
without understanding the consequences on the system

9 October 2007
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Шимтгэлийн хувь

Хөрөнгө
оруулалтын
өгөөж

Даатгалын
шимтгэл төлсөн
жил

Цалингиас
тэтгэвэр тогтоох
хувь

15%

8%

25

21.8%

15%

4%

25

12.6%

9%

8%

25

13.1%

15%

8%

20

26.4%

Цалингаас бодох хувь хэмжээнд (replacement rate) эдгээр
параметрүүд нь ихээхэн үр нөлөө үзүүлж байгааг эндээс харж
болно.
Тус тогтолцоонд үзүүлэх үр нөлөөг ойлгож тодорхойлохгүйгээр
эдгээр параметрүүдийн талаар шийдвэр гаргаж болохгүй
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“DC” ТОГТОЛЦООНД ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ДООД ХЭМЖЭЭНИЙ
ГҮЙЦЭТГЭХ ҮҮРЭГ

ROLE OF MINIMUM BENEFIT IN DC SYSTEM





Purpose of minimum benefit in pension system is
to “redistribute” income from wealthier members to
less well off



“DC” тогтолцоо нь дахин хуваарилалтад тохиромжгүй.

• Хувь хүмүүс тэдний хуримтлалаас хасахад маш эмзэг ханддаг.
• Доод хэмжээг “DC” тогтолцоонд харьцангуй бага түвшинд тогтоох
ёстой.



Дахин хуваарилалтын хэрэгцээ шаардлага нь “DB”
тогтолцоонд хамгийн сайн биелэгддэг.

Redistribution needs are best fulfilled through DB
systems.
9 October 2007
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Тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд Тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээ тогтоох
зорилго нь чинээлэг даатгуулагчдын орлогоос бага
орлоготой даатгуулагчдад “дахин хуваарилах” явдал юм.

DC systems are not suited for redistribution
• Individual members are very sensitive to deductions
from their contributions
• Minimum must be kept relatively low in DC
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ӨНӨӨГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦООНЫ САНХҮҮЖИЛТЫН
АЛДАГДАЛ

FINANCING DEFICIT IN CURRENT SYSTEM

Ангилал
CONTRIBUTIONS

GAP IN
CONTRIBUTIONS

FINANCE SOURCE

Pensioners retired
before 1995

Nil

100%

General Revenues

Pensioners retired
after 1995 born
BEFORE 1960

1995 to Retirement

Reserve not sufficient
to finance DB benefits

Mostly General
Revenues

Pensioners retired
after 1995 born
AFTER 1960

1995 to Retirement

Individual Account
Balance not sufficient
to finance minimum
benefit guarantee

Contributions and
General Revenues

CATEGORY

9 October 2007
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Шимтгэлийн
хуримтлал

Шимтгэлийн
хуримтлалын
цоорхой

Санхүүжилтын эх
үүсвэр

1995 оноос өмнө
тэтгэвэрт гарсан
тэтгэвэр авагчид

Байхгүй

100%

Ерөнхий төсөв

1960 оноос өмнө
төрсөн, 1995 оноос
хойш тэтгэвэрт
гарсан тэтгэвэр
авагчид

1995 оноос хойш
тэтгэвэрт гарах
хүртэл

“DB” тогтолцоонд олгох
тэтгэврийг
санхүүжүүлэх сангийн
нөөц хангалттгүй

Ихэнх хэсэг нь
Улсын төсвөөс

1960 оноос хойш
төрсөн, 1995 оноос
хойш тэтгэвэрт
гарсан тэтгэвэр
авагчид

1995 оноос хойш
тэтгэвэрт гарах
хүртэл

Нэрийн дансны
Шимтгэлийн
үлдэгдэл нь тэтгэврийн хуримтлал ба
баталгаат доод хэмжээг Улсын төсвөөс
санхүүжүүлэхэд ч
хангалтгүй
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE (1)





Need to clarify purpose of the National Pension System
•
•
•
•



ЦААШИД АВЧ ҮЗҮҮШТЭЙ АСУУДЛУУД (1)

• Ажил мэргэжлийн тэтгэврийн хөтөлбөр байх эсэх
• Суурь тэтгэврийн хөтөлбөр байх эсэх
• Бүх иргэдэд тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээг олгох тогтолцоо хэрэгтэй
юу?
• Эсвэл эдгээрийн хосолсон хэлбэр байх нь дээр үү?

Is it occupational pension program?
Is it a basic pension program?
Is it minimum benefit program for all citizens?
Or combination of these?

Need to take into account concerns such as



Need to define criteria of a financially sustainable pension
system
9 October 2007
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Доорх асуудлыг анхаарч үзэх, үүнд:

• Орлогын дахин хуваарилалт
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны өртөг зардлын тооцоо

• Redistribution of income
• Containing cost of pension system


Үндэсний Даатгалын Тогтолцооны зорилгыг тодруулах
шаардлагатай, үүнд:

57



Санхүүгийн хувьд тогтвортой тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
шалгуурыг тодорхойлох шаардлагатай
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE (2)

ЦААШИД АВЧ ҮЗҮҮШТЭЙ АСУУДЛУУД (2)




How best to do cost/benefit analysis of system and to
assess impact of changes considered time-to-time



Intergenerational transfer of liability necessarily occurs with
PAYGO approach



• Is this required/desired/desirable?
• What is acceptable level of such transfer?


• Энэхүү шилжүүлэг нь шаардлагатай, хэрэгтэй, хүсүүштэйн аль нь
болох?
• Өрийн ийм шилжүүлэгт ямар түвшин зохистой вэ?


There is conflict between PAYGO approach and DC
principles that underline the NDC system
There is conflict of scheme expansion and cost reduction
• Can this conflict be managed and how?

9 October 2007
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PAYGO арга болон Нэрийн дансны тогтолцоог (NDC) тодорхойлж
буй шимтгэлд тулгуурласан (DC) тогтолцооны хооронд зөрчил
гардаг.
• Энэхүү зөрчлийг удирдан зохицуулж болох уу? Болох бол хэрхэн
зохицуулах вэ?

• Can this conflict be managed and how?


Тогтолцооны өртөг/тэтгэврийн шинжилгээ болон цаг үеийн
өөрчлөлтүүдийн үр нөлөөг хэрхэн оновчтой үнэлэх вэ?
PAYGO аргачлалын дагуу зайлшгүй гарах өрийг ахмад, залуу үе
хооронд шилжүүлэх:
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Тогтолцоо өргөжих ба зардал буурахын хооронд зөрчил үүсдэг.
• Энэхүү зөрчлийг удирдан зохицуулж болох уу? Болох бол хэрхэн
зохицуулах вэ?

9 October 2007
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PENSION DEVELOPMENTS 2007


ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ - 2007 ОНД

(1)

How pension benefits are calculated



• Pensioners who retired before 1995
• Pensioners who retire after 1995
z Born before 1960
z Born after 1960


31

Тэтгэврийн хэмжээг хэрхэн тооцсон;
• 1995 оноос өмнө гарсан тэтгэвэр авагчид,
• 1995 оноос хойш гарсан тэтгэвэр авагчид,
z 1960 оноос өмнө төрөгсөд,
z 1960 оноос хойш төрөгсөд,

Common theme of minimum pension in certain
circumstances, a liability of the Government

9 October 2007
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Тодорхой нөхцлүүдэд тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээг
авч үзэх нийтлэг сэдэв, Засгийн газрын өр
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PENSION DEVELOPMENTS 2007



ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ - 2007 ОНД

(2)

Recognising recent developments



• Three increases in minimum pension in 2007
• Currently 75% of minimum wage

₮
₮
₮

53,000
69,000
90,000

Сарын цалингийн доод хэмжээ

1-р сар
7-р сар
10-р сар
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Сүүлийн үеийн арга хэмжээг тодруулах
• 2007 онд тэтгэврийн доод хэмжээг 3 удаа
нэмэгдүүлээд байна.
• Одоогийн байдлаар цалингийн доод хэмжээний 75%иар тогтоосон минимум тэтгэвэр:

Monthly Minimum Wage

January
July
October

(2)

63

₮
₮
₮

53,000
69,000
90,000
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PENSION DEVELOPMENTS 2007

ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ - 2007 ОНД

(3)

Асуулт

Question

How many prospective pensioners will receive minimum
pension in the post 1960/NDC system?

Answer

The number is increasing because
 Lower employer contributions proposed in October 2007
Amendments will result in lower future balances
 Lower future balances will result in a lower pension payment
than expected
 Result is that more pensioners will be paid minimum pension
that will be mostly financed by Government

9 October 2007
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(3)
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1960 оноос хойш төрсөн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооны
даатгуулагчдаас хэд нь минимум тэтгэвэр авах вэ?

Хариулт

Минимум тэтгэвэр авагчдын тоо нэмэгдэх шалтгаан:





2007 оны 10 сард оруулсан хуулийн төслөөр ажил
олгогчийн шимтгэлийн хувийг бууруулсан нь ирээдүйн
дансны үлдэгдэлд багасах нөлөө үзүүлнэ.
Ирээдүйн дансны үлдэгдэл буурах нь тэтгэврийн хэмжээ
төсөөлж байснаас доогуур тогтоогдоход хүргэнэ.
Улмаар Засгийн газраас санхүүжүүлэх минимум тэтгэвэр
авагчдын тоо нэмэгдэхэд хүрнэ.
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PENSION DEVELOPMENTS 2007

ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ - 2007 ОНД

(4)

Question

Асуулт

How many prospective pensioners will receive minimum
pension in the post 1960/NDC system?
Answer

2007 Amendments will bring contract employees into pension
system, which results in
• Bias towards lower paid employees
• Lower contributions than existing members
• Lower final balances to pay out future pension
• More likely to receive minimum pension

9 October 2007
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(4)
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1960 оноос хойш төрсөн Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооны даатгуулагчдаас
хэд нь минимум тэтгэвэр авах вэ?
Хариулт

2007 оны хуулийн төслөөр иргэний гэрээгээр ажил
эрхлэгчдийг тэтгэврийн даатгалд хамруулснаар:
• Бага цалинтай ажиллагчдын талаар эерэг бус хандлага үүсч
болзошгүй.
• Одоогийн даатгуулагчдаас бага шимтгэл төлөгдөнө.
• Ирээдүйн тэтгэвэрт төлөх дансны эцсийн үлдэгдэл буурах
магадлалтай.
• Минимум тэтгэвэр авах хандлага өснө.
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PENSION DEVELOPMENTS 2007

ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ӨӨРЧЛӨЛТ - 2007 ОНД

(5)

There is a need to understand
• how pension costs are rising and
• they may be an increasing liability of the Government

9 October 2007
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(5)

Доорх асуудлыг маш сайн тодруулж ойлгох
шаардлагатай байна. Үүнд,
• Тэтгэврийн өртөг зардал хэрхэн өсч буй эсэх,
• Тэдгээр өртөг зөрдөл нь Засгийн газрын өрийг
нэмэгдүүлж байж болзошгүй.
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ADB TA 4910-MON: Strengthening the Pension System
Meeting on Pension Policy, Financial Projections and Financial Forecasting, 9 or 10 October 2007
ISC Memorandum to MoF & MSWL

MEMORANDUM

To:

Mr. Kh Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy & Coordination Dept., MoF
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister MSWL

From:

Jeremy Gadbury, TA Project Team Leader

Date:

1 October 2007

Subject:

Meeting on Pension Policy, Financial Projections and Financial Forecasting,
9 or 10 October 2007

Executive Summary
The project team proposes to conduct a workshop to review current pension policy, its financial
consequences and implementation requirements. The workshop will be an essential element in the
work of the project and in advising the Government in the matter of essential pension reform.
The project team urgently wishes to bring to the attention of officials two critical issues:
1.

There is a clear gap in understanding the pension strategy adopted by the government of
Mongolia and its implementation requirements.

2.

The financial deficiencies of the pension scheme perceived by officials may be much greater
then realised and the forecasting used by the officials to make decisions is highly inadequate.

Date
The project team requests this meeting as early as practical as the outcome is expected to change the
way in which the government analyzes the scheme’s financial projections. The meeting can be held on
either 9 or 10 October and will take up almost a full day. Six hours is requested to review the issues
outlined above. Sequential translation will be essential.
Attendees
The attendees of the workshop should be senior policymaking officials of the MOF, MSWL and
ISSGO involved in pension policy, implementation strategy, budgeting and the forecasting of financial
projections of the pension system.

Agenda
1.

ISC

Identification of deficiencies to date: financial; policy; implementation; recordkeeping and
investment.
1-2

October 2007

ADB TA 4910-MON: Strengthening the Pension System
Meeting on Pension Policy, Financial Projections and Financial Forecasting, 9 or 10 October 2007
ISC Memorandum to MoF & MSWL

2.

Understanding financial obligations of government in respect to different categories of
beneficiaries (pre 1995 retires, post 1995 but born prior to 1960 and the remaining).

3.

Understanding additional analytical tools that support more knowledgeable and prudent
financial planning for pension systems.

4.

Understanding the nature of the deficit in current pension fund income versus expenditure.

5.

Understanding impact of increasing coverage with respect to increasing contributions and
implications on current and future liabilities.

Outcome
6.

Enhanced understanding of different pension systems.

7.

Enhanced understanding of financial planning of pension systems.

8.

Develop common terminologies and concepts to allow clear and precise communication
between the project team and members of Mongolian government and its agencies.

9.

Prepare the groundwork for more specific policy discussion to address the deficiencies and
problems faced under the current scenario.

Policy Background
The government of Mongolia has implemented a series of pension reforms and today has multiple
scheme coverage for most of its members and all of its contributors. Some of these steps have resulted
in an interpretation of the laws that indicate to the project team that there is a lack of understanding by
officials on pension systems and their implications:
10.

What are the costs?

11.

What are the benefits?

12.

What is the relationship between cost and benefits?

13.

What are the social implications of the pension system?

Workshop Material
The project team will provide a series of handouts material in both Mongolian and English.

Prepared by:
Jeremy Gadbury
Project Team Leader
01 October 2007
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ADB TA 4910-MON
STRENGTHENING THE PENSION SYSTEM
Joint project by Government of Mongolia and
Asian Development Bank
9 October 2007 (Tuesday)
SEMINAR SCHEDULE
9:00

Arrival and introduction

9:30

Welcome speech,
Mr. Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader

9:35

Introduction of Objectives of Project and Seminar
Mr. Batbayar, National Consultant

10:00

Parameters of pension contributions
Mr. Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

11:00

Coffee break

11:25

Pension financing and financial analysis
Mr. Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

13:00

Lunch (1F)

14:00

Putting pension reforms in the Mongolian context
Mr. Nasir Whaind, Actuarial Expert

15:30

Coffee break

15:45

Current legislation amendments,
Mr. Jeremy Gadbury, Team Leader

17:00

Closing

ADB TA 4910-MON
STRENGTHENING THE PENSION SYSTEM
Монгол Улсын Засгийн Газар,
Азийн Хөгжлийн Банкны хамтарсан
“ТЭТГЭВРИЙН ТОГТОЛЦООГ БЭХЖҮҮЛЭХ” ТӨСӨЛ
СЕМИНАРЫН ХӨТӨЛБӨР
2007 оны 10 сарын 9
9:00

Бүртгэл, танилцуулга

9:30

Семинарын нээлт,
Ноён Жереми Гадбюри, Багмйн ахлагч

9:35

Төслийн болон тус семинарын зорилго,
Ноён Ши. Батбаяр

10:00

Тэтгэврийн шимтгэлийн параметрүүд
Ноён Насир Уэйнд, Актураль тооцооны Зөвлөх

11:00

Завсарлага

11:25

Тэтгэврийн санхүүжилт ба санхүүгийн тооцоо,
Ноён Насир Уэйнд, Актураль тооцооны Зөвлөх

13:00

Өдрийн хоол (1 давхарт)

14:00

Монголын нөхцөл дөх шинэчлэлийг асуудлыг хөндөх нь,
Ноён Насир Уэйнд, Актураль тооцооны Зөвлөх

15:30

Завсарлага

15:45

УИХ-д өргөн барьсан хуулийн нэмэлт өөрчлөлтүүд,
Ноён Ж. Гадбюри, Багийн ахлагч

17:00

Хаалт
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Workshop Attendees
Luvsanchultem

ADB Mongolian Office

Economics’ officer

Kh. Oyundelger

Expenditure Division

Senior Officer

Naranchimeg

Financing and Reporting Division

Officer

Yerkygul

Financing and reporting Division
Financial Policy and coordination
Department
Expenditure Division
Association of Mongolian Insurers
(Advisor to Minister of Finance)
Council of the Minister

Officer

Senior Economist

Ts. Natsagdolgor

Population development, Social
Security Policy Coordination
Department

Head

T. Batsukh

ECTAC project, World Bank

Manager

Altanchimeg
P. Ganchimeg
Javkhlan-(Khongor)
H .Altankhuyag

Sh. Otgonhundaga
D. Mongolijingoo
Z. Munkhzul

Population development, social
security policy coordination
department
Population development, social
security policy coordination
department
Population development, social
security policy coordination
department

Officer

Secretary

Deputy director
Officer
Officer

B. Amar

SSIGO

Vice chairman

D. Bayarsaihan

SSIGO/ Finance and policy
implementation department

Head

Yo. Purevtseren

SSIGO/ Monitoring department

Head

G. Ganchimeg

SSIGO/ Finance and policy
implementation department
Social insurance department of the
capital city
Fund Planner

Economist

Ts. Gantsetseg

The Policy Recommendation

Officer

Jeremy Gadbury

MON-4910 ISC

Team Leader

Martha Kelly

MON-4910 ISC

Fund Management Expert

Nasir Whaind

MON-4910 ISC

Actuarial Expert

Sh.Batbayar

MON-4910 ISC-Achid

Pension System Expert

Chantsalmaa

MON-4910 ISC-Achid

Actuarial expert

Ts. Dashdondog
C. Gongor
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Ganbayar

MON-4910 ISC-Achid

Fund management expert

Oyunchimeg

MON-4910 ISC-Achid

Manager

Batjargal

MON-4910 ISC-Achid

Translator
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ADB TA 4910 MON:
Government of Mongolia
Strengthening the Pension System

Memorandum

To:

Mr. Kh. Ragchaa, Director General, Financial Policy and Coordination Department,
Ministry of Finance (MOF)
Mr. Sodnom Chinzorig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Labour
(MSWL)
Mr. S. Erdene, Chairman, State Social Insurance Government Office (SSIGO)

Copy to:

Members of Mongolian Study Tour Delegation to Canada

From:

Martha Kelly, International Fund Management Expert

Date:

11 May 2008 (revision of earlier memos, 21 February 2008 and 9 March 2008)

Subject:

Study Tour to Toronto, Canada: Proposed Program for
Mongolian Members of Parliament and Senior Policymaking Officials

1.

The following information describes the planned program of the study tour for Mongolian
Members of Parliament and senior policymaking officials.
a. Dates. In order to ensure that budgeted amount can be used and still allow adequate
time for the ADB to effect payment advance and, if necessary, final payment
reimbursement, the study tour will start and conclude the last week of May 2008. We
are arranging meetings in Toronto the week of 26 to 30 May. The earlier study tour
dates were delayed as the passports and visas of the Mongolian delegation were not
returned in time to permit the program to take place as scheduled. The Mongolian
officials, the International Fund Management Consultant and the project’s translator
were unavailable to complete the study tour the month of March and in April as the
final mission of the project including the tripartite meeting with the ADB was
scheduled during that time.
b. Mongolian Officials. The members of the Mongolian delegation will consist of the
following:
i. Two members of Parliament (one each from the two major political parties)
ii. Two senior policy making officials of the Ministry of Finance
iii. Two senior policy making officials of the Ministry of Social Welfare and
Labour
iv. The Chairman of the State Social Insurance Government Office, the
implementing agency of Mongolia’s national pension system responsible for
recordkeeping and benefit payments

Memorandum
Mr. Ragchaa
Mr. Chinzorig
Mr. Erdene
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c. Objectives. The following are the objectives of the planned study tour and have been
revised since the original communication was made in March 2008. The members of
the Mongolian delegation are encouraged to communicate any additional questions or
concerns for the study tour by 20 May 2008 via the project translator.
i. To learn the governance structure of the Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board (CPPIB)
1. Issue of political interference relative to the management of pension
investments – How does Canada define political interference and
how has the structure been designed to create an environment that
insulates the CCPIB against it through the design of the board,
definition of board membership, creation and implementation of
conflict of interest rules, hiring of professional board members, terms
of board membership and hiring of outside contractors.
2. How is the CPPIB protected against losses, fraud, mistakes, errors –
intentional and accidental?
3. What is the role of the Custodian Bank of the CPPIB? How does the
use of a Custodian Bank help ensure compliance?
ii. To learn the investment policy and investment strategy of the CPPIB
1. Development of the investment policy and its evolution since the
CPPIB was first created – what was the original intent, what has
changed and why?
2. Review of the investment policy – What is different with the CPPIB
investment policy versus the investment policies of the majority of
countries? What makes the investment policy of the CPPIB so
successful when the majority of other countries trying the same thing
have failed?
3. Review of the investment strategy and the day-to-day investment
decisions – what works and what does not? How are outside
contractors hired? How are in-house asset managers hired? What is
the difference between the two? Why are two models used
simultaneously? What are the advantages and disadvantages of
following two models?
iii. To learn how the policies of the pension systems of the Canadian Pension
Plan (CPP) and how it addresses the unique needs of the informal sector
such as the herders
1. Does the CPP operate one pension system for the formal sector and a
separate one for the informal sector?

Memorandum
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2. How does the CPP address the compliance issues of employers and
self-employed?
iv. How does the CPP pay the universal pension? What reporting supports this
benefit?
d. To learn how the pension benefits are financed and funded in Canada.
i. What are the roles of Finance Department and the office of the Chief Actuary
in calculating the government’s debt?
e. To learn the public awareness campaign and communication strategy of explaining
the benefits to the workers, employers, pensioners and their families.
i. What communication tools are used?
ii. How often are communications made and updated?
1. How does the CPP communicate with its members?
a. Pensioners (old age, invalids, survivors) currently receiving
benefits
b. Employees who are contributing through their employers
c. Self-employed contributing on their own
d. Employers
e. Other government agencies
2.

Program. Meetings with Canadian officials and executives of financial institutions are
presently being arranged:

3.

Project Team. The study tour delegation will be accompanied by one of the project
Consultants, the International Pension Fund Expert, and the project’s translator.
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Study Tour Program
tentative dates and times, final calendar still in negotiation
Day
Sunday
25 May
Toronto
Monday
26 May
Toronto

Tuesday
27 May
Toronto

Time
Person and Organization
Purpose
Arrival from Mongolia to Chelsea Hotel (airline and hotel details to follow separately)

Arrival
Afternoon

Morning
10:00 to
12:00
12:15 to
13:30
Afternoon
14:00 to
16:00

Wednesday
28 May
Ottawa

No morning appointment.
Group to meet over lunch at 12 noon to review study tour program
Canadian Life Insurance Association
Review relationship between
Mr. James S. Witol
private sector and
Vice President
government policy reaching
pension goals
Royal Bank of Canada Dexia
Review functions and
International Custodian Bank
compliance role of
Ms. Annie Blouin
international Custodian Bank
Global Head, Pension Institutional Clients to investment management
Lunch open

Human Resources and Social
Development Canada
Ms. Roman Habtu
Manager, Pension Policy Development
Flight to Ottawa – 08:00 depart
Morning
Office of Superintendent of Financial
10:00 to
Institutions (OSFI)
12:00
Mr. Jean-Claude Menard
Chief Actuary of Canada
Mr. Michel Millette
Director and Senior Actuary
12:15 to
Lunch open
13:30
Afternoon
Canada Pension Plan (CPP)
14:00 to
Mrs. Susan Scotti,
16:00
Senior Assistant Deputy Minister,
Human Resources and Social
Development Canada Income Security
Programs (ADMO)
Mrs. Christine Dorion
Office of Senior Assistant Deputy Minister
Income Security and Social Development
Branch
Flight to Toronto – 20:00 return

Review policy and
distribution of universal
pension benefits

Review Canadian Pension
Policy, contributory and
universal schemes and
strategy and management of
government funding and
financing of IPD

Review pension policy and
development of pension
legislation; informal / herders
pension, self-employed and
universal pension

Memorandum
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Day
Thursday
29 May
Toronto

Friday
30 May
Toronto

Saturday
31 May
Toronto

Time
10:00 to
13:30
Lunch
provided

Person and Organization
Private Financial Institutions
ManuLife, Sun Life

14:00 to
17:00

Pending

10:00 to
12:30

Private Financial Institutions
Investment Manager

Purpose
Review the role of private
financial institutions in
government attaining pension
policy goals and the roles of
different types of financial
institutions
Review governance structure,
board membership of CPPIB
and avoidance of political
interference in the Investment
Board
Review suitable investments
for a national pension system;
address investment
compliance, investment
policy and strategy issues and
investment fees

Lunch and afternoon open
Departure from Canada and Chelsea Hotel (airline details to follow separately)
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APPENDIX XXI
ON STUDY TOUR
The following is taken from the Interim Report.
1.

The project TORs provides for a study tour for key officials related to managing the pension
system. The deliverable specified in the TORs is under section B Methodology and Key
Activities after sub paragraph (viii), The TA will also support activities:
“A short-term study tour for key government officials will be organised to learn
from the experience in pension reforms in another country, which can be a
model for Mongolia's pension reforms.”

2.

The Consultants suggest three options; the best suited determined from the outcomes of the
pension policy objectives defined as part of the January 2008 workshops. After examining
several options, three countries were identified as possibilities:
(i)

Poland
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(ii)

Canada
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

ISC
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Model: NDC transition to fully funded DC with employee directing
contributions into choice of licensed Pension Funds.
Brief description: The Polish pension system has followed a similar
path as that of the Mongolian reforms. Poland started with an NDC
scheme having inherited a state mandated non-contributory scheme
from its relation to the former Soviet Union.
Suitability: If Mongolia considers introducing a fully funded
requirement in which employees direct their contributions among
different licensed Pension Funds, Poland may be an appropriate model
to review more closely.
Website link:
• Insurance and Pensions Funds Supervisory Commission
http://www.knuife.gov.pl/english/
• ZUS and KRUS / Ministry of Labour and Social Policy
(recordkeeping and administration like SSIGO)
http://www.mps.gov.pl/index.php?gid=876

Model: Multi-pillar system, one pillar of which is DB and is called the
Canada Pension Plan (CPP), which assets are managed by the CPP
Investment Board, an independent board not controlled by the
government.
Brief description: The Canadian system applies to all workers and the
self employed – it is a fully funded DB and all costs associated with
recordkeeping and investments are paid from contributions. There are
no investment choices for employees and no licensed pension funds.
Suitability: If Mongolia considers creating a single Pension Fund, the
separate roles of the CPP and CPP Investment Board in Canada may be
appropriate to review more closely.
Website links:
• Canada Pension Plan
http://www1.servicecanada.gc.ca/en/isp/cpp/cpptoc.shtml
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•

(iii)

Kosovo
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3.

Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
http://www.cppib.ca/
Model: Fully funded DC accounts invested in Pension Fund that
utilises licensed international investment management firms
selected through tender: ABN-MARO (Dutch) and Vanguard
(US) manage assets until expertise is developed in-country.
Brief description: The Kosovo pension system is multi-pillar,
administration and investment functions are outsourced.
Contributors each have individual accounts but there is not yet
investment choice at employee level. Investments started as
government bonds in 2002 and transferred to licensed investment
managers in early in 2003. Pension investments supervised by
Central Bank. Separate governance structure overseen by board
of professionals, not government officials.
Suitability: If Mongolia considers that suitable policy objectives
include a fully funded DC in which the employees do not direct
their contributions and the investment management function is
fully outsourced to experienced international investment firms
bur supervised and controlled entirely by the government, then
Kosovo may be an appropriate model to examine more closely.
Website links:
• Kosovo Pension Savings Trust
http://www.trusti.org/English/Punetoret/
• Kosovo Pension Administration Ministry of Labor and Social
Welfare
http://www.mpms-ks.org/?id=16 (not English language)

Views on these choices will be sought in January 2008.
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APPENDIX XXII
REPORTS
ON PILOT PROGRAMS FOR EXPANDING SOCIAL INSURANCE
COVERAGE 2002

SOCIAL INSURANCE OFFICE OF UVURKHANGAI AIMAG
3 July, 2002

Number. 52

Arvaikheer town

To: State Social Insurance General Office
Report on pilot programs for expanding social insurance coverage
during the slaughter season in Bat-Ulzii and Uyanga soums
After receiving the pilot program proposals, the first step was to introduce the purpose
and importance of pilot programs to authorities and relevant officials from Bat-Ulzii
and Uyanga soums and to deploy their participation and efforts in covering herders
under the pilot insurance program.
Pilot program coordinators then discussed with intermediary-brokers of meat
production and slaughtering in regards to cooperation in entering into an agreement
and consenting procedures.
Following the pilot program implementation, the following activities have taken
place, such as publicity campaign materials printed, duplicated and distributed to
respective soums; altogether 1,200 herders received publicity material and introduced
procedures that herders would still get insured where they give meat instead of cash as
premiums); soum social insurance officers in cooperation with bagh governors
organized 16 bag meetings, introducing the purpose and importance of pilot programs.
Following a review, coordinators decided to make further efforts in strengthening its
publicity campaign so as to produce better and positive results.
The publicity campaign started on 15 April, 2002 in both soums; Social Insurance
contributions by herders contributions since that date were considered as the major
measure of the pilot programs.
Social insurance funds received 5.3 million tugrugs from 126 herders within the two
soums.
Based on written and verbal agreements, and additional 840 individuals from over 700
herder-families could be covered under Social Insurance if they give offer meat
instead of cash for premiums.
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Despite the only two soums covered under pilot programs, they have produced
positive results which contributed the overall income of Aimag social insurance funds
and allowed performance rate to reach 130.5% over the estimated income plan. Thus,
our staffs express our gratitude to pilot program coordinators.
The budgeting and expenditure of pilot program implementation have been enclosed
to this report.1 The pilot program fund has fully utilised.
Recommendations on further follow-up actions:
-

The prerequisite conditions and procedures should be created in order to
implement ongoing measures on expanding coverage of herders under the
social insurance all the year along, and to allocate sufficient funding for due
expenses;

For instance: As the old practice of agents, herders can exchange livestock raw
materials and meat with goods and products needed through agents, but also get
insured in doing so. In such system ‘agents’ should be allowed to finance some of
their operational costs, while the other half to be financed from the social insurance
funds. The reason may be explained that during discussions herders were expressing
their willingness to pay for flour, rice and tobacco (or what they bought by loan) first
as soon as they get cash. And then they want to pay for insurance.
-

Publicity campaigners (or agents) should be better trained in order to avoid
misunderstanding, and additional costs and time in case of distributing wrong
information.

-

There should be some incentive for officials depending on contribution
incomes collected. For instance: soum and bagh governors, doctors and
veterinarians, brokers, social insurance office staffs, officers from soum
governor’s office.

-

Amendment proposals should be developed in regards to transportation costs
for publicity campaign from the social insurance fund.

-

Transportation costs are high for visiting herder-families far apart from each
other.

-

Operational costs budget of Aimag social insurance office cannot bear the
above-mentioned transportation costs.

S. Luvsansambuu
Director of Social Insurance Office of Uvurkhangai aimag

1

Not included in these papers
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Interim report of pilot programs on expanding coverage of herders
under the social insurance during slaughtering season
in Bat-Ulzii and Uyanga soums of Uvurkhangai aimag

After receiving the pilot program proposals, the first step was to introduce the purpose
and importance of pilot programs to authority and relevant officials from Bat-Ulzii
and Uyanga soums and to deploy their participation and efforts in covering herders
under the pilot insurance program.
1. Altogether 600 copies of publicity materials have been duplicated and
delivered to Bat-Ulzii and Uyanga soums.
2. Soum and Bagh governors are delivering publicity materials and introducing
purpose of the pilot program through organizing bagh meetings.
3. Program coordinators have discussed with aimag- and soum-based
representatives from Makh Impex LLC (the biggest meat-processing
enterprise) and reached agreement to cooperate over pilot program procedures.
4. Soum Governor’s office is cooperating in delivery of publicity materials. Over
600 herders have been delivered publicity materials and introduced the
purpose of the program.
5. As herders want to give meat in the fall rather than in spring, the pilot program
is getting slower. Therefore, the project results should be assessed after getting
meet in fall. Currently, only 7 cattle have been received in Uyanga soum.
During discussions with herders, there is a strong interest to join social insurance, yet
they are facing difficulties due to cash deficiency. In general, they support this and
such activity.

Written by:
S. Luvsansambuu
Director of Social Insurance Office of Uvurkhangai aimag
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LIST OF ATTENDEES AND PAPERS
TRIPARTITE MEETING
(THURSDAY 24 APRIL 2008)
Names
Barry Hitchcock

Organisation
Asian Development Bank

Yuebin Zhang
Jan Hansen
Luvsanchultem
Kh. Ragchaa

Asian Development Bank
Asian Development Bank
Asian Development Bank
Ministry of Finance

Ms. Altanchimeg

Ministry of Finance

Nyamaa

Ministry of Finance

Natsagdolgor,

Ministry of Social Welfare
and Labour

Otgonhundaga

Ministry of Social Welfare
and Labour

Ms. Munkhzul
Zandankhuu
Erdene

Ministry of Social Welfare
and Labour
State
Social
Insurance Chairman
Government Office

Amar

State
Social
Insurance Vice Chairman
Government Office

Buted,

State
Social
Insurance Director Policy Implementation
Government Office
And Finance Department

Dashdondog

State
Social
Insurance Officer Policy Implementation
Government Office
And Finance Department
State
Social
Insurance Director Of Monitoring
Government Office
Department
State
Social
Insurance Officer Policy Implementation
Government Office
And Finance Department

Purevtseren
Gantsetseg
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Position
Director, Country Coordination,
Regional Cooperation
Regional Cooperation Specialist
Financial Sector Specialist
Economics Officer
National Coordinator ADB TA
4910 And Deputy Director
General
Officer Financial Policy And
Coordination Department
Director Expenditures Fiscal
Policy
Director Of Population Social
Security And Policy
Implementation Department
Deputy Director Of Population
Social Security And Policy
Implementation Department
Officer

May 2008
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Third Mission Timetable
Project Objectives
Implicit Pension Debt (IPD) versus
NDC account balances
Recommendations
ADB Future Assistance

24 April 2008
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Third Mission Timetable

3 сарын 24

Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөл АХБ, СЯ-д хүргүүлсэн

4 сарын 8

Энэ удаагийн томилолт эхэлсэн

4 сарын 14-16

СЯ, НХХЯ, УНДЕГ-тай Эцсийн тайлангийн төслийг авч үзэх

4 сарын 21

Эцсийн тайлангийн төсөлд өгөх саналыг СЯ, НХХЯ,
УНДЕГ-аас авах

4 сарын 21,
21 22

ТДӨ-ийг
ТДӨ
ийг тооцох ажлын хэсгийн уулзалт

p
21,, 22 April

Meeting
g with IPD working
gg
group
p

4 сарын 22

УИХ-ын дүгнэх уулзалт

22 April

Parliament briefing

4 сарын 24

Гурван-талт уулзалт

24 April

Tripartite meeting

4 сарын 25-аас
5 сарын 2

Зөвлөхүүд Эцсийн тайлан бэлтгэж боловсруулах

25 April to 2 May

Consultants prepare Final Report

5 сарын 2

Э
Эцсийн
й тайланг
й
хүргүүлэх

5 сарын 2

Төсөл дуусах

24 March

Draft Final Report delivered ADB
ADB, MOF

8 April

Mission started

14, 15, 16 April

Consultants review DFR with MOF, MSWL, SSIGO

21 April

DFR comments due from MOF, MSWL, SSIGO

2 May

Final Report delivered

2 May

Project conclusion
Study tour to follow

Туршлага судлах аялал
24 April 2008
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7

24 April 2008

8

Гурван-талт уулзалт


Tripartite Meeting

4 сарын 24: Гурван талт уулзалт



• Asian Development Bank
z Barry Hitchcock, director
z Yuebin Zhang,
g, regional
g
cooperation
p
specialist
p
z Jan Hansen, financial sector specialist
• Government officials: MOF, MSWL, SSIGO
• Consultants and ISC

• Азийн Хөгжлийн Банк
z Бэрри Хичкок, захирал
z Юэбин Жан,
Жан төсөл хариуцсан ажилтан
z Жан Хансен, санхүүгийн салбарын мэргэжилтэн
• Засгийн газрын албаны хүмүүс: СЯ, НХХЯ, УНДЕГ
• Төслийн баг / Зөвлөхүүд (ISC)

24 April 2008

5

24 April: Tripartite meeting

9

24 April 2008
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Төслийн зорилго

Project Objectives

Т
Төслийн
й зорилго:



• Төслийн удирдамж
• Гүйцэтгэгч болон хэрэгжүүлэгч агентлагийн хүсэлт
ба удирдамж
• Засгийн
З
й газрын бодлогын
б
зорилтыг ойлгож
й
мэдэх

• Terms of Reference
• Directives and requests from executing and
implementing agencies
• Understanding
U d t di Government’s
G
t’ policy
li intent
i t t from
f
policy
li
papers, laws, regulations

зэргээс бүрдэнэ.

24 April 2008

6

D t
Determined
i d by
b

11

24 April 2008
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Тулгуур хүснэгт: Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо
ХУУЧИН ТОГТОЛЦОО
1994 оноос өмнөх хууль
тогтоомжоор байгуулагдсан

ШИЛЖИЛТИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО

Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль 1994

ОДООГИЙН ТОГТОЛЦОО (Нэрийн данс)
Нийгмийн даатгалын тухай хууль 1994,
Нэрийн дансны тухай хууль, 1999 оны 6 сар

1995 оноос өмнө гарсан
тэтгэвэр авагчид,

1960 оноос өмнө төрсөн,
1995 оноос хойш гарах ба гарсэн тэтгэвэр авагчид

Дансны үлдэгдэл байхгүй,

Дансны үлдэгдэл байхгүй

Даатгуулагчдын нэрийн данс

Тэтгэвэр авагчид 138,596

Тэтгэвэр авагчид 45,903

Тэтгэвэр авагчид – 109,329
1995 оноос өмнө

1995 – 1998

1999 ба хойш

1960 онд ба хойш төрсөн,

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Бүх ажиллах хүч

Албан секторын ажиллах
хүчин

Албан секторын ажиллах
хүчин

Албан секторын
ажиллах хүчин

Шимтгэлгүй

Шимтгэл төлнө

Шимтгэл төлнө

Шимтгэл төлнө

PAYGO
(хуваарилалтын)

PAYGO (хуваарилалтын)

Нэрлэсэн PAYGO

Нэрлэсэн
PAYGO

Нэг ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Олон ажил олгогч

Орлого орлуулах

Орлого орлуулах

Орлого орлуулах

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй
Ажиллаж буй даатгуулагчид шимтгэл төлж буй

7

INTERIM SCHEME

pre 1994 legislation

Law of Social Insurance 1994

Law of Social Insurance 1994, Law of Individual
Pension Insurance Contributions June 1999

Retired before 1995
Individual accounts - none
Pensioners 109,329

Born before 1960
and retired after 1995 or still contributing
Individual accounts - none
Pensioners 138,596

Born 1960 and after
Individual accounts - 583,636
Pensioners 45,903

13

1995 to 1998

CURRENT SCHEME

notional defined contribution accounts

1999 & Later

1999 & Later

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

Defined Benefit

DC during accumulation phase and
DB during payment phase

All Labour Force

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Formal Labour

Non-Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

Contributory

PAYGO

PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Notional PAYGO

Single Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Multi-Employer

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Income replacement

Closed to new members

Орлого орлуулах
Шинээр Нэрийн дансанд даатгуулах боломжтой,
Шинэ ба одоогийн шимтгэл төлөгчдийн
шимтгэлийн орлого

24 April 2008

OLD SCHEME

Before 1995

1999 ба хойш
Шимтгэл төлөх шатанд “Шимтгэлд тулгуурласан”
(DC)
Тэтгэвэр тогтооох шатанд “Цалинд суурилсан”
(DB)

Цалингаас тэтгэвэр боддог
(DB)

Шинээр даатгуулах боломжгүй

Background Table: National Pension System

Closed to new members
Ongoing contributions for Existing members

Open to New NDC Members, Ongoing
Contributions for New and Existing Members

Source :Data from MSWL, SSIGO, 2007. Consultants’ own comparison.

24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Засгийн газрын агентлагуудаас өгсөн
удирдамж


Objectives: Directives from Government Agencies

Онолын зарчим өөрчлөгдсөн
• Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн тогтолцооноос олгох ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн
хэмжээ (цалингаас тэтгэвэр тогтоодог хуучин журам: DB) шимтгэл
төлөгчид ба тэтгэвэр авагчдад тодорхой байв.
z Гэвч тогтолцооны өртөг зардлыг удирдахад бэрхшээлтэй, ил
тод бус.
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд өртөг зардлыг тодорхойлж
тодорхойлж,
шийдвэрлэхэд хялбар.
z Гэвч тэтгэвэрт гарах үед тогтооох тэтгэврийн талаарх ойлголт
шимтгэл төлөгчид, тэтгэвэр авагчдад ойлгоход бэрхшээлтэй.



Засгийн газрын байгууллагаас өгсөн чиглэл:

• Тэтгэврийн
р
тогтолцоо нь санхүүгийн
үү
хувьд
у
тогтвортой,
р
, чадавхтай,,
хүчирхэг байх ёстой.
• Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь бодлогын зорилтод нийцсэн байх
хэрэгтэй.
• Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ нь шударга, ойлгоход хялбар байвал зохино.
24 April 2008

8

15



Philosophy shift has occurred
• Under Old and Interim Schemes (former DB system) future
pension benefits were clear to contributors and pensioners
z but system costs were difficult to manage and not transparent
• Under Current Scheme (DC system) costs are easier to identify
and manage
z but benefits at retirement are difficult to understand for
contributors and pensioners



Government agency feedback is that
• System should be financially sustainable, affordable and robust
• Structure should be driven by policy intent
• Benefits should be fair and easy to understand

24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Санхүүгийн хувьд тогтвортой Үндэсний
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (1)
•

Ажил эрхлэх явцад шимтгэл төлсөн тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын
тэтгэврийг
й зөвхөн түүний
й шимтгэлийн
й хуримтлалаас
санхүүжүүлбэл зохино.
•
•

•
•

Тэтгэврийн даатгалын шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ
2007: цалингийн хувиар

2008: цалингийн хувиар

Ажил
олгогчид

13 5%
13.5%

7 0%
7.0%

Ажиллагчид

5.5%

7.0%

НИЙТ

19.0%

14.0%

24 April 2008

9

Not happening today
Changes approved by Parliament are not adequate to ensure that
this will happen soon, for two primary reasons:
z
Parliament increased the minimum pension benefits by 68%
between Jan 2006 and Dec 2007
z
Parliament lowered total contribution rates between 2007 and
2008
Pension Insurance Contributions

Source:
Government of Mongolia,
2007 and 2008.

17

(1)

Benefits paid to retirees who contributed during their
working
k
years should
h ld be
b financed
f
d solely
l l from
f
their
h
contributions



Гэвч өнөөгийн нөхцөлд ийм боломж байхгүй.
УИХ-ын баталсан өөрчлөлт нь дээрх нөхцлийг хангах боломжгүй,
үүнд доорх хоёр шалтгаан бий:
z
2006 оны 1 сараас 2007 оны 12 сар хүртэлх хугацаанд УИХ-аас
УИХ аас
минимум тэтгэврийн хэмжээг 68%-иар нэмэгдүүлсэн.
z
2007-2008 онд шимтгэлийн нийт хувь хэмжээг УИХ-аас
бууруулсан.

Эх сурвалж:
МУЗГ, 2007 ба 2008.

Objectives:
Financially Sustainable National Pension System

2007 % of wages

2008 % of wages

Employer

13.5%

7.0%

Employee

5.5%

7.0%

Total

19.0%

14.0%
24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Санхүүгийн хувьд тогтвортой Үндэсний
тэтгэврийн тогтолцоо (2)


Ажил эрхлэх явцад шимтгэл төлөөгүй тэтгэвэрт гарагчдын
тэтгэврийг зөвхөн Улсын төсвөөс санхүүжүүлбэл зохино.
Ийм тэтгэвэрт гарагсдад:

Objectives:
Financially Sustainable National Pension System


Ердийн тэтгэврийн наснаас өмнө эрт тэтгэвэрт гарагсад
Улсын төсвийн тэтгэврийн зардлыг нэмэгдүүлнэ.



Many contributors retire before retirement age which
increases state budget transfers to pay their benefits

• 2007 онд тэтгэвэрт гарсан эмэгтэйчүүдийн 83% нь 55 нас хүрээгүй.
хүрээгүй

• 83% of women retired before age 55 in 2007

• 2007 онд тэтгэвэрт гарсан эрэгтэйчүүдийн 21% нь 60 нас хүрээгүй.

• 21% of men retired before age 60 in 2007

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)
24 April 2008

10

Benefits paid to retirees who did not contribute during their
working
ki years, or who
h did not contribute
ib
enough,
h should
h ld be
b
financed solely from the state budget, retirees include:
• All pensioners paid from Old Scheme
• Virtually all pensioners paid from Interim Scheme
• Majority
j y of pensioners
p
projected
p j
to retire from
Current Scheme starting in 2015
• Defence employees

• Хуучин тогтолцооны бүх тэтгэвэр авагчид
• Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны бараг бүх тэтгэвэр авагчид
• 2015 оноос Нэрийн дансны тогтолцооноос тэтгэвэрт гарах тэтгэвэр
авагчдын дийлэнх хэсэг
• Цэргийн албан хаагчид



19

(2)

(does not include invalidity or survivor)
(does not include invalidity or survivor)

24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь
бодлогын зорилтод нийцсэн байвал зохино.


•

Ажил олгогчдын шимтгэлийг бууруулах
Хамрах хүрээг өргөжүүлэх, ялангуяа малчдыг хамруулах
Тэтгэврийн даатгалын хөрөнгийг Улсын төсвөөс
тусгаарлах
Одоогийн (Нэрийн дансны) тогтолцооны даатгуулагчид
тэтгэвэрт гарах үед, Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр
авагчидтай ойролцоо тэтгэвэр тогтоох
z

Хэтийн тооцооноос үзвэл Одоогийн тогтолцооноос тэтгэвэрт
гарах даатгуулагчид Шилжилтийн бүтцээс тогтоож буй
тэтгэврийн талаас бага хэмжээний тэтгэвэр авч болзошгүйг
харуулж байна.
24 April 2008

11

(1)

Бодлогын
д
зорилт
р
нь доорх
д р асуудлаар
ууд
р ил тодорхой,
д р
,
үүнд:
•
•
•

21

Objectives:
Structure Should Be Driven by Policy Intent


(1)

Policy intent clear on some issues
•
•
•
•

Lower employer contribution rate
Increase coverage, particularly self-employed herders and
vulnerable people
Separate pension assets from state budget
Ensure that contributors to Current Scheme collect similar
benefits at retirement as contributors to Interim Scheme
z
Current Scheme retirees will receive less than half of
y benefit as Interim S
Scheme retirees
monthly

24 April 2008
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Харьцуулалт: эрэгтэй тэтгэвэр авагчид

Comparison: male pensioners

2007 онд эрэгтэй тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын 79% нь 60-аас дээш, 21% нь 60 нас хүрээгүй.

(үүнд тахир дутуу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны тэтгэвэр авагчид ороогүй)

For 2007, only 79% males retired at age 60 or older; 21% of males retired before age 60.
This does not include invalidity or survivors pensioners.
Source: SSIGO data 2007.
2007 Consultants
Consultants’ own analysis.

Эх сурвалж: УНДЕГ,
УНДЕГ 2007.
2007 Зөвлөхүүдийн шинжилгээ

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED MALE

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED MALE

50.00%
50.00%

45.00%
45.00%

40.00%
40 00%
40.00%

35.00%
35.00%

30.00%
OLD DB BENEFITS

25.00%

NDC

30.00%
OLD DB BENEFITS

25.00%

NDC

20.00%
20.00%

15.00%
15.00%

10.00%
10.00%

5.00%
5.00%

0.00%
2009

2010

2011

2012
YEAR

2013

2014

2009
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0.00%

2015

23

2010

2011

2012
YEAR

2013

2014

2015

24 April 2008
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Харьцуулалт: эмэгтэй тэтгэвэр авагчид

Comparison: female pensioners

2007 онд эмэгтэй тэтгэвэрт гарагсдын 17% нь 55-аас дээш, 83% нь 55 нас хүрээгүй.
(үүнд
(үү
д тахир
р дутуу,
ду уу, тэжээгчээ алдсаны
д
тэтгэвэр
р авагчид
д ороогүй)
р ү )
Эх сурвалж: УНДЕГ, 2007. Зөвлөхүүдийн шинжилгээ

For 2007, only 17% of females retired at age 55 or older; 83% of females retired before age
55. This does not include invalidity or survivors. Source: SSIGO data 2007. Consultants’ own analysis.

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED WOMEN

REPLACEMENT RATES FOR NEWLY RETIRED WOMEN

45.00%
45.00%

40.00%

40.00%

35.00%

35.00%

30.00%

30.00%

25.00%

OLD DB BENEFITS
NDC

20.00%

OLD DB BENEFITS
NDC

20.00%

15.00%

15.00%

10.00%

10.00%

5.00%

5.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

YEAR

YEAR
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25.00%

25

24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт нь бодлогын
зорилтод нийцсэн байвал зохино. (2)


Бодлогын зорилт доорх
асуудлаар тодорхой бус, үүнд:
• Зорилтот цалинд жишсэн тэтгэвэр
бодох хэмжээг тогтоох
• Тэтгэврийн хамрах хүрээний талаарх
бодлого тодорхойлох
z Зорилтот цалинд жишсэн,
тэтгэвэр тогтоох хувь хэмжээ
ЭСВЭЛ
z Зорилтот шийтгэлийн хувь
хэмжээ



Эдгээр нь харилцан уялдаатай тул
тусад нь шийдвэрлэх боломжгүй

24 April 2008
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Objectives:
Structure Should Be Driven by Policy Intent

27

(2)

Policy intent not clear on other
issues
• Define what is a financially sustainable
system
• Determine what is driving pension
policy
z Target wage replacement rate
OR
z Target contribution rate

These are dependent and
cannot be managed separately

24 April 2008
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Зорилго: Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ шударга байвал
зохино.




Малчид ба
М
б хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид 1995
оноос хойш үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд
хамрагдаж чадахгүйд хүрсэн.
Иймд доорх шалтгааны улмаас үйл
ажиллагааны альтернатив бүтэц
б
зохион
байгуулалтын хувилбар нэвтрүүлэх хэрэгтэй.
•
•





Self-employed
S
lf
l
d herders
h d
and
d other
th self-employed
lf
l
d
were excluded from national pension system since
1995 reforms
Need to apply alternative structure reflecting
•
•

Улирлын буюу тогтворгүй орлогын байдал,
Санхүүгийн байгууллага орших төв суурингаас
а с а са үйлчилгээ
алслагдсан,
й
ээ хүртэх
р э орчин
ор
нөхцөл
ө ө
бэрхшээлтэй.
24 April 2008
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Objectives: Benefits should be fair

29

S
Seasonal
l and
d unpredictable
d
bl incomes, particularly
l l
herders
Distance from and access to SSIGO offices and banks

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмжүүд





Recommendations

Бүтэц
ү ц зохион байгуулалт
уу
Засгийн газрын үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх
ба нөөцжүүлэх
Хөрөнгө оруулалт
Одоогийн
д
тогтолцоог
ц
бэхжүүлэх
үү

24 April 2008
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31






Structure
Financing and Funding the Government’s Liability
Investments
Strengthen existing system

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт




Олон д
давхаргат
р
тогтолцоо
ц нэвтрүүлэх
рүү
• Өндөрт насанд орлогын олон эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэх
• Орлогын олон эх үүсвэр бүрдүүлэхэд, тухайлбал
z Бүх нийтийн тэтгэвэр (иргэний тэтгэвэр–demogrant)
z Ажиллагчдын албан журмын шимтгэлийн тогтолцоо
z Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн бүтцийг цаашид үргэлжлүүлэх
z Сайн дурын тогтолцоо, үүнд:
– Сайн дурын шимтгэл төлөх боломж бүрдүүлэхийн тулд
Одоогийн тогтолцоог өргөтгөх
– Амьдралын даатгалын компани ба хөрөнгө оруулалтын
менежментийн пүүсийг бүрдүүлэх үүднээс санхүүгийн салбарыг
хөгжүүлж, бэхжүүлэх



О
Одоогийн
й (Нэрийн
(
й дансны)) тогтолцоонд шимтгэлийн
й
хувь хэмжээг тогтоож, цалинд жишсэн тэтгэврийн хувь
хэмжээтэй уялдсан байхаар тодорхойлох
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

(1)

33

(1)

Introduce Multi Pillar System
• Recognise various sources of income for old age
• Encourage their development, in particular
z Universal pension
z Mandatory contribution system for new employees,
Current Scheme
z Continue to maintain Old and Interim Schemes
z Voluntary systems including
– Expand Current Scheme to permit voluntary contributions
– Develop and strengthen financial sector to encourage
g o th of life insurance
growth
ins ance companies and in
investment
estment
management firms

• Establish contribution rates for Current Scheme and
recognize that wage replacement rates will be resultant
24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт




Шимтгэлгүй
ү Бүх
ү нийтийн тэтгэвэр
р нэвтрүүлэх
рүү
• Үүний дүнд хувиараа хөдөлмөр эрхлэгчид, малчид, эмзэг бүлгийн
иргэдийг тэтгэврийн тогтолцоонд хамруулах нөхцөл бүрдүүлэх
• Үүний сацуу:
z Одоогийн (Нэрийн дансны) тогтолцооноос минимум
тэтгэврийг халах
z Зардлыг
З
тооцож шинжлэн, санхүүгийн
й эх үүсвэртэй
й уялдуулах
z Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүртгэл мэдээлэл, хуваарилалтыг
үнэн бодитой болгохын тулд УНДЕГ-ын мэдээллийн санг
шинэчлэн, холбогдох өөрчлөлтийг тусгаж, турших
– Үнэн бодит байдлыг хангах, залилан гарахаас урьдчилан
сэргийлэх нөхцлийг бүрдүүлэхэд Иргэний үнэмлэхийн тогтолцоо
зохимжтой тул нягт уялдуулах
уялдуулах.
– Үүнээс өөр аргаар бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн зардлыг хянахад
бэрхшээлтэй.

24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

(2)

35

(2)

Introduce non-contributory universal pension
• Provide pension coverage to self-employed herders and
vulnerable
• Contingent upon
z Eliminating minimum pension in Current Scheme
z Projecting cost estimates and linking it to means of
financing
z Installing and testing upgrades to SSIGO database
that ensure accurate recordkeeping and distribution
of universal pension benefits
– Interface with a national identification card system that has
high degree of accuracy and low risk of fraud
– Otherwise costs of universal pension will be difficult to
control
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

Санал зөвлөмж: Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц (3)




Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн талаарх санал зөвлөмжийн
дэлгэрэнгүй:

• Монгол улсын иргэншилтэй, 60 настай, эрэгтэй эмэгтэй бүх иргэд
хүртэх
• Сар тутмын бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг 40,000 төгрөгөөр
буюу амьжиргааны түвшинд уялдсан хэмжээгээр тооцсон.
(цалинд
(ца
д жишээгүй)
ээ ү )



Нийгмийн халамжийн тэтгэвэр, тэтгэмжийг бүх нийтийн
тэтгэвэр, албан журмын тогтолцооны тэтгэвэртэй
уялдуулах, шинжлэх
Тэтгэврийн нийт дүнг бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн хэмжээгээр
бууруулах
• Жилийн өртөг зардлын тооцоо:
z 180,000 тэтгэвэр хүртэгчид, 2010 онд 86 тэрбум
z 216,000 тэтгэвэр хүртэгчид, 2015 онд 103 тэрбум
z

24 April 2008
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37

(3)

Details of Universal Pension recommendation
• Age 60, male and female, resident Mongolian citizens
• Monthly 40,000
z based on minimum of living standard, not wages
g
social welfare benefits with
• Review and integrate
universal pension and mandatory pension benefits
z Reduce aggregate pension benefit by amount of
universal pension
• Projected annual cost
z 180,000 beneficiaries is 86 billion
in 2010
z 216,000 beneficiaries is 103 billion
in 2015
24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн бүтэц

(4)

Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн тогтолцооноос олгох тэтгэврийг жил тутам нэмэгдүүлэхийн оронд,
дараагийн дөрвөн жилд аажмаар Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийг нэвтрүүлэх явцад Хуучин ба
Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны тэтгэврийг Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн хэмжээгээр бууруулах.

(4)

Illustration of the introduction of Universal Pension. Instead of annual increase in pension payments from
the Old and Interim Schemes (the top line)
line), a Universal Pension is gradually introduced over four years
years,
with payments from the Old and Interim Schemes reduced by the amount of the Universal Pension.
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Эх сурвалж: Зөвлөхүүдийн тооцоо
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

39

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт


Одоогийн тогтолцоонд зохих өөрчлөлт хийх:
• 1960 оноос хойш төрсөн бүх ажиллагчдыг албан
журмаар цаашид үргэлжлүүлэн хамруулах
• Тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн дансны үлдэгдэлд тулгуурлаж
тэтгэврийн хэмжээг тооцох
• Ажилласан жилийн хугацааны шалгуурыг халах
• Сайн дурын шимтгэлийг урамшуулж дэмжих
z Ажил олгогчид, ажиллагчид, хувиараа хөдөлмөр
эрхлэгчид, ажилгүй иргэд.
• Ажил олгогчид ба ажиллагчдад эрх тэгш үйлчлэх
байдлаар шимтгэл төлбөл зохих цалингийн дээд
хязгаарын тодорхойлолтыг шинэчлэн тогтоох
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Structure

(5)

41



(5)

Adapt
p Current Scheme
• Maintain Current Scheme as mandatory system for
employees born after 1960
• Calculate pension payments based on Current Scheme
account balances at retirement
• Abolish of years of service requirements in order to be
paid a pension
• Encourage voluntary contributions
z employers, employees, self-employed, unemployed
• Extend definition of pensionable wage ceiling to apply
equally to employer and employee contributions
24 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн Далд Өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD

Үндсэн зарчим: Тэтгэврийн хэмжээ, өртөг зардлын хариуцлага /
хөрөнгөөр барьцаажуулах зэргийг хөдөлмөр эрхлэх хугацааны
туршид хуримтлуулах.
Санхүүжүүлэх хувилбарын үндэслэл нь гол үүрэг хариуцлагыг
өөрчлөхгүй.





•






•
•

Тэтгэвэр авагчдын хувьд: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээний одоогийн
өртгийг
р
актураль
ур
аргаар
р р тооцох.
ц
Ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хувьд: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээний актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртгийг ажил эрхлэх хугацааны туршид жил тус
бүрээр хуваарилах. (ихэвчлөн хуваарилсан хэмжээ нь пропорциональ
буюу хувь тэнцүүлсэн байна)
24 April 2008

Core principle: Benefit and underlying liabilities/backing
assets accumulate during working lifetime
Financing basis adopted does not alter underlying liability
• Pay-as-you-go (PAYGO), partially/fully funded systems all have
same underlying liability

Хуваарилалтын (PAYGO) хагас / бүрэн нөөцтэй тэтгэврийн ихэнх
тогтолцооны үүрэг хариуцлага адил төстэй.

ТДӨ = [тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлага] – [тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны
одоогийн сангийн хөрөнгө] (ө.х. нийт өрөөс аливаа ил хэсгийг хассан
дүнтэй тэнцүү).
Нөөцжүүлээгүй тогтолцоонд бүрэлдэхүүн хэсэг тус бүрээр ТДӨ (IPD)ийг тооцох (ө.х. хуваарилалтын - PAYGO)
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Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (1)

(1)

43




IPD is [[underlying
y g pension
p
liability]
y] less [[current pension
p
system assets] (i.e. gross liability less any explicit part)
Meaning of IPD in respect of member classes in unfunded

system (i.e. PAYGO)

• Pensioners: Actuarial present value of future pensions
• Contributors: Portion of actuarial present value of future pensions
allocated to years of service up to calculation date (generally
apportionment is on pro-rata)
24 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн Далд Өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD


Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (2)

(2)

Даатгуулагчдын нэрийн данстай уялдах холбоо:



Монгол улсын одоогийн хуваарилалтын (PAYGO) тэтгэврийн
тогтолцооны ТДӨ



• Шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ нь ирээдүйн тэтгэврийг олгох түвшинд хангалттай
нөхцөлд, шимтгэл төлөгчдийн үүрэг хариуцлага нь нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэлтэй
тэнцүү байна.
• ТДӨ = [тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлага] – [тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны одоогийн сангийн
хөрөнгө]
• Өнгөрсөн шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ хангалттай, одоогийн сангийн хөрөнгө нь
даатгуулагчдын нэрийн дансны үлдэгдэлтэй тэнцүү нөхцөлд ТДӨ нь ТЭГ байна.



• Хуучин тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртөг
• Шилжилтийн бүтцийн тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн өртөг
• Шилжилтийн бүтцийн тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг өнгөрсөн
жилүүдэд хуваарилсан актураль аргаар тооцох өнөөгийн өртөг
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг актураль
аргаар тооцсон өнөөгийн
й өртөг
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэвэр авагчид: ирээдүйн тэтгэврийн хэмжээг өнгөрсөн
жилүүдэд хуваарилсан актураль аргаар тооцох өнөөгийн өртөг
z НЭРИЙН ДАНСНЫ ҮЛДЭГДЭЛ (өнгөрсөн хугацааны шимтгэл нь ирээдүйн
тэтгэвэрт хангалттай гэж төсөөлөн өнгөрсөн он жилүүдэд хуваарилах)
24 April 2008
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Relationship to individual account balances

• Underlying liability of contributors will equal individual account balance IF
contribution rate is sufficient to fund accrued benefits
• IPD = [underlying liability] less [funded part of individual account balance]
• IPD is NIL if past contributions sufficient and current assets equal to
individual account balance

IPD for current Mongolian PAYGO pension system

• Old Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension payments
• Interim Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension
payments
• Interim Scheme Contributors: actuarial present value of future benefits
allocated to past years
• Current Scheme Pensioners: actuarial present value of future pension
payments
• Current
C
tS
Scheme
h
Contributors:
C t ib t
actuarial
t i l presentt value
l off future
f t
b
benefits
fit
allocated to past years
z NDC BALANCE (assuming past contribution sufficient to meet future
benefits allocated to past years)
24 April 2008
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Тэтгэврийн далд өрийг тайлбарлах: IPD

(3)

Explaining the Implicit Pension Debt – the IPD (3)

2008 ОНЫ ТДӨ-ИЙН ТООЦОО

IPD ESTIMATE FOR 2008

ТДӨ (тэрбум төг)

Шимтгэл төлж буй Шилжилтийн
даатгуулагчид

662.1

Шимтгэл төлж буй
Ш
б й Одоогийн
О
й
даатгуулагчид

4,069.4

Нийт идэвхтэй шимтгэл төлөгчдийн ТДӨ

4,731.5

Одоогийн тэтгэвэр авагчдын ТДӨ

3,652.9

НИЙТ ТДӨ

8 384 4
8,384.4

24 April 2008
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IPD (₮ billion)

47

Interim Scheme Contributors

662.1

Current Scheme Contributors

4,069.4

Total Active Member IPD

4,731.5

All Current Pensioners IPD

3,652.9

TOTAL IPD

8,384.4

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Засгийн газрын үүрэг
хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх ба нөөцжүүлэх


(1)

Хуучин, Шилжилтийн ба Одоогийн тогтолцооны
үүрэг хариуцлагыг ил тодорхой болгох
• ТДӨ-ийн загварчлалд нөлөөлөх ирээдүйн бүх
өөрчлөлтийг ТДӨ хэрхэн нэмэгдэх тооцоо шинжилгээ
хийх ТДӨ-ийг
хийх,
ТДӨ ийг нэмэгдэх нөхцөлд санхүүжилтийг
тодорхойлох талаар хуулинд нэмэлт оруулах.
z ТДӨ-ийн загварчлалд нөлөөлөх өөрчлөлтийн
жишээ: тэтгэврийн нас, шимтгэлийн хувь хэмжээ,
эрт тэтгэвэрт гарах журам г.м.



СЯ НХХЯ
СЯ,
НХХЯ, УНДЕГ-ын
УНДЕГ ын актураль тооцоолол хийх
хүчин чадавхийг сайжруулах
24 April 2008
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Recommendations:
Financing and Funding Government’s Liability (1)


Government should recognise liabilities of Old,
Old
Interim and Current Schemes
• Amend law to ensure all future changes to factors of IPD
model require IPD increase assessment and identification
g to pay
p y for increase in IPD
of financing
z Examples of change to IPD model include: retirement
age, contribution rates, rules for early retirement
• Upgrade actuarial modeling capabilities of MOF, MSWL,
SSIGO

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Засгийн газрын үүрэг хариуцлагыг
санхүүжүүлэх ба нөөцжүүлэх (2)






Одоогийн тогтолцооны хүрээнд Засгийн газрын
тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэх зохион
байгуулалттай төлөвлөгөө хэрэгжүүлэх
Тэтгэврийн үүрэг хариуцлагыг санхүүжүүлэхийн тулд
ДНБ-д уялдуулсан Засгийн газрын бонд эхний шатанд
гаргах
Үндэсний тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны шимтгэлээс бүрдсэн,
зөвхөн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөлөөс менежмент хийдэг
Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Сан байгуулах
• Үүнд
ү эрүүл
рүү мэнд, ҮОМШӨ зэрэг
р нийгмийн даатгалын бусад
у
төрлийг хамруулахгүй.

24 April 2008
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Recommendations:
Financing and Funding Government’s Liability (2)





Implement structured plan to finance
Government’s pension liabilities under Current
Scheme
Initiallyy issue GDP linked Government debt as
means of financing pension liabilities
Create Pension Investment Fund that contains only
contributions of national pension system and is
g byy Investment Board
solelyy managed
• Does not include health care, OIDI or other social
insurance contributions

51

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(1)

Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын сангийн бүтэц зохион
байгуулалтыг бүрдүүлэх



• Бие даасан Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөл байгуулах
z
z
z

Тус зөвлөл нь НДҮЗ, УНДЕГ, СЯ, НХХЯ, СЗХ, Монгол
Банкнаас тусдаа байх
Шимтгэл төлөгчид, тэтгэвэр авагчид, ажил олгогчид,
ажиллагчдад зөвхөн тайлагнах
Б даасан Х
Бие
Хөрөнгө О
Оруулалтын З
Зөвлөлийг
й СЗХ зохицуулна.

• Олон улсын Кастодиан Банкыг ашиглах замаар
хөрөнгө оруулалтын бодлого, байгууллагын бүтцийн
хууль журам биелүүлэх тогтолцоог бүрдүүлэх
z
z

Хөрөнгө оруулалтыг Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын
Сангийн нэр
р дээр
р явуулах
уу
шаардлагатай.
р
СЗХ-ны хүрээнд зохицуулагддаг, лицензтэй туршлагажсан
хөрөнгийн менежментийн пүүсийг хөлсөлж ажиллуулах,
гадаадын пүүс ажиллуулах бол тухайн орны Зохицуулах
байгууллагаар зохицуулагддаг байх
24 April 2008
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Establish structure to protect pension assets from
political interference, mismanagement, fraud
• Create independent Investment Board
z

z

z

Separate from Social Insurance National Council, SSIGO, MOF,
MSWL, FRC, BoM
Reports only to contributors
contributors, pensioners and employers and
employees
Independent Investment Board should be regulated by FRC

• Establish investment policy, institute compliance system
through use of global custodian bank
z
z

53

(1)

Require investments to be in name of Pension Investment Fund
Hire experienced, licensed asset management firms – regulated
by FRC and, if foreign firms hired, by their countries’ regulators
24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(2)

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын менежмент хийх бие
даасан Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Зөвлөл байгуулсан
нөхцөлд Засгийн газрын бондоос өөр
хувилбаруудад төрөлжүүлэх санал зөвлөмж
• Ойрын үед явуулсан судалгааны дүнгээс үзвэл
үзвэл,
зохистой хөрөнгийн хадгалалт хамгаалалтын
механизм бүрдүүлэхгүйгээр Засгийн газар хөрөнгө
оруулалтын менежмент хийсэн тохиолдлууд бараг
бүхэлдээ амжилтад хүрэлгүй бүтэлгүйтсэн үр дүнг
харуулж байна.
б й

24 April 2008
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(2)

Recommendation to diversify beyond Government
bonds is contingent upon establishing independent
Investment Board to manage investments
• Recent studies indicate that when a government
g
manages pension investments without ensuring
adequate protections, results are almost always
disastrous

24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(3)

Сангийн хөрөнгөөс
р
аажмаар
р хөрөнгө
р
оруулалт
руу
хийх бүтэц
ү ц
зохион байгуулалт, үйл ажиллагааны журам боловсруулах



• Ирээдүйн бүх шимтгэлийн орлого, энэ жилийн тэтгэврийн зардлын
дүнг Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Санд төвлөрүүлэх
• Нэрийн дансны үлдэгдлийг тодорхойлон тогтоож, Улсын төсвөөс
Тэтгэврийн хөрөнгө оруулалтын санд шилжүүлэх.
z
z

Бүрэн бус гарааны үлдэгдлийг ашиглан тооцож буй
буй,
Цаашид гарааны үлдэгдлийг үнэн зөв тогтоож, нэмж ногдуулах
хэсгийг санд шилжүүлэх

Харилцан адилгүй хугацаанд төлөгдөх ДНБ-д
ДНБ д уялдсан
Засгийн газрын бондод хөрөнгө оруулалт хийх замаар
шилжилтийн зардлыг санхүүжүүлэх
24 April 2008
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Develop structure and process for gradual investment of
assets
• Redirect incoming contributions and transfer current year pension
payments into Pension Investment Fund
• Determine Current Scheme account balance values and transfer
from state budget into Pension Investment Fund
z Estimate using incomplete initial balances
z Once complete initial balances are determined, transfer
additional amount
• Determine and transfer from state budget IPD amount for Old and
Interim Schemes into Pension Investment Fund (over time)

• Хуучин ба Шилжилтийн тогтолцооны ТДӨ-ийг тодорхойлж, Улсын
төсвөөс Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө Оруулалтын Санд шилжүүлэх (бага
багаар)



(3)

Finance the transition cost by investing in GDP linked
Government debt with staggered maturity dates
24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Хөрөнгө оруулалт


Recommendations: Investments

(4)

Хөрөнгө оруулалтыг зохистой явуулахын тулд Тэтгэврийн Хөрөнгө
О
Оруулалтын
Сангийн
С
й хүрээнд тусдаа дэд сан б
байгуулж,
й
хөрөнгө
оруулалт болон нягтлан бодох, бүртгэлийг салгаж тусгаарлах
• Олон улсын шилдэг жишигт нийцүүлэх

Ү
Үүрэг
хариуцлага

Шилжилтийн
бүтэц

Нэрийн дансны
тогтолцоо

Засгийн газрын
бонд

Засгийн газрын
бонд

Засгийн газрын бонд ба
аажмаар хөрөнгө
оруулалтыг
төрөлжүүлэх

Т б
Тус
бүтцэд
хамаарах үүрэг
хариуцлага

Тэтгэвэрт гарах үеийн
Т
й
Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдлээс тэтгэвэр
тогтооход үүрэг
хариуцлага нэмэгдэх
24 April 2008
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Three Pension Schemes

Хуучин
тогтолцоо

Тус б
Т
бүтцэд
хамаарах
үүрэг
хариуцлага

Prudent investment requires segregating and accounting for
investments separately through three sub-funds to the
Pension Investment Fund
• Consistent with international best practice

Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны бүрэлдэхүүн хэсгүүд

Хөрөнгө



(4)
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Old
Assets

Government
Bonds

Liabilities

Specific scheme
liabilities

Interim

Current

Government Bonds Government Bonds and
gradually
diversifying assets
Specific scheme
liabilities

Increasing liabilities to
pay pensions on
NDC retirement
balances
24 April 2008
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Санал зөвлөмж: Одоогийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх


Одоогийн тогтолцоо:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Иргэний болон хөдөлмөрийн гэрээний хоорондын ялгааг
арилгах
УНДЕГ-т хууль тогтоомж сахиулах зохистой эрх мэдэл олгох
замаар Нийгмийн даатгалын хуулийг ажил олгогчид бүрэн
биелүүлэх нөхцлийг бүрдүүлж хувийн секторын ажил
олгогчдын зайлсхийлтыг шийдвэрлэх
р
1999 оноос өмнөх ажилласан жилд ногдуулах Нэрийн дансны
гарааны үлдэгдлийг үнэн зөв тогтоох
1999 оноос эхлэн жил тутмын хүүгийн орлогыг Нэрийн дансны
үлдэгдэлд үнэн зөв нөхөж олгох
УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны зардлыг холбогдох зардалд
зохицсон байдлаар даатгуулагчдад зохистой хуваарилах
Хувийн секторын ажиллагчдын цалин хөлс дутуу мэдээлдэг
сэдэл, сонирхлыг халах
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Strengthening Existing System

(1)



Current Scheme
• Create parity between civil contract versus labour contract

• Solve private sector employer evasion problems by ensuring full
compliance with Social Insurance Law by empowering SSIGO
with appropriate enforcement capabilities
• Complete initial balance of NDC account balances for work
hi t i prior
histories
i tto 1999
• Credit the correct annual interest rates to NDC accounts effective
1999
• Accurately distribute cost of administering the SSIGO system
across users commensurate with their respective expense
• Help remove incentives for private sector employees to
underreport wages by issuing annual statements to contributors

24 April 2008
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(1)

Санал зөвлөмж: Одоогийн тогтолцоог бэхжүүлэх

(2)

• Нийгмийн Даатгалын Үндэсний Зөвлөлийн үйл
ажиллагааг үр ашигтай түвшинд хүргэж сайжруулах
• Тэтгэврийн тогтолцооны талаар олон нийтэд чиглэсэн
мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны хэрэгцээ шаардлагыг
тодорхойлох, хэрэгжүүлэх, боловсронгуй болгох.
• Одоогийн тогтолцооны тэтгэврийн хэмжээг бодох
томъёог хэвлэн нийтлэх.
• УНДЕГ-ын үйл ажиллагааны уялдаа, төвлөрсөн данс
бүртгэлийг сайжруулах.
• Ерөнхий
й Сайдын
й
тэргүүлж буй
й ажлын хэсгийн
й хүрээнд
Иргэний үнэмлэхийн тогтолцоог сайжруулах.
24 April 2008
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Recommendations: Strengthening Existing System






(2)

Improve effectiveness of Social Insurance
National Council
Recognise the need, develop and implement public
awareness campaigns of national pension system
Publish life expectancy factor for Current Scheme
benefits
Improve SSIGO workflow and central pension
recordkeeping
Improve national identity card system under
working group chaired by Prime Minister
24 April 2008
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АХБ-ны цаашдын дэмжлэг

Future ADB Assistance

(1)

Бүтэц зохион байгуулалт
 Бүх нийтийн тэтгэврийн сангийн тэтгэвэр
олголтын хуваарилалтын талаарх бэрхшээлийг
шийдэх
 Тэтгэврийн шинэчлэлийн шилжилтийн шат ба
хугацааны хуваарилалтыг тодорхойлох
 Нөөц баялгийн сан байгуулах эсэхийг
тодорхойлох

24 April 2008
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(1)

Structure
 Address benefit payment distribution challenges of
Universal Pension
 Address transition and timing issues on Pension
Reform
 Determine whether to establish a Resources Fund
as a possible investment for the Pension
Investment Fund

24 April 2008
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АХБ-ны цаашдын дэмжлэг

Future ADB Assistance

(2)

Одоогийн
д
тогтолцоог
ц
бэхжүүлэх
үү
 Үйлдвэрлэлийн осол, мэргэжлээс шалтгаалах өвчний
даатгалын шимтгэлийг тогтоох талаар өртөг зардлын
цогц шинжилгээ хийх.
 УНДЕГ-ын аудитын чиг үүргийг олон улсын жишигт
нийцүүлж сайжруулах.
 “Цэргийн
“
й албан
б хаагчдын тэтгэвэр тэтгэмжийн
й тухай
й
хууль”, Одоогийн тогтолцоонд хамаарах тэтгэвэр
авагчдад тогтоох тэтгэврийн хооронд зөрчилдөж буй
зөрүүг арилгах
 2003 оны Нийгмийн Хамгааллын Салбарын Стратегийн
Баримт бичгийг шинжилж,
шинжилж шинээр боловсруулах
 Чадавхи бэхжүүлэхийн тулд нэмэлт сургалт зохион
байгуулах
24 April 2008
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(2)

Strengthening
g
g Existing
g System
y
 Conduct comprehensive review of costs associated
with establishing Occupational Injury and Disease
Insurance premium rates
 Upgrade SSIGO audit functions to international
standards
 Address inconsistencies between benefit
calculations for employees covered both by Law on
Military Pensions and Current Scheme
 Review / redraft 2003 Social Security
y Sector
Strategy Paper
 Provide additional training for capacity building
24 April 2008
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APPENDIX XXIV
IPD WORKING GROUP

The Ministries of Finance and Social Welfare and Labour under the directive from the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Social Welfare jointly set up a working group to address the three items:
1. Determine the Government’s liability accrued the Pension Insurance Fund (termed as the
accrued government pension debt) on a basis that is acceptable to all departments;
2. Determine the correct interest rate to be credited to insured accounts under the Notional
Defined Contribution system.
3. Confirm the validity of the Implicit Pension Debt (IPD) stated in the Draft Final Report
submitted by the consultants under TA 4910-MON or define actions required for such
confirmation or to achieve more credible value.
This working group (which will be named as the IPD Working Group) was formed on April 7 2008
and held two meetings to develop an agreed process for arriving at the accrued government pension
debt. The international actuary attended the 3rd meeting of the IPD Working Group held on April 21st
and during this meeting the main points of discussion were:
¾ The IPD Working Group explained its purpose.
¾ They provided copies of the initial work done on calculating the accrued government pension
debt. The international actuary was requested to provide comments.
¾ After discussions on the nature of IPD and accrued government pension debt, it was agreed that
the two items cannot be the same and there is no requirement that they be the same.
¾ With respect to confirming validity of the IPD presented in the DFR, the international actuary
recommended that the IPD Working Group should continue the process of developing local
expertise in the use of PROST (many of those licensed by World Bank for the use of PROST
model for Mongolia are members of this group). Once officers from MOF, MSWL and SSIGO
become trained users in PROST they can verify the appropriateness of the current IPD estimates
and also update the IPD in light of future events and changes in pension system as well as the
economy.
The 4th meeting of the IPD Working Group was held on April 22nd, the international actuary was also
in attendance, and during this meeting the main points of discussion were:
¾ The international actuary submitted that the approach being considered by the IPD Working
Group for determining the accrued government pension debt included unnecessary complications
considering its intent. The intent is to arrive at the amount owed by the Government to the Pension
Insurance Fund in case past cash flows had been in line with objectives of the social insurance
regulations. The most appropriate approach to derive such an amount is to use a purely historical
accounting approach that includes no actuarial principles.
¾ The international actuary explained the initial outline of a methodology based on historical
accounting principles and how it could be adopted to reflect the three schemes that make up the
ISC
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pension system in Mongolia. The actuary explained how this methodology was in agreement with
the pay-as-you-go financing principles currently followed.
¾ The IPD Working Group members absorbed the suggestions and had no preliminary objections to
the process.
¾ The international actuary offered to submit a fuller methodology before leaving Mongolia and to
hold further discussions if desired. Furthermore, it was agreed to include the suggested
methodology in the Final Report of the consultants.
The 5th meeting of the IPD Working Group was held on April 24th. The main points of discussion
were:
¾ The complete methodology of determining the accrued pension debt provided by the international
actuary was discussed and clarified to the IPD Working Group members present.
¾ Some members of the IPD Working Group had suggestions with respect to implementation
procedures for the methodology recommended which were agreed to be included in the Final
Report.
¾ The procedure for obtaining and processing data from SSIGO consistent with recommended
methodology was discussed in great detail. Some complications that could arise were identified by
the Working Group and workarounds were developed.
¾ The members of the IPD Working Group representing the SSIGO discussed the need to improve
on the accuracy and consistency of the initial balances. The international actuary pointed out that
while it was of importance to ensure that initial balances were correctly recorded, the SSIGO
needed to ensure that other significant parameters (such as dates of birth, dates of service start,
wage history) were also verified for current members and accurately recorded for future insured.
▪

To do so, data records in the existing SSIGO database must be reconfirmed and a process put
into place to ensure proper and consistent flow of information into the database in future. For
example: date-of-birth, date-of-death and type of payment (e.g., old-age benefit, survivor,
invalidity or OIDI) must be cross-referenced as follows. An old age benefit cannot start before
age 55/ female, 60 / male unless it is an early pension. A survivor benefit cannot be paid
without a date-of-death. These are just some illustrative examples. The SSIGO should develop
an exhaustive list for ensuring data integrity and consistency.

¾ The next steps required in respect of determining the accrued government pension debt were
agreed as follows:
▪

SSIGO department would acquire all the necessary information required to implement the
methodology recommended by the international accuracy.

▪

The IPD Working Group would agree on the assumptions required to implement the agreed
methodology and the results would be forwarded to the international actuary for review and
confirmation.

The methodology recommended and the detailed processes to be followed are described in detail in
the following sections.
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¾ OLD SCHEME (RETIRED BEFORE 1995)
Pension Insurance Fund Accounting
INCOME

1

OLD

OUTGO

1

OLD

2

OLD

Total

OLD

SURPLUS
(INCOME – OUTOGO)

OLD

Subsidy
Pension
Administration Cost
Outgo

NIL

=

Subsidy

OLD

Outgo

¾ INTERIM SCHEME (BORN 1960 AND LATER, NOT RETIRED BEFORE 1995)
Pension Insurance Fund Accounting
INCOME

1

INTERIM

2

INTERIM

3

INTERIM

4

INTERIM

5

INTERIM

Total
OUTGO

ISC
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Voluntary Contributions

Government Contributions
(armed forces; others?)
Other Income
Subsidy

INTERIM

Income

1

INTERIM

2

INTERIM

Total
SURPLUS
(INCOME – OUTOGO)

Mandatory Contributions

Pension
Administration Cost

INTERIM

Outgo

NIL
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INTERIM

=

INTERIM

Subsidy

Outgo

minus
INTERIM

Contributions

minus
INTERIM

Other Income

¾ CURRENT SCHEME (BORN 1960 AND LATER, NOT RETIRED BEFORE 1995)
Pension Insurance Fund Accounting
INCOME

OUTGO

1

CURRENT

2

CURRENT

3

CURRENT

Government Contributions
(armed forces; others?)

4

CURRENT

5

CURRENT

Total

CURRENT

1

CURRENT

2

CURRENT

Total

CURRENT

CURRENT SURPLUS

Mandatory Contributions
Voluntary Contributions

Other Income
Subsidy
Income
Pension
Administration Cost
Outgo

INCOME – OUTOGO

=

CURRENT

Subsidy
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¾ PENSION EXPENSE AMOUNTS
The sum of the pensions paid under the Old, Interim and Current schemes when summed must
equal the total pension payments (including those paid to defense personnel) reflected in the
SSIGO annual accounts.
1

OLD

2

INTERIM

3

CURRENT

[1] + [2] + [3]

Pension
Pension
Pension

Total Pension Cost

It is expected that there will be no difficulty in identifying to which scheme a retired pensioner or
invalidity pensioner belongs. However, there may be some challenges when determining the
scheme to which a survivor pensioner belongs since it will depend on the age and date of death of
the deceased insured and not the pension recipient. Care must be taken to ensure appropriate
classification of survivor pension payments.

¾ INCOME AMOUNTS
The sum of non-government contributions for the Interim and Current schemes when summed
must equal the total contributions reflected in the SSIGO annual accounts. This is based on the
assumption that the Government has made no actual contributions for any insured (the MOF must
confirm this in writing to the members of the IPD working group and if not the case then make
appropriate adjustment to the process).
1

INTERIM

2

INTERIM

3

CURRENT

4

CURRENT

[1] + [2] + [3]
+ [4]

Mandatory Contributions
Voluntary Contributions
Mandatory Contributions
Voluntary Contributions

Total Non-Government Contributions

1

INTERIM

2

CURRENT

Government Contributions
(armed forces; others?)

Government Contributions
(armed forces; others?)

[1] + [2]
Total Government Contributions
Similarly the sum of other incomes for the Interim and Current schemes when summed must equal
the other income amount reflected in the SSIGO annual accounts.
1

INTERIM

2

CURRENT

[1] + [2]
ISC
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Other Income
Other Income

Total Other Income
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A basis has to be decided on how other income is allocated to the two schemes unless the
accounting process of SSIGO provides information that allows direct allocation. It is
recommended that any portion of other income that cannot be directly allocated to the two
schemes should be pro-rated on the basis of the non-governmental contribution totals.
¾ ADMINISTRATION COST
The sum of the administration costs for the three schemes must add up to the total administration
cost for SSIGO.
1

OLD

2

INTERIM

3

CURRENT

Administration Cost
Administration Cost
Administration Cost

[1] + [2] + [3]

Total Administration Cost

Total Administration
Cost

SSIGO

=

Annual Cost

A mechanism has to be determined to allocate the annual SSIGO administration costs to the three
schemes. It is recommended that the allocation of expense between the schemes be based on the:
1. Number of pensioners and contributors for each scheme; and
2. The relative activity level for administering contribution collection versus pension benefit
disbursement.
¾ GOVERNMENT OBLIGATION TO PENSION INSURANCE FUND
1

OLD

2

INTERIM

3

CURRENT

Total

Subsidy
Subsidy
Subsidy

Subsidy

Budget Transfer Actually Made
The total “subsidy” represents what the Government should have transferred from general
revenues to the Pension Insurance Fund.
The Government has been transferring amounts from General Revenues each year, which will be
referred to as “budget transfer actually made”.
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Thus, a determination can be made as to whether the Government took a loan (i.e. the total
subsidy was greater than the budget transfer actually made) or repaid part of a loan (i.e. the total
subsidy was less than the budget transfer actually made) taken from the Pension Insurance Fund

Loan Taken by
Government from
Pension Insurance Fund
for current year

Total Subsidy

=

minus

Budget transfer
Actually Made

In the first year (1995) the above amount is sufficient to determine the total obligation of the
Government to the Pension Insurance Fund.
For later years (1996-2007) it is necessary to determine the interest on the amount of loan as at the
start of the year. This interest amount will be an additional income source for the Pension
Insurance Fund. Furthermore, since the interest is being calculated in retrospect it will add to the
obligation of the Government to the Pension Insurance Fund (i.e. interest will increase the loan
amount taken by Government from the Pension Insurance Fund).
Development of loan taken by Government from the Pension Insurance Fund:
Amount of Loan at start of the year
(this will be zero for 1995)
Plus

New Loan taken for current year

Plus

Interest on Loan at start of the year
(this will be zero for 1995)

Plus

Interest on New Loan taken for the year
(this will be zero for 1995)

Equal

Amount of Loan at end of the year

¾ INTEREST ON LOAN TAKEN BY GOVERNMENT
The question arises on the rate of interest to be charged on the loan amount. It is recommended
that the interest rate should be set within the following range by the IPD Working Group:
1. Minimum: The interest rate should not be less than the average wage increase experienced
in each year; and
2. Maximum: The interest rate should not be greater than the annual increase in nominal
GDP.

Once the interest is identified for each year the accumulated debt of the Government can
be determined as at 31.12.2007 or any other desired date whether earlier or later.
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